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PEEFACE.

This work—adjudged the Parkes Memorial Prize for .1886—is

divided into two parts. The first contains the general principles

for the prevention of disease in campaigns in tropical and sub-

tropical climates ; in the second are developed the same principles

as they concern the several special diseases affecting campaigns in

hot climates. The plan of prevention has been considered through-

out under certain definite heads—viz., selection of men and

season, marches, clothing, food, camps, conservancy, and special

prophylaxis.

In the second part, each chapter commenceswith a consideration

of the special etiology of the disease, for unless the real etiology be

known, a sound prophylaxis cannot be indicated. The greatest

teachers of medicine have ever insisted on this. Thtis Graves in

his admirable clinical lectures states that, " it is of great importance

to study how to make a man phthisical, as, by pursuing an opposite

line of treatment, we may prevent it." Simon again writes :

" E.ssentially we must know how to prevent by first having learnt

exactly how to cause." I have accordingly entered fully into the

various views of the etiology of the several diseases. In this

respect I have not shrunk from criticizing the opinions of any

authority in cases wherein, in my opinion, these views are harm-

ful to the State. At the same time I trust I have not transgressed

the bounds of fair criticism. In particular I hold the present ten-

dency to a-scribe an increasing circle of diseases to " climate " as

hopeless and harmful, and unworthy of the scientific medicine of

the day. Moreover, the arguments employed in support of the

climatic theory of npecific diseases, such as cholera and enteric fever,

are singularly ea.sy of refutation. Let any one, for instance, com-

pare the respective lieports on the two epidemics of cholera in con-
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nection with the Hurdwar faivs of 1867 and 1879, contained in the

Eeporfcs for those years of the Sanitary Commissioner with the

Government of India. Both these epidemics are stated to have

arisen under nearly precisely the same circumstances, yet in 1867

human intercourse was declared to have been indicated, whilst in

1879, theory of chmate and other causes" was substituted.

But the Report of 1867 is as convincing as that of 1879 is not.

The great physician, in whose honour the memorial essay has

been instituted^ forcibly criticized the climatic theory regarding

the epidemic of 1872, and exposed its fallacies. The extreme

development of the climatic theorywould seem to have been reached

in connection with the late epidemic in Egypt, wherein it was

urged that cholera nostras and cholera Asiatica are identical.

The principles of prevention of disease in tropical campaigns

laid down in the following pages, are such as should be followed

wherever the circumstances of any campaign permit of their adop-

tion. It is, of course, not to be expected that such permission

will in all cases be possible. But by keeping in view such measures

of prevention as would be adopted, where such adoption is pos-

sible, much may be attained.

I have to thank the Committee of the Memorial Fund for

permission to publish this volume. The original matter has been

revised throughout.

In conclusion it may b^ remarked that of late years the various

writings of certain authorities on sanitary science have been

collected and republished to great advantage. The summaries of

the late Professor Parkes on Public Health, published in the

A.M.D. Reports, are unrivalled as regards the reasoning employed

and literary diction. But inasmuch as papers embodied in

Reports are generally consigned thereby to comparative oblivion,

the republication of the writings of Professor Parkes, contained

in the A.M.D. Reports, would be a work of vast benefit.

A. D.
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PAET I.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

OHAPTEE I.

GENEEAL REMAEKS.

The prevention of disease amongst troops in tropical and sub-

tropical cUmates is a subject of the first importance to the British

army, inasmuch as not only is the foreign service in peace almost

entirely tropical or sub-tropical, but such will be the case in war.

All our wars, in fact, since the cessation of the pre-sanitary era

have been in tropical, sub-tropical, or warm climates. Moreover,

it would appear that, since the year i860, fighting has been the

normal condition of the British, or Indo-British, army. With the

exceptions of the years 1861, 1862, 1866, 1869, 1870, and 1881,

we have been on the war-path in warm climates year after year

from i860 up to 1886. In 1870, also, we had an expedition,

though not in a warm chmate. This expedition, being a model
expedition in a cold chmate, will, however, teach us the standard

to aim at ; whilst we have the experience of 22 years' campaigning
in tropical and sub-tropical chmates to help us.

War has ever caused more invaUding and mortality by disease

than by wounds. And if this has been the case in cold, how
much more will it be the case in hot climates 1 Indeed, in many
of our operations of war, disease has been our enemy, and not the
mechanical ofience of the foe. The operations of war in Egypt
in 1882 were a striking example of operations of war against
dLsea.<ie carried on by the surgeons of the Indian and Army Medical
Services.

Statistics.—Let us see now what statistics of disease our
various campaigns have furnished iis with generally. Leaving
out for tlie present the statistics of special diseases, we have the
following general results :

—

In the China war of i860, with 20,433 fighting men and Chln.-», isso.

25,833 camp followers, the admissions per 1000 were 2049,
the mortality 53.95.

In the New Zealand campaign, the seat of which in many pai-ts New Zcn-

lay practically in a sub-tropical region, no general statement for

a
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Abyssinia,
1S67-8.

Hazara,
1868.

Looshai,
1871-2.

Ashanti,

1873-

Diiffla,

1874-5-

Malay,
1875-6.

Galeaka-
Gaika,
1877-8.

Jowaki,
1877-8.
Affghan-
istan,

1878-80.

Zulu war,

1879.

Natal and
Transvaal,
I880- I.

Egypt,

disease is sliown in the A.M.D. Reports, although one for wounds
is given. Still we find here the usual prevalent diseases of cam-
paigning.

In the Abyssinian war, vnth. a strength of 12,500 fighting men
and 19,000 camp followers, the ratio of admissions was only 891.6
per icoo, with a mortality of 36.14 per 1000. There was no
one killed in action, but 9.37 died from accidents; hence the
actual deaths from sickness wei-e only 26.77 per 1000.

In the native force in Hazara for the period of hostilities, the
daily sick percentage of strength was 4.20.

In the Looshai expedition of 187 1-2, out of an average
strength of 1657.2 in the left column, there were 107 deaths; and
out of an average strength of 1709.7 in the right column, there
were 32 deaths.

In the Ashanti war of 1873, the admissions were 1700 per
1000 of strength and the deaths 31 per 1000. As compared
with the former expedition in 1863, the greatest improvement is

shown; for in the expedition of 1863, at one time there were
iictually one-fourth of the men in hospital, besides a vast number
of out-patients.

In the Dufila expedition of 1874—5, out of a strength of 2800
(1000 native troops, 1200 Transj)ort Corps, 600 followers), the
admissions per cent, to average strength wei'e 50.42 and the
deaths .39 for the ti'oops

; 108.15 per cent, admissions and .77
per cent, mortality to average strength for the Transport Corps.

From November 20, 1875, March 27, 1876, the total ad-

missions in the Malay war for the period were 218.71 per 1000,

whilst the mortality was 21.70 per 1000. The average daily sick

per 1000 was 14.82.

For the G-aleaka-Gaika campaign no statistics are given in the

Medical Report for our purpose.

In the Jowaki expedition the percentage of sick was 4.35.

The sickness and mortality in the war in Afghanistan were as

follows :—For the European army : for 1878, admissions, 340.10 ;

deaths from sickness, 2.82; deaths from injuries, 0.63. For 1879,
average strength, 9500 ;

daily sick rate, 57 ;
admissions, 1315.50 ;

deaths fi-om sickness, 74.63 ; deaths from injuries, 13.70. In 1880,

admissions, 1 107. 10; deaths from sickness, 30.64; deaths from
violence, 6.68. For the native troops : in 1879, the average strength

being 15,091, the daily sick ratio was 95.6, and the deaths wei-e

84.95. ^01' 1880, the daily ratio of sick was 72.6, and deaths

8.'?.24 (ratio per 1000 of strength).

In the war in Zululand, out of a strength of 12,651 (non-coms,

and men), the ratio of mortality per 1000 of strength was 26.63,

and of invaliding 86.4, for the period from Januaiy 4 to Octo-

ber 3, 1879.

In the campaign in Natal and Transvaal in 1880, including all

the various sieges, there was good health generally, due " to the

unremitting care of the medical officers."

In the operations of war in 1882 in Egypt, out of a force of

73,013 there were 7590 admissions in a period of 87 days, of
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whicli 671 were for ti-aumatic causes, leaving a disease admission

i-sitio of 530.2 per 1000. Tliis expanded into a ratio per annum
becomes 2222 per 1000. As for the deaths, there were 170 in

all, of which 98 were from battle or accidents, leaving 74 for

disease, or a i-atio of 5.88 per 1000 for the 87 days of the cam-

paign, equal to 24.65 per 1000 per anmim.
As regards the Indian contingent, the admissions for European

troops per 1000 per annum were 1597.00: the deaths, 39.82 ; and
for the native troops, admissions, 919.00; deaths, 11.36 per 1000

per annum.
In the Aka expedition, from December 13, 1883, to January 21, Aka, 1883-4.

1884, out of a strength of 30 officers, 1028 men, and 1993 camp
followers, there were 4 deaths in action and i from disease.

In the expeditions in the Eastern Soudan in 1884, the ad- E. Soudan,

missions per 1000 w^ere 127.42, and deaths 31.36 per 1000, out

of a force of 4500 officers and men and 200 natives
;

or, per

annum, admissions 912, and deaths 224. The mortality, be it

noticed, was entirely confined to injuries ; from disease it was nil.

In the Nile expedition, out of a strength of 10,771 men of the Niiecxpe-

regular army, there were 832.21 per 1000 admissions, with 51.71 ^384-5.

per 1000 deaths.

In the Suakim expeditionary force of 1885, the admissions were Suakim

296.6 per 1000, and deaths 14.37 per 1000.

ZSTow these statistics show one result at any rate. They show Summary,

that the preventive power of military medicine has learnt lessons

from experience. In the space of 22 years, it has diminished
by more than half the mortality. Let us take the 6 important ^

campaigns in China, Abyssinia, Ashanti, Afghanistan, Zululand,
and Egypt, and see the results :

—

China, i860.

—

Mortality, 53.95 per 1000 per annum. jSTow,

even this comparatively high rate of mortality in war was an
improvement on the peace year of 1859, when the death rate was
59.35 per 1000 per annum.

Ahysainia.—Mortality, 36.14 per 1000 per annum; but the
actual deaths from sickness were only at the rate of 26.77 P^^'
1000 per annum.

Anhanti, 1873.

—

Mortality from sickness, 31.00 per 1000 per
annum.

AffjlMnistan, 1879.

—

Mortality from sickness, 74.63 per 1000
per annum.

Affj}ui,nintfm, 1880.

—

Mortality from sickness, 30.64 per 1000
for ten month.s, or 36.77 per annum.

^''^P.ipii 1882,

—

Mortality from sickness, 24.67 per 1000 per
annum.

Here, then, we have, if we except the first year in Afghanistan,
a surely decTea-sing rate of mortality from sickness in aunpaigns.
iJut the campaign in Egypt showed something more. It has
been ever the rule for the 'mortality from sickness to exceed that
from wounds. But in 1882 in Egypt the mortality from wounds
(!xceeded that from disea.se—a sure proof that preventive medicine
did its duty.

n 2
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From a consideration of these campaigns, extending nearly con-
tinuously from i860 to 1885, we learn that the disease incidental
to warfare in warm climates can be progressively diminished. It
is now my task to indicate the lines on which still greater per-
fection may be attained. The subject naturally divides itself into
two great sections : first, the prevention of disease generally ; and
secondly, the prevention of especial diseases. I address myself
first to the prevention of disease in general.

Considerations Concerning Climate Generally. — The
environment must ever be an important determining factor on
individual life. Aud those animals that can best adapt them-
selves to varying conditions of the environment must possess in

themselves the greatest power of healthy living and survival.

And of all animals, man has the largest power of adaptation.
Trousseaus J cannot do better than quote Trousseau on this point :

" Man
views • •

is unquestionably the animal capable of becoming most easily

adapted to diversities in the external circumstances necessaiy for

maintaining life. The first individual of our species did not
assuredly come into existence in latitude 50° : his body not being
protected by hair or feathers, like other animals of the higher

classes, proves that the Creator called him into being in a climate

sufiiciently mild to enable him to dispense with clothes, which in

our climate are absolute necessities. However, the territory of

man's origin becoming overcrowded, emigration took place to

other regions. Crossing the surface of the globe from North tO'

South, from East to West, everywhere adapting itself to new
climatological conditions, the human race became able at last to

live as well in polar as in equatorial regions. This adaptation,

however, to the greatest possible diversity of climate is perhaps

less remarkable than the adaptation of man to great diversity of

food. Advancing from the simplest possible regimen, consisting

principally of slender rations of vegetables, such as rice, with water

and a little milk to drink, a regimen similar to that which the

Indians and other peoples still subsist on, man has reached that

generous fare of northern nations which contains so large a pro-

portion of animal food. His organization has become habituated

to conditions totally difierent from those in which he was
originally placed ; it has well adapted itself to them, and has by
means of the new regimen made the man of the North a much
more vigorous man than the man of the Equator."

I have quoted this passage at length, as it admii'ably expresses

the adaptation of man to difierent climates. And moreover it

shows that such adaptation was brought about by certain changes

in the food and dress of man. Finally, the passage terminates

with a warning that the man of the North has become more

vigorous than the man of the Equator. Must, therefore, the man
of the North in retracing his steps become less vigorous ? This is

the problem, indeed, that the preventive medicine of war in hot

climates has to solve. Meanwhile, at its inception the man of the

North starts with certain points in his favour : first, the greater

vigour of northern races has been attained only through a long
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sei'ies of years, and hence for a comparatively short pet'iod, such, as

that of a campaign, we should be able to prevent much deteriora-

tion of this vigour
;
and, secondly, the races indigenous to tem-

perate climates have been found to jjossess a greater constitutional

pliability, enabUng them the better to support the extremes of

other latitudes. And, in addition, the northern soldier should

benefit from these two factors especially, inasmuch as he should

be a picked man. From this passage of Trousseau, then, we
gather certiiin lines to work on in the matter of selection of

material, of clothing such material, and of feeding such material.

This superior adaptability has, however, been questioned by Sir Sir R.

Eanald Martin. He denies the superior power of accommodation ^l^"^"

to all climates in man, stating that the real factor is the greater

ingenuity of man mentally, whereby " he can raise up a thovisand

b£u-riers around to obviate the deleterious effects of climates." This

opinion I ventux'e to think is erroneous, as I shall show presently

;

meanwhile, from a jrriori considerations it would seem incorrect,

for inasmuch as man is superior to the lower animals in all

respects, so he must have a greater latitude of adaptability.

One of the gi-eatest of army physicians—Robert Jackson—has Robert

placed it on record that men in hot climates could work as well as yfews"^

they do in cold climates. Now, from a consideration of the views

of these authorities, it is evident that the army surgeon in hot

climates can have no ground for taking refuge in " climate " when
confronted with disease ; for on the one hand he has an extremely

adaptable and picked material to woi-k with, and on the other,

whether by means of " a thousand barriers " or otherwise, such
material can be kept flourishing in hot chmates for a certain

period of time.

Natuje of Hot Climates.—Before proceeding to point to the

essential modifying factors in climate, it will be well to examine
examples of hot climates such as our troops have encountered.

The climate of China for a part of the year was found character-

ized by extreme vicissitudes. Thus, in September the tempera-
ture would be 142° F. in the sun at noon, but at night would
fall to 49° F., thus giving a variation of nearly 100° F. in the 24
hours. In Abyssinia the days were tropical, but the nights
" Siberian ; " but owing to the dry condition of the atmosphere
the general health was not so affected as it otherwise would have
Ijeen, In the Looshai country, the hill-sides were covered with
rna-saes of vegebxtion to their summits. Tortuous ravines inter-
vened, their hollows swampy, and with an impenetrable matted
jungle of for&st trees, bamboos, and creepers. Till late in the
day thi.s sea of jungle is shrouded in a mass of vapour, and the
dew- pours from the trees like heavy rain (Dr. Buckle). A very
similar climate was found in tlie DufHa country. In Malay
again we find another moist climate : a variable wind, veering to
all the points of the compass in 24 houi-s : drenching showers
of rain—morning and evening cliilly, but a very offensive lieat
at noonday, the temperature continuing high till evening. In
Ashanti the climate again is very similar to that in Duffla and
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Factors of

climate.

Division of

climate.

Effect of a
rising tem-
perature.

Looshai. Here, therefore, we have vicissitudes of temperature
with a onoist atmosphere.

Look again at the shores of the Persian Gulf. Here the
summer heats are terrific

;
by some the httoral is held to be the

hottest part of the known world : the summer heats " are fierce

beyond endurance." Moreover, the heat is a moist heat, and
therefore, the more depressing. In addition, a hot wind, raging
in July and August, blows for nine months in the year. But in
December and January the opposite condition prevails, for Ave

have then cold piercing winds from the interior.

Again, the semi-tropical climate of Algeria is characterized by
great heat, and rapidity of change to cold. There is the greatest

difference between the day and night temperature, especially

inland. Many more examples might be added, but enough has
been given to show what a change such climates must be to the
soldier coming from northern latitudes. England, for instance,

has an equable climate ; in all the examples given we have seen
the greatest vicissitudes of temperature. Now, equable climates,

whether hot or cold, are more favourable to human life than those

subject to great diurnal or annual fluctuations. Here, therefore,

we see one element in climate to provide for—viz., alteration of

temperature—and naturally the mind turns to the material of

the dress. Again, every climate has a jieriod when its features

are less unfavourable to life—a period, in fact, in which there is a
comparative equability ; such must be the period for selection for

warfare, as we shall see hereafter.

We are now, after this brief summary of the characteristics of

climate in certain hot regions, in a position to enter fully into the

chief factors of a hot climate which especially influence the health

of the human element. Now, under the term climate we under-

stand the combined effect of temperature, aii' jjreasure, moisture,

wind, and electrical phenomena of any portion of the globe. Ac-

cording to the nature of the combination is the suitability of various

districts for the support of their respective fauna and flora. Now, as

regards the tropics, the two gi'eat determining factors of climate

in disease are, without doubt, the temperatm-e and the rainfall.

The earth was long ago divided into zones : thus Parmenides

made three zones, the Torrid, Temperate, and Frigid, and taught

that the only habitable region was the Temperate. Pochard ex-

panded the number of zones again into : (i) the Torrid, from the

thermal equator to the isothermal line 77°?.; (2) the Warm,
from 77° F. to the isotherm 59° F.

; (3) the Temperate, from

59° F. to 41° F.; (4) the Cold, from 41° F. to 23° F.; and (5) the

Polar, 23° F. to 5" F. Now, the factor temperature rests its in-

fluence on animals, not merely as regards its absolute degree of

heat, but as regards its variability. The variations in tempera-

ture are, indeed, of far more importance to the organism than the

absolute degree of heat, A constant high temperature is much
healthier than a variation between two extremes lying far apart.

Karl Semper points out that isothermal lines are not of much

value in judging of climate ;
" the mean temperature of any day,
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assumed as the basis of the curves, can afford no standard by

which to measure the influence of the heat during that day,

since the mean may be the result of very diffei-ent extremes."

For every animal there is a certain degree of heat—the optimum
—which is most favourable for the well-being of that animal, and

every change of temperature above or below this must be, to a

certain extent, injurious to it. Hence, in considering the factor of

temperature in the tropics and sub-tropics, we can more rationally

do so by leaving out of considei'ation the zones both of tempera-

tui-e and of latitude. The effect of tem2}erature of loarm and hot

dimates is, in fact, the effect of the rise of temperaticre above the

tempemtin-e optimum of the particular animal. Fortunately, as

we have seen, the human species of northern latitudes can best

endure gi-eat variations in temperature. With regard to this en-

durance of variations from the optimum, animals have been
divided by Mobius into those capable of endurance of great varia-

tions, eury-thermal, and those incapable of such, or steno-thei-mal.

Man, and especially the man of northern latitudes, is eury-thermal.

The effect of a rising temperature on animal life is to stimulate

all the vital functions of every living animal up to the point of

the optimum, at which point the functions are at theii' highest

efficiency. But if the temperature rises above the optimum, the
reverse sets in : the functional activity is reversed and reduced

;

tlius at fii-st most Europeans become indolently inclined under
the heat of the tropics. This reduction may go on with increasing

heat, until heat coma and death svipervene. Moreover, the in-

jurious effect of too great heat is permanent ; the effect of a
reduction of temperature below the optimum need not be per-

manent, for \atality may become latent, h\xt this is not the case
with heat. Thus, then, as far as the factor of a high temperature
is concerned, we have to deal with it, first, as regards the varia-

tion from such a temperature to lower degrees ; and secondly, as
regards progress in elevation. We have, in fact, to counteract
the effect of variations from the optimum, and continual rise

above the optimum.
The second great factor in climate is humidity. The supply of Rainfall,

moisture, both a.s regards its total amount and its seasonal dis-
humidity,

tribiition, is of the utmost importance. As a rule, the lighter
the niins the less the .sickness. The first Burmese war gave a
tf;nible example of campaigning during the rains. Provided the
air IS dry, tropical lieat can be endured with health. Years of
drought have been years of health. Moisture, especially in a hot
climate, aids putrefaction, and, in the absence of good conservancy,
•• putrefarrtion of all kinds is apt to run riot and zymotic disease to
pread." The infl uence, moreover, of the rainfall on malaria, enteric
fever, choleni, yellow fever, &c., is great, as will bo pointed out
in the following chaptei-n.

From the foregoing considerations of the action of the two gi-eat Sumn.ary.
factors m climate, we gatlier, in planning a campaign in the
tropic-3 or sub-tropics, selection of season must be calculated for.
And we further .see that the hot and rainy sea.sons are to be avoided.
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Nosology.—But there is another factor yet to be considered,
and that is the distribution of disease. In like manner as there
are fauna and flora proper to the tropics, so are there diseases.

Dr. Munro and others speak of the direct influence of heat in its

various degrees acting on moisture, and so causing various tropical
diseases. They hold that malarial fevers, yellow fever, and
cholera, &c., are but manifestations of the effect of different
degrees of heat due to different degrees of paralysis of the sym-
pathetic. This theory of the relation of disease to heat is utterly
incomprehensible, it is true

;
but, nevertheless, it points out that

there is a mutual relation between disease and tempei-ature. Nom',
as Herschel has pointed out, we pass through the same series of

climates, as far as temperature is concerned, when we ascend a
mountain from the sea-level to the level of perpetual snow, as we
should do by travelling from the same station to the Poles ; and
we find, according to the altitude of any spot, the different varieties

of climate characterized by the flora apjiropriate to the habitual

temperature of that spot. Substitute disease for flora, and the
same remarks hold good. Dr. Fergusson, who accompanied the
expedition to St. Domingo in 1796, wrote: "Our head-quarters

were in the town and its adjunct, Brizoton, as pestiferous as any
in the world ; and hei-e we had constant yellow fever in all its

fury. At the distance of a mile or two on the ascent up the
country stood our first post, Torgeau, where the yellow fever

appeared to Ijreak ofl" into a milder type of remittent. Higher up
was the j^ost of Grenier, where remittent fever was rare, and
intermittent and dysentery prevailed ; and higher still was
Fourmier, where remittent fever was unknown, intermittent un-

common, but phageda3nic ulcers so common as to constitute a

most formidable type of disease; and higher still were the

mountains above I'Arkahaye, where a British detachment had
always enjoyed absolute European health. Here were the sepa-

rate regions or zones of inter-tropical health mapped out to our

view as distinctly as if they had been done by a draughtsman.

Taking Port-au-Prince for the point of departure, we could pass

from one station to another, and with a thermometer might have

accurately noted the locale of diseases according to the descending-

scales, without asking a question amongst the troops who held

the posts." Now, as regards climate, latitude is of more im-

portance than longitude, although both exert an influence on the

type of disease. Diseases, in truth, as Muhry states, have not

been thrown haphazard over the face of the earth. Each country

has its distinctive diseases, for diseases, like plants and animals,

can only flourish within certain geographical limits. Such being

the case, it is important for the army surgeon, about to embark

on any campaign in hot climates, to know the nature of the

diseases he will meet, in order that he may take the necessary

means to prevent them. Aitken, in a most interesting chapter,

has stated the known facts of the geographical distribution of

disease ; and he has moreover shown, not only the relation of the

diseases met with to temperature and moisture, but also the fact
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that they are mostly of a communicable type. Humboldt's iso-

thermiciine of 77° both north and south of the Equator marks

out the region of the tropic zone as regards temperature. The

sub-torrid zone is inchided in the adjacent temperate. In the

tropic isothermic zone we have China, Malay, India, Afghanistan,

Pei-sia, ^U-abia, Abyssinia, the Soudan, Ashanti, Mexico, North

Australia. Within these limits of temperature the British army
has fought the campaigns of China, Abyssinia, Looshai, Ashanti,

Sunghie-ujong, Malay, Duffla, Afghanistan, Egypt, Soudan, and

Aka. And, hnaUy, within these limits are to be found the worst

forms of malaria, bowel afiections, cholera, yellow fever, simple

fevers, ophthalmia, beri-beri, guinea-worm, filaria sanguinis homi-

nis, entei-ic fever, typhus, relapsing fever, &c. And, moreover, the

higher the temperature the greater is the rate for malaria, bowel

complaints, yellow fever. Lastly, as we merge into the sub-

tropics, we hnd the continued forms of fever giving place to

intermittent. This relation of temperature to disease has lately

been brought out as regards pneumonia by Dr. Sanders, of the

United States, in a most complete and thorough manner, com-
pletely upsetting our preconceived notions. Now, the geographical

distribution of disease must perforce be a most important element
in campaigning; but, by knowing what to expect, we are in a

certain measure fore-armed. Nevertheless, although there is this

undoubted geographical distribution of disease, j^et it is important
to remember that, so far from being unable to cope with it, we
can act in antagonism to it. Take the class of bowel complaints

:

by ensuring wholesome food, soHd and liquid, we can remove all

causes of irritation from within
;
by ensuring a rational dress, we

can remove irritation from without. Again, in the matter of

con.servancy, by ensuiing the absence of putrefaction from the

camp, and the burning or disinfection of excreta, we cut the
ground away from the feet of cholera, enteric fever, yellow fever,

and bowel complaints. The Army Sanitary Commission relative

to the rate of invaliding in Madras distinctly states, in its memo-
randum of March 13, 1880, that much of the loss from invaliding
in Indian climates is due to the continued action of eating,
drinking, and clothing directly opposed to the requirements of the

dimoAe. In every one of these particulars improvement can be
made.

Finally, with regard to the nosological element, it must be
borne in mind that all diseases, however trivial otherwise, become
seriou.s in the tropics.

I have now con.sidered the factors of temperature and moisture, F.itigue.

and the factor of no.sology as (ipplied to liot climates. There are J.'durSira

two remaining great elements—viz., fatigue and insufficient
nouri.shment—to guard against. In hivs been indeed held that
climate per ne is secondaiy to these; doubtless, as regards tem-
perature and inoi.sture, this is the ca.se, for if a man be properly
fed, and not overworked—tliat is, if his mechanical work be pro-
portioned to ills individual powers, and liis food in accordance
with his proportioned work—the factors of temperature and
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moisture will have but little power on him except in extreme
instances. And as regards nosology, it is obvious that a man thus
fed and worked will not be predisposed to disease. For the effect

of labour, if duly proportioned, is antagonistic to disease. In the
New Zealand war, the good effect of such hard work under heat
and a varying climate was well shown in the force engaged in
road-making from Auckland to Waikato—the hottest part of the
island.

I have now alluded to the analjrtical elements affecting hot
climates as regards temperature, moisture, nosology, fatigue, and
insufficient nourishment. To enable vis to draw conclusions as to

the actual action of such climates in camjsaigns, a few examples
of military life in certain regions will be briefly commented upon.

Sierra Leone.—The early history of Siena Leone is very
instructive. The quarters were on a bad site, suiTounded by
forests and underwood, the annual decay of which was fertile

in producing malaria. The men garrisoning the station were
desperate men in many cases, and notoriously careless of life.

They indulged in vinous and sexual dissipation
;
kept late hoiirs

;

were careless of personal cleanliness, and of exposure to the sun.

Their food was largely of salt meat, monotonous in its want of

variation. Finally, exercise could only with difficulty be indulged

in. No wonder, then, the mortality was excessive. But the

mortality was excessive, not from the climate, but from the habits

of the garrison and their environment. The early history of this

station teaches us that, to avoid such results, our men must be

camped on properly prepared soil ; must have a varied diet
;

must be strictly temperate ; must avoid all sun exposure in the

hot hours of the day ; and must take regular exercise.

French in Algeria.—Study again the history of the French

in Algeria. Our last example was an example of Ufe in hot

climates in peace. I now proceed to give an example of life in

hot climates in the varied conditions of peace and war. Now,
the death rate in the Algerian hospitals for the first five years

succeeding the conquest was 79 per 1000 per annum! Then
from 1837 to 1846 it stood at 77.8 per 1000 per annum; in

1847 3°-79 V^^ 1000; in 1848 at 35.77. From 1848 to 1858

no statistics are obtainalDle. In 1859 it was 56.7 per 1000; i860

at 17.8 ; 1861 at 1 1.3 ; 1862 at 12.21
;
1863 at 12.29 j 1864

at 21.25 per 1000 per annum. The year 1864 wa.s, however,

one of military operations, and, if the number of those killed in

action be deducted, the mortality will be 14.48. The slight

addition then shown can be explained by the increase of disease

causes incidental to a campaign.

Now,the diseases met with in order of frequency were dysentery,

diarrhoea, pernicious malarial fever, typhoid, pneumonia, undefined

fevers, pulmonary consumption, cerebro-spinal meningitis, small-

pox, hepatitis, and bronchitis.

A commission was appointed to examine the whole question,

and the conclusions arrived at were that the large death rate

during the early years was due to the malaria, unhealthy
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localities of camps, want of shelter, insufficient rations and cloth-

ing, harassing nature of service in constant expeditions, exposure

to"^ a sti-ange climate, and want of knowledge of the habits

requii-ed by that climate. The improved health in the later years

ai-ose, on the contrary, from the conquest and subsequent colonizing

and works of agriculture in the country; the draining of un-

healthy localities, and precaution in turning up new ground ;
the

increased facility for obtaining supplies, and consequently better

rations ; better cooking
;
improvement in dress, and the iise of

flannel belts ; and the use of the tente d'abri in bivouacs. Finally,

in the employment of quinine as an antiperiodic ration. The

health of the French army in Algeria has, through hygienic prin-

ciples, so progressively improved that the mortality there now is

very little higher than that of the troops serving in France. In

the" list of diseases it should be noticed that hepatitis occupies

the lowest place but one ; in the same year, however, in Bengal, it

occupied a position next to cholera. In accounting for this

dilference it is to be noted that the French soldier drinks very

Uttle spirit with his rations. Here again, then, we learn that

the factors of cUsease in hot cUmates are related chiefly to the

conditions of camps, dress, food, exposure, and habits generally

of those who live in such climates.

The Disastrous Russian Campaign against the Turco-
mans in 1879.—I will now consider the matter entirely in

its war aspect. The Russian campaign against the Turcomans
wUl teach us stUl further lessons in prevention. Notwithstand-
ing the men employed were the picked troops of the Caucasus,

and notwithstanding that the man who commanded them was a
bom leader of men, of superhuman energy, yet disease carried

off in vast numbers the troops, whilst General Lazarefi" himself

succumbed to an afiection evidently the result of the envu'on-

ment.

In the first place, owing to the want of necessary foresight

and preparation, transport was not ready. Originally, May lo
wa.s fixed for the advance of the troops ; if this had been carried
out, the men would have escaped the torrid heat of a summer
march across the sandy desert ; as it was, the advance guard was
delayed by want of transport for foi-ty days, and " five precious
weeks of spring irretrievably lost." On June 18 the advance
guard set out, but the main body of the troops were still kept
rooted at Tchikishlar on the Caspian for the same want of trans-
port. "Throughout the hot and feverish month of July the
troops remained at Tchikishlar awaiting the arrival of the camels
which never came." And what a camp it was ! During the two
summer months after the departure of the advance guard the
camp burnt like a furnace. The rays reflected from the sand
were scorching. The health, which on disembarking from the
Cauca.sn.s had been at first good, soon began to deteriorate.
Under the use of impure water, when pure might have been
obtained, exposed to the tropical heat and miasma amidst the
" nau.seou3 negligence " of the camp, the troops sickened and died.
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The days were veiy liot (113° F.)) nights very cold. Oph-
thalmia, scurvy, dysentery appeared, the latter so severely that

25 per cent, of the sufferers died. There was a total absence of

vegetables in the rations. " Epidemic disease of every description

raged."

On August II, at length, the army began to march for the
enemy. But now the marches were terrible. As soon as the
sun rose, the heat felt like that from " a brazier of burning coals

"

held close to the face. The direct rays of the sun were further
aggravated by the horrible burning dust rising from the ground.
Arrived at Tchat, the temperature was found to be 150°. The
water again was bad. Such were the conditions that it was said

the very devil himself would burn at Tchat; whilst the men,
greeting one another, would say, " How do you feel in your stomach
to-day ?

" Sunstroke and dysentery were of every-day occurrence.

At length, worn out by his exertions, LazarefF died in a few days
from blood-poisoning from a carbuncle. The subsequent history

of the expedition need not detain us. But we here see how all

this disease was owing to those who planned it. The men, indeed,

were picked men ; the general was a picked man. But, owing to

the absence of transport, the cool season of the year was lost

;

owing to the absence of iron tubes, the impure surface water had
to be drunk for many months, until tubes were sent

;
owing to

the absence of vegetables, scurvy raged
;
owing to the absence of

spectacles, ophthalmia was rife ; and owing to the absence of a

proper covering to the head and of spectacles for the eyes, sun-

stroke found its victims. Added to all, there was a total want of

conservancy in the camps.

The Ashanti Campaigns of 1863 and 1873.—In 1862 a

quarrel occurred between the Ashantis and the tribes under British

protection. A small force sent under Major Cochrane having

failed sufficiently to chastise the Ashantis, it was determined in

1863 to proceed against them with a larger expedition.

The preparation for the campaign, however, consumed the cold

In 1863. weather up to December 1863. On December 27 an advance

was made to Mansu, 40 miles from Cape Coast Castle. Prahsu,

45 miles from Mansu, was reached on January 27. After reach-

ing Prahsu, five weeks were occupied in clearing the bush and

hutting the men. Coomassie was still 85 miles off at the end of

February. On March i the rains set in. The constant toil in

the excessive heat of the swampy forest, and the drenching r.nins,

soon caused inordinate sickness. The heat was excessive by day,

and succeeded by damp and chills and fogs at night. On

March 31 there were 90 men in hospital out of an entire force

of 360 ! Besides these, a large number were out-patients, there

being no hospital accommodation. On April 9 reinforcements

arrived at the base, and arrangements were made to bring down

half the troops from the Prah. By May 14 all the troops who

had gone up first had been relieved by new arrivnls. But tlie

newly arrived troops suftered even more than the relieved troops

from the prevailing fever and dysentery. Early in June half
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the detachment at Prahsu were sick, and on June 18 it was

determined to give up the expedition and bring back the troops.

In 1873 we were again engaged in hostilities with the Ashantis. in

Before the arrival of Sir Garnet Wolseley there was again great

sickness during the rainy and hot seasons at the coast. The
mortality amongst the Marines exceeded even that of Walcheren,
being 17.30 of strength disembarked, against 17.04 at Walcheren.

At Cape Coast Castle the greatest neglect of sanitation was
regnant. Tinventilated, overcrowded, closely packed buildings;

refuse of all kinds, and ordure, in unscavengered streets lying

exposed to a tropical sun ; and stagnating drainage—such were the

forcing-beds lying at hand for tropical diseases. With the remem-
brance of the abortive expedition of 1863 at hand, it had been
seriously debated whether white troops could campaign on the Gold
Coast. The line of argument adopted by Sir Anthony Home, V.O.,

the principal medical officer of the force, fiu'nishes an epitome
of the essentials for tropical campaigns, and, as such, is worthy of

being reproduced hei-e. Now, against the employment of white
troops were such facts as the proverbial unhealthiness of the
region ; the history of the Royal African Regiment, who had a
mortality of 98 per cent, in 1834; and the abortive expedition of

1863-4. But, on the other hand, Dr. Home contended that, as
regards the Royal African Regiment, the men were hopeless and
reckless, living in barracks devoid of proper cubic space and venti-
lation, clothed in unsuitable dress, fed for a whole year without
one single fresh-meat ration, with scarce and indifferent vege-
tables, and on water exceedingly unwholesome. Not that the men
indeed apparently drank much water, for theii* alcoholic excesses
" baffled description." And again, those who drank least suflered
least from disease. As regards, moreover, the expedition of 1864,
the general nonconformity of the environment to the character
of the expedition, and its prolongation into the rainy season, was
pointed out.

As regards the advisability of employing white troops, it was
further urged that there was a season of comparative healthiness
at Cape Coast, and that it was probable that the country would
become healthier as the coast was left behind. Moreover, the
troops were selected, and were properly equipped and fed. The
health of the European officers who had already been for two
months in the region had not been disastrously bad, and, moreover,
European.? had previously campaigned with success in low-lying
tropical climates.

As the results of such argument and such preparation,
European troops were employed. The result speaks for itself.We have seen that the mortality of the Marines, who had been
sent home earlier, reached to 17.30 per cent, of strength dis-
embarkerl. The mortality of Sir Garnet's force of strength dis-
embarked wa.s 3.14 per cent., or 14.16 per cent. less.
Egypt, 1801, 1882.—There is much similitude between our

war in Egypt in 180 1-2 and owr operations of war in Egypt in
1882. In both, two forces were employed—a force from Europe
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and a force from India. And in both, military medicine shewed
brilliant results in prevention.

On January i, 1801, the European force was mustered at
Aboukir Bay. On March 8, 12,000 lighting men were landed
and won the battle of Aboukir; on the 21st we won the battle
of Alexandria; on September i Alexandria surrendered. The
sick list was as follows, after seven months' active operations :

—

First, a sick list of 102 per 1000 at Marmorice Bay, increased to
lie per 1000 prior to the landing at Aboukir Bay; further
increase to 276 per 1000 after the battle of Aboukir and the
battle of Alexandria; and finally falling to 251 per 1000 at the
end of the campaign.
The Indian contingent landed at Cossir, on the Red Sea, too

late for any fighting, except against disease. Early in June 1801
the troops were all assembled there, and were "uncommonly
healthy." This healthy condition was due to the wise sanitary
measures during their long confinement for six months on the
transports, the transports being healthy and roomy, the men
selected, supplied with good water, fresh provisions, and vege-

tables, whilst good sanitary regulations were rigidly enforced.

On crossing the desert the clothing and diet were admii-ably

arranged for ; so much so that they reached the Nile with only
some few cases of diarrhoea and ophthalmia. During the greater

part of July the army lay on the banks of the Nile, but at the

end of the month they embarked, and at the end of August
arrived at Ghiza, " with only a few cases of sHght fever." Now,
however, the men began to sulfer much from sickness, especially

fevei-, ophthalmia, hepatitis, and dysentery. On September 14
the first case of plague was diagnosed, and cases came in for some
time ;

nevertheless, the disease was well held in check, so much
so that the native troops, who began by abandoning themselves

in despair, ended by furnishing volunteers for the pest-house.

All the Indian contingent were at Alexandria in January 1802.

In May 1802 they recrossed the desert, and early in June
embarked for India, with the exception of one regiment, in

which the plague stUl prevailed. Among those that thus em-

barked there was hardly a sick man ; in the regiment left behind,

after the plague left it there were only four sick of colds prior to

its embarkation. Finally, all the troops arrived healthy in India.

Now, as regards the sick list for the Indian contingent, the death

rate from the time of embarkation for Egypt until their re-arrival

in India was 82 per 1000 for the European and 95 per 1000 for

the native soldiers. Reducing these to the standard of a year,

the death rate for the Europeans (who were on service rather

more than nine months) was 109 per 1000 per annum; for the

natives (who were on service nineteen months), 60 per 1000 per

annum.
These results were considered at the time to be very excellent.

Had it not been for the plague, they would have been still more

so. The provisions made for the Indian contingent were certainly

in advance of the times.
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But excellent as tlie results were held to be at that era, they

were altogether ecUpsed by the results in 1882. Here, as we

have seen, the admission for disease for the European force was

at the rate of 24.67 per 1000 per annum. This cannot be ac-

curately contrasted with the European force of 1 801, as the cal-

culations are based differently. But, as regards the rates for the

Indian contingent of 1882, the deaths for European troops were

at the rate of 39.82 per 1000 per annum, and of 11.36 per 1000

per annum for native troops. The following table will show the

tlitierence at a glance in the results of 1801-2 and 1882

—

European troops, 1801, Mortalitv per 1000 per annum, 109.00

1882, „ ' „ „ 39-82

Native troops, 1801, „ „ ,, 60.00

1882, „ „ „ 11.36

So much, then, for the progressive results of preventive military

medicine. Two more facts in conclusion must be mentioned as

i-egards the expedition of 1882 : (i) For the first time in the

history of the world, a campaign was fought without a single case

of so-called hospital disease; and (2) "Not a single soldier died

of disease brought on hy climate or natural causes" between

the date of general landing and the date of re-embarkation for

India.

From the foregoing .sketches we are by degi-ees brought up to Results of

the great fact that a campaign can be conducted in a hot climate pa^gns*"'
Nvithout the occurrence of disease brought on by " climate." Such,

we see, was the case in the Indian contingent in 1882. And
here, be it remembered, there was no selection of season ; the

campaign was not fought in the most favourable jieriod of the

year.

Action of Climate.—What, then, is the action of '• climate
"

per se in hot climates? Within a measurable limit as a primary
factor, nil. A prolonged residence in a hot climate doubtless

deteriorates the system. It is the duration of heat, and not the
intensity, that is the determining cause of such deterioration. The
energy of Englishmen who have been long residents in the tropics

les-sens. Again, natives in hot climates are very sensitive to
variations of temperature, and, after a time, Europeans become so
too. But, as regards tropical campaigns, the element of time is on
the side of the European, for, if short, the period will not be long
enough for him to be seriou.sly affected. By proper selection of
men and .season, by reasonable food and clothing, " climate " may
be located to a secondary place. And as regards the influence of
" climate " as a direct etiological factor of cholera and enteric
fever, I hold tliat to suppose such a causation is as dangerous in
practice a.s it is baseless in fact.

The late Tonquin expedition illustrates the above assertions.
The mail of^ September 10, 1885, .stated that, in the French
hospitals at Tonquin, there were 3000 sick, and that since the
beginning of the campaign the mort.ility had been 15,000. But
in the telegraphic news of September 25 it was stated that " the
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provisions are infamous, and the men's clothing rotten." The
officers and crew of a ship at Chefoo were " suffering fi-om dysentery
hrought on by bad meat." Now, after these items of news we
read :

" The French in Tonquin are quite VMequal to the climate."
But here the " climate " is grossly libelled, for with rotten clothes
infamous and dysentery-producing provisions, any troops in the
most favoured climate of the temperate zone would become un-
equal to the cUmate. Again, a leading paper stated as follows :

" The correspondent of an Anglo-Chinese paper throws some
light on the inner history of the French campaign in Tonquin and
Formosa. The expedition to Tonquin was neglected in a way
that was criminal and treasonous. The men were sent out by
driblets. The soldiers came out badly equipped, utterly unpro-
vided for a campaign in a hot, humid, malarious, and deadly
climate. For such a campaign transport should have been plen-
tiful

;
now, transport was always deficient. For such a campaign

the hospital service should have been on a large scale ; the hospital
accommodate was shamefully inadequate. The provisioning was
bad. The French troops were often a fortnight without meat,,

wine, or bread. They had for clothing the kepi, blue cloth coat,

scarlet breeches, just as if in camp at Chalons." No wonder the
cUmate was deadly.

Sir Ranald Martin denied, as we have seen, the superior power of

adaptation to varieties of climate to be possessed by man ; but I
cannot help agreeing with those who, on the contrary, maintain
that "the power possessed by the human body of withstanding
the extremes of cold and heat is, so far as climatic temperature
is concerned, unlimited."

To show how a hot climate really influences mortality, it is

interesting to compare the death rates of Calcutta, Bombay, and
Madras with those of the chief European cities. The ratios given

in the table at the top of p. 1 7 are taken from the Registrar-

General's Reports for 1887, from April 16 to August 27, a

period covering much of the unhealthy season of India. They
show the comparative mortality of towns in a hot climate with

those in the temperate zone in the hottest part of the year

and rainy season, and we see that, so far from the hot climate

exercising a baneful influence, as a rule the mortality in Cal-

cutta, Bombay, and Madras is less than it is in European

towns. But, turning to campaigns, troops can even have a lower

ratio of daily sick in the field than in cantonment. Thus, in

1879 and 1880, although the mortality was higher, yet the daily

sick rate was lower as regards the European troops in Afghan-

istan.

These statistics are those of the European army of Bengal

but a similar result is shown for the whole European army in

India.

1879
1880

Daily Sick Rato in

the Field.

57
65

I
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Mortality per 1000.

For
Week
euding

April 16

I> -J
30

May 7

.. 14

„ 21

28
June 4
„ II

18

25
Jnlv 2

..' 9
„ 16

23
30

Ang. 6

" 13

„ 20

27

Three
Chief
Indiou
CiUes.

28.9

28.1

2S.3

25-3
243*

22.0-f

29.0

27.9
28.0

30.0

273
24.1

30.8

26.7
20.0*

23.3*

255
22.6*

239*

Highest
Euglish.

35-3

36.4

35-4
34-2
29.0

31- I

32.3

30-5

29.4

28.S
30.1

29.2

32.1

311
36.7

30.1

39-3

314
32-5
38.8

Number of Number of

Nine Ger-
man and

Tliree

Chief St. Peters-

Englisli

Towns
0 rt Tf0

European
Towns

Austrian
Cities.

Italian

Cities,

burg. Chief
Cities of
India.

Chief
Cities of
India.

26.4 369 34-6 2 7

27.2 33-9 33-6 2 8

28.4 315 337 3 5
27.7 31-4 387 8 10

27.6 32.0 36.1 7t I4t
27.2 337 9§ I3§

26.4 28.3 34-1 2 4
26.7 29-5 304 I 4
25.2 — 28.3 2 4
26.3 29.4 0 2

20.1 29.0 27.5 2 7
24.6 26.2 30-3 4 6
OCT 26.5 7
26.4 27.7 2

III26.8 22.6 23.2 i3t
29.0

30.8 25.0 I4t "t
33-0 27.0 26.6 8 4
31.0 24.7 i5t I2t
28.8 25.0 24.1 8t 5t

* Bombay only, f Calcutta only. J Above Bombay. § Above Calcutta.

Dr. Dickson, late of the Royal Navy, in an interesting review

of the conditions found in all kinds of climate as he had expe-

rienced them throughout a long service, stated " that a high

average of health and efl&ciency can be maintained by Em-opeans

fw n time in every kind of geographical position." At all events

he affirms that " on board ship from the Pole to the Equator
there need not be a greater ratio of sickness and mortality than
in one's own country, provided hygienic principles be carefully

applied in the important matters of air, water, food, clothing,

exercise, and rest." Dr. Rennie well remarked, as the resvtlt of

hi.s observations on the China war, that the conclusion was
inevitable that a vast amount of mortality and disease has been
atti-ibuted to climate which is in reality rather the result of
defective hygiene. He found in active operation every one of
those .sanitaiy defects which, a few years before, were brought
under public notice by the Army Sanitaiy CommLssion as having
exerdsed a d&structive influence on the health of the British soldiers
serving in England. Again, Dr. Robert Jackson held that, with
proper precautions, the troops in the West Indies could be kept
healthy. Hygiene, in fact, will deprive tropical climates of their
lethal weapons. We can actually prevent the special diseases of
the tropics, or, rather, it is my opinion that all the special diseases
to be aftcrward.s mentioned are preventable diseases. If so, we
have left only the fact that our men are in the tiopics acting
ander a temperature which is not their " optimum." Tlie army

c
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physician Las, then, a second object to aim at—to restrain the
increment of temperature above the " optimum."

The aim and We Cannot, indeed, hope that the " optimum " of the European

preventive
"^^^^^ become SO adapted to the environment of the tropics as to

in'hit'"*
become raised, but we can, at any rate, neutralize to a great

dimates. measure, if not entirely, the effects of this rise of temperature of
the envu'onment.

To accomplish these results, the following must be the pro-
cedure :

—
A. The instrument is the army surgeon. Now, with regard to

the maintaining of the efficiency of fleets and armies by the pre-

vention of disease, " the medical officer should, in the first place,

be not only conversant with sanitary science, but with the mode
of its application to the preservation of health under every possible

variety of circumstance and character." And not only this, but
he must be acquainted with geographical nosology. Thus, on
starting for any expedition, the " medical constitution " of the
theatre of operations must be studied in its " pathological, tel-

luric, and climateric " relations.

B. The material is the soldier. This material must be a

selected material to begin with. The army surgeon starts with
good material in the shape of a body of men in the prime of life

and of sound constitution, and in such a condition it behoves him
to keep it. Much must perforce be done by the soldier himself at

home to keep his body sound, and to aid in this Dr. Michaelis,

of Innsbriick, would have the men briefly instructed in the ele-

mentaiy principles of hygiene. The material from the very com-
mencement of service must be held in hand with a view to

campaigning first, and to campaigning in hot climates next. It

should in peace time have a considerable period of training in

camp, in foraging, cooking, marching, <fec., for we have to fit our

men for a twofold environment—viz., campaigning per se, and
campaigning in hot climates. Then, on the outbreak of war, the

main question of prevention will be found to resolve itself under

the following heads :

—

1. Selection of men, including acclimatization.

2. Selection of season.

3. Selection of transport ships.

4. Dress and bedding.

5. The nature of the camp : its site, ventilation, &c.

6. Questions relating to marches.

7. Food in relation—(i) to work; (2) to hot climates.

8. Night duties; bivouacs.

9. Questions relating to camp followers.

10. Conservancy and disinfection.

11. The hygiene of the battle-field.

12. The hygiene of beleagured posts.

13. The etiology of army diseases, and their prevention.

I propose first, then, to indicate the steps to be taken ta

procure a healthy environment to the soldier. I shall then

enter into the etiology and prevention of the chief diseases affect-
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ing hot i-egions. Before proceeding to the general question of

selection and environment at the outset, a few remarks may be

made on the nature of those diseases incidental to tropical cam- Nature of

paigns. They have certain features which strike the observer at a^iseases.

once. First, they are all eminently preventable
;
secondly, a large

proportion of them are propagated by human intercourse
;
thirdly,

in the absence of sanitary measures they are apt to take on an

epidemic form ; and lastly, a large number of them are probably

due to a living organism.

We have thus, to start with, ground to act on ; for (i) in the first

group, purely preventable, but not propagated by human inter-

coui-se, we have but to study the conditions of the hfe-history of

the disease in order to see what is necessary to annihilate these

conditions. Such will be shown to be the line of prevention in

malaria. (2) In the group directly contagious, we have to pre-

vent human intercourse, and at the same time act on the con-

ditions of life of the ferment. Again, in the group (3), infectious

as distinguished from contagious, answering in a measure to the
miasmatic-contagious group of the German schools, we have also

to prevent human intercourse, inasmuch as it acts indirectly, so to

speak, by carrying the poison in the intestinal discharges. Here
we have to act on these discharges. This class, moreover, is by
some held also to spread by direct personal commvinication.

Looking, however, to cUseases of campaigns in hot climates as

a whole, we find two broad indications writ in immistakable
type—viz., i. To disinfect : that is, to act against and anni-

hilate the poison ; and 2. To prevent human intercourse with the

sick.

The Germ Theory.—The history of the diseases I shall treat

of Ls intimately bound up with the grand discoveries of recent
years. Thase discoveries, moreover, have opened to us a vista of

preventive treatment undreamt of not many years ago. The
subject Ls yet in its infancy, but it is a field in which the army
surgeon of the future can reap a golden harvest. " A study of

the chief tropical diseases would show how many of them ....
are connected with micro-organisms, which are found in the air,

the sfjil, and the water. The study of these micro-organisms had
become a study of prime impoi-tance, more especially as not a few
had been proved to be closely dependent upon them." Now, to
prevent epidemic di.sea.se of any kind, we must cast aside all

notions of atmospheric waves and the like asylums of political
medicine; we can never hope to prevent devastating epidemics
on such principles. The limitation of epidemics must rather be
founder! on the natural history of the diseases as recorded by
mwlem .science. In the first place, we act according to the indi-
cation.s given on a preceding page, by avoiding the times and
seasons any di.Hefi.se particidariy aflects, by rejecting individuals
especially j.redisposed to it, dec. In the next place, we act dii-ectly
on the ferment itself, either by so modifying the ferment as to
render it harmless, or by imparting to the l^lood prophylactic drugs,
tilling such ferment or preventing the changes it would set up.

c 2
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Under the first head, we allude to vaccination and inoculation
;

under the second head, to anti-zymotic medication.

In concluding this chapter, I would earnestly insist on the
necessity of a free hand being granted for all the preventive
measures against disease arising in a campaigning force. For, in

the first place, prevention can overcome the chief effects of the
most vmhealthy country, and, in the second place, disease arising

in an army in the field can frustrate the objects of a campaign.
How forcibly was this shown in the expedition to Walcheren in

1809 ! Walcheren has been described as a pestilential swamp

;

the diseases met with were chiefly malarial fevers and dysentery,

and therefore this example may be fitly brought forward in con-

nection with tropical campaigns. Here, notwithstanding the
published account of disease met with in the former campaign of

1745 by Sir John Pringle, we find our oflicers perishing at the

rate of 181 per 1000, and a total loss of life of 8000. Within
three months more than half of the garrison of 18,000 died or

were invalided, and finally the place evacuated after four months.

Subsequent parliamentary inquiry showed, amongst other things,

deficiency of stores and a totally inadequate supply of Peruvian

bark. "Nothing in the shape of preventive measures seems ever

to have been contemplated."

Lastly, I would urge the great benefits that must arise to an

army at large, not only in peace, but also to a greater extent in

war, by preventive work on the lines of the germ theory. Scoff'ers

at such an opinion there may be. To such I reply, in the words

of the illustrious Virchow, who, in speaking of the relation of

bacteria to infectious diseases of the army, states that "it is pre-

cisely mihtary medicine which is bound to share largely in their

value and significance."



CHAPTER II.

SELECTION OF TROOPS.

Ix the selection of troops for any tropical campaign lies a vital

point for the success of that campaign. Various elements enter

into this question, of which the chief relate to the following points :

—The temperament and diathesis of the individual ; the age
;
pre-

vious sei-vice and seasoning
;
previous residence in a good climate

;

previous medical history; and race selection. I will now indicate

briefly the data in respect to the above headings.

The subject of temperament and diathesis in relation to service i. Tempera-

in the tropics has been exhaustively treated by Dr. Moore, late

Sui-geon-General of Bombay. No other writer has so clearly laid

down the pi-inciples of selection of men for tropical service, and
to him I am indebted for the remarks that now follow. As
regards temperament, Dr. Moore urges that this factor should

engage our attention at the outset ; he shows that there is in man
an original susceptibiUty to various ailments more or less con-

nected with this factor. The following is the result of his long

experience in India. The sangimie tempei^ament has been found
to be associated with a general tendency to congestive affections,

to the rapid and irregular development of disease, to head affec-

tions, hepatic abscess, and scurvy. Though the subjects of it are

charr;cterized by active muscular systems and high animal courage,

they yet live at high pressure, and cannot sustain slight exposure
to noxious siuTounding influences. The nervous temperament is

peculiarly sensitive, but there is much energy and capacity of

endurance of long fatigue, privation, and exposure. Men of this

tempentment are, however, prone to disease of the nervous system
and hefKitic affections. The bilious temperament is the one de-
-serving of most attention regarding our present purpose : here
the frame is powerful, and the individual possessed of great en-
durance

; he has the lefist sensibility of all to morbid disturbances
and external

_
impressions. As regards the term " bilious," Dr.

Moore shows it to be a misnomer, there being in reality no exti-a-

ordinarj,- tendenr^- to liver affections, except in the extreme form
—the melancholic. The bilious temperament possesses the good
finalities of the nervous without its irritability, and of the sanguine
without its su.sceptibility to external impressions. Finally, in
tlie lynqihaUc the power of resisting disease is very inferior,
whilst at the .same time the tendency to liver and digestive de-
rangement is great. Now, during the lapse of ages, the Aryan
race has gradually assumed the bilio-nervous type of temperament.
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Such, then, having been tlie effect of climate on the Aryan ori-

ginally coming from the North, it would seem theoretically correct

that men of the bihous, or bilio-nervous, type would be the best

suited for the tropics. And, practically, such have been found to

enjoy the best health, and to withstand longest the enervating
climate of the East. But there must be no tendency towards a
predominating nervous type ; the bilious must be tempered only
by the nervous, or not at all. " Nervous " individuals are espe-

cially prone to all maladies, and especially to the nervous and
hepatic. Next to the bilious, or bilio-nervous, temperament, the
sanguine is the most fitted for a tropical life

;
but, be it remarked,

only for a short period, as such a constitution is liable suddenly
to give way. The lymphatic temperament is not to be recom-
mended.

2. Diathesis. •^"'^ regards diathesis. Dr. Moore advises the rejection of all men
possessing a rheumatic, scorbutic, or malarious history. The
wisdom of this advice will be apparent later on. Meanwhile, it

may be stated that men "with a family history of rheumatism
should be rejected for a tropical campaign, not only on account of

the relationship of rheumatism to scurvy, but also on account of

the tendency to heart disease, which tendency would be un-
doubtedly heightened during the fatigues and exposure necessary

to a campaign.

3. Age. The third factor to be considered is that of age. Viscount
Wolseley, it is well known, urgently demands young soldiers. In
his article in the Nineteenth Century ior. March 1881, he states

that young non-commissioned oflB.cers are as essential as young
privates. But the whole history of campaigns, and the experience

derived therefrom by medical and combatant opinion, seems to

me to lie in the opposite direction. Let us therefore consider

some of this evidence.

Egypt, During the war in Egypt in 1798 to 1802, troops were sent
1798 to 1802.

jj,^^ India. Sir John Burgoyne relates that " the 68th Regiment,

which came from Bombay, was chiefly composed of boys, and that

on the passage fever broke out amongst them, and that they lost

nearly half their number, and continued so unhealthy that they

were re-embarked and sent back to Bombay; whilst the 61st were
nenrly all old soldiers, and owing, it is said, to the strict discipline

and care of Colonel Carruthers, although they were over 900
strong, and had been 1 6 weeks on board ship, when they landed

at Kossir had only i man on the sick list."

First Sikh In the first Sikh war, the great Duke, commenting on the attack

of the 80th Regiment on the guns at Sobraon, stated that such

an attack could only have been performed by old soldiers.

Peninsular In the Peninsular war. Sir James M'Grigor's statistics jioint in

the same direction. In nine months the 7th Regiment lost 246

men, the recruits at the rate of 478 per 1000, the old soldiers at

that of 67 per 1000—a sevenfold loss on the part of the recruits.

In the 40th Regiment, again, the young soldiers suffered a four-

fold loss. SirWm. Aitken quotes his opinion, which is as follows :

—
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*' Corps which arrived for service in the Peninsula were always

inetlective and sickly in proportion as they were made up of men
who had recently joined the ranks ; he found that 300 men who
had served 5 years were more efl'ective and more to be depended

on than a regiment of 1000 men who had just arrived and who
were young recruits, lads unequal to the harassing duties of

sen-ice—an experience, he says, which is still more true regarding

India."

In the medical history of the Looshai campaign it is expressly Looshai.

stated that the results showed the greater efficiency of the old

over the young soldier. He bore fatigue and privation better,

and was much less liable to sickness.

Surgeon-General Moore, of Bombay, has placed on record how Afghan-

he had to weed out a large number of young soldiers sent to India
js^J-so.

for immediate service in Afghanistan—"young soldiers who
were unable to bear the passage down the Red Sea, which had
utterly unfitted them for the toils of an Afghan campaign." Sir

Thomas Crawford, the present Director-General of the Army
Medical Department, in summing up the effect of short service as

regards climate, states that in this war the young soldier con-

trasted unfavourably with the older, as far as susceptibility to

climatic disease was concerned. He became inefficient in the
tield from lack of power to withstand fatigue and hardship. The
adult matm-ed soldier possessed far more power of endurance.
For a short period the younger man is as good as the older, but
for a long and sustained effiart he is not. Finally, Dr. Crawford
considers that for service in the field a soldier under 23 years of

age is relatively insufficient.

But as the outcome of his large experience in war, the opinions
of Sir Frederick Roberts are still more valuable. In his speech
at the Mansion House on February 14, 1881, he conclusively

pointed out the weak points in the short-service system, and the
results as shown in the Afghan war. He showed how men in-
tended for service abroad did not remain a sufficiently long time
with the coloui-s ; how absolute boys were often accepted by the
recruiting authorities, and sent abroad before they were matured

;

how non-commissioned officers were discharged from the sei-vice
just at the period when they wei-e most useful ; and how a
battalion, when ordered on service to India, was hastily completed
by drafts of the youngest soldiers from othei- regiments, with
which it had no local ties or connection. At the outset of the
campaign, the Kurram column at first indeed had only one British
rogiment, compf«ed of a number of " untrained boys." By the
irne the force had reached Kurram, a distance of only 70 miles,

this regiment had dwindled down to a "weak half-liattalion."
Again, in the great march from Cabul to Candahar, as will be
noted immediately, the men who fell out in the British regiments
were those of a draft of recently joined young soldiers.
What, then, is the age most suitable for a tropical campaign ?

The opinion of a large number of authorities is singularly una-
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nimous. As regaixls transmission to India, the Ai-my Sanitary
Commission advised that no one under 25 years should land in
that country. Dr. Hewlett, the Sanitary Commissioner for
Bombay, and Surgeon-Major Welch have also urged the same.
Morache is emphatically of opinion that the ages from 25 to 35
are the best for campaigning in the tropics. Ho adduces in

support all the recent experience of the French army in Tunis,
Madagascar, Tonquin, and Formosa. The evidence derived from
the Mexican campaign agrees with the latter. The experience of

the French army in Algeria is to the effect that none but fully

formed men should be sent to tropical climates. As at the age of

25 the French soldier passes into the reserve, Morache advocates
the formation of a special force of men over 25 for tropical service.

Lastly, Sir Frederick Roberts, in advocating the vital importance
of old soldiers, defines the term as embracing men of from 5 to 1

2

years' service.

There can, then, be no doubt that the age of 25 is the age
most suitable for campaigning in the tropics. But, as a necessary

corollary, it follows that no men should be sent to India under 20
years of age. As the result of Sir Frederick Roberts' speech, it

was ruled that no man should be sent to India with less than
one year's service, unless he were over 20. It is imperative that

this should be adhered to. Sir Wm. Aitken, of the Army Medical
School, r-emarks, in his work on the recruit, that " some years ago
it was given to be understood that none would be enlisted for

service in India under 20, and finally under 19 years of age, unless

for special reasons; yet what do we see in the records of 1873 ?

Over 3500 lads under 20 years of age serving thei'el and with
what dire results to them the influence of age on sickness and
mortality abundantly shows." He also shows that the proportion

of lads sej'ving in India under 20 years of age is on the increase

even, for in 1883 the ratio was 20.5 per 1000, whilst in 1885 it

was 36.5 per 1000. The alterations in the terms of enlistment as

regards foreign service in the British army since Sir Frederick

Roberts drew attention to the subject have materially amended
the conditions of its strength. Instead of being enlisted for 6

years' army service and 6 years' reserve, with the option of going

into the reserve under certain conditions after 3 years, in the

case of men ordered abroad the service in the army is 8 years

with 4 years in the reserve, or, in the event of war, 9 years in

the army with 3 in the reserve. In concluding the question of

age, it will be well to show that the ages of 25 and upwards, on

anatomical and medical grounds, ai'e the most suitable for cam-

paigns. As regards the anatomical grounds, let us consider the

date of the completion of ossification of the bones of the skeleton.

The epiphyses of the spinal vertebrse are not wholly united till

the 25th year; there is not complete union of the sacral pieces till

the 2Stli-3oth year; the sternal epiphysis of the clavicle is not

united to the bone till the 25th year; the acromion to the

scapula till the 2 2nd-2 5tli year; the cartilage of the base of the
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scapula and the epiphysis of the glenoid cavity are united at the

25th year; the shaft of the humerus grows till the 25th year;

the component parts of the hip-bone unite about the 25th year;

the lower part of the thigh-bone about the 2oth-2 5th year;

the upper epiphysis of the fibula at the 24th year.

Again, with regard to the viscera, the heart is not matured

till the 25th, and the lungs not till the same year.

Thus, the history of the development of the human frame shows

that we do not have a perfect individual till 25 years, and even

at that age some parts not completely matured.

"With regard to disease, the younger the man the greater is

the uacidence of disease, especially of those maladies likely to be

met with, in campaigns. In 1879 in India the total death rate

for fevei-s per 1000 at different ages was as follows:—At the

age of 24 and under (strength, 22,531), 9.63 per 1000 ; at 25 to

29 yeai-s (strength, 19,028), 5.83 per 1000; at 30 to 34 years

(sti-ength, 8987)^ 4.45 per 1000; at 30 and upwards (strength,

7025), 2.70 per 1000. Again, as regards length of service, in

men up to 2 yeai-s' service the mortality was 11.77 per 1000;

from 3 to 6 years' service, mortality 5.34 per 1000 ; from 7 to 10

years' service, mortality 3.10 per 1000; 10 years and upwards,

mortaUty 3.03 per 1000. (Report of Army Commission.) As
regards enteric fever, the special liability of young men to the

disease is greatly increased by service; thus, in 1879 the ratio of

mortality in the armies of Bombay and Madras was 1.93 and

1.44 per 1000 ; whilst in the force of Afghanistan it was 6.84

per 1000. In Timis, the men of the French army chiefly affected

by disease were of the age of 22 or 23 ; in Tonquin and Formosa,
again, dysentery and malaria chiefly seized the men of these ages.

So much, then, for the question of age.

The valuable statistics of Dr. Bryden especially indicate the 4- Previous

adverse effect of sending troops on service on fii^st landing in tropics and
IndL'i. The experience of the British troops of the army in seasoning.

India in 1858 places before us the results that may be expected
to foUow exposure in the field on first landing in India. Up to

1864 no fresh regiments came to India to take the place of those
whose .service there had expired. Dr. Bryden gives the following
statistics :

—

Diieasc.
Katio per looo of Army of
the War Provinces in 1S58.

Hotio of Army
of 1859.

Dys^intery

Heat apoplexy
YCVCTH ....

33-67

17-77

18.57

12.58

4,40
6.5S

This excess in the army of the war provinces was evidently
not due t<> the fact that it was in the field, for, on comparing it

witli tlie arrny of 1858 as a body, we find the following results :—
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Biseasc.

Died out of eaeh loo Dcatha in 1858 and 1859.

army 01 war r^iovinces
in 1858.

Army of 1858
generally.

Army of 1859.

Dysentery
Heat apoplexy
Fevers ....

38.71

21.92

21.63

38.68

20.42

21-34

35-61

12.54

18.65

Total 82.26 80.44 66.80

Here it will be seen that there is very Uttle difference between
the army in the field and the army as a whole in 1858.

Again, the daily sick rate of the army of 1858 in the field as a
new body under exposure is compared with the average of the
army of the 10 years 1860-69 ; the respective ratios being 11 7.8

and 6.71. Lastly, statistics show the same excess in the case of

new regiments cantoned in the same station in the same year
with older regiments ; the excess in the aggregate of examples
tabulated was as 84 to 52 on the average of the year ; or, more
fully—

New Troops. Old Troops.

Admission rate . . . 2026.8 ... 12 19.4
Daily sick .... 84.2 ... 52.4
Death rate excluding cholera . 43.7 ... 13.7
Death rate from cholera . . 48. 5 ... 7.2

As regards the selection of troops located in an " intermediate
"

climate, Laveran holds it unadvisable. He states that in Mexico
the troops from Algeria furnished more sick than those coming
direct from France. Morache also relates that his experience

leads him to conclude that men starting perfectly healthy from

France resist tropical disease the better the less the period tliat

has elapsed in an " intermediate " chmate.

Let us next consider the question of " seasoning." This factor

is also intimately bound up with previous service in the tropics

and the age question, but yet a few words concerning the process

of " seasoning " ^;er se may be here given. By this process all the

weak elements of a regiment are eliminated. By " seasoned

"

soldiers we do not mean men seasoned in tropical disease ; as we

shall see, previous malarial or bowel disease predispose to further

malarial or bowel disease. But by seasoned soldiers we mean
men with their weak elements already weeded out by the effect of

tropical service. In the fatal Ashanti expedition of 1863, Dr.

Gardiner portrays the results of seasoning and of non-seasoning.

The 4th W.I. Regiment was sent on service before it had been

1 2 months in existence. It consisted both of young and unformed

recruits and of old men. It broke down. On the contrai-y, the

2 companies of the 2nd W.I. Regiment that had come up in 1862

from the Gambia bore the climate well, for they were seasoned

soldiers.

The great march of General Roberts showed well the effects of

seasoning. The force employed was probably the finest that ever
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took the field in India. With a small exception, the troops had

been thoroughly seasoned by the hardships they had previously

undei-gone, and, as a marching body, were unsurpassed. There

was, however, one weak spot. General Roberts caused daily a

repoi-t of the regiments to be brought before him, in order to

judge whether the work was too great. He found that, of the 3

British regiments, the number of men falling out was greatest in

the 72nd. Further inquiry showed that a limited portion of the

regiment only was afiected, and that this portion consisted of a

newly arrived batch of men. These had necessarily not had the

previous training of their comi'ades
;
they were also far younger.

In the medical history of this march, Dr. Hanbury pointed out

that, whereas the 92nd and 2-6oth Eegiments daily improved in

their marching powers, the 72nd fell off. " The lai'ge proportion

of yoimg soldiers in this regiment swells its non-effective list."

The older men of the 72nd improved like the 92nd, but the young,

recently arrived, and unseasoned soldiers fell out. Hence, again,

we see that, for endurance, we must have matured soldiers.

Previous residence in the Hills is a point in favour of sending a s- Previous

regiment on a campaign. In the Indian contingent for 1882, the the Hills.

7-ist R.A., from a hill station, was by far the healthiest corps

among the European portion of the force. Their admission rate

to hospital was only 98.2 per 1000, as compared with the general

admission rate of the European force of 210.74. It was even
smaller than that of the native regiments, 122.44. The effect of

previous residence in unhealthy plain stations has been shown in

many campaigns. Even in temperate climates the same bad
effect occurs. " At Walcheren a large number of men had already

gone through exhausting service in the preceding years, and in

the Crimean war those who formed part of the Bulgarian army
suffered to a gi-eater extent than the men who went to the Crimea
direct."

Ever}' regiment must be medically inspected as to its fitness 6. Previous

before going on service. Especially is the medical history of the hlsfo^y!

regiment to be examined as i-egards malaria. As will be more
particularly pointed out under Malaria, all men with a strong
malarious history should be rejected, not only on account of

malaria ferr fie, but because of the weakened state of the heart
induced by it. The functional weakness of the heart will persist
after the malarial attacks have passed off, and those affected ^\dll

be unequal to the strains and hardships of a campaign. The
efBciency of an army depends on the efficiency of the men com-
posing it; weak links in the chain are not only harmful of
themselve.s, but hamper the whole macliine by detaching else-
where healthy tmits to do their work. How great may be the
con.sequences of a want of preliminaiy inspection was shown in
the Aka exj)edit,ion as regards the tran.«port corps. Composed of
coolies from Golagliat, who were cachectic and ana-mic from
previous work in a malarious country, tlio coi-ps was not medically
inspected before the campaign, and fully one-third broke down.
In thi.s respect the preliminarj- marclies of a campaign are often
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of service. Thus, in Abyssinia, the fii'st few marches found out
the weak men, and so the authorities were enabled to eliminate
them in time before proceeding to the highlands.

Again, much sickness is due to bad selection as regards race
selection. Up-country native regiments in India have been
brought down to serve on the north-east frontier of India, where
the climate, food, and general environment are totally different to

their foi'mer experience. The up-country Sepoy does not enjoy
good health in Bengal. Sir Eanald Martin shows how, after two
or three years' residence in the lower provinces, the robust up-
country Sepoy wastes, and falls a victim to the fevers, dysenteries,

and diarrhoeas of an unnatural climate. This was well exemplified

in the first Burmese war, where the Sepoy of the higher region

was transferred to the malarious regions and marshes of AiTacan.

Hence, for the noi-th-west frontier of India, Punjab regiments are

indicated ; for the north-east, Assam regiments. Such are at once

at home in the respective countries ; the conditions of warfare

as well as of climate come more naturally to them; thus, for

instance, clearing away jungle, hutting, &c., would be no new
condition for the men thus chosen foi- the north-east frontier.

For service outside India, as regards native troops, the Punjab
races are indicated. Fi'om caste prejudices, the Hindustanis are

unsuited ; the nature of their food also renders them less capable

of suffei'ing the hardships of war.

Finally, although the selection of the material is of vital import-

ance, yet, if other data be neglected, an expedition will come to

grief. Every detail in hygiene must be attended to ;
otherwise,

after a time the most splendid force will be shattered equally with

an inferior body. Thus, the j^ieked men of the Caucasus availed

in no degree to avert the disasters of the Turcoman campaign.

Acclimatization.—A few words may be stated on acclimatiza-

tion. The subject is confessedly diflicult. As we shall see in

the special part, individuals ai-e "acclimatized" in some cases to

certain diseases

—

e.g., yellow fever, by having lived in the (yellow

fever) region, or by having had the disease ;
whereas, in other

diseases

—

e.g., in malarial fevers and bowel affections—previous

attacks render the subject more liable to future attacks. To
us the process of " seasoning " would be different to that of

"acclimatization;" in "seasoning" we have essentially the sur-

vival of the fittest. Seasoned troops are not those which have

simply gone through fatigue, and therefore are best qualified to

bear more, but are those who have in the process lost their weak

members by selection ; but in acclimatization we have an adapta-

tion to the environment, it is true, but in such adaptation the

subject has become more or less deteriorated. The " seasoned
"

soldier on reaching England is as fit for service in England as he

was before he left for India, probably fitter ; but the acclimatized

soldier is not so : he has to reverse the recent process of adaptation

to the environment, and to become more robust before he can be

equal to his former state. Thus, in my view of the matter, a

" seasoned " soldier is better than an " acclimatized " soldier. It
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is somewliat difficult to express tliis idea in woi'ds, llo^sevel•.

Perliaps it may be best enunciated by stating that in a prolonged

residence in India two factors come into play—(i) Adaptation

to the environment
; (2) Natural selection, Now, the factor of

uatui-al selection especially is the factor of " seasoning "—the
" seasoning " process has eliminated all the weak elements

;

whilst the factor of adaptation is the especial factor of " acclima-

tization." And in this way we see that a "naturally selected"

soldier is better material than an '"'adapted " soldier.

I now conclude this chapter with an example of the eftects of Ex.imple of

selection. In the Cliina war of i860, before the troops left cMn.^'°var

Hongkong for Pechli Bay, eveiy delicate man was weeded out ; i860,

the force started with a good bill of health. Now, the total sick-

ness and moi-tahty due to the campaign were at the lutes of

2049 admissions and 53.98 deaths jDer 1000. This though high
for the hygiene of to-day, yet was better than the rates of the

jyrevious jjectce year, 1859—viz., admissions, 2783.2, and deaths,

59.35 per 1000.



CHAPTER III.

SELECTION OF SEASON.

The selection of the proper season for the campaign is one of
great moment. This point has ever been dwelt on by all writers
on military hygiene. Thus, the first injunction of Morache
concerning an expedition to the tropics is to choose that period of

the year which is the most healthy in the region of attack, and
to commence operations so as to ensure the army at least two or
three months of this healthy period. The influence of selection has
been shown in many of our campaigns. In the analytical expo-
sition I have gone into the question of season in respect to the
several tropical chseases, from which it would appear that the
general rule is to avoid the hot and rainy seasons. In this place

I propose to give a few general illustrations of the relation of

season to health in any expedition in warm countries. Now, by a
judicious selection we may not only avoid the most unhealthy
portions of the year, but we may also so time the advance as to

come in for the best period for supplies. The period in which
the advance was made on Pekin in the China war of i860 is a
good illustration. The advance began on September 10, just

when the cold weather was setting in, and also just when
the products of harvest were coming in. At every camp our

men obtained abundantly vegetables, fruit, sweet potatoes, hay,

stacks of straw; "it was literally aland of jjlenty." In the

first chapter I have already shown the difference in the results of

operating in Ashanti in the rainy and in the cold seasons. In
the Malay expedition, again, the medical historian points out the

good effect of having operated in the healthiest time of year

in the peninsula. Had the operations been conducted later, the

force would have been exposed to dense fogs by day and hea-vy

dews by night, rendering all bivouacs dangerous. After the

setting in of the south-west monsoon in March, it is most dan-

gerous for troops to bivouac in these parts. And when it is

determined to proceed as light as possible, selection of the cool

season is imperative. In the frontier campaigns of India the

force bivouacs : a brother officer who was throughout the Jowaki

campaign informed the autlior that his regiment was never fitter.

But in the hot and rainy seasons it would be impossible to bivouac.

It is true that in Jowaki much rain was experienced ; but rain

in the cold season is comparatively harmless to rain in the hot

season. The history of our relations with Looshai on the north-

west frontier of India shows how a campaign in the rainy season
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may be rendered abortive. Thus, the Cachar column under

General Nuthall in 1869, which proceeded up the DuUesur, was

obliged by rain to turn back before reaching the enemy's country,

whilst the Munipur contingent was likewise prevented by stress

of weather from doing anything.

Take, again, the Soudan and Egypt. The Times, in a telegram

dated Alexandria, March 31, 1885, stated that out of a British

foi-ce totiil of 24,754 in the Delta, Soudan, Suakim, there were

only 965 on the sick list, or under 4 per cent. Again, a corre-

spondent to the British Medical Journal, wi-iting from Assouan,

November 3, 1884, stated that at that date "the climate was

delightful." The temperature was always under 80° in the shade

by day, with a strong fine north wind. The food supplies of

vegetables were abundant, potatoes, onions, melons, and gourds

being easily obtainable.

Again, a correspondent to the Lancet with regard to the Soudan
and Suakim states that during the months from October to the

beginning of April the climate is pleasant and healthy enough,

^\-ith genial warm days, cool nights, a cloudless sky, dryness of air,

an average daily temperature of 78° F., refreshing sea breezes

setting in about 10 a.m., and continuing till after dark. "The
existence of so small a percentage of sick amongst the number
employed during the past three months is more than confirmatory

that at this season the climate of the Soudan is by no means
prejudicial to health ; but let April pass, and a complete change
sets in." The thermometer then measures 112° F. in shade, and
remains at 100° F. during the night. No fresh Seabreeze now sets

in to cool this heat ; the superheated air becomes terribly relax-

ing ; the depression increases hourly ; and heat apoplexy strikes

its victim. Again, in the medical history of the native Egyptian
army in 1884 we find it recorded that there is no oppressive heat
in Suakim till June. In July and August it is intense. In tents
with double fly the thermometer rose to 125° F. In "cool"
places on board ship it was 110° F. The nights were also very
oppressive from the absence of wind. A brother medical officer

wa.s ordered to Suakim in June, and after some time he wi'ote, and
said that during his service of over twenty years in India he had
never seen anything like the climate. At the same time letters
were appearing in the Indian Press to the effect that the Indian
regiments were only veiy partly housed, and moreover were com-
pelled to do all the monotonous and laboiious work appertaining
to a camp. In the words of the correspondent of the Lancet in
the above desc-ription of the Soudan—" Nothing short of sheer
madnes.s should tempt any Government to sanction the retention
of troops under canvas in so dangerous a summer climate as that
of the Soudan."

A.S regard.s operating at the unhealthy season of the year, the
first BtirrnftHf; war gives us a warning. The expedition arrived at
Kangwm in May. The rainy monsoon was just setting in. In
June the force " already had been much diminished by sickness
and death brought on by hard service during an inclement season."
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In July the rains were at tlieir height, and sickness had attained
such an alarming extent that the "prospect of a successful ter-

mination to the contest became daily more gloomy."
A final illustration of the influence of season may be given iu

the Russian campaign against the Turcomans in 1879. We have
already partly alluded to this. Major-General Markozoff has
drawn up a memorandum imputing the failure of the expedition
to its having been undertaken at the wrong season of the year.
All authorities, moreover, concur in stating that the force started
too late to escape the torrid heat of the desert sun. O'Donovan,
in his visit to Tchat in April, says the heat was already intense,

and the desert parched and bare of vegetation. In October, when
he traversed the same road again, "grass was everywhere cloth-

ing the plain with a mantle."

Of course Government cannot always choose its season for

operations, but with due care provision can be made. The opera-

tions of war in 18 8.? were conducted in the hot season, but the
eifects of the hot season were more than counterbalanced—not,

indeed, by the arrangements that sent out the hospital stores at

the bottom of a transport, such transport not even being the ship

appropriated for a hospital ship—but by the hygiene instituted

by the medical staff. And the result was that the campaign was
the healthiest hitherto waged in our history. The moral, then, is

—If possible, to choose the cool season of the year for campaigns in

warm countries, but, if not possible, to make common-sense pro-

visions, which provisions should be as impartially bestowed on

native as on European troops. Even in temperate climates our

wars in the past have shown a disregard for these elementary

principles. Thus the climate and diseases of Walcheren had been

accurately described by Pringle in 1764, yet nothing was known
to Government in 1809. During the very months of summer
and autumn, in which the climate had been shown to be worst,

the British force landed. The consequences were lethal :
" The

expedition to Walcheren was the fruit of statistical ignorance in

every one, and cost us 10,000 brave men" (Marshall).



CHAPTER IV.

TRAXSPOKT SHIPS AND THE QUESTION OF DEBARKATION.

Ix campaigns we have to convey our men from England by sea to

the scene of action, as, for instance, in Ashanti and Egypt. The
environment on board the transports demands, therefore, a brief

consideration.

Overcrowding.—The great indication to start with is to avoid

uU overorovxling . Pringle shows how even in temperate climates

overcrowding inevitably bears evil results, such as typhus fever

outbreaks. Sir Eanald Martin has especially drawn attention to

the fact that, if the men have been overcrowded on the voyage,

they will, on landing, be peculiarly liable to endemic and epidemic

disease. Especially is the element of overcrowding to be provided

for in ships chartered for transport. Such vessels not being

built to act as troopers, overcrowding is more likely to occur

from the irregular disposition of the troops. That a long voyage
can be brought to a conclusion with the men in perfect health

was .shown in the war in Egypt in 1 80 1-2. The army that

landed on the west coast of the Red Sea was in a splendid state

of health, " dvie to the wise sanitary measures adopted during
the long confinement of six months on board ship." Here the
transports were large, lofty, and roomy. One ship, however, the
Minerva, sailed from Bombay "much crowded," and in a three
weeks' passage to Ceylon had great sickness ; three ships having
l)een substituted for one, however, the Minerva remained healthy
(luring the rest of the voyage. In the China war of i860 the
troops sailing from Calcutta reached Hongkong, after a fifty-

eeven flays' voyage, in good health, due especially to the liberal
space allowed on board ship. Again, therefore, we see how
the element of overcrowding invariably induces disease; in the
case ju.st mentioned in the three weeks' passage to Ceylon,
three deaths occuired ; after the crowding was reduced to
one-third, not a single death occuiTed during the remaining
month's voyage to Egypt. Regarding the space to be allowed
for each man, Sir Ranald Martin lays down that for two
ton.s of measurement only one man is to be carried. Hirsch,
again, relate.s how outbreaks of "ship malaria" arise in ovex'-
fTowded, ill-ventilated transports. In a French ship of war cariy-
ing troojw and convicts from Toulon to the West Indies and
Guiana, the ports liad to be closed on account of bad weather,
no ventilation on the lower gun-deck was possible, whilst the
impure air in it was aggravated by a frightful stench from the

D
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bilges, the gun-deck being all the while crowded with men.
Over 60 persons were seized with malarial fever, nearly all of

whom were located in the lower gun-deck. As a final instance
of the evil effects of overcrowding, Dr. Eennie, in his work, The
British Army in North China and Japan, draws attention to the
fact that the Mauritius was the only vessel out of 200 ships at
anchor off the Peiho on board which anything like epidemic
fever broke out. Rennie holds this fact to be due to the want of

adequate accommodation.
During the voyage, also, every care should be taken to ward off

ermui from the men ; athletic exercises should be daily instituted.

Especially during night should provision be made for ventilation

;

let the ports, weather permitting, be always open. The British

soldier is fond of closeness.

Debarkation.—The next question is that of debarkation. Now,
the main precaution is not to land the men until all arrangements
are made for their supplies and onward movement. In the first

Burmese war, after the capture of Rangoon in May 1824 our
troops found that all the people of the country fi'om whom sup-

plies could be obtained had fled, whilst there was a total want of

provision for movement forward by land or water. The army
had come unprovided with the necessary equipment for advance,

as it was thought the mere capture of Rangoon would bring

peace, or that both supplies and transport would be placed at our

disposal. But our intelligence was all wrong; every boat had
been removed, and thus the army found itself at the beginning

of the rainy season without any means of transport. "What was
the result? Fever and dysentery rapidly reduced the force.

Even by the end of November the force was unprovided with the

means of moving a single company, and was still waiting for equip-

ment from Calcutta and Madras. In the China war the troops were

tletained in harbour for a few days to see if any defects existed in

the supplies. The Russian expedition against the Turcomans,

already alluded to, again gives us an impressive warning. The
troops were landed at Tchikishlar before they could be mai-ched

up the Atrek. The landmg-place was notoriously unhealthy,

without resources, and on the edge of a burning desert. Now,

the force, instead of remaining at Baku, the opposite side of the

Caspian, until all supplies and transport were ready to convey

them away from this unhealthy spot, landed before the suppUes
;

hence, as fast as the latter were landed they were consumed by the

troops ; the transport also being deficient, a I'eserve sufiicient for

the advance could not be accumulated. Had the opposite tactics

been pursued, the men could, when all was ready for them, have

been conveyed across the Caspian, landed, and then marched

straight away up country in good health.

As regards the place chosen for debarkation, let it be in as

healthy a situation as possible, and, leaving sufficient men for

defensive and necessary purposes, march the rest away, especially

if there be higher land in the neighbourhood. Never crowd the

landing-place; get the men off on the line of advance as soon us
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possible. In the late Burmese war attention was not always

paid to this. Thus, two squadrons of cavalry, on arrival at

Eangoon, found no steamers to receive them. They had to

bivouac out all night on the strand bank, and, as heavy rain fell,

they were not in the best condition next morning. This was
a good preparation for men about to enter on service in a

malarious climate ! Again, a European regiment was kept waiting

on the strand bank at Rangoon for a whole day in the sun with

scarcely any shelter.

The same laws regardinsr transport for followers are necessary. CooHe

Indeed, here especially must sanitation be looked after. The
bearing of the defective arrangements on cholera will be especially

pointed out in the appointed place. Meanwhile, too little space

is apt to be allotted for followers. On the s.s. Darien, proceed-

ing to the Soudan, Hendley points out that the space allotted

to 950 followers would have been overcrowded with only 600.

Although the deck was utilized, yet the men overlapped one
another when sleeping. Luckily the voyage was only for eleven
days.



CHAPTER V.

DKESS AND BEDDING.

The subject of clothing is of the greatest importance, and merits
a full disquisition. With the dress we shall also consider shortly
the bedding. " The bed," says Pettenkofer, " is a sleeping gar-
ment, and may prove a source of gi^eat benefit or harm just as our
clothes can."

Let us first see how our men, and men of some other nations,
have been clothed in war.

New Zea- In the Now Zealand campaign, during the semi-tropical heats
lami, i86.r5- of summer, each man had a loose blue serge suit, 2 flannel

shirts, a white cap, a great-coat, waterproof sheet, and 2

blankets. For boots they had the ordinaiy ammunition boot,

and the "Daubeny" boot; the latter was reported on by the
principal medical ofiicer after the war as the best service boot yet

made. It has a broad sole, a good heel, and comfortable lacing.

No cholera belts apparently were given, as their issue was recom-

mended for any future campaign.
Abyssinia, In the Abyssiuiau war the men had i serge and i khaki

suit, 2 flannel shu-ts, i blanket, and waterproof for bedding.

But when we say " the men," the native troops must not always

be included ; in one instance, only one khaki suit was doled out

to them. The result was, that this suit was rarely dry. " Bowel
complaints " consequently headed the mortality and invaliding.

Ashanti, In the Ashanti war the equipment for the British troops con-
'273- sisted of 2 Elcho frocks, i pair tweed trousers, i pair duck ti'ousers,

2 flannel shirts, i waterproof sheet, i pair canvas gaiters, i great-

coat, 2 pairs of boots, socks, helmet, and puggai-ee.

Sunjhie- In the Siinjhie-ujong expedition, the dress—reported on as an

excellent dress for the jungle—consisted of a wicker helmet, 2

flannel shirts, cholera belts, two to each man, and white trousers.

Gaiters were at first issued, but soon discarded by the men, who
found it more comfortable to tuck their trousers inside the socks.

Malay, In the Malay expedition, each man had i serge suit and 2

'^75- khaki suits, i cholera belt, woollen socks and shirts, leather

gaiters, and Kilmarnock night-caps. The kliaki suits were

unfavourably reported on for damp climates like that of Perak,

for, unless frequently washed and artificially dried, they became

damp and clammy, and always felt cold in the morning. The

leather gaiters also were found to be too hot, and, when wet,

to become soft and pulpy.

^8°"^^'"'' In Jowaki the men had a khaki and serge tunic ; for bedding,
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J blankets and i cotton rugj also their great-coats. In this

expedition uo tents were taken. The principal medical officer

suggested for similar futm-e expeditions, that in lieu of the second

blanket and cotton rug, which during rain become satui'ated,

a waterpi-oof sheet, 6 feet by 3 feet, should be substituted. It

would only weigh i lb. 14 oz., against the 8 lb. 2 oz. of blanket

and rug.

In the Afghan war, during the hot weather, the men wore Afghan

Hannel shirts and khaki in the British regiments ; the native
''^g^s-So.

resriments wore khaki. A cholera belt was also issued to each

man.
In Egypt in 1882 the mounted branch wore blue serge frocks, Egypt,

waistcoats, trousers, ordinary breeches, field service ridmg-boots,

canvas trousers, gaiters, puttees, flannel belts, great-coat, and

ordinary helmet.

The infantry were equipped with undress grey frocks, waist-

coats, flannel belts, trousers, gaiters, puttees, ammunition boots,

gi"eat-coats, and grey blanket.

In the Indian contingent, the cavalry had kliaki tunic and
breeches, puttees, ankle boots ; the infantry had khaki tumc and
trousers, gaiters, and ammunition boots.

Khaki clothing was issued for the Aka expedition. Socks were Aka, 1333.

only issued in the 43rd Assam L.I., and were found of great ser-

vice. Each man cariied a blanket and a waterproof sheet, but

the amount of bedding was considered too small.

In the Eastern Soudan, grey flannel clothing was worn by the Eastern

British troops, and khaki by the troops from India. In report-
f3°s'^'"'"''

ing on this expedition the principal medical officer recorded that

even for very hot climates khaki was not so suitable as serge or

wool, especially when the force has to bivouac. The puttees espe-

cially were found serviceable.

In the ordering of a war uniform, the first injunction is to be Issue verv

found in the statement that the truest economy consists in the
i.ssue of the very best kind of clothing recommended. It will be
well to review briefly the specific properties of the various fabrics

that have been proposed for the soldier ; then to consider the
ends to be kept in view in clothing the soldier

;
and, finally, to

point out the indications deduced from these points for each
separate portion of the sokUer's dress.

The properties of clothing that especially concern us in hot
ciimates are those connected with absorption and conduction of

heat
;
permeability of air

;
absorption of contagions and odours

;

ind durability. In these points we find material and coloiir exert
very wide differences. With regard to absorption, this factor has
to considered with respect to heat, infectious principles, and
moi.sture.

Cottfrn is durable, non-absorbent of moisture, not very perme-
able to air, very absorbent of odours, and therefore probably of

infective ferments. Having these properties, it certainly is not
the material for the campaigning dress in hot climates. Taking
cotton, linen, and khaki together, for their respective properties in
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all respects are sucli that they may be considered as one, we find
(i) that the non-absorbing power of these materials as regards
moisture is eminently unfavoiu-able to the soldier on the war-path.
The soldier is practically always working

;
consequently, always

more or less perspiring ; the perspiration passes through the non-
absorbing mateiial, and, evaporating, produces chill. (2) Again,
permeability to air is an important factor as regards health in a
dress, but taking the permeability of flannel as 100, that of linen
is only 58. (3) Our men are not always able to wash their clothes
regularly. Now, Pettenkofer has shown that linen and cotton
clothes which have been worn smell much stronger than woollen
clothes. In fact, a woollen shirt which has been worn for a month
does not smell nearly so badly as a linen one which has been worn
for only a week. Now, inasmuch " as the absorption of odours
is supposed to resemble that of contagions," we see that cotton in

these respects is at a decided disadvantage to wool on a campaign.
As regards absorption of heat, the powers of cotton and flannel

may be considered equal. White cotton being taken as 100,
white flannel will be represented as 102 in this respect. But as

regards conduction of heat, cotton has much larger powers than
wool.

Wool. Now contrast wool with cotton in these respects. It has great

absorbing powers of moisture. During exertion the evaporation

of the perspii'ation from the body acts as one of the great cooling

powers of the body
;
now, the vapour from the skin becomes con-

densed in the wool after exertion, and so returns to the body the
large amount of heat rendered latent when the pei'spiration was
becoming vaporized

;
thus, chills are kept off", and a pleasant

feeling of warmth occurs to the body. Again, as a conductor of

heat it is very slow ; here again, after exertion, heat will not be
rapidly conducted from the body as in the case of cotton, and
here, therefore, again, chills wiU be avoided. The permeability to

air—so necessary for the healthy exchange of gases and a healthy

atmosphere immediately round the body—is nearly double that of

cotton.

Purposes of Next, let us consider what are the indications to be carried out
clothing. regards the soldier's dress in hot-climate campaigns. They are

the following :

—

1 . To reduce the absorption and conduction of heat, and thus

to avoid the condition producing sunstroke.

2. To maintain an equable temperature, and thus to avoid all

those diseases of campaigns brought on by chill.

3. To obviate as far as possible the bad effects resulting from
want of opportunity of washing.

4. To obviate all action adjuvant to infection.

5. To ensure as much reduction of fatigue from mechanical

work as possible, and so to lessen liability to heat-stroke.

Such being the purposes to be fulfilled, we find that cotton and

wool may be considered equal as regards their absorbing power of

heat; but in its far less power of conducting heat, in its far

greater power of absorbing moisture and of maintaining an
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fciuable temperature round tlie body, in its better hygienic con-

dition where clothes cannot be washed, and in its less power of

absorbing contagious principles, flannel is immeasvirably superior

to cotton stuSs. And this has been the general experience of

campaigns : flannel has been found to be the best preservative

against sickness. There is a general consensus of opinion that

flannel and woollen stufts should be used, and none other. One
oflicer of experience has, however, come to the conclusion that all

the above supposed advantages of flannel are erroneous. Dr. Veale *

says in his paper that it has never been found to protect men
from tropical disease; but, on the contrary, that it in all pro-

bability pi-edisposes them to diseases of the circulation ; that it

i-enders the skin over-sensitive to sudden changes ; that soldiers

" encAsed in it " are unable to endure long marches, and fall

victims to sunstroke, ardent fever, and cardiac failure. All I

can say in answer to Dr. Veale is—that this experience is contrary

to general experience, for flannel has been found, by other

authorities of equal experience, to protect from tropical disease

;

secondly, that it does not render the skin more Uable to sudden
changes, for of itself it diminishes these changes

;
and, thirdly,

that there is no reason why our men should be " encased " in it

and, moreover, I have never seen our men " encased " in any
dress in the field. I advise strongly against any other material

than flannel or wool ever being employed for the soldier's cam-
paigning dress in hot chmates. It may be taken, then, for granted
that cotton and linen are not the materials for a campaigning
dress.

The highest perfection, however, in the material for a cam- jaeger's

paigning dress in hot climates would seem to be that introduced
^i;^,.'^^^

by Dr. Jaeger. This inventor has supplied the army with various

kinds of his wool sanitary clothing, one kind being adapted for

the tropics. It has already been introduced into the German
army. No linen is worn ; wool is everywhere in contact with
the skin. The clothing has been so manufactured as to be per-

fectly unirritating to the skin ; the material preserves an equable
temperature round the body ; the shape and arrangement of the
constituent hairs of the texture provide for the escape of moisture
by capillary attraction ; and they equally act as the best con-
ductors of the various fluid impurities, decomposing fatty acids,

&c., from the skin. It seems to me that this sanitary wool
clothing is exactly the clothing wanted for campaigning in hot
climates, in which, as we have seen, alterations between the day
and night temperatures so frequently come into play.
To sum up, then. The campaigning soldier should wear next the

skin textures of the nature of flannel. Jaeger's material is the
best fis yet invented. But whatever be the form of wool which
is selected, the material should be the best of its kind. This will

.secure absence of all coai-se, irritating material. We can well
imagine a rough, coarse flannel shirt cannot bo pleasant to wear;
the cofirseness especially in part being due to a large admixture
of cotton. Again, there can be no doubt that such material is
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the coolest material to wear. Every one knows that it is far
more agreeable to wear a merino vest under exertion than to be
without one

;
in the same way, it is far cooler to march in the heat

with ilannel next the skin. In. the hottest days in India the
coolest materials to wear are flannels. Sir Eanald Martin's ex-
periment shows this fact forcibly. Place two beds in the same
room during the day when the temperature is 90° F. ; let one be
covered with a pair of blaukets, and the other with a pair of linen
sheets. Remove both coverings in the evening ; the bed on which
the blankets were placed will be cool j the other warm. Substitute
a man for the bed, and we see how important a factor material
will be as regards prevention of sunstroke.

Colour. word as to the colour of the material chosen. Colour in-

fluences absorption of heat greatly. In fact, as regards absorption
of heat, much more influence is exerted by colour than by mate-
rial. The experiments at Aldershot about six years ago showed
the small absorptive power of white as compared to other colours.

Again, the Madras Manical of Hygiene states, in this respect,

white cotton being taken as 100, pale straw will be 102, dark
yellow 140, light green 155, dark green 168, Turkey red 165,
light blue 198, black 208. Dr. Cordier has also shown that by
placing a white cotton cloth over a cloth dress the temperature is

lowered 7° per cent. Again, the absorption of " contagions " is

also influenced by colour ; black absorbing most, then blue, red,

green, yellow, and finally white least.

Thus, we see white is the best colour
;
this, however, is mani-

festly iinfit for a campaign ; the colour should be therefore grey,

or a pale straw colour ; in fact, some of the hues of khaki answer
exactly to the requisite colour for campaigning. From the Aider-

shot experiments grey could be used ; its absorbing power was
next to white, and less than yellow.

Having now selected our material and its colour, let us apply

these to the various articles of di-ess. And to gain an idea of

what a military dress ought to be, let us learn first what a military

French in drcss in tropical campaigns ought not to be. The men of the late
Tonquni. French expedition to Tonquin were dressed in a manner that

surely was not to be expected in the countrymen of Morache.

Here, even in May, a considerable proportion of the French
soldiers wore the kepi, the blue cloth coat (heat-absorbing power

198, compared to white 100), heavy scarlet flannel (heat-absorbing

power 165, compared to white 100), breeches, coarse linen shirt,

and thick flannel singlet ; whilst for head protection they had

only the ordinary peaked cap. No wonder that, in clothing such

as the above, " the men died suffocated by the heat, worn out by

the weight of unfit clothing, and smitten by the sun through the

little peaked cap."
Head. The head covering will be found fully entered into in the chapter

on Sunstroke. Here I woiild merely state that I hold the present

helmet unfitted for its purpose. This has at length been found

out at Suakim. As the Suakim correspondent to the British

Medical Journal stated, the present helmets were not suitable for
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the Khartoum expedition. " The temples are left exposed. There

is a hat, at present worn by the Royal Engineers at Suakim,

which, though not so smart-looking as the white helmet, is the

one the ai\thorities ought to supply to all hands. It is a thick

pith hat with a wide brim, and covei'S over the nape of the neck

and sides of the face like a sou'wester." This pith hat is, of

covu-se, no other than a good thick large solah topi, such as is

worn by all sportsmen in the jungles. Sport is but " the image

of war " as far as jungle life is concerned, and we may be sure

the Indian sportsman knows the best dress.

The material and coloiir we have already seen. Linen and Body,

cotton are never to be worn next the skin, but always wool in one

of its^ forms. Jfow, I have said that one of the purposes to be

held in view in clothing the soldier is to ensure as little fatigue

from mechanical work as possible. Therefore, above all, he is not

to be '• encased " in his woi-k. This fact has slowly been forced

into the unreceptic soil of the Ai-my Clothing Department. Mi-.

Stanley's advice, in his recent work on the Congo, might well be

borne in mind by the clothing committees of the army. " The
body must be divested of that armour in which it was accustomed

to be encased in high latitudes, and must assume garments of

soft, loose, light flannels. The decorous externals of Europe must
yield to the more gi-aceful and any flannel of the tropics." Thus,

the dress of the soldier in the tropics must be soft, light, loose,

and airy. By thus giving complete freedom of movement we
diminish mechanical work, and with it heat production from
mechanical work, and so we diminish one factor in heat-stroke.

Thum has shown how new tight clothing predisposes to heat-

stroke, and fluxion to the heart and brain during marching in hot

cUmates, not only from the element of fatigue, but also from the

neces.sary formation of a layer of moist air between the clothing and
skin, still further hindering the evaj)oration of heat from the

body.

So much, then, being premised, we would give the soldier

meiino jerseys of soft and light material (as many as possible

being granted) and two flannel shirts. To prevent shrinking of

the collar, let the latter be of linen. ("V^Tien I use the word
"flannel" or "woollen," I would be always understood to urge
that best form of all, Jaeger's sanitary clothing.) Next, he shovUd
have a protector for the abdomen—the cummerbund. And not
only should he have at lea.st two of these, but also there should

in.stituted pirades for the purpose of seeing if they are being
worn. These parades should be held at uncertain hours. The
importance of attending to the under-clothing is evident from
in.'itiinces such £ls tlie following :—In the Kurram Valley, the men
of a battery to which I was attached complained of fever and
bowel complaints, and were coming into ho.spital. I recommended
that each gunner be supplied with a woollen jersey. Fortunately,
these were ca.sily obtainable, and the admi.ssion rate for the above
at once dirnini.shed. In the Looshai expedition the 42nd A.L.I,
were unprovided with flannel belts for the abdomen, and conse-
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quently there was in this regiment an excess of isrevalence and
severity of bowel disorder.

In heu of the cummerbund worn by day, a light flannel waist-
coat, reaching well down over the stomach, could be substituted.
This waistcoat Ls worn in Algeria by the French army with much
benefit. At night a cummerbund could be worn.
As regards the coat, either the Norfolk jacket, or a very loose

blouse, has with doubt the best shape. Both give every freedom
of movement. For British soldiers I would recommend a loose
Norfolk jacket ; for native, a blouse. As regards the material,
inasmuch as the under-clothing has now been well arranged for,
one coat need not be of woollen material, but the second coat
should always be so constituted. A dry woollen coat at hand
after every march would be of the greatest aid as a preservative
against chills. It is needless to say the collar must allow of the
most perfect freedom of the neck.

Lower As regards the leg dress, a knickerbocker, with prolongation
down the leg to the ankle, cut to the shape of the lower leg, is

not only one of the neatest, but a most comfortable dress. The
14th Sildis are dressed in such a pattern, and on the hne of march
the regiment shows one of the most serviceable patterns of dress
I am acquainted with. Leggings have been recommended: if of

leather, they soon get out of shape and rotten from the climate
;

of canvas, they are more serviceable. For the future, however,
" putties "—a woollen bandage round the leg—will be used by all

who have tried them. They certainly form a most comfortable
support for the leg, and are equally serviceable for the cavalry as

for the infantry ; and not only have they these properties, but
they serve to protect the legs from the bites of insects. As we
shall see in the proper chapter, they were of the greatest use in

the Aka expedition against the bites of the pepsee fly, and the
men were ordered nevei- to be without them. Finally, each coat

should have let in down the middle of the back, a broad spinal

pad. This pad—to be of wool—is only rarely observed in cam-
paigns, but 1 hold the protection of the spine in hot countries is

of equal importance to the protection of the head. In the Aft'ghan

war I observed only a few in use amongst the officers, and none
amongst the men. Their want was also felt at the beginning of

the Khartoum expedition, especially by the " camelry," for in

no position were the sun's rays more severely felt on the back
than when exposed to them on the back of a camel.

Feet. The foot gear is one of the most important of the whole on the

day of action and on the line of march. This fact has been fully

appreciated by the Russians, for it is said that no army in the

world is so well supplied -with boots as the Russian. A special

soft leather is prepared. Phability is aimed at, and footsoreness

is said to be unknown. The English ammunition boot, when once

the initial hardness has disappeared—and how hard that hardness

is, only those can tell who have experienced it—is a good boot,

but it has inherent defects in its great hardness and in the sharj)

edges of the pieced leather. It is truly hard on the soldier that
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attention to details cannot be paid in such an important matter

as the boot. It is manifest that a hard projecting seam pressing

on the hot perspiring foot of the soldier on the line of march in

a tropical country must soon blister him. I would like some

of the manufactui-ers who have supplied such boots to have been

compelled to march twelve miles in them fully accoutred. Still, the

idea of the boot is good, and their wear is most excellent, provided

always they be of English manufacture. During the Afghan
war a number of boots were issued to the men from an Indian

manufactory
;
being of native leather, they soon got out of shape,

the sides turned over, and they became most uncomfortable to

walk in. In General Roberts' march to Candahar, the ammunition

boot, being, at that period of the war, of bad material, got out of

shape; bhsters of the feet caused half the inefficiency in the

march. But as regards the wear of the English boot, it cannot

be beaten. The improvements to be sought for are, greater care

in hnishing, far greater suppleness of leather, and a fastening by
means of a leather strap and buckle in lieu of laces. The heel

also shoidd be broader and flat. As everything that lessens

fatigue, or can produce speed with less expenditure of force, is to

be sought for in the tropics, even so small an item as the heels of

one's boots deserves attention. For M. Marey has shown, by
experiments with the odograph on the marching powers of sol-

diers, that low heels exert a very favovu-ing influence on the pace

at which a man walks, the rhj'^thm of the steps having an im-

portant influence on the speed, and low flat heels having an
impoi-tant influence on the rhythm. As regards socks, the present

sock is an excellent one.

Native Army.—The question of shoeing is a most important one Shoes,

for the native army ; there is here much room for improvement.
Connected with shoeing is also the question of socks. Now, practi-

cally, the sock is not worn by the native army. Dr. Lewtas showed
the following results from thiswant of proper equipment :—In 1872
there were 53,996 native troops serving in the Bengal Presidency,
and 54,583 Europeam troops, or, practically, an equal strength.

But the admission rate for " blisters of the feet " in the European
troops vjas as 1.3 to 34.6 in the native troops ! Thus, our native
anny .suffered, from a wholly preventable cause, to a degree 34
times in excess of their British comrades. And that the footsore-
ness and blisters were caused by the want of socks is evident from
many instances. For example, in the Malay war, the ist

Ghoorkhas were supplied with socks, and we i-ead in the medical
history of that campaign that, whilst they lasted, there was but
little footsorene.ss. Not only is it necessary, therefore, to supply
socks, but also durable socks, to the native army. In the Duffla
campaign some of the socks issued did not last a fortnight. As
regards the best boot or slioe for a native soldier, much diflerence
of opinion exists. One of the most efficient native infantry
regiments with which I have served is the 23rd Pioneers. No
regiment, probably, excels it in fighting and marching powers.
This reginient wore the ammunition boot in the Afghan war, and
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certainly marched and got over as much ground as any other
corps in that war. The opinion heki concerning the ammunition
boot was that it constituted the best form of boot for the native
army ; but other officers hold that the ordinary native shoe is as
good. As regards actual entries into hospital for " blistered feet,"

the infantry of the Guides had fewer admissions during the
Afghan war than any other regiment. Here the form of shoe
known as the " chaph " and a leathern sock were worn.

In the selection of a shoe, one of the chief points to be borne
in mind is the durability of the article. In this respect the
ammunition boot is by far the best. Native troops soon get
accustomed to it, and even prefer it to their own ordinary shoe.

But to render it a perfect boot for the native army, four points
must be attended to. The native soldier on a campaign must be
as liberally supplied with socks as the British. The hard un-
yielding leather and seams prominently raised on the inside of

the boot are provocative of blisters. If socks cannot be granted,
then a flannel bandage similar to that used in the German army
should be issued. Secondly, the boot should be always used. Its

use should not alternate with that of the ordinary shoe, otherwise
the men get unaccustomed to the boot, and, on resuming it, a large

entry for blistered feet will result. This was strikingly shown
even in the 23rd Pioneers in marching down from the Pishin

Valley in 1885. The men had been for some months previously

working in native shoes ; on the first march out, the ammuni-
tion boot was resumed. During the first three days' march, there

were nearly 40 men rendered unfit for marching on account of

blisters. Thirdly, the shape of the native foot being diflerent

to that of the European, the shapes of the boot authorized should

be regulated accordingly. The native has a projecting heel, and
often a boot long enough is found to be too wide, and too big round
the ankle. Hence, sizes for native troops should be manufactured.

Lastly, as before remarked, the leather should be of the best.

Certain objections have been urged, however, to the use of the

ammunition boot for native soldiers. It is said that the best shoe

for the native ai-my must be that to which they have been accus-

tomed from theii- youth up. This has at first sight a certain

amount of truth ; but in my experience the men, when accus-

tomed to the ammunition boot, prefer it to any other. Secondlj-,

there is the question of greater expense. Yet the truest economy

mil be found" in equipping the soldier with the best of everything.

Thirdly, the shape of the British ammunition boot is not adapted

to the native foot. This, however, can be remedied by having

special shapes for the native army.

Were it not for the greater durability of the ammvmition boot,

I hold that the chapli and leather sock as worn by the Guides

infantry constitiite the best form of shoe. There were fewer

admissions for blistered feet in the corps during the Afghan war

than in any other. Nothing can be more comfortable to wear,

but in a lengthy campaign it might be difficult to replace them.

The ordinary native shoe, however, has its adherents. There
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ai-e, nevertheless, many objections to it. It is not durable ; it con-

stautlv acts as a receptacle for sand, stones, etc. In the medical

report ou Genei-al Roberts' march from Cabul to Oandahai- it is

opined " that the native shoe, with its wide open mouth and

nai-row pointed toe, seems contrived to cripple and blister." Again,

on mudily gi'ound it is with difficulty kept on the feet. This was

strikingly shown in the march past at Delhi after the camp of

exercise of 1S85—86.
Colonel Babington recently invented a combined boot and shoe.

This, however, did not meet with approval, being neither one

thing nor the other, and was almost universally rejected. On
the whole, therefore, I hold the best form of boot to be the

ammunition boot modified to suit the native army. Special shapes

should be made for them ; hooks shovild be substituted for lace-

holes in the upper part
;
and, inasmuch as the toes generally

wear away first, an iron plate similar to that on the heel should

be provided. Finally, socks or a flannel bandage should be always

granted. As regards cavalry, the same form of boot with putties

constitutes the most serviceable equipment.

The next article is the great-coat. I hold that in the Great-coat,

jungles of the tropics, or in the sandy plains, the soldier should
never be without this article. But in place of the present

regimental great-coat, I would give every man the garment
known on the north-west frontier as the " choga." Made of

extremely warm woollen, and, at the same time, more or less

waterproof cloth, it is extremely soft and light, and adapts itself

in easy folds to the body. The native tribesmen are certainly

ahead of the British soldier in the matter of a campaigning great-

coat.

I now come to consider the bedding. This should include a Waterproof

waterproof sheet.* Excellent sheets were manufactured by the Blanket
Cawnpore Mills at a very moderate price during the Afghan war. Bedding.

Besides the imperative necessity for sleeping always with a water-
proof sheet between the body and the ground, it can be employed
to form a temporary tente d'abri ; on the line of march it also forms
a useful cover for the spare shirt, &c., and for the blankets when
bivouacking. The waterproof sheet should never be used for a
coverlet, but only for lying on.

Each man should have two blankets. In the Aka expedition
only one blanket was issued

;
and, in consequence, greater sick-

ne&s, especially as regards bowel complaints, ensued. And the
blankets should be both as light and as woollen as possible. The
blanket u.sed for lying on could also have one side waterproofed.
Lastly, the bedding should be exposed to the sun every day.
The final article of erjuipment is a pair of sun spectacles, of the Spectacles,

shape like " goggles." Not only are these an essential precaution
against ophthalmui, but also, as we shall .see, against sunstroke.

In concluding my remarks on the campaigning dress, I would Concluding

,

remarks.

* " Drill " or cotton sheeting can be made waterproof by 1
of a solution of gine with alum.
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jigain urge the duty of expending as much forethought on the
native as on the British soldier.

Woukl a British regiment be sent to the front with onhj one
cotton suit ? And yet this happened in Abyssinia in a native
regiment. Again, the bad effect of being provided with only one
suit was shown in the China war on the occasion of the capture
of the Taku Forts. Eain began to fall on the afternoon of the
day on which the forts were taken ; the camp became a sea of mud.
There was unfortunately no change of clothing present. In the
next eight or ten days, 200 men went to hospital, chiefly from
fever and bowel complaints. I hold it is equally necessary for

the native as for the British soldier to wear a suitable material
next the skin. And more especially is this the case where the
tropic heats of summer are succeeded by the Siberian colds of

winter, as in some parts of Afghanistan. I know of one regiment
which lost 200 men from exposure to the winter of Afghanistan
alone. Much of the magnificent health of another regiment, the
23rd Pioneers, was due to its dress. Reported on as " the best-

dressed regiment in the native army," its sick list was as small as

that of any other native rfl'giment.

General Roberts, when he took up the post of commander-in-
chief in Madras, found the Madras Sepoy " absurdly clothed

;

"

but he has now left him properly dressed, " with a uniform
adapted for the requirements of a campaign." A writer in the

daily Press, in advocating a better dress for campaigning for the

native soldier, lU'ged " that at least the authorities might grant

the Sepoy a chest-protector." But the essential reform needed

for the Sepoy is to provide him, not with a " flannel chest-pro-

tector," but with a flannel shirt in its entirety. And the same
remarks may be urged for that essential part of a campaigning

army—the camp followers. Let each camp follower be liberally

treated as i-egards blankets and warm clothing.

It has been said that, in a campaign, the two great factors for

producing disease are—(i) fatigue, and (2) insufficient food.

" ' Climatic ' influences are so far secondary that they may be

overcome by avoidance of one and ample provision for the other."

These indications—so refreshing in contrast to "climatic"

theories of disease—were impressed on the medical officers of the

Suakim foi-ce by the present Director-General of the Medical

Staff". Now, in the avoidance of fatigue, a proper dress is one of

the first essentials ; and consequently one of primary importance

against " climatic "
(?) disease.



CHAPTER VI.

MARCHES.

The subject of marches in respect to malaria, sunstroke, and
cholera and other diseases will be pointed out fully in their respec-

tive chapters. In this chapter I propose only to give some general

remarks relative to marching in campaigns in hot climates. Thus
far I have indicated the points in selection as regards material,

season, transpoi-t, and debarkation. 1 have next to allude to

marching.

Preliminary Considerations.—The soldier marches in the

tropics under disadvantageous conditions as regards his heart and
lungs to commence with. For it has been shown that in a given

quantity of tropical air there is a less proportion of oxygen as

compai-ed with a given quantity of air in temperate climates.

Thus in a given time the soldier will draw into his chest a lessened

quantity of oxygen. It has also been shown that with this there

is also a lessened frequency of respiration. Thirdly, in corre-

.spondence with the lessened quantity of oxygen there is a lessened

proportion of hsemoglobin in the blood ; there is less work for the
red blood-corpuscles to do as carriers of oxygen, and hence less

are required. Now, vdth these conditions to start with, it is at

once seen that, if forced marches are immediately proceeded with
on service, palpitation of the heart must come on. Moreover, all

these conditions are aided by that condition of heart so phsyio-
logically described by Dr. Massy lately. He has shown how
the forced continued position of expiration during the drilling of

the recruit causes the " irritable heart." Such irritability he has
shown to arise from the impediment to, and obstruction of, the
circulation caused by the expiratory act being held in abeyance
day after day on the parade ground. It is obvious, then, that
soldiers thus afifected are quite incapable of the work of a cam-
paign, and a reform is needed in the process of .drill undergone
by the recruit.

The above considerations show how useful is the practice of
route marching in India in training our men in warm countries

;

they also give us important indications as regards aeration on the
line of march itself.

Effect of Severe Marelies in Hot Climates.—Obormeier
has observed that '• it should be an international law to observe
an armistice on abnormally hot days." This dictum, though
theoretically .sound, is practically unattainable. TTencn we must
.strive to counteract the results of .severe marching in tropical
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(a) On
heart.

(i) On
kidneys.

climates. There are certain effects of severe marches which it

behoves the army surgeon to bear in mind in warm countries.
We have ah-eady aUuded to the initial process of irritability of
the heart which is fostered by the setting-up drill. Now, it

Avould appear from Veale's researches that this condition is far
more apt to actually come into existence in hot than in temperate
climates, and more so in the tropics than the sub-tropics. Taking
loo cases, he found that 74 occurred in men who had served in
the tropics, North India, and Afghanistan, 24 in South Africa,

4 in the Mediterranean, and 8 at home. These cases were
examined about the time of the conclusion of the Afghan and
Zulu Wars. From an exhaustive inquiry, Dr. Veale concluded
that the chief influence originating the condition arose from over-
exertion, with the exposure to the extreme vicissitudes of tempera-
ture, together

W On
lower
extremities.

with the marching on active service, such factors

being aided by excessive smoking, fever, and intemperance. But
the great fact came out that marching and exposure to the vicissi-

tudes of such climates chiefly acted. Da Costa has also described

this " irritable heart " as it existed in the soldiers during the
American Civil War, and narrates how the condition begins with
prolonged marches. Prof. Maclean, finally, has drawn attention

to the large number of cases of hypertrophy and dilatation with-

out valvular lesion pi-oduced in soldiers by long marches. Here,
then, we have another indication given to us, namely, to so feed

and clothe the body that there may be sufiicient fuel for the work
to be prodiiced, and such clothing as to counteract the vicissitudes

of temperature.

Again, the kidneys can become affected by severe marches. In
Leube's experiments on 119 soldiers, he showed that in 4 percent,

the morning urine contained albumen after ordinary marches, but

that after severe marches no less than 16 per cent, had albumi-

nuria. Now, this temporary albuminuria wUl inevitably lead to

organic disease if persistent causes remain. Stokvis has shown
that hemi-albuminose injected hypodermically once or twice will

pass ovit through the kidneys, but that if repeated continually it

will cause organic disease of the organ. Again, Thurn has found

resulting from severe marches, especially in the heat, hsematuria,

strangury, and formication. Finally, in a paper read at the

Copenhagen Congress, Dr. Laub showed how fatigue in untrained

soldiers set up periostitis of the lower extremities where there had

been a too short period of training in marching.

I have adduced the foregoing exposition in order to show how
essential it is that on the entrance of a campaign the marches

should not be excessive. The men must be gradually trained for

severe marches ; otherwise both the external and internal organs

of the body so necessary for marching will break down. I proceed

now to consider the points in the conduction of marches in

hot climes—(i) to obviate the occurrence of fatigue, and (2) to

favour the aeration of the blood, for it seems to me that these are

the two great ends to be borne in view in marches generally.

These ends secured, they will naturally also help to ward off
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such special accidents occurring on the line of march, as sun-

stroke, ifec.

The period of choice for marching is important. I shall point Period for

this out later on with regard to special diseases, but meanwhile it
'"^'^'^

may be said that in hot countries, both on general and on special

grounds, the march in the early hours of morning is indicated.

Night marches destroy the men's rest. By night marches I mean
^^^^^^^'^^

marches imdertaken as night falls, before the men have had their marches,

sleep, such sleep being only allowed when the march is finished.

For it is but a poor rest that our men get by sleeping in the

day in theii* hot tents. The cooler night should ever be utilized

for recruiting exhausted natm-e. The French in Algeria tried

night marching, but soon found their hospitals filling with

men suffering from the strain induced by it. Personally, far

greater fatigue has been experienced during night marches than
during day. On the news of the massacre of Oavagnari at Cabul,

mv remment, with two others, was ordered to seize the Shutar-

gardan Pass as quickly as possible. On the first day we marched
i6, on the second 15, and on the third 18 miles, but no excessive

fatigue was experienced. On the night, however, following the
last stage, we were ordered suddenly to finish the remaining
6 miles, as the Pass was reported to be in danger. This night
march, short though it was, caused far greater fatigue than any
of the preceding. In this respect, then, let the rule of our
German confreres be religiously observed: "Aus der Nacht in

den Tag, und nicht ans dem Tag in die Nacht."
Ha%-ing thus settled the hour of marching, let us next consider Economy

the question of economy of labour on the march. Now, experi-

ments on muscular action show that the more a muscle is in action
the sooner it gets tired

;
if, moreover, a muscle is kept in a con-

dition of continuous tension, it loses its strength more and more
;

waste products are continually given off" without any corresponding
reparation, until at length its function ceases. Thus a muscle
for its reparation needs periods of rest corresponding to periods
of work. Hence also it follows that labour is more economized
by working for short periods with frequent short periods of rest,
than by working at a long stretch with only one period of rest.
Now, applj-ing this to the muscular action of marches, frequent
short halts are better than one long halt. Moreover, if a very
long forced march is in view, then the halts should be short and
frequent at first, gradually increasing their length as feelings of
fatigue come on. A given distance is, in fact, better got over, with
regard to economizing force, in small sections with short pauses
than in large sections with long pauses. As we shall see, this
principle was adhered to in General Roberts' march. So much
may be stated as regards marches generally, but in the tropics we
have, in addition, the element of a higli temperature to account

^^f' o^^,
'=^I'«'"™ents on muscle it is found that at a temperature

of 46° 0. the myosin coagulates and then undergoes retrogressive
rrietamorphosi.s, until the whole of the substance of the muscle
becomes di.sintegrated. But in the human organism, under the

E
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action of a high temperature, changes occur in the nervous system
rendering secondarily the muscles incapable of work before the
temperature has reached so high a grade as to cause coagulation
of the myosin and its sequeUie. This influence on the nervous
system causes the innervation of the muscles to be damaged, and
thus the muscle gets weaker and weaker. Thus, then, we see in
excessive marches the mechanical work, if not compensated by repa-
ration, can but result in loss of function ; whilst as a result also of
excessive high temperature, the function of the muscle ceases. We
have therefore a twofold action to guard against. The question
of temperature will be more particularly dealt with in the chapter
on Sunstroke; the question of labour must be met by more
frequent pavises, and more prolonged rests on the line of march in

the first instance.

Conduction With these preliminaiy observations, I am now in a position
o a nu-irch.

pouit out the various indications on the line of march. To
i-epeat, the two great general indications are—(i) to obviate
fatigue as much as possible, and (2) to obviate hindrances to the
aeration of the blood as much as possible ; whilst the third indi-

cation—special—is to obviate rise of temperature and heat-sti'oke.

The latter mil be fully treated farther on; meanwhile, I must
enter into it somewhat here.

Chota. Before the men start, then, let them have a good ration of

bread, coffee or cocoa, cfec, and their antiperiodic ration. Next,
let the pace not be too slow

;
nothing can be more fatiguing than

a very slow march. Moreover, there is a certain pace combining
the quickest going with the least resistance. Thurn puts this at

about 100 steps per minute, and states that at this rate the leg

pendulum traverses its full swing. At a less rate the swing is

not completed. The rate of 100 per minute will combine the

least expenditure of muscular force with the highest number of

steps per minute. The pace of marching is most important witli

reference to fatigue. The leading regiments must not exceed

this pace, for, if otherwise, the rear wiU have much diiiiculty and
fatigue in keeping up with them.

Open order. Next, the most Open order must be carried out, so that the aii-

round each man be ventilated as much as possible. It is advis-

able, indeed, that the men should, where the road permits, march
in two parallel bodies in open order on the sides of the road, leav-

ing a clear space in the middle of the road. If the ranks march

^•close up, then the temperature in the ranks mounts up; respira-

tion is hindered by the accumulation of CO,, and the conditions

for sunstroke favoured. Let their coats be open, all coUai-s unbut-

toned, and nothing superfluous carried. Dr. Lewtas, of the
'• Guides" in the Afghan war, arranged for mule carriage always

to accompany the regiment ; the mule carriage kept pace with

the men, and so arrived in camp with all their necessaries ; on no

occasion had they to wait for then- change of clothes.

Halts. The rationale of halts has already been laid down. Let the

halts be ordered so as to take advantage of any shade. As we

shall see in " Sunstroke," let the men not lie down on the hot
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earth when halting in the open. Tliis, liowever, does not apply-

to marching in damp hot climates, like those of the north-west

frontier. Here it would be preferable to halt in the open, and to

put on the gi-eat-coat whilst halting. This was inculcated in Loo-
shai ; where neglected, it was found to predispose to " fever " and
dysentery.

A little over half-way, ari-angements should have been made pre- Food,

viously for breakfast. The men will have prepared their provisions

and carried them ; but at the appointed place coffee should, when
possible, be found ready for them, and a fair meal be obtainable.

The regulation of fluids on the march is most important. The Liquids,

conservative power of the eliminating function of the skin against

excessive rise of temperature is well known. This function of the

skin must be assiduously attended to. It follows that, if the body
contain too little water for the necessary amount of perspira-

tion, the secretion will be diminished, and with this the laody

temperatiu-e wall rise. The mere mechanical act of marching
raises the body temperature ; how much more, then, will it be
i-aised when the giving off of heat is stopped by insufficiency of

skin function ! It was formerly held to be dangerous to drink
when hot

;
drinking a large quantity of very cold water certainly

may be dangerous from shock to the solar plexus ; but drinking
small quantities at intervals is quite the reverse. For this reason
Thimi advises rather that the men should drink whilst actually

marching than during halts. The value of a continuous supply
of small ch'aughts of water as a prophylactic against sunstroke
will be shown in the proper place. Meanwhile, Dr. Smart, of the
army of the Potomac, may be quoted :

" If the water in the
canteens lasted until the next opportunity of refilling them, so

that ingestion and transudation were equalized, the men pushed
along, faint fi-om fatigue perhaps, but in no danger from sun-
slroke. If, on the other hand, the supply failed and tlie skin
became dry, danger from sunstroke was imminent." Let, then,
the regimental bheesties be at hand with their mussucks. Let
the men also have their water-bottles filled with cold tea for tlie

march. The conservative action of the skin will come into play,
of course, far more where the atmosphere is dry and hot than
where it is moist and hot. In the latter instance, every oppor-
tunity, when halting or otherwise, should be taken to bathe one's
face and hands.

^Alcohol .should, in the shape of spirits, never be 'given on th©<Aicohol.
line of march. Instances of the fatal effect of such proceduio
will be found in the chapter on Sunstroke. Red wines, where

'

obtainable, are, on the contrary, to be recommended, especially in
cholera and dy.senteiy times. The inclusion of such wines in the
food supplies for the Egyptian operations of 1882 wa.s a great step
in advance.

Get all stragglers out of the way as soon as possible. During Stragglers

long marches the .sight of men falling out has a l)a(l effect on the
morale of the men. This fact was recognized and provided for in
the Haxon army in the Franco-German wnj-, each regiment being

]i 2
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supplied with carriage^ especially foi- those who were compelled to

fall out. Similarly, in General Roberts' famous march, pony and
donkey cai-riage was provided.

In the rains, unless military necessity compel it, the men
should not travel ; where they are obliged to, let them at once
dry themselves and change their clothes on arrival in camp, and
have some quinine and food as soon as possible. As soon as the
march is over, let the men be at once dismissed. Thurn urges
that standing at ease in the ranks after a long march is more
fatiguing than ordinary marching itself, and gives instances of

syncope and sunstroke occurring in a case where the men were
kept standing for a long time after a forced march, no such
attacks having occui'red during the march itself. On dismissal, if

possible, the men should wash their feet and as much of the body
as circumstances permit. Attention to the skin is of the greatest

importance in preserving the individual from the ill effects of hard
labour. On sultry days all precautions should be doubled which
tend to promote evaporation. Frequent bathing of the face and
hands is indicated. In my experience, incipient symptoms of sun-

stroke have been warded off by the application of a mussuck dur-

ing very hot marches in Afghanistan.

JFinally, the regimental surgeon must be on the look-out for

signs of fatigue, failure of the heart, sunstroke, and the various

forms of vaso-motor neurosis, so that the men may be at once

directed to fall out and get timely preventive treatment.

Nowhere is the preventive art of marching better illustrated

than in India. And the lessons learnt in peace naturally bear

fruit in war. Thus in Egypt in 1882 the health of the Indian

contingent was greatly enhanced by the excellent arrangements

carried out. The 72nd Highlanders, fresh from the experience

of the Afghan war, had arrangements that were the envy of the

regiments of the home force. The native corps of water-carriers,

sweepers, and dooly-bearers were invaluable, and rendered most
welcome assistance to the home regiments.

The finest illustration of a perfectly managed march, however,

is to be found in General Roberts' march from Cabul to Candahar.

Every arrangement, in its minutest detail, was provided for. It

may be well, therefore, to mention a few of the arrangements. In

this march a force of 10,000 fighting men covered 303 miles in

20 days, giving an average* (including i day's halt) of 15 mUes
per day.

The hospital returns for the force of 10,000 combatants and

8000 camp followers were at the end of the march, at Robat,

68 Europeans, 448 Sepoys, and 291 followers only. And, finally,

the force the day it entered Candahar executed a reconnaissance

in force, whilst the day after it fought the final battle of the war,

and defeated Ayub's army flushed with repeated victory. The

ljublicly expressed criticism in England previous to the undertak-

* From Ghuzni to Klielat-i-Gliilzai for 8 days they covered 17 miles a

day.
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ing, that the luai-ch was against all rules of war, and that disaster

was thereby inevitably coux-ted, was thus shown to be singularly

unfortunate and unjustified. The weak point in the force was

provided for. General Roberts discarded all camel transport,

using only mule and pony. He also, by a special order, impressed

on all the necessity of proper feeding and adjustment of the loads.

The time of the year was propitious for supplies, fruit and corn

being abundant. The march began on August 9 ; Robat was

reached on the 28th, 18 miles from Candahar. The troops were

picked men, and moreover improved in health daUy, with the ex-

ception of some unseasoned, recently joined men of the 72nd.

Though the season of the year was becoming more propitious,

the nights being cool, yet the heat in the day was very great.

The alterations of temperature were gi-eat. At the " rouse " a

cutting wind and a low temperature would often chill the men,

to be succeeded as the day wore on by a burning sun, sand storms,

and suffocating dust, to alleviate the effects of which, water was
often absent. At times the temperature in the tents reached
102° F.

An idea of the work may be gathered from the fact that the

regiments forming the main body had, after their long march of

perhaps eight hours or more, on arrival in camp, to furnish parties

for all kinds of duty—fatigue, foraging, guards, sentry-go. The
i"ear-guard often would not reach camp until 9 p.m., having been
worked since 4 a.m. that morning.

But no precautions were omitted. We have seen the order con-

cerning the transport. In the same way the men's rations were
increased to i lb. 8 oz. meat daily, whilst each native soldier and
camp-foUower * was ordered 8 oz. meat daily in addition to Ms
ration. Donkeys and ponies were provided for the men wdio fell

out, A general order thanking the force for its exertions was pub-
lished at Khelat-i-Ghilzai^ and the honour of relie\'ing the garrison

was held out to the eager force in inspiriting periods. The General
also would ride back to meet the regiments marching into camp,
although suffering severely from fever himself, thus ever evincing
his solicitude for all. And thus it was that the force arrived fit

to fight the last battle of the war on the day after its destination
was reached.

In conclusion, let me point a few of the facts of this march.
SeUdion of Troops.—As I have before said, with one excep-

tion the men were seasoned soldiers.

SfMson.—The heats of summer were on the wane, the nights
being deliciou.sly cool

;
still, the day heat was excessive.

Hour of Marching.—At first at 4 a.m., but here was shown
in many in.stances the oppres.sive effect of a march throughout
the day

; subsequently the hour was altered to 2.30 a.m. The
rear-guard of the day always airived in camp most exhausted of
all. The chief hardship on the march wius the want of sleep.

* This was essential for the camp follower, as he began to get knocked
up from the work.
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On arrival in camp late, so much bad to be done tbat com-
paratively little sleep could be obtained before the reveille again
aroused the men.

Halts.—The labour Avas economized by adopting the principle

of frequent short halts. At the end of each hour a ten minutes'
halt was ordered, as well as the breakfast halt of twenty minutes
at 8 o'clock.

Arranyementsfor Menfalling out.—^Note also that arrangements
of pony and donkey carriage were made for all who fell out. The
cases were few indeed in the fighting force, fired by emulation, but
at one time were a source of anxiety amongst the camp followers.

Food.—Extra meat* rations were given to the British troops,

whilst a meat ration in addition to the usual one was issued to

the native element. The general arrangements of the commis-
sariat for food were excellent. Bread was generally distributed

daily, and in no instance did a soldier or follower fail to receive

his rations.

Finally, the hardest days of all wei-e on the 19th and 20th.

And the hardship was caused by the want of water. The march on
the 1 9th of August of 1 4^ miles was indeed more severely felt than
the march on the 20th of 2 1 miles. Water was so scarce that the

followers fell exhausted on the road. The heat, too, seemed
gi^eater than ever. After the experience of these two days, the

men marched at i a.m. to escape the heat of the day as much as

possible. On the sixteenth day the men enjoyed one day's halt,

and the day was spent in sleep by all who were free to enjoy it.

* The British ration was increased to i lb. 8 oz. ; the nati\ e had 8 oz.

meat given him.



CHAPTER VII.

CAMPS:—SITES—VENTILATION—CONSEKVANCY—NIGHT

DUTIES—LIFE IN CAMP—BATHING PARADES, ETC.

Ix treating of the subject of camps, we enter upon one of the

most important elements in connection with the health of the

soldier. " "War." as Dr. Guy has pointed out, " is in its essence a

conflict of crowds," and consequently the factor of ovei'crowding

is a factor constantly working against the efforts of the army
siu-geon. And this factor of overcrowding must come into play

w-ith far gi-eater force as regards its consequences in hot climates,

for here the resvilts of overcrowding in the shape of accumulated

excreta from the alimentary canal, the skin, the lungs, &c., mil
be acted upon by tropical heat.

In treating of camps, the subject naturally divides itself into

temporarj- and permanent camps ; the rules for temporary camps
apply with still greater force to permanent camps. I shall hrst

indicate bi-iefly the question of sites ; then the questions of venti-

lation and conservancy
;
and, finally, questions concerning the life

in camps.

Sites.—The choice of site is naturally more important for per-

manent than for temporary camps : a bad site may be chosen to

pass a single night in, and then to be left next day without, it

may be, much harm ; this would not be the case as regards a
permanent camp on the line of communication. Here if at fii'st a
bad site perforce have to be chosen, it must be evacuated as

soon a.s possible for better ground. The relation of camps to spe-

cific disea.ses will be found in the proper places, especially in the
chapters on Malaria and Bowel Complaints; whilst the relation
of soils to ab-sorption of heat will be found under Sunstroke.
Here 1 give shortly a review of the different sites that may meet
u campaigning army.

First ius regards unfavourable sites. The following are to be Unfavour-

avoided where pos.sible :—(i) Valleys so narrow that the air

.stagnates; (2) entrances to gorges; (3) foot of hills, especially
where the water descending from them has stagnated

; (4) de-
I)ressions in a general plain with stagnating water

; { 5 ) em bouchures
of rivers; (6) half-dried beds of rivers; (7) jungly ground on banks
of nvers and lakes

; (8) gi'ound immediately above marshes

;

((j) grounfl exposed to winds blowing over a neighbouring marsh
;

( 10) dry beds of tanks, ground below the bund of a tank

;

(11) forest clearings. On the contrary, the following constitute lavoiiniblc

good sites:—(i) All high and dry grounds, especially where'"""
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there is a natural slope descending, so as to carry off moistvn-e;

(2) tongues of land jutting into the sea; (3) slopes of hills;

(4) banks of running livers not in the neighbourhood of marshes;

(5) grassy country; (6) under trees; (7) ravines through
which a healthy bi-eeze from a mountain chain above them
blows constantly. Sir Ranald Martin observes, however, that,

with respect to Negro troops, a residence on high ground is

"fatal."

Geology. As regards the geological structure, sites on granite, slate,

limestone, and chalk unmixed with clay are good. Should, how-
ever, marshes be present on the limestone, such a soil is to be
avoided. Even an originally healthy chalky site may become
pestilential where the ground is flat, and has consequently become
charged with excrementitious matters. Permeable sandstones

are exceedingly healthy also.

The following soils are, on the contrary, to be avoided :— Dis-

integrated granite; sands mixed with clay, or with clay sub-

jacent ; sands incrusted with vegetable debris ; clay soils ; alluvial

soils, especially where such soils are composed of sand and clay

alternating with each other and impregnated with alluvial

matter, such as are found in the deltas of rivers and their neigh-

bourhood. Martin suggests that ferruginous soils by chemical

decomposition may be productive of malaria, and instances the
" destruction " of the army of General Morrison in the fii-st

Burmese war of 1825. This column was operating on a range of

hills composed of sandstone mixed with ferruginous clay.

Summary. As regards the geology and conformation of the features of any
locality, the chief points to bear in mind are—(i) The loater

supjdy. The water supply in the favourable geological sites

is, as a rule, good. (2) The drainage. A good natural drain-

age is essential for the health of a camp. Dampness is by all

means to be avoided. Dampness of soil adds immensely to the

liability to "camp diseases"—fevers, bowel complaints, and the

like.

Brushwood, The relations of trees, brushwood, and undergrowth will be
jungle, &c. fully entered into in the chapter on Malaria. Recent experience

has indicated that the views held previously concerning these

natural features must be modified.

So much, then, for some of the principal rules as regards con-

formation and geology of sites. I will now illustrate them from
actual campaigns.

China, In the China war of i860, preparatory to the advance, the
i860. troops were collected in a standing camp at Kowloon, near Hong-

kong. The surface of the ground was dry and undulating, and
open to free circulation of aii from whatever direction the wind
blew ; the water supply was good. In some neighbouring ravines,

it is true, were patches of rank vegetation, yet, from the pre-

vailing wind, all chance of malaria was avoided. In addition to

the above natural features, the camp was on a promontory and
open to the sea breezes.
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In Looshai the camps in the lowlands during tlie advance were
J^"^"^''^^"''

again very unhealthy ; the forest trees dripped constantly with
'

water, until the sun for a few hours was sufficiently powerful to

dissipate the mist
;

then, as evening came on, the mist would

again collect. But as soon as the highlands were reached the

air was fountl dry and bracing, and the camps enjoyed a com-

paratively open country.

In the Duffla expedition several of the sites on which it was Duffia, 1874.

necessary to pitch camps were very bad. Thus at camp No. 6

the soil was swampy and full of decayed vegetable matter ; the

forest so dense that the sun was only visible for four or five hours.

Damp, cold, penetrating fogs w^ould often arise. The survey

officei-s attached to the force reported, indeed, that the country

would be deadly in the hot and rainy seasons.

In ^Afghanistan, the camps in the Kurram Valley were gene- Afghan-

itilly thoroughly exposed to the wind blowing down from the
jg^gjgo

Safed Koh range ; the valley was wide, and the camps constantly

perflated.

During the Zulu war a camp was established and a fort built, Zulu, 1879.

named Fort Chelmsford. The situation was most unsanitary

;

marshy ; with water supply organically impure from contamination

by dead cattle and slain Zulus. The bowel affections became so

i-ife that the sick had to be evacuated.

At Ali Kheyl, on the farther side of the Peiw^ar Pass, a large

camp was formed on two tongue-shaped plateaus jutting out

from the rolling uplands descending fi'om the Safed Koh range
into the broad bed of the river. There was magnificent ventila-

tion, and good natural drainage. The plateaus were separated

from each other and from their lateral neighbourhoods by deep
ravines. I was encamped here during May and June, and the
heat was greatly brought into subjection by the free perflation

of aii\ From this camp I was transferred to another, situated at

the top of a ravine at right angles to the general direction of the
Kurram Valley. The tents were pitched under pine-trees, and
down from the snowy summits, some 6000 feet above, came ever
a breeze. Another tent camp was pitched on the summit of the
Peiwar Kotal in the pine forest. Again, as cholera invaded the
valley step by .step, the various regiments removed their camps
to the flat spurs jutting from the mountain chain into the plain.

These likewise were thoroughly pei-flated by the mountain breezes.
But at Thull, at the immediate entrance of the Kurram Valley,
the site of the camp was more shut in ; the sides of the valley
were approximated, and the camp lay immediately under the hills

on the right hand. This camp was certainly the hottest of the
whole line—at a lower level, it is true, but the lower level was
combined with more confinement.

Turning now to the Candahar side, as far as the Kojuck the
camps from Quotta were on a du.sty, .sandy plain ; the heat, con-
sequently, was terrible; the experience of 1885 in the lower
Bolau in the hot weather ha.s again testified to the danger of heat-
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stroke that troops occupying the Hue must ever encounter. And
in correspondence to the character of the locale was the drinking
wa,ter. Instead of the pure water from mountain streams in the
Ivurram Valley, the troops had to drink the s;dine waters from
undei'ground karezes in _the Pishin Valley. And as regards
drainage, the flat superficies of the Pishin Valley was admirably
adapted for the formation of a nursery bed for enteric fever ; the
disease, once introduced, speedily became rife along the Candahar
line. No contrast could have been greater than the conditions of
life in the Kuri-am and in the Pishin Valley.

Ak.i, 1883. In the Aka expedition, the forest country traversed was very
unfavourable for camps. Forest clearings as a rule are confined
and unhealthy, the nearness of the suri-ounding forest rendering
ventilation difficult. In Aka land, it was found far preferable to
encamp near the main stream than in clearings, for along the
stream, would roll a healthy current of air. At the third march
out, however, at Digumubh, a suitable place was found for a large
camp, consisting of a fine open site, some distance from the
foi'est, and with abundance of good drinking water.

Ventilation of Camp.—I now come to the important subject
of the ventilation of the camp. Under this I include, not only
the ventilation of the camp genex-ally, but of the tents and of

the ground on which the camp is pitched. The ventilation of the
gi'ouud is also interwoven with the question of conservancy. It

may be well to show the direction in which camps influence health
in the tropics at the outset.

Now, war, as we have seen, is the bringing together of crowds.
Thus, at the very beginning, the question of ventilation comes on.

And inasmuch as we cannot have war without ci'owds, so every
expedition must carry with itself predisposing elements of disease.

Nor is it necessary for disease that there should be overcrowding
with these crowds, for Prof. Du Chaumont has shown by tables
• that the mere bringing together of a number of people into a
community, even when there is no excessive crowding, is in itself

a source of danger," and " that the mere aggregation of human
beings exercises a powerful influence on their health and vitality."

By this aggregation both the air and the soil are afiected, and
thei'efore tlie ventilation of a camp must include both ventilation

of the air and of the soil—and, for the reasons before stated, all

measiu'es indicated in these respects foi- camjjs generally are still

more demanded for camps in hot chmates.
Air. Tents to begin with are but little pervious to air, and, when wet,

neiu-ly impervious. The organic matter given off from the lungs,

as is well known, does not tend to diffuse itself, as do the gases

given off from the lungs ; hence the mei'e opening of the doors

of the tent does not act so beneficially as i-egards the organic

matter as it does with respect to the carbonic acid. The organic

matter tends to attach itself to the walls of the tents and to

their contents, whilst, finally, the greater the number of men in

a tent the greater disproportionately is the rapidity of increase of
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aerial impurity from this cause. A space of double the size with

double the number of men is less healthy than a space of half the

size with half the number of men.
Now, the limit of respiratory purity is 0.2 per 1000 of CO,.

Prof. Du Chaumont shows that i man in 50 cubic feet would

bring the amount of CO, to this limit in i minute if this space

were unventilated, or in 36 seconds if there were only 30 cubic

feet. 50 cubic feet is the space per man in a bell tent with only

TO men, and 30 cubic feet the si^ace with 18 men. In the

Afghan war, pals were used by the Bengal force
;
by the Madras

regiments, a tent peculiar to the Mach-as army.

The scale of camp equipage in the Bengal troops was 22 men
to I tent composed of 2 pals ; for native troops, 44 men to i

tent of 2 pals. Here, therefore, the authorities, to begin with,

evidently judged that the native soldier either only gives ofi'

half the respiratory impurity of the British soldier, or is so

pecuharly constituted by nature as to require only half the

amount of ventilation. No wonder, then, that—as will appear in

its appropriate chapter—infectious pneumonic fever prevailed on

occasion. But more than this : 40 Sepoys in time of peace go to

I Sepoy tent of 2 pals, so that in time of war the already in-

sufficient space was decreased. As regards the superficial space

thus granted to each man, the Mach-as tent gave to each British

soldier 12 superficial feet.

The Bengal tent (32 feet x 16 feet wide = 513 square feet floor

space) gave to each jBritish soldier a little over 23 square feet, and
half that space to every Sepoy ; thus the Sepoy had on service

actually less square feet than are given to coohes on the transport

Te.s.sels of the Assam rivers, for whom 12 feet square are laid

down as the minimum. Granting that the British soldier cannot
from want of transport receive more space, yet surely what is

nece.s.sary for him is necessary for the Sepoy, especially as we
shall see he is Uable to epidemic pneumonic fever, this liability

being actually experienced in the Afghan war. The effect

of overcrowding was strikingly shown in the China war of

1 860 at Talien-whan Bay. Here the village set apart for the
coolie corps was greatly overcrowded. Sickness at once arose,

and some 300 men had to be left behind when the expedition
sailed. Sickness from the same cause arose in the camp of the
60th Regiment. Such being the conditions of tentage allowance,
we at once see how necessary as a rule it is never to close the
tent.s. The horrible fcetidity of the air that arises in an extremely
«hort time need be experienced once only in ordei- to recognize the
necessity of this rule. Add to this the inherent tendency of the
native soldier to roll himself bodily up, head and all, in his

blanket, and we can see how in his case the conditions are
aggravated.

An important guide on this point was furnished by the present
JJirector-General to the medical officers proceeding to the Soudan,
as follows ;

—
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Square Yards per Tent. Tents per Acre.
Troops per Acre

at 12 Men per Tent.

5° 96.80 I161.6
lOO 48.40 5808
400 12.10 145.2
1000 4.84 58.0

This table shows the extreme limits from great overcrowding
" to what would be an impracticable, though desirable, amount of

space." The question of tentage allowance is the question of

transport allowance ; and to a rich country like England money-
spent on transport would be wise economy, for it is evident that

whatever preserves the health of the soldier on campaigns repays
itself many times ; a seasoned soldier may be invalided from
preventable causes, and his place taken by an immature, un-
seasoned youth

;
then, added to the expense of the move, we have

the fact of a bad exchange. Against the larger supply of tents,

however, on the other hand, we have the hampering thereby of

military movements ; but here common-sense can step in ; when
the foe is imminent, the troops can then double up in light

marching order, as was done on the march to Cabul, when two offi-

cers shared one 80-lb. tent. For troops, however, 011 the line of

communication, larger tent allowance is indicated in the tropics.

Prof. Du Chaumont has shown that "the most open order of camps
in war time gives a much smaller space per head than the most
crowded conditions in civil life, and camps may be so compressed
as to give only 8 square yards or less per head." But, neverthe-

less, provided the tents be kept open as we shall presently

indicate, the conditions are not quite analogous, for the air itself

of crowded towns, to begin with, is immeasurably more impure
than the air of a camp in the open. So that, though the

individual space should be increased, much may be done by so

arranging the camp that the prevailing wind perflates it, and by
insuring that the tents be kept closed only so far as to prevent the

blazing sun pouring in. And in this matter we see how important

it is that the site of a permanent camp should be such that the

air can fi-eely circulate all over the camp.

Soil. Let us now consider the factor of the soil. In like manner as

too many men aggregated in one space will infect the air so will

they infect the soil, and with this infection will appear bowel

complaints, and the specific diseases, cholera and enteric fever,

when the specific element is superadded. Under every pre-

caution organic matters are thrown out in camp, and by inter-

course pressed into the soil, and thus gradually the earth becomes

infected. And in hot countries under the heat and rainfall the

process becomes much more acute, especially where the soil itself

does not possess any disinfecting power. Sandy soils, for instance,

act prejudicially both by not disinfecting these organic matters

and by their drying power, so that when clouds of sand are raised

by the wind, these clouds contain in suspension organic matters.

It is thus easil}- seen how boLh the alimentary and respiratory
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passages can admit poisonous materials into the system. Added to

the organic matters proceeding from the men, we have those also

pi-oceetling from the animals in camp. Of the above infection of

the soil we have many examples in campaigns. In the New
l^^^^^^^^j

Zealand war of 1864, after the occupation of Waikato, several

Government surveyors were employed, and whilst they constantly

changed ground they kept in robust health. After a time, owing

to eventualities, they were obliged to remain pitched in one place

neai- the troops, close to the Land Transport camp, which was

especially dirty. Bowel complaints speedily began to affect the

majority of the survey staff. On their again being able to move
about, the bowel complaints ceased.

In the Zidu war, the first division, operating on the coast line, Zululand.

was kept stationary for a long time in camps which gradually

became more and more unsanitary from the presence of men on

the same spot, especially of the native troops. The large number
of oxen also added their quota to the general mal-hygiene.

In the Kurram Valley, as far as the camps coming under the Afghan-

notice of the author were concerned, the tendency to become un-

healthy was kept in abeyance. A special officer in each camp
looked after sanitation. But in the Pishin Valley the conti-ast

was great. The soil was exceedingly loose, and regularly each

day, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., a dust storm would blow through the

camp. At Ejla Abdoola the mauvaises ocleurs were profound and
searching, and it was apparently no one's business to look after

them. The contrast between the healthy breezes of the Kurram
camps and the foetid smells of those in Pishin could be perceived

even by the most anaesthetic Schneiderian membrane.
Finally, in the Nile expedition 1884—5, camping grounds in Egypt,

the desert became rapidly fouled in spite of all precautions, owing
to the accumulation of large bodies of men in a circumscribed

space.

Thus, then, in camp we have to ventilate both tents and ground,
for in hot countries the men must remain for many hours of the
day under shelter from the sun ; in temperate climes they can sit

outside their tents, and thus breathe unrestricted the pure air,

but this cannot be done in hot climates during the hot hours of

the day.

First, then, as regards the ventilation of the tents. In all the Tent

.service tents that I have seen there has been one great omission,
and that is in the absence of proper outlets for impure air at the
top. Occasionally there have been openings in the sides of the
tents, but of so small dimension as to be useless. All pals should
be double fly'd, and on the summit of the inner fly there should
be a large opening at intervals along each wall. On the outer fly,

but at intervening spots, there should be similar openings.
Secondly, the fore and after doors should always be open. Thirdly,
with the exception of the periods of the day when the sun is over-
head, the side of the tent away from the sun should be raised.

Let the kanats be raised at all events ; a current of air will then
be directed from outside upwards to the above-mentioned outlets.
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At night, one of the doors sliould be opened. During the
American war this was rigorously enforced, an officer of each
company being told off to see that this was done. Finally, the
men should sleep with their heads towards the walls of the tent,

so as to catch the fresh air entering it, and not towards the middle,
where they would be bathed by the ascending impure air. Should
it be deemed advisable at night to raise one wall of the tent, let

that to leeward be raised.

Soil treat- Turn we now to the treatment of the soil. In the first place
it must be beaten down as much as possible, so as to render it less

permeable. In the Afghan war I had my hospital floor coated
over with earth. This mixed with watsr and plastered over
makes an exceedingly cleanly floor, easily swept, and easily re-

newed. Again, at AliKheyl there was an abundance of pebbles
;

these also made a fair flooring for the men's tents. Whatever be
the means, however, wliether pebbles, beaten earth, <fec., the floor

must be scraped and renewed at least once a week. All ashes
should be utilized in flooring. Next, to still further dry the
earth, each tent must have a drain cut round it, joining the
main drain of the street,

of soii'an°d
lastly, once a week all tents should be struck and aired

; tliis

tent.'
^ proceeding will of course equally an- the ground. On the days

appointed for striking the tents, let the floor be scraped and the
past week's flooring removed. Then, after the airing is finished,

make the new floor. Once a week is the least that should be
allowed; .should there be time, every other day is indicated for

striking camp.
Now, all the above indications can be cairied out in any camp.

There are, in addition, two courses to be followed out when
occasion and locality permit—first, to move to fresh ground
periodically

;
and, secondly, to pitch the tents as widely apart as

po.ssible.

Hospital With regard to hospital tents the ventilation of air and soil is
tents.

equally imperative, whilst it would be advisable to pitch the tents

en echelon.

The camp itself should, in addition, be regularly di'ained by
surface drains in accordance with the lie of the land. It is of

extreme importance in the tropics to render all camps as dry as

possible, thus limiting fermenting processes ; the driest spots are

to be cho.sen.

Conservancy of Camp.—I shall here only allude to the

conservancy of the camp as regards rubbish, scrapings of tent

floors, of camp paths, &c. The conservancy of the excreta, and
measures relating to dead animals, will be alluded to later. All

conservancy must be most rigorously attended to in a hot moist

climate, for any defect which might not result in evil consequences

in a hot dry climate, will inevitably bear fruit in a hot moist one.

There should be a special sanitary officer in each camp. Night
and morning all paths and insides of tents should be regularly

swept. The refuse should then be collected, carried to leeward,

and burnt ; what cannot be burnt must be disinfected and biu-ied.
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Pi-of. Du C'haumont has pi-oposed that suppHes of petroleum be

carried for this purpose, whilst others have laid down that all

permanent camps should have a portable iron furnace. I very-

much doubt, however, if sufficient transport could be provided for

these ends. In the Zulu war, dust-barrows were extemporized

by attaching sticks to the sides of small empty packing cases

obtained from the commissariat, and ingenuity will suggest many
such devices.

Tents.—The subject of tents is entered into fully in the chapter

on Sunstroke. A few remarks only are necessary here. The tent,

both for Europeans and natives, should have a double fly. The

usual tent is lined Avith a flaring yellow cloth ; this makes the

interior seem far hotter than if a dark-blue lining were fitted.

I saw an excellent tent that had been brought out from England

from the Inventions Exhibition ; made by a firm in East London,

it was an exact model of the 80-lb. Cabul tent, only that the

weight was only 40 lb. The extra weight was got rid of by the

substitution of wooden pegs for iron, and of canvas for drill. It

was perfectly waterproof ; the waterproofing material, moreover,

gave a hght-green colour to the canvas, most refreshing to the

€ve. I saw the tent the morning after one of the heaviest storms

of the year, and the inner side of the owter fly was jierfectly dry,

Now, surely some such material could be utilized for a double-fly

pal ; half the weight would be saved for other purposes ; the men
would have a double fly, and would have a tent presenting a most
refreshing tint to the eye dazed by the heat. Such a tent also

would not be conspicuous by its colour. The bell tent is utterly

unfitted for exposure. This was shown in the China war. At
Talien-whan a large amount of sickness arose, principally dysen-

tery
;
yet the site was healthy, and the men had been selected.

The lowest number of sick were in the 99th Regiment, and this

regiment alone had not the bell tent. Dr. Eennie recommended
a reduction of the number of men in each bell tent, but such re-

duction was not sanctioned, owing to military reasons.

In Suakim, 1885, the single-fly Lancer pal after May became
too hot from the midday sun in the follower hospital, and would
have been quite unfitted for its purpose if it had been used later

on in the hot weather.
Again, in the fighting column in 1885 bell tents were found

quite unfitted for the climate.

In camp, also, the men should sleep oflf the ground where pos-
sible. Some aiTaugement like that in Turner's tent should be
-cttled so that the men may be raised ofl' the earth Avhen sleeping.
There is not the slightest doubt but that improvement as regards
weight, ventilation, and heat is required. The various contrivances
as regards heat will Ije detailed in the chapter on Sunstroke.

During the last year trials have been made at Aldershot of
the Doecker tent, made of felt on a frame-work of wood. Their
weight, however, would seem to preclude tlieii- use in war. Some,
however, were sent for use as ambulance huts to Egypt in the
late war, and the Doecker hut at tlif international competition
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foi' ambulance huts at Antwerp in 1885 took the prize out of
80 different competitors. The essentials of a tent for the tropics
are the following :

—

I. Waterproofness.
2. It must have a double fly.

3. Both flies must be ventilated by lanje outlets near the
roof, alternating in position on the flies.

4. The colour should be refreshing to the eye, and at the
same time not conspicuovis to the enemy.

5. It should be as light as possible. The" lighter it is the
larger number can be carried, and the larger, therefore,
will be the individual space allowed to each soldier.

6. The outer fly should be a sack, capable of being filled with
grass, where occasion serves, and thus to act in warding
ofl" the heat of the sun.

Such tents could be made of the material of the tent I have
described.

Hutting.—Before proceeding to remark on a fo'W points con-
nected with camp life, mention may be made of other conditions
in which the soldier finds himself in camp in tropical campaigns.
For instance, in many of our expeditions, as in Ashanti and the-

north-east frontier and Suakim, excellent bamboo huts were made.
The chief points in building such hiits are here again connected
with ventilation. Thus, raise the floor on piles so as to allow free

perflation of air beneath. Let the walls be double, with an inter-

vening space, a space being left at the bottom of the inner wall
and at the top of the outer wall. Provide for thorough i-idge and
end ventilation ; also for side ventilation by side windows. Great
attention must be paid to the roof to render it perfectly water-

tight, and hints can very often be obtained from the native huts
in this direction

;
thus, our men found the roofs of the native-

huts in Ashanti very steep with a view to throwing ofi" the rains.

The men shovild sleep inside on platforms raised around the walls

about two feet from the ground. By economizing their waterproofs

some could be spread over the roof
;

or, the bark of trees peeled

oflF, laid on to intercept the rains. The walls can be easUy ex-

temporized, should there be not enough wood for them, by matting,

leaves of palms, &c. Bamboos, when obtainable, form excellent

materials for hutting in the tropics. Arrangements for sleeping

q^'the ground should also always be made.
Ashanti, In the Ashanti expedition an excellent series of hutted camps

was formed under the direction of Sir Anthony Home. The
walls were made of spht bamboo, admitting free ventilation, pro-

tected at night by matting. The floors, made of rammed clay,

raised one foot from the ground. In each stationary camp, huts,

each to lodge 65 men, were made (70 feet long by 17 feet broad).

,0h each side of a central passage were the beds well raised from
the ground. These huts were erected on the road from the base

to the Prah, and it was arranged that successive detachments,

400 strong, should pass up daily to the point of concentration at

the Prah.
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In the Looshai expedition excellent huts were erected. Their Loo^hai,

form will be found figured in the Med. and San. Report ofJV. Army '

of Bemjal for 1872. Bamboo sheds are said to have been erected,

housing all the troops within an hour after arrival in camp.

Again, in the Malay expedition bamboo huts were built, so Maby,

arranged as to give each man 260 cubic feet of space ; but this ' '

small space was compensated by the free ventilation through the

walls. Along the walls, bamboo platforms were constructed for

beds, 2 feet high.

At Aka, again, our men hutted themselves ; the same general Aka,^

plan was followed out.

In the north-east frontier country, indeed, there will generally

be found plenty of material for hutting, and, provided there be

plenty of ventilation through the walls, the small space for each

man will be amply compensated.

Villages.—The thii-d and last condition of habitation allotted

to the soldier in campaigns will be that of deserted villages or

towns. In these cases, especially, much sanitation will be neces-

.sary before occupation. Look, for instance, at the state of the

huts in Bangoon in the first Burmese war
;
again, at the condition

of the houses at Cape Town, Gold Coast. Here Avere a series of

closely packed, unventilated buildings, surrounded by refuse of all

kinds, with stagnating drainage, ordure deposited anywhere, and
the whole acted on by a tropical sun. No wonder the first troops

suffered from inordinate sickness. Again, how much cleansing

was necessary at Caii'o before any of the buildings could be oc-

cupied. Owing to the filthy condition of the palaces and buildings,

this could not be perfectly carried out ; had it been possible to

locate the troops in clean buildings after the victorious force

reached Cairo, much of the subsequent sickness would have been

avoided. In China, also, at Tinghae, Chusan, the native quarters

were found most filthy, and a large amount of preliminary cleans-

ing was necessary before the men could live in them.

In the K urram Valley I spent the winter and spring camped
in the former cantonment of the Ameer at Habib Kila. The
village, for it was little else, was found in a most filthy condition.

Nevertheless, the gunners of the mountain battery soon had
every lane and hut cleaned. Three huts with no ventilation

whatever were allotted for the hospital. Large windows were
made opposite the doors ; the doors themselves enlarged ; the

walls and floors scraped till clean earth appeared, then leeped and
fumigated, and thu.s a sanitary building obtained. Perhaps one
of the most gigantic cleansings was that instituted by General
Roberts at Sherpore for the winter housing of the force after the
capture of Cabul. The interior of Shere All's barracks was filled

with many an abomination ; but at length most comfortable and
clean quarters were obtained. The odours, however, that were
perceptiVjle on our fir.st entering the cantonment showed, at any
rate, that Shere All considered sanitary officers for his force

.superfluous.

Thus, it will be seen, much can be done in the most unsanitary

F
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Fatigue
duties.

Bathing
parades.

Ni^ht
duties.

Illustrations,

Ashanti,

1863.

Swadroo.

Prahsu.

Russian
campaign
against

villages. Fumigation, scraping, disinfection, ventilation, and
leeping will render most habitations habitable. Attention also

to the drainage of the immediate locality Avill then render the

ground dry.

Life in Camp.—The relation of fatigue duties to health will

be found more especially entered upon under Malaria and Bowel
Complaints. Here it may be stated that all such fatigue duties

should be conducted in the early morning, and never in the heat
of the day. The effect of fatigue duties in the hot sun will be
especially shown in the chapter on Bowel Complaints. The ex-

cellent huts built of sun-dried " cutcha " bricks by the men of my
regiment at Cabul were mostly laboured at in the cool hours of

the morning until the hot autumn days had passed into winter.

Again, the opposite extreme must not be carried out. Let not the
men get idle ; one of the reasons why, on the line of commu-
nications, cavalry are generally healthier than infantry, is that
their stable duties give a constant employment. Relieve tlie

monotony of camp life as much as possilale ; let the bauds play,

and institute games and recreation. In the Khost expedition we
had our gymphanas, affording sport for both officers and men

;

again, in the Kurram Valley, during the cholera epidemic, a

weekly gymphana was held ; at Cabul the same were instituted.

Bathing parades mvist be instituted daily wherever there be
opportunity; the early moi-ning hours should be chosen. There
is no greater preservative against camp sickness than hardening
and cleansing the skin with fresh water.

Night duties should be as limited as possible, conformably to

military precautions. The especial points of observation are laid

down in the chapters on Bowel Complaints and Malaria. In all

cases some rough shelter should be erected. When the vicissi-

tudes of day and night temperatiu-e are great, disease is especially

liable to arise. Again, Sir Frederick Roberts has drawn attention

to the general deteriorating effect of sentry dvities on the consti-

tution ; he explains the quicker onset of effects of age on the

private soldier after thirty, by the influence of sentry duties. The
non-commissioned officers do not age so quickly, but then they

have none of the latter.

I now close this chapter with a few illustrations of the points

alluded to. In the disastrous Ashanti expedition of 1863 there

were two camps—at Swadroo and at Prahsu—which showed a

marked difference in disease. The more healthy camp at Swadroo
was situated in the forest, it is true, like that of Prahsu, yet the

camp itself was on a slight elevation, and a quarter of a mile from

the river ; the site also was comparatively open ; the number of

men in camp was much smaller, and the facilities for hutting

them superior. At Prahsu the camp was pitched just on the

river, was immediately surrounded by enormous trees and jungle,

was far more crowded, and the men were not nearly so well

housed.
" During the two summer months that succeeded the departure

of the advance guard, the camp at Tchikishlar was like a furnace.
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The desei-t lying between it and the outpost of Chat was not Turcomans,

inaptly compai-ed to the parched surface of a baker's oven. No ^
'

vegetation existed at Tchikishlar, and not a vestige of green for

miles around it. Exposed to the tropical heat, the feverisli

miasma, the tortures of the mosquitoes and flies, the impure
water, the nauseous negligence of camps in general and of

Russian camps in particular, the troops sickened and died.

Epidemic disease of every description raged amongst them "

(Mar\-in). In their letters to their friends, the officers truly

described the spot as the " Sierra Leone of the Caspian Sea."

With this warning I leave now the subject of camps.

F 2



CHAPTER VI] I.

FOOD.

The question of feeding the soldier in ti^opical campaigns is one
of the most complicated nature, and has to be considered undei'

divers heads. For instance, the food of the British and native

soldier must be separately considered. Then, as regards both

classes, the food question resolves itself into the questions of the

elements of the food for work and heat ; the amount of food for any-

given work ; the qualification of food hj a hot climate for British

soldiers, if any ; the variation of the food ; the cooking of the

food ; the questions of alcohol or total abstinence ; and the causa-

tion of disease by food. The subject is vast, and I can only hope
to lay down the general principles guiding these questions.

Relation of the Elements of Food to Work and Heat.
—Formerly, as regards the production of force and heat, Liebig's

theoiy was held, that the albuminates of the food supplied the

force, and that the non-nitrogenous elements simply served for

the production of heat. Lyon Playfair also holds that the trans-

formation of the nitrogenous food in the body is sulBcient to

account for all the mechanical force of the body without suppos-

ing that the fats and starches have any share in it. He held

that, inasmuch as, according to his views, all the non-nitrogenous

constituents of the food were required to account for animal heat,

they were merely heat-givers, and could never act vicariously

for albuminous bodies as tissue-formers. But more recent physi-

ology has shown that during rest the amount of nitrogen excreted

is nearly the same as during work. The view now held generally

is thus stated by Fick and Wislicenus :
—" A bundle of muscular

fibres may be looked upon as a machine consisting of albuminous

material, just as a steam-engine is made of metal. Now, as in

the steam-engine coal is bvirnt in order to produce force, so in the

muscular machine carbonaceous material is burnt for the same

j)urpose. And in the same manner as the iron of which the

engine is constructed is worn away and oxidized, so also is the

constructed material of the muscle worn away. In a steam-

engine moderately fired and ready for use, the oxidation of muscle

would go on tolerably equably, and would not be much increased

by the more rapid firing necessary for working, but much more
coal would be burnt when it was at heavy work than when the

work was only trifling." There is, however, some wear and tear

of the engine, and there is also some increase in the expenditure

of the albuminous structures of the body; hence, besides an
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increase in the non-nitrogenous materials, some increase is also

required in the nitrogenous during increased work. For con-

tinued work at high pressure must strain the engine, and con-

tinued extrsi work will in like manner strain the muscle. But as

regards all forms of energy, they arise from the non-nitrogenous

elements. Now, the body has been aptly termed a machine for

converting potential into actual energy (Foster). Food supplies

the potential energy, which, by the metabolism of the body, " is

converted into the actual energy of heat and mechanical laboui-."

The mutual relation of income and expenditure has been calculated

to a certain degree of exactitude. Taking Ranke's well-known

standard diet (which is better than that of Moleschott, as the

latter calculated his diet from prison fares), it is found that it

yields about 1,000,000 units of force or metre-kilogi'ammes.

Now, a good day's work equals 150,000 metre-kilogrammes; sub-

ti-jicting this from the total would give 850,000 metre-kilo-

grammes as expended in heat-production, or, in other words, -Jth

to |th of the total income of food is expended as mechanical force

and iths or fths as heat.

"We have so far, then, seen that active euei'gy, whether as heat

or force, is connected with the non-nitrogenous elements, and
that the income of the body is expended -Jth for force and fths
for heat. There is one more prehminary to determine. The nitro-

eenous elements hkewise demand ft cei-tain amount of increase

with increased work, as I have stated. On account of the

greater tension of the machine, the machine as it wears must be

strengthened, and therefore, if an increased amount of nitrogen

be not supplied by the food, the active muscles will subtract it

from parts less actively employed, as the heart, or feed upon
themselves. Thus, with increased work, whilst increased fuel is

required, at the same time the " Spannkraft " of the machine
must be strengthened.

Amoxint of Food for Campaigns.
—

"We have now to consider

the calculation of the amount of food to be supplied. We must
first calculate the amount of work to be performed, and after-

wards consider the modifying influence, if any, of a hot climate.

For, as observed by Karl Semper, the amount of noui'ishment

rerjuired within a given time stands in the closest relation to the
functional activity of the individual organs, to the size of the
animal, and to its .special adaptation to a certain mode of life.

Now, according to circiimstances, the amount of nourishment re-

quired must tliffer widely, even in individuals of the same species.

But between the dangerous extremes of actual over-eating and
starvation there i.s a graduated scale approaching a point which
is to be regarded as the most favourable for the individual. This
amount of food >Semper designates as the opliinuvi. "What, there- Opiimnm.

fore, we, as medical officers of the army, have to determine, is the
" optimum " for sfjldiers campaigning in hot climates ; for every
fleviation from that " optimum " must bo more oi- less injurious

to the individual.

First, then, as regards the amount of work tu be provided for. Ammmi of
work.
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It is laid clown that a fair clay's work for an average man is about

300 foot-tons per cliem, whilst a hard day's work ecjuals 450 foot-

tons. Now, a march of ten miles in heavy marching order is equal

to 250 foot-tons. But, as Dr. Du Chaumont remarks, troops in

the field do more work than is represented by the mere marching.
Thei-e are fatigue duties after coming into camp ; there is more
bodily and mental waste of tissue ; and generally the quality of the

food is not good. Hence he holds that a war diet should provide

for a minimum work of 350 to 400 foot-tons, and be capable of

being increased at the shortest notice to 500 foot-tons. Such a
desideratum would be fuLfiUed by a diet of nitrogen, 350 grains;

carbon, 5500 grains
;

salts, 450 grains (equal in potential energy to

4280 foot-tons). And the increased work would require a diet

containing 450 grains nitrogen, 6500 grains carbon, and 500
gi-ains salts.

Preparatory Before the soldier has embarked on a campaign in the tropics
diet at ]jas been, however, under-fed. Both Parkes and Du Chaumont

have shown this. A fair day's work equals 300 foot-tons, and,

putting the soldier's work at home as at this amount, he does

not get a diet sufficient for this work. Taking the mean of

Pettenkofer and Voit standard diets. Prof. Du Chaumont shows
that they contain 324 grains nitrogen, 4921 grains carbon, and 463
grains salts, whUst the soldier's diet at home gives only 257 grains

nitrogen, 4725 grains carbon, and 358 grains salts; or compaxing
them we find—( i

) In standard diet for average day's work :

Nitrogen, 324 grains; carbon, 4921 grains; salts, 463 grains.

(2) In soldier's diet in peace : Nitrogen, 257 grains; carbon, 4725
grains; salts, 358 grains. Thus, presuming the soldier's work in

peace to be an average day's work, we actually in theory do not give

him enough fuel for his work, nor reparative material for the

machine, nor salts enough for his framework, nervous energy, or

digestive powers. And in this state we send him foi-th to cam-
paign in a hot climate. If, as is undoubtedly true, insufficient

food predisposes to all diseases, especially epidemic diseases, it is

at once seen how deleterious this insufficient diet must be.

Requisite Chaumont has indicated to all concerned how to supply
diet in the deficiency by adding at least ith the amount of nitrogen in
peace.

^^^^ ^£ meat, cheese, or legumes
;
by doubling the fat by

means of fat bacon, butter, or oil; by slightly increasing the salts

by the above additions. The* soldier should have 4 oz. of meat
added to his existing ration of 12 oz. (of which, be it noted, ith

is already bone).

Requisite Thus far, then, we see that in the matter of prevention of disease
diet in war. {^^ }^qI climates arising from, those two chief factors, fatigue and

incomplete nourishment, it is necessary to increase, in the first

place, our men's diets in time of peace, so that they should not

embark on the campaign with frames insufficiently nourished.

Having, then, embarked on the campaign, they will need a diet

producing at a minimum 350 to 400 foot-tons of work equal in

potential energy for supplying 4280 foot-tons. The remaining
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question, then, is concerning any modification of this diet in rela- in tropical

tion to the tropical element.
''''^^

'

To determine the question, then, whether hitherto the soldier

has obtained a proper diet in campaigns, and to determine if any

modifications are necessary in quantity or quality in a tropical

campaign, let us review the war diets that have been granted,

and the opinions of authorities on the subject. The following,

then, have been some of the rations for British troops :

—

In the China war the men were granted—Fresh meat, lb. ; China,

biscuit, I lb.
;
vegetables

;
occasionally bread ; tea

;
sugar

; ^ gi^^

rum.
In the New Zealand war—Bread, i^lh., or biscuit, i lb. ; New

fresh meat, i lb., or salt meat, i lb.; i giU pint) rum; i lb.
fglj-s"'^'

fresh potatoes, or 4 oz. preserved potatoes, or 4 oz. rice, or i oz.

compressed mixed vegetables, or ^ pint peas. But potatoes were

always given when obtainable. A grocery ration in addition, to

be presently alluded to, of sugar, 2 oz.; coffee, ^ oz.; pepper, -^j^ oz.;

tea, \ oz.
;

salt, |- oz.

In Abyssinia, as far as Antalo, from where the great advance Abyssinia,

was made, the ration was the same as in India, with the exception '^^^t^-

of a daily addition of 2 oz. compressed vegetables and an increase

of meat up to lb. Beyond Antola the ration was—Flour or

biscuit, I lb.
;
meat, i^- lb.

;
sugar, oz.

;
ghee, 2 oz.

;
tea, J oz.

;

compressed vegetables, 2 oa.
;
rum, i dram ; besides condiments,

salt, I oz.

In Looshai—Biscuit, i lb.; sugar, 2^ oz.
;

flour, 6 oz.
;
butter, Looshai,

I oz.
;
meat, i lb.

;
vegetables, 8 oz.

;
rice, | lb. ; tea or coffee, '871-2.

5 oz.
;

salt, i oz. Each ofiicer, i-um, 2 drams
;

pepper, 2 oz.

;

vinegar, 2 pints.

In Ashanti.—Here there was a great improvement as regards Ashanti,

variety

—

Bread, i| lb., or i| lb. biscuit, or i lb. flour; meat, ijlb.

fresh beef, or lb. salt pork, or i^^lb. salt beef, or i lb. preserved

mxitton (I lb. of sausage might, in special cases, be substituted

for half the ration of salt or fresh meat, or for | lb. preserved

meat)
;

vegetables, 2 oz. rice, or 2 oz. peas, or 4 oz. preserved vege-

tables, or 4 oz. preserved potatoes, or i lb. fresh potatoes

;

groceries, | oz. tea, 3 oz. sugar, ^ oz. salt, oz. pepper
;

tobacco,

I IVj. per month per man; cheese, 4 oz., might be substituted for

one-third ration of meat. There were also some portable foods.

The ration in Afghanistan was—Fresh meat, exclusive q/'Afgiian-

fjrnie, I lb.; bread, i\ lb., or biscuit, i lb.; rice or flour, 4 oz.
; is'^s-So.

sugar, 3 oz.
;
tea, J oz.

;
.salt, | oz.

;
potatoes, 10 oz.

;
green

vegetables when procurable, 6 oz. (if green vegetables not pro-

curable, then dhall, i oz., and potatoes, 12 oz., were given);

rum, I dram per man authorized—one-half at dinner, the re-

mainder in the evening after sunset (an extra rum ration to the
above could be i.ssued in ca-ses of unusual exposure or exertion or
fatigue); tobacco, lb. per month. During General Roberts'
march to Candahar, the meat ration was increased to lb., and
\ tin of Kopf given to each European daily.
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Zulu, 1879. In the medical history of the Zulu war, it is simply stated that
" the usual field ration " was given. I am therefore unable to

give the details, as there is no " usual " field ration laid down.
Egypt, 1882. For the operations of war in Egypt in 1882 a special field

ration (A) was advised, but apparently not given, the ration B
being issued.

A. B.
Meat . I lb. 4 oz. Meat . I lb. 0 oz.

Bread I lb. 0 oz. Bread . . . I lb. 4 oz.

Potatoes (fresh) . 8 oz. Fresh vegetables . 8 oz.

Tea . . i oz. Tea . . i oz.

Lime-juice . 1 oz. Coffee . i oz.

Sugar . k oz. Sugar . 2 oz.

Salt . . i oz.

Pepper • ttV oz.

But for the first four days after landing the men only had pre-

served meat, biscuits, and groceries.

C. After September 20 a modified ration was issued

—

Meat, I lb. Potatoes, S oz. Sugar, 2| oz.

Bread, 12 oz. Vegetables, 4 oz. Lime-juice, ^ oz.

Erbswurst, i tin Tea, 4 oz. Salt, ^ oz.

Rice, 4 oz. Coffee, g oz. Pepper, -^j^ oz.

When Erbswurst was not issued with this, the meat ration to

be I lb. 4 oz. Finally, after active operations had ceased, the

ration (D) was as follows :

—

Fresh meat, i lb. Vegetables, 4 oz. Tea, ^ oz.

Bread, x lb. Salt, 4 oz. Coffee, ^ oz.

Rice, 2 oz. Pepper, ^\ oz. Sugar, 2^ oz.

Potatoes, 12 oz.

Suakim In the Suakim expedition of 1885 the ration for the troops was
expedition,

follows :—Bread, i\ lb., or biscuit, i lb.; fresh meat, I5 lb., or

preserved meat, i lb.
;

tea, g oz.
;

coffee, ^ oz.
;
sugar, 2|- oz.

;

salt, ^ oz.
;
pepper, oz.

;
potatoes or fresh vegetables, 1 2 oz.

;

compressed vegetables, i oz.
;

occasionally, jam or marmalade,
Erbswurst, 2 oz., and lime-juice, ^ oz.

;
sugar, | oz., and rum,

Jg- oz., together, when ordered. Lime-juice ordered to be given
invariably when potatoes or fresh vegetables were not supplied.

Let us now see how these diets come up to the requisite war
ration, which, at starting, Dr. Du Chaumont considers should

contain—nitrogen, 350 to 400 grains; carbon, 5500 grains;

salts, 450 grains. Calculating the amounts of niti'ogen, carbon,

and salts from the data on p. 202 of the sixth edition of Parkes'

Hyyiene, the war rations of Abyssinia, Afghanistan, Egypt, and
Suakim (1885) were as follow :—When flour was served out, and

Abyssinia, taking compressed vegetables as dried peas, the diet in Abyssinia
^' beyond Antalo contained

—

(i). And (2) with Biscuit.

Nitrogen. . . 400.8 grains ... 452.0 grains

Carbon . . . 4299.0 ,, ... 4523-° ,,

tialts . . . 325.0 ,, ... 325.0 ,,

Therefore, this diet contained the proper proportion of nitrogen.
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but was gi-eatly deficient in carbon and salts. All agi"ee that the

nitio of N to C should be as 1:15; here it was but as 1:10;
whilst the salts were one-quarter less than they ought to have

been.

In the diet in Afghanistan I have allowed solely for bread, AfgUan-

and I have calculated for dlmll and potatoes vice fresh green ^^^^^L^^

vegetables and potatoes, as I never saw green vegetables during
the campaign.

The following, then, are the results :

—

On Rice Days. On Flour Days.

Xitrogen . . . 42S. 24 grains ... 444.24 grains

Carbon . . . 529S.00 ,, ... 5296.00 ,,

tSaltd . 346.00 „ ... 368.00 „

This diet, then, shows a better proportion between the N and 0
of I : 12 ; the amounts of carbon are higher, but still not as much
as they ought to be. But in General Roberts' march the meat
x'ation was increased 8 oz. It may be mentioned that in the

above ration for Afghanistan the meat has been calculated as

meat of the best quality, without bone, for certainly the mutton
suppUed in Kurram was as good as possible. The fat mountain
Afghan sheep are unrivalled. In General Roberts' march to General

Candahar the following was yielded :—
1880.

On Flour Days. On Sice Days.

Xitrogen . . . 557.36 grains ... 540.96 gxains

Carbon . . 5702.00 ,, ... 5348.00 ,,

Salts . . . 422.00 ,, ... 402.00 ,,

Considering the wear and tear of the machine, I think the pio-

portion of nitrogen correct, but the amount of carbon for fuel too

small. And this, indeed, was borne out by facts, for, as I have
shown, the only factor that distressed the men and officers was
the fatigue.

In Egypt we have seen that, instead of the proposed ration, Egypt, i

another ration was given. Now, both rations were deficient as a
war ration, but the one actually given far the most.

Proposed Bation. Ration given.

Xitrogen . . . 306. 20 grain.s ... 286. So grains
Carbon . . . 4128.00 ,, ... 3996.00 ,,

'S'«/</( . 260.00 ,, ... 248.00 ,,

This ration shows a lamentable falling off from the liberal ration

of the Afghan war. Luckily, the campaign was a compai'ative

walk over
;
yet how would the men have fared on such a ration

in a march like that of General Roberts 1

In 8uakim, calcTalating only for fresh meat and fresh vege- ^"-'^

tables, with bread or biscuit, we get the following results :

—

With Sread. With Si»ci(il.

Xitrogen. . . 347.80 grains ... 410.80 grains
f.'arltfiti.

. 4460.50 ,, ... 4020.50 ,,

I'iall* 29200 ... 304.00 ,,

ini,

633.
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The nitrogen is sufficient, but the carbon and salts are again

deficient.

So far, then, no perfect diet has been given to the campaigning
soldier. The most satisfactoiy diet has been that in the Afghan
war, but liere also there was a deficiency in carbon, whilst salts,

if the bulk ration of salt is included, were slightly too much.
More carbon certainly is necessary. Now the proportion of N to C
in cheese is nearly as i : 7, in oatmeal as 1:21. Both are capital

articles to work on, and both keep well in tins in hot climates.

Some re-adjustment of the diet might accordingly be made by
employing these articles. Bacon, in which N : C : : i : 24, would be
excellent for portions of the diet.

Climatic Qualification.—According to the environment a
definite relation m\ist exist between the amount and kind of food

to obtain the " optimum " of food. Albuminates, hydrocarbons,

carbohydrates, and salts must exist in certain proportions for the

attainment of the best result. Now, we have seen that the income
of food results in an outcome of bodily movement and body heat.

The body must produce more heat in cold climates, and hence the
inhabitants of cold climates must eat more starches and fats on
account of the carbon contained. The appetite for fats is also

greater in cold chmates. Now, does the reverse obtain in hot

climates, and, if so, must a corresponding modification be made
for campaigns in hot climates 1

We have already seen that about i—^ of the income is ex-

pended as mechanical force, and about as heat. Kering and
Funke have determined that with increase of external heat less

body production of heat takes place. Hence, inasmuch as less

heat is required to be produced in a hot climate, so less heat-pro-

ducing material need be ingested. But in a campaign the question

is not so simple. Let us look at the general question first before

applying it to campaigns.

Carpenter. Dr. Carpenter on this question puts it thus : Every change
in the condition of the organic components of the body, in which
their elements enter into new combinations with oxygen, must
be a source of development of heat : and as a considerable portion

of the COj and H„0 exhaled in respiration is formed within the

body by the metamorphosis of its own tissues, and since this

metamorphosis is promoted by the active exercise of the nervo-

muscular apparatus, it follows that in animals whose habits are

peculiarly active, living in climates in which the surrounding

temperature is high enough to prevent any cooling influence, the

combustive process thus maintained may be adequate for the

maintenance of the temperatme of the body at its own normal
standard.

Hence, here it would appear that we do not want to provide

for the heat of the body in the tropics, but only for the work
done where there is a peculiarhj active life.

Carpenter next says that the general experience of inhabitants
of warm climates is in favour of a diet chiefly or entirely vegetable,

inasmuch as such a diet affords an adequate supply of the albu-
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minates, in combination with the other classes of foods, -without

affording more fuel than the system requires. The derivation of

the constituents of the food from the animal or vegetable kingdom

is not a matter of indifference, for a highly animalized diet tends

to raise the proportion of red blood-corpuscles in the blood, whilst

a corresponding vegetable diet has a tendency to lower them.

The more nearly the diet is assimilated to that of the natives of

the East, ia the substitution of fruits and farinaceous substances

for oleaginous articles, the less will be the Uability to disordered

chgestion. Prof. Maclean used to warn his class never to eat Maclean,

meat more than once a day. A large proportion of the digestive

moi-tality in the tropics results from the habitual ingestion of a

lai-ger quantity of food, and that of a rich, stimulating character,

than the system requiz-es ; hence follows loss of appetite, not due

to the climate, but to repletion.

As regards fat, also, the Hindoo takes ghee in plenty, so that

a certain amount is necessary, but there is not that craving for

fat that is found in cold climates.

So far, then, we have gathei'ed

—

i. That by very active work in hot climates the necessary

temperature of the body may be mamtained by such

active work.

ii. That a vegetable diet is preferable to an animal in not

affording any surplus of combustive material in hot

climates.

iii. That an animal diet is preferable to a vegetable, in raising

the proportion of red blood-corpuscles (which propor-

tion, as we have seen, in hot climates is lowered).

iv. That a certain proportion of fat is necessary, after all, in

hot climates, but that its proportion is to be less than
in cold climates.

The main consideration, so far, has been with regard to the heat-

producing elements. Jiet us now consider the question of vege-

table verstLs animal diet more closely.

There seems to be a great consonance of opinion for the reduc-

tion of animal food. Dr. Crawford holds that in the tropics the Crawford,

meat should be reduced and vegetables increased. Dr. Roth Roth,

that the diet should be likewise altered in accordance with the
diminished desire for meat and increased desire for vegetables.

Mr. Stanley, the African explorer, warns against gratifying " the Stanley,

seemingly uncontrollable and ever-famished lust for animal food."

And a.HSuredly where there is this " lust "—when young soldiers

fresh in India devour great junks of meat with extraordinary
appetite—there is need for warning; for too animal a diet will

produce fevei-s and digestive disorders and predispose to sunstroke.

In the hot weather in India in the plains, the work of the soldier

hi very small. Dr. Inglis, however, in regard to the fact that the Ingiis.

meat supplied in India is veiy inferior, holds that a ration con-

taining I lb. of meat does not over-feed the soldier. So much,
then, regarding the conflicting views concerning animal food. On
the side of vegetable food it has been urged—(i) that there is far
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less liability to the production of congestion of the abdominal
viscera, and that, therefore, such food is especially indicated in

warm countries; (2) that a larger relative proportion of starches

is contained by vegetable food, and that a larger relative propor-

tion of starches should be taken in hot climates ; and (3) that the

tendency to scurvy in hot climates is thereby obviated. It would
therefore appear that the food in the tropics for soldiers generally

should contain a larger proportion of fresh vegetables and less

animal food, having I'egard to the diminished work performed in

the hot weathei'.

But with the onset of a campaign the situation is at once
changed, for here the factor, not only of work, but also of excessive

work, comes in. Is, then, the regimen of peace in hot climates to be
followed out in war in hot climates 1 It is a difficult question to

answer. Speaking personally, a diminished desire for animal
food and fat in the hot weather is experienced ; but as regards

the Afghan campaign, when marching, no such desires were
present. On the contrary, the appetite for meat and butter was
as healthy as in England. But, again, when simply resting in

camp on the line of communications a vegetable preponderance

in the food was preferred. Hence it would appear that dur-

ing the active hardships of a campaign the diet as hitherto

proposed as a sample is applicable for hot climates. The extra

meat ration given out in Greneral Roberts' march was fully

enjoyed, nor did it lead to hepatic disorders.

Suirmary, In the resting stage of a tropical campaign, let animal food be

in part substituted by vegetable. Let the fats be diminished,

the carbonaceous elements being furnished rather by the starches.

In the marching and ^fighting stages, on the contrary, let the

animal food resume its wonted proportions.

One thing is important. At the commencement of a campaign
let the ration be ample; a superabundance is better than a

deficiency. Such a want of foresight as having to feed the men
for the first four days on preserved rations, as took place in the

Egyptian operations of war of 1882, is fraught with danger.

But of equal, if not greater, importance with the choice of vege-

table or animal food ai-e three other factors in hot climates.

These are the question of drink, variation offood, and cooking.

The relations of fluids will be discussed presently. But at the

outset we believe that the better regulation of these thi'ee factors

is the desideratum most required.

Variation of Food.—Nothing exercises so deleterious an effect

on digestion as a monotonous diet. Loss of appetite is bound to

arise. Mr. Stanley's observations on the best diet for soldiers

during the Nile expedition are specially valuable as coming from

an explorer in tropical lands. He insists that soldiers on tropical

service need a frequent change of diet to keep them in good

health. The horrible monotony of butcher's meat in India doubt-

less has much to do with the so-called " climatic " diseases. For
instance, during the four weeks the force in Abyssinia were south

of the Takazie river, the diet was I'estricted to beef and flour, with
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no vegetables. Bowel complaints immediately began to increase.

And vet we read that mntton was procurable, but not bought, as

the people of the country were unwilling to sell their sheep !

Surely, in such a case, the mutton should have been requisi-

tioned.

As regards varying the diet, much may be done by the different

preserved meats and vegetables now in the market. In the

Afghan war more was done in this way than in any other, and

valuable results were obtained. Lastly, advantage should always

be taken of the resources of the country.

The diet in wai- has been vai-ied in some campaigns much more

than in others. It may be weU to collect the experience gained

of the use of the various concentrated and preserved foods.

Kopf's consolidated soups were used in the Afghan war. The

tins were first analysed at Bombay, with the following results :

—

Kopf's Erbswurst was found to be by far the best, i tin contain-

ing nutriment equal to 2^ oz. of meat, -| oz. fat, and oz. rice

added together ; next came Kopf's mulligatawny, the nutritious

value being about one-half that of the Erbswurst. Both of these

showed good preservation. Kopf's Scotch broth was the least

satisfactory, containing only about one-thii-d the nutritious value

of the Erbswurst, and not " keeping" so well. Besides Kopf's food,

"Whitehead's army food was used, but not so favourably reported

on. Whitehead's vai'iegated soups were much liked. The most
satisfactory of all was certainly the Erbswurst, for it was easily

prepared ; still, none of these foods should be used j^e?* se, but in

combination with the usual meat ration, so as to vary it or to

supplement it. Thus, when it is ina practicable to supply a fvxll

meat ration, a packet of portable soup may be issued as a substitute

for half a ration of meat. Such soups are also especially valuable

where great exertion is called for ; in General Roberts' march,
each soldier had half a tin of Erbswurst before starting. (There
is one drawback to the use of Erbswurst coming from Germany,
and that is the possible danger of trichinosis.) These foods were
also found valuable for the line of march, to be taken half way.

In Egypt I tin of Erbswurst was sometimes substituted for

\ lb. of meat; or | lb. of sausage for half a ration of salt and fresh
meat or a quarter ration of preserved meat.

In Ashanti a cylinder was fashioned to carry in 4 compart-
ments Whitehead's army food, WTiitehead's soup cakes, cheese,

and condiments, which, with biscuit, gave a portable and varied
food for a time.

In Afghanistan .salt pork was issued, but discontinued on
account of the men disliking it. Australian meat was, however,
well liked, and made an excellent dish with vegetables. Chicago
beef wa.s found most palatable at the siege of Lydenburg, in South
Africa. Salt meats should never be issued more than twice a
week, and then only with pickles, vegetables, and lime-juice.

" Came pura," made from the dried meat charqui, has not,
apparently, been yet tried, but would appear to be capable of
forming a good soup with vegetables. It is, moreover, quite
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palatable. In the Red River expedition pemmican was found
very portable, and far more palatable than pork.

"We thus see that it is possible to vary in their totality the
men's rations by alternating beef and mutton, Australian beef,

New Zealand mutton, &c., whilst for part of the whole ration some
of the various army foods can be substituted. But the tinned
provisions should be of good quality. This was not so in the
operations of war in Egypt in 1882. They were reported on as
being of very inferior quality, and in some cases even as putrid.

Turning now to the vegetable ration. Preserved and compressed
vegetables have been much used. Preserved vegetables are far

superior to compressed. Indeed, I much doubt if compressed
vegetables should ever be issued. They are tasteless and stringy,

and moreover are apt to give rise to diarrhoea by their irritating

mechanical properties. Morache, moreover, holds that, under the
enormous compression to which they have been subjected, they
have lost all their properties, their albumen and salts have departed,

and there remains only the cellulose frame-work. Nevertheless,

a circular, dated August 23, 1885, was sent round to the medical
officers in India, to the eflect that the Director of SuppHes, War
Office, considers that compressed vegetables " have been found
suitable for service in the field, and keep well." Concerning their
" keeping " properties, I quite agree with the Director of

Supplies, for no soldier has any desire to take them away, such is

the distaste they soon inspire. Regarding their suitability for

service in the field, however, I agree rather with Morache "that
they are absolutely of no alimentary value." Yet the Director of

Supplies held that i oz. of uncooked compressed potatoes equals

J lb. of fresh potatoes ; whilst the Director of the Victualling-

Department at the Admiralty held that i lb. of compressed

vegetables equals 5^ lb. of fresh. It is evident that these officials

have never campaigned on compressed vegetables. Preserved

vegetables, on the other hand, have not the above objections ; their

salts and other constituents remain. 2 oz. of uncooked preserved

potatoes are held at the War Office to equal 8 lb. of fresh, or i lb.

of preserved to equal lb. fresh potatoes at the Admiralty.

Whenever such vegetables ai'e used, they should be well soaked in

water previous to use; otherwise, irritation of the bowels will ensue.

As regards peas and beans (split), they should never be used when
fresh vegetables of any sort can be obtained. With both pre-

served vegetables and dried legumes always give lime-juice.

Summary. I may now sum up a few of the results to be attained in

campaigns in warm climates, where especially we have to guard

against monotony of diet :

—

1. Vary the food by the difi'erent tinned meats from Australia,

New Zealand, and America, but beware of cheaj) and inferior sup-

plies.

2. Where j^ossible, drive live cattle with the force in preference

to carrying meat supplies.

3. Discard all compressed vegetables, using, where necessary,

only preserved.
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4. Requisition the invaded country for supplies.

5. Look out for the natural products of the country. Yams
were obtained in Malay; melons, potatoes, and cucumbers in

Afghanistan; -wild cress, cabbage, and sow thistle in New
Zealand; begonia and elephant apple in Aka. Fowls can be

obtained also everywhere generally.

6. Never give salted and preserved rations at a stretch. In

Looshai at fii-st the European officers only got salted and pre-

served i-ations, and their health became seriously affected, whilst

the preserved rations caused much palling of the appetite. As
soon, however, as fresh provisions were brought up, the digestive

disorders rapidly amended. The natural resources of Looshai

were very poor, and sheep had accordingly to be continually sent

up to the troops. This campaign. Dr. Buckle emphatically stated,

showed that the general health coidd not be maintained in the

absence of fresh meat. Again, for men undergoing great exer-

tion, never give only tinned meat for more than one day.

There are yet a few other points : Biscuit, as regards nitrogen,

is superior to bread, but the men soon get tired of continuous

biscuit. Let the bread be well baked, the more crust it contains

the more nitrogen also. Good brown bread would be preferable

to white, as it keeps the bowels regular, and, moreover, has

cleansing propei-ties. "Where greater exertion is requii'ed, the
bread ration is to be increased equally with the meat. Finally,

let the hours of food be as regular as possible, and, above all, let

the men have something substantial at their last meal, which should
be in the evening and not the afternoon, for it is at night that
the body needs most protection against camp diseases.

Cooking.—We now come to consider briefly the question of

cooking the food. This is of the utmost importance m the field.

Nothing so disgusts the appetite in hot countries as a sodden, ill-

looking lump of meat. The school of cooking established at Alder-
shot should prove an invaluable boon to the soldier. Fortunately,
this subject is being more and more recognized by the authorities.

Now, the most recent* cooking utensils ordered for the ist Army
Corps during the crisis of 1885 have been shown to be subject to
great di-awbacks. There is no frypan ; there is no flange round the
rims of the boilers, and so the food is liable to become soaked. The
boiler ha.s an oblong shape

;
hence, the food in the corners cannot

be properly stitTed up by the cook, and is served up in a half-
cooked state. This shape also renders theii- cleansing less easy, and
they are liable to remain dirty in parts. This shape, again,
causes increa.sed difficulty in tinning the copper of which they are
composed. The covers are supposed to act as frypans, but there
are many di-awbficks to this plan. In 1875 such cooking vessels
(only square) were rejected after trial on account of the food
always being smoky, and now they are re-introduced. Now,
I hold all cooking vessels should l)o round, and also be made of
block tin. In the absence of opportunities for " tinning," diarrhosa

* Colonel Hawke's plan.
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and abdominal cramps are set up, and, once started, will of com-se
predispose to severe "bowel complaints" or cholera. In the
Kurram Valley, the officers of the battery with which I at first

served suffered thus. All the lai'ge cooking boilers, then, should
be of block tin, round in shape, and with frying-pans. Block tin,

of course, is more expensive, but everything that conduces to a
better state of health must be cheaper in the end. A further
disadvantage of tinning cooking vessels is the adulteration of lead
that may occur in the tinning material. Brigade-Surgeon Boulton
has drawn attention to this. To test tinning material for lead a
simple process has been laid down. A mai'k is to be made on
unglazed paper with the material ; this is next moistened with
glacial acetic acid, and then allowed to dry spontaneously. On
wetting it with iodide-of-potassium solution, if yellow coloration

appears, lead is present.

Smaller cooking utensils also should be provided, so that the
soldier may have some food always ready. Nothing can equal
Warren's cooking pots for this purpose

;
by these soup and meat

can be cooked with pudding and vegetables at the same time, and
stews also of the most strengthening kind. On the line of march
for breakfast nothing can be better. The Austrian field iron

digester is also good for forced marches where there is not time
to cook the meat before starting ; carried with the baggage, by the

time the march is over the food will be found cooked. The
Norwegian automatic cooking vessels serve a similar purpose.

In the Nile expedition, in camp before the force arrived at

Assouan, Flanders' kettles were used, and Soyer's apparatus.

Afterwards, field ovens were built. Besides these expedients, I

think the Russian " samovar " could, with gi-eat advantage, be

introduced into our services. Nothing would better conduce to

warding off the effects of fatigue. Tea after the end of a long

march in the heat is perhaps the most refreshing of beverages.

Eggs can be boiled in it, and bread toasted. Dr. O'Heyfelder gives

a cheery picture of the soldiers sitting round, talking and singing,

the fatigues of the previous march ajjparently quite forgotten.*

Causation of Disease by Food.—Finally, with respect to

food, care must be taken that it be not a source of disease. In
the analytical part of this work it will appear that, in the pre-

vention of the several diseases incidental to hot campaigns, a full

and sufficient diet is necessary. Again, it will be seen how
diseased food can more especially give rise to bowel complaints,

and perhaps to typhoid fever ; how food poisoned with cholera and

typhoid can cause cholera and typhoid ; how food, also, can intro-

* Since the above disquisition on cooking was penned, orders by H.E.

the Commander-in-Chief in India have been promulgated for the promotion

of better cooliing for the British soldier. Sir Frederick Eoberts has

directed that classes for instruction in cooking be instituted. Classes at

which a certain number of men from each troop, battery, or company in

India are to be taught to prepare and cook food are to be held. The men
are to be instructed and exercised in cantonments, on the march, and in

manoeuvres. Prizes are to be given, and useful hints as to the di\'ision

and methods of cooking are promulgated.
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(.luce parasites into the system, and liow an insufficiently pro-

portioned food can cause scurvy. It is thus seen that food can

spread disease : (i) by being itself in a diseased condition
; (2) by

serving as a culture-medium for specific germs ; and (3) by

serving as a place of selection for living parasites; and (4) by
being in such proportions as regards the four classes of constitu-

ents, as to be insufficient for health. The great rules in the field

are : (
i
) to thoroughly cook all meat, and boil all fluids, such as

milk or water, served out to the men ; and (2) to reject all food

supplies wherever there is a doubt of their being fresh. That
this has not always been done will be shewn in the chapter on
Bowel Complaints.

Fluids.—Alcohol must now be discussed. The evidence Alcohol,

adduced against the rum ration by the late Prof. Parkes we now
compare briefly with further experience. The evidence of Parkes
brings us down to the Ashanti war.

When the Sunjhie-ujong expedition started from Singapore, SunjWe-

it was determined that tea, coflee, and chocolate were to take the 18°".^'

place of any spirit ration. The men from Malacca took, therefore,

no spirits. OS" Lookut, however, a naval brigade was formed,
and, on representation, the aiithorities decided that the bluejackets

should have their usual grog ration. The medical report states
" that it was a pity that the original intention was not followed

out. The Malacca men performed very hard work without
spirits, and the others could have done the same." The rum
ration was always served out after the day's work. In the
Malay force one pint of poi-ter and one dram of rum were issued

alternately, but not till the day's work was over. The rum
was to be well diluted. Half an hour before the rum issue a
ration of quinine was given. The sickness in relation to the rum
ration in this campaign influenced the medical report to state

that a temperate one of alcohol was better than total abstinence.

The results were as follow :

—

Total dbdtainers

Temperate .

Total abstainers

Temperate .

Total abstainers

Temperate .

Total abstainers

Temperate .

Total abstainers

Temperate .

Admission for fevers .

V J) >l

,, „ other diseases 47.61

I) II ,1 • 37-07
„ „ bowel complaints 285.71

II II II 122.44
Mortality „ „ 95.23

II II II 17.00
Mortality of total admission . 95.23

I) II II 30.60

142.85 per 1000
30.61 „

Here, certainly, the total abstainers had the worst of it. But
the medical report further states, " that the men of the most
intemperate habits" had the lowest mortality ; so that if one
argues that temperance is better than total abstinence, from tliis

expedition, one ought also to argue that intemperance is better
than temperance, which is absurd. The only question that can
>>e raised is whether in damp, rank jungles alcohol is of value
and here the evidence is most contradictory.

a
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Transvaal,
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Egypt, 1882.

Aka, 1884.

E. Soudan,
1884.

Suakim,
1885.
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land.

Algerian
army.

Egypt,
1802.

In tlie Jowaki campaign a rum ration was given; a second
dram also on payment was allowed when bivouacking in torrents

of rain. The rum ration was considered beneficial, and a much
better ration " for a man below par and di-enched to the skin than
tea or beer."

In the Galeaka-Gaika campaign, in South Africa, rum was only-

issued on the order of the medical officers. A special remark is

found concerning it, that the good health enjoyed was due to this

enforced abstinence.

In the Afghan war one dram was authorized, half at dinner,
and half in the evening after sunset. An extra ration could be
used after unusual fatigue or exertion. In General Roberts'

march this extra issue was only found necessary three times. On
one of these occasions the non-drinkers received in its place an
extra meat ration.

In the Zulu war, rum was only issued on the recommendation
of the principal medical officer, when 2 oz. per man were allowed.

But in the first division it was issued more frequently—twice a

week—by the order of the general. It had here, however, no
preventive efiect.

In the operations in Natal and Transvaal, rum was only issued

occasionally : when, during the various sieges, the duty had been
severe, and the weather very inclement. The medical officers all

spoke highly of its issue under these circumstances.

In the operations of war in Egypt in 1882, no rum was issued,

but only red wines as stimulants. The only exception to this

general rule was the issue of a spirit ration three or four times in

the evening when the work had been very hard. The absence of

rum was held to be the chief cause of the few cases of sunstroke.

In the Aka expedition, once a week, the men received a dram
of rum, and on occasions when the work was very hard they

received an extra ration (only native soldiers were employed
here).

In the Soudan, in 1884, rum was only issued when authorized

by a medical officer, and given with lime-juice and sugar.

No alcohol was issued with the rations in the Suakim expedi-

tion of 1885, and the non-issue "largely contributed to the

efficiency of the troops during their arduous'duties." In Bechuana-
land, also, alcoholic drinks were forbidden, and there was an
absence of cases of sunstroke, whilst Deputy-Surgeon-General

Faught expressed his conviction that the excellent general health

of the troops was " mainly due to the impossibility of obtaining

intoxicating drink." Besides the above experience, we have that

of the French army in Algeria, with whom hepatitis is a rare

complaint.
" The French army does not have a spirit ration ; when

alcohol is taken it is in the form of vin ordinaire. It is issued

after hard fighting or fatiguing marches. Again, going further

back in our history, when circumstances induced abstinence, we
find that it is stated, concerning the Egyptian war of 1802, that

only light Greek vsdnes were taken, and that the men were fre-

quently obliged to take only water. " Never before was an army
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so abstemious, and consequently so well conducted. The resolu-

tion, patience, and spirit with which the soldiers bore the trying

climate was greatly due to the fact they were frequently obhged

to drink only water."

Finally, at Walcheren, it is related that the German Guard,

from their temperance and regular habits, were the most healthy Guard,

corps of every service. This evidence, though not concerning a

tropical climate, is adduced in relation to the question of malaria.

In the question of allowing alcohol on campaigns, one should Summarj'.

not pass into extremes. The daily ration of rum is to be con-

demned, but so, also, is total abstinence to be avoided. There are

occasions in which a ration of alcohol has proved of the greatest

service. As tending to the training of a man for a tropical cam-
paign, we quite agree with Dr. Veale in condemning the regula-

tion porter allowance in India. Veale points out that porter in

India contains 5 per cent, of alcohol to enable it to keep, and
that this amount is far too much, but the regulation gives him in

addition a gill of 24 per cent, arrack also. Now a man who has
been thus dieted, will most assuredly sooner break down on
embarking on a campaign than a teetotaler. StUl, this is not an
axgiunent for total abstinence ; it is simply an argument against

habitual alcoholic poisoning. Bryden has well pointed out, with
regard to this point, that nothing is more inimical to the acclima-

tizing process in India than the habitual use of alcohol.

In our opinion there should be no daily issue of rum ; there can Red wines

be no question concerning this. But with advantage light red
""'"^='"=<^-

wines should be issued twice or thrice a week ; these well diluted

would be most refreshing in hot climates, and, moreover, would
be greatly preservative against bowel complaints and cholera.

They were supplied for Egypt, and no harm Avas found to result

from theii- use. Australian wines are excellent and cheap, and
readily obtained in India. It must be, however, especially borne
in mind that such rations should be given but sparingly to new
arrivals in the tropics, and to " unseasoned " soldiers, abstinence
would be the better plan for them. On the question of red wines
Mr. Stanley strongly recommends their use, as much as he warns
against beer or spirits for an army campaigning in the tropics.

On the following occasions of a campaign, alcohol has been Cases where

found beneficial
: where men are jaded and fatigued after a long f,ldi^°tcd.

day's march in the sun ; and where renewed exertion is required
at the end of a march. In Ashanti it was issued with good efTect

to the men wet through after marching in the rain. Again, in
the Galeaka-Gaika campaign

; at the siege of Fort Lydenburg in
the Tran.svaal, and at "Wakkerstrom, after unusual exposure ; in
the R^astem Soudan after a long fatiguing marcli througli a
country of moraas ; and on many other such occasions it has been
found of great value. But that the i.ssuo of alcohol to the men
when wet through is not a necessity, was shown in tlie Red River
expedition. Here after the force had left Thunder Bay, it rained
forty-five days out of ninety-four; on many occasions the men
were wet through for days, yet the health was evei- excellent.

ri 2
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Slalaria.

Zymotic
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AVater.

General
survey of
methods.

No alcohol was allowed, but the men had instead tea rations.

On three occasions of (ieneral Eoberts' march, when the march
had been unusually long, and fatiguing from the absence of

sufficient water, the men benefited much by it, and rose for the
next march refreshed. In all these cases rum was used. I

think the ration would be improved by the issue of red wine,
which would be not only recuperating, but also preservative
against any chance infection of bowel complaint or cholera which
especially attack fatigued individuals at night. If red wines
could be carried in sufficient quantity, rum could certainly be
abolished with advantage in a campaign. In the issue of alcohol

to men, howevei", there can bo no question about one point, and
that is, it should never be given either just before a march, or
during it.

In conclusion, there are two special occasions on which alcohol

has been advocated in hot climates—(i) in malaria, and (2) in

zymotic disease. As regards malaiia, we have seen how it fared

with the non-spirit drinkers at Walcheren. Its issue had no more
preservative effect in South Africa. In the Zulu war, by order

of the general, a rum ration was issued twice a week to the fii'st

division. In the rest of the force, rum was only issued on the

recommendation of the principal medical officer. Now the first

division was very badly camped on low-lying swampy ground,

and bowel complaints and fevers were far more rife than in the

second division. But as to the reduction of " malarial " fever,

the bi-weekly issue of rum had no effect whatever. The evidence

of Dr. White, of the 42nd Assam Light Infantry, however, is very

strong in favour of an alcoholic ration in malarious climates like

that of Assam. He says, as the result of ten years' experience,

that he has never met with a European official or jjlanter who
was a total abstainer, whose laealth did not break do\\'n, and so far

permanently that he either had to leave the province, or else take

a moderate quantity of stimulants " (Reports Nat. Army Bengal).

In I'egai'd again to zymotic disease, it has been said that alcohol,

inasmuch as it preserves animal matter, and arrests fermentation,

may possil)ly prevent zymotic disease (Farr). But on the contrary,

it would appear that it really increases the tendency to zymotic

disease, by j^reventing the due elimination of the azotized products

of disintegration from the system, and so inducing a fermentable

condition of the blood (Carpenter). Hence I hold that alcohol

in the shape of a rum ration is contra-indicated in all cases where
" bowel complaints," " enteric," " cholera," and other zymotic

diseases are likely to occur. But alcohol, in the shape of red

the vegetable salts and from thewines, is beneficial, both from

tannin contained in them.

The water-supply is a subject of the first magiiitude. Let us

first gather the methods practised for obtaining a pvire drinldng

in some of our tropical campaigns. In Abyssinia, in places where

there was almost a total absence of water, Norton's tubes and

Bertier's chain pumps were used with good effect. In Ashanti

the tube well did not answer from getting clogged with sand.
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Surgeon-Major Ciouldsburg instituted the following process of

treatment : (i) Subsidence of impurities by alum six grains to the

gallon; (2) Filtration through successive layers of sponge, sand,

and chai-eoal
; (3) Boiling ; and lastly, the addition of a few drops

of pei-manganate of potash. In Malay, Macnamara's filters (foui')

were sent up for use, on bowel complaints becoming frequent.

Pocket filters, at the rate of 10 per cent, of the European foi-ce

were also i-ecominended but not sanctioned. In Galeaka-Gaika-

land Crease's filters were ordered, but not arriving, Lipscombe's

filtei-s were served out for the camps. In Zululand, Crease's

filters were found most unserviceable for field sei^vice, not stand-

ing the rough usage. Lipscombe's filters were apparently found
more usefid. In Eg}^t, in 1882, wells were dug alongside of the

Fresh-water Canal, so that the water could be in a measure purified

by filtration through the sand. Norton's pumps were used; sub-

.sidence ajid filtration, treatment by alum, &c. In the East Soudan,
in 1884, the troops were restricted to condensed water for drink-

ing and cooking, as all the water was brackish. There was, in

this campaign, mai'ked immunity from bowel complaints. At
Suakim, in 1885, the s.s. Calabria was fitted out with condensing
machinery for converting sea water into drinking watei". Such
have been some of the methods employed. Let us now therefore

go into the question a little more closely.

In the first place, the water supply depends much on the nature Innuence

of the soil on which the camp is placed. "VVe have seen that
healthy geological soils have, as rule, healtiiy water. In Egypt,
in 1803, much diaixhcea was caused by drinking water containing
sulphate of magnesia. Having selected and tested a water source,

keep it csirefuUy guarded from pollution by a guard over it ; if Sentries,

such a source be a river, let the drinking water be drawn from
the highest spot, and let all bathing and washing be below it.

If the water supply be near a native village, examine its relations Precaution

to the villagei-s ; for instance, at Sunjhie-ujong, at one camp, a "ub^s!'"'
well wa.s discarded, as it was found that the natives of the village

in which it was, bathed in it, and moreover were affected with
tinea. The water can be easUy* tested in the field by Condy's Tests,

fluid, or by nitrate of .silver. All water in stagnant pools should
be avoided; and in this particular especially warn the men on the
line of march i-ather to rinse their mouths than to swallow such
water, when none other is obtainable. Lsistly, do not use the
water of any liver near a l)attle-field after the battle, for corpses
may have Vjeen thrown in it, and pieces of such corpses may be
<letached, and poi.son the water.

Pure water has to be supplied at the base, along the line of At ilic base,

communications, or in marching. At the base, if unconnected

* (i) fJond>/.—A6d to a tnmblerfnl one or two drops of Condy, wliich
will cr\ve a very faint liue. If, after standinf,' for lialf an hour, the pink
coloTir has tiimefl yellowi.sh, the water is unsafe for drinking. (2) Mtrate
cf w'foer.—Add some concentrated nitrate of .silver and expose it to the;

snnlight. Compare the rapidity and depth of the darkening with some
di.stillcd water similarly treated.
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with the sea, some of the before-mentioned filters are to be usecL
Probably, no filter is superior to the Macnamara. Also a distil-

ling apparatus could be carried thither.

When the base is on the sea-coast, all water should be distilled.

This had been done pi-eviously to the Egyptian campaigns, but
not on so large a scale. Thus, in China, steamers distilled water
on board, which was carried up the Peiho river in boats. In
Abyssinia, until the troops reached the highlands, drinking water
was condensed from sea water, as Norton's pumps did not supply
sufficient. But, in our late Egyptian campaigns, the distillation

has been carried on to a much larger extent. The s.s. Calah-ia,
stationed at Suakim, was capable of condensing 64,000 giillons a
day. It had enormous cable tanks, containing 750 tons of water,,

supplemented by forty-eight 400-gallon tanks, so that a very large

quantity of water could be sent on shore in boats at once. It is

advisable not to drink too copiously from condensed sea water
in Abyssinia it occasionally was found rather brackish, and then
to cause bowel complaints. When thus slightly brackish it is

best used as oatmeal water. Condensed water is rather unpalat-

able, and it is advisable to add about six grains of common salt to

the qviart, or some lime-juice. Should we ever be operating in

the Persian Gulf, it is well to remember that in certain parts,

especially near Bahrein, there are fresh-water springs in the sea

itself, and fresh watei- can be obtained by passing hollow tubes

down into the spring through the sea water.

In some situations the greatest difficulty is experienced in get-

ting good water. Thus, at Ali Musjid, in the Afghan war, the

drinking was supposed to contain chemical elements causing

diarrhdea. At Vitakri, also, the water smelt strongly of sulphu-

retted hydrogen. In the Pishin Valley it was very brackish, and
the cause of much diai'rhoja. In the Russian camp at Tchikish-

lar, fresh wells had to be dug every day before the force set out

against the Tui'comans, as the water, after twenty-four hours,

became saline, and also tainted with organic films and insects.

Iron pipes were then sent for from Russia, and on arrival the

water was found to remain pure, but during the long period before

their arrival the men suffered much from bowel complaints.

At the lines Along the line of communications, or in the march forward,

cation and"' l^rg^ filtering apparatuses cannot probably at first be at hand,
-ndvancc. we must use some such method as Dr. Gouldsburg employed in

Ashanti. Alum by itself is an excellent means, in the proportion

of six grains to the gallon, for causing subsidence of suspended

matter. Professor Parkes' * method, by Condy and alum, is

another simple and efficient method. We have already described

* Add Condy drachm by drachm to 4 gallons of water, constantly stir-

rins^. \^1len the slightest pink tint is perceptible stop for 5 minutes.

If the tint has then disappeared, add 36 drops
;
again, if necessary, add

30 more, and allow it to stand for 6 hours. Then add to each gallon

6 grains of alum, and, if the water be very soft, a little bicarbonate of

soda, and allow it to stand for 18 hours. If it is then not clear, filter it

through charcoal.
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the method of digging wells along the Fresh-water Canal in Egypt

in 1882. The water thus percolating through was collected,

purified by alum, and then filtered and boiled. Whatever be the

process, filti-ation and boiling must always conclude it, and the

tilti-ation should always precede the boiling ; if filtration be re-

sorted too last, a water, previously reuderied sterile by boiling,

may be re-infected by a foul filter, for filters on campaigns ai-e

not always clean.

In the advance to Khartoum the water was taken of course

from the Nile, and the sanitary ofiicer wisely ordered that it

should be taken from the middle of the stream. At the edges

of its banks the Nile had often very Httle current, and, more-
over, was always liable to have been contaminated by the

natives. Hence trestles were made projecting into the river,

15 feet by 2 feet, and the water taken from the purer and swifter

stream. Again, as regards river water, allusion will be found

in the chapter on Cholera to the excellent arrangements insti-

tuted by Dr. De Eenzy for the voyage up the rivers of Eastern

Bengal and Assam. It should be a standing rule, always, where
possible, to derive water for drinking from the central portion of

rivers.

AVith a few words on filters I may conclude the remarks on
drinking water. I have never come across Carferal filters. Carferal.

Now Carferal would appear to be peculiarly fitted for campaign-
ing work. In some comparative experiments with spongy iron

and silicated carbon, Carferal was found to be superior. It was
superior in its rapidity of action ; it yielded nothing to the
water that would tend to propagate organisms, as is the case

with sihcated carbon and loose animal chai'coal ; and all the

substance is filtering material, not spoiling by being stoied or

even by becoming wet. Surely it is the very material for

pocket filters.

An excellent filter was shown at the Inventories Exhibition jiaignen's—viz., Maignen's soldier's filter. It consists of two parts, a
filter ca.se, and a filter frame of asbestos. The using and cleans-

ing appear to be of the simplest character—a great point with the
.soldier. Moreover, the charcoal can be easily got at, and is so

supphed that it can be frequently renewed. It is supplied in

tins, each tin holding 20 charges, so that one tin maybe served out
each week for every 20 filters in general use ; or if each man be
given a whole tin it will last him for 20 weeks. This is the pei--

fection of a filter, for, besides its simplicity, there is the rapidity

of its action to recommend it. The ordinary pocket charcoal

filter is a fraud. A thirsty man must have his emotions well

under control if he waits till the water has passed through in

sufhcient quantity, and then even it is difficult to keep clean.

But with the great advance in our knowledge of the relation of

microorganism.s to disease, we need also a filter that will stop

these organi-sm-q. The " Cliamberland filter " is constructed with Ch.imbcr-

thi.s view. It wa.s invented by Mr. Chamberland, director of

M. Pa.steur'3 laboratory. The principle of tlie filter is to force
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the water through porcelain porous enough to allow the passage of

the Hquid, but barring that of the minutest germs. Pasteur has
proved that the filter is thus capable of stopping specific germs.
They are cheap, costing only about three francs. For their action

they require great water pressure, and the process is slow ; but
where immediate use of water is not required, I think they
would serve admirably for use in camp at the base.

Finally, Prof. Frankland has recently made a series of experi-

ments on the relative elficiency of filtration, agitation with solid

particles, and precipitation as a means of removing micro-organ-

isms from water. The filtration was effected by columns, 6 inches

in height, of green sand, silver sand, powdered glass, brick dust,

coke, animal charcoal, and spongy iron. These substances were
powdered sufficiently to pass through a sieve of forty meshes to the

inch. It was found that only green sand, coke, animal charcoal,

and spongy iron sufiiciently removed the micro-organisms from
the water filtered through them, and that the filters had to be

renewed every month for efficiency. Coke and spongy iron occu-

pied the first place. Water containing micro-organisms was also

agitated with various substances in the same state of division as

above, and after subsidence the number of organisms was de-

termined. A gramme of substance was in general agitated with

50 cc. of water for 15 minutes. In all, the number of organisms

was reduced ; but with coke complete removal was efiected. Pre-

cipitation by Clarke's process also reduced the number of organ-

isms. Now, it would appear that ordinary boiling is not abso-

lutely ceitain to destroy all microscopic life ; and hence no water

should be drank which has not been filtered. The drinking water

in relation to parasites will be found in the proper chapter.

The necessity for lime-juice, as an habitual ration in the tropics,

will be found fully pointed out in the chapter on Scurvy. Mean-
while it may be pointed out that for the native troops it was
stated in the Afghan war that "the use of lime-juice need not

be insisted on." This order is not in accordance with the

experience derivable from native troops. Native troops are, as

will be shown, peculiarly prone to scurvy in the field : and the

folly of such an order bore bitter fruit to one native regiment

in the Kurram Valley. I was on a committee to report on the

state of this regiment, and scurvy had so thoroughly seized it

that it had to be sent back to India, and thus lost all further

chance of sharing in the campaign.

Tea, cofiee and cocoa should be supplied in free quantity for

all campaigns in hot climates. Cocoa possesses distinct nutrient

properties in addition to the stimulant effects of tea and coffee.

They all act on the nervous system, quickening the lagging

powers, and restoring exhausted nature. Coffee and tea in

addition protect the system against malaria. Coffee and cocoa

are especially indicated : (i) for early breakfast before marching;

and (2) for those on night guard. If cocoa only had anti-

malarial virtue it would be a perfect food. Tea is especially

indicated for the line of march, and at the end of a march. In
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veiy malarial disti'icts, coftee or tea should be given for breakfast

:

otlier\vise chocolate or cocoa. No grocery ration jirobably is more

appreciated by the men than the latter. In the Sunjhie-ujong

expedition, the morning meal of hot chocolate and biscuit was

reported on as " one that could not be improved. At Fort

Lydenberg in the Transvaal, rock cocoa was " simply invaluable."

It is important, in order to get the full value of coffee, that the

berries should be taken, in order that fresh coffee may be always

ground. The example given in the Bohemian war might with

advantage be followed. To every 250 men 12 coffee-mills were

distributed.

I found nothing to equal cocoatina as a I'ation befoi'e the

morning march. Cocoatina with some biscuit is quite sufficient

to start on, as the appetite on walking is not yet lively. Now-
adays cocoatina, coft'ee and milk are obtainable in a portable form,

and" there should always be a large stock carried. Cocoatina is

best : it lasts longer, and is quicker in mixing.

A few cautions are necessary with regard to these beverages.

Lai-ge quanties of strong tea are very apt to cause acidity and
flatulence : hence, let not the brew be strong for the men's bottles.

Again, Sir WilUam Roberts of Manchester has shown that tea has

an intense inhibitory action on the salivary secretion, whereas
coffee and cocoa have this only in a slight degree. This inhibitory

action can be removed by a pinch of carbonate of soda in the tea-

pot. Again, all thi-ee, when strong, retard digestion. Now
digestion is ever apt to get out of order on a campaign, hence

let not the several infusions be too strong.

The men should on no account be without tobacco. No Tobacco,

deprivation is felt more. But the tobacco should be good. The
only complaint the Russian soldiers made at Tchikishlar was the
want of tobacco.

The tropical war ration should also be amply supplied with condi- Condi-

ments, inasmuch as they remove the tastelessness of ration meat,
excite secretion, and facilitate digestion. Vinegar, especially, should
always be taken, on account of its anti-scorbutic properties. Olive
oil also is indicated to supply any deficiency of fat there may be in

the ration; in very many campaigns a rough salad has been
obtainable from wild vegetables, and the oil would be admirably
tiiken with it, or with the ordinary vegetable ration, especially

where presei-ved vegetables are given out, for with them it would
remove the dry papery taste. The citrates, tartrates, and lactates

.should be i.s8ued also as salt, a.s suggested by Parkes, for the
prevention of scurvy.

In the foregoing paragraphs I have attempted to lay down
the principles of a soldier's diet in the tropics, and wliat such a
diet should be : I now conclude by showing what a soldier's diet

in the tropics should not be. " In these days of Chicago beef, Kx.iinpio of

Ati.sti-alian conrlensed soups, preserved vegetables, and German clmp^\B».
arrny sausage, armies ought to be, and can l)e, well fed. The '"k di<.-t

French troops were often for a fortnight together without meat,
or wine, or branrly, or In-ead, and very often had to depend for
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sustenance on iiaddy rice. The Intendance did all it could, but
was starved for means, and the privations of the troops entailed

great mortality. The provisions were infamous, and the meat
bad." Now, one would suppose the above passage related to a
campaign in eai'ly French histoiy, say at the battle of Cr^cy ;

but this is not the case, it is a quotation from a correspondent
writing on the Tonquin expedition of 1885.

DIET FOR NATIVE SOLDIEUS IN CAMPAIGNS.

Abyssinia,
1867-8.

Looshai,
1871-2.

Duffla,

1874-5.

We, however, are not always blameless in dieting our armies.

The native solcUer could bear witness that at times he has expe-

rienced neglect. WhUst the rationing of the Biitish troops was
excellent in the Aftghan war, I hold that the rationing of the

native troops was dehcient. This has not, however, been always
the case. Let us see how our native regiments therefore have
fared in campaigns.

In the Abyssinian war the native ration consisted of—Flour
or rice, 2 lb.

;
ghee, 2 oz.

;
salt, | oz.

;
huldee, | oz.

;
dhall, 4 oz.

;

sugar, 3 oz. ; black pepper, | oz.
;
meat, twice a week, 8 oz.

In the Looshai expedition the ration was proposed as follows :—
Flour, 2 lb.

;
ghee, 2 oz.

;
salt, 3 oz.

;
chillies, \ oz. ;

tobacco,

I oz.
;

dhall, 4 oz.
;
goor, 3 oz. ; black pepper, \ oz.

;
tea, ^ oz.

;

with onions or garlic, turmeric (huldee), coriander seeds, cloves,

tamarinds. But this proposed diet was substituted by—-Pace,

1 lb.
;
dhall, 4 oz.

;
salt, | oz.

;
flour, i lb.

;
ghee, 2 oz. This diet

was given to both native soldiers and camp followers, including

coolies. On this diet the men soon began to complain of a
" craving for meat." Now, the principal medical ofiicer very

properly pointed out that the greater part of the native troop.s^

were accustomed to meat, and to sugar, yet both were wanting.

Moreover, the coolie and camp follower had the same diet as the-

soldier, yet the coolie's work was done at the end of the day, and
he had only to sleep, whereas the soldier had to do picket duty,

although during the day he carried* as much weight as the coolie.

The following recommendation was therefore made : an issue of

meat twice a week where procurable, or an extra ration of ghee
or goor (sugar) when not procui'able, to the meat eaters. That

the cooUes should have a ration of rum, and the non-spirit drinkers

some bhang or opium.

The rations for the Duffla expedition were—Atta, 2 lb.
;
ghee,

2 oz.
;

onions, i oz.
;

dhall, 4 oz.
;

salt, | oz. For Mussulahs, in

addition, pepper, \ oz.
;
huldee, \ oz. ; and chillies, \ oz. A " dry "

ration was also available, and was used on sevei'al occasions, more
to satisfy a desire for change than from any actual necessity.

Parched rice, 12 oz.
;
parched grain, 10 oz.

;
oil, ^- oz.

;
ghee, 2 oz.

;

salt, I oz.
;
sugar, 6 oz.

;
tamarind, 4 oz.

;
chunam, \ oz. ;

rath, \ oz.

Also for the few rice-eating people of the force, soopti (or dried

fish) was taken. On certain days the men had a meat ration of

* The weight of the soldier".s cquipmeat was 41 lb. 7 oz.
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goat's flesh, on which occasions the atta or lice was reduced one-

half.

Besides the daily ration, 2 oz. of sugar or \ oz. of tea, free of

charge, was allowed to each man in hospital, and to the rest of

the troops and public followers on special occasions of fatigue or

exposure to bad weather, and, in addition, one dram of rum. " These

regulations were a great boon, and a means of arresting sickness."

Issues of rum, tea, and sugar, according to preference, were thus

made about twenty times during the campaign. About half the

men preferred rnm.
On Payment.— i oz. tobacco and 12 gr. of opium were allowed

to the men accustomed to these drugs, who would otherwise have

fallen to pieces.

In the Afghan war the following scale was issued for the Afghan-

troops—Atta or rice, 2 lb.
;
ghee, 2 oz. ;

dhaU, 4 oz. ;
salt, | oz.

'/gys-So.

And for the followers and coolies—Atta or rice, 2 lb.; ghee, i oz.

;

dhaU, 4 oz.
;
salt, | oz. Doolie-bearers were only allowed the same

amount of ghee as a camp-follower, who might probably do nothing,

whilst the native soldier only had one more ounce of ghee. It was
laid down in addition that " meat might be issued to the native

troops on payment;" also, on payment, huldee, chillies, pepper, and
other spices, opium, bhang, whilst the issiie of lime-juice need
not be insisted on, although it appeared desirable that some
supply of this article should accompany the troops to meet possible

requirements." These words appeared in the medical precis dis-

tributed to each medical officer at the ontset of the campaign. I
shall return to this anon.

In Egypt, 1882, the excellent, healthy, and substantial rations Egypt,

granted to the native troops under the principal medical officer,

Dr. Colvin Smith, C.B., were as follow :

—

(i.) For the Cooking Men.—Rice, iJ lb., or flour lb.
;
ghee,

2 oz.
;

dhall, onions, or potatoes, 4 oz.
;

salt, | oz.
;

garlic, o^-
>

sugar, 2 oz. ; mustard oil, 4 oz.
;
water, i lb.

;
turmeric, oz,

;

black pepper, \ oz.
;

chillies, | oz. ; coriander seed, i oz.

;

cummin, \ oz.
;
every third day fresh mutton, 4 oz

;
firewood, 2 lb.

;

lime-juice.

(2.) For the Non-coohing Men.—Ghee, 3 oz.
;
onions, 2 oz.

;

tamarind, 2 oz.
;

salt, \ oz.
;

garlic, oz.
;
sugar, 6 oz. ; mustard

oil, 4 oz.
;
water, i lb.

;
powa, i lb.

;
parched grain, 8 oz.

(3.) Articles on Payment.—Goor, 2 oz. for cooking, 3^ oz. for
non-cooking, men; rum, i dr.

;
tobacco, i oz.

;
opium, 20" gi-.

In the Aka expedition the men received flour, 2 lb. ; or rice, Aka, 1883-.

lb.
;

dhall, 4 oz.
;
ghee, 2 oz.

;
salt, I oz.

;
onions, i oz.

;
pepper,

\ oz.
;
chillies,

-J
oz.

;
turmeric, \ oz. Also once weekly, meat, i lb.

;

rum, I dram
; amchur (mango), i oz. An extra dram of rum was

is.<<ued on .special occasioius, and aLso given to the men on feriy-
work on the river.

Lime-juice was not issued, on account of the alnmdance of the
wild anti-.scorbutic plants and fruits obtainable.

It is to be remarked that there is no sugar iu this ration. This,with
only one issue weekly of meat, would appear to be the only defects.
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Now, out of these six campaigns, it will be seen tiiat in three
there was no meat issue, and in four no sugar issue ; that very little

difference is made between the coolie and the soldier ; that lime-

juice, or its substitute, is not always provided for, being omitted
in four out of the six campaigns ; and that in the hardest campaign
of all, with the teachings of previous campaigns to learn from, the
ration was the worst. However, before commenting on a native
soldier's diet, we will examine his race prejudices in respect to diet.

The following are the castes usually found in native regi-

ments (Ranking) :

—

A. Hindoo.

1. Bralimin.
2. Chiitri or Rajpoot.

3. Bais.

4. Sudr.

5. Sikh.

B. Mmalman.
1. Shaikh.
2. Syed.

3. Moghal.
4. Pathan.

A.S regards the Hindoos, none of the first four classes will eat

eggs ; the first three will not use wine ; the fourth will drink wine,

and will eat all flesh meat except beef. The first four classes are

comprised under two sects, of which the Bishau sect will not take
eithei- wine, flesh, or eggs ; the Sunasi sect will eat flesh, except

beef, but not eggs or wine.

The Sikh will eat or drink anything, bvit will not touch tobacco
;

but they are precluded by their religion from using bazaar meat
killed by a Mahomedan butcher.

The strict Musalman will not use wine
;
they will eat every

kind of flesh except that of the- pig.

So much, then, for their laws. Now let us see what the people

do in practice. Pathans consume, as a rule, every other day, about

8 ounces of mutton or goat's flesh. The other Mahomedan and
Hindustani Sepoys eat the same quantity about once a week.

The Muzbi Sikhs will eat meat whenever they can get it, and
they all take milk. Now such being the case regarding their diet

in peace, we find that, in the Afghan war, the men were granted

a diet in which meat was wholly absent. True, Government
stated that the men might buy meat

;
but, as a matter of fact,

although willing, in the Kuixam Valley they were mostly unable

to do so, for the commissariat department monopolized neaidy all

the meat for the British troops. We do not know how the men
fared in the other columns, but this was the case in the Ivm-ram
"Valley. Moreover, why should the native have to hi]/ his meat ?

The British soldier has not to do so. And what was the value of

this field ration of flour, 2 lb. dhall, 4 oz., ghee, 2 oz., salt, f oz.

It has been calculated in the Bengal Army reports. Let us com-

pare it then with the average diet given by Parkes for a soldier

on service :

—

(0 Parkes' Diet for a Soldier ^ ^^'^^^J'"''
on Service.

(JTatLve) 011 Service.

Albuminates . . . 6 to 7 oz. ... 4.37 oz.

Fata . . . 3.5 to 4 5 „ ... 2.38 „
fhrhohijdratcx . 16 to 18 „ ... 24.79

tSalts . . . 1.2 to 1.5 „ ... 1-33
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Ami as regards nitrogen and carbon :

—

(=) Dr. Chaumont's Diet for a Soldier

on ServiCk'.

Xitro(/eii . . 350 to 450 grains

Carbon . . 5500 to 6500 ,,

(3) Parlces' propwtion of N : C
(3) Afijlutnistan ratio of N : C

(2) Afghanistan Diet

for a Soldier

(Xativc) on Service.

303-44
6654.98

. i:iS

. I : 22

It is thus seen either that the theory of diet advocated at

Netley is erroneous, or that the native soldier was insufficiently

and improperly fed in Afghanistan. Prof. Du Chaumont has

shown that at home the ordinary ration of the British soldier

has the following fundamental errors : the albuminates are

deficient ; the fats are very deficient ; the starches are soineiohat in

excess; the salts are rather deficient. In a similar manner the

native soldier's ration in Afghanistan had the following funda-

mental errors : the albuminates were very deficient, being only

two-thirds of the required standard ; the fats were very deficient,

being only three-fourths of the required standard ; the starches

were enormously in excess, being half as much again as they ought

to have been ; and the salts were slightly deficient.

To return to the Afghanistan ration. There is yet another defect

;

it contained no anti-scorbutic ; the consequences will be detailed in

the chapter on Scurvy. Suffice it to say that scurvy affected

several regiments, one from this cause having to be sent back to

India early in the campaign. The men, moreover, complained of

the want of variety, for an Indian soldier as well as a British has a

sense of taste. At length, in March 1880, in the Kurram Valley, a

meat ration was ordered by General Watson, and the following ad-

ditions were made, and at length allowed : meat, 8 oz. twice a week

;

vegetables, 8 oz. twice a week
;
tea, 2 oz. twice a week

;
rum, 4 oz.

tAvice a week for Hindoos and Sikhs
;

rice, 2 lb. once a week instead

of the atta ration
;
goor, 2 oz. It must be remembered that the

up-country regiments are either Sikhs or Punjabi Mahomedans,
and as such require meat and get it in peace; one can understand
then the deleterious effect of their being deprived of it in war.

Now the ration for the Indian contingent is excellent, and it is

hoped that such a ration as that issued for Afghanistan will never
again occur. It was a distinct retrograde ration ; for the medical
authorities had the excellent ration for Abyssinia to guide them,
and the warnings of the principal medical officer at Looshai.

A few concluding remarks will now be given, as the subject of

the Sepoy'.s diet is again fully entered into with reference to

scurvy in the appropriate chapter, and it is only necessary to

draw attention to some of the principles and facts on native

rations for guidance.

Amongst certain classes there is a prejudice against eating fresh Class

meat ; here then supplement the diet with tamarinds, onions,

jK)tatoes. But the idea of such prejudices is not one to be en-

couraged. The Vedas .show that the ancient Aryans were neither

vegetarians nor total abstainers, for the flesh of wild cattle is
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allowed, and tlie flesh of the cow is praised as the best of food.

It would be well to select for the hard lighting work of a campaign
Sepoy's only meat-eating Punjab regiments. Again, it has been urged

beuer thtn that no difference should be made in the food of the coolie and
coolies. of the Sepoy ; we however hold that both should be fed up to

their work ; but it is absurd to say that the Sepoy does not require

more food than the coolie. The Sepoys of the 23rd Regiment
carry into action 41 lb., in marching order 38 lb. The coolie's

load is not more than this, in fact not so much in many cases

;

but the latter's work is done when the day is over, whilst the
native soldier has many other diities to do, of pitching his camp,
sentry-go, &c. Hence the soldier decidedly wants a better diet

Local
than the coolie. Again, study the habits of the material in peace.

habits. Some regiments are accustomed to rice, such cannot take attah

;

this is especially the case on the north-east frontier. The coolies

in the Looshai campaign were accustomed to live on rice and dried

fish
;
they were given attah, which they mixed with water and

consumed raw, and consequently began to suffer from bowel com-
plaints. Again, in the Aka campaign, the followers suffered much
more than the troops from diarrhoea, due to this unusual ration.

Cooking. The grain food must be well cooked. In the Zhob Valley bowel
complaints arose from the imperfectly cooked dhall, added to the

large quantity of bran present in the locally procured flour. Hence,

Condiments. See that the flour is unadulterated. It is also of the utmost
importance that a good allowance of condiments be given to the

native soldier. He has been accustomed to condiments all his

life. In Looshai there was a great want, or rather an absence, of

condiments, leading to bowel complaints. .The 22nd Native

Infantry suffered severely in this respect. Hence, give spices,

Tea. pepper, &c. Let sugar always be a portion of the diet. Let also

a liberal ration of tea be gi-anted, as there is nothing the native

likes so much.
Indian Indian hemp should not be given. It was recommended in
hemp- Looshai and taken, and could be obtained on payment in Afghan-

istan. In the Peshawur Movmtain Battery, the right detachment
consisted in Looshai of Musalmans, the left of Sikhs. Now
bronchitis prevailed amongst the right detachment, but was quite

absent in the left. Dr. Johnston, who was in charge, considered

the cause to be due to the hemp and tobacco taken solely by the

men of the right detachment. From our experience tobacco is

favourable for a campaign, and we think that the hemp was the

exciting agent here.

Indian corn. Natives are very fond of Indian corn. They should be cautioned

not to drink largely of water before or after taking it raw. In

General Roberts' march, three native soldiers died from obstruc-

tion of the bowels which was held to be due to their having eaten

largely of rav/ Indian corn and of having drank copiously at

the same time of water. The force also, as regards the Sepoys,

suffered much from colic from this cause.

Tobacco. The native soldiers, except the Sikhs, will take tobacco, and a

ration should be provided. Both to British and to native soldiers,
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tobacco if good, is a solace iiftev the day's work is done. The
men are accustomed to it in peace, and they should have it in

war. But the quantity should be regulated, and the quality

good.

The issue of a spii'it ration is indicated in campaigns for native Alcohol,

soldiers on the same occasion as for British. There is indeed a

certain amount of evidence that native soldiei'S, especially Hin-
Uostanis, are all the better for a regular ration in malarious regions.

Dr. White, of the 42nd Assam Light Infantry, states, as the Dr. white's

result of gi'eat experience, that alcohol is an essential article of
^^"'="<^^-

diet for climates like Assam, and " one of the best means of

preserving health." He brings statistics to prove that spirit

drinkers in the native troops enjoy as good health as in the most
salubrious stations, whilst abstainers suffer inordinately.* The
mortuary returns of imported labourers on planters' districts

show the same. Low caste Bengalees, he points out, are all spirit

drinkers, and enjoy as good health if not better than in their own
village, whilst the non-spirit consumers amongst Bengalees and
Hindostanis have been subject to a continuous and appalling

mortality, exceeding 20 per cent, per annum. Finally, Dr. Wliite,

holding that inasmuch as evidence of this sort has ceased to be a
matter of theory, urges that the State is bound to supply to native
soldiers a pure spirit at a I'easonable price, as he holds it to be an
actual necessity of life. Tliis evidence is corroborated by Dr. Dr- Veale's

Yeale, of the 30th Punjab Native Infantry, for his regiment.
He holds that Government should issue sound spirit to all native
troops proceeding on service, as " conduciA^e to health and disci-

pline." This evidence is an excellent commentary on the ex parte
statement " that all medical experience is against the use of

alcohol for natives." But as far as our own experience goes
alcohol is not thus needed in chmates like that of Afghanistan,
although it may be so in damp, tropical climates.

* Compare also the before-mentionerl .statistics of the Malay war.



CHAPTER IX.

THE BIVOUAC.

One advantage of selecting the cool season in hot countries is the
possibility of bivouacking, or of making expeditions without having
to carry tents. This is, of cotirse, of immense advantage where a
rapid blow has to be struck. Bivouacs are attended with a re-

markably good state of health of the men also. Under this head-
ing we include all expeditions in which no tents were carried, th&
troops either having to sleep in the open or to take advantage of

any shelter they could seize.

New In the New Zealand war, in January 1864, the force operating

1864-6'^' °^ Waipa Eiver marched out without camp equipage, each

man carrying two days' provisions, for Terore. The weather " was
intensely hot and suffocating." The men endured the fatigue

well, without any injurious influence on their health. They
formed tentes cVabri with the blankets and branches of trees.

For five weeks they were without any other equipment, and they

remained in perfect health, till towards the end of this period,

when some bowel affections began to appear.

Again, part of the column under General Chute (of 425 men),

operating on the west coast, made a circuit of the Taranaki dis-

trict of 400 miles, in the height of the hot season, without tents.

There were the most perfect health and condition, although the

men were short of food and constantly wet, lying on damp ground
at night in the midst of dense forests. At one time they were
reduced to horseflesh ; at another they were soaked by rain for

four days, yet there loere no side. This remarkable result was due

to the " early morning marching and good morale."

China, i860. In the China war of i860 the men bivouacked for some days at

Sinho, on the causeway of that place, raising themselves off the

ground on heaps of hay. Though there were marshes all around,,

yet the general health was good throughout. But, as we have

seen, the men were selected, and the period was early in August,

when the height of the hot weather was over.

N.E. In the campaigns of the north-east and north-west frontiers of
frontier. India the men, though not taking tents, have hutted themselves.

Still, befoi'e huts were built, the men had to bivouac. On these

occasions the importance of sleeping off the ground has always

been evinced.

Malay, In the Malay expedition no tents were taken ; the men slept
1873-6. under any makeshift.

jowaki. Again, in Jowaki, the same occui'red, yet the health of th&
1877-8.
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troops was excellent, notwithstanding the inclement weather.

Whei-ever possible, advantage was taken of village huts, but as

often as not the troops were in the open.

Advantages of the Bivouac.—There can be no doubt that

the bivouac possesses one great advantage. The elements of

ovei-crowding and deficient ventilation scarcely come into play.

And whilst there is this negative advantage, we have the cor-

responding benetit of a life in pui-e air.

The Disadvantages, nay, dangers, arise from the unequal tem-

perature of the night and day. This, as in Egypt, is very great.

Desgenettes, quoted by Morache, states that the men who had
bivouacked, had to employ every means for re-warming them-
selves on waking. Again, the dew is likely to cause chills. During
the day the sun may bring on fever or sunstroke. Still, notwith-

standing all these possible results, the men have enjoyed most
remarkable health.

Rules for Bivouac.—As far as the English army is con-

cerned, bivouacs have been chiefly in wooded districts, and hence
some kind of shelter has been available. Even if only a shelter

from the breeze at night be formed, much benefit will ensue.

Such a shelter can be easily made in a few minutes by forked

boughs, (fee. Again, a cardinal rule is never to sleep directly on
the ground. Excellent " machans " were made in some of our The " ma-

north-eastern frontier campaigns thus :—Three logs were placed

parallel to one another about 3 feet apart ; over these split bamboos
were fastened down by a cross-piece over each log, and bound
with creepers ; next a heap of bamboo leaves, and over the whole
a waterproof sheet.

Again, by dubbing the blankets or waterproofs, two upright
bamboos and a ridge-pole would allow a blanket or waterproof
to be stretched over, and thus a good protection formed.

In all bivouacking expeditions the men should have two blankets.

In some of our north-eastern frontier campaigns the want of a
second blanket has been severely felt, A waterproof sheet, also,

should never be absent. In addition, a piece of oiled light canvas
with eyelet-holes at the sides should be supplied to each man.
Thus he would have a waterproof and blanket to lie on, a blanket
to cover him, and, by clubbing with his fellows, a tenie d'abri
could be formed with the canvas.

Finally, in bivouacking, the importance of never having a cotton
shirt next the skin is imperative. Wool should always be worn.

H



CHAPTER X.

CAi¥P FOLLOWERS.—TEANSPORT CORPS.—HORSES, ETC.

Aka, 18S3-4.

Afghan.
istan,

1878-80.

The precautions in connection with camp followers must be on
the same general lines as those for the fighting element. They
must be properly selected, fed, and clotlied.

Selection.—Selection is especially necessary. In the Aka
field force, the coolies from Golaghat were cachectic and antemic,

and had previous to the campaign been employed in a malarious

country. They toere not medically ins^ncted before the cmnpcmjn,

and fidly one-third broke down. The men who had only passed one

season in Assam were most sickly; men of longer service were
stronger, better nourished, and enjoyed, therefore, better health.

In the Afghan war, owing to the great demand for coolies for

transport and other purposes, many were engaged quite unfit for

service. A large number soon broke down. On the advance of

the battery to which I was at first attached, a large number had

to be weeded out from those delivered over to us for employment.
Zhob Valley, In the Zhob Valley expedition, the health of the followers was

only fail". They are reported on by the priiicipal medical ofiicer

as a " scratch pack." Not being trained kahars, the dooly-

bearers suffered from general debility. Only four men also being

allotted to each dooly instead of six, they were not equal to the

work, and dandies had to be substituted for doolies.

Transports.—Where camp followers have to be transported

by sea to the scene of action, especial care must be taken that

each man has sufficient space ; if not, sickness inevitably arises.

China, i860. Thus, in the China war. Dr. Rennie points out how overci'owding

on board the transport Winifred caused a bi'eak-down. Here the

overcrowding was such that fully one-third more men than tliere

was space for wei'e crammed between decks at night. " Fever"

arose and much sickness.

In the s.s. Darien, for the Eastern Soudan in 1885, the followers

were very crowded. Here the voyage lasted only eleven days. 950

men were lodged in a space that would have been fairly crowded

with only 600. Although every space was utilized, j'et the men
overlapped one another when sleeping. In spite of this, the men

who cooked their rations did well ; but with the non-cooking

men ^reat sickness arose. With reference to this Dr. Hendley

draws the obvious conclusion that if in any future expedition

non-cooking men are engaged, they should be persuaded to take

cooked food, or this should be insisted on in the engagement of

the men.

E. Soudan,
1885.
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The i-ation must be generous. This is especially necessary in Food,

such expeditions as the recent Burmese war. Here, on the first

advance to Mandalay, no mule carriage was taken
;
consequently,

cooKes formed the mainstay of the advance.

The precautions especially to be taken for coolies Avitli refer- Relation to

ence to certain tropical diseases, as cholera, relapsing fevei*, and disS's.

othei-s, ^vill be detailed in the respective chapters.

Horses, likewise, require sufficient space. In the China war of Horse

1 860, on the ship Kate Hooper, a serious break-down occurred
"^^"^p°'

fi-om overcrowding, 70 horses out of 250 on one day alone having
to be thrown overboard.

IT 2



CHAPTER XI.

CONSERVANCY AND DISINFECTION.

We liave already considered the conservancy of the camp as re-

gards detritus and rubbish ; the management of the excreta
remains.

Latrines.—All manure heaps and latrines must be placed on
the opposite side of the camp to that of the prevailing wind, and
at some distance from it—at least 50 to 100 yards from the tents.

There should be separate trenches for urinals from 20 to 25 yards
long. The trenches should be deep rather than wide, for, if too wide,
there is a broader exhaling surface. Faecal odours travel farther

than any odours of putrefaction. Pein states that the islands of

(Jhinchas, being covered with guano, can be smelt 5 or 6 leagues ofl:*

at sea
;
Levy also draws attention to the causation of dysentery

by odoui's from badly looked after latrines. The excellent rules

foi' trenching in the Punjab gaols can be followed with advantage
in campaigns, as in both large bodies of men have to be provided

for.

Trenches. All trenclies are to be i foot deep and i foot wide, with a

space of I foot between each line. The trench, when filled to

within 6 inches of the top with fsecal matter, is to be filled up
with earth to the extent of 8 inches. Only a sufficient extent of

trench is to be dug for one day. Sticks of wood can be ^jlaced

across for the men to stand on. On arriving at any camp, the

trenches should at once be dug, screened off from the camp, and
their places indicated by flags. A mehtar should be always on
duty to cover in and disinfect the faeces, and a non-commissioned

officer should be told off to see that he does his work properly.

Dry earth is to be sprinkled over the urine.

Conservancy is especially needed in damp tropical climates.

Surgeon-Major Johnson in his medical history of the Aka campaign

insists on this, " for any want of care is more apparent than in

a drier country." Where there is rank jungle, as on the north-

east frontier, on arrival in camp a fatigue party must be told oft'

to clear a place for the latrines and to dig trenches forthwith.
Pits. gir Thos. Crawford holds that pits 4 or 5 feet deep are prefer-

able to trenches in standing camps on the line of communication,

small quantities of soil being added to the ordure thrice daily, and

being disused when within 2 feet of the ground. By this method,

certainly, there would be a less exhaUng surface. They should be

Avell banked up on being filled, so as to show theii* site.

The greatest care must be taken that the locale adopted for the
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pits or trenches should be perfectly remote from the drinking-

water source.

Bules.—At all standing camps and depots, no soldier or camj)

follower should ever be allowed to go elsewhere than to the allotted

place. There should be separate latrines for soldiers and camp
foUowei-s. Before any detachment leaves its camping ground, all

ti-enches must be carefully filled up. The trenches are never to

be dug in or near any water-course. Finally, in sandy soils,

especially where the earth is easily blow oiF, leaving the trench

open, the excreta had best be burnt. Prof. Du Chaumont would

burn all excreta, but this would not be always practicable. But

where not burnt, it should be a matter of I'outine to disinfect all

excreta, whether specific or not.

Elvers.—The men should never use rivers in lieu of trenches,

even if the nearest camp be miles away. Parkes shows the dis-

tance to which fffical matter may be traced. Circumstances may,

however, compel this course, as in Looshai, where some of the Loosiiai.

eamp gi-ounds were too confined to allow of the trench system.

Here bamboo sheds were erected over the river, and fortunately

the latter was a swift stream. Agaiu, in the Malay country, Malay,

similar arrangements had to be made. Here again it is related

that the fish were so numerous as to seize all the ordure as soon

as it reached the siu'face of the water.

The men of the Pioneer regiment La Shank Gorge, Kurram Afghan-

Talley, were not allowed to use the mountain stream rushing

through the narrow gorge, but proper trench arrangements were
made for them. This stream was a source of drinking water Kurram
to the camp below, which, although foui- miles distant, would, we *°f<^=-

think, have sufiered had the water been polluted,

I have before remarked on the good conservancy of the

KuiTam Valley, and contrasted it with the fsecal odours and
putrefactive smeUs of some of the camps on the Candahar side, Candahai

notably Kila Abdoola. Certainly the Pishin Valley soil was
sandy

;
still, disinfectants might have been used and a camp

>anitary olficer appointed.

Transports.—The question of conservancy on transports and
coolie boats on the north-east frontier will be found in the chapter
on Cholei'a,

Animals.—All dead animals Avithout doubt should be burnt if

[Kwsible. To bury them properly requires more labour than can
be given on a campaign. According to my experience, the burying
'.f camels in the Kurram Valley was a failure; the spots of

burial (and they were many) were always specially indicated by
the sense of smell to the pa.sser by. At any rate, bury only the
viscera, and bum the trunk. If there is not time for either
burning or burial, Hir Thos. Crawford recommends stabbing the
l)rxly in several places to give exit to gases and entrance to aii-.

' )r the r;arca.s.s may be removed half a mile from the camp, and
lit in pieces oj- blown up with gunpowder.
Disinfection.—I now come to the subject of disinfection .as

applied to campaigns in hot climates. I hold that all excreta,
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Disinfect-
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sublimate
tlie agent.

De la Croix,
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Arloing,
Comerm,
Thomas,
Lyons.

whether specific or not, shonkl be disuifectecl before bemg buried.
Besides the treatment of the excreta, we must consider that of

the bedding, tents, and genei^al environment of the sick.

Let us fii'st choose our disinfectant. Now, in military sui'gery

we want not only disinfectants, but also antiseptics.* It is

important at the outset to clearly define the two. By disinfectantti

or (jermicidcs we destroy the specific infectious poison which gives
rise to the specific infectious disease : by antisej-Jtics we do not
necessarily do this ; we arrest septic processes and putrefactive
decompositions, but we do not necessarily kill the organisms. The
metnllic salts may prevent the multiplication of germs, but they
will not kill them. So much for the definition. In choosing our
agent, it will be found that, although there are remarkable dis-

ci-epancies concerning the powers of very many of the common
disinfectants - so-called—in use, yet there is a united testimony in

favour of one agent—\az., corrosive sublimate. This agent, then,
not only on account of its intrinsic value, but also on account of

its magnificent antiseptic properties on wounds, and finally on
account of its cheapness, I hold to be tlie agent for war. It

may be well to show on what ground the exceeding value of

corrosive sublimate is based.

In the matter of prevention of the reproduction of organisms,

for supreme safety we must use an agent that will destroy the

spores. The latter have an enormous resisting power, much
greater than that of the fully developed bacteria. In infection.^

diseases we have rather to aim at destroying the infectious

material than to hinder the development of the germs a/tei- they

have arisen. The first experiments on the respective powers of

drugs for destroying the spores completely were made by N. de

la Croix, who established the great power of corrosive subUmate
in this respect. He was followed by Koch in an elaborate research,

the first portion of which was to ascertain whether certain dis-

infectants were capable of destroying the resting spores t of

bacilli
;
every disinfectant was to be removed from the list of

disinfectants which should be used in infectious diseases when it

cannot destroy the developing powers of the resting spores.

After testing various agents, Koch found the only certain dis-

infectants to be chlorine, bromine, and corrosive sublimate ; and
he held that in all places where neither heat nor gases are

available corrosive sublimate should be used. He found that a

I per looo solution killed resting spores in ten minutes, whilst

simple moistening only of the eai'th containing the spores with

tliis solution is sufficient to arrest their powers of development.

Also that, according to length of exposure, solutions of front

i-iooo to 1-15,000 would kill mici'o-organisms. Now, any poison-

ous action of such diluted solutions may be disregarded.

The experiments of Arloing, Cornerin, Thomas, and Lyons,

* Th.nt is to say, there are occasions in which an antiseptic will be

.sufficient—e.r/., where we have only to deal with pntrefnction.

•f-
Koch experimented on the anthrax bacillus.
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ag:vin, placed corrosive sublimate at the head of the list of efficient

agents as regards their destructive power on the various morbific

germs. They experimented with the infectious principle of

anthrax, and found that 1-5000 solution destroyed its dried or-

ganism.

An elaborate paper by Sternberg gave the same results. He stcmijcrg.

set about to determine (i) the exact value of germicides with a
view to the destruction of organisms; and (2) to compare this

value, estabUshed by laboratory experiments, with the results of

clinical experience, so as to find what support the germ theory of

cUsease receives from modern therapeutics. The steps of his

investigation need not be detailed here ; he experimented on
live dilierent kinds of bacteria—viz., the micrococcus of pus from
gonorrhoea, from acute whitlow, from septicaemia, bacterium termo,

imd the bacterium of broken-down beef-tea. The following, then,

represent his results as regards the action on the gonori'hceal micro-

coccus :

—

RemlU according (o • . • t. /•»„/•
Germicide Value. Wo^ot m TvoporUon of

Mercnric chloride . 0.005 per cent. ••• i part in 20,000
Potass, permang. . .0.12 ,, ... ,, 833
Iodine .... 0.2 ,, ... ,, 500
Creasote . . . 0.5 ,, ... ,, 200
Sulphuric acid . .0.5 „ ... „ 200
Carbolic acid . . i.o „ ... ,, 100
Hydrochloric acid . i.o „ ... ,, 100
Zinci chloridi . . 2.0 ,, ... ,, 50
Tr. ferri perchlor. . 4.0 ,, ... „ 25
Salicylic acid dissolved

in boracic acid . . 4.0 ,, ... ,, 25

The following agents were shown to have no germicide value :

—

Fowler's solution .... in proportion of 40 per cent.

Sodium hyposulphite ... „ u 32 ,,

I'erric sulphate (saturated solution)
^, „ 16 ,,

Liq. zinci chloridi (Squibb) . . ,, >i 8 „
Zinci sulphate .... ,, 20 „
Boracic acid (saturated solution) . „ ,,4
He next proceeded to determine whether he could generalize

from this one bacterium to others. He found then that \n\X\ the
next three bacteria mentioned above, the germicides had the same
practical value, whilst the practically valueless agents with the pus
micrococcus were also practically valueless with the other bacteria.

The micrococcus of broken-down beef-tea proved, however, much
more resistant to all the agents, except the bichloride of mercury and
iodine. These two agents Sternberg considers, then, to be germi-
cides of the highest value, and would be certainly eflicient in the
proportions of 1-5000 and 1-200 respectively.

La.stly, the Proceedings of the Edinburgh Royal Society pub- Wyiuer

lished in 1884 contains an account of a research by Wynter ^'i''''-

Blyth on the germicide power of the agents in ordinary use, and
the results throw serious doubt on their value. But ho has since

.stated that corrosive sublimate was to bo most relied upon, inas^
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much as, when not destructive of the spores, "it poisoned them in

a manner not essentially different from the lethal poisoning of a
form."

There is thus on all sides overwhelming testimony to the value
of corrosive sublimate. Yet, strange to say, it was not even
recommended at the late sanitary conference at Rome. Dr. Koch
himself, it is true, hesitated to recommend it because, if for general
vise, danger would come in ; but Dr. Sternberg considered this

danger exaggerated, as in dilute solutions its metallic taste would
prevent the swallowing of a fatal dose, whilst if coloured by the
addition of potassium permanganate, as recommended by the

American Public Health Association Committee on Disinfectants,

or by the aniline dye as practised by Sonderegger, no one would
mistake it for a harmless mixture. Hence, I think it peculiarly

indicated for war for the following reasons :—(i) Its certainty and
supex'iority over all other germicides (except biniodide of mercury,

which has lately been found by Dr. S. Miguel to be three times

as powerful); (2) from its cheapness; and (3) from its being

certainly the best surgical application for wounds, and thus one

agent need only be supplied for all purposes. Before indicating

its mode of apphcation, I will take a brief glance at some agents

that have been of some repute.

Carbolic acid, besides being as objectionable for its poisonous pro-

perties as corrosive subhmate, is far more expensive, less portable,

and far less powerful, as is shown by Dr. Sternberg. Dr. Koch,
in his experiments, found that a 5 per cent, solution was without

effect in destroying the spores and bacilli of splenic fever even

after exposure of 110 and 70 days respectively.

As will be pointed out under Cholera, the metallic salts, with the

exception of cupric sulphate, are valueless. Koch has shown with

regard to zinc chloride that, in spite of the prevalent opinion that

a solution i in 1000 is a safe disinfectant, even a 5 per cent, solu-

tion failed within a month to weaken the developing power of

anthrax spores. Sternberg shows that the value of a solution of

sulphate of iron and sulphuric acid in water, so extolled as a

disinfectant, depends only on the sulphuric acid ; and to ensure

the germicide action, the solution must be used in at least the pro-

poi'tion of 5 per cent, for two hours. He also states that chloride

of zinc failed as a disinfectant in the proportion of 8 per cent.

Independently of the fact that we cannot always get dry earth,

.and that moist earth would be worse than useless, its disinfecting

power is small, and may be nil. Instances of this will be found

in the chapter on Enteric Tever. Pasteur found that the soil con-

taining the carcass of an animal that had died two years before of

anthrax still contained the siDecific bacteria of this disease in a

flourishing state of vitality. Dry earth, of course, is required to

throw over the excreta, but reliance must not be placed on dry

earth alone foi- security. Sir Thos. Crawford gives 3 lb. daily

per head as requisite for efficient working.

A double solution of chloride of lime and carbolic acid was recom-

mended by the sanitary conference at Rome for cholera. I have
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accordingly stated these recommendations and appliances for

cholera ; at the same time, I have shown that carbolic acid is far

inferior to corrosive sublimate ; whilst for complete destruction of

all the organic matter in the air, so much chloride of lime is

required as will render the air irrespirable by men. For thorough

disinfection, therefore, the bulk required of these agents is against

their portability in war.

In summing up the results of experiments, we find De la Croix Summary,

stating that the only efficient disinfectants are coiTOsive sublimate,

iodine, bromine, and cldorine
;
Steinberg, corrosive sublimate and

iodine
;
Koch, corrosive sublimate, chlorine, and bromine. By all,

corrosive sublimate is given the first place. And for the general

purposes of war, corrosive sublimate seems to be the agent to be

selected. Having determined this, we have next to indicate the

solutions. Sternberg's proposal of combining corrosive sublimate

with permanganate of potash has not only the merit of preventing

disaster', but also of adding a deodorant to the solution, as bi-

chloride of mercury has no such power. No chemical reaction

occurs between the two.

For war thi'ee solutions would be required of corrosive sub- Three
]• , solutions.
limate :

—

1. I in 1000 for bedding, clothing, tent walls, sheets, hands,

and instruments. This solution destroys spores, provided there

be sufficient time for exposure.

2. I in 10,000 for continuous application to wounds. This
solution will destroy micrococci in active growth when not con-

taining spores.

3. .1 in 500 with same quantity of potassse permanganas for

liquid faecal discharge, solid f£eces broken up, vomit, urine, sputa
(of infectious pneumonia). The time of exposure to the solution

to be one hour, A pint of the solution to be used for the disinfec-

tion of each discharge in cholera, typhoid fever, yellow fever, &c.

The sputa should be I'eceived into a cup containing this solution.

The articles disinfected by No. i solution must be thoroughly
soaked in it by sluicing, sponging, &c. Clothing and bedding
which cannot be thus disinfected had better be burnt ; this is the
best way to treat all articles of little value.

There is yet another agent which has been used with success. Aerial

but concerning which there is still much controversy. Still, there
'^'^'''f^':''""-

is a large amount of evidence in its favour, notably that of the
late Dr. Evan Buchanan Baxter and Prof. Vallin. It would Sulphurous

require no small amount of dogma to upset the authority of Dr. Dr B^ter.
Baxter with his former pupils

;
and, as one, I would add sulphu-

rous acid to the armamentarium of dismfectants. Sulphur is

cheap, portable, and, I believe, effective. It is, moreover, ad-
rairaVjly adapted for disinfecting huts in native villages, rooms
set aj;art for hospital wards in any locale at the base, and tents.

Dr. Baxter has shown th.-it, by its greater solubility, sulphurous
acid is preferaljle to clilorine for the disinfection of liquid media;
but it is only as aerial fumigation wo woidd employ it in war.
" "When aerial disinfection ia resorted to, the probability that the
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virulent particles are shielded by an envelope of dried albuminous
matter should always be held l)efore the mind," Chlorine and
sulphur dioxide "are both of them suitable agents for the pur-
pose : the latter seems decidedly to be the more effectual of the
two." Besides Dr. Baxter, De la Croix and M. Vallin have had

jr.v.-iiiin. most encouraging results. M. Vallin submitted the infectivo
material of glanders and tubercle to the action of sulphurous
acid gas, and in every case the virus ceased to be inoculable. He
also states that the extreme resistance offered by anthrax spores
is overcome by the gas before that of the harmless spores con-
tained in garden mould. He is decidedly in favour of sulphur
dioxide in practical work :

" Sulphurous acid obtained by the
combustion of sulpliur iu free air occupies almost the first place
among the veritable disinfectants." Finally, Pettenkofer points
out how the gas will penetrate every crevice, and considers it "to
be one of the vei-y best disinfectants."

I would therefore use this agent where it is not possible to

thoroughly wash all the surfaces of tents, rooms, &c., mth which
infectious material from a patient may have come in contact.

Method of All spaces to be fumigated must be carefully closed as tightly
procedure, possible. Then obtain the measurement of the space. The

necessary amount for space is said to be in the New York regula-

lations 5 drachms for each cubic yard. A room of 25 cubic yards

requires i\ lb. of sulphur. According to the Punjab Gaol Manual,
each grain of sulphur, producing 3 cubic inches of the gas, is

sufficient to disinfect 20 cubic feet of air; or 2^ oz. would be

sufficient for 2232 cubic yards. The amount given in the New-
York regulations is extreme ; the amount for the Punjab .Gaols

has been tested by epidemics and found sufficient and efficient.

In fumigation of the space in which an infectious individual has

lain, for additional secuiity his bedding and clothes can be laid

on the floor, but this should not svijiersede treatment by corrosive

sublimate. The space should be fumigated for six hours.

Other The various other preventive measures as regards attendants
inca-sures.

^^^1 be found in the respective chapters. In conclusion, I would
urge that, inasmuch as in the case of enteric fever, cholera, and
many other camp diseases we cannot always diagnose the fii'st

case, and inasmuch as we cannot saj Avhen a " bowel " affection

has passed into the infecting stage—that it should be a matter of

routine practice in the field to disinfect all excreta. And for this

reason, if for no other, as large quantities of the chosen agent

will be required, corrosive sublimate from its cheaimess is indi-

cated.



CHAPTER XII.

THE HYGIENE OF THE BATTLE-FIELD.

After a battle the army has to preserve itself and the neigh-

bouring population from disease caused by decomposition of dead

bodies. Both the soil and the air are infected. The air also is

vitiated by the eflects of the combustion of powder. As I have

so often before urged, all the decomposition processes in the soil

or ail- will be much heightened by tropical heat, so that the matter

is one demanding much consideration for our present pur-

poses. Hitherto our campaigns have not been attended with the

slaughter pertaining to European battle-fields, but the day is fast

th-awing near when the situation in this respect may be changed.

The choice of the disposal of the dead rests of course between
burying and burning. Now it is at once evident that, physically

considered, the disposal by burning is far easier of execution than
that of burial, whilst in a hygienic point of view there can be no
question of the advantages of cremation.

BuriaL—Besides the labour of burial, how frequently is the Objections,

gi'oimd imsuited for it? The light sandy soil of the Quetta-

Candahar line was certainly not, nor the soil about Tel-el-Kebii\

On my way out to India from furlough I visited the field of Tel-

el-Kebir about three months after the battle. The dreadful odour
of cadaveric putrefaction always indicated at that date the various

places of bui'ial along the lines of the entrenchment, although
the bodies were all covered up. Again, I went over the scene of

tlie fight at the taking of tlie Peiwar Kotal on one occasion at

lejust eight months after the occurrence ; the cadaveric odour was
heavy and strong at the sites of interment. In rocky ground
such as abounded in Afghanistan it was impossible, apart from
the labour question, to bury the bodies deep enough. In instances

such as these the results were innocuous, for no human tenements
were at hand, but this may not always be the'case ; and we have
no right in our wars to poison the atmosphere after the fighting-

is over. And this is no theoretical sequela. Desgenettes relates

that after the retreat of the Mamelukes from Egypt an epidemic
broke out carrying off large numbei-s of the people, due to the
peT-nicnou.s exhalations from the soil raised during the summer
heats from corpses in course of putrefaction. And these exhala-

tion.«( are especially liable to rise from loose sandy or rocky soil.

It so happens that some of tlie soils most frequently found in

hot coiuitries are just the soils in which the process of putrefac-
tion is very slow, and hence longer poisoning of the air occurs.
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In clay and alluvium, for instance, decomposition takes place very
slowly ; also in sandy and flinty soils

;
again, in rocky soils. And

such soils are largely met with in the tropics. Thus, on every
account, burial is not to be recommended.
We next have burial with quickhme superadded. Here, again,

the labour question comes in ; also the necessity for carriage of

the lime; whilst as a result the body is actually cremated, only by
a far more laborious and less effectual process.

Again, burial can be carried out, the body being enveloped in

sheets impregnated with carbolic acid
;

this, however, would not
be a speedy process after a battle, especially after a battle of the
future, in which large numbers of dead will have to be disposed of.

Of the methods employed at Sedan, that of incineration at

the spot by tar, practised by M. Creteur, was, in my opinion,

decidedly the best. The dead having been very hastily buried,

the health of the neighbourhood seemed likely to be so j^rejudiced

that a committee was formed. M. Trouet surrounded the ex-

humed body with a mixture of chalk, naphthalin, and carbolic

acid, dug a deep grave, and I'e-interred it, raising a tumulus
over the place, M. Creteur, on the contrary, did not re-exhume
the corpses, but poured over them tar, which infiltrated itself

amongst all the layers of corpses. He then lit the tar with straw
moistened with oil of petroleum. The whole fossa containing

the hastily buried bodies was lit up. So great was the intensity

of the combustion that fossfe containing the largest number of

bodies only required about an hour of the burning process. All

cadaveric odom- was at once dispelled ; the column of smoke con-

taining carbon and carbolic acid destroyed all insects, flies, <fec.,

which were swarming over the field, and doubtless also the

bacteria of putrefaction. Unfortiinately, on account of the re-

clamation of the dead by their relations being rendered impossible

by this method, the German authorities intervened, and this

salutary process was stayed.

Cremation.—In the tropics we must dispose of the dead

quickly. There is no time for hesitation with a hot sun overhead.

Cremation should be the rule, therefore, for the future. It involves

less labour, and at the same time removes completely all sources

of putrefaction, whilst the smoke tends to purify the surrounding

air. Cu'cumstances must determine the method to be employed

—(i) Prof. Du Chaumont advocates the use of ambulatory

furnaces; (2) M. fein advocates the method above detailed by

tar and petroleum; whilst (3) the method employed by the

German army in 18 14, after the battle of Paris, would seem

indicated in wooded districts. Here heai-ths were erected of

stones, the dead placed on them in heaps and covered with faggots.

In fourteen days 4000 corpses were burnt, at a cost of 2 francs

per man. M. Creteur estimates the cost of his process per man
at 15 centimes.

The same course of action was advocated—viz., that of cremation

—at the late London International Congress by Dr. Guilherme

Jose Ennes, of Lisbon. He held that cremation was the only
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absolute means of disinfecting the battle-Held, and that disinfec-

tants were absolutely useless.

The conquering army is bound, not only in the interest of the

conquered and of the neighbouring villages or habitations, but

also in the interest of itself and of its own wounded, to take

every precaution iu disinfecting the battle-field. This is especially

the case in the tropics. Cremation answers eveiy purpose : it

leaves the soil disinfected ; it disinfects the air ; it renders the

environment healthy for the sick and wounded on the spot ; it

is quick and decisive ; and lastly, it recommends itself to Govern-
ment as well as to sanitarians, for it is cheap, and cheapness

occasionally in our military history has turned the scale against

sanitation. Here, however, happily the two run together.



CHAPTER XIII.

THE HYGIENE OF BELEAGURED POSTS

We are unable to draw lessons from this portion of military
hygiene to any extent, inasmuch as it has not often fallen to the
lot of the British army to be in this position. Nevertheless,
lately, in the Afghan wars, and in the wars of Natal and Trans-
vaal, we were in this position. But Hygiene asserted herself.

The great danger in sieges arises from the constant sojourn on
the same soil, involving both non-ventilation of the ground and
simultaneously increasing defilement. With this also m generally

added a greater compression of the population. In the end also

come in the factors of scarcity of provisions, whilst over-shadow-
ing all is the element of fatigue. Thus, we have all the great

elements of army diseases—fatigue, insufficient food, compressed
camp, and an impure soil. I have not been able to discover

any medical histories of the siege of Lucknow or of Delhi, for

we were in the latter as much besieged as besiegers ; at Delhi,

however, there was free ventilation on the Ridge, and the army
was thus, in a sanitary point of view, fairly circumstanced.

The most rigorous attention to every detail of sanitation must
be paid. It is now especially imperative that eveiy one should,

by some makeshift, sleep off the ground, that the space should be

drained, and that the water supply should be kept pui^e. If the

rains are on, collect all the rain-water by waterproof sheets, tubs,

or any contrivances. If water be at hand, arrange especially to

let every man bathe regularly every day, and thus to keep his

body clean, for the possibility of typhus must be kept in view,

although I doubt if it ought ever again to arise, now that the

rules for its prevention are so defined.

The water supply should be defended as much as miUtary re-

sources will allow. For a short allowance of water is especially

to be feared. Let wells be dug, and the water, if obtained,

filtered.

Fort At the siege of Fort Lydenberg, in Natal (January 6 to March
i^ydenberg.

1881), the troops felt chiefly the effects of water privation.

Their preserved rations also being conducive to thirst, the men
feared to eat them. A small bottle of beer was issued to each

man, but seemed rather to increase his thirst. Added to this

the ration was reduced to }j lb. preserved meat, i oz. sugar, and

i^- lb. of meal. Nevertheless, our men managed to pull through.

The efiects of want of conservancy were seen, resulting from the

non-removal of the latrine tubs. Owing to the heavy fire these
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<-oultl not, for the lirst two clays, bo removed ; three men posted

netir them were seized with " continued fever," one case proving

fatal. The tubs were removed after the second day, and no more

cases occurred.

At Potchefstroom, in the same war, 305 people were shut up Poiciicf-

iu a fort 25 yards square, without cover, and were under fire day stroom.

and night, with scanty supplies, and a limited amount of watei',

yet the general health remained " marvellously good." The siege

lasted from December 18 to March 23. Not only, however, was

the most uni-emittrng attention paid to sanitation, but the men,
*' being without cover," were, at any rate, well ventilated. Thus

both the adverse factors of camps, in the soil and aii-, were not

-allowed to come into play, and hence the good health.

Lime-juice should be on no account omitted on these occasions,

whilst the cocoa or coft'ee rations should be served out both

morning and evening.

During the late Afghan war our troops were besieged on two Afghan

occasions. The investment of Cabvil occurred, it is true, in the ^abuj

winter, when the tropical heats of summer had given way to the

.severest frost
;
yet this siege may be mentioned in a work on

tropical campaigns, since it furnishes a conspicuous example of

ideal ai-rangements under such circumstances. I cannot speak

from experience, as I had left the camp by the convoy just pre-

viously bovmd for India. But the main facts are well known.
Though kept within the walls, and thus harassed by fatigue from
continual duty, no other adverse factors were allowed to enter.

The space defended was so large that no overcrowding occurred.

Above all was the good morale of the troops. Again, since the

battle of Chai-asia, and the capture of Sherpore, a large stock of

provTsions had been laid in. Hence there was no reduced ration.

By order of General Roberts, tinned soups and cocoa were served

out night and moi-ning to all European soldiers ; additional com-
forts were given also to the native soldiei-s ; the water supply was
looked after, and the men on sentry were protected from the
weather as far as pos.sible.

With regard to the siege of Candahar, the characteristics of Candahar.

the siege of the Sherpore cantonment at Cabul do not appear to
have been so pi'ominently conspicuous.



CHAPTER XIV.

PROPHYLACTIC "RATION" AND INOCULATION.

PARADES OF INSPECTION.

"Rations." In the various chapters on the special diseases will be found
the line of treatment by special prophylaxis. I need here only
mention lime-juice for scur\'y, arsenious acid for malaria, dilute

hydrochloric or sulphuric acid for cholera, bismuth for dysentery.

The value of these remedies will be fully shown.
Vngwnatiaii. The question also of "j«<«einaLiun " and its results will be

j-v\<;c«.l Atif** entered into with reference to specific infectious pneumonic
fever, small-pox, and yellow fever. No reference has been made
to Ferran's experiments in cholera, as his inoculated material evi-

dently is not restricted to the specific bacillus. And, moreover,

the evidence is so contradictory that no line of treatment has been
as yet established on this basis.

Parades. Lastly, it will be evident that regular " parades " for the

detection of the early symptoms, if present, of camp diseases must
form one of the most efficient means of keeping the army in

health. The diseases in which they are especially indicated

will be found in the succeeding portion of this work. It is im-

portant also to remember that similar parades be held at odd

times to see that the men are wearing their cholera belts.



PAET II.

SPECIAL DISEASES.

CHAPTER I.

BOWEL COMPLAINTS.

The affections included under the terra " bowel complaints

"

demand our attention with greater importunity in tropical cam-
paigns than those of any other class. For, however healthy in

other respects a campaign may be, we shall always meet with
" bowel complaints." For instance, in the Red River expedition,

conducted in a cold chmate and one totally different from that

of the tropics, diarrhoea and dysentery at times prevailed. Again,
in the fourteen campaigns of the following wars, first Burmese,
China, New Zealand, Abyssinia, Looshai, Ashanti, Duffla, Malay,
Afghanistan, Egypt (1881), Aka, Zhob Valley, Nile, Eastern
Soudan, we find bowel complaints to have headed the list in ten

—

viz., in Burmah, China, New Zealand, Abyssinia, Looshai, Duffla,

Malay, Egypt, Nile, and Soudan. In fact, the experience of all

army surgeons has ever been in this direction.

In Campaigns.—The following review will illustrate this at First Bur-

once. In the first Burmese war, 1824-6, Sir Ranald Martin
draws especial attention to the fact that of the diseases which
destroyed the European portion of the expeditionary force in
Ava, dysentery—scorbutic dysentery—was by far the most fatal

and prevalent disease. In China (i860) bowel complaints again china, i860,

headed the list, causing 3374 admissions among the European
troops, and 1130 amongst the natives, out of a force of 20,438;
and a European mortality of 3.14 per cent., with a native mor-
tality of 4.42 per cent.

In the New Zealand war, 1863-5, practically a semi-tropical NcwZea-
campaign, " bowel complaints," with typhoid fever, formed the '•'""•.'863-3.

prevailing diseases.

In Abyssinia, 1867, they formed the highest ratio of admission Abyssinia,—27,75 per cent. ; whilst they constituted 47 per cent, of the
mortality.

In Looshai, 187 1, in the left column, out of a total mortality of Looshai,

319, of which cholera accounted for 155, the deaths from dysen-

I
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tery were 38, from diarrlicea 63, or a total mortality from bowel
complaints of loi. Again, in the right column, with fevers they
constituted the prevailing diseases.

Ashant i, In Ashanti, 1873, they were again jDrominent.

Duffla,
Duffla campaign, we find the following percentage on

1874-5! the several admission rates :

—

Amongst Troops. Amongst Transport Corps.

Dysentery . . 28.79 per cent. ••• 33.25 per cent.
DiarrhcEa . . 11.43 >> ••• 6.58 ,,

Total . . 40.22 „ ... 39.83 „

Malay, In Malay, 1875-6, they constituted the "scourge of the
1875-

• force." In the Buffs, dysentery caused an admission rate of

70.11 per 1000, with a mortality of 8.34 per cent. Next to

dysentery came diarrhoea.

Afghan, In the Afghan war, 1878-80, we find bowel complaints
1878-80. occupying the second place to " fevers." The rate was for the

different columns as follows: In 1878, November and December,
among the Em-opean troops, out of 2059 admissions into hospital

in the Khyber column, 72 were for dysentery and 122 for diai'-

rhoea, with i death for dysentery ; in the Kuri-am Valley, out of

1066 admissions, 40 were for dysentery, with 2 deaths, and 41 for

diarrhoea; in Southern Afghanistan, out of 12 14 admissions,

56 were for dysentery with i death, and 86 for diarrhoea. In

1879, in the European troops, there were admitted per 1000 of

strenth 110.5 cases of dysentery and 194.4 of diarrhoea in the

Khyber column, the deaths per 1000 of average strength being

5.54 for dysentery and T.17 for diarrhoea. In the Kurram
Valley, in like manner, admission and deaths for dysentery per

1000 of strength were 55.0 and 3.48 respectively; for diarrhoea

62.3 and .35 ; in South Afghanistan, for dysentery, admissions

and deaths per 1000 were 78.4 and 4.73, for diarrhoea 102.0

and .79 ; whilst for the troops in Sherpore the corresponding

rates per 1000 for dysentery were 19.8 and .38, for diarrhoea

16.0 and .76. Lastly, in 1880, for the European troops in the

different columns, the rates per 1000 were, in the Khyber column,

134.3 admission and 10.25 deaths per 1000 for dysentery, 206.4

admissions and 3.76 deaths for diarrhoea ; in the Kurram column,

42.3 admissions and .94 deaths for dysentery, with 70.4 admissions

and no deaths for diarrhoea; in South Afghanistan, 62.5 admis-

sions, 6.46 deaths from dysentery, with 72.2 admissions and

3.77 deaths for diarrhoea; and in Kabul and its neighbourhood,

20.6 admissions with .25 deaths for dysentery, 57.2 admissions

with .25 deaths for diarrhoea. Amongst the Native troops, in

like manner, we find the following ratios in the different columns

:

In 1878 there were 13 deaths from dysentery, and 2 from diar-

rhoea in the Khyber Valley
; 5 deaths from dysenteiy in the

Kurram column, and 6 deaths from diarrhoea in the South

Afghanistan column. In 1879, in the Khyber column, admis-

sion and deaths per 1000 of strength for dysentery were respec-

tively 292.8 and 11.27; for diarrhoea, 261.4 and 8.18; in the
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Kurmm for dysentery, 235.5 8.98, for diarrhoea, loi.i and

7.66; in South Afghanistan 188.2 and 11.26 for dysentery,

193.5 ^^^^^ 5--^ diarrhoea; and in Sherpore 43.0 and .81 for

dysentery, with 76.7 and 1.22 for diarrhoea. Finally, for 1880,

we find in the Khyber column per 1000 of strength, 319.9 ad-

missions mth 10.58 deaths for dysentery, and 233.4 admissions

Avith 8.99 deaths for diarrhoea; in the Kurram Valley, 126.8

iidmis-sions with 6.18 deaths from dysentery, and 80.8 admissions

and 4.28 deaths from diarrhoea; in South Afghanistan, 190.8

tvdmissions with 3.19 deaths from dysentery, and 162.0 admissions

and .80 deaths from diarrhoea; in Sherpore and its neighbourhood
28.6 admissions .89 deaths for dysentery, Avith 72.7 admissions

.59 deaths for diarrhoea.

In Egypt in 1881 bowel complaints again constituted the Egypt, 1881.

largest admission rate—viz., 19 1.5 per thousand. In Aka Aka, 1883-4.

(1883-4) they occupied the second place to ague. In the Zhob zhobVaiiej-,

VaUey (1884) the principal admissions were for ague and bowel
complaints. In the Nile expedition (March 1884 to July 1885), Nile ex-

out of a strength of 10,771 non-commissioned officers and men, J'lg^i'""'

tliseases of the digestive system caused an admission rate of 2402
or 223 per 1000, with a death-rate of 72 or 6.8 per 1000. Of
these 2402 admissions, diarrhoea and dysentery accounted for

1834, whilst 60 of the deaths were due to dysentery. Again, the
Suakun expeditionary force of 1885, diseases of the digested Suakim,

system headed the list a long way in front of those of any
other class, amounting to 95.6 per 1000.

The same experience is found in the armies of other nations
even in temperate climates. Virchow has shown how suddenly
the rate goes up when peace gives way to war. Thus, in the
Oerman army in 1868, there were 327 cases of dysentery; in German

1869, only 65 ; but in 1870 there were 2000. Dysentery consti-

tuted one-sixth of the whole admissions.

In Egypt, Napoleon lost 2468 men from dysentery. In Napoleon.

Algiers, the French as a rule are healthy in barracks, but directly French"
the army takes the field bowel complaints

—

e.g., dysentery—be- ^"^^y-

come i-ife. Desgenettes states that a greater number of men
died from dysentery between 1792 and 181 5 in the French army
than fell in the great battles of the Empire. Again, in the
French expedition to Mexico, dysentery was very common in the
force.

Notwithstanding the great influence of bowel complaints in all

wars up to the present time, we maintain that this marked pre-
valencf; should be diminished in the future. Even now we notice
no longer the fearful epidemic character of dysentery as it

ocfMirred in the armies of the Napoleonic ei-a. One can well
imagine how the crowded state of the camps, the monotonous
and indigestible diet, the exposure, and unsuitable clothing must
have influenced the epidemicity of the disease in the pro-sanitary
age. Now all these defects are more or less rectified, but there
is yet room for progress in this direction.

Nature of Bowel Complaints.—In this chapter I shall make
I 2
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no distinction of the pathological difFerence of diaiThoea and
dysentery, beyond some special remarks on the true epidemic
dysentery and scorbutic dysentery. The etiological factors of
" bowel complaints " will be more insisted on than the etiology of
dysentery and the etiology of diarrhoea. I do not mean to imply
that the ordinary diarrhoea is the same as dysentery, but by
grouping them together as bowel complaints we shall get an
insight into the prevention of both. True epidemic dysentery, or
diphtheria of the intestines, is a disease per se, still the causes
predispcjsiaig to the ordinary form of dysentery included under
" bowel complaints," as now generally met with, will also predispose
to this true spreading epidemic, now happily a disease of the past,

we hope. As a rule, bowel complaints begin as diarrhoea, then a
few cases of dysenteric diarrhoea come in, or an aggravation of the
diarrhoea both in severity and in anatomical extension to the lower
segments of the bowel. But they may also begin as true dysentery,,

or that disease which will constitute true epidemic dysentery, if by
reason of camp foiilness and insanitation it gets beyond bounds. All
these clinical varieties cori'espond indeed to post-mortem changes
in " bowel complaints"—viz., simple intestinal catarrh ; follicular

enteritis, simple and diphtheritic ; intestinal diphtheritis. Thus,
we see under bowel complaints we have a gradually ascending-

scale of conditions corresponding to anatomical changes, and in

many cases merging into one another. In clinical language,
" dysentery " may include catarrhal inflammation (catarrhal

dysentery); follicular ulceration (follicular dysentery); diphthe-

ritis of intestines (true dysentery). What I would insist on,

therefore, is to hold the view that dysentery will arise in cam-
paigns from causes persisting

;
by a timely I'emoval, the " bowel

complaints " may not go further than the stage of diarrhoea.

And it is the more important to bear in mind this j^ersistence as

a factor, as, during the aggravation of the process, an infective

power becomes developed. Although as yet the relation of micro-

cocci to true sporadic and epidemic dysentery has not been fully

worked out, yet all analogy tends to prove such exist, whilst Prior

has actually described and figured them. In the aggravation of

the lesion causing the primary diarrhcea, we may suppose the soil

and envu'onment rendered fitting for the " contagion," and thus

infected powers will be acquired. Be this, however, as it may, the

probability of a gradually acquired infection is to be steadily held

in view.

I do not indeed think that the primary fatal spreading dysentery

of armies of the pre-sanitary age will ever again attack our armj-

,

provided the sanitary measures taught by experience are to the

fore. The words of Virchow regarding plague may be aptly

applied to the dysentery of past ages. " The plague is now almost

a disease of the past. Although a short time ago the news of

fresh outbreaks of this sickness on the Euphrates disturbed our

minds, we have the consolation of knowing that with the ijitro-

duction of planned social regulations in their own native land, the

danger threatening epidemics have come to a standstill."
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As to the gi-adually developed infection of dysentery engi-afted infection of

on diarrliooa, I cannot illvistrate the process better than by quot- dy^L-ntcry.

ing Heubner. The infection lies in the stools, as in cholera and

enteric. But the power of infection is only gradually acquired.

It would seem that there is a limited contagion by means of the

excreta of dysentery, which, however, only becomes active when
a lai'ge mass of excreta is collected together. It is not impossible

that small quantities of the miasmatic poison are discharged in

the stools of the patients, and, when collected together in sufficient

quantity, can poison the .subject." We have here two most im-

portant prophylactic measures indicated

—

viz., (i) segregation

iind (2) rhsinfection. The doctrine that bowel complaints can

assume an infective character, especially when many patients are

accumulated together in a confined camp, is never to be lost

sight of.

Besides this acquii-ed infection developed from primary diarrhoea,

infection also is undoubted in primary dysentery. To quote from

civil Hfe, Roth, citing Mongeot, gives the following striking

instance:—"A patient suffering from dysentery came to the

Hotel Dieu from Madagascar. At the time of his admission

there were no cases of dysentery in hospital. The man went out

uncured. After eight days from his admission, cases broke out in

the Hotel Dieu. The man from the hospital went to an inn ; the

waiter thereof was shortly after seized with the disease. After
leaving the inn, the man went to a village in Aubej in this

village, again, cases broke ont after his arrival. Finally, he went
to a family at Brienne, and of that family several members were
then seized with dysentery." Trousseau, again, calls attention to

the infectious nature of the disease, as seen in the army in

iUgiei-s. Infection of attendants and physicians has often been
recorded. A final instance of infection may be given. The
French ship .1 igle, when cruising off the West Coast of Africa,

was seized with dysentery. Another ship, the Loiret, was her
consort, but remained perfectly free from the disease until she
took in part of the crew of the Aigle. Then dysentery broke out
in her also. These instances give us indications that special

precautions mu.st be observed in camp, and in particular by those
in contact with the sick.

I will now indicate the chief prophylactic measures analyti-
cally :

—

Selection of Troops.—Bowel affections especially attack new-
comers into the tropics. This is, no doubt, greatly due to the
relaxing effect of the heat on the system. Bryden, Laveran, and
numerous writers, all attest to this fact. Laveran shows how
rnen having only one year's service in Algeria were five times more
affected with dysentery and diarrhrea than men over one year's
service, Bryden shows how the admissions in the third year of
service in Inflia were one-half of those of the fir.st year. Ho also
especially .shows how the rate increases enormously if such newly
arrived regiments take the field. Thus, taking the standard
admission-rate, 1860-69, for dysentery to be 48.9, and for diarrha?a
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109.4, the new army in the field in 1858 gave simiUir admi.s.sioii

respectively, as 231.7 for dysentery, and 303.5 for diarrha'a..

With regard to this army of 1858, he traces its history on to 1865
as follows :

—

Admission per 1000 of Strengtli for Dysentery.

Admitted. Died.

1858 202.6 27.14
1859 I1S.7 10.20
i860 75-2 4.68
I86I 65-5 3-67
1862 48.

8

2.66

1863 47.0 2.48

Hence we should here leave behind all unseasoned soldiers such as
men in their first years of service. Roth has drawn attention to
the liability of young soldiers, even in temperate climates; in

Htrasburg, for instance, in a certain year, 6 1 per cent, of the cases

of dysenterj'- were amongst soldiers in their first year of service.

Again, all suflferei'S previously from bowel complaints shoiild be
weeded out of a regiment when proceeding on service. During
the China war, at Talien-whan, diarrhoea, running into dysentery,

became prevalent ; it was found that the admissions and mortality

occurred chiefly amongst the men who had had these illnesses-

previously in India and Hongkong.
Thirdly, the previous health of the regiment has an important

efiect. In the Duflla campaign the i6th N.I. came up from Assam
to take part in the operations, having been very unhealthy there.

Now, look at the pei^centage of admissions for bowel complaints,

to average daily strength of the four regiments of the force

—

42nd Assam L.I 19.60 per cent.

43rd „ .... 8. 82 „
44th „ .... 9.60 „
i6th N.I 40.39 „

Fourthly, men with a strong history of previous malaria should

be left behind. Maclean and Sir Ranald Maitin draw special

attention to the influence of malaria in predisposing to diarrhoea

and dysentery.

Lastly, as regards native troops, choose those regiments whose
native country is similar in climate to that of the intended seat of

operations. Men recruited up-country in India are especially

liable to bowel complaints when they are transferred to low-

marshy countries or districts abounding in jungle. Doubtless, the

]'e.sults in the i6th N.I. just mentioned were partly due to thi.s

factor. The men of the Assam regiments would find in the Duffla

country a more congenial climate than the men of the i6th N.I.,

who are not recruited from these parts. And as regards Euro-

peans and natives, the difference is speedily visible. The Malay

war, for instance, showed a far less mortality from bowel com-

plaints amongst the native than amongst the European regiment.s.

Selection of Period for Operations.—Diarrheal and dysen-
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teric affections ai-e certainly connected with temperature. Of

546 epitlemics collected by Ilirsch, fourteen-fLfteenths began in

the summer months. In Algiers, according to Catteloupe, of

5496 cases, 2471 occurred in July, August and SejDtember. "In
the tropics it is best to avoid entii-ely those regions where

dysentery is endemic, in the dangerous season of the year.

Especially is this important as regards armies " (Heubner).

Besides the hot, the rainy season is especially dangerous. The Avoid hot

ground and air, being then moist, predispose to these affections. s"^s^s"^

Annesley relates how dysentery rages in Bengal in the rainy

season ; Pruner how it is rife in Lower Egypt at the time of the

overflow of the Nile. This effect of rains is greatly due to their

washing decayed animal and vegetable matter from the surface

of the ground into the streams, thus rendering the drinking-

Wixter impure. Hence, as far as possible, we should avoid these

seasons. Again, it is not so much the hot weather as the alterna-

tion of hot days with cold nights, that is a fertUe source of bowel
complaints.

In the Abyssinian war the bowel complaints were in a great influence

measure due to the rapid alternations of temperature ; in Algiers,
"ure."''"^"^'^'

again, they are i-ife, owing to the great difference between the

day and night temperature. In the Soudan was found a diurnal

range of temperature amounting frequently to 40° ; a scorching

Sim, bathing the body by day in a profuse perspiration, was
succeeded by a sharp breeze at sundown, stopping the perspiration.

This, at night, was followed by a cold, cutting wind. In con-

sequence, bowel complaints were rife. In the China war the
same sequence occurred—even when the genei-al health was good,

bowel complaints were present due to the atmospheric vicissi-

tudes. Thus, after the capture of the Taku forts, in August,
diaiThoea, running into dysentery, prevailed. iSTow, at this time,

great alternation between the day and night temperatures came
on. The temperatui*e in the sun in the middle of the day would
be 142°, at night 49°

;
or, in a tent, 98° in the day and 49° at

night. Bowel complaints continued, up to October, to form the
chief part of the small cases of sickness, and here be it noticed
that the medical historian distinctly dwells on the clothing of our
me-n -not being adequate to resist the changes of temi^erature.

In Ashanti, in 1863-4, the same sequence was noticed—the
days were very hot and the nights very cool.

In Looshai, bowel complaints arose chiefly owing, it was thought,
to the sun exposure by day and lowered temperature at night.
Further examples, again, are offered by the medical histories of
the Unibeyla and Craleaka-Gaika campaigns.

Finally, in the Afghan war, taking the year 1879, we find the
CLses distributed by months as follows :

—

European Troopn. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Juno July Aug. Sept. Cel. Nov. Dec.

Dyfcntcrj- . • 75 69 48 88 87 83 64 57 54 61 60 42
Diarrhoja . . 88 82 75 131 144 20a 124 96 41 59 56 51

Clothing.—We have seen here, as we shall so often in the
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future, how important the subject of clothing is. We s«e how-
woollen textures, as before insisted on, are pre-eminently neces-

sary as being the textures most capable of keeping up an equable
temperature for the body. Cholera belts must be stringently

insisted on, and there should be periodical inspections to see that
the men are wearing them

j
they should not be held at regular

stated periods, but rather without warning, so that the men may
not have time to put on their cholera belts for the purpose of

inspection.

Marching.—The main point in regard to marching, is to

exercise the greatest care that the men do not get chilled after

arrival in camp. Let not the men remove their coats till they are

thoroughly cooled. Above all, the men must never be allowed to

open their shirts when heated, and expose then' bodies. When
not on the line of mai'ch, this also must not be done, as for

instance in the evening, when perhaps a cool breeze springs up

;

the men then emerging from their tents after the heat of the day,

are apt to loosen their shirts, and let the breeze play about the

body; but however dangerous this certainly is, it is still more
dangerous to do so when heated from exertion. Care must be

Not too taken that the marches themselves he not too long or fatiguing.

fatiguing. Horton cites cases showing how long or fatiguing marches
can excite "the most fatal form of dysentery" in men who
have been exposed to the predisposing effects of diet and
exposure. In 1864, in the Ashanti expedition, a detachment of

200 men had been kept on salt rations for three weeks on arrival at

Cape Coast; they were then ordered to Prahsu camp; on the

march thither three of the men were seized with the worst form of

dysentery, and a fourth on arrival in camp
;
they could only have

been thus seized from the long and fatiguing marches they had
taken to reach Prahsu.
The Camp.—In warm countries there is often seen a close con-

nection between bowel complaints (especially dysentery) and
malarial fevers : it has been even held by many that malaria is

of itself an exciting cause of dysentery. Whether this be the

case or not, it is certain that a system midermined by malaria is

of itself predisposed to dysenter}'-. Bowel affections also are

especially rife in most swampy regions. The following examples

sei've to illustrate the bad effects of certain localities on bowel

affections, and will show what places to avoid if possible :

—

1. Camps in proximity to a large river should be avoided.

Morning fogs are frequent, and are very dangerous. In the

Malay expedition, the site of the camps in the swampy ground

near the river had much to do with the prevalence of the " bowel

affections " that were so marked a feature in the campaign. Again,

the details from Malacca in the Sunjhie-ujong expedition were

encamped at Ampanga on very damp ground, and suffered greatly

fi'om diarrhoea.

2. Irrigated land is provocative of bowel complaints. At
Kassassin, much diarrhoea was brought on by encamping on the

irrigated land at this place.
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3. Abundant clectxyecl vegetation and dense forests are very

unhealtliy in this respect. At camp No. 6 in the Duffla expedi-

tion, the soil, in addition to being swampy, was covered with

<lecayed vegetation. The forest also was so dense that the sun

was only visible for four or five hours. The fogs were cold and

peneti-ating. Now, during the stay at this camp, the general

health at once deteriorated, whilst the aftections were chiefly

" bowel complaints."

4. Old camping grounds are to be especially avoided. These

will be impregnated with refuse and excreta of men and animals.

Dr. Hendley, in charge of No. 2 Field Hospital for followers with

the British forces, Eastern Soudan, 1885, shows how large an admis-

sion for bowel complaints occurred amongst the natives of India,

•encamped on a soil impregnated with the excreta of men and

camels.

5. Finally, avoid camping on the field of battle as much as

possible. A stay in such a locality must be shortened as far as

military reasons will permit.

But bowel complaints will also occur on the healthiest sites, if Camp rules,

certain camp rules be not enforced ; attention to, and enforcement

of, these rules, will go far to compensate for a bad site, whilst this

neglect will do away Avith all the advantages of a good site.

(r) The first of all rules is to change the site of the camp at Chansesite

regular intervals; whilst, should bowel complaints break out,
^"^^^

change the camp at once. Morache draws especial attention to

the efiects produced by not changing camp at regular periods.

The presence of a large number of men persistently remaining on
one spot must inevitably infect the soil, whatever precautions are

taken
;
organic matters from excreta of men or animals are

trampled into the earth ; foul water from various sources, such
as from the kitchens, <fcc., is also imbibed by the soil, and soon a
veritable forcing-bed for zymotic diseases is formed. And how
this process must be advanced under a tropical sun ! The infection

of the soil, thus arising, is of itself sufficient to start the various
forms of bowel complaint, including even epidemic dysenteiy.
As regards temperate climates, the siege of Metz in 1871 showed
the good effects of changing camp. Dysentery attacked both the
belligerents, but the besiegers suffered less, inasmuch as within
certain limits they were able to change the sites of the various
camps. In the Zulu war, dian-hrea and dysentery prevailed for
SI long period at the Lower Tugela and Fort Chelmsford, due to
the prolonged stay on the same spot. During the New Zealand
war, after the occupation of Waikato in 1864, several Govern-
ment ofiiciaLs were employed in surveying the district. They
constantly changed their camping ground and remained perfectly
healthy. After a time, for protection, they were obliged to pitch
near the troops, and keep on the same spot. Bowel complaints
soon broke out, the more so as their camp was near that of the
Land Transport Corps, who had remained encamped on the same
spot for .some time, and whoso camp itself was notoriously un-
healthy. As soon as they were able, the survey changed its camp,
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and the bowel complaints at once were arrested. Finally, to
show the good effect in at once arresting an outbreak of diarrhoea by-

changing site, I, on the occasion of a sudden outbreak of diarrha^u

in a wing of my regiment situated in the Kurram Valley in the
summer of 1879, in which thirty-two men on one day out of the
strength of a wing went into hospital, at once ordered the camp
to break ground and pitch on a fresh site. The bowel complaints
were immediately arrested.

Space to be 2. The secoud rule is to have plenty of space. Avoid crowding
plentiful.

^j^g tents as far as possible, and give the most open order possible.

At one period of a campaign the camp may have to be contracted
for militaiy reasons, but as soon as these military reasons cease,

open it out again. For it must be remembered that the most open
order of camp gives but a small space per head, and, in addition,

we have in camps the more or less jDroximity of latrines.

Drainaae. 3. The greatest attention must be paid to the drainage, so as

to ensure no stagnation and putrefaction. Take advantage of

natural slopes, and cut regular drains.

Con- 4. The camp must be kept most rigidly clean. All refuse should
bervancy.

-^^ burnt. The aiTangements generally must be looked after daily

by a responsible officer. The treatment of the excreta will b&
shown presently.

Fatigue In Connection with the camp, a few indications as regards
duties.

fatigue duties may be now given. In this respect labour must
Economize be economized as much as possible. In the Malay war bowel
labour.

affectious at once commenced when the sevei'e duties of the

campaign had begun to tell on the troops, whilst, when the work-

ing hours were reduced, the dysenterj- became less severe. And
this brings naturally as its corollary the injunction, that labour

Reduce sliould be reduced as much as possible in the sun, for by econo-

theTun'" mizing the hom-s of labour we can reduce the houi-s of working
in the sun. And this is the more to be observed when the hot

days are followed by cool nights. Fatigue predisposes greatly

to bowel affections : when the bodily strength is ovei'taxed, one

of the first signs is purging. These points were shown in Malay
as follows :—At first the working houi's lasted from 6 a.m. to

5 P.M. : bowel complaints attacked both officers and men. Then
they were ordered only from 6 a.m. to 8 a.m., and from 4—6 p.m.:

a great improvement in health followed ; and finally, when work-

ing parties only went out between 6—8 a.m., admissions into hos-

pital for bowel complaints almost disappeared. Again, in Algeria,

the French infantry suffered much more than the cavalry, having

undergone far greater fatigue.

Danger of Fatigue duties are especially dangerous when the men are

water"^'"
working in water. In the Duffla expedition an outbreak of

dysentery occurred amongst the men of the 42nd Assam L.I.,

but it chiefly affected those who were engaged in making a

floating bridge over the river. The water was deep, and the men
worked in it up to their waists. The consequent chilling of the

abdomen resulted in diarrhoea and dysentery. Oambay draws

attention also to attacks of dysentery occurring in the French
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army in Algeria amongst men who, after fording a river, had

kept their wet clothes on unchanged.

Fatigue duties in a damp stagnant valley are also to be under- In a damf,,

taken with much circumspection. In Looshai the 3rd company y^lhy.

of Bengal Sappers and Miners suft'ered severely from bowel com-

plaints when they were working at a road which was simply a

dried-up watercourse at the bottom of a deep valley. Here the

vegetation was so luxurious as to exclude the sun overhead ; the

air stagnant and saturated with moisture ; the valley itself was

shrouded in mist at night, and for the greater part of the day.

Du-ectly the working parties reached a higher range the bowel

complaints disappeared.

Food.—-First, let us consider the drinking water. Impure Drinking

water plays a notable part in the causation of bowel complaints, water.

This is more especially the case where the water-supply has

become contaminated by excreta, and when the latter are the

specific excreta of dysentery, bowel affections will assume an

epidemic character. In his eloquent lectures, Prof. Maclean

gi-eatly insisted on this fact. The Royal Scots, in the pre-sanitary

era, when in barracks at Secunderabad, lost 104 men out of 1098 Secundera-

strength in one year
;
privies were then in use. After the latter ^ '

were abolished, and the dry-earth system introduced, the 17th

Lancers, who occupied the same barracks, had during three years

out of a strength of 576 only a mortality of 37. In the opera-

tions of war in Egypt again, much of the bowel affection was due Egypt,

to the foul canal water drank by the men. Again, in the 1863-4
expedition in Ashanti, when the men arrived at Swadroo, " such Ashanti,

was the want of water that both officers and men were obliged
^^'^3-4-

to use, for drinking and other purposes, water of the most filthy

description taken from open swamps. The effect was immediate
and fatal in some constitutions, whilst in others it manifested
it-self after some days." It is here, as elsewhere, to be noted how
rapid and widespread is the nature of the bowel affection when
caused by contaminated water-supply. But impure water from
other sources than animal contamination will bring on bowel
affections. In Abyssinia the large number of admissions under Abyssinia,

this head, and their rapid progress to a fatal termination, was '^^7-

greatly determined by the bad water. In the Malay war, the Malay,

water containing large quantities of slime set up bowel affections.

In China, whilst our men were encamped at Talien-whan Bay, Cliina, i860,

bowel compliunts were rife in the first, but absent in the second
division. Now the first division was encamped on the right side
of the bay, where the water was scanty and muddy, whilst the
opposite conditions were present in the water of the left side of
the bay, whereon tlie second division lay camped. In the Ashanti Ashami,

war of 1873, the bowel affections were gi-eatly due to the bad
water. Stagnant water in many cases in Zululand set up diar- Zulu, 187.^

rhwa; .so has brackisli water in West Africa. In China, again,
iJr. Ma.s.sy thought that drinking large quantities of iced water
was a fertile source of bowel complaints. In the Afghan war, Afghan-

icy cold water certainly acted thus in my experience. During ',378^0.
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the hot weather of 1S79, ^'^^^ of uiy regiment was moved out of

the hot Kurram plain to a camp in a mountain gorge that de-
bouched on to the plain, high up in the Safed Koh range. The
camp was only one mile and a half off a glacier. Descending from
the latter, a pure stream of delicious water ran through the camp
down the gorge. Now all the officers, including myself, were
seized with severe diarrhoea on first camping here. There was
nothing to account for it, except the coldness of the water. As
we got accustomed to it, the diarrhoea ceased.

The follo\ving striking instance of impure water is quoted for

the lesson it teaches. Two French regiments of the line—the
19th and 44th, barracked at Neuilly—during one month (August)
the 19th were attacked with severe dysentery, whilst the 44th had
only slight diarrhoea. The water was drawn for both regiments
from the same source. The men of the 19th, however, took their

water as brandy and water, the spirit of which precipitated the
organic matter in the vessel, in which it putrefied. The 44th, on
the other hand, used their water as tea and coffee ; the tannin of

which prevented putrefaction. Red wine being substituted for

brandy in the 19th, the regiment quickly became free from dy-

sentery.

The foregoing results at once suggest the remedy. Avoid, if

possible, all stagnant and pond water, but where there is none
other, boil and filter it, and otherwise treat the water as I have
already laid down. All water, however healthy it may seem,

should be thus treated. Especially, warn men against drinking

stagnant and slimy waters, where other and better is procuiuble.

Again, let the men be advised to drink their water in the form of

tea or coffee or chocolate as far as possible, especially the two
former. In these days, when jams are carried to the front, surely

red wines could be also supplied. Red -wines would be far better

for health than jams, and equally good as anti-scorbutics.' The
soldier is supposed to be in a state of training, and in civil life a

man does not usually train on jam. Should the men get tired of

tea, a most sustaining drink can be made by boiling oatmeal in

water—2 oz. of oatmeal to the quart of water makes a pleasant

beverage, and we get the benefit of the boiling. As regards

spirits, we see here one of the many reasons against such a ration,

in its non-preventive qualities as regards bowel complaints.

Again, on the line of march, let the men's water-bottles be filled

with tea ; it is on the line of march always that many predisposing

causes for boAvel complaints come into play ; the thirsty soldier

eagerly drinks any water that is handy, and may thus imbibe

poisonous fluid. Care should, therefore, be taken also that the

regimental bheesties' mussacks be kept scrupulously clean, and

that a proper source be pointed out to them, wherewith to fill

them for the necessities of the march.

Finally, in camp, care must be ever taken to prevent ftecal or

other contamination of the supply. Laveran tells us how, in an

expedition in Algeria, the men were seized with dysentery after

drinking contaminated water. The latter had been fouled by
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the cai-casses of sheep thrown in above the drinking site. All

washing must be clone below the soiu'ce of %vithclrawal for drinking

purposes. Bathing parades must also be held below the spot

where the drinking water is taken. In the gorge above men-

tioned in the Kuiram, the regiment consisted entirely of Sikhs

;

they bathed, therefore, every day ; a ijortion of the stream below

the camp was marked of!" for this purpose.

I have not draw^n any especial attention to those chemical

characters of watei-s that are said to give rise to bowel complaints,

for they can be found in the ordinary books on hygiene. The
medical officer must, however, be prejDared for them. The water

was extremely brackish at certain of the camps in the Pishin

Valley, and from its taste contained chlorides : this water caused

much diarrhoea in the two camps especially containing it.

A soldier is occasionally, when on the war path, in a position to intem-

obtain intoxicating Hquors. After the capture of a city, much p«=''^"'=^-

excess will follow, unless it be prevented by sentries over the

wine-shops and patrols. Intemperance, conjoined Avith influences

producing bowel complaints, causes almost invariably the men to

become affected, and moreover, with a severer form of disease.

Thus, in China the abuse of ''' Shamshoo " was a fertile sotirce of

bowel affections. Heubaer strongly cautions against intemper-

ance as regards liability to dysentery. The greatest care must
therefore be exercised during the days immediately following a
victory, to prevent the men drinking the poisonous alcoholic

liquors of the bazaai's.

The diet should be varied as much as possible. Men get sick of Monotonous

a coiLstant monotonous diet, and moreover, digestion gets out of

order, and in a condition predisposing to bowel complaints.

The salt ration, if in excess, is one of the most, if not the most, Salt rations,

predisposing cause for bowel complaints. Long-continued salt

rations are absolutely certain to bring on these affections. In
the first Burmese war, 1824-6, for six and a half months the

,

troops had salt rations shortly after its commencement, and 48 per
cent. peri.shed within ten months, principally of scorbutic dysentery.
Here the cattle were in the first place marched to Calcutta from
distant stations and slaughtered in February 1824, under a degree
of heat so great that decomposition must have set in. It was then
.salted. Again, in the China war of 1840, notwithstanding this
terrible precedent, Government had learnt nothing. Cattle were
again marched to Calcutta and slaughtered in the heat of Feb-
ruary, with the same consequences to the British troops. The
meat was half putrid when the force sailed. In one regiment,
the 26th Cameronians, embarking 900 strong and full of health,
the result wa.s, that at the end of two months there were not 200
men left fit for duty in the field, owing to the havoc made by
scorbutic dy.sentery. (Mai-tin, Maclean.) But even where the
salt ration is not decomposed before salting, we have, as regards
iti properties, two factors : first, the irritant effect of a salt diet

;

secondly, the insufficient nutritive power. Again, Dr. Christison
has pf^inted out that the salt ration of military life is always more
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highly salted than usual, in order that it may keep for two or three
years in any climate. In the West Indies, " in the windward and
leeward command, when the rations issued to the troops consisted
of salt provisions five days in the week, the mortality from disease of
the stomach and bowels among the officers was 2 to 4 per cent.,
whilst that amongst the soldiers was 20 to 20.7 per cent., or a
tenfold ratio On the contrary, in Jamaica where salt pi'o-

visions are issued to the troops only two days in the week, the
mortahty from the same diseases approximated so nearly in these
branches of the service, as to be almost on an equality." Hence,
give only salt rations when absolutely necessary. But, on the
other hand, an excessive animal diet of fresh meat will bring on
dysentery and diarrhrea. M. Cambay draws attention to this

fact. After raids in Algeria, the French soldiers have been
attacked with these diseases from an excessive diet of fresh

mutton procured from the large quantity of captured sheep.

Again, tinned provisions will cause diarrhcea and bowel derange-
ment, as was shown towards the end of the Nile expedition.

Here, in the men proceeding down the river, a too free indulgence
Well-cooked in tinned provisions brought on bowel complaints. Finally, the
grain food.

gj-^Lm materials of food must be well cooked. The large amount
of diarrrhcea and dj'spepsia amongst the native followers in Sir

Frederick Roberts' great march from Cabul to Candahar was due
chiefly to the fact that, owing to their late arrival in camp, they
were too tired to cook theii' food, but ate uncooked atta and
Indian corn. A similar experience was gathered in some of the
Ghoorkha regiments.

Vegetables. If preserved and compressed vegetables form much of the
vegetable diet, as they generally will, they mvist always be cooked
well with plenty of water, and thoroughly softened, otherwise, as

so often has been found, they will prove irritating to the mucous
membrane, and set up diarrhoea.

Fruit. The evidence is conflicting as regards fruit. Trousseau agrees

with Zimmerman when he says that " fi'uits, even when not ripe,

cannot cause dysentery." But they most certainly can cause

diarrhoea. Horton, moreover, has seen " an indisputable case, in

which, after an indulgence in green mango, dysentery was in-

duced Avithin eight hours." I, however, in Afghanistan expe-

i-ience, found fruits to have but a small influence in the causation

of bowel affections. The profusion of melons and grapes in the

Kurram and Logar Valleys was such that an i^nlimited supply

was available. In my regiment, however, no dysentery or

diarrhoea arose, or did they appear to arise from this cause else-

where. It cannot be said that this arose from the ripeness of the

fruit, for the latter was doubtless eaten in all stages of maturity.

The fruit, however, should be sound. The men should be cau-

tioned on this point, as unsoundness is far worse than unrijjeness.

Finally, as regards strange fruits, the men should eat only those

that the natives themselves consume.

Customary For the native troops, and for camp followers, it is very desir-
food to be

j^^g ^Yisit, as far as possible, the food to which they are accustomed
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should be "i veil. In the Aka expedition, most of the diaiTlioea giv<:" as far

ctises occun-ed amongst the followers, and was thought to be due
'

to the unusual nature of their ration. In the Looshai campaign,

the 22nd P.N.I, for the first six weeks received neither goor nor

condiments
;
indigestion followed hy bowel complaints supervened,

until, on the recommendation of the principal medical officer,

these articles wei-e supplied. In the 27th N.I., also, bowel com-
plaints were induced by an unsuitable diet : the atta supplied

was very coarse and irritating. And in coucludiug these remarks
on food in relation to bowel complaints, I would suggest, with

reference to the last point—viz., that any diet to which a man is

unaccustomed, if it be at all indigestible, is apt to set up bowel

complaints—that it would be desirable in times of peace to ti'ain

GUI' men in this respect. For a few weeks at various intervals in

the year give the men a campaigning ration, such as they Avould

perforce receive if engaged in a campaign in the tropics.

Night Precautions.—Certain precautions are necessary at

night, and imperatively called for. Our men must be protected

both in their tents and when on guard.

Equally important against bowel complaints, as we shall find it sleeping

to be against malaria, is the rule never to sleep in immediate con- mlmf'^'

tact ^\-ith the ground. This has been shown over and over again
in our Indian frontier expeditions. In the Aka expedition, at
fii-st men and officers slept on the ground, and suffered generally
from congestion of the abdominal organs and a tendency to
ilysentery. Afterwards, when the force was halted and raised

machans made for sleeping on, these affections disappeared. In
the Duffla campaign, the Transport Corps suffered more than the
troops (as we shall presently see also from malaria), from not
having raised beds above the ground. This is clearly shown by
the follo-sving return for bowel complaints for the expedition :

—

Corpt. Cases of Diarrhoea. Cases ol Di/scnteri/.

Artillery ....
Sappers and Miners

.

i6thN.I
42nfl A.L.I.
43r'i „ ...
44th „ ...
Transport Corps

.

3
6

34
3

9
3

83

10

17

46

44
9

20
419

The same .sequence of cause and effect was shown in the recent
Khartoum expedition. The beds .'ihould always be raised, and
an-angement.s made such as will be subsequently pointed out
under Malaiial Fever. The men must also be especially cautioned
against leaving their tents during the night, and going out to cool
themselves in the air, opening their shirts, etc. Cummerbunds
must aUvays be worn at niglit. Chills are particularly liable to
attack the abdomen when a man leaves his tent to go out
into the air, particularly as thn nightdress will be more or
les.s open. Tlii.s .source of lowel complaints was very fertile
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amongst the French in Algeria. Sudden diills will cause spasm
of the abdominal muscles, and congestion of the mucous mem-
brane of the intestines, and may thus light up a catarrhal
inflammation.

Finally, the men should especially sleep under cover in regions
where the dew is drenching and heavy. In extremely hot dry
climates, as we shall see under Sunstroke, the men occasionally

had better sleep out, but whenever there is much dew they must
be under cover. The preventive effect of sleeping under cover
was well sho'wn in the case of the Manchester Regiment during
the operations of war in Egypt in 1882. This corps was stationed

at Ismailia, under good cover. It thus escaped the drenching
dews that the rest of the force, not located here, were exposed to,.

Ni^ht and sufFei'ed scarcely at all from bowel complaints. The men on
duties,

guard should at 9 p.m. have a hot ration of tea, coffee, or chocolate,

with some biscuit, and again about four hours after. At i a.m.

some warm sustaining drink is especially indicated, as dysentery is

very apt to seize men about this hour, when the vital powei-s are

least resistant. Finally, give them the general early morning
ration. The sentries also should be jJrotected as much as possible

from chill. We need not repeat the necessity of cholera belts.

A sentry box should be rigged up.

Other Measures.—Thus far we have alluded to the points

regarding selection of material and season, of marching, camping,

feeding, clothing, and nocturnal arrangements. But the medical

officer in addition must be ever on the watch to detect the early

cases, and thus to rectify their cause, before they become difiused.

Especially must bowel complaints be looked for when the men
are during the campaign suddenly subjected to a change of life.

Thus, in China, in i860, after the disembarkation of the troops,

bowel affections suddenly appeared, due in a great measure to the

change in the environment from ship to camp life. In order ta

detect the earliest cases, and to prevent their origin, certain
" parades " should be instituted ; such are the following :

—

(i) Parade for Digestive Derangements.—There should be a

regular parade daily to at once discover any digestive derange-

ment, should bowel complaints become frequent. All irregularities

of the bowel must be attended to at once, whether of relaxation

or constipation. Yirchow's observations on the changes caused in

the bowel above the site of any stricture are to the point here

—

" Over the narrowed part where a long persistent packing of

fjecal material often takes place, a diphtheritic process very

promptly sets in, which in violence of local career is comparable

only to the puerperal, the sequel being a total necrosis and com-

plete perforation of the wall of the gut." And, furthermore,

diarrhcBa as seen in the field is, in the vast majority of cases, at

its commencement due to the irritating nature of the ingesta.

The indication in both is the same : to remove the irritamentum.

And this will be accomplished by the timely " ration " of castor

oil. All men should be told to report themselves at once when
" feeling out of sorts in the stomach," or have colic or tenesmus,.
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or have constipation. The factor of constipation should be

especially impressed upon the men ; the warmth of the tropics

seems to diminish peristalsis ; at any rate there is often torpor of

the bowels, and this torpor of the bowels, as Virchow and Annesley

have shown, predisposes to dysentery.

(2) Parade for Cholera Belts. As before indicated, there should

be unexpected pai-ades, to see if the men are wearing their cholera

belts. Especially let the men be warned never to leave them off

at night.

(3) Bathing Parades. Parkes recommends also daily bathing

parades, as invigorating the body against vicissitudes of tempera-

ture and dysentery. Such parades should not be in the evening

after the sun has sank, and must be well below the water supply

;

they must also not be too prolonged, otherwise the men will get

chilled.

(4)
" Prophylaetic Ration " Parade. This will be alluded to

pi-esentiy.

A medical attendant should always accompany every detached Detached

party, in order that the first cases may be at once recognized and p^"^"^*"

treated. The wisdom of this was shown in the detached parties

of the Red River expedition : how much more is it necessary in

a tropical campaign ?

Conservancy.—As regards the trenches, the site must be con-

stantly changed
;
they must not be dug too close to one another.

Both sporadic and epidemic dysentery have been held to arise

from too long use of the same trench. It would also be advisable

for all patients with bowel complaints to have special trenches,

as the odours of trenches filled with dysenteric stools can cause
dysentery (Levy).

All excreta of bowel complaints should be disinfected
;
and, as Disinfection

we have seen, the best disinfectant is corrosive sublimate, of the o^^^"^'^

strength 1-500. Let the excreta be treated with the disinfectants

as laid down under enteric fever or cholera. They may also be
burnt. Prof. Du Chaumont recommends petroleum to be carried
for the purpose of burning excreta in these and other cases. Dr.
Cuningham, late Sanitary Commissioner with the Government of
India, it is true, raises a purely theoretical objection to burning,
in that he supposes the smoke and heat may carry infective par-
ticles into the air, and may propagate the disease, but in practice
this objection may be disregarded. The battlefield must likewise Disinfection

be disinfected as previously laid down. Fournier and Vaidy battle-

narrate many instances of dysentery lighted up by inhaling the
foul air of a battlefield covered with dead bodies.

Hospital Measures.—The cases of bowel complaints should
not be heaped together, for by concentration they may take on a
dysenteric character, and by degrees infection may arise.

The hospital attendants should not eat and drink in the same
room as their patients lie.

Roth opines that dysentery is never spread by the bedding or Bedding,
clothes of the patient. With all due respect to the great opinion
of Dr. Roth, I would urge, on the contrary, that the greatest care

E
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should be employed in the disinfection of clothing and bedding.

The method to be employed has already been considered in the

chapter on Disinfectants. Typhoid fever and cholera have un-
doubtedly been spread thus, and so may, and probably has, the
analogous disease, dysentery.

The three chief measures, finally, as regards hospital precau-
tions are

—

First—Segregation of patients.

Secondly—Disinfection of clothes and bedding.

Thirdly—Disinfection of excreta.

Prophylactic Rations.—Various drugs have been proposed to

be taken, similarly as in the case of malaria.

Quinine. In China, in i860, quinine was given during the season when
bowel complaints were most expected, with a view of combating
any malarious origin. In Malay it was given for the same pur-

pose, with the view of acting by improving the general health.

Sulphuric Again, a daily ration of sulphvnic acid has been recommended
in epidemic dysentery with the view of destroying any bacterium

that may be the exciting cause.

Bismuth. In the late Tonquin expedition, bismuth was given with this

view in the French army.

Of these preventives, quinine would of course be of much
value in very malarial regions. Bismuth has the objection that

its continued use would probably promote constipation, and thus

bring on the very condition pi-edisposing to bowel complaints.

On the whole, sulphuric acid has most to recommend it. More-

over, it would act also as a prophylactic to a certain extent to

cholera.

Examples of Bowel Affections.—Having now dealt with

bowel complaints generally, we will give in conclusion some ex-

amples of the influencing circumstances of this class of disease.

In the China war of i860, at the occupation of Tientsin in

September, diarrhoea and dysentery became very prevalent.

Why ? The troops had been previously confined on board ship,

and had then had for a continuous period of time only salt rations

and compressed vegetables. On landing and occupying Tientsin,

they then drank bad or indifferent water; were subjected to gi-ent

exposure to the sun in fatigue duties ; ate immoderately of fruit,

good, bad, and indifferent ; drank immoderately of " shamshoo "—

a

vile spirit. Then, during September, the warm weather suddenly

abated, and cold nights came on. A more complete chain of

causes for " bowel comiilaints " can scarcely be imagined. In

addition, many of the men had been old sufferers in the tropics.

In the Ashanti expedition of 1863-4, great aggravation of the

dysentery returns became evident. The influence of field service

was shown strongly ; for of the 210 cases in 1864, 163 occm-red

in the rainy months—April to July—and out of 32 deatlis,

26 occuiTed also in this period. At the camp at Prahsu, rains

set in before the camp was finished. The huts leaked. There

were vast forests, a river, and dense jungle, composing the site of

the camp, which gradually became a swamp. The days were very
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hot, the nights very cool, the food indifferent—of salt mesit, bis-

cuit, and bad water.

Turn now to the other side of the picture. In the Malay war,

\lysentery constituted a veritable scourge to the force. In the

Buffs, as we have shown, the admission rate was 70.11 jaer 1000.

But two companies of the Buffs remained stationary at Malacca,

Here there was no mortality from dysenteiy, and great immunity
from the disease. Why? On account of the light duty, good
<iuarters, no sun exposure, good food, and mid-day heat tempered
by a mild sea-breeze. In the rest of the regiment elsewhei'e, in

Malay, the mortality was 8.34 per 1000.

Epidemic Dysentery.—I here make a few remarks on true

epidemic dysentery, such as we read of in armies in the pre-

sanitary age. There can be very little doubt but that tliis disease

owes its origin to a special bacterium. The special anatomical
sign is the diphtheritic membrane. In and upon the mucous
•membranes, micrococci are found scattered, or aggregated as

zooglsea. These micrococci are similar to those found in diphtheria
of the fauces. In this cUsease all the precautions mentioned
before must be strenuously observed, and more especially the
facts relating to segregation, disinfection, and commencing dis-

order of the digestive system.

Scorbutic Dysentery.—Scorbutic dysentery forms one of the
most ten-ible phases of dysentery. Nowadays such an occurrence
would be a reproach. It is greatly promoted by overcrowding
and insufficient food. The prevention is manifest. The laws of
diet laid down must be adhered to. Provision for fresh meat and
fresh vegetables must be made. In the first Biu-mese war, the
total mortality by wounds and disease came to 727.5 per 1000 of
.strength. The deaths nearly equalled the niunber of British
soldiers oi%inally employed. Eanald Martin shows also that
each individual in this war encountered more risk of hfe than in
three Peninsular campaigns! The chief cause of death from
disea.se was scorbutic dysentery. A severe scorbutic dysenteiy
affected the 21st P.N.I. in the Abyssinian war. Here the native
sol'her.s were only provided with one set of clothes during the
campaign. They were, therefore, generally in damp clothes.
Owing to hme-Juice havuig been omitted during the voyage, the
dysenteric affection became scorbutic, whilst the continual damp-
nes.s of their clothing was a constant source of general chill, and
of abdominal chill in particular. Could any two conditions be
more perfect for the production of scorbutic dysentery? We
have already drawn attention to the severe epidemic in the first
Burmese war, and need only say, in conclusion, that neither tlie
epidemic dysentery of pre-sanitary wars nor scorbutic dysentery
should ever again devastate our armies.

K 2



CHAPTER II.

MALAEIAL FEVERS.

The second great scourge of a campaigning army is compre-
hended in the class " fevers." Noav, this term " fevers" has been
used in the loosest fashion. In looking over statistics, we find

an enormous entry under Malarial Fevers. There is a tendency
to return all fevers as " malai'ial." In the Nile expedition,

March i8, 1884, to July 31, 1885, the truth of the comparative
iufrequency of malarial fevers was shown. Here the returns of

paroxysmal fevers were separated from those for continued. In
the regular forces there was an admission rate of only 5.7 per

1000, whilst for continued fevers it was 222.35 P^^ 1000 (A.M.D.
Reports for 1884).

Now, on looking over most of the returns of the various tropical

and sub-trojiical campaigns, it is impossible to gather to what
extent malarial fevers have alFected the forces, for in very few is

there any specific mention of malarial fevers as such at all.

According to my experience, malarial fevers do not form a pre-

ponderating proportion of the cases of fever admitted into hospital.

I have foiind the majority of cases to consist of simple continued

fever, whether in the Punjab, N.W. Provinces, or Aflghanistan.

In the following summary of returns of the various campaigns,

we cannot, in the majority of them, estimate to what extent

malaria has played a part ; in a very few we can.

I can, indeed, only show the returns for "fevers" for the

most part generally, amongst which malarial fevers represent an
unknown quantity.

In the Burmese war, 1825-6, the force operating in Aracan
became speedily inefiective from the "malignant fever" of the

country. Ranald Martin states that 5500 European and native

soldiers were struck down :
" Every one who was not dead was in

hospital."
China, In the China war of i860, " fevers " occupied the second highest
^ °"

place to " bowel complaints " on the invahding and mortality lists.

Together with bowel complaints and cholera, they accovmted for

two-thirds of the mortality. There were 1769 admissions for

"fevers" for Europeans, 1182 for natives, with a mortality of

2.25 per cent, for the former and .75 per cent, for the latter.

Abyssinia, the Abyssinian war of 1867-8, bowel complaints and
^8*7-2-

"fevers" formed nearly half the admissions. "Fevers" gave

19.51 per cent, of admissions, Avith a mortality less than 10 per

cent.
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In the Looshai campaign of 187 1-2, "fevers," after bowel Loosiwii.

complaints, again formed the chief disease.
^'

In the Ashanti wai-, 1873, "fevers" here constituted the chief Ashami

cause of sickness. It is noted that the "fevers" were "chiefly
'

remittent."

In the Duffla expedition of 1874-5, "fevers" took the Duma,

second place to " bowel complaints." The entry here is inscribed '^'"S-

iis ague. They formed for the troops 27.21 per cent, on the

admission rate ; for the transport corps 23.01 per cent, and for

followei-s 29.72 per cent.

In the Sunjhie-ujong Force in Malay, " fevers " headed the Sunghie-

admission list. ^"-s-
In the Malay war, " fevers " took the second place to bowel Malay,

complaints. They were returned for this expedition under the '875-6.

heads of " Continued " and " Malarious."

In the war in Affghanistan the first place was again taken by Afghanistan,

fevers." The return in the A.M.D. Eeports, states the '878-80.

" fevers " were " malarious " in their nature ; but according to

my experience, the greatest number of Ci\Res were of the nature

of " simple continued fever," and were not malarious at all.

In the report of the sanitary commissioner with the Govern-

ment of India the following rates are given for the various

columns. For the British troops, November and December
1878, out of 2059 total admissions, and 18 total deaths in the

Peshawui' column there were respectively 886 admissions with

2 deaths from intermittent fever, and 252 admissions with i death,

for remittent and continued fever; in the Kurram Valley, out

of 1066 admissions and 15 deaths there were, in like manner, 615
admissions and no deaths from intermittent, with 114 admissions

and 3 deaths from simple and continued ; whilst in South Afghan-
istan out of 1 2 14 admissions and 11 deaths, there were 434
admLs-sion-s and no deaths from intermittent, and 138 admissions
and I death from remittent and continued.

For 1878 no special return for the native army is given. For
1879 amongst the British troops in the Khyber Valley, the deaths
from intermittent were 0.58 per 1000 from remittent, and con-
tinued 9.91 ; in the Kurram Valley from intermittent 0.35, from
remittent and continued 6.61 per 1000; in South Afghanistan
no deaths from intennittent, and 6.30 from remittent and con-
tinued; in Kabul 0,76 from remittent and continued per looo

—

no death-s from intermittent. In the native troops of the regular
army the statistics for enteric, intermittent, remittent and con-
tinued as regards mortality per 1000 are all summed up together
as 23.63 for the Khyber column, 11.38 for the Kurram, 6.66 for
South Afghanistan, and 2.03 for Kabul, In 1880 for the
British troops the mortality per 1000 was in the Khyber 0.34 for
intermittent, and 8.54 for remittent and continued; in the
Kurram Valley i .88 for intermittent, and 6.57 for continued and
remittent; in South Afglianistan 0.54 for intermittent i and
3.77 for continued and remittent; and in Kabul 0.25 for inter-
mittent 1.98 for remittent and continued. The statistics for the
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native moi'tality per looo are again given under one heading as
20.62 for the Khyber

; 26.36 for the Kurram
;
6.65 for South

Afghanistan; and 5.16 for KabuL
Zulu, 1S79. In the Zuhi war, 1879, "fevers" again prevailed to a greater

extent than any other class.

Egi-pt, 1882. In the operations of war in Egypt in 1882, we come upon a
better classification than any we have yet experienced.

For the European force

—

i.e., the force sent out from England

—

we have the following return given :—For " continued fevers
"

73-5 psi' 1000; " paroxysmal fevers " 17.7 per 1000. Note here
what a small proportion the latter bear to the former. And
this truth would have been lost had the whole been collected

under one head, "fevers." It was, however, reserved for the
principal medical officer of the Indian Contingent to be alone iii

forwarding a true scientific retm-n. This return was as follows,

then, for the troops starting from India :

—

Ague 123 cases = 21.67 per 1000
Febricula . . . . 28 „
Sunstroke . . . . 14 ,,

Enteric fever . . . i ,,

We have included sunstroke in juxtaposition, as many cases of
tirdent continued fever run into sunstroke.

Aka, 1883-4. In the Aka expedition, 1 883-4, ague headed the list of
^^h^b Valley, admissions. In the Zhob Valley expedition of 1884, "fever"

Nile, 1884-5. gi'eatly prevailed, as will be seen hereafter. In the Nile ex-

peditionarj' force, and in the Saakim force, under the heading
" Paroxysmal Fevers," we find for the former for the regular

forces an admission rate per 1000 of 5.7—mortality nil. In the
latter, an admission rate of 5.2 per 1000 witli a death-rate of

1.52 per 1000.

Poreign In foreign armies, as regards admission rates, malarial fevers
armies. warm climates j^lay a prominent part. Thus, Dr. Paynter

found malarial fevers conspicuous in the French army in Algeria :

the same is noticed in the " Third Annual Sanitary Eeport for

Bengal for 1886," with regard to the Algerian army. At any
rate, then, it is evident malarial fevers must play an important

role ; and they will also be more rife in a war than in a cantoii-

ment ; for in a war our tents will probably be pitched on soil

that has not been disturbed for years, or not at all ; whereas

in cantonments the ground will have been drained and prepared ;

finally, in a cantonment the site will have been selected with

ji view to sanitation; in a war, aU such considerations may have-

to give way to military necessities.

Etiology.—The nature of malaria must now be gathered. A few-

words on the theory of chill will suffice. Long ago this view was

advocated of the disease ; and in recent times it has been brought

forward by Oldham and Bellew. Malaria is here referred to

weather influences alone, and the marsh theory is directly assailed.

Now, as far as the marsh theory is concerned, it has been abun-

dantly proven that malaria is by no means of exclusively palustral
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ori<rin. But the theory of chill oversteps itself, like many another

doijuia. It asserts that there is no specific poison in malaria.

This I shall show is entirely erroneous. To get over the fact

that marshes cause malarial fever

—

e.g., in the Terai—Dr. Oldham
simply begs the question by declaring that in such places the

liability to chill is greater than in non- malarious regions. Prof.

Maclean has however annihilated the strained conclusions of this

theor}', when he showed how in Madras in a certain locality in

1869-70, out of a total population of less than a million and

a half, over a milUon sufferered from malaria—" a terrible con-

sequence to have resulted merely from a chill." He shows, more-

over, the real explanation to be, that owing to its geographical

position the district was exposed to malarious winds proceeding

from the jungles during the north-east monsoon. If this theory

of oliill were correct, we could easily annihilate malaria by pre-

cautions against chill ; but in fact the only relation malaria has

to chill is that the latter will re-excite an attack in those who
have already sufi'ered from malaria. Therefore, leaving Dr. specific

Oldham, let us quote Griesinger—" Without the assumption of tiicory.

a material and specific poison, we shall not proceed far in explain-

ing the endemicity of the fever." Various ideas have been held

as to the nature of this specific agent ; it has been held to be
of a gaseous nature, &c. ; but of late all recent investigations

tend to prove its parasitic nature. Crudeli has shown that the

poison cannot be of a chemical nature, seeing that it remains
the same in all malarious places, no matter what the nature of

the soil ; it must, on the contrary, be a living organism which
finds suitable conditions for its existence in every variety of

soil. Now, if such be the case, it is at once manifest that we have
advanced a great .step in the way of prevention, for if we can
only find out the conditions of existence of the organism, by
destroying these we shall destroy the organism, and ^vith it

malaria.

With regard to the relations of the specific organism to soil. Relation to

the first thing is to discard the idea of its necessaiy connection
with marshy soOs. Camps may be pitched on apparently most
healthy sites, and still our men may sufier from ague. As
Crudeli points out, malaria exists on soils of every conceivable
variety, of eveiy age in geological time, and it is impossible to
point to any mineralogical or chemical condition which can be
said to be essential. Dods, of Florence, has .shown that malaria
i-s not neces-sarily connected with marshes, ponds, rivers, or i-ank
vegetation, but rather in many places with a dry arid soil denuded
of vegetation. Townsend, for the Central Provinces, has shown
the same. On the shores of the Persian Gulf, again, we have a
bunit-up ground, the very opposite of a marsh, there are no rains,
no rivers, no vegetation, yet remittent fever is so severe that any
one affected with it can scarcely hope for permanent recovery,
unless lie takes complete change of air away from the Gulf.
Crudeli has hypothecated the conditions of existence of the
" ferment " to be a certain temperature, a moderate amount of
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permanent moisture in the soil, and ready access of oxygen to the
strata which contain the " ferment." He shows, moreover, how
the ferment can remain latent and inert for centuries, and then
again manifest its activity when the soil Ls stirred up by culti-

vation or excavation. In like manner the seeds of plants may
lie dormant, hence, there is nothing strained in the analogy. And
tiu-ning to Morache, we find much the same ideas, for he formu-
lates the factors necessary for the production of " malaria " as a
certain degree of solar heat, of air, of water, and the presence of

organic substances, probably vegetable, in the soU. With these

premises it is easy to understand how an apparently healthy soil

may be malarious, the ferment may be present in the organic

detritus on weather-beaten granite rocks, in the sands of the

Landes, or driven deep into the ground. Again, with regard to

the burnt-up soil of the Persian Gulf all idea of any humidity
seems difficult

;
but, on the contrary, how humid is the air, and

the humid air is contained in the interstices of the soil ; the moist

heat of the Gulf is notorious. Finally, with regard again to sandy
soils, we must remember that deep down below the sandy sur-

face vegetable debris may have been driven by the i^ain, and
there encrusting each mineral particle, at the slightest alternation

of the conditions of moisture, the " environment " may become
fitting for the activity of the " ferment."

The parasitic nature of malaria satisfactorily explains the

peculiarities of the malarious fevers as regards their capriciousness

in relation to soil and other conditions better thhn any other. As
long ago as 1849 this view was upheld by Mitchell. I do not

pm-pose, as foreign to this work, to enter into the history of

research in this direction, nor indeed to enter into the subject any
deeper than will suffice to show the grounds of belief in the

malarial organism, and the direction in which such belief gives as

indications for treatment. Laveran has described certain bodies

existing in the blood of all patients sick of malarial fever ; his

researches have been confirmed by Kelsch, and by Eichard, of

Philipville, a district abounding in malaria. The latter has

especially pointed out the selected habitat of the organism in the

red blood-corpuscle, and described the changes induced. He has

also shown how a solution of quinine renders it inert. But the

most important, perhaps, of all are the researches of Klebs and
Crudeli on the marshes and air of the E-oman C'ampagna and
Pontine marshes. Both in the soil and in the air of these

malarious localities they discovered constantly an organism—the

bacillus malarise—which they state to be the active agent of

malaria. More recently, Marchiafara and Celli have confirmed

these researches, and in like manner to Richard, have demon-

strated that the pai'asite directly attacks the red blood-corpuscles

of the blood. Indeed, from the several minute descriptions of

these various observers, it would seem that the organism described

by Laveran as Body No. 2, the organism of Eichard and that of

Crudeli and Marchiafara are one and the same. Finally, Klebs

and Crudeli claim to have produced the disease in rabbits by
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inoculation, but the experiments have been repeated by Sternberg,

who, while alleging that only septicaemia was induced, in nowise

denies the bacterial origin of malaria.*

We have entered into this purely theoretical subject, as we
think the pai-asitic nature of malaria alone gives us a clue

to work on. As Crudeli remai-ks, the fact essential for the

hj-gienist to gi-asp is that he has a living ferment to deal with, a

ferment which can floui-ish in soils of the most diverse composition,

and without the presence of which, neither marshes, nor pools of

putrescent water, are capable of producing malaria. Now, if

Crudeli has turned the life-history of the " ferment" to account

in enabling labour to be carried on in districts where before such

h\bour was impossible, surely we are bound to take a hint from
him in the preventive treatment of malaria as regards our cam-
paigns in tropical chmates.

Dr. Cuningham, late sanitary commissioner with the Govei-nment
of India, has, indeed, stated that " he does not believe the bacillus

of Laveran is a bacillus at all." Whilst, however, Dr. Cuningham
has not adduced any laboratory research on which he bases this

•expression of opinion, we have confuting it the exact studies of

Bichard of PhUipville, Marchiafara and Celli of Rome, Osier of

Pennsylvania, and Jones of New Orleans, all confirming the para-
.sitic organism of Laveran. We can, holding fast to this idea of the
organism of malaria, attempt to baffle its action, either by inter-

fering with the life-conditions formulated as necessary for its exist-

ence, or by foi-tifying the resisting power of our men exposed to it.

And here, again, the facts that the red blood-corpuscle is the habitat
of the organism, and that the latter tends to produce a necrosis of
the blood cells, are of import to us, as we shall see in discussing the
prophylactic and fortifying power of arsenious acid.

Three final arguments testifying to the bacterial agency of
malaria will now be adduced. Supposing we consider with some
that the gaseous emanations from the soil, or a chemical ferment
formed in the .soil, and raised into the air with the watery vapour
were the exciting agents

;
then, as Crudeli remarks, " the

malarious contents of the atmosphere ought to attain their
maximum during those hours when the soil is most warmed by
the sun's rays, and in which the evaporation of the water it con-
tains, and tlie chemical processes occurring in it, are at the
greatest intensity." Now this is not the case; the shortest
expenence in the tropics will soon teach that the deadly power of
malana i.s exerted chiefly in the eariy morning or after sunset.
At these two periods the temperature of the lower strata of the
air differs most from that of the soil; hence, ascending currents
of air from the soil are then strongest, and these currents bring

* In the American Jmrnal of Medical /Sciences for AprU 1885 is a paper
by Dra Cotincilman nnrl Abbot, of Baltimore, in which, in two c.-jses of
malarial coma, small hyaline masses were found in the brain anrl else-
where. Argnmentg are adducerl for anrl against the supposition that
they are bodies of the ."ame nature as those described by Laveran and
Kichard.
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the organism with tliem. .Secondly, peaty soils are singular in
never being malarious. Now peat contains tar, creasote, tannin,
volatile oils, resins, <kc. It is a well-known antiseptic dressing.
And it is non-malarious, simply because its innate anti-septicism
destroys the malarial bacillus. The Highland crofters live in
hovels, often with their cattle, in apparently the most unsanitary
condition. There are no chimneys, and the smoke from the fire-

fills the room, yet they are remarkably hardy, and free from
tubercular disease. But their fires are peat fires, and the smoke
is peat smoke, and peat smoke does not afford a fitting " environ-
ment " for the tubercle bacillus. Again, the action of quinine
on malarial fevers is the same as its action on the parasite. Both
cease and become inert. Thirdly, as Osier of Pennsylvania points
out, the destruction of the red blood-corpuscles in malaria is as

well defined an alteration of tissue brought about by parasitic

agency as can be witnessed.

Views of In concluding this purely theoretical disquisition on soil in
M. Colin, relation to malaria, I noAv mention M. Colin's views, chiefly with

a view to emphasize the gi'eat fact that arid barren soils are by no
means non-malarious. M. Colin views malaria as a power issuing

from the soil—^^JiHssn^ice regetatif du sol—which is exhausted
by cultivated plants. "When cultivation is absent, then this

power is not exhausted, and malaria becomes a source of disease.

He considers that malaria will be most ripe whenever it is not
exhausted by plants sufficiently abundant to use it up, and in

this sense he speaks of the disease as an " intoxication tellurique."

Malaria as regards Campaigns— Selection of Men.—

1

now proceed to indicate the various heads of prophylaxis. We
must first exercise selection in our matei'ial. And here, at the

onset, it must be remarked that the specificity of malarial fever

difiers essentially from the specificity of other fevers due to a
specific agent. In malaria, one attack confers no siibsequent

immunity, on the contraiy, it renders the subject moi-e liable to

future attacks. Hence, in selecting our men for an expedition,

a careful scrutiny into the medical history sheets is necessary.

Previous A malarious taint in a corps or individual predisposes most power-

histol-y
' fully to a further development on the campaign. Outside the

tropics this lesson is enforced. The soldiers emjDioyed at Wal-
cheren never afterwards were serviceable in the Peninsular. They
even sufi'ered more than the recruits. But as regards tropical

and sub-tropical regions, see what the medical history of the corp.s

Duffla. in the Duffla campaign showed us. The i6th N.I. were least

able to stand the fatigue. We have seen how they sufi'ered from

dysentery. I had arrived in Assam from the unlaealthy station

of Julpigore. Por eleven months previous to the outbreak of

hostilities they had sufiered much from fever in Assam. The fol-

lowing is the percentage of admissions for the force as regards

ague:—i6th N.I., 29.06 per cent.; 42nd A.L.I., 3.60 per. cent.;

43rd A.L.T., 7.35 per cent.; 44th A.L.I., 18.40 per cent.

Here also we see the 44th Assam L.I. coming next to the i6th,

for ague. This regiment also entered on the campaign with a
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malarious taint, having seven months before tlie commencement of

the campaign, for the first time in half a century, been trans-

fen-ed from a hill station to the malarious plains of Upper

Assam, whilst during the previous rainy season, they had suftered

unusual exposure in maintaining the blockade of the Duffla

Passes.

The Zhob Valley expedition taught lessons in this direction zhob Valley,

also. This lasted during October and November of 1884, as far

as active operations were concerned. The North Staftbrdshire

Eegiment had previously been stationed at Quetta, and suffered

much from fever." In the preliminary march to the base of

the expedition, 93 men became knocked up, whilst on the subse-

quent field ser\'ice 100 additional men were likewise useless, on

the sick list. The 4th P. I., in their long march to Dera Ghazi,

were much affected with " fever." During the active operations,

92 men were sent back to the base. The principal medical officer

remai-ks, finally, that the 2nd Grenadiers were the only corps that

marched to Zhob in an efficient condition, remaining free from

fever throughout the campaign, and with never a lengthy sick

list. They had previously been located for some time at a camp
elevated above the zone of malarial fever. Even the troops

located at the base suffered in those cases where a previous

malarial history was present, for example, the Native Artillery

and Pioneers.

In the Afghan war again, the 14th Sikhs suffered greatly from Afghanistan,

malaria at the commencement. Previous to embarking on the

campaign, they had been foi- three years stationed in the

Peshawnu- Valley. The sanitary commissioner's I'eport states that

it .suffered exceptionally whilst in the Peshawur Valley column.

Again, the Aka expedition of 1883—4 warns ns against non- Aka.

in.spection. The coolies from Golaghat, enlisted for service in the

Transport Corps, were not medically inspected before the cam-
paign, and fully one-thii-d broke down. They were cachectic and
ansemic, and had previously been working in a malarious country.
Amongst the fighting men again, the 12th N.I. suffered most
from ague; and the regiment had a decided malarious taint.

Sir Thomas Crawford has also drawn attention to the bad effect

on the efficiency of a corps, where such corps has a previous
malarious history. In the war in Afghanistan, the corps affected
with malaria before the war, exhibited during the war consistently
high rates of sickness following exposure. This was shown both
a-s regards the British and native soldiers, but especially by the
latter. Moreover, such previous malaria predisposed apparently
to a peculiarly rapid and fatal form of pneumonia following
exposure ; at least this form of pneumonia affected especially, and
more or less exclu.sively, the men who had a malarious history.
Contra.st this now with the conditions of a regiment having a
clean medical hi.stoiy. I was for some time in medical cliai-ge of
the 23rd Pioneer.'*, who had come down from Simla for the Afghan
camj>aign in a nide .state of health

;
they had little or no malarious

hi.stoi7; the result of the war did not .show a liealthier regiment
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in the campiiign. Apart from malaria weakening the resisting
powers of the body against fresli attacks, it has otlier effects. It
is one of the common causes of cardiac dilatation. Hence a regi-
ment is liable to break down from any severe strain. Also in
non-malarious localities, the exhaustion consequent on the cam-
paign may of itself re-excite fever, especially if there be also
vicissitudes of temperature. On all grounds, a previous malarial
history predisposes to inefficiency, and malarial men and corps
must be excluded if possible. This also should be so far extended
as to avoid recruiting men from malarious districts as far as
possible. Dr. Chevers has urged this in the case of British
troops.

Age. As regards age, the young soldiers and recent recruits suffer

more than their older comrades (Moore).
Lastly, although we cannot hope to avoid all attacks of malarial

fever in a campaign, yet be it remembei^ed that the severer and
fatal forms, as a rule, never attack those previously immune from
malaria.

Race.
j^g^ regards race, the negro presents the greatest immunity.

The late Dr. Hilton Fagge states that negroes are proof against

ague, but this is not stiictly coiTect. They, ai-e, however, less

predisposed to malarial fevers than any otlier race, and hence
would be of the greatest value for field service in tlie "West Indies.

In the war of the Secession in America, negro troops suffered

least from malaria. The same occurred in Mexico. This com-
parative immunity amongst negi'oes is however lost if they remain
away from their own country for long, as was well shown in the

expedition to the Niger in 1841. Here, out of 158 negroes em-
ployed, eleven were seized with malarial fever only, but these eleven

had just passed several years in England. Still, the immunity of

negroes sta}T[ng in their own country is not absolute. Out of

15,469 negro troops in Gambia, Sierra Leone and the Gold Coast

in 1859-75, there occurred 4983 cases of malarial fever, or

32 per cent, of the native troops suffei-ed (Hu'sch). Creoles,

however, have no such immunity, during the French war in

Mexico, a company of Creoles that had been raised rapidly became
inefficient from malarial fevers.

Selection of Season.—This is most important. We have

already drawn attention to this factor in connection with the

feasibility of invading Ashanti Land, and the reasoning thereof of

Sir Anthony Home. In the matter of malaria, meteorological

influences speak with no uncertain sound. Hirsch's facts show a

progressive decrease in extent and intensity from the Equator to

the Pole, and there is a certain isobar beyond which it disappears.

Tempera- Hence, temperature is a principal factor. Annesley states that

the severity of malarial fevers is in proportion to the warmth of

the climate or season in which they occur. But the highest

temperature is not always productive of the greatest amount of

malaria : Hirsch says tiaily that for the tropics in particular it is

just at the end of the hot season, when great alternations begin

to occur, that malaria is most rife. And this brings us to consider
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the bearing of the rains or moisture on the disease. When the Moisture,

rains begin, at the end of the hot season, then indeed is malaria

most powerful ; the fevers may remit during the height of the

i-ains if complete saturation of the soil have occurred, but only

again to inci'ease to this most dangerous extent when they begin

to dry up. Such is the general course both in the tropics and
sub-tropics. Look at the intense malaria in the Peshawur Valley

in September; whilst the most dangerous times for malaria on
the borders of the north-west province facing Nepaul is at the

drying iip of the rains.

Hrrsch admii-ably has summed up all these factors into the Season,

general effect of seasons. He shows how, with a general con-

sonance of incidence in tropical, sub-troiDical, and the hilly districts

of tropical and sub-tropical latitudes, malaria yet shows differences

both of intensity and of incidence in the three separate sub-

divisions. Proceeding from the limits of the sub-tropical range
to the int€nsest tropical, we find coincidently we have proceeded
from a moderate to the most intense malaria. In the high lying

regions of sub-tropics or tropics, the malaria is moderate ; it has
two maxima, one in spring, one in autumn, and the minimum in

the cold weather. Again, in the siib-tropics, such as the north
coast of Africa, Persia, Syria, &c., there is but one maximum,
beginning in the hot weather, reaching its height at the end of

that hot weather, and declining by the cold weather ; whilst
finally, in the tropics, where, we have the intensest forms of

malaria, the disease begins generally with the rains
;
reaching

its maximum when the rains cease and begin to dry up, and
attaining its minimum likewise in the cold weather. Thus the
season for operating is clearly indicated, whether we consider
temperature, rainfall, or the season generally ; the hot and rainy
seasons are to be avoided, and the cold season selected. And
we must recollect also that by operating in the wrong season
in the tropics, not only do we incur greater risk of malaria, but
we incur also a more intense character of malaria. Few better Examples,

examples of the fatal results from operating in the \\Tong season
can be found than that of the Ashanti expedition of 1864. Here
the troops were campaigning in March, when the rains had become
very frequent. On March 31 there were 90 sick in hospital out
of an entu-e force of 360 ;

besides, a large number were constantly
going sick, but not admitted, as there was no hospital accommoda-
tion for them. By the middle of April arrangements were made
for bringing down half the force to the coast. The diseases from
which they smffered were " fevers " and bowel complaints. The
troops replacing them at this period at once began to suffer from
the .same; early in June half the entire detachment at Prahsu
were sick: on June 18, at length all the troops were ordered
down, the force being practically non-efficient from malarial and
bowel sickness for any further campaigning. By contrast, look Ashami,
at the medical hi.story of the Ashanti war in 1873 in the same
region. Here, again, previous to the arrival of Sir Garnet
Wolseley, certain operations liad been carried on, and a force
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had been camped in the country at an vmhealthy season. Malarial
sickness, as usual, had come on. The Marines, in particular,

became so affected tliat they had to be sent home, the mortality
of the strength disembarked being 17.30. [The "appalling"
mortality at Walcheren was less— 17.04.] But the continuance
of the operations Avas carried on under Sir Garnet Wolseley from
October 2, 1873, to February 28, 1874, the rainy season just
setting in at the end of tliis period. The mortahty now for the
strength disembarked for the operations was only 3.14 per cent.
Here, again, as we have seen, the principal disease was remittent
fever.

Duffla, The Duffla expedition again secm-ed comparative immunity
1^874-5. from the choice of season. It was carried out from December

to the following Februaiy. The chief diseases were bowel com-
plaints and " fevers." But according to the survey officers, who
knew the country, the force had a com23arative immunity ; for

after the setting in of the spring rains, the climate of the country
explored becomes positively deadly from the increased force of

the malaria. Thus, although we can never hope to avoid malai'ia,

yet, by a judicious choice of season, we can at least choose the
most healthy season.

Transports.—In the case of European soldiers proceeding

from their homes to a tropical campaign, it can scarcely be neces-

sary to do more than draw attention that attacks of malaria have

been known to break out in crowded troop-ships at sea. Cases

of " ship-malaria " have been narrated, not referable to previous

infection of individuals on shore. Here the hygiene of the ship

had been bad
;

dirty bilges, mouldy holds, and ill-ventilated

quarters have been present. The prophylaxis is obvious.

Clothing.—The next point is the clothing of our men. This

matter has been fully entered into, in the general section of this

work. I need only recapitulate the importance of flannel, wool

and serge. In India the British troops are better off in this

respect than the native. If serge clothing could be distributed

to the Worcester regiment during the late Zhob Valley expe-

dition, as a precaution against malaria, why should not our native

troops be similarly clad 1 Khaki drdl cotton is emphatically not

a, good preventive against malaria. During the first pai't of

my career in Afghanistan the men of the Native Mountain
Battery, to which I was surgeon, came into hospital frequently

with fever. I recommended each to have a woollen jersey. They

were procured and worn, with a great diminution from fever.

The present khaki cotton drill is totally unfitted for a malarious

region, especially for a damp, malarious region. Dm-ing the

Malay war of 1875-6, the cotton drUl, from not being frequently

washed and diied, became damp and clammy under the humid

climate of Perak, fi,nd caused much fever, but more especially was

it, I believe, a causal factor in the severe dysentery which

scourged the force. For jungle warfare especially is woollen

clothing imperative.

Again, where there are great alternations of day and night
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temperature, as was the case in Abyssinia, flannel especially is

indicated for keeping up an equable temperature. We have seen

how healthy, compared to the prior expedition of 1864, was the

late Ashanti war. Due chiefly to the clioice of season, yet the

result was, doubtless, aided by the order that serge clothing was
invariably to be worn.
The men at sundown should be especially warned never to be Caution at

•without their coats, as this is one of the most dangerous periods,
rundown.

Period for Marching.—The period for marching must next

engage our attention. Sanderson, in his " Thirteen Years amongst
theWild Beasts of India," does not favour the early morning. His
experience having been gained from an intimate knowledge of

the Mysore and Chittagong jungles is certainly of value. The
late Dr. Parkes also advised marchiiig in the afternoon in the hot

malarious districts
;
whdst, finally, Morache teaches us also not to

set out at the rising or the setting of the sun. Still, I would
venture to dispute this chctum, for by avoiding the Scylla of

malaria, an army marching in the afternoon will fall into the

Charybdis of sunstroke. It will march, in fact, in exactly the
hottest pai-t of the day—the radiating power of the earth not
having kept pace with the heat given it by the sun, the hottest

part of the day, especially in the ti'opics, is not noon, but after-

noon. Indeed, in Ashanti, although it was found that malaria
was most powerful in the early morning, yet less harm occurred
when marching at those hoiirs than when marching for a length
of time in the sun. Moreover, the exposure to the sun itself is

likely to excite simple fever, which in a malarious subject will be
probably replaced by true malarial fever. Hence, fortify the
resisting power by a good meal of coffee and bread, and march Early meal,

the men in the morning.

Let the men also smoke in moderation, if the march be through. Smoking,

very malarious jungles. Sanderson has found by experience the
^ood effect of tobacco in the early morning in the jungles in
warding off the malarious miasma.

Arrived at the end of this march, arrangements ought to be Change
made invariably to prevent chill. No sitting in damp clothes is end of^

""^

to be permitted. Let the me*n walk about till the baggage comes march,

up. Let them always, if possible, have their great coats with
them ; it has been well laid down that a man should never be
separated from his gi-eat coat. In tlie Afghan war, after the
taking of Ali Mu.sjid, the i4ch Sikhs were ordered on to Fort
Dakka after the battle without theii- great-coats. For nearly
three weeks they slept on the ground with only their ordinary
uniform on. Their great-coats being left behind, malarial fever
amongst other affections quickly attacked them in large numbers
The .spare shirt and cholera beltcould be carried with the coats, and
at once changed for the wet one. Whatever be the arrangement,
the necessity of preventing chill is important. In systems already
charged with malaria, chill cf)mes in

;
thus, on the Gold Coast,

nmong.st the residents, all of whom are more or less infected with
malaria, the paroxysms are excited especially on becoming chilled.
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In the Abyssinian war, as we have already seen, some of the-

native troops were only granted one set of clothes : the men were
often, at the end of the march, excessively chilled from waiting

Veils. about, and a large amount of fever existed in malarial subjects.
With the view of protection from malaria on the early morning

marches, it was proposed to issue veils for the men in the Ashanti
war of 1873, "«^ith the idea of keeping ofF the malaria from the
mouth and nosti-ils. We believe they were not used. Still, the
idea is a good one. It might, at any rate, be utilized at night for

Anti- the men either on guard or when sleeping. The antiperiodic
periodic. « ^,.^^^(,5;^ " finally should be distributed with the early breakfast

before marching.

The Camp.—I have already discussed the relation of soil to
malaria, and have shown that every soil, nearly, may be malarious.

StUl, there are certain general rules as regards soil and site which
must be laid down. Camps, as we have seen, may be temporary
or permanent, and it is needless to say that, for the latter, the
greatest circumspection must be shown.

High As high ground as possible is a golden rule for a camp. Against
grouu

.

^j^^ vertical uprising of malaria, elevation, however small, affords

some protection. Various heights have been enumei-ated as

sufficient to afford protection against malaria, none of whicli are,

probably, without exception. The main point is to have the camp
on as high ground as is consistent with military emergencies.

This influence for the good of camping on uplands was well

shown during the Zulu war, in the difference in the health, as

regards " fevers," of the first and second divisions. The latter

division enjoyed a high state of health, being encamped and
operating in North Zululand on rolling, bracing uplands. The
first division, on the contrary, operated on the coast line—hot,

low, and swampy—and suffered much from fever. The locality,

also, was aided by the season. The first division remained en-

camped here during March and June—the malarious months for

the region. During these months, indeed, the trader never thinks

of remaining in the country, whilst even the natives suffer from
" fever." Again, the influence of elevation is shown in the regions

of the most intense malai^ia. On West Coast of Africa the

disease becomes rarer and milder the higher the ground ; in the

Persian Gulf, the heights surrounding Bassorah are almost free

from malaria, whUst Bassorah itself is infected with fever of the

worst kind.

Humidity. Ncxt to elcvation, humidity has an important bearing. Damp
camping grounds are, as a matter of course, to be avoided if

possible ; if necessity involves occupation, then measures indicated

hereafter must be undertaken.

In the Sunjhie-ujong expedition of 1874-5, ague affected the

Malacca detachment encamped on the damp ground of Ampanga.

Otherwise the health was good._

Rivers. Avoid the neighbourhood of rivers when sluggish, as swamps

are apt to be found there, especially near the mouth. Should a

bar have been formed, the swamp will be still further increased.
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The statistics of the American War of Secession show strikingly

the influence of rivers in this respect. On the Atlantic coast, all the

large rivei-s, in debouching into the sea, forna huge alluvial tracts,

whilst, on the Pacific side, a nai-row strip of land only separates

the sea fi*om the mountains. Now, the sick statistics for 1862

for intermittent fever were : In the force operating in the Atlantic

region 195.94 per 1000, in the Pacific region 145.33 ;
and, in 1863,

194.03 for the Atlantic, 121.77 Pacific. Avoid, therefore,

the embouchures and half-dried beds, with the low jungly ground,

along the banks of rivers. The coast line of Zululand near such
embouchures was found very malarious. Should, however, mili-

tary necessity demand it, then remember Sir Ranald Martin's

advice, and deepen and clean the bed, incKne the banks, and pitch

the camp as far away as possible from the banks. In the Persian
war of 1857, after the battle of Mohumra, onr men bivouacked
during the day under the shade of the date groves, moving out at

night to the plain beyond to escape the malaria arising from the
vegetation and muddy creeks. In the three years 1850-3, a
sloop was employed on the West Coast of Africa in the suppression

of the slave trade. On the river Congo, where the vessel lay, for

.seven months, from one to three miles from the shore, it was
found that, while those remaining on board rarely suffered, one-
third of the crew, ascending the river, and located near the banks,
suffered from malarious fever.

The alluvial banks of rivers are not invariably malarious, how-
ever. In the China war, in such a camp, to the surprise of the
medical staff, there was a total exemption from any outbvirst of
malaria. Even many old Indian sufferers were free. This was
held to be due to the impregnation of the alluvium with the
marine salt. At any rate, the alluvial banks of the Peiho were
not malariovLS. Certainly marine salt does exercise antagonism
to malaria, as shown by tlie fact that marshes that are regularly
overflowed by the sea are not malarious

;
again, rice fields exposed

to the sea air likewise do not give rise to malaria, whereas inland
rice fields do (Cornish).

Marshes, as pointed out by Dods, of Moi-ence, are not malarious Marshes,

so long as they are completely covered up with water. In China,
the inhabitants living near the covered-up rice fields do not suffer
froEQ fever. They are, however, very dangerous when they are
drying up. Hence we should form a temporary camp near a
completely covered-up marsh. A permanent camp should, of
course, never be located here. Again, should military reasons
not militate against the proceedings, let fires be lighted around
the camp, especially to windward. Such fires will afford pro-
tection. Meredith, for instance, cites immunity from malaria
amongst the charcoal-burners of Assam ; those who live near the
pits, breathing the smoky air, are free, whilst their comrades
living elsewhere are affected, Sanderson recommends a moving
camp in the jungles to be protected by a fire to windward.
Again, at the works for the amelioration of the Eoman Campagna"
the camp of the labourers was illuminated evei'y night by bonfires'

I.
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" with which they sought to disinfect the air." If we have any
neighbouring clump of trees, let such clump intervene between
the marsh or rice fields and the camp ; it will keep off the malaria.
Even elevated ground is dangerous when related to a swamp.

Thus, such elevated ground should be avoided. Avoid the slope
of a hill overlooking a marsh, or exposed to the winds blowing
across from a swamp. Crudeli seems to doubt that malaria can
be caused by currents of air blowing from infected sites in the
surrounding country, but the following instance by Dr. Jackson
would prove the fact :—Near Kingsbridge, in Jamaica, some two
hundred paces from a swamp, a camp M'as pitched on a dry and
elevated site, but exposed to the winds blowing across the swamp.
The more elevated part on the right was especially struck by the
wind ; malarial fever soon broke out there, whilst the lower part
on the left remained almost exempt. Those whose tents were
pitched on a height in front of the camp, and most exposed to the
wind, suffered most, and not one of them escaped infection.

Sites, also, at the foot of hills, which supply a copious downpour
of water, are unhealthy, and should be avoided, especially if the
vegetation be luxuriant, and the grass gi'eener than that of the
surrounding country.

Lastly, the doors of all tents should open away from the ma-
larioi;s quarter, should military necessity demand such proximity.

Ravines. A few cautions on ravines are necessary. Avoid them, especially

where the vegetation is rank. The mouth of a ravine is often

dangerous, and the natives will often intuitively plant a grove of

trees between their village and the mouth if located thus. The
summit, also, of a ravine may be malarious, as at Lundikotal, on
the Khyber side, during the late Afghan war. Lundikotal,

although 3500 feet high, and with a general sanitary condition

perhaps better than that of the neighbouring camps, and with good

water, suffered disproportionately from malaria. Now, the rocks

of the Khyber Pass leading up to Lundikotal formed a sort of

funnel, of which Lundikotal was the summit, and the malaria,

passing upwards with the heated air from below, became con-

densed at the Kotal, and concentrated on the camp.

Brushwood, Brushwood and jungle are generally held harmful, and, as a
jungle.

rule, such camping grounds are inadvisable. But in many cases

this may not be the case. Thick jungle and brushwood are to be

avoided ; collections of vapour assemble, and malaria abounds in

the exhalations ; but with thin brushwood, if there be free venti-

lation, so that the air passes readily through it, malaria can be

absent.

Eecently cleared brushwood and jungle seems always danger-

ous, especially if the soil be disturbed, for, as we have seen, on

Colin's theory, the brushwood serves as a path for eliminating the

malaria from the soil ; now the brushwood, having been cleared

away, the malaria is no longer eliminated, but is ready for action

in the soil.

As regards temporary camps, therefore, do not locate them

either near dense brushwood, or on ground only recently cleared
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from such ; avoid all brushwood surmounted with vapours in the

evening. Then jungle, <fec., with free perflation of air is less

harmful, and may be harmless. And with reference to a per-

manent camp, clear the brushwood away, " fire " the remains of

the stumps, distui-b the ground as little as possible, and let it be
freely ventilated for some time before occupation. The site wUl
then be free from malaria, or, at any rate, as free as circumstances
will allow. In connection, however, with this clearing away of

undergi'owth and brushwood, the Commission lately appointed at

Rome to report on "the influence of woods on the Roman
Littoral," declared that " the dogma, accepted for the last eighty

years, that the clearing, whether total or partial, of tracts of low
brushwood, always occasions an increase of malaria, is absolutely

without foundation. Those places in which the wood had been
destro}-ed were rather improved as regards malaria."

To conclude, with a crucial example of the bad effect of camp-
ing near thick jungle. Dr. Meredith has pointed out how, at the
Loajan tea factory in Assam, the labourers' cottages wei^e located

in two rows facing each other ; one row on the left bank of the
Shaan river, with its back towards it, the other facing, with its

back towards thick jungle which came close up. The labourers
were of the same race, ate the same food, and lived under the
same atmospheric conditions, yet malarial fever strongly attacked
those living in the cottages near the jungle, and nearly spared
altogether those living near the river.

In making a permanent camp, if the soU be much disturbed, Effect of

much malarial fever is likely to happen. Every virgin soil the soii"^
should be looked on as a hot-bed of malaria, and precautions
taken, such as will be more especially indicated tinder the question
of fortifying the resisting power of the oi-ganism.

In the Zulu war, during the erection of Tort Chelmsford, much
malarial fever attacked the men engaged on the works, due to
the upturning of the soil. At Hongkong so much malarial fever
attacked the men of certain barracks that the latter had to be
given up. ]^ow, near these especial barracks a great amount of
levelling, earth-cutting, and road-making was carried on. The
soil wa.s ferruginous clay and disintegrated granite. Dr. Dods,
who was called in, caused the nearly levelled ground to be covered
with turf, and the scarped sides of the excavated hills to be pro-
tected with chunam. In a short time the neighbouring barraclcs
again became healthy.

In making a permanent camp we could scarcely, for obvious Precautions
reasons, cover the gi-ound with turf. We shall rarely, indeed !"dicated

campaigTi in the tropics in a turfy country, and the prevention of pennan'cft''

malaria in the formation of forts and permanent camps on malai-ious
soils 13 a difficult problem for the sanitary officer of the force. In
Italy, Tommfisi Crudeli has had great success in reclaiming mala-
rious lands

;
and his results are a striking in.stance of the value of

thorough scientific theory in pointing out the means to a practical
end. Who can venture to scoff' at bacterial theories when they have
led to such striking benefits t Inasmuch ns his researches indicate

L 2
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Thermic
ameliora-
tion of
malaria in

camp.

Hydraulic
ameliora-
tion.

the line on which any malarious site can be rendered healthy, let

us see how far we can apply them to the permanent camps of war.
We must first know the conditions of life of the malarial bacillus

;

these have been predicated by Crudeli to be (i) A temperature
not lower than 20° C; (2) A moderate degree of permanent
humidity in the soil ; and (3) the direct action of the oxygen of the
air on the strata of the soil which contains the ferment. If any
one of these three conditions be wanting, the development of
malaiia becomes impossible, as the bacillus is no longer able to
live. We have thus to work on these three lines—thermic,
hydrauhc, and atmospheric. Nature suspends herself the action

of malaria. Winter causes a thermic amelioration ; a warm and
dry summer, by exhausting the humidity of the soil, causes an
hydraulic amelioration ; whilst where alluvial deposits of healthy
soil cover up a malarious site from the oxygen of the air, we have
an atmospheric amelioration.

Now, as regards the attacking of the bacillus on the thermic
side, we can do nothing. We cannot control the sun's rays so as

to lower the temperature of the soil to less than 20° 0. (68° P.).

All we can do is to take advantage of the presence of any wooded
site for oui- camp. Thus, the camj) on the Peiwar Kotal formed
a typical camp, both strategically and medically. Commanding
the ascent of the pass, it was well wooded with pine trees,

alFording a grateful shade to the tents. Still this could not be con-

sidered a typical camp in a warm country ; in fact, it formed a hill

station which happened to command the line of communications.

By acting, however, against the element of moisture, we can do

much. The site must be thoroughly drained, the drain should

run through the length and breadth of the camp, with due refer-

ence to the fall of the ground
;
they should be deep enough

all cases to withdraw moisture from any stratum

decaying vegetable matter." Again, cut drains around each indi-

vidual tent, such cuttings running into the main one of the camp
street. It is astonishing how soon humidity will disappear in the

tropics. I have seen the ground of camps under water after

heavy storms, yet by the judicious cutting of drains, rendered

dry in a few hours, aided by the powerfiil sun. The importance

of systematic draining is supreme. The commission above alluded

to in Italy on the influence of woods on malaria, insist that the

chief factor was an undrained soil in the causation of the malaria,

and that whilst it was a matter of indifference whether the woods

be retained or not, nothing but drying the soil by proper di-ainage

would diminish the disease. In Algeria, again, Morache has

pointed out how systematic drainage dimishes malarial fever ; he

instances, in particular, Boufforick, in the Mitidja, formerly so

extremely unhealthy from malaria
;

since, however, the locality

has been properly drained, the mortality has fallen to less than

two-thirds its former extent.

And it would seem, moreover, that such measures are equally

important for the chargers of the cavalry, and for om- transport

animals as for ourselves. Pettenkofer, at any rate, gives the

m
contammg
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following mstance, showing how a febrile affection can cause

an excessive mortality amongst horses in damp studs. Near
Munich were two paddocks, about six miles apart, built on
an absolutely identical plan. But the horses in one were per-

fectly healthy, whilst those in the other suffered an excessive

mortality from a low form of fever. Now, it was found out

that in the healthy paddock the subsoil water lay at a distance of

6 feet from the surface, whilst in the other, only at a distance of

li feet. Di-ainage rectified the unhealthy paddock, which then

remained perfectly healthy.

The fact,' however, must not be lost sight of, that hydrauHc
amelioration must have ever an element of uncertainty in it,

becaiise the requisite degree of humidity of the soil, for the

development of the malarial agent, may at any time be restored

to it by stoi'ms. We must, therefore, combine with it, as far as

possible, atmospheric amelioration. By atmospheric amelioration Atmosphc

we have to exclude, as far- as we can, the oxygen of the air from a.meiiora-

contact with the malarious soil, or else disinfect the air coming
from the soil. This can be carried out extensively, of course, in

civil life in the way Crudeli has pointed, by " natural top dress-

ings," formed by alluvial deposits, or by felting together the
roots of grass. What can we do in camp life 1 It must be
confessed that, unless circumstances are favourable, we can do
but Httle. Still much may be done by well ramming down the
soil, taking advantage of healthy alluvium for flooring one's tent.

In some of the camps in Afghanistan the floors were covered
with pine foHage. The fragrance from the bruized bark and
foliage also was an additional protection to the mere mechanical
covering of the latter, for the antiseptic odours would surely act
on the morbific principle.

A permanent camp, therefore, gradually should be treated on
the foregoing principles. The principles being indicated, local

ingenuity must supply the means.
To show that this is not all theory, I will, in conclusion,

quote the following example of the procedure from Crudeli. In
1883 the grounds of the Janiculan Hill, near the Palazzo Salviati,
in the Lungara, notedly malarious, were drained, and densely
coated with meadow soil. There has since not been a single case
of fever amongst the personnel occupying the Palazzo Salviati,
whilst in the Palazzo Corsini, on the same site of the Langara,
but looking on the grounds of the Janiculan, which are still

exposed to the air and sun, there have within the same period
been not a few cases of fever, many of them fatal.
Where wood is at hand we can do much by hutting the men. Hutting

At the Peiwar the men were hutted. In many of the campaigns
on the north-east frontier of India, materials have been at hand
for hutting. At Ali Kheyl huts were in many cases made. The
proce-ss of hutting itself, by affording occupation in monotonous
life on the line of communication, will tend to keep off malaria.
A go<^)d wooden floor, and wooden walls and windows, shutting off
the malarious gi-ound exhaktions, and excluding the damp
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vapours, will do much to ward off fever. Raised platforms also

along the sides of the huts can be made for sleeping on, as will

be more particularly pointed out further on in this chapter.
In a campaign which is likely to be of some duration, I think

that the experiment would be worth trying of providing seeds of
various vegetables. Along the permanent camps on the line of

communications, plots of ground might be cultivated ; this would
act beneficially in many ways; it would give occupation to our
men ; if successful, we should have a certain supply of fresh vege-
tables, whilst by bringing the ground under cultivation, malaria
would be diminished.

A few words on the influence of trees may now be added. I
have shown that a tope of trees on elevated ground forms an
excellent site as regards prevention from malaria. Again, trees

act beneficially when they are so placed with regard to any camp
as to form a barrier to the transport of malaria from any swamp.
In Terracina, for instance, in Italy, an augmentation of fever was
experienced after the felling of a cork wood, which had intervened
between the affected villages and the source of the malaria. But,

on the other hand, where the soil is damp and malarious, Crudeli

strongly advises to cut down all the trees of the locality ; he states

that the " cutting down of forests in malarious countries has often

proved an excellent means of amelioration ; because by removing
every obstacle to the direct action of the sun's rays on the soil, its

humidity during the warm season is exhausted."

Such, therefore, it would appear is the course to be pursued in

the case of the formation of a permanent camp in the immediate
neighbourhood of trees growing on swampy ground.

Finally, all decaying wood should be removed and burnt.

Kellog, of Battle Creek, has drawn attention to the presence of

malarial fevers in such sites. In fact, where such decay affects a

large area, avoid the site altogether.

All sites with rank vegetation should be avoided for a tem-

porary camp ; and in the formation of a camp on the line of

communications the vegetation must be treated as brushwood.

Having now passed in review some of the natural features of

country favourable and unfavourable for camping as regards

malaria, I will conclude this portion of the subject by an illustra-

tion from the Ashanti expedition of 1863. Here, as we have

before seen, the expedition aborted on account of the excessive

sickness from malarial fevers and bowel complaints. There were

here two principal camps in the jungle, at Prahsu, and Swadroo.

At Swadroo camp, the men were all picked ; the camp was on a

shght elevation, and a quarter of a mile from the river; the

number of men in camp were comparatively small ; the hutting

was superior owing to the better facility for hutting ; and during

the greater pai-t of the time the men had fresh vegetables and

fruit. The sickness fi-om malaria and bowel complaints was much
less than at Prahsu.

At Prahsu, all these conditions were removed. The camp

abutted on the river ; it was surrounded by enormous trees and
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jungle ; the men were not picked men, and the camp was much
larger ; no fresh vegetables nor fruit were ever obtainable. As a

consequence, the unhealthiness from malaria and bowel complaints

was far gi-eater than at Swadroo.

Pood.—Having selected and clothed our men, and made the

camp as protected against malaria as possible, we next have to

coHsider their food in this respect. As regards the solid con- Solid food,

stituents of the food, there is nothing very especial to mention.

It is self-evident that a full and complete ration should be

determined on, in order that the body may be maintained in as

robust a state as possible, and therefore so much the more fortified

against the poison. The food also should be digestible, as in-

digestion pi'edisposes to malaria. It has been remarked that

whilst a deficiency of albuminates favours the onset of all specific

diseases, malai-ial fevers are especially so favoured. Hence, give

a siifficient ration and vary the diet. The importance of a full

diet is even greater than that of prophylactic medicine. Living-

stone, in his tiuvels in Africa, found that the men of his party
who had plenty of wholesome food were safer from fever (malarial)

than those who took prophylactic medicine but had not a liberal

diet. Surgeon-General Moore also states that the omnivorous
Mussulman is less liable to ague than the grain-eating Hindoo.
With regard to liquids, the greatest care must be taken with Water,

regard to the water. If at all suspicious, it must be treated as

already indicated in the chapter on Water. Tea and coffee are Tea, &c.

supposed to lessen the effects of malaria, and should, if possible,

be habitually drank both on the march and in camp. A good
instance of drinking tea in a malarious country occm-i-ed in the
case of Dr. Blanc in connection with the Abyssinian expedition.
From Massowah to the high lands, a distance over 319 miles, the
drinking-water was bad. Dr. Blanc and Mr. Prideaux always
took their water in the form of tea or chocolate, and enjoyed
perfect health; Mr. Rassam was less strict, and had " fever"; he
then followed Blanc's example and remained free from fever for
the rest of the time. The native servants drank all sorts of watei',
and took very httle, if any, care with it : they suffered much from
fever and dysentery. It has been asserted, indeed, "that the
evidence of the po.ssibiUty of malarial infection being caused by
water, points to an emphatic negative." How far such an asser-
tion is justified by " evidence," is shown by the following ex-
perience.

In the works of the Indian Government to reclaim portions of
the Terai, the influence of the drinking-water has been most
closely shown. Here the conflict has been deadly between the
would-be .settlers and the malaria. Tlie water in the streams in
the Terai is impregnated with tlie malarial poison, the drinking
of which is not only dangerous but often fatal.

.Some few years ago, in October, the most deadly month for
malaria in the Terai, some workmen were engiiged in repairing a
bridge over the Chuka, and were dependent on this stream for
their drinking-water. Out of 30 men, only 3 escaped fever, and
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Kever<al died. Since tlien a masonry well has been constructed
;

drinkers from this well do not suffer now from fever.

Again, the villagers of Bahrwa formerly using water from
shallow wells fed by surface drainage, repeatedly had to desert
their homes from the fatal form of fever prevalent amongst them

;

a well of masonry, 40 feet deep, was constructed, and the village
has become one of the healthiest in the neighbourhood. The
Forest Department now constructs deep masonry wells at all their
stations, and their employes can now remain permanently at
stations at which formerly they had to be relieved periodically

every fortnight.

Another example of malarious poisoning by water is given by
Boudin. A malignant epidemic of malarial fever broke out on
board a French man-of-war, bound from Algiers to Marseilles,,

when at sea; 13 of the crew of 229 died, whilst 98 had to be
admitted into hospital on arrival at Marseilles. On inquirj^ it

was shown that at Bona, the port in Algiers whence they had
sailed, the ship had taken in several casks of marshy water.

Those who drank of this water had fever, whilst not a single

case occurred amongst the crew that drank of water procured

from other sources.

Now, malarial fever thus induced is apt to assume a very
virulent form. All water, therefore, must be filtered and boiled.

But as far as the ration will permit, let the men drink water
in the foim of tea and cofiee, as previously mentioned, in a
malarious country. Water from streams flowing down from
dense forests, or overhung during their course by trees and
bushes, is to be viewed with susjDicion in this respect, whilst

water from streams bordered by sands or boulders is generally

harmless. Other means of avoiding surface water—Norton's

tubes, &c.—have been previously alluded to.

Stimulants. '< jj^s been demonstrated that intermittent fevers, especially

in their pernicious forms, are both more frequent and more
rapidly fatal among those who take alcohol than amongst those

who on principle avoid absolutely all alcoholic drinks " (Morache).

We have already seen with what good effects the spirit ration has

been abolished. It was designedly omitted in the campaign in

the malarious Ashanti countiy (1873). Gore has pointed out the

pernicious effects of intemperance on malaria at Sierra Leone.

Desgenettes, in his medical history of the French army in Egypt,

Sir Eanald Mai'tin and Sir J. M'Grigor all insist on the same

point. Hence, avoid all stimulants.

Smoking. Tobacco is often a powerful adjuvant in keeping off malaria.

Such is the testimony of those ardent sportsmen who seek the

jungles in the hot season. In opposition, Sir R. Martin held

that it had no such practical effect. But I hold that in the damp
tropical jungle, streaming with exhalations, tobacco is an agent

for good, for the unadulterated malarious air is, at any rate, not

inhaled. Tobacco should not be smoked, however, to excess, for

in that case it will predispose to malaria.

Night Precautions.—On the setting of the sun and the
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approach of night, malaria becomes again more aggressive. The

men will be partly at rest, partly on guard, and in both cases

must be protected. For those about to rest, the golden rule is i. Sleeping

never to lie in immediate contact with the ground. In invading ments^'

a strange country we can often obtain hints for sanitation even

from the unsanitaiy savage. Haiiscka urges the wise sanitarian

and campaigner to copy the modes of life of the inhabitants of

unhealthy districts. We can, at any rate, take indications from

some of them. Ti-avellers and sportsmen in the dense jungles of

India have seen that, as a rule, the natives of the jungle never

sleep on the ground. For instance, the Tharus of the Terai live

in houses built on poles 6-8 feet high, and are supposed to be

exempt from malai-ious fevers. The Bogshas have their floors

raised considerably above the general ground level. In the

Garrow and Chittagong hills in the north-east of Bengal, the

jungle tribes hve in houses raised i o feet from above the ground,

supported by means of bamboo posts. These latter races also are

practically free from malaria in comparison to tribes who do not

take these precautions. The .Kurrahoos and Sholagas of Mysore,

for instance, build their dwellings flush with the ground ; but

their physique is miserable, and they are victims to malaria. In
the malai'ial districts of Italy the inhabitants were wont to select

sleeping-places on the top of the old sepulchral monuments. In
the malarious districts of Greece, and in the Pontine marshes of

Italy, the people, during the malarial season, bivouac at night on
platforms propped on poles 5 or 6 metres high, and so escape

attack. The American Indians sling their hammocks on the

highest trees they can find when passing the night in malarious

districts ; whilst the engineers of the Panama Canal built shanties

for their workmen in trees, and so preserved them from nocturnal

malaria. The Looshais were foimd by our people to build their

houses raised on strong timber frame-work several feet above the
ground. In the valleys, if they have to pass the night, even in
the healthy season, they invariably make a machan in a tree, and
avoid sleeping on the ground. In Malay, Mattang was built in a
mango swamp. The houses of the village were raised on poles
6 feet high, the mud being excavated from the vicinity and heaped
up on the site of the future house. The resulting excavations,
though becoming filled with stagnant water, until a high tide
airried the latter away, did not cause malarial fever to the
inhabitants living in these raised dwellings. The Chinese raise
their bed-places 3-4 feet high. In Aka country, the huts . of all

the villages were raised on piles. Many more examples might
be cited to show the safety obtained by sleeping high above the
ground. I have before alluded to the vertical elevation of
malaria ; hence it is evident it must be most powerful near the
ground.

The injurious results of sleeping on the ground were clearly
shown in the Duffla campaign. Here the Transport Corps suffered
far more in health than the rest of the troops. Their work wa.s
much harder, and they were deprived of any periodical rests.
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Under this pressure of work they neglected tlieir sleeping-places.

The dampness of the ground pierced then hastily constructed beds
of leaves, and malarious fevers and bowel complaints resulted
disproportionately.

Never, therefore, let the men sleep on the bare ground : at
least each man in a temporary camp has his great-coat and water-
proof sheet, or ought to have them. Straw may be obtainable or
dried grass. Ashanti hammocks could surely be furnished per
man where the campaign is known to lie in a very malarious
country. For the men located in a more permanent camp on the
line of communications, arrangements can with greater facility be
made. In regions where the bamboo is plentiful, along the sides

of any huts formed for the men, raised bunks can be made, or

floors of rammed clay can be raised i foot from the ground on
which the men can lay their waterproofs. Such plans were
carried out in Malay and Ashanti respectively. "Whilst the huts
are being raised, the men could sleep in machans. The bedstead

designed and figui-ed by Mr. Longmore in his work on gunshot
wounds can be readily extemporized from bamboos or saplings.

Tent sacks stuffed with straw can be utilised
;
palliasses filled

with straw as in Zululand ; in short, much must depend on the
ingenuity of the men and the materials at hand.

The men must, of course, take care not to sleep in damp clothes.

The huts and tents must be closed after sunset to shut out the

malaria. All who can do so shovild provide themselves with mos-
quito curtains. Mr. Sanderson, whose life is constantly in the

jungles of Chittagong after elephants, has been remarkably free

from malaria, and attributes this to two facts : (
i
) that he always

slept on a bedstead off the ground ; and (2) that he always slept

within mosquito curtains.

Ni^ht For those on sentry at night, precaution must likewise be
duties.

afforded. The men on guard should have some coffee or chocolate

with biscuit about 9 p.m. ; and again strong coffee should be

served round about i a.m. The men must be warmed and
stimtdated when most exposed to the malarious air, and no better

stimulant is there than the above. Sentry-boxes of bamboo or

sacking should be rigged up. Here again also is seen the

necessity of good wooUen clothing.

Should any camp be in a very malarious district, let the men
have an extra antiperiodic " ration " on going on guard. Finally,

with the early morning, they will share in the general early morn-

Natural ing tea or coffee, &c. Natural conditions may of themselves aid the

fawiirbg^ increasing force of malaria at night. Thus, on the Gold Coast,

night where a land wind blows off the shore at night, we find an
malana.

additional aggravation of the conditions. For, in the interior,

thousands of miles from the Gold Coast, the country is covered

by dense forests with innumerable marshes and swamps; and

without any lofty hills to obstruct the spread of the exhalation

from the soil. During the day the sun draws up the steamy

vapour from the swamps; then, when evening sets in, the land

night breeze springs up, and carries on its wings the exhaled
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vapour to the coast. One final injunction in connection with Hathing

evening malaria : no bathing parades should be permitted after ''
'

the sun has set.

Thus far we have tried, by selecting our men, and the season

for opei-ating, by properly clothing and feeding them, by attend-

ing to theii- hfe in camp, and finally by attacking the conditions

appertaining to the Hfe of the " ferment," to prevent the action

of malai-ia. The men must perforce remain exposed to the

morbific influence, which may yet flourish in despite of all the

iibove measui-es.

Can any other measure be called in 1 In the words of Crudeli

"we can, in addition, " increase the specific resistance of the human
organism to the poison." And this brings us to the question of

the " antiperiodic ration."

Antiperiodie Ration.—Prophylactic rations were first tried Quinine,

in China in the shape of quinine. The drug was thought to have China,

been of service, but no definite experiments were made.
At Peshawur, however, in 1866, during the autumnal months Peshawur.

when malaria is very rife, a trial of quinine was instituted. The
difierent corps were divided into wings : the men in one wing
having 5 grains every evening ; the men in another having none.

Prom September i to November 30, 1203 men took quinine,

with an admission into hospital of 10.22 per cent, for malarial

fever; 1202 men did not have quinine, with an admission rate of

27.28 per cent, for fever. Here the material, the place, the
general conditions were the same, and hence this experiment in
corpore vili is of much value.

The general opinion is certainly in favour of the ration. In v.in Buren.

America, after Van Buren had served on a sanitary commission
in which this matter was taken into consideration, he stated that
the daily ration of quinine was found to protect the men from
malarial disease. Hammond also stated the same as the result of

his experience in the civil war.
But there has been nevertheless opposing evidence. Thus the Algeria.

French in Algeria have not had good results. Sir Anthony
Home again has recorded as the sum of his experience in the
Ashanti war that he was unable to recognize any value resulting Ashanti.

from the practice of giving a daily quinine ration. It seemed to
him neither to ward ofi" malaria nor to mitigate its attack.

In the Malay war, again, a daily issue of 3 grains was ordered ; Malay,

after a while the issue was only on alternate days. The Ghoorkhas,
however, did not receive the ration, and yet they sulTered only
very slightly more from " fever " than the Buffs who did. But,
among the Buffs, the malarial fever which did attack the
corps appeared one month at least after they had been regularly
taking it.

Again, Tommaai Crudeli has found long-standing malaria to be Cmdcli.
actually aggravated by quinine. As negative evidence is of less
value than positive, it is certain that quinine is of benefit on the
wliole. Are there, Jiowever, any superior substitutes 1 Crudeli Conclusion,

would seem to have indicated one at least.
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Arsenious In 1880, Crudeli proposed the trial of arsenious acid as a
prophylactic to enable the labourers to remain at work on those
malarious soils in Italy which were being reclaimed from malaria

Ricchi. by high cultivation. In 1881, Dr. Eicchi, chief of the medical
staff in charge of the Roman and South Italian railways, instituted
experiments, but inasmuch as malaria was not rife that year, nO'
important conclusions were drawn. In 1882, however, malarial
fever was urgent; and to 455 workmen Eicchi gave one milligramme
of arsenic, gradually increasing the quantity to eight milligrammes,
daily. Of these 338 were either cured of fevers which they had,
or prevented from contracting them, in 43 cases the results were
negative. Amongst these latter cases were those who did not
take the medicine regularly or only for a few days. In 74 cases

the influence of the remedy was doubtful, but in these the
medicine was alternated with other supposed prophylactics.

Eicchi is convinced that "if arsenic is not always preservative

against malarious infection, it renders the human organism less

and less susceptible to the ferment of malaria." In 1883, the
expei'iments were continued on 78 individuals in the Borino dis-

trict. These 78 were divided into two sections, of which half took
arsenic only. At the end of the fever season, those who had not
taken arsenic had suffered from fever, many of them severely

;

whilst the others were nearly immune, 36 out of the 39 who had
taken arsenic had had no fever, and the remaining three had
had only shght attacks.

Similar results have since been obtained in Bosnia ; in the

Tuscan Mai-emma ; and amongst the men employed in the royal

chases at Caste!pasciano.

Researches have also been instituted on animals, by inoculating

them first with malarious blood, then treating one-half with
arsenic. The experiments are not yet complete enough for any
result to be arrived at.

In addition to its antiperiodic action, arsenic has a tonic action

well adapted for campaigns. " In Styria the men use it to enable

them to undergo great exertion without fatigue, and they main-

tain that it enables them to climb mountains and accomplish

fatiguing tasks utterly impossible without." The arsenic-eaters

all belong to the lower classes, and are said to be strong, healthy,

courageous and pugnacious.

Downie. Again, Downie, of the Indian medical service, in his trials of

arsenic as a prophylactic agent against malaria, has found his

results superior to those from quinine.

Finally, no bad conseqiiences ensue from a prolonged course of

Wiiks. it. Dr. Wilks " has never observed any injurious eft'ect from its

long use, although, as is known, it becomes absoi'bed into the

system."

Author's ex- The results of my experience with this drug have so far not
perience. been in accordance with the foregoing. During 1886 and 1887 I

placed the regiments I was serving with on a prophylactic ration

of arsenic during the months in which malarial fever was to be

expected. The men in each regiment being in both instances of
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one caste and i-ace, the circumstances of the experiment were nob

disturbed by any intrinsic factor.

In 1 886 four companies of the 23rd Pioneers were ordered to

take the ration, the remaining four companies not doing so. The
table shows the result :

—

Months. Dose.

Total
Cases of
>l alarial

Fever.

Cases in

Companies
takinjj

Arsenic.

Cases in

Companies
not taking
Arsenic

August 5 minims 4 I 3
bis die.

September . Do. 6 5 I

October i to 8 Do. 8 4 4
9 to 31 . 5 minims 17 9 8

ter die.

November 1 to 12 Do. 9 6 3
13 to 30 10 minims 4 r J

ter die.

December Do. 6 2 4

Total cases .... 54 28 26

Thus, the cases not taking arsenic had, indeed, fewer cases of

malaria than those taking it. When the largest dose was given,

the result was however different, but still the effect generally was
not in accordance with expectation.

In 1887 the men of the 14th Sikhs were subjected to a similar

treatment. The right wing took six minims of arsenic twice daily

from September 20 to November 16. The result showed as
follows :

—

Eight Wing. Left Wing.

Quotidian ague 3 cases 9 cases
Tertian ague . 4 „ Nil
Quartan ague I

,. Nil

Total . 8 9

Here, again, no result was obtained.

Johann.sohn, in his experiments on the action of arsenic on the aiode of

yeast plant, concludes that the drug causes its degeneration,
arsln'ic"'^

Arsenic would appear to have a twofold action in malaria.
Reasoning by analogy, it would attack the malarial organism as
it does the yeast plant, and secondly, " it increases the specific
resistance of the red blood-corpuscle. If the blood in anajmia be
examined whilst arsenic is being admini-stered, it -will be found
that the dLsintegration of the red blood-corpuscle ceases. But, as
we have seen, the malarial bacillus has an elective affinity for the
red blood-corpuscle, on which it brings necrosis. The arsenic will
thus both prevent the neci-osis, and al.so stop any that is going on.

Finally, Tommasi C'rudeli has found its action superior to that
of quinine, longer in duration, and more beneficial to the general
nutrition.
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Lemon
juice.

Coffee.

Opium.

Iodine.

Alkaline
salicylates

It is also far cheaper than quinine. Under these circumstances
it is worthy of trial.

In many parts of tropical and sub-tropical regions we should
probably be in a position to obtain lemons or limes. If so, as far
as possible economize their use. Dr. Maylieri has found a decoction
an excellent prophylactic against malaria. The fresh fruit, rind
included, is cut into thin slices, thenboUedin three pints of water,
until the fluid is reduced to one-third. It is then filtered and
strained, and allowed to cool. CerveUo of Palermo, Ferrarrcsi of
Rome, and Mascagni of Arezzo have experimented largely with
this remedy, and obtained excellent resides. M. Colin, again,

advises black coffee to be given as a prophylactic, considering it

superior to quinine. Dr. Moore, of the Bombay service, holds

that opium-eating is in a measure prophylactic. He instances a
severe outbreak at Jondpoor in 1863, in which every man
attached to the political agency was attacked with malarial fever

except two, who were opium-eaters.

As regards other prophylactics, no good results have been
elicited. Atkinson, of Maryland, in an exhaustive paper on the
influence of iodine, has shown the latter drug to have very little

influence, which influence was only exerted after a long adminis-

tration of the drug. In the large majority of cases no efiecfc

whatever resulted.

Alkaline salicylates have been tried. Their action is doubtful,

THncmTe of and they are not efficacious as prophylactics. As regards eu-
eucalyptus.

(JJ^^lyp^^g^ it appears to have established quite a false reputation as

regards malaria. Aitken, of Rome, has shown that the influence

of the eucalyptus on the malaria of the Oampagna has resulted

only in a costly failure. The plantation at the Tre Fontana,

which the zeal of the Trappist monks has kept in a flourishing

condition, has done little or nothing to remove the bad reputation

for malaria of this region. The monks still succumb to malarious

fevers, whilst the proposal to send convicts to assist the monks in

extending the plantations, carried into eflect, has had to be given

up owing to the mortality incurred from fever. The eucalyptus

simply acts by withdrawing water from the soil. This action was
forcibly brought to my notice when on leave in New Zealand. At
a country-house, formerly surrounded by a well-stocked planta-

tion, no other living tree was to be seen but the eucalyptus. This

result had ensued on adding to the plantation specimens of

eucalypti. They rapidly grew up, and derived so much moisture

from the soil as to kill all the other trees.

Hospital Ships.—A short reference to the location of hospital

ships on malarious shores is necessary. Their employment in

campaigns has been attended lately with the greatest benefit.

How far ofi" should they, therefore, be anchored from the shore ?

Does sea-water stop the horizontal spread of malaria? The

evidence is conflicting. Various distances, on the one hand, have

been laid down relative to the horizontal spread over sea-water of

malaria

—

e.g., for China three-quarters of a mile, for the West

Indies one mile, were found necessary. But, on the other hand,.
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in the Ashanti war, ships could be anchored close off Cape Coast

without any risk of remittent fever. Cornish shows that rice

fields exposed to sea-air are not sources of malaria ;
and, finally,

Hirsch lays down that the crews of ships lying so close in shore as

to be of necessity aliected by the laud wind, are, according to

experience, almost always exempt from malaria so long as they do

not set foot on shore. But here, again, we find opposing evidence.

Parkes gives an instance of the passage of malarious fever over

half a mile of water, in the case of the s. Pylades, anchored off

Manzanilla, one of the most malarious places on the coast of

Mexico.

There can be no question on one point. A hospital ship should

never be anchored in a river debouching into the sea in a malarious

district. Dickson shows how, in the Congo River, the boat crews
sufiered, whilst the crews in the ships lying off the shores did not

;

and, again, how malarial fever attacked the crew when his ship

lay in the San Juan de Nicaragua, in Central America.
As regards the open sea, experience at the spot can alone decide

the question
;
but, as a rule, a ship can be anchored sufliciently

close in for the sick to be conveniently brought to her.

Infection of Malaria.—Another point must yet be considered.

Is it necessaiy to look upon malarial fever as an infectious fever ?

This question arose in the Ashanti war. The sick who were sent

on board the Simoom were mainly suffering from malarial fever.

After a time, suspicion arose that the fever might be acquired by
infection. In one case, an "infected" officer had not been ashore
for a month. He was then seized with remittent fever. It was,
however, found that a distinctive smell lay about the lower deck
apportioned to the officers. May not, therefore, there have been
conditions in the ship appropriate for the life of the malarial
" ferment ? " This is far more probable than that the disease was
caught from another patient. I have never seen the slightest
cause for thinking malarial fevers are infectious. Hirsch brushes
away the notion that a contagion develops in the coiu'se of the
malarious fever capable of reproduction in the body of the patient,
elimination, and conveyance to another indi\ddual.
Amongst the Garo Hill people, a severe malarial fever exists, The black

which the Garos term the " black disease," and believe infectious.
fije^Gj,"'^The people will not communicate nor associate with affected HiUs,""

indi\-iduals. They live in the lowlands in the midst of thick
jungles; the people work in this jungle, clearing it away, and
break up the ground of this swampy undrained region. Sur-
geon-General T. Clarke, who has investigated it, however, says
that "there has been no evidence adduced by Europeans to
prove this belief true, and that it is probably unfounded." The
question has recently (1885) again been investigated by Dr.
Dobsf.n. He finds the disease is only" malarial fever, and that
there is not a particle of evidence that it is infectious.
Acclimatization.—We come, finally, to the question of ac-

climatization. Can "acclimatization" help us? It cannot. "We
have already seen this partly when discu.ssing the selection of
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ti'Oops. The question has an important bearing on the garrisoning
of any port for a long period. .Such a garrison should not be left

too long without change.

Wenzei. Wenzel, from a large experience, held that no immunity was
obtained from a long halt in a malarious country ; but he held,

nevertheless, that the attacks became rarer and less intense.

This is contrary to our experience, and apparently contrary to all

experience. The French in Algiers found that the mortality
increases with the stay. Nothing, also, shows this clearer than
the medical history of the Ashanti expedition of 1863.

Crudeli, Tommasi Crudeli distinctly aiiirms that individual acclimatiza-

tion never has been, or can be, possible. If it were, how great an
aid we should have in our campaign ! The only acclimatization

possible is that of a race by the process of selection, in which
malaria during a long course of ages carries off all whose specific

resisting power is weak, leaving only those whom it cannot conquer.

Hirsch. Finally, Hirscli, who admits acclimatization so far that immu-
' nity is acquired relatively in proportion as the individual has been

continually exposed from birth to maturity to more or less severe

malarial influences without suffering from them to any consider-

able extent, expressly states that nothing so mtich increases the

predisposition to malaria generally, and to its severe forms in

Conclusion, particular, as repeated infection. From all this we learn once again

the great importance of selection ; in malaria we do not want
" seasoned " soldiers in the sense of troops seasoned in malaria

;

on the contrary, such are rigorously rejected.



CHAPTER III.

OPHTHALMIA OF AEMIES.

The Egyptian war of 1882 gave to the history of military

medicine a striking example of the effects of good hygiene. To
show this, I must fii-st draw attention to bygone experience.

Contagious ophthalmia has beeti for a long time endemic in Egypt.

But the disease cUd not appear as a disease universally affecting

European armies before Napoleon's expedition to Egypt in 1798.

In this expedition, after disembarkation, within two and a-half

months the French had 3000 sick of the disease before Alexan-
<lria. In 1801, in the English expeditionary force to Egypt, the

most formidable disease after plague was ophthalmia. Of the

Indian contingent alone, fifty were invalided blind, whilst the

French are said to have sent home 1000 men deprived of sight.

Now, in 1882 we were campaigning again in this endemic region

of ophthalmia. Again, also, columns of invasion were sent forth

from England and India. But what a contrast is presented with
regard to this disease ! Amongst the troops from England there
were 1783 admissions for ophthalmia from July 17, 1882, to

January 29, 1883, but not a man lost his sight: whilst in the
Indian contingent there were 182 cases, or 32.07 per 1000; again
not a fighting man lost his sight.

In our tropical and sub-tropical campaigns outside Egypt we
have not had much experience in ophthalmia. In China and in
Zululand there appear to have been a few cases, but, with the
exception of Egypt, we have not found the disease rife in any
country. In the Nile expedition 1884-5 there were admis-
sions for eye disease. Of these, 486 were due to conjunctivitis.
In the Suakim expeditionary force of 1885 there were only
49 ca.ses, or 6.8 per 1000. In any campaign in Persia the
militftry surgeon should take special precautions.
Nature of the Disease.— Rotli thus introduces the subject

:

^' Amongst the c:ontagions diseases of the eye, only the granular
inflammation of the conjunctiva possesses a pronounced tendency
to fjpidemic development amongst troops, which from its earlier
and great spread in armies became designated military opli-
thalmia."

T>;t u.s, therefore, briefly describe the anatomy of granular
ophthalmia. And, fir.st, two conditions have been described under
this term, both of which indeed take part in the production of
the disea-se.

Under the continued irritation of a mechanical or other irritant
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Papillary
granula-
tions.

Follicular

granula-
tions.

Summary.

acting on the conjunctiva, especially when combined with bad
sanitation, a simple catari'h thus primarily arising may at length
produce (i) a discharge of a contagious character capable of
reproducing the disease in others, and (2) it may produce hyper-
trophy of the papilla? of the conjunctivte. The papilla? at first

become congested, then enlarged and villous. The " granular "

lid condition is thus produced. These enlarged papilL-e, by afFord-

ing an increased surface, enlarge thus the area of inflammation,
and also, of course, add to the inflammatory products. These
inflammatory products have also by this time acquired a con-
tagious character, and by contact can inoculate the disease on a
recipient.

But a much more important granulation is the so-called " folli-

cular granulation." The discharge primarily developed from a

simple catarrh as stated above will light up a severe inflammation
in eyes in which " follicular granulations " are developed.

Military ophthalmia was first introduced into Denmark by the
German troops in 1848. Dr. Loffler, the surgeon of the intro-

ducing Prussian regiment, investigated the disease, and found that

many eyes were affected by granules under the conjunctival epi-

thelium without any further change, and also that inflammation

generally started in those eyes which had these granules. Hence
he said that the " granules " were the first stage of the disease.

Next, the question arose whether these " granules "—soon

called " sago grain "—were pathological, or arose from pre-existing

normal histological structures. Stromeyer advocated the former,

and Krause the latter view. The latter was proved correct by
Dr. Schmid, who found the conjunctiva in newly born animals to

contain lymph cells, generally distributed in an adenoid tissue
;

which, as life went on, became aggregated into distinct follicles,

forming part of the normal structure. As seen, therefore, in

this contagious ophthalmia by Loffler, they were merely hyper-

trophied. The follicles obtained the name of the follicles of

Krause, and hence the " sago-grain " granulations are really a

hypertrophied condition of the elements of the solitary follicles of

Krause.
The causes of the hypei-trophy of Krause's follicles will be

adverted to presently. Meanwhile, it has been established that

the hypertrophied follicles do not necessarily give rise to inflam-

mation, but they predispose powerfully to it. As Brudenell

Carter well puts it, these follicular granulations are like tinder,

to which any accidental circumstance may apply a spark. In the

preventive treatment, therefore, of military ophthalmia when due

to follicular granulations, the military surgeon has both to prevent

the circumstances causing the hypertrophy in the first instance,

and, if not soon enough on the spot for this, he must next prevent

those accidental circumstances applying the spark to the tinder.

Military ophthalmia, therefore, may arise

—

(i) From a primarily simple catarrh becoming purulent and

acquiring contagious characters. It is impossible to say when
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the discharge becomes contagious, or to assert the non-contagious-

ness of an inflammatory conjunctival discharge.

(2) From the secretion of "papillary" granulations ai-ising

from catsirrh. Roth states that the seci-etion of the " papillary"

gmnulations is much more contagious than the purely catarrhal

secretion.

(3) From an inflammation engrafted on the " follicular " granu-
lations, resulting from hypertrophy of Krause's follicles.

We have, therefore, to combat the causes

—

( 1
) Of a primary simple catarrh becoming purulent or causing

formation of papillary granulations.

(2) Of the hypertrophy of Krause's follicles.

(3) Of the inflammation engi-afted on Krause's follicles when
thus hypertrophied.

Etiology.—The influences bringing about infectious ophthalmia (a) or

arising primai'ily from catarrh or from papillary granulations are epidemfc'

identical with those bringing about the disease from hypertrophy ophthalmia,

of Ki-ause's folhcles. The same cause underlies each class. Thus, Uiy"gra'-''

the Ophthalmological Congress held at Brussels in 1857 declared :
"uiations.

" Facts show that under the influence of irritants acting on the
eye when the hygienic arrangements are bad, and especially when
there is overcrowding, a catari-hal, sporadic, or endemic ophthalmia
can assume the character of the so-called Egyptian ophthalmia,
and become the starting-point of an epidemic." The especially
dangerous character of the secretion of the resulting papillary
granulations is then pointed out.

The same relation of over-crowding to hypertrophy of Krause's (j') Of

foUicles is insisted on by all observers. Thus, Leith Adams urges granuia"''"

that this condition is induced by the contents of foul air of
crowded barrack-rooms. Stromeyer has also induced it in pigs
by confining them in a vitiated atmosphere, having at the sarne
time made control experiments with the same animals under
exactly the same conditions except confinement. Welch also states
that it is due to living in an atmosphere vitiated by the excreta
of the breath, skin, and body. Frank likewise urges that it
indicates a vitiated atmosphere. And, lastly, we have the nega-
tive proof that under our existing improved barracks grey folhcular
granulation.s have practically disappeared. To this, indeed, must
be attributed primarily the remarkable result of the Egyptian
operations of war of 1882 as regards ophthalmia. The men here
did not set out predispo-sed to it.

Surgeon-MajorWelch has shown that age has a certain influence Age.
on the occurrence of hypertrophy of Krause's folhcles should the
cause be present. He found the occuiTence of this hypertrophy
amongst the cases in the following ratio as regards age :

15-19 years of age .... 73.3 per cent.
2^24 „ , ^l^'
^5-29 „ , 52.3 ,.

Hence, we see that our soldiers enlist at an age which is most
H 2
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prolific as regards these granulations, whilst their chief service is

performed at an age when the tendency to them is far greater
than at subsequent ages. Dr. Welch found their occurrence to
he far rarer at ages beyond twenty-nine.

Exciting catarrhal ophthalmia having resulted in a purulent inflam-
causes. matiou, or in tlie formation of secreting 2M2nllary granulations,

the secretion, in both cases, will now be capable of starting an
epidemic by contagion from towels, washing-basins, or cloths,

Through
'accidentally conveying the secretion. The air also greatly

the .lir. acts as the medium of infection. Thus, Eiselt demonstrated the
presence of pus cells in the ah- between the several beds of a ward
lilled with patients suffering from acute blennorrhcea of the con-
junctiva. He thinks that any strong stream of air passing over
the infected eyes is capable of bearing away with it some of the
pus cells

;
these, then, alighting on the eyes of a healthy individual

will propagate the disease. Stellwagvon Carion, however, doubts
this action of the air ; he holds that infecting particles can be
diffused into the air by the sticky secretion forming little bladders

between the lids, which then burst and so infect the air. At any
rate, infection in some way by the medium of the air was declared

by the Ophthalmological Congress of Brussels to be the most
frequent source of propagation, the infection by towels, &c.,

coming next. This infection by means of the air must therefore

he borne in mind in the matter of prevention. And in the

matter of infection by the air, it must be noticed thfit the dried

particles of secretion are much more frequently the carriers

of contagion than the moist. Quite recently Prof. Michel, of

Wiirzburg, has found a specific microbe in an outbreak of gi'anular

ophthalmia in the orphan asylum of Aschaffenburg, and states

that, by puncture experiments made with small quantities of the

coccus obtained by culture, true trachoma can be induced in the

human eye.

Thefollicular (jranulations, as has been shown, do not necessarily

give rise to inflammation, but powerfully predispose to it. Yai'ious

agencies readily excite the disease. A few of these may now be

considered.

Glare of
Imprimis, the constant glare of the tropical sun has a very

sun. injui'ious effect on weak eyelids. In an epidemic in the 22nd

Regiment, to be pi'esently described, the men did not Vv^ear any

peaks to their caps. The natives of the Himalayas instinctively

Din, cii:st. wear over their eyes shades made out of leaves. The glare of the

sun through the thin bell tents at Talien-whan excited it. Dirt

and dust may call it into activity. Dr. Leith Adams, however,

has shown that dust is not such an active agent as might be

supposed. In Scinde and in desert countries, where clouds of

impalpable dust are constantly whirled about by the winds, he

says that those most exposed suffer least from ophthalmia.

The Arabs of the desert have bright clear eyes. Again, in

Malta the officers and residents do not suffer, although under

the same conditions of dust as the soldiers. Burton says " oph-

thalmia is unknown in the desert." However, dirt and dust do
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excite an influence, as was shown in the late Egyptian operations

of war. Here there were only thirteen cases of ophthalmia

amongst the Indian cavalry. The cavalry in question were

camped away from the dirt and dust of Cairo, towards the desex't

;

and the men again, when mounted, were removed, in a measure,

from the desert strata of dust in the atmosphere.

Flies are certainly agents in the conveyance of inoculation. Flies.

No one can doubt this who has seen the swarms of flies settled on

the everted, inflamed lids of the unfortunate old men and women
and young children in the bazaars of Suez. Hence it is of import-

ance to keep flies out of the tents as far as possible.

Towels and basins may carry the infection, as before noted, Towels,

from a previous case, and thus set fire, as it were, to the follicular

gi-anulations.

In the IncUan contingent in the late operations of war in

Egypt, of the 182 cases treated, 100 occurred amongst the

Em-opeans, in the ratio of 58.36 per 1000, and 82 amongst the

native troops, or 20.7 per 1000, of strength. The latter did

not, of coui-se, use basins, whilst it is believed that the Europeans
did not always use suflicient care in their ablutions, several iising

the same water for washing their faces, and thus spreading the

disease.

Again, in addition to the methods of air infection pointed out
previously, during sleep, when the eyelids are closed, contagious
particles can find their way into the air by being cari-ied down the

lachrymal passage, and thence carried into » the air by expiration.

Brudenell Carter suggests that the conjunctivitis may be attended,

by a development of leptothrix, arguing from the analogous
development attending many disorders of the tear-passages. " In
that case the floating spores of the fungi would also serve as

carriers of contagium, even if the fungoid growth itself may not
sometimes constitute the essence of the disease."

Before passing on to indicate precisely the precautions to be Climate,

taken in a campaign, it is necessary to say a few words about
climate in relation to ophthalmia. Inasmuch as ophthalmia is

not present in all hot climates, there must be some limited cause
not dependent directly on climate. However at the present
time infection can account for the presence of the disease in

^SYV^f the origin the hot glare could not have acted.
The country round Sibi, in Beloochistan, seems very similar to
the general aspect of the country near Suez. Yet I never
saw a ca.se of ophthalmia in a native Beloochi, although there
were present storms of sand, blinding glare, and intense heat.
But the natives of Beloochistan live in scattered villages, the
general sanitation of which is far superior to that of Suez and
Fort Saifl. Ventilation is generally free through the lanes of the
vil]age.s. Again, in the citie.s and towns on the Persian Gulf Want of

the same conditions of climate, plus insanitation, liowever, appear
present, .'i.s in Egypt. In fact, the real element in the aflectiou
is in.sanitation.

I will now proceed to sum up the precautionary measures
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to be undertaken when campaigning in a country in which
ophthalmia is known to be present.

Selection of Men.—At the present time, selection does not
play the important part it would have played years back. "We are
not likely now to meet with many cases of hypertrophy of Krause's
follicles, on account of the results that are accruing from the
.•ipplication of sound principles of ventilation to the soldiers'

barracks. Should any men be suffering, however, from follicular

granulations, they should imperatively be weeded out ; also a man
who has once had the disease, for nothing is more sure in the
clinical history than that relapses are certain to take place \inder
a fresh exciting cause. In the East Soudan expedition, 1885,
nearly all the men who were admitted for eye disease had had
" keratitis."

Again, all weakly or debilitated men, apart from other reasons,

are to be left behind, for they are chiefly attacked in any epidemic
of the disease. The examples of the disease in the Indian con-

tingent in Egypt were all in debilitated subjects.

Selection of Season.—The hot season of the year especial^

helps the spread of the disease, and a combination of heat and
moLsture is still more powerful. An instructive medical history

in this respect is given by Dr. Leith Adams concerning the
22nd Regiment. The regiment, 838 strong, having no pre-

vious history of ophthalmia, sailed for Malta in June i860.

Before the end of this year there were 40 admissions for

the disease. The majority of these occurred in August and
September, when the moist sirocco was felt greatest. The
number of cases rapidly decreased during the cold months. It

reappeared during the hot months of 1861, and again, similarly,

in 1862. During 1863 it became fairly established in the corps,

and, moreover, was now extremely obstinate. The weekly average

rose from 0.23 in 1862 to 8.18 in 1866, when the regiment left

for Canada. In 1868 in Canada it lessened to 4.01. In 1869
the rate was 2.37, and the regiment returned to England. In

1870 the disease was extinct. The warmth and moisture of the

sirocco must predispose to increased weakness and vascularity

generally, and, therefore, of the conjunctiva. The great preva-

lence of the disease on the shores of the Persian Gulf, is probably

favoured by the moist, depressing nature of the heat in places.

Clothing.—During the Egyptian operations of war of 1882

especial precautions were taken by providing the men with

goggles and veils to protect them from sand, dust, flies, &c.

Pieces of mosqiiito netting were used by Colvin Smith in the

Indian force to keep oft" the flies. In connection with the subject

of clothing it may be mentioned that Dr. Vleminck formerly denied

the contagious properties of the disease, and aflirmed that it was

due to the pressure of a certain new form of collar and shako.

He, putting theory into practice, sent away to their homes 4000

men aftected with the disease. He thus freed the army. Un-

fortunately, however, for their relations, the men, on their return,

spread the disease far and wide.
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Marching.—After each march the men should be du'ected to

•wash their faces and eyes at the earliest opportunity. This was

done with good effect in China in i860. And with regard to

wasliing the eyes, the men should be directed to dip their eyes

opened in water ; the water, thus acting freely on the conjunctiva,

will tend to brace up the mucous membi-ane and counteract any
tendency to relaxation. And whilst on the subject of washing,

it is important that each man have his own towel ; that a number
of men do not wash in the same basin ; that the towels be kept

separate from one another ; that when wet they be not hung up
in the men's tents, but out in the open ; and that after one man
ias used a given basin, it be rinsed out with water before the

next uses it. In the Zulu war the men were directed to bathe

theii- eyes freely. Marston has also called attention to the im-

portance of the men cooling themselves after a march without

throwing off their clothes, unless they make a complete change.

He lays stress on this caution, as constituting a great preven-

tive against ophthalmia.

Camp.—The tents of the camp must be separated as widely

as possible, in order that the air may be as piu'e as possible. Tlie

proper amount of, and renewal of, air is of the greatest moment.
It is manifest that the average high temperature of the tropics

must in a close camp decompose quickly the excreta of the breath

and skin, and thus vitiate the air. The vitiation of the air thus
produced appears to be a powerful factor, as we have seen, in ex-

citing prohferation of the cells of the follicles. The soil to wind-
ward of the camp should be watered in order to lay the dust, and,

should any grassy expanse be present, the camp should be pitched

on it. Mies should be kept out of the tents by "chicks" before

the doors. Dr. Colvin Smith found carbolic spray of great use in

keeping flies out of the room in the Egyptian expedition of 1882.
Finally, Laveran cautions against sleeping outside tents in warm
countries in campaigns, especially where there is great alternation
.of heat by day and cold by night.

Conservancy.— Strict attention must also be paid to the
conservancy of the camp. Dr. Du Chaumont has drawn attention
to this factor in accounting for the greater prevalence of oph-
thalmia at Malta as compared with Gibraltar. "The rock at

Iklalta is exceedingly absorbent, whereas that at Gibraltar, being
of mountain lime.stone, is much less so." No pipes are laid down,
but only channels are simply cut through the porous rock ; thus
the soil at Malta is more or less saturated with fsecal matter.
Welch has also pointed out the etiological influence of the fajcal

excreta. Again, one cause of the greater prevalence in Egypt
than elsewhere is doubtle.ss the absence of rain, causing the soil

to be exceedingly light. Owing to the unsanitary state of the
citie« and natives, the fouled soil is blown about ; the atmophere
is laden with minute particles of dried excreta.

Pood.—The influence of an insufficient and unvaried diet has
been in.sisted on by Brudenell Carter in causing the development
of folhcular granulations amongst children. Also he draws atten-
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tion to the part played by bad water. The Lancet, in commenting
on the epidemic of ophthalmia at Anerley Schools in 1872, drew
attention to the poorness of the diet. Apply the same to our
soldiers, and we have another reason for varying their diet as much
as possible, and for making the quantity of the ration proportionate
to the work to be done. With regard to the water, I need only
refer to the section on Purification. In connection with diet, it

may be noticed that Inspector-General Taylor in his report states
that scurvy at the Cape caused granular ophthalmia. If so, the
necessary precaution is obvious.

Inspections.— Finally, there should be daily inspections of the
men when campaigning in a country where ophthalmia is rife, in
order at once to catch the earhest case.

The men also should be warned to report themselves to the
medical officer should they feel any " grit in the eye."

Treatment of an Outbreak.—Should, notwithstanding, an
outbreak take place, onr efforts must be directed to limiting it.

The strictest isolation of sick from healthy, and of men with
any follicular hypertrophy from both ; each man mvist have his

own towel and basin ; the freest ventilation possible must be
given. Looking at the remarkable results obtained by Credo in

the prophylaxis of purulent ophthalmia of new-born children, in

which only two cases occurred in 1000, these two cases having
neglected the treatment, it would be advisable on the outburst of

an epidemic to give each man for a few days an instillation of a

drop or two of a 2 per cent, sokition of nitrate of silver. (In the
German lying-in institutions owing to this treatment the cases of

purulent ophthalmia have fallen from 15 to o per cent.) The
sanitary condition of the hospital, the camp, and the surroundings

must be inqim-ed into, and any defect remedied. By these means
an epidemic can be stamped out.

No man is to be dismissed from hospital until aU secretion from
the eye has ceased

;
and, inasmuch as the tendency to relapse is

great, he must be instrvicted to report himself daily (and at once
on suspicion of any fresh symptom arising).

Subsequently the towels, basins, bedding, and tents must be
disinfected. The indications for disinfection have been previously

laid down, and it need only be repeated here that the best dis-

infectant for the above is a solution of mercuric chloride of the

strength of i - 1 000.



CHAPTEE IV.

SCURVY.

I will first, with regard to scurvy, examine the medical histoi'ies

of the variovis campaigns in hot climates, commencing with the

fii-st Burmese war.

In the first Burmese war, the European force in Ava gave First Bur-

"the most terrible instance" of scurvy, 48 per cent, perishing X4-6T'
from scorbutic dysentery in six months. scurvj'.

In the China war, at an early period of the campaign, scurvy china, i860

:

showed itself in certain regiments. At the end of May the troops scurvy,

began to leave Hongkong for the Gulf of Pechli. The voyage

to Tahen-whan Bay, the place of rendezvous, occupied about

twenty days. During this time the men lived on salt rations

chiefly. On disembarking at Talien-whan Bay, the 19th P.N.I,

and a wing of the Bufis showed scurvy. Daily inspection was
then ordei-ed, fresh meat and lime-juice given, and the disease

soon disappeared.

In the New Zealand war, fresh meat and vegetables, especially New Zea-

potatoes, were, with rare exceptions, always available in abundance. no"scun^r^"
When salt meat was given, ^ oz. pickles and j-V oz. mustard were
allowed. Lime-juice also was then issued. There was no scurvy.

In the Bhootan expedition scurvy severely attacked the force. Bhootan,

In Abyssinia the troops were extremely well fed till the scun-y.

transport broke down. Fresh meat was largely supplied and Abyssinia,

often fresh vegetables. After Antalo, the meat ration was in- ^^urv^^

creased, and compressed vegetables given. The advance from
Antalo and storming of Magdala occupied about a month. It
was through a highland country. No scurvy occurred amongst
the British troops, but severely did it afiect the native troops in

one case—viz., the 21st P.N.I.

In the' Loo.shai campaign, towards the end of the operations, Looshai,

scurvy appeared very generally in the right column, especially in ll^^
the 2nd and 4th Ghoorkhas. The men of the Ghoorkhas had severe,

scarcely touched vegetables since they set out from Chittagong.
Again, in the 27th P.N.I, the want of fresh vegetables, spices,

curry, and sugar, with only an occasional ration of meat and
scarcely any milk or fruit, seriously affected the health. Colic,

flatulence, loss of appetite, and diarrhoea set in, followed by scurvy.
Tlie rnen complained most of the want of sugar and dried spices.

Again, a great proportion of the dysentery that occurred from a
like diet in the 44th L.I. wa.s of a scorbutic nature. Lime-juice
and sugar were issued as far as possible. Later on a daily ration
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of lime-juice was obtainable ; and at the advanced posts a timely
supply of yams and pumpkins aided in suppressing the symptoms.

The Peshawur mountain battery reached Abbottabad after the
termination of the campaign. Scurvy was then prevalent to the
extent of 46 per cent, of the Mussulmans and 16 per cent, of the
Sikhs of the battery. The battery had had no fresh vegetables,
or only a very scanty supply. Dr. W. Johnston thought the
greater immunity of the Sikhs was due to the arum, onions, and
garlic contained in their curry powder.
In Ashanti scorbutic afi'ections were known to prevail on the

Gold Coast, and it was expected that scurvy would appear. Lime-
juice was accordingly provided at every station and camp. It
was given to the men at sea in the transports. Fresh oranges
and limes were also found in the country. After a time fresh

vegetables were also procured. The field ration was also more
varied than usual. Pickles were provided. No scurvy appeared.
The Duffla campaign was conducted under very similar external

circumstances as the Looshai. Mindful of the outbreak of scurvy
in the latter, a daily issue of a vegetable ration and ^ oz. lime-

juice was ordered per man. There was not a symptom of scurvy
during the camjDaign. Although fresh meat was laid down in

the scale of rations to be distributed only three times a week, yet,

as a matter of fact, fresh meat was given nearly every daj-^, it

being cheaper to drive sheep than to carry salted provisions.

Besides the above, there was a weekly issue to every twelve men
of I bottle of mustard, 2 oz. of pepper, 2 pints of vinegar, 2| lb.

of pickles, and 7 oz. of curry powder.
In the Sunjhie-ujong column lime-juice was served out when-

ever salt meat was issued.

In Malay abundance of fruit was obtainable. Potatoes or

yams, and fresh meat, were supphed. After a time, however, a
salt-meat ration was issued once a week, but with it a weeldy
allowance of pickles (6 oz.), vinegar piut), mustard (| oz.),and

pepper oz.) Two months after the commencement of the

Malay expedition 2 oz. of lime-juice were issued twice a week.

There was no scurvy in these columns.

For the European force pickles were ordered to be given twice

a week irrespective of the nature of the meat ration (salt or fresh).

If fresh vegetables were not procurable, i oz. of dhall and 1 2 oz.

of compressed vegetables were given. Pickles and vinegar were

given always with the pork ration, and also twice a week as above.

During General Roberts' march lime-juice was issued daily.

Scurvy was very slightly present in the European troops, but, as

will be seen hereafter, was largely prevalent amongst the native

troops owing to their insufficient diet and absence of prophy-

lactics.

In the Zulu war there does not appear to have been any

scurvy. Fourteen days after taking the field, lime-juice (i oz.)

was issued whenever fresh vegetables were not procurable. Peas

and beans were issued only when other vegetables could not be

procured; rice was only issued in lieu of other vegetables, also on
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the special recommendation of the medical officer. There was

also ordered a weekly inspection for the detection of the disease

if present.

In the besieged gai-risons the health was maintained splendidly. .^J^'^'^]^^^"'^

Scurvy is especially liable to attack the besieged. However, here jggo : no'

no instance occurred. At Standerton the vegetable ration ran scurvy,

short; lime-juice was promptly given. At Potchefstroom, although

the rations were reduced to less than half a pound of meat, yet

lime-juice was abundant. No scurvy occurred.

During the operations of war in Egypt in 1882 only one case Egypt, 1882:

of scurvy is reported. Scurvy was amongst the diseases to be ^

apprehended in Egypt. Prophylaxis was especially attended to. scurvy.

-Aiter the troops took the field a lime-juice ration was given.

Red wines were issued. Especial care was taken in providing

lime-juice when no fresh vegetables were procurable, or when
preserved vegetables only were obtainable. Finally, frequent

periodical inspections of the gums were made. In the Indian

contingent also no cases occurred. Lime-juice was regularly

issued.

In Aka there was no scurvy. On account of the abundance Aka, 1883-4:

of wild fruits, forming excellent anti-scorbutics, a lime-juice ration "° ""^""^

was not issued.

In the East Soudan in 1884 also there was no scurvy. The E. Soudan,

expedition was only for a short time (three weeks). Fresh and pre •

scurvy

served meat rations were taken, and a ration of Ume-juice given.

In the Nile expedition only five cases, or 0.46 per 1000, occurred Nile expedi-

amongst the regular forces, and twelve cases amongst the Kroo- 1^°"^ l^aV^

'

men. It was stopped by an increase in the lime-juice ration. scurvj-.

From the foregoing short resume we find that scurvy broke
out (i) where fresh vegetables were wanting; (2) where, with
absence of fresh vegetables, no Ume-juice was given. We also

learn some of the preventive measures necessary, such as the
issue of lime-juice, red wines, pickles, avoidance of peas and beans
as substitutes for other vegetables, &c. In fact, these histories

teach us what to avoid, and what to give, for the prevention of

the disease. I propose now to expand these questions in the
first place, and in the second to ofier some remarks especially on
diet in relation to scurvy in the native army.
Nature of Scurvy.—Villemin contends that scurvy is a con- viiiemin.

tarjious disease analogous to typhus ; this idea need not detain us
;

doubtless the affection of many men in quick succession or
simtiltaneously led to this opinion, supported by the facts seen in
the Crimea, in which campaign both scurvy and typhus were rife.

Damp cold air has been considered to be the essential cause by Damp cold

many, inasmuch as scurvy frequently appears both on land and
on sea under this condition. It is manifest, however, that this
will not answer for many cases, especially for scurvy in the tropics.

It may, however, predispose to it, inasmuch as it can render men
more liable to the invasion of any sickness; in the same way,
also, insufficient ventilation acts as a predi-sponent (Roth and Lex). Ba<i venti-

The scurvy present in the 31st P.N.I, in the Abyssinian war was
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mucli aggravated during the return voyage to Bombay. The
weather was rough and boisterous, and no ports or hatches were
open. Consequently, the air at times became very fouh

Food. These views being excluded, the evidence is overwhelming that
scurvy follows a certain diet inevitably, and that is one in which

Absence of ^esh Vegetables are excluded without compensation. Nor need

taUes'"^""
'^^^^ ^® otherwise a poor one ; in other respects, as Hirsch

states, there may be abundance, but the essential and constant
cause is a want of vegetables.

Inasmuch as attempts have been made to set aside this
etiology, it is necessary to examine the question somewhat
minutely.

The positive side of the qiiestion is quite in favour of the
essential cause being in the absence of fresh vegetables. The
histories of the campaigns before given show this. Delpech, at

the siege of Paris, again demonstrated that the sole coudition

which was met with in all the observations on scurvy was the
want of fresh vegetables in the food. In India, during the seasons

when there is a scarcity of vegetables, or when vegetables are
dear, scurvy appears in the native army, as I shall show later

on. In Burmah, again, the same difficulty happens at certain

seasons as regards vegetables, and the same consequence occurs.

In the Crimea, as Dr, Macdowall has shown, scurvy appeared
(although there was a liberal allowance of fresh meat) with the

absence of vegetables.

But attempts have been made to assail the position from the

negative side—that is to say, that scurvy does not occur in cases

where vegetables are not procurable, provided fresh meat can be
obtained. And associated with fresh vegetables, lime-juice (their

substitute and adjuvant) is also included in this view—the view,

namely, that neither are of much use. The theory of the fresh-

meat anti-scorbuticism, or, rather, of the preventive pro| erties

2?er se of fresh meat as an anti-scorbutic, has been completely anni-

hilated by Brigade-Surgeon Cameron Macdowall, of the Bombay
Army, by whom the inconsistencies of its advocates have been ex-

posed. Thus, it has been stated that the natives of Afghanistan

and Beloochistan escape scurvy because they live almost entirely

on fresh meat. Dr. Macdowall shows, first, that they do not escape

scurvy, the disease being shown to be frequent by the entries in

the civil hospital at Quetta
;
and, secondly, that they do not live

almost entirely on fresh meat, inasmuch as, on inquiry, he found

milk and wheat bread to form the staples of their diet, and really

that they only eat meat about once a week ; whilst as regards

vegetables, they partake freely of wild watercress, onions, shallots,

(fee, melons and pumpkins and other fruit being also abundantly

eaten in season. With regard, again, to the supposed immunity

of these races from scmwy. Dr. Charles, in the Boundary Coni-

mission, found scurvy exceedingly prevalent among the Heratis

and the Amir's soldiery. In fact, the Eastern races seem far

more affected than Europeans by the disease. Again, to show

the anti-scorbutic properties of fresh walrus meat, it has been
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stated that the Laplandei-s, Greenlanders, and Icelanders have

scarcely any vegetables, yet no scurvy. But the milk of the

reindeer is abundant ; and also they preserve carefully and eat

the vegetable contents of the first stomach
;
whilst, finally, in

summer they eat of crucifene and lichens. Thus it is not the

case that the fresh meat of the walrus alone forms their diet.

In the Polwis expedition, again, the wrecked men had, besides Polaris

fresh walrus meat, pemmican stuffed -with i-aisins, currants, and
^^p'^''""'"-

plums. In the Eira expedition, besides the fresh walrus meat, expedi-

the men had preserved vegetables. And, finally, Dr. Macdowall
shows that scurvy is not absent in Iceland, Lapland, and Green-
land, but, on the contrary, is common enough. Again, after the

Punjab war of 1848-9, our troojDS were greatly in want of fresh

vegetables owing to all husbandry having been interrupted

;

plenty of fresh meat, however, was obtainable. Yet scurvy ap-

peared in several regiments, and fresh vegetables had to be
brought up from a distance to cure it. We may therefore pre-

sume that scurvy is due to the absence of some constituents of

vegetables. By a process of exclusion, it is supposed that if the
salts contain the anti-scorbutic elements, as it seems most likely

they do, then the salts in question are those whose acids form
carbonates in the system. Roth, however, seems to doubt this,

as he points out that citrate of potash will not act as a substitute

for lemon-juice. Nevertheless, an excess of free acid in the system
has something to do essentially with the occurrence of scurvy.
Fresh vegetables are far more anti-scorbutic than preserved, con-
sequent on certain changes which take place in preserved vege-
tables. These changes are probably very similar to those that
take place in the saccharine elements, as we see in fodder pre-
served by ensilage, in which there is an increase in free organic
acid, whilst the amount of alkaline bases remains the same. Now,
the organic salts whose acids form carbonates in the system will
thus counteract and neutralize this excess of acid. So much for
the theory of the action of fresh vegetables. They keep up the
necessary alkalinity of the body.

Drinking-water, as a cause, will be alluded to presently. Drinking-

Coming now to the practical aspect of the question, I will first

speak of .selection in relation to scurvy in the tropics.
Selection of Troops.—(i) Bewai-e of a regiment with a pre- Preyious

vious scorbutic liLstory. The scorbutic taint pervades those pre- hiswry.'''

viotLsly affected for years after, and is ready to be evoked pro-
minently on but slight occasion. It, moreover, predispo.ses to
tropical disease generally.

(2) As regards native regiments, employ, if possible, those regi- Regional,

ments for particular regions whose men belong to those regions.
In expeditions, for instance, in A.ssam, or in the hills bordering
Bengal, employ down-country regiments. Do not bring up- ^

country regiments down to these regions. They will find, on
arrival, the food they have been hitherto accustomed to procurable
witli flifHcuity. We shall see the results later on. Thus, the
22nd P.N.I , when .serving in 1870 in Bengal, found theii- accus-
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tomed i^rovisions so dear that they limited themselves to rice and
dhall, and scurvy soon appeared. The 8tli N.I. at Alipore also
became affected with scurvy, but not throughout ; the Punjabi
element was the element affected, owing to the men not being able
to get their accustomed food ; whilst the Dogras and Hillmen of
the regiment were free from it, inasmuch as on their native hills

they live on rice, and thrive on it. Hence, unless Government
makes provision to give up-country men free rations of meat and
vegetables to which they are accustomed, they should not be
brought down for campaigns where such cannot be easily obtained.

(3} Ana;r..ia. (s) But the Same indication is also urgent apart from the food
question. Dr. Verchere does not hold scurvy in the native army
to be entirely dependent on the native food ; other elements enter
in, and amongst them a climate causing anaDmia. Hence, do not
bring the Punjabi from his native bracing climate to the, relaxing
anfemic climate of Bengal for Bengal frontier expeditions.

(4) Malaria. (4) Finally, men with a malarious history are prone to become
scorbutic. In addition to other instances mentioned farther on,

it is found that on the Punjab frontier many of the men become
scorbutic subsequent to ague. The scurvy is apt to appear in the
cold weather, and is probably induced by the scarcity of vegetables

in the hot weather, and the ansemic condition produced by the
malarial attacks in the autumn.

Selection of Season.—Curiously diverse opinions are found
regarding the relative frequency of scurvy in hot and cold climates.

I believe, however, the balance of opinion is in favour of scurvy

being more liable to arise in hot climajtes ; this is easUy under-
stood, for the relaxed condition of the tissues induced by a

residence in the tropics must predispose to scurvy. Of ten

epidemics in tropical and sub-tropical countries, Hirsch found

that one occurred only in the cold weather, four in the hot

season, and five just befoi^e or after the hot season. Here again,

therefore, the cold weather is to be selected.

Transports.—On board ship, especially in transjDorts, over-

crowding has acted as a predisposing cause. Let there be, there-

fore, the maximum of room for each soldier. For, in these in-

stances, scurvy is most prone to attack those who pass the gr'eatei-

part of their time in the overcrowded lower decks.

The Camp.—Dr. Verchere and others, in the Reports of the

Bengal Native Army, have shown how frequently scurvy is a

sequel of malaria, and attacks especially malarious subjects when
the occasion for it arises. Thus, in 1876 we find a good example

of this in the 42nd Assam Light Infantry. Here a scorbutic

tendency was induced by the depraved state of the blood con-

sequent on repeated attacks of malarial fever, with their con-

comitant splenic and liver disorders. A vegetable diet was

enforced, under which health became restored. Hence, here we

learn another reason for the avoidance of sites inducing malaria.

In the Bengal Army Reports for 1872 the same sequence is

shown as regards the scurvy that appeared in the loth N.I. and

37th N.I. Secondly, as shown above, let there be no over-
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crowding. And, thirdly, let there be no excess of night duty,

especially in maliirious localities, if possible. Especial attention

wiis dx-awii to the predisposing effect of excessive night duties in

the production of scurvy in the Bengal Army Reports foi-

1872.

Food.—We next come to the impoi'tant subject of food. As
regards that of the native army, I shall reserve my remarks till

the end of this chapter.

First, the food must be sufficient for the work done. This is
[^^^

^^"^'''^.'^^'j.^

evidently necessary in order that the men may be in the best

condition to resist deteriorating influences
;

specifically, with

regard to scurvy
;
moreover, Kraiise holds this to be the essential

element, inasmuch as he thinks scurvy to arise simply from a

long supply of an amount of food insufficient for the work to be

done. This I cannot agree with. But there is no doubt that

an insufficient diet will powex-fully predispose to scurvj^ Thus,

Hii-sch relates how, in the Kaffir war of 1836, although all the

regiments were in y>ant of vegetable food equally, yet only one

regiment suffered severely. This regiment, however, had to

undergo very gi-eat fatigue in making long marches, and therefore

the deficient cUet was more severely felt.

Secondly, fresh meat and fresh vegetables should be given as j^^^^''^^^

far as possible. Every opportunity should be taken in small vegetables,

expeditions to carry live stock. This, as we have seen, was
carried out in the Duffla expedition. The Bhootau war showed
the baneful effects of a want of fresh vegetables. Pritchard re-

lates that the mortality became so excessive that the attention of

the authorities was attracted, and " the long-solicited vegetables

were sent up, though too late to save life." During the siege of

Lucknow, again, scurvy was greatly prevalent from this cause.

But it can rarely happen that fresh vegetables and meat can be
supplied throughout a campaign. "We must therefore.

Thirdly, look out for the natural products of the country. For (3) Natural

example, in the Aka expedition, wild lemons, begonia, and the
products'"

elephant apple were found, and formed excellent anti-scorbutics.

In Ashanti were found oranges and lemons. In New Zealand,
sow-thistles and wild potatoes. Again, the dandelion and speedwell
form good anti-scorbutics. In Afghanistan, in the Kurram
Valley, onions were at times obtainable in their season ; also
potatoes. In Mexico, excellent wild vegetables were obtainable.

Should an expedition campaign on the Persian Gulf, abundance
of dates would be obtained. From the description by Evatt of
the resources of the Persian Gulf, there is evidently a deficiency
in vegetables, yet scurvy is not mentioned as being one of the
diseases of the region. Now, dates are obtainable easily. Besides
being anti-scorbutic, they also are extremely nutritious. In the
Sahara, for instance, " dates are not only the principal groAvth
of the Fezzan oa.ses, but the main subsistence of their inhabitants.
All live on dates—men, women, and children, horses, asses, and
camels, fowls and dogs."

• Fourthly, the army may be reduce! to salt rations and pre- jj.icc'""''
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where salt

provisions
and pre-
served
vegetables.

Compressed
vegetables
useless.

(5) Varied
diet.

served vegetables. Now, in salted rations, the nutrient salts of
the meat have passed out, and are replaced by chloride of sodium.
Hence, if the men subsist long on salted provisions, scurvy is sure
to appear. And with regard to dried vegetables, the process of
drying weakens their anti-scorbutic properties. This was fully
experienced in the War of the Secession in America. With regard
to dried and compressed vegetables, it may be said that all their
original properties have been lost ; the albumen and salts have all

been carried away by the water which is expressed from them
;

there remains only the framework of the tissues. Therefore it is

useless to carry comjiressed vegetables. The latter, when simply
dried, although with diminished anti-scorbutic power, yet have
not absolutely lost their salts. Dr. Du Chaumont has shown that
the ration of preserved vegetables as generally given is too small.

He has shown that 7 oz. of the preserved potato are equiva-
lent to I oz. of lime-juice, whereas, as a rule, the preserved
vegetable ration only amounts to 2-4 oz. Hence, with such a
ration always give lime-juice. Every army in the field, irrespec-

tively of the salt or fresh nature of the provisions, should have
a bi-weekly ration of lime-juice ( i oz.). This ration, too, should be
given on a pai'ade, so that it be certain that the men take it.

When, however, the rations consist entirely, or nearly entirely, of

preserved and salted materials, then the lime-juice must be given
daily.

Besides lime-juice, pickles and vinegar should also be given.

Vinegar has a high anti-scorbutic power. During the Afghan
war, at its early period, a man of the mountain battery to which
I was attached came into hospital with incipient scurvy. A
parade was ordered that day, and several men were found in the

same stage. No lime-juice was to be had in the camp, but vine-

gar, fortunately, was obtainable. A ration of vinegar was regu-

larly given out on parade every day to the men of the battery,

and the disease was stayed.

Fifthly, the diet should be varied as much as possible. A few
remarks on the relative value of vegetal:)les may be added. The
potato is the anti-scorbutic excellence, due to the salts (whose

acids form carbonates) that it contains. These vary from 0.7 to

1.5 per cent., the most important being tartrates, citrates, and
malates. Next to the potato come the yam and sweet potato,

then onions, parsnips, carrots, cabbage. The anti-scorbutic value

as regards salts is shown in the following table :

—

Salts : Amount in Grains of i lb. of the following Vegetables :

—

Sweet potato

Yam
203
91

Parsnips

.

Carrots .

70
70

Turnips .

Cabbage
42
42

The onion, besides being superior in anti-scorbutic power to

turnips, has an essential oil, so that it also acts as a condiment.

With regard to preserved peas and beans, they are useless as

anti-scorbutics, in consequence of the absence of the salts, whose

value has been shown above. Their value in campaigns is simply

due to the large amount of nitrogenous matter they contain.
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Given with advantage in addition to vegetables, they should never

be substituted for the latter.

The evidence that certain qualities of the drinking-water per se Drinking-

can cause scurvy seems very strong. The late Dr. Stephen Ward Ward!

(for many yeai-s senior physician to the Seamen's Hospital, Green-
•\vich) has thrown out the suggestion that the use of condensed
water for drinking purposes acts as a predisposing cause. He
submits seveiiil facts in favour of the hypothesis in his valuable

work on tropical diseases. He draws attention to the fact that

the scurvy appears to be at a minimum in the British mercantile

marine (since the introduction of lime-juice), yet it still exists,

often with its old severity, on board ships bound from Aden to

other parts. Condensed water is supplied at Aden to most ships

saiUng from that port, owing to the notorious deficiencj^ of the
water-supply of that town. Again, Larrey, with regard to scurvy Larrey.

in the French army in Egypt, states that the disease only broke
out when good water failed. Dr. Beckler, the medical officer to Beckier.

Burke's exploration in Austr-alia, distinctly states that the very
early appearance of scurvy was due to bad water, and not to de-
privation of fresh vegetables. The latter appear to have been
ample. The water was stagnant—in pools full of animal and
vegetable hfe. Dr. Beckler states that it was the character of
the water (or, rather, the want of fresh water) that caused the
outbreak of scm-vy ; there was at the time it broke out no want
of fresh vegetables. As an additional argument. Dr. Beckler
shows that other exploring parties with the same provisions, but
with good water, were not affected.

Dr. Verchere, of the Bengal Army, drew attention to a condi- Verchere.

tion of the water which will produce scurvy. He attributed the
outbreak of scurvy in the 1 3th N.I. to this quality. The drinking-
water was impregnated with the salts of " reh," a soil contain-
ing sulphate of sodium and chloride of sodium. Wat^r perco-
lating through such a soil dissolves out these salts, and produces
a condition of the blood analogous to that of scurvy. The soils
containing these salts in abundance are formed by accumulations
of river silt

; such accumulations encroach on the sea in the deltas
of rivers—e.gf., in Bengal. Through evaporation, the salts are left
behind, and the whole saline constituents of millions of gallons of
water are contained thus in strata a few feet thick.
Hence avoid water obtained from such a source. It is probable

that the water drunk in Beckler's expedition and that by the
French troops in Egypt was of this description. Scurvy will
appear under the use of this salted water, as it will under the use
of salted provisions. Dr. Ralfe has shown that in scurvy the Kalfe.
neutral salts, sucli as the chlorides, are either increased relatively
at the expense of the alkaline salts, or their alkaline salts are
absolutely decreased. Now, in animals where the alkalinity of the
body is reduced artificially, dissolution of ilie blood-corpuscles,
ecchyraoses on the mucous surfaces, (fee—states found in scurvy
—are induced. This view fully explains the action of salted pro-
visions and salted water in inducing the disease.
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I, inspec- General Measures.—(i) There must be regular inspection of
2° Keep up

regiments to detect first appearance or indication. (2) As
men's spirits, nothing apparently predisposes to scurvy so much as depression of

spirits and monotony of existence, the life of the men in the cam2)s
along the line of communication must be made as cheerful as
possible. Here the excitement of the " front " is wanting. Let
there be weekly gymkhanas, musical evenings, and other such

3. Provide resources calculated to engender the spirit of bonhomie. (3) Where
u^d^e^ extra fatigue is imposed on the men, extra vigilance will be required

in prophylaxis. Excessive fatigue predisposes the body to the
invasion of the disease.

Lime-juice. Anti-scorbutic " Ration."—I have already alluded to lime-
juice. I must add a few words concerning it, and also briefly

allude to certain other anti-scorbutic agents not yet mentioned.
With regard to lime-juice, it seems necessary to insist on its anti-

scorbutic properties. In connection with the Nares expedition,

Neale stated that he did not think that lime-juice was of much use.

As Dr. Macdowall remarks, we shall next be asked to believe that

fresh vegetables ai-e not of much use. The 21st P.N.I, in the
Abyssinian war suffered severely from scurvy. From the records

of the regiments of the native army engaged in that campaign, it

appears that in no other native regiment was scurvy prevalent.

In most it Avas absent. The regiment sailed from Bombay in two
transports. The men of one of these transpoi-ts were those affected

by scurvy chiefly, and in that transport no daily ration of lime-

juice was given. Those in the second transport who had scurvy

were the non-cooking men.
Again, during the time I was resident physician at the Sea-

men's Hospital, Greenwich, the value of lime-juice was shown to

me unmistakably. Sailors used to be carried into the wards in a

complete state of exhaustion ; their earthy faces, enormously

spongy gums, and horrible odour showed the ravages of the

disease. A few days' treatment simply by lime-juice, and how
changed was the scene ! These cases, moreover, occurred invari-

ably in the crews of ships in which either the captain had not

served out, or the crew had not taken, lime-juice.

In the Nares expedition, scurvy broke out in the sledge parties.

The oflicers and men who did not go with the sledge parties,

however, were not affected. What was the difference ? Lime-

jiiice was issued to the latter ; but there was no systematic issue

of lime-juice to the former ; in fact, there seems to have been no

issue at all.

The late Mr. Harry Leach, whose experience as medical officer

of the port of London and of physician to the Seamen's Hospital,

Greenwich, entitle him to speak ex cathedrd, has shown how the

disease is almost extinct in the i-oyal navy owing to the intro-

duction of lime and lemon juice, whilst in the mercantile marine

it has diminished from 70 to 80 per cent. I therefore feel it is

superfluous to notice any further the loose objections made to

lime-juice, and, in conclusion, I would again reiterate that lime-

juice should be given out as soon as the troops enter on the
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campaign. The issue should be at least bi-weekly. We should

not wait till scur\'y breaks out. This has been the custom in the

Fi-ench marine : they do not give lime-juice as a preventive

r:\tion, and consequently the results are not so good. As soon as

fresh vegetables fail, or salt provisions are issued, the ration of

lime-juice must be given daily.

During the voyage back from Abyssinia, bitartrate of potash Bitartrate

was employed with great success in the treatment of the scurvy °fp°'^'*''-

cases of the 21st P.N.I. I also thought favourably of it from
what I saw of its action at the Seamen's Hospital. In the Red
River expedition, bitartrate of potash was taken in each boat as

an anti-scorbutic. Hence, "rations" of bitartrate of potash

could be issued daily. Dr. Parkes suggests that it might be
issued as salt at meals.

During the operations of war in Egypt in 1882, amchur was Amchur.

provided for the expeditionary force from India. Amchur is

made of the dried mango. This is loaded with citrates. Accord-
ing to ^lacdowall, one drachm equals half an ounce of lime-

juice. It was found a fair anti-scorbutic in Egypt, and kept the
disease off. Only one case of scurvy occurred, as we have seen,

and, doubtless, amchur played its part in this result.

Messrs. Galloway and Anderson have urged the prophylactic Phosphate

and curative properties of phosphate of potash. "Their theory
°^p°'^='^-

is ingenious, but not convincing."

In the recent Nile expedition, the British Armv, for the jams
first time, I beheve, in its history, was supplied with jam.
Doubtless jams are anti-scorbutic, but the weight and bulk of

jams might be more appropriately expended in other direc-

tions.

It has been proposed, also, to supply our men, in certain cases, Malt

with beer. This proposal is so far good in that malt liquors are
decidedly anti-scorbutic, but for other reasons, unless the supply
were strictly regulated, soldiers would be better without beer
in hot cUmates. In climates like that of Afghanistan, where we
have a very severe winter followed by a very hot summer, beer
might be usefully supplied in the camps in the cold weather in
regulated quantities. But for hot seasons, if any special liquor is

taken, red wines, par excellence, are indicated. Red wines.

Scurvy in the Native Army of India.—Having seen a
considerable amount of scurvy in the native army when on
service in Afghanistan, I think this portion of the subject of
sufficient importance to demand somewhat special remarks. For
the native soldier, once he is seized by scurvy, rapidly falls to
pieces. It is the duty of Government to see that in time of peace
the diet of the native soldier is of such quality as to ensure no
scorbutic con.'iequences. Once a scorbutic taint be gotten, it will
affect the health of the regiment for some time.

Dr. Verchere, in treating of scurvy in the native army, lays Dr. Ver-

stress on other causes than deficient and unvaried food of the view
Sepoy. He says the scorbutic condition can be induced

—

(i) By repeated attacks of malaria;

N 2
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(2) By excessive night duty, during agueisli years, or years-
of heavy rainfall

;

(3) residence in a cUinate producing anosmia

—

e.(j., in
Bengal

;

(4) By drinking-water impregnated with the salts of sodium,
I entirely agree with him as regards the drinking-water,
I have shown how, on Ralfe's theory, this sequence of scurvy
on this state of the drinking-water can be explained. "With
regard to malaria. Sir Anthony Home also has drawn attention
to the fact observed by him that the scorbutic diathesis very
often succeeds attacks of the disease.

Diet in time I Avill uow deal with the diet of the native soldier in time of
of peace. peace. The dieting has of late years been much improved. But,

in looking through the records of the native army of Bengal, of

comparatively recent years, we find scorbutic conditions rife that
could have Ijeen prevented. The following examples are suffi-

cient to show this.*

In 1868 the 6th N.I., an up-country regiment, found itself in

Bhootan. The regiment was alien to this part of India, and it

could not obtain the diet it was accustomed to. The men were
fed on the cheaper fai'e of the Bengali. Scurvy appeared. In
the same year one of the very finest regiments in the service, the
14th Sikhs, was stationed in Calcutta. Sikhs cannot stand the

Bengal climate like Hindustanis, and requii-e meat and an ample
supply of milk to enable them to do so. Milk and meat and
vegetables were found so dear in Calcutta that the men did not

buy them ; nor did they buy ghee or atta, but lived on the cheaper

and less nutritious rice and dhall. Scurvy arose. The men were
then made to purchase atta and ghee, milk and vegetables, and
scurvy ceased.

The 32nd Pioneers were also stationed the same year at Buxa,

They had atta, dhall, ghee, and salt, with rice every third day in

lieu of atta. The men had previously, in their own country, been

accustomed to meat and vegetables. During the " rains," scarcely

any vegetables were obtainable at Buxa. Scurvy appeared.

In 1869 the same sequence of events arose even in a regiment

whose men belonged more or less to that part of the world. There

was a failure in vegetables of all kind at Buxa. The penurious

habits of the men of the 41st N.I. led them to buy only the very

cheapest food, such as rice and dhall. Scurvy appeared.

Again, the 22nd N.I., a Punjab regiment, serving in Bengal,

on account of the dearness of provisions, limited themselves to

rice and dhall. Scurvy appeared.

The 8th N.I. was a composite regiment. "When stationed at

Alipore, in Bengal, the Punjabi element became scorbutic from

the same reasons, whilst the Dogra element, being accustomed to

live on rice in their native hills, did not get scurvy.

* This information concerning scurvy has been gathered from the Medi-

cal and Sanitary Reports of the Native Ai-my of Bengal, the publication of

which has imfortunately been discontinued since the retirement of Surgeon-

General J. F. Beatson.
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In 1873 the iotli.N.I. got scurvy from the same underfeeding.

Kice was substituted for atta, dhall seldom eaten, milk almost

never, ghee still more seldom, whilst vegetables were practically

never taken. The scorbutic men were then ordered to eat atta,

ghee, dhall, and milk, and improvement took place.

Such ai'e a few instances culled from the Reports of the Native
Ai-my of Bengal. Two lessons are therein strikingly inculcated :

fii-st, that up-country regiments should not be brought down to

Bengal, and, secondly, that, if they are, the men should receive

compensation by Government for dearness of provisions. Also

that, wherever in India our Sepoys may be serving, compensa-

tion should be given in times of scarcity. Otherwise the scorbutic

taint will creep in, and then, when called to the field, the men will

bi'eak down.
In 1872 the difSculties inherent in the subject were forcibly

pointed out by Dr. Cowie, of the 37th N.I. By this time Govern-
ment was supplying certain rations to the men, for which
Rs. 3.8.0 were deducted from theii- pay. Their ration consisted

•of atta, I seer
;

dhall, i chittak
;
ghee, i chittak

;
salt, | chittak.

The men suppUed their own firewood. Dr. Cowie rightly con-

sidered this diet insuflBcient, and suggested that the men should

receive, in addition, vegetables or fruits, meat or fish, milk or

dahi. Now, taking vegetables at i pice a day = 8 annas a month,
aaid mUk at the rate of J seer for four days of the week = Rs. i

per mensem, Rs. 5 would therefore be cut monthly from the men's
pay—a sum they could not afford.

In 1876 the question at length had been considered by Govern-
ment, and in G.G.O. No. i of January 1877 additional allowances

were made for food for the Sepoys. Hence there is now no
excuse for any Sepoy getting scurvy in time of peace ; should he
be found to be saving his money and starving himself, he should
be punished severely, for he has no right to render himself unfit

for campaigning.
We have previously seen how scurvy became rife in Looshai. Loosliai,

Here the ration granted to the native troops consisted of i lb. rice,
'^^z-

I lb. flour, 2 chittaks dhall, i chittak ghee, i chittak salt. The
greater portion of the Sepoys, however, were more or less ac-

customed to meat as a portion of their diet, and also to goor
(sugar). Hence the above diet was deficient. The principal
medical officer recommended an issue of meat twice a.week if

procurable, or an extra ration of ghee or goor when meat was
not procurable, and a ration of rum to improve their health
generally. The above ration was also supplied to the coolies.

Now, the soldier carried 41 lb. 7 oz.—nearly as much as the
coolie, who, at the end of his day's work, had only to eat and
sleep, whereas the soldier was on guard. No wonder, then, that
the Sepoy became an easy prey to scurvy when not only was bhe
diet in.sufficient for the work, but contained no vegetables, fruit,

or milk.

The following diet wa.s authorized in the Afghan war for native Scurvy in

troojw :—Wheat flour or rice, i seer (2 lbs.)
;
dhall, 2 chittaks w^^.
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(4 oz.); ghee, i chittak (2 oz.)
;

salt, l chittak. In addition, it

was laid down that, on payment, meat, chillies, huldee, and spices

could be obtained. With regard to anti-scorbutics, as I have
before shown, the responsible authority laid down, in the Medical
Precis issued to all medical officers, that "the issue of lime-juice
need not be insisted on," although it "appeared desirable that
some supply of this article should accompany the troops to meet
possible requirement." It would thus appear that it was held
that the native troops were not deemed liable to scurvy. How
such an opinion could have been formed had the histories of former
campaigns and the medical reports of native regiments in peace
been studied, I know not ; but the results were the following :

—

In the European troops, as we have seen, anti- scorbutics were
allowed; the result showed that there were only twenty-two
admissions and no deaths from scurvy during the whole war. With
the native army it was far different. In 1879, taking only the
regular ai-my, there were 347 admissions, or 20.1 per 1000; in

1880 there were 359 admissions, or 23.8 per 1000 for this disease.

Again, the total number of deaths in 1879 in the native army,
from scurvy, was 76 ; of these, 62 occurred in Afghanistan. For
this admission rate and mortality I hold the ration entirely

responsible ; we have before seen that it was insufficient for the
work done, thus eminently predisposing to scurvj', or, as some
hold, actually exciting it. Secondly, there were no anti-scoi'butic

vegetables
;

and, lastly, there was no anti-scorbutic ration, for,

although it was " held advisable " that some should accompany the

force, none was obtainable. The first principles of the j^revention

of scurvy were neglected. I have already related the appearance

of scurvy in the batteiy to which I was at first attached. At the

same camp was located a second regiment of Punjabis, the men
of which were accustomed to meat and vegetables. Scurvy
became rife amongst them. I was a member of the committee
assembled to report on the regiment. The taint of scurvy practi-

cally prevailed throughout, whilst there were 300 men, or nearly

half, suffering markedly. The regiment had been rendered iinfit

by the disease for further immediate service.

Again, in South Afghanistan scurvy quickly appeared. The
medical officer of the 15th B.C. at Vitakri sums up the position

thus :
—" The supply of atta was frequently of inferior quality,

and musty at times ; and the rations would appear to be deficient

in not including some form of fresh vegetable food, as was
evidenced by the appearance of scurvy in the force after it had

been in the field only five months. Scarcely any fresh vegetables

were obtainable in the district, and the men suffered much in

consequence." It is to be hoped that such a scorbutic diet may
never be issued again.

Conclusions. The following, then, are the essential facts that must be accepted

with regard to the dieting of the native army :

—

I. In time of peace the diet of the native army should be such

as will never give rise to scurvy. It must be ever remembered

that a scorbutic taint once gained by a regiment will last for
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years, or, at any rate, will prejudice its health for years. The

question of regulating the diet of Sepoys concerns the efficiency

of the corps for years. If not maintained lit, it will break down

at once on any extra strain.

2. In time of peace, up-country regiments should not be sent

down to Bengal stations ; if they are sent owing. to the exigencies

of the service, especial precautions are necessary, to ensure a

hberal and varied diet to the men without causing any pecuniary

loss to them.

3. The absolute necessity of fresh meat, ghee, milk, and vege-

tables forming pai-t of the Sepoy's diet is never to be lost sight

of ; a libei-al fatty and vegetable cUet, with regular rations of meat

at stilted intervals, is to be held an axiom never to be departed

from.

4. In seasons when vegetables are scarce, compensation should

be made, so that the men may be enabled yet to buy them. Thus,

in the hot season of the Punjab there is generally a difficulty in

getting vegetables. This should be provided against.

5. The water-supply must be examined. Water largely impreg-

nated with saUnes must be rejected.

6. The men should be punished if caught underfeeding.

7. In the field the men should be encoui-aged to forage for

wild herbs, such as taraxacum, speedwell, &c.

8. So far from there " not being any necessity to insist on the

daily issue of lime-juice" to the native army, it cannot be too

strenuously urged that the contrary is the case.

9. In the field, vegetables, milk, and meat rations should be

given to the native soldiers free of all expense. The diet of atta,

dhall, ghee, and salt is insufficient ; all essential vegetables and
spices are omitted. Curry-powder should be issued as being both
anti-scorbutic in itself from the garlic it contains and as forming
part of the usual food of the natives.

10. Rice is never to be given as a continuous substitute for

wheaten flour. Hice is extremely poor in nitrogenous matter,

fats, and salts, and compares most unfavourably, as regards these

respects, with wheat. Thus, according to Payen, the following are

the respective ratios per cent. :

—

Eice. Wheat.

Nitrogen .... 7.55 ... 14.45
Fat 0.80 ... 1.25
Salts ..... 0.90 ... 1.60

11. The experience of many surgeons of native regiments has
led them to suggest a rum ration as an adjuvant to keep off

scurvy. I myself have not observed this prophylactic action.

12. As far as possible vary the diet. A monotonous diet pre-
disposes to scurvy on service.

13. If Government will only supply meat on payment to native
soldiers when on service, it should cause such arrangements to be
made as shall ensure the men being able to purchase the meat.
In the Kun-am Valley this was not generally the case.

As an example of a good diet, anti-scorbutic and otherwise, I K^mpics
of diets.
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would bring forward the following, which was recommended for
the 1 8th Bengal Cavalry by my friend Surgeon-Major G. Griffith
in the Kurram Valley :

—

Atta

A. For Hindoo and Sikh Sowars.

Dhall
Ghee
Milk
Meat
Dahi (curdled sour milk)
Vegetables . . . .

Parched grain and every kind
of fruit

.

Tea .

Wine or rum .

Spices and salt

B
Ghee
Atta
Meat
Dahi
Milk, instead of dah
Vegetables
Fruits
Eice instead of atta
Dhall
Tea .

Spices and salts

C. On /Service

Atta
Dhall
Ghee
Salt .

Vegetables
Tea .

Rum

.

Rice .

Goor

.

2 lb. daily (rice instead of atta
twice a week).

4 oz. daily.

2 oz. „
lib. „
2 lb. twice a week.
8 oz. occasionally.

5 oz. three times a week.

Frequently.
In cold weather.
I measure four times a week.
As required.

For Mahomedan Sowars.

2 oz. daily.

li lb.

4 oz. „
8 oz. ,,

lib. „
8 oz. four times a week.
Twice a week.

)j >»

Four times a week.
In cold weather.
As required.

For Hindoos and Musalmans alike.

2 lb. daily.

4 oz. „
2 oz. „
;'j chittak daily (2 di-achms).

8 oz. twice a week.
2 oz. ,, ,,

4 oz. ,, ,, (for Hindoos
and Sikhs only).

2 lb. once a week instead of atta.

2 oz.

The only changes I would suggest are the following :—The
issue of rum or wine four times a week is unnecessary ; whilst on
service an issue of meat at least twice a week should be arranged

for.
Egypt. Government, however, has at length itself seen the necessity of

giving a ration of vegetables and meat to the native soldier in the

field. Thus, the ration laid down for the Indian contingent in

the operations of war in Egypt in 1882 contained, besides the

ghee, salt, dhall, and rice of the old diets, such constituents as

sugar, garlic, onions, or potatoes daily, with fresh mutton every

third day.
Conclusion. rpj^^ words of Parkes may now aptly close this chapter. This

eminent authority states thnt to prevent scurvy in any campaign

is to lessen the severity of all other diseases incidental to it.
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APPENDIX.—THE FOOD OF ICELANDERS.

It having been stated that scurvy is absent in Iceland not-

withstanding that the inhabitants have no vegetables, and this

fact (?) having been brought forward as an argument for the pro-

phylactic powers of fresh meat against scurvy, I quote the follow-

ing from Pavy's 'Treatise on Food

:

—
" The diet of the Icelanders consists almost solely of animal

food; of bread and every other vegetable there is the utmost
scarcity, and among the lower classes almost an entire privation.

As an eft'ect of these cncumstances, cutaneous diseases are ex-

ceedingly frequent. Scurvy and leprosy are common. Scurvy is

observed to occur with greatest frequency at those periods when
there has been a deficiency of food amongst the inhabitants. For
its cure a vegetable diet is employed in as far as the circumstances

of the Icelander's will allow of such means. Fruits of every kind
are altogether wanting to them, but some advantage is derived

from the employment of the coclilearia, of the trefoil, of the berries

and tops of the junipers, and of the sedum arce, plants which are

all indigenous in the island " (Mackenzie's Travels in Iceland,

quoted by Dr. Pavy, Treatise on Food, ist edit. p. 429).



CHAPTER V.

ENTEKIC FEVEK.

A CONSIDERABLE amount of mental confusion lias of late been
brought on the young army surgeon with regard to enteric fever
which I venture to think totally uncalled for. We are bidden
by certain Indian pathologists to regard an increasing circle of

acute diseases as caused by " climate." Thus cholera is due to
" climate and other causes ;

" epidemics of small-pox are hinted
at as being caused by "climate;" whilst, finally, Sir Joseph
Fayrer, having collected a series of opinions, some of which
seem not exactly congruous to the conclusions, elaborated the

whole into the Croonian Lectures of 1882 as a proof that enteric

fever in hot climates is due " to climate and a variety of aerial

and telluric conditions " rather than to the specific causes held

in Europe. Now, in contrast with the bacterial origin of acute

diseases, the " climatic " origin is thus distinguished : first,

no proof, experimental or otherwise, has yet been adduced to

support its truth
;

and, secondly, the nature of the climate

causing such different diseases has been left undefined and non-

differentiated.

Since the appearance, however, of the Croonian Lectui-es of

Sir J. Fayrer, a classic has appeared on which the Medical Staff

is to be congratulated. I allude to the monograph on enteric

fever by Surgeon-Major Welch. This work admirably exposes

the fallacies of the climatic theoiy.

Enteric Fever in Hot Climates.—In judging of the causa-

tion of enteric fever we are met by a difficulty at the outset.

In times of peace in India, for instance, the retui-ns have been

vitiated to a great extent by the personal views of those

in authority. For instance, not many years ago, in one of the

presidencies, all medical officers were hindered from returning

any cases of enteric fever, inasmuch as the principal medical

officer of that presidency held that such a disease as enteric

fever did hot exist in India. The contrary turn of mind has

also been illustrated, for under another principal medical officer

all cases of fever in which, at the post-mortem, " ulceration " of

the bowels was found were ordered to be returned as cases of

enteric fever. Again, in campaigns, as we shall presently see,

there have been, as a rule, no definite returns for enteric fever.

Thus the amount of enteric fever that has occui-red in hot chmates,

whether in peace or war, is at present somewhat indeterminate.

At the outset, I at once state that I believe nothing is more
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certain than that enteric fever owns the same etiology in] warm
and hot climates as it does at home.*

We have said it is impossible to gather the precise extent that Extent of

enteric fever has played in tropical campaigns. In the medical fever in

histories of tropical campaigns in the A.M.D. Reports up to the
^^^jj^^^;^,

time of the Nile expedition I have been able to find but one cam-

paign in which a separate return for enteric fever has been made.

We know, however, that it has been severely present. But there

is, as a matter of fact, no separate return for enteric fever in the

Chinese (i86o),Abyssinian {1867), Looshai (1871), Ashanti(i873),

Sunjhie-ujong and Malay (1874, 1875, 1876), Afghan (1878-80),

Zulu (1879), ^fl'tf'i and Transvaal (1880), or Egyptian wars (1882).

All " fevei-s," as a ride, have been returned generally either as

" fevers " or " malarial fevers." The only campaigns in which

the question is entered into at all are the New Zealand, Zululand,

and Eg}-pt. In the account of the Egyptian operations of war,

however, an advance was made. Eor the nosological return for

the force from England divided fevers into " continued" and
" pai'oxysmal ; " whilst Dr. Colvin Smith furnished an ideal

return for the Indian expeditionary force—viz., of " febricula,"

" malarial," and " enteric."

Certainly the statistician can claim authority for the vague
returns I am protesting against. For instance, Surgeon-Major
Lyons, in his work on " relapsing fever " in India, aptly styles the

"statistics from fever in 1869" given by authority " as a pilao

of deaths from all fevers ;
" whilst the manner in which another

writer handles the subject is shown by the following comment
on the quoted death rate from fevers in the Thirteenth Annual
Report for 1880 of the Sanitary Commissioners of the North-
West Provinces. In this Report we read :

" Fevers—total deaths,

987,220." But Sir Joseph Fayrer thus comments: "Nearly a
million of people died in 1880 of malarial diseases." He thus
interprets aU "fevers " as malarial for that year.

In future, we must classify fevers as Dr. Colvin Smith has
done, and as the Americans, French, and Germans do. We
shall then obtain definite results to work on. Enteric fever
returns are not so unimportant as to merit being hidden away in
a common return of fevers. How much more definite are the
French returns which enabled Virchow to show that "of the
12,253 cases that were fatal in the late French war, more than
one-half succumbed to abdominal typhus —viz., 6965 "

! Virchow,

* It 13 trne I formerly held that this was not the case. I had suffered
from snn.stroke on service, and was invalided to England as the result. By
my invaliding board, however, the diagnosis of the surgeon who attended
me was not confirmed, and I was held to have suffered from enteric fever.
As I had taken every precaution against the latter disease, I could only
conclude that it arose according to the climatic theory. But on further
investigation with the surgeon who attended me, I am convinced that the
diagnosis of enteric fever was erroneous. Hence this case and further
subsequent experience have convinced me that climatic causes have but a
phantom existence in the causation of enteric fever.
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again, is able to show, from the German Army Eeturns, " that
there are in the main three diseases which require consideration—diphtheria, enteric fever, and dysentery," and from a further
consideration of the figures he shows that " abdominal typhus
is the only one of great importance, by reason of its signal
influence on mortality."^ Finally, the statistics of the secession
war of America showed in a tangible manner the ratio of enteric,
for in the first year there are 21,977 cases, with 5608 deaths,
tabulated; in the second year, 31,874 cases, with 10,467 deaths.
But a further revision showed, indeed, a more extensive preva-
lence of enteric fever. As this is most important for us, inasmuch
as it shows the great devastation that can be caused by enteric,

I quote it in full. From the preliminary Report on the medical
and surgical history of the Rebellion (Philad., 1865, p. 109,
quoted by Hirsch), we find that in 1862-3 there occurred in the
Atlantic region (including the coast belt between the Alleghany
and the sea from New England down to Florida), in a force of

460,000, the large number of 29,666 cases of typhoid, with 7092
deaths; whilst in the central region (the Mississippi Valley
between the Alleghanies and the Rocky Mountains), in a force of

403,000, there were 23,530 cases, with 8970 deaths; and finally,

in the Pacific region (Oregon and California), out of 15,408, there
were only 155 cases, with 13 deaths. The respective rates were
therefore

Admissions. Deaths.

In the Atlantic region . . 64.2 per 1000 ... 15.4 per 1000
„ Central „ . . 58.4 „ ... 22.3

In this calculation, again, no account is taken of 12,093 cases

of typho-malarial fever, with 487 deaths, which are in the Reports
for the Atlantic region. Here, then, we have an example, not only

useful to us, for many of the regions included in the war were
sub-tropical, but also one that should be followed in statistical

arrangement in the future.

There can be no doubt, then, that enteric fever does play a large

part in campaigns in hot climates, and that the geographical dis-

tribution of the disease shows that its " incidence is as wide as

the globe, and disposes of the opinion, which had been widely

accepted until quite recent times, that the tropics enjoy a
complete immunity from it." But now recent times show that,

so far from there being complete immunity in the tropics, the

frequency of enteric in these regions is held so great that it is held

by some as only explicable under " climate." But in like manner
as Hirsch demonstrated that " the climate does 7iot, in and hy

itself, exert any determining influence" on the then sujojiosed

rarity of the disease in the tropics, so now I propose to show also

that " the climate does not, in and by itself, exert any determining

influence " on the supposed frequency of the disease in the

tropics.

To ensure this, and to obtain a scientific and thorough basis

for the prevention of the disease in tropical campaigns, it will be

necessary to examine somewhat in detail the various views that
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have been held as to its occurrence in the tropics. The following

are, then, these various views :

—

Views of Etiology of Enteric Fever in the Tropics.

1. Tlie climatic theory.

2. The " other cause," or " conglomerate," theory (Fayrer).

3. The self-empoisonment theory (Stich).

4. The theory of Surgeon-General Moore.

5. The vicarious theory (Martin).

6. The transformation theory (Colin).

7. The pythogenic theory.

8. The specific theory.

I -will at once state that, according to my experience, the

etiologv of enteric fever is the same in hot climates as in

Ent^laud, and that of the two theories—the specific and pytho-

genic—I believe the specific to be correct. At the same time,

bv acting also on the pythogenic view, the specific causation wiU

be also prevented.

I. The Climatic.—In order to dissipate the cUmatic theory,

let us see what it states. The theory is that " climatic influences,

acting on young and tindeveloped constitutions predisposed in

some way specially to develop typhoid, may start the disease
"

(Clarke, quoted by Fayrer) ; that " typhoid fever in the British

soldier in India is primarily due to climatic influences " (Bryden)

;

that it may have a " malarious origin
;
" that " it is due to

(i) predisposition, (2) age, (3) want of acclimatization (Dr.

Don). It may be summarily stated, from these and similar

opinions compiled in Sir J. Fayrer's work, that the theory in

question seeks to find a primary causation for enteric fever in

India, and tropical and sub-tropical climates, in " cUmatic

"

agencies acting on young soldiers recently arrived. "With this

is interwoven the influence of " atmospheric waves " of other

writers. Such a theory presents to the sanitarian a hopeless

and impregnable front, for with the short-service system, together

with the liability of service greatest in tropical and sub -tropical

cUmates, it will be impossible to prevent the disease, especially as

we all know that enteric fever attacks by preference the young
and robust—in fact, just the class of men composing our troops.

It is therefore of vital importance for the benefit of the sol-

dier that thLs theory be demolished. It will be seen that the

theory is eminently, but superficially, comprehensive. We must
first eliminate some of the elements. To take first the least The factor

valuable. The " meteorological " etiology that is so persistently

brought forward V)y certain writers is but another name for epidemicus

ignorance :
" epidemic constitution," says Billings, a distinguished

surgeon of the U.S. army, " merely is another phrase for

want of knowledge " in connection with this etiology of typhoid.

Truly did the late Prof. Parkes well describe such causation

as " the mythical region of epidemic distribution." What idea

can pos-sibly be conveyed to the human mind by the assertion

that " typhoid, everywhere, is of atmospheric, and, probably, of

epidemic origin, in India, and duo to atmospheric Avaves." As
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Prof. Maclean truly retorted, when he was a student at Edin-
burgh typhtts fever raged at Edinburgh, but its absence now
was not due to the absence of the "atmospheric wave," but
to "improved sanitation." And so it will be found is the case
with enteric fever in the tropics as well as in temperate
climes.

The factor Secondly, it must, of a truth, be acknowledged that a great

dL^osfs?"'
J^any cases of enteric fever are diagnosed in the tropics whore no
enteric fever exists. We have before alluded to the factor of the
enforced official i-eturns, in this respect. The idea of returning
all cases of fever in which, at the post-mortem, ulceration of the
intestines is found, will no doubt increase the returns for enteric

fever, and will also show enteric fever to have arisen on inexpli-

cable grounds ; but the conclusion therefrom that enteric fever

in hot climates arises from " climate " unfortunately rests on the
false premiss that cases returned as enteric fever are not entei-ic

fever at all. The argument, indeed, expressed in terms of the
syllogism, runs thus :—All cases of fever with ulceration of the
intestines are enteric fever. Cases of fever with ulceration of

the intestines are caused by climate. Hence cases of enteric

fever are caused by climate. But those who are acquainted with
the rules of logic will at once recognize herein an example
of the fallacy of the undistributed middle. Dr. "Wall has so

completely put the whole question in a nutshell that I cannot

forbear quoting him : " I believe that a large proportion of cases

returned as typhoid fever have no right to that name. If a man
die in India after having an elevated temperature, and an ulcer

be found in his intestine, the case is at once called typhoid.

But it takes a great deal more than an intestinal ulcer to make a

typhoid fever. I have seen many cases that could not with

certainty be referred to any type of fever, but which had, on

the whole, more resemblance to remittent than any other, and
which were found after death to be coincident with intestinal

ulceration, hii,t an ulceration distinctly not tyjjhoicl. It was an
irregular ulceration, by no means selecting the site of Peyer's

patches, and very often encircling the intestines ; and my experi-

ence is that this form of ulceration often occurs in cases that

would better bear the name ' remittent ' than anything else." The
presence of ulcers in the small intestine in patients dying of

fever has been constantly remarked on by different observers.

Annesley, Twining, and Ranald Martin draw attention to

it. Surgeon-Major Edge, in the Zulu war, found it, and differ-

entiated it from the ulceration of enteric fever. It cannot be too

definitely laid down that "ulceration" is, in the first place, not

the proper expression to apply to the process in the intestine in

typhoid fever, for it does not express the whole process ;
and,

secondly, to be pathognomic it must occur in the pathognomic

site, and no other, of enteric fever. This site is constituted by

Peyer's patches and the solitary glands. As it is, fever with the

" typhoid state " has been confounded with typhoid fever ;
" enteric

fever" has been mixed up with "fever with enteric symptoms
"
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and " fever lapsing into the typhoid state." With respect to this

question of diagnosis, Surgeon-Major Myers, at a meeting of the

Med. Chii'. Society on February 9, 1886, stated that, when in

Egypt, he felt doubtful, from what he had seen, whether many
cases were true enteric fever at all, and pertinently asked what had

been the post-mortem appearances of Peyer's patches. In con-

nection also with diagnosis, I would draw attention to the last

pubUshed lecture of Dr. iMurchison, who combined European with

Indian experience. In a paper on the various forms of inter-

mitting pyrexia, Dr. Murchison drew attention to certain cases

of enteric fever—marked by certain peculiarities impressed on

them in the tropics, viz., (a) a set of cases commencing with

all the phenomena of ague, and with two or more attacks of

rigor followed by sweating ; and (b) a set of cases presenting an
intermitting character throughout. M. V. Frisou, again, has

drawn attention to the fact that enteric fever may commence
with a remittent or intermittent type of fever. Allusion to

these cases will be found from my exjaerience in the chapter

on T^Tiho-malarial Fever; meanwhile, they are here indicated

as showing how, in the matter of diagnosis, enteric fever may
be commonly modified in the tropics. Lastly, we would point

out that ordinary simple diarrhoea in the tropics is often ac-

companied by a high temperature. Thus, not only is enteric

fever modified by a tropical climate as regards its symptoms,
but it has also to be diagnosed from cases of fever with diar-

rhoea and remittent fever lapsing into the typhoid state ; and this

is just what has not been done, I believe, in a great many in-

stances. The recent observations of Dr. Vandyke Carter, of Bom- Dr.Vandyke

bay, tend still further to throw light on the subject of intestinal SseicLs.
lUceration in India. He has described an apparently new form
of Peyerian ulcer lesion, manifestly different from that of genuine
t\-phoid fever. All his eleven examples occurred in adults, some
of whom were, however, recent immigrants. The ulceration was
manifold in the jejunum and ileum, by preference involving the
area-s of Peyer's patches. But the ulcers were not so Peyerian as
in enteric fever ; of smaller size ; the slough was far scantier, and
usually absent ; there was not the prime feature of the true
enteric lesion, viz., a copious cell proliferation ; whilst the lesion
itself supervenes, not early in the beginning, as in enteric fever,
but as a late, superadded phenomenon. The mesenteric glands
are less affected and not nearly so strikingly. No modification of
the true enteric fever lesion could wholly resemble these. As
regards the etiology. Dr. Carter can only surmise the operation of
a " septic " influence different from the " typhoid." Many other
points of difference from typhoid fever are given in Dr. Carter's
work, which is certainly one of the most valuable reports on the
subject, and will go far to di-ssipate the confusion attending
enteric fever in India, and to secure a more exact diagnosis.
We now come to the discussion of the climatic theor}'. It is

gravely stated that the specific or pythogenic theories of the
origin of enteric fever will not account for the proclivity of young
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soldiers recently arrived in tropical or sub-tropical climates, but
that there is something in the " climate " which acts as the excit-

ing factor, combined with " youth "and " recent arrival," inasmuch
as " the facts are not covered by the explanation of the origin
of enteric as accepted in England " (Fayrer). Sir J. Fayrer also

states " that there is more evidence that ordinary chmatic fever
may assume the typhoid, i.e., the enteric, condition, than that all

enteric fever is caused by ftecal contamination." The pathology
of this sentence is a little difficult, but I presume that "the
enteric condition" is a term used for the condition found in

enteric fever. Now, the "typhoid condition," as I have before

pointed out, is not the condition found especially in typhoid or

enteric fever. Any fever, specific or simple, can lapse into the
typhoid condition. Again, what is "ordinary climatic fever"?

I presume it must be either simple continued fever or malarial

fever. If so, we have here another theory mingled with the

climatic theory, viz., the theory of Colin, of which more anon.

Let us, however, first consider the collated factors of youth, recent

arrival, and a hot chmate.

(i) Youth.—Andral made the observation that young medical

students were most hkely to be attacked with enteric fever within

a few days of their arrival in Paris. He forbore, however, to state

that there was something in the " climate " of Paris especially caus-

ing enteric fever in young, recently arrived medical students.

Youth everywhere predisposes to enteric fever ; the glands of

Peyer are then at the height of their functional activity ; but can

it be asserted that youth in a hot climate is affected in a greater

degree than in a cold climate 1 That is the question for the

climatic theorists to answer.
Murchison's The mean age of 1772 cases admitted into the London Fever
statistics.

Hospital during ten years was 21.25 (Murchison). Murchison's

tables show the numbers admitted in each quinquennium :

—

Percentage of Cases.

Under 5 years . 0.98
rrom 5- 9 • • • • • • • 9-44

„ 10-14 18.16

,, 15-19 „ 26.86

,, 20-24 „ 19.69

„ 25-29 „ 10.15

From this table it appears that nearly one-half (46.55 per cent.)

of the cases were between fifteen and twenty-five years of age,

and less than one-seventh (13.8 per cent.) were above thirty,

Lieber- The statistics of Liebermeister show the relation of age as a
roeister. factor of the whole number of typhoid fever cases admitted into

the Basle Hospital from 1865 to 1870. The first cokimn gives the

simple number of cases ; the second, the percentage of cases for

each class; the third, the percentage of the entire population

which the numbers belonging to each age represents; and the

fonrth, the predisposition of each age :

—
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Number of
PatieuU.

Percentixsjc

of all the
Cases.

I'crcontupre ot Poi)Ul;i-

tiou ol* ciicli A^o ill

thu emiro i'upulation.

Disposition ol ctiCQ

A|{G conipflrctl to

Average - i.

_
16-20 323 19.0 12 1.6

21—30 907 2 0
31-40 294 16.0 24 0.7

41-50 88 5-0 16 0.3
51-60 30 2.0 10 0.2

61-70 II 0.6 6 0.

1

Collie, based on coiiie's

statistics.

The latest statistics are those given by Dr.

3523 cases of entei'ic fever in three fever hospitals :

—

Age. Percentage of Enteric Fever.

10-14 22.60

15-19 25.00

20-24 ........ 26.80

25-29 9-75

Let us now examine any statistics of enteric fever as regards

age in hot climates. Unfortunately, we have none that have been
calculated at corresponding periods of life to offer, nor have they
been calculated in the same way

;
but, nevertheless, they do not

show a greater frequency as regards India. Thus, in the report of

the principal medical officer for 1878, concerning the prevalence

of enteric fever amongst the European troops in India, the fol-

lowing is the rate for the Bengal command :

—

Age. Per 1000 of Strength. .Age. Per 1000 of Strength.

22 and under
22-24
24-26

33.17 cases

18.68 „
13H

26-28
28-30

Above 30

6.73

2.58

2.41

Bengal army
statistics.

viz., the marked susceptibility to enteric fever of the young in-

dividual up to twenty-five years of age. But it does not show
anything more. The factor of predisposition up to this age is a
general factor common to both hot and cold climates. But these
latter statistics were brought forward by Marston to show " the Marston.

proclivity of the newly arrived soldier." They really simply show
the proclivity of the age at which the newly arrived soldier has
attained. It mu.st be borne in mind that our soldiers at the age
they amve in India actually constitute such a body of men as
would be selected at home as the most predisposed body of indi-
viduals for an attack by enteric fever by an experimenter in cor-
pore vili. A.s Welch tersely puts it, " the chief age susceptibility Welch,

concurs with recency of arrival in India." The marked suscep-
tibility of the young soldier to enteric is seen in India as else-
where. What the advocates of the " climatic theory " have to
show by statistics is, that the relative susceptibility of the period
19-25 years i.s greater in young soldiers in hot climates than in
cold. Nay, more—to show the influence of climate on enteric fever
they should show that new ai-rivals of an age above that most 2m-
lUnpoaed to enteric suffer more than tho.se of a con-esponding age in
England ; and these facts they have not done. As Dr. Maclean well Professor

Maclean.
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Surgeon-
General
Mouatt.V.C.

Dr. Wilson.

Louis.

Chomel.

Prussian
army.

French
army.

English
army at

home.

puts it, all soldiers sent to India are just those whose age corre-
sponds to the period when enteric is most rife ; but enteric in
India is caused by the same factor as in England—viz., decom-
posed nitrogenous matter. Again, Surgeon-C-eneral Mouatt, V.O.,
as the result of his large experience, distinctly states that young
soldiers in India are no more liable to enteric fever than young
soldiers in Europe

;
whilst, finally, Dr. Wilson, of Philadelphia,

in his Treatise on Continued Fevers, shows that there is nothing
peculiar regarding the factor of age in hot climates.

(3) Recent Arrival.—We next proceed to show that there is

nothing especial in the factor of recent arrival in a hot country.
Recent arrival is by all authorities noted as a precUsposing cause

for enteric fever, but it does not predispose to any greater degree
in hot than in temperate climates. Let us look at tigui-es. Louis
gives for civil life 129 cases, of which 73 had not resided in Paris

more than ten months, and 102 nob more than twenty months

;

Chomel, 92 cases, of which i had resided in Paris only a year or

less. Again, in military life, we find that in the Prussian army
from 1867 to 1879, ^^'^^ ^^^^ year of service, there died 44.3
per cent, of all the cases of enteric fever deaths ; in the second

year, 33 per cent. ; in the third year, 14 per cent.; and in all the

remaining years together only 8 per cent. In the French army
from 1864 to 1866, in the first year of service, the mortality from
enteric fever was 4.37 per cent. ; in the second and third years,

4.22 per cent.; in the fourth and fifth years, 1.85 per cent.; in

the sixth and seventh years, 1.24 per cent., and so on, progressively

diminishing. In the English army at home we find the same

facts. Thus, in the Kinsale outbreak, in 1875, among twenty-one

cases the service periods were

—

Under i year's service .... 8 cases

Between i and 2 years'

2 „ 3

1) 3 " 4
1. 4 " 5

6 „ 7

We here take years of service as practically equivalent to recent

arrival. Now, on comparing these facts with similar facts in

India, we find the factor of recent ai-rival in India predisposes to

enteric fever, but not more so than recent arrival in a temperate

station. As Dr. Welch states, the service ratios adduced for India

are on a par with those for the Kinsale outbreak. In the same

i-eport for 1878 (already referred to as regards age) we find the

influence of service in India thus shown :

—

Continuons Bcsidence iu India.

Per 1000 of Strength.

Casoa. Deaths.

1 year and under .

2 years ,, . . .

3 I) " ...
4 >> >'

...
5 )> " ...
Above s years

34-39
16.60

7.19
ir.32

6.39

2.6s

13-35
6. 20
3.16

S-50
2.79
1.32
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Now, can any one hold, from all these statistics, that recent arrival

in India predisposes more than recent arrival in any phuie in a

temperate climate? But more. Dr. Marston quotes this table

to prove that our soldiers are especially liable to enteric in their

tii-st yeai-s of service in India. Now, evidently, the facts of the

fourth year, as compared with those of the third, do not support

this especial view. To get over them M'arston remai-ks the

ratio " is probably accidental." But, on the supposition that

Mai'ston's climatic theoiy is correct, why should not the numbers
of the first and second and third years be equally " accidental " as

those of the fourth 1

(3) Climate.—I finally come to the great third supposed
factor—viz., climate, the influence of the sub-tropical and tropical

climate. I have shown, as regards age and recent arrival, that

the statement that there is " a proclivity to enteric fever in hot

climates in European young soldiers such as European theories

will not account for," is in fact not founded on fact. I will

show the equally sandy ground on which the theory of " climate
"

has been built.

Take first sub-tropical stations. As regards the Cape, for

instance. Dr. Welch shows how variable have been the returns in

succeeding years. There are even years of intermittence, when
there have been no returns at all. Now this variability in the

returns with a constant climate, is absolutely antagonistic to

climate as a primary etiological factor. Gibraltar and Malta
returns show the same results. There is not only marked varia-

bility in the return for enteric in the different corps of the
garrison, but also in the different segments of the same corps.

And yet withal, we have the same climatic influence over all. Dr.
Welch indeed, shows that the climate and general conditions

existing on these stations do exert a prejudicial influence on new
comers, but it is only as regards " seasoning " disease, febricula,

rock diarrhoea, and fever, &c.,but not as regards entericfever cases,

which, in Gibraltar and Malta, are few and exceptional, especially

when we consider the numbers are constantly changing, and
fresh arrivals of the susceptible age are constantly coming. This
shows that something more than age influence, recent arrival,

and climatic causes, is necessary to produce enteric fever.

And now if we turn to the tropics and India, we find, in the
first place, how Avide is the geographical range. In South
America, for instance, it is found from the sea-coast to the snow
line (Hirsch). In India it is as capable of flourishing in the hills

as in the hot plains. Under the term " climate," as Scott
remai*k.s in his work on meteorology, is understood the combined
effect of all the various phenomena embraced by meteorology, " and
which determined the suitability of various districts for the support
of their respective fauna and flora. Beyond all doubt, the most
important factor in these determinations is the temjyerature."

The law of decrement of heat with ascent above the sea level,

will render intelligible the statement of Herschel, " that in
ascending a mountain from the sea-level to the limit of perpetual

0 2
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snow, we pass through the same series of climates, so far as tem-
perature is concerned, which we should do hy travelling from the
same station to the polar regions of the globe ; and in a country
where very great difierences of level exist, we find every variety of
climate arranged in zones according to the altitude, and character-
ized by the vegetable productions appropriate to their habitual
temperatures." Now, according to the " climatic " theory, we are
forced to conclude that at some altitude the etiology of enteric
fever must suddenly alter. Parkes shows that, for India, an
ascent of 5000 or 6000 feet reduces the temperature to the
English mean. Are we to suppose that, on the lower side of a
given altitudinal line, enteric fever is due to age, recent arrival,

and hot climate, and on the upper side is due to a pythogenic or
specific cause 1 In the march of Cortez to Mexico, over the Cor-
dilleras, " a single day's journey would convey the force through
the climates of several degrees of latitude," thus we see that

enteric fever breaking out in such a march would own different

causation at different periods of the march. This is reducing
pathology to a farce. Again, we here find the same variability in

the returns for enteric, as we have previously noted in sub-tropical

climates. The enteric fever returns for any one station are not
uniform, as they should be, if the disease be due to climate.

Variability is the rule. Let us again quote from Dr. Welch.
" Bareilly has given the highest ratio for any one year, ordinai-ily

one of the healthiest of the plain stations in Bengal ; next is

Sabathu, in the hills, and next Oananore, on the sea-coast, the

ratio being per 1000 of strength, 72.5, 57.2, and 47.4 : the tlu'ee

highest stations in individual years for the period* representing

variations of climate in Indian stations. It may be asked what
is there in common in climate between any plain station, the sea-

coast, and the hills, to form the necessary factor for the enteric

fever which exists and flourishes in one as the other 1 " In fact,

as Brigade-Surgeon Chappie says on this question, If climate

be the cause, define the nature of the climate ? This is a question

that has, up to date, received no answer from Sir J. Fayrer, Drs.

Gordon, Gi'abham, and others, who have patronized this view,

I repeat, that in India enteric fever is found under all con-

ditions of its diversities of climate, in very hot and very dry

localities, in very cold stations, in the hills, and in the plains,

in different ratios in different regiments, at one and the same
time located in any given station ; in different ratios in different

years under exactly the same conditions of climate ; and if

climate be the cause of enteric fever, let its advocate define the

nature of it. For instance, let some authority tell us in what

peculiar way temperature, rainfall, iiir-pressure, air-moisture,

dew, fog, mist, clouds, wind, electi-ical, astronomical, telluric,

or cyclonic phenomena can cause enteric fever severally or col-

lectively. The temperature element of climate is clearly shown

by Hirsch, at any rate, to have no special connection with its

* A period of seven years ending 187S.
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origin, for, as he shows, the acme of the diseases falls variously in

difterent regions within higher latitudes, either in autumn or in

winter, whilst in the tropics it falls mostly at the time of the

greatest heats.

To think that climatic causes can generate enteric fever is just Conclusions

as reasonable as to think that they can generate plants and animals. " cUma'tlc

The specific seed is equally necessary for both. But the most ""g'"-

ludicrous part of this etiolog}'- is that the same factor, "climate,"

was formerly evoked to account for the immunity of India, in the

days when it was held that enteiic fever did not exist in India.

It was stated that India and the tropics enjoyed a complete immu-
nity from it. Hirsch even appears still to hold the view of this im-

munity, but he, nevertheless, expends some sections on the subject

to prove that " in all this we have evidence that the cHmate does

not, in and by itself, exert a determining influence on the occur-

rence of typhoid, and that the reason of the comparative rarity of

the disease in the tropics must be attributed, therefore, to other

cii'cumstauces." And, granting that " climate " be a cause, how
hopeless is our preventive treatment. Our soldiers would not have
a chance. The only way we could combat the disease, in fact, in

hot climates, would be to select an army of middle-aged (or,

even better, of aged), debilitated (for enteric attacks the robust

by preference) men who have resided for a length of time in the

tropics.*

To sum up, I would reiterate that the chief age susceptibility Summary,

of enteric fever concurs with the recent arrival period of our
troops in Incha, or, in other words, that it is just the first year's

service of our troops in India that coincides with the general

age of susceptibihty. This, combined with the general predis-

position of recent sojourn in any infected locality in any zone,

explains fully why our young solcKers in India get enteric. We
say " any infected locality" be it observed : therein lies the cause
of the enteric attack ; not in the climate. The increasing return
of enteric are, moreover, due to increasing accuracy of diagnosis.

If all cases, moreover, of fatal " fever," in which any ulceration
whatever of the intestines is found, are to be returned as cases of
" enteric fever," of course the returns will be greater, and enteric
fever be shown to be increasing in India amongst our young
soldiers.

But although a tropical or sub-tropical climate has no influence Real effect

as a primary exciting cause of enteric, yet when once the disease °fimates.

* The remarks of Dr. Welch on the Straits Settlements are very appo-
site, and will repay quotation : "We here find a climate which embraces
in a marked decrree tropical features. We find troops quartered here fresh
from Enffland, the Cape, &c.—the 80th Regiment especiaUy, from Ireland,
with very many young soldiers in the ranks—material thoroughly adapted
to test existent conditions as capable of producing enteric fever. We find
jjaroxj-smal fevers and simple continued fevers referred to climate ; diar-
rha;a and dysenterj- referred to drinking water undoubtedly fajcally con-
taminated during the Perak war

;
yet in several years enteric fever was

absent, and in no one did it constitute but an insignificant fraction of the
sickness and mortality.
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has originated, the influence of the cKmate will be shown in the
higher death-rate. The death-rate from enteric fever in warm
countries is higher than that in temperate. Nor is this to be
wondered at. For, on coming out to hot cUmates, the system of

the British soldier is exposed to a new life. There is increased
activity in any acute fever, due to the diminished resistant power
of the patient. It is evident that, cceteris ])aribus, a man with
enteric fever in a temperate chmate will have a better chance
than a man with enteric fever in a hot climate. Moreover, we
may theoretically imagine that the specific organism of enteric

will have greater powers in a hot climate than in a cold
;

or, if

one takes the pythogenic theory, that the putrefaction processes

and fsecal poisoning will be relatively of greater virulence in hot
than temperate regions. Again, as Marston shows, the average
expectation of life diminishes in hot countries as at home in pro-

portion to age, only in a far higher ratio. Hence, a larger num-
her of soldiers will die from enteric fever. So miich, then, for

the climatic theory.

2, The " Other Cause " or " Conglomerate " Theory.—The
" other cause," or " conglomerate " theory of Su- Joseph Fayrer is

in part related to the " climatic theory"; but it is far more compre-
hensive. I have termed this theory the " conglomerate " theory,

on account of the comprehensive basis of its etiology. How great

is its comprehension is evident from the following definition of

its author: "To attribute all cases of enteric fever to faecal

poisoning is erroneous and dangerous ; that geographical position

and climatic influences, heat, moisture, organic decomposition,

miasmata, and a variety of aerial and tellviric conditions are more
likely than a specific cause in India." In the collection of

opinions forming the basis of the theory, we find scarcely any-

definite post-mortem accounts; cases are described which I

consider to be utterly irrelevant to the point at issue
;

whilst,,

finally, there is an absence of proof that the cases brought forward

to illustrate it were not due to a specific or jiythogeuic cause.

From an examination of the cases, the argument reduced to

logical expression is the following :—Oases of ulceration of the

intestine are caused, in warm climates, by a variety of aerial and
telluric conditions. But enteric fever is accompanied by ulcera-

tion of the intestine. Therefore, enteric fever is caused by a

variety of aerial and telluric conditions. Finally, Sir Joseph

Fayrer himself condemns his whole superstructure, for he pro-

poses to call this variety of enteric fever, " endemic " enteric

fever, as distinguished from the "specific" enteric fever. But

all enteric fever, as we knoio, is essentially endemic. Enteric fever,,

as Murchison remarks, is the endemic fever of England, as it is of

France and of America. It is a peculiarity of this disease that it

is endemic everywhere. Two conditions are necessary for " cli-

matic " and " other cause " theorists to demonstrate as existing be-

fore they can establish these peculiar doctrines on a scientific basis.

The first is, that the fever in question in any given case is actually

enteric fever ; the second is, that all specific or pathogenic causa-
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tion is absolutely excluded. But at present these two conditions

often have not been established. As we shall presently see, the

conditions for enteric fever are luxuriant in warm countries,

especially on the pythogenic etiology.

Before leaving this theory, I notice that Sir J. Fayrer has

also placed on record that not only is it erroneous to attribute all

cases of enteric fever to the European pathology, but that it is

also damjeroiis. Why dangerous ? I reply that it is far more
dangerous' to shut one's eyes to the pythogenic and sjDecific

causation, for we shall have nothing definite then to work
on.

3. The Self-Empoisonment Theory.—The self-empoison-

ment theoiy has been urged by Stich. He holds that enteric

fever may arise from empoisonment by the contents of the intes-

tine, which become noxious " under the influence of disturbing

causes." This theory need not be discussed, for, as Laveran re-

marks, it has no precise facts to rest upon.

4. The Theory of Dr. Moore.—The following is the theory

advocated by Dr. Moore, Surgeon-General with the Government
of Bombay. This author does not believe in the specific nature

of any fever, but that all belong to one genus. Enteric fever is

simply a " phase of fever," and not a specific disease, whilst the

enteric spots are only a petechial eruption. The eruptions of

enteric typhus, scurvy, and purpura are identical. It is, surely

enough, with regard to this theory, to point out that the last

three eruptions do not disappear on pressure.

5. The Vicarious Theory of Martin.—Surgeon Martin, of

the Medical Staff, has advanced a theory to account for the pre-

valence of enteric fever in the tropics, which demands a short

notice for its reputation. He says that the following factors arise

Ln the tropics in order, and that in consequence enteric fever is

induced.

(i.) Hepatic insufficiency.— In consequence of an excess of work
Deing thrown on the hepatic system, either by an absorption
of putrid matter, or otherwise, there is an increased demand on
the hepatic function, responded to at first by an increased activity

(f that function. Soon, however, the liver is unable to come up
to time, so to speak, and can no longer bear the strain of elimina-
tive work thrown on it. The second element now comes in—viz.,

(2.) A vicarious and abnormal activity of the intestinalglands, swp-
plemental to the hepatic insufficiency. This eliminatory function
of the intestinal glands at length leads to a suppurative enteritis.

Thii* vicarious action is, in its turn, furthered by the third element
—viz. (3) An idiosyncrasal proneness of the glands to this abnormal
function.

In this way Dr. Martin would explain the origin of entei'ic

'ever from " increased temperature," or its occasional " sponta-
leous origin," and also its non-occurrence or rarity amongst the
oatives of tiopical climates.

Now, if it be time that enteric fever can result from " increased
temperature " or " spontaneously," we are quite willing to admit
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that the extraordinary reversal of the physiological function of

the intestinal glands above indicated can also take place.

But inasmuch as I do not believe in such an origin from " in-

creased temperature," or " spontaneously," I am bound to point
out that the theory rests also on erroneous premisses, for, first, the
intestinal glands that are affected in enteric fever are the solitaiy

glands and Peyer's patches
;
and, secondly, that every work on

physiology with which I am acquainted, distinctly states that the
function of these glands is absorjjtive and not eliminative. " A
Peyer's patch is merely a lymphatic gland spread out in the coats

of the intestines." Still, certainly, if a tropical temperature can
cause enteric fever, it can also doubtless reverse the physiological

function of the different systems of the body.

Again, we believe that there is no occasion to account for the
rarity or non-occurrence of enteric fever amongst the natives of

tropical climates, for such, as we shall shortly show, does not
exist.

Finally, Dr. Martin would seem to be in error in that he states

that the fluctuating temperature of the fourth week indicates the
process of suppurative enteritis. According to Liebermeister,

the first week is occupied by swelling and infilti-ation of the
patches ; during the second week they either slough or subside

;

during the third week, any sloughs that may have formed are de-

tached, so that, by the end of it, all the ulcers have clean floors

;

finally, during the fourth week, they begin to heal. There is,

indeed, no process that can be properly described as a suppurative

enteritis at all, but, granting that there is, we should first of all

have to date the enteric fever from the date when this process

begins, thus leaving ovit altogether the stage of glandular enlarge-

ment
;
and, secondly, the ulceration, which is of course accom-

panied by some suppuration, begins on the twelfth day or there-

abouts. So far, thei'efore, we have as yet failed to find any basis

for the prevention of enteric amongst our soldiers campaigning ir

tropical chmates. Nor does the transformatio7i theory of M. Coli%

help us.

6. Colin's Transformation Theory.—M. Colin begins hf
apparently falling into the same mistake concerning the functioES

of the various intestinal glands. He says: "All acute febrib

conditions are accompanied by marked alterations in the secretions,

and by gastro-intestinal complications which may induce tte

spontaneous development of typhoid." Now we must again insist

that the solitary glands of the intestine do not secrete, but, on

the contrary, absorb. Next, M. Colin says that this enteric fever

is a unique malady in the tropics, and results from the transfoi^

mation of fever primarily paludal into enteric fever ! He also

holds that, in the tropics, enteric fever may be spontaneously

developed by transformation out of all acute febrile states. This

transformation also especially takes place in young individuals

who have recently left their native land for a warm malarial

country. Now Billroth would derive all infective micrococci front

a single mother-plant—the cocco-bacterium septicum. Again, t
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few investigators liold that a putrefactive organism can become a

specitic infected organism causing a specific disease. Under either

of these views, theoretically, the theory of Colin might be ex-

plained somewhat—that is to say, the cocco-bacterium septicum

might tii-st give rise to a bacillus malaria, and then to the bacillus

of typhoid. But the advances of bacteriology have shown that

the origin of the difterent specific bacteria from one common
parent is incorrect ; the different bacteria, formerly indistinguish-

able by shape, are now easily distinguished by culture, &c. With
all due respect, then, to M. Colin, I must reject his views of tro-

pical enteric fever
;
nay, more, I must confess that such a patho-

logy as teaches the transformation of one disease during its course

into another is Co me unintelligible. Moreover, as Dr. Welch
shows: " ISTo less pi'onounced is the disconnection of this disease

(enteric) with the paludal fevers widely dispersed and frequently

met with in the islands. Were enteric fever allied in origin to

the paludal fevers, Demei-ara and British Guiana should have
fiu-nished a high ratio, ivhereas the 0232^osite is the fact."

We have, at length, finished our work of destruction, and we
now come to the two remaining views of the etiology of enteric

fever in the warm chmates—viz., 7, the pythogenic ; and 8, the

specific. In fact, enteric fever arises in hot climates in exactly

the same way as it does in cold. In addition, it is at once evident

that, under either of the above views, we have means of preven-

tion clearly indicated to us. I, myself, certainly incline to the

belief of the specific nature of the poison ; but this is a minor
point, as the same means of prevention are necessary for both
views. Whether there be a specific ftecal empoisonment, or a
simple fsecal empoisonment, the method of deahng with it is the

same—viz., to exclude all sources of fsecal contamination from
ourselves, owv food, our camps, and our clothes.

7. Pythogenic Theory.—On the pythogenic theory there can-

not, we opine, be the smallest difficulty in accounting for the pre-
valence of enteric fever in hot climates. A perfectly astounding
argument has been adduced by the climatic theorists against the
pythogenic causation—^viz., that on account of our good sanitary
barracks our men are protected from this causation. Do the
cUmatic theorists mean to affirm that our men never leave then-
barracks ? and, if not, what is the argument worth? Not much,
truly. Why, from the very moment the soldier lands in India
he is exposed to pythogenic agencies. He drinks unfiltered water
in the railway

; his milk is brought, in as many cases as not, in
native vessels, and not milked before him. As Surgeon-Major
Banking well states: "There is no station in India, however
carefully its sanitary condition may be attended to, where the con-
dition.H for fajcal contamination of water easily accessible for
drinking, though not intended for that purpose, do not exist."

Not unfrequently natives wash their clothes sitting on the cover
of the wells set apart for the men. How filthy are the native
cooks ! Does the company dhobi never mix up native dirty linen
with the soldier's washing ? Do the men never go to the bazaars
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which, as Maclean says, " stand on soil for ages sodden with ex-
crement T' Can any country, in cold climates, be instanced
which can indeed show such forcing-beds for enteric fever, on the
pythogenic theory, as the filthy cities, and towns, and villages of
tropical and sub-tropical countries 1 And in connection with this,

Dr. Welch has shown how more liable the single men are to fall

victims than the married, who seldom spend their time in the
bazaars. Dr. Chappie also has shown how, during twenty years
of service in India, he has never seen a case contracted in hospital.

But if the disease were due to climate, why should the hospital be
exempt 1 He adds his evidence that it is pythogenic, and the
soui'ce of the poisoning the bazaars. In the Twenty-Srst Annual
Report of the Sanitary Commissioner with the Government of

India, for 1884, an instructive commentary on this question

appears. Cases of enteric fever occurred, and the medical officer

observed that the earthenware vessels in the latrines had not been
glazed, and were in fact satui'ated with excremental matter, and
gave out an abominable odour. Glazed vessels were substituted,

the offensive odour vanished, and enteric fever at once ceased.

But it may be urged that cases occur so soon after disembarking
that the men could have had neither time nor opportunity for

contracting it. But how about the rest camps ? How about the

native villages near the rest camps and all their filth 1 And, more-
over, there is not the slightest doubt that in many cases the

disease is contracted before landing in India. Dr. Saunders has

shown that, from observations at the Cape and in Egypt, the

incubation period may be even two months in exceptional cases.

Dr. Welch quotes cases proving the bearing of importation in ex-

plaining the origin of the disease amongst new-comers in hot

climates. Hence, we maintain that there is no reason for seeking
" climatic" causes to explain the origin of enteric fever in warm
climates. Our men arrive at the predisposing age ; in many cases

the disease has been proved to have been imported
;
others, again,

contract it from the filthy villages, or from unclean camps in

moving up to their station ; and when in the station the pytho-

genic causation is close at hand in luxuriant proportion. And
the same factors hold equally good in war in warm climates.

Afghan war. During the Afghan war, doubtless, the cases were contracted from

water poisoning by faeces, or by other forms of fsecal poisoning,

although, as I shall presently show, I believe the fsecal poisoning

was specific.

New Zea- Again, during the New Zealand war, the stafl' of Government

w^kato^.''" surveyors maintained robust health as long as they kept moving ;

but being compelled for precaution's sake, during one period of it,

to remain camped near the troops, they were allocated near the

notoriously bad camp of the land transport. Enteric fever and

howel complaints soon aj)peared, and affected more or less the

majority of the survey staff. The affections were only arrested by

a change of position.

Zulu war. During the Zulu war, on the occupation of the newfort, Chelms-

ford, near Gingoloro, built on new ground be it noticed, a native
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contingent was encamped in its neighbourhood. The conservancy

ai-i-angements of this contingent were primitive. Soon cases of

enteric fever broke out in the foi-t, and the sick became so numerous

that they had to be moved down. Now, besides the dirty native

contingent, and the absence of sanitation in this camp, dead

bodies of Zuhis were found in the surrounding marshes from
which the drinking water had to be drawn.

An objection has been drawn by certain observers to the specific

or pythogenic causation as regards Afghanistan, that enteric

fever occurred in " virgin " camping-grounds. But as far as my
experience went—and I had the good foi'tune to see the whole of

the Kurram and Khyber hnes, and half of the Quetta Candahar
line—the camps were near villages for the sake of getting supplies

;

if the camps were " virgins," the villages certainly were not so, but
afforded ample pythogenic sources of infection. Finally, in the

Isile expedition, although as a rule the medical officers reported

favoimibly of the sanitation of the camps, yet there were excep-

tions. Wady Haifa was reported constantly to be in an unsanitary

condition from November 1S84 to November 1885. " The ground
was foul from the Egyptians defecating all over the place." At
Assouan the foreshore of the river in front of the port was in " a
very insanitary condition."

8. The Specific Theory.—I cannot, however, personally help
believing that something more than mere fsecal poisoning is

required. Any one who has perused Dr. Budd's delightfxil classic JUr. Budd's

on typhoid fever as it occurs in England, must believe that it is

due to specific poisoning in England. He shows how accumula-
tions of filth might exist for years in country villages Avithout

any enteric fever arising; the inhabitants thereof might breathe
the polluted air, and drink the polluted water, yet no enteric

fever resulted, until the missing element—the enteric stools of a
chance visitor sick from enteric fever—were mingled with the
fsecal accumulation.

Similarly, "Welch has shown facts for enteric fever in hot Dr. Welch's

climates, demonstrating that " the specific theory more closely

embraces the military data than any other, and is the only one
that meets the requirements of the case." It may be true that
we cannot always find out the first case causing infection, but
the same is true of eveiy other infectious disease. Abundant
sources of infection exist in the East: in the bazaars by con-
taminated drink; by watered milk; byeflluvia; through the dhobis,
by their washing clothes with infected clothes, or in infected water

;

by inhalation of the air containing dried particles of infected
excreta. Dr, Deakin, of the Bengal Medical Service, as the result Surgeon-

of an experience of ten years in India, stated that he has " never Dcikin's
yet met with a case of cholera or enteric fever in which the
possibility of a specific source of contagion could be eliminated;
and that as long as this is the case he fails to see the necessity or
de-sirability of .starting any 'climatic' hypothesis of causation."
In fact, sources of infection flourish luxuriantly throughout
warm countries: in the bazaars, villages, streams and fields.
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All we want is a first case ; and he must be a bold man who will
deny the existence of such a case in any outbreak. And be it

remembered that the very mildest case is all that is necessary
for the fo7is et origo of an outbreak ; the stools are as equally
and as powerfully infective as those of the severest case ; how
often may such a mild case be overlooked? Dr. Murchison
describes the abortive form in which the fever may terminate at
the end of a week; Griesinger is quoted for cases ending in
five days. Such cases have been returned as " febricula," and
excusably so ; for it is difficult to see how they could be diagnosed
when occurring solitarily. But that such cases of enteric do
occur is shown by Murchison, who has found the characteristic
eruption in them ; and who has also found them occurring in the
same house with typical cases of the disease. Other cases, not
recognized as such, occur under " The Insidious Form," described

by Hewett, Louis,'and Chomel, and by the Germans as "Typhus
Ambulatorus." Therefore, it should be a rule on service to regard
all cases of fever with diarrhoea as possible cases of enteric, until

proved otherwise. To clench this etiology, the truth of which
we firmly believe, two other facts must be established :—First,

that native races are subject to entei-ic
;
secondly, that there is a

germ specific to enteric. These facts I propose finally briefly to

establish.
>fativesare Notwithstanding the fact that Dr. Marston considers the
lUbicct to *

nterlc. occurreuces of enteric fever amongst natives to be very rare, yet

there is abundant evidence that the contrary is the fact.

Sir Guyer Hunter, for instance, as regards natives of India,

from his experience as Professor of Medicine in the Grant Medical

College, Bombay, and other places, states that no race or sect is

exempt. Hunter has seen it in Hindoos, Mussulmen, Parsees, &c.

Dr. Scriven, of Lahore, also bears the same testimony for the

Punjab. Dr. De Penzy, in his report for the Punjab in 1869,

draws attention to the enteric fever prevailing in the gaol at

Bawal Pindi, and gives perfect histories and post-mortem exa-

minations. In 1872, thirteen cases of enteric fever are rettxrned

from the Bengal native army. It has also been reported, and on the

strength of post-mortem results, by Chevers for Bengal, Crombie
for Burmah, O'Brien for Assam. Dr. O'Brien's report is particularly

interesting, as showing the existence of enteric fever among the

native hill population, and the introduction of the disease into

a corps and station by recruits joining : the outbreak occurring

at Shillong in the 44th N.I., four of the cases being recruits, and

admitted a few days after joining, from whom other cases occurred.

Enteric fever also is returned as occurring among the Bombay
coolies at Mauritius ; it has also been returned for Madras ; in

fact, that the disease is common to the community at large in

India, irrespective of race, is indisputable. In other tropical

countries, again, e.g., the West Indies, it is found. Welch finds,

from an examination of the returns of Jamaica that, excluding

Newcastle, the black troops have more frequently been affected

than the white. Again, the black troops on the West Coast of
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Africa give returns. Dr. Allen has found it amongst the

Africanders, Kafirs, Zulus, and coolie class. It is prevalent

amongst the native population of Algiers. In 1884, the principal

medical officer in Ceylon has found it frequent amongst the

natives. Finally, Hirsch shows that there is no racial exemption.

He quotes Tidyman in proving its frequent occurrence amongst
the negi'oes of the Southern States of the Union; also Lewis,

who states that " hundreds of negroes died of typhoid in Central

Alabama in the winter of 1835-7." Hence, we think we have
adduced evidence sufficient to supply the link connecting enteric

fever with British troops as regards its continuous origin from the

native community in warm climates.

I^ext, as regards the sjKciJic origin and nature of enteric. Specific

Although it is true that if we hold fast to the poisoning by any and
all excreta as the main point as regards our preventive measures to

be guarded against, we shall have equally good results as if the
excreta contained a specific poison—I think it necessary to support
my opinion by a brief resume of the researches tending to establish

it. Virchow, a few years ago, in his address on " Enteric and virchow.

Infection Diseases in the Ai-my," drew attention to the fact that
enteric was suspected of being j^ropagated by " plantkins," and he
also showed that as the minutest organism makes its first start

in the way of regular heirship from a predecessor, if this be the
source of any contagion, it follows that such contagion cannot
spring de novo. Now many pathologists claim to have found a
specific bacillus for enteric fever. Klebs {Archiv.fiir ex]). Path., Klcbs.

vol. xii. parts 2 and 3, and vol. xiii. Hefte 5 and 6) has found
baciUi constantly present. The tissues beneath the typhoid ulcers
is said to be full of them. They occur constantly in the intestinal

infiltrations, and also in those anatomical lesions which are said to
be secondary. In one case of ten days standing in which the
cerebral s)rmptoms were especially marked, these bacilli were
found in the pia mater. They are in length about 80 micro-mm.,
in breath 5-6 micro-mm. Eberth independently came to the Ebenh.

same conclusions. Koch has confirmed these observations. Koch.

Further, Maragliano has found these bacilli in the blood of enteric Maraglian

fever patients during life. And he found also that as con-
valescence approached they gradually disappeared. The experi-
ments on animals of these observers confirm the notion that the
baciUuB Ls specific. By subcutaneous infection in rabbits, Klebs
found his bacillus to develop in their intestinal mucous membrane
into the same form of myceUum as he found pervading the whole
ma.ss of a typhoid patch. The histological changes in the two
ca.ses corresponded ; and thus his conclusion that this bacillus is
the es-sential c<ause of enteric fever is confirmed. Dr. Almquist, Almquist.
of Stockholm, from culture experiments from the bacilli from
the bloofl of enteric fever patients, inoculated a dog. On the
15th day he found Beyer's patches much swollen, and containing
the same bacteria. In a paper, entitled "The Typhoid Blant
and its Favourite Soil," in 1884, read at the London Sanitary
Convention, Dr. E. Flayter, of Ottawa, fully adopted the doctrine Piayter.
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that the specific cause of enteric fever was the bacillus; he
pointed out also that its favourite soil for growth outside the
body was human fsecal matter, and hence theory indicated pre-

vention—viz., the most scrupulous disinfecting of the same.
GaiTky. Dr. Gaffky, in the second volume of the Reports of the German

Imperial Board of Health, gives a very complete contribution on
the " Etiology of Enteric Fever." His research is based on a micro-
scopical examination of twenty-eight cases. In only two out of

twenty-eight cases were no bacilli found. GafFky has made many
pure cultures, and is satisfied that this bacillus is distinct from
other pathogenic forms. He faUed, however, in inoculating

animals. He holds them, nevertheless, to be the specific patho-

genic organism.
Bouchard. M. Bouchard, in his paper on the " Antiseptic Treatment of the

Acute Infectious Diseases," read at the International Congress at

Copenhagen, describes a bacillus which, after five years' study,

he has found in all the pathological new formations occurring in

connection with typhoid fever, except the sudamina. He con-

siders it to be the causal agent. Animal experiments have failed.

It was easily cultivated on bouillon, and its proliferation was pre-

vented by biniodide of mercuiy.
Shpoiansky, Lastly, Di's. Shpolansky and Stroganofi", of Odessa, examined
Stroganof.

^jacterioscopically the stools in ninety-six cases of enteric fever,

and found Eberth's microbes present in ninety of the number.

From a review of the evidence, it seems that the bacillus of

Klebs has considerable support, both from the many confirming

observers, and also from the fact that experiments on animals

Conclusions, were confirmatory. I have entered rather fully into the his-

tory of the specific bacillus of enteric, for, whether true or false,

the germ theory is the best working hypothesis from a sanitary

point of view.

I hold that there is no subject of greater importance for the

military surgeon than the prevention of enteric fever in cam-

paigns. I fully agree with Dr. Flint as regards his dictum that

it is possible in course of time to get rid of typhoid fever alto-

gether, and that the spread of the disease from any given patient

is absolutely within our control ; but the primary process must

commence with ourselves. Our troops before starting on a cam-

paign must be located so that they cannot possibly get infected.

To effect this, there must be sanitation in reality. As the Indian

Medical Journal observes, "When we read the report on the

sanitation of Calcutta {Lancet, February, 1871, p. 656), and con-

trast it with the disgracefully filthy condition of the native

bazaars, the fort moat, and the 800 disgustingly filthy tanks

(which, thanks to Dr. A. T. Payne, have nearly all disappeared,

but which to our knowledge existed in 1874 in the City of the

Palaces), or when we consider the unhealthy condition of the town

during the past two years, we learn what remarkably different

ideas some people have as to what constitute local insanitary con-

ditions." And yet Sir Joseph Fayrer and others
.

state that

European theories will not account for enteric fever in India 1
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"We, indeed, can but marvel at the confidence with which state-

ments are made as to the non-existence of any specific source of

contagion in any given case occurring in an Indian cantonment,

station, gaol, or native city.

The preceding exposition will show then the lines on which we
shoidd start our men with a healthy body on a campaign from
India or any other warm country. It now remains for us to

indicate how, further, we are to keep them free from enteric during

the campaign. As LiebermeLster states, typhoid fever is one of

the diseases best calculated to test the efiicacy of whatever pre-

caiitionary measures and enactments that may emanate from the

domain of State medicine. " Prophylactic measures vidll be eifec-

tive just in proportion to the strength of our behef in the material

nature of the typhoid poison, whilst therapeutic half-measures
will yield, not half-way I'esults, but no results at all." As regards
India also. Prof. Du Chaumont states " there is too much con-

tinued fever, that is, typhoid, and this is distinctly preventible."

And what is true of India, we believe is also true of tropical cam-
paigns. Now, how is it distinctly preventible ? We will again
quote Liebermeister for our answer :

" A man who avoids breath-
ing the exhalations of privies and sewers, who does not handle
linen foul with typhoid dejections, who does not drink unboiled
water from infected springs, is as safe in a place where a typhoid
epidemic is raging as in one where not a case of the disease

exists." Now, substitute "camp trenches" for "privies and
sewers," add " exhalations of dejecta generally," and we have
given us the keynote of prevention.

Before proceeding analytically to discuss the prevention pf
enteric in tropical campaigns, let us look into the conditions pre-
sent during the operations of war in Egygt, in order finally to
see whether there is any necessity to invoke cHmate as a cause.
We cannot, indeed, learn in what ratio enteric fever occurred as Egypt,

regards the force arriving from England, as the classification
employed for the returns simply divided fevers into " paroxysmal "

and "continued." But continued fevers returned 73.5 per 1000,
as compared with 17.7 per 1 000 for paroxysmal. Under the " con-
tinued " lay an unknown quantity of enteric. Dr. Colvin Smith,
however, we have seen, gave a perfect return of " fevers " under
" ague," " febricula," and " enteric " for the Indian Contingent.
Now, out of a strength of 131 officers and 5674 men, only one case
of enteric fever was returned, as compared with 1 23 cases of ague
and 28 of febricula. Supposing this return correct, and it doubt-
less is, it goes far to prove the opinion that many cases of ague
with typhoid symptoms, i.e., ague—including intermittent and
remittent fevers—with a severe course, ending in the superven-
tion of the typhoid state, have been, and are, returned as typhoid
fever. As regards, however, the general causation of enteric fever
in thi.s Egyptian campaign. Dr. Marston, the sanitary officer, has
placed it on record that European theories were not sufficient to
account for it, especially as regards the theory of the water-.supply
Independently, however, of the fact that a second observer Sur-
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geon-Majox' Warren, expressed quite the contrary opinion, Prof.
Maclean, in reviewing the whole evidence, rightly, as we think,
declared that the cases in their etiology and course exactly re-
sembled those occurring in Europe, and were not due to "vague
climatic causes." Let us, however, briefly cast in review the
environment on which Marston grounded his climatic theory.
First, we had the advance along the Fresh-water Canal. Now
here the men had the most indifferent drinking water. It is true
Norton's tubular pumps were in use, and that wells were dug
alongside the canal at a little distance from it, to try and ensure
the filteiing power of the soil. But is it at all likely that the
men, burning with thirst under the hot summer sky, restricted

themselves to such water 1 and if so, did the pumps act 1 The
men most certainly did not so restrict themselves. Now, the
accounts of the fouling of the Fresh-water Canal most fully would
explain the enteric fever, especially on the pythogeuic theory, and
to our mind, the only wonder is that a vast epidemic of enteric

fever did not deva.state the force. In the second place, consider

the conditions at Ramleh, Alexandria, Cairo, &c. The atmosphere
was loaded with the dust of the soil, and we need hardly allude

to the fact that this dust was about as foul as dust can be, Ifc

was emphatically excreta laden. This dust, then, everywhere
encompassed our force. Blown about the camps, our men both
inhaled and swallowed it. Let us, just for a moment, quote the

condition of Cairo in April 1885. Mr. Ernest Hart, who describes

them, found the insanitary conditions indeed worse than they were
five years ago. "The permeation of the soil with puti-efactive

filth is continually increasing. The system of watering the stink-

ing earth in the noonday sun makes the air reek with stenches."

The soil reeking with filth, with all natural dry-earth conservancy

absent ; the drinking water becoming annually more and more
polluted

;
cesspools emptied at uncertain intervals without warn-

ing ; the contents of the cesspools bucketed into open barrels,

and the carts then loaded with these barrels, such carts, on their

way to the desert to deposit the filth there, jolting the contents

at every step, and splashing the contents into the air and into the

dusty road. Such were the conditions of Cairo in 1885. And, of

cotirse, such have been the conditions for many years. Surely, Mr.
Ernest Hart must have had the climatic theory of enteric fever

in his mind when, in commenting on this condition of Cairo, he

writes : "People often wonderwhere their children get enteric fever,

diphtheria^ ophthalmia, &c. The reply is easy—in the street." And
such were the streets which our soldiers thronged after the seizure

of Cairo ; and such was the dust of the desert blown through

our camps. Again, in 1886, the sanitary state of Cairo was no

better. " The water-supply was derived from a stagnant canal,

emitting abominable odours from human filth. There was nothing

deserving the name of a system of sewerage and drainage.

Typhoid fever is very prevalent." Looking only at pythogenic

causes, we find a perfect hot-bed for the disease ; but we know

also that enteric fever itself prevails in Egypt. Thus Cerf-
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Mayer, as regards Alexandria, states that " typhoid fever with

the same sjuiptoms as it presents in Europe has its place in the

list of diseases." Yauvmy states that the deaths from typhoid iu

Port Said amount to 6 per cent, of the mortality ; whilst Penay
describes the disease as not only being prevalent at Khartoum,
but also very widely spread and very malignant.

Selection of Men.—Turning now to the more congenial task

of indicating the nature of the preventive measures for enteric

fever in tropical and semi-tropical campaigns, we come first to

the selection of material. We cannot, indeed, now take advantage
of the selection of men of an age not especially predisposed.

Owing to the short-service system, our men arrive in hot climates i. Age.

just about the age when most predisposed to enteric fever. Under
the long-service system we could have selected men past the

dangerous age. Welch (p. 100) quotes some Madras figures

showing that if soldiers of twenty years and under were kept out

of India, the enteric fever would decrease, whilst, if the exclusion

were extended to twenty-five years, it would have very small

proportions. Nevertheless, in 1884, 2000 recruits were sent to

India who were under twenty, and most of them were but little

over eighteen ! For a campaign on the frontiers of India we 2. Previous

should select the British regiments, when requii'ed, from those

who have been some time in India, thus bringing to our assist-

ance the aid of acclimatization. I would urge that all men
having a previous history of enteric fever be scrutinized with the 3. Previous

greatest care before being allowed to take part in a campaign. ^""^""^ '^^^'^i

Such men are rarely fit to undergo the arduous fatigues of a
campaign, especially in the tropics. Dr. Bristowe draws attention

to the liability to the supervention of pulmonary inflammation
and tuberculosis subsequent to enteric fever ; this liability must
be greatly enhanced by fatigue and exposure. The recent re-

searches of MM. Landouzy and Sireday estabhsh the injurious
effects of typhoid fever on the heart and great blood-vessels.

Yirchow, again, shows how even the most robust, after recovery
from enteric, may suddenly break down. Finally, we know from
Zenker's researches that the voluntary muscles undergo degenera-
tion in enteric fever, leaving, it may be, their structure impaired
even after recovery, whilst he has drawn, also, especial attention to
the cardiac muscular degenerations that occur. These latter
researches have again been carefully investigated by Hayem, who
has shown not only the granular degeneration of the muscular
fibre, but also the small-celled infiltration between the fibres,

leading to connective-tissue growth. Such changes must inevitably
leave an impaired heart, and an impaired heart is unfit for a
campaign. Lastly, all men with malarial infection should be 4. Malaria,

weeded out. Dr. Scriven, late civil surgeon of Lahore, has drawn
attention to the fact that " persons weakened by malarial fever
are peculiarly liable to true enteric fever."

Selection of Season.—Although enteric fever exists through-
out the year, and is independent of season, yet it is more prevalent
in certain seasons than in others. Now, for Europe, Murchison

p
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shows its increased prevalence in autumn—^the months, in order
of relative frequency, beginning at the highest, being October,
November, September, August. But, luckily for our campaigns
in warm countries, the seasonal prevalence is different. Enteric
fever here prevails mostly in the hot and ramy months, and not
in October and November, the months in which campaigns had
best begin. Welch, for India, shows that the enteric-fever ratio

rises with the heat, recedes before it culminates, advances again
in the rains, and finally falls rapidly with the cold weather.
Again, although the relative greater frequency in the different

quarters of the year may not coincide in all the three presidencies,

yet in no year is the maximum during the fourth quarter. As
far as the seasons are concerned, heat and rainfall are the factors

favouring enteric fever. Finally, Hirsch di-aws attention to the
" noteworthy circumstance " that the hot months are the chief

seasons for enteric in tropical and sub-tropical regions. The
indication, then, is obvious—to begin the campaign with the

advent of the cold season.

ClotMng.—We need only repeat here the precaution of con-

tinually wearing a cholera belt or flannel waistcoat; not so much,
indeed, for the strict prevention of enteric fever, but for the

preservation of the abdomen from chill and subsequent catarrh.

For it is obvious that enteric fever would be more likely to occur

when the resistance of the " site of election " is functionally weak
and functionally weak it must be in catarrh.

High The Camp.—The site of the camp should be as high as possible,
ground.

^j^^ driest ground available. Ground with a moist subsoil

should be avoided, and likewise permeable soUs. I do not, indeed,

state this on Pettenkofer's theory, which I do not hold proven,

but 1 state it on the ground that the enteric-fever germ, or

putrefying fjecal matter, would have greater impetus for develop-

Open order, ment in damp soils. There must also be the most open order

possible of the tents. The free ventilation of the camp is im-

perative, and, as we shall see, the trenches must be as remote as

Change site possible from the tents. Again, the site of the camp should be
regularly, changed at regular intervals. Morache draws attention to the

greater prevalence of enteric fever amongst the French troops at

Metz over the investing German army, pointing out that, whilst

the latter, within certain limits, could change its camping ground,

the French were compelled to encumber the same ground for

three months. One can easily imagine how entei-ic fever, once

started, would increase under such circumstances, and how, under

the pythogenic theory, causation and prevalence must inevitably

arise. And if this occur in temperate, how much more in tropic

climes. Fleet-Surgeon Norbury, again, well points out how he

has never seen enteric fever occur in an active flying column, but

that, when it did appear, the camp was always one of some

Slkria"'°
permanency. Boudin has stated that there is an antagonism

Boudin! between malaria and enteric fever, and has, with others, shown

how malarious sites, when drained and rendered non-malarious,

have become the seat of enteric fever. Hence, one might foolishly
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urge that a malarious site is advantageous against enteric fever.

But the real explanation of Boudin's observation is, that draining

malarious sites makes them habitable, and -with habitations come
inhabitants, and with inhabitants enteric fever. Dr. Allen, in his Dr. Allen's

work on enteric fever in relation to cattle, ui'ges that, for tern-

porary camps, it is safer to choose places where the grass is thick

and high, rather than the bare earth, because on the latter lies

the contagion from which the calves have become affected. The
gi-ass oSers a natural barrier between the bodies of the sleepers

and the contaminated soil. "Where, however, the bare earth must
be chosen, the waterproof sheet is the only precaution. When
the camp becomes permanent, then the site on which each tent

stands should be copiously watered by a disinfectant solution.

Finally, especial preventive care is indicated should circum- Water,

stances compel camping on sandy soil. "We have before alluded Sandy soils,

to the part the sandy soU of Egypt played in enteric fever.

Amidst the dirt in the air, dried particles of excreta become dif-

fused. Should disinfection of the excreta again be inefficiently

performed, dry sandy soil of itself can lend little aid to disinfection.

The same precautions as were suggested for ophthalmia are indi-

cated, the camps must be regularly watered by bheesties to lay

the dust, especially in the neighbourhood of the latrines.

Pood.—-That precautions as regards the meat supplied to the Ani-nal

men are necessary, will be evident from the following facts which
have been brought forward to show that decomposing meat, ^;e?'

se, can cause entei'ic fever when eaten, and that the decomposing
meat of animals suifering from enteric fever can do so. Thus, in

the first class of cases, Dr. Bruce Low gives two cases where the Bruce Low.

disease seems to have been caused by (i) inhaling the effluvia

from a decomposed hide ; and (2) by eating decomposed American
bacon. Dr. Low, however, states, the animals may have had
enteric fever. Griesinger relates an instance of a festival in Griesinger.

Switzerland, at which, of 600 persons who had eaten of some
decomposing veal, more than 500 were subsequently seized with
enteric fever, whilst no one who had abstained from this veal was
attacked. But it is highly probable that the flesh then eaten
came from animals who had suffered from enteric fever. There
is an accumulated mass of evidence to show that animals do thus
suffer—and if so, there is reason for belief that eating their flesh

will caase enteidc fever in man. Creighton has shown the Creighton.

probable connection between tubercular disease in man, and
" perl sucht " in the cow by means of the milk ; and why should
there not be a similar connection as regards enteric ? It is true
that Murchison obtained but negative results on feeding a pig
with fresh stools of a patient with enteric. But Sutton has shown Sutton,

the di.sease to occur in monkeys. M. Tayon, in his communi- Tayon.

cation to the French Academy in 1884, showed that inoculating
guinea-pig.s with the culture results of the blood of an enteric"

fever patient, produced typhoid lesions in these animals, whilst
the same le.sion.s were produced in a less virulent degree in sheep,
dogs, and cats. Welch stfites that cattle suffer from it. Wddi.

P 2
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Hugueniii. Hugueniii, also, in commenting on the numerous outbreaks that
have been reported as arising from diseased meat in Switzerland,
states that enteric fever, with characteristic intestinal lesions, is

common amongst cattle in S-vvitzerland, and gives evidence show-
ing that calves became infected from the stools of their owners.
He states, however, that the meat must be also decomposed.
An interesting outbreak bearing on this point has been reported

Marston. by Marston. During July and August 1879, enteric fever pre-
vailed amongst the men of the 70th Regiment at Subathoo. At
the same time, a fatal disease with high temi^erature, diarrhcea
and emaciation, and disease of the intestinal and mesenteric
glands made its appearance amongst the sheep maintained by the
commissariat for the supply of mutton for the troops. The issue

of this mutton was prohibited, and stopped on August 3. The
last case of enteric fever occurred on August 20, or eighteen days
after the cessation of the issue of the mutton. The drinking
water was pure. The above sequence of events certainly showed
apparently a sequence of event to cause. But it was found, also,

that the fever was originally contracted at Mooltan, and not at

Subathoo. The first case occurred at Mooltan on March 26, then
six cases occurred during the transit to Subathoo, the first case

occurring at Subathoo on Api'il 21. Head-quarters arrived at

Sukathoo May 23. The last case in the regiment occurred as

above, on August 20.

Dr. Aliens With regard to the oiigin of enteric fever from infected cattle,
views.

James Allen, of Pietermaritzburg, has drawn especial stress

to this mode of infection. Enteric fever is the only disease

endemic in South Africa, being a disease of the spring and
summer, and affecting all classes and races impartially. Dr.

Allen concludes that the disease was pi'esent in the countiy

before the first arrival of the colonists, and that its propagation

is not dependent upon human beings, but upon infected cattle.

He describes a specific enteritis occurring in calves, subject to

relapses, and very contagious, and holds that the ordure of

animals affected with this specific ailment, on gaining access in

any way into the human body, will give rise to enteric fever. An
outbreak is narrated supporting this view, and the disease was
started in a calf by causing it to drink water impregnated with

the ordure in question. Men are infected by the dried excreta,

blown about in all directions, or by the saliva of the calf left on

the mother's dug infecting the milk, or by infection of the

drinking water. Dr. Allen holds that enteric fever thus arose in

a great measure, amongst our troops in the Zulu war.

From a survey of all the above facts, it seems certain that the

lower animals, such as sheep and cows, &c., are subject to enteric

fever ; and it also appears that decomposing flesh, specifically

affected in some cases, has been considered to have caused out-

breaks of the fever. Whether we hold the specific view or not,

we at any rate must urge careful scrutiny of the meat supplied to

the men, and especial precaution be taken that not the slightest

decomposition be present in the meat. It is quite possible that
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some of the so-called inexiilicable cases of enteric that have been

related may have arisen fi-om eating infected preserved meat.

Although we, oui-selves, firmly hold the specific theory of enteric

fever, and consider that, if mutton and beef do cause enteric fever

to man when decomposing, that such meat must also be specifi-

cally infected, yet the right course to pursue is to follow the

advice of Roth and Lex, and act on the possibility of pythogenesis

and fermentation of perhaps other forms of oi'ganic matter, as

the causes of enteric fever; always excepting, however, the
" chmatic theory," which is barren as regards any indications for

treatment.

An undoubted role is played by the drinking-water. Petten- Water,

kofer, indeed, denies any influence to the drinking-water, but, as

Roth remarks, how can a poison developed on Pettenkofer's

theory, in the groimd, during the sinking of the ground-water,

avoid getting floated into the ground- or spring-water 1 Accord-

ing to the recent experiments of E. BagenofF on the action of

various agents on the bacilli of Eberth and Koch above men-
tioned, water forms an excellent medium for their preservation

and growth. Milk also was found, but to a less extent, an
excellent medium.
The enteric fever during the Zulu campaign was considered by Zulu.

Dr. Woolfreyes to be solely induced by polluted drinking water.

The outbreak at Ramleh, as shown by Dr. Warren, had a like Egypt,

causation. In the recent Khartoum expedition enteric fever was
shown to seize those who drank of the polluted water of the Nile
in the Cairo camps, whilst those in the same camps who were
supplied with distilled water remained exempt. At Assouan, it

was reported in December 1 884, that " the water supply was not
good, as we are about 300 yards below the fort occupied by 200
Ba.shi-Bazouks, and numerous women and children. The foreshore

is in a very unsanitary condition." Again, an extensive epidemic
occurred at Bangalore in 1884, in the mounted branch. Dr. Bangalore,

Martin found that it was due to the fact that the men, whilst at
"stables," were supplied with unboiled water, direct from the
bheesties massacks, without any process of purification. The Seamen's

unpurified unfiltered water on board foreign ships was found k°'^p"-i'-

invariably to account as a factor in the prevalence of enteric fever
in the merchant service, when I was resident at the Seamen's
Hospitiil, Greenwich.
Although unconnected with campaiging, yet I cannot forbeai-,

on account of the lesson it teaches us, from briefly alluding to the
late terrible epidemic of enteric fever at Plymouth, Pennsylvania.
This epidemic is especially instructive to those authors who hug
climatic theories, inasmuch as within a few days 1000 persons
were infected by the drinking water polluted by the stools of
only one patient. Luckily for science, the hard-headed American,
sceptical, after the manner of his race, of vague and subtle
theories, investigated the outbreak. But suppose, for a moment,
the single case had eluded his observation, and suppose also that
the whole outbreak had occurred in a tropical climate, can any-
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one doubt in wliat light its causation would have been held
by those who have, of recent years, promulgated the climatic
doctrine.

The Ply. The town of Plymouth is situated on the Susquehanna Kiver,

^pWemic, in Pennsylvania. The main street of the town is parallel to the
1885. river, but a large number of the inhabitants live on ground extend-

ing towards the sloping mountains behind it. The general health
up to the date of the outbreak had been average and fair as usual

;

its sanitary state was not worse at this time than on preceding
years. In the second week in April 1885 an epidemic of enteric

fever broke out, and within one month over one thousand were
seized, with 90 deaths. The water supply was at once suspected,

as all parts of the town were affected, the clean as well as the
healthy, and a committee was appointed to examine into the
question. They elicited the following facts :—The water supply
of Plymouth is from two sources—(i) from private wells, and

(2) from hydrants directly under the control of the Plymouth
Water Company. Now, the well water was not at fault, as the
disease was found wherevei' hydrant water was used, and only

there. The people who drank only of well water escaped. The
hydi'ant water was derived from two sources : (a) during the

greater part of the year fi-om a mountain stream of great purity,

which, after leaping down the mountain side for several miles, is

distributed through the variotis streets by pipes running from the

lower or first of four successive resei-voirs, which have been
formed in the stream ; and (6) when the water in this stream is

quite low from water pumped directly from the Susquehanna
river into the mains. Such was the case from 20th March to

26th November. A man convalescent from enteric fever was
found by the committee living in the only house on the banks of

the mountain stream between the third and fourth reservoii's.

This house was within 40 feet of the stream. The patient had
contracted enteric fever when on a visit to Philadelphia in the

latter week of December 1884; the disease manifested itself at

Philadelphia in Januaiy ; on his return home he suffered from a

relapse, and was ill for several weeks through February and
March. During his illness, the snow being on the ground, his

excreta was thrown on the ground within a few feet of the stream

supplying the town. Thus they accumulated on the ground close

to the stream. From March 25 to March 31 the snow was melt-

ing
;
early in April there were frequent showers with mild warm

weather. These thaws and rains removed the snow, and with it

the dejecta, directly into the water supply. The first case of

enteric fever was reported on April 9 ; this occurred in the practice

of a physician who saw thirteen more cases within the next five

days, when a lai'ge increase took place, seventy-five cases being

seen by one physician between April 14 and April 19. Thus

the great outburst flared up about the middle of April, beginning

gradually however on the 9th.

As we have seen, the mountain stream was not in use from

March 20 to March 26, but Susquehanna river-water. Had
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this water anything to with it? No; because (i) cases occurred

in houses which had at no time used river-water, such as were

situated at the reservoirs, and were enabled to obtain enough from

them for their purposes. (2) Cases occurred amongst visitoi's to

Plymouth who arrived a day or two after the mountain-stream
was again supplying the town, and who, therefore, had never used

river-water. (3) The incubation period does not correspond to the

supposition that the river-water was the cause, for allowing 10-14
days for this period, cases ought to have commenced about March
30 to April 2, whereas the first case did not occur till April 9.

Xow the reservoii- mountain stream water began to be used again

March 27, and the first case occurred on Ajsril 9, or thirteen days
after; but thewater becoming more freely distributed, the great out-

biu'st occurred from April 14. The evidence, we think, is conclusive.

2sow this remarkable case shows how, within a month, an
epidemic can start from one case and afiect more than 1000
people ; it also again shows how true is the fact insisted on by so

many authors, of the tenacity of vitality of the enteric poison,

such tenacity lasting through a frozen temperature
;
and, finally,

it shows us how necessary it is to disinfect the excreta of such
patients.

Many more examples in the history of campaigns again could All water to

be cited of the part played by the drinking water in the causation

of enteric fever. Enough, however, has been stated to show the
imperative necessity of strict attention to the water supply, and
strict disinfecting of all water wherever obtained. Prof. Du
Chaumont indeed recommends all water to be distilled on cam- Distilled,

paigns; this might be carried out at the base, but along the
advanced lines would, we fear, be impracticable. The site fixed

for obtaining the drinking-water from a river should be guarded
from all pollution ; it should be higher thaa the sites for washing,
and above all fords used for cattle. The same caution is indicated

as regards mUk. jVltilk obtained from native villages on campaigns Milk,

is, we believe, a frequent source of infection. In the Nile expedi-
tion, 1884-85, the medium of milk was held to be a possible source
of infection. The goats supplying the milk were not milked at
the camp or hospital, but the mUk was brought by natives from
their houses in gourds, and was hence greatly liable to contamina-
tion. It is true that it has been held in India that milk does not Dr. Cuning-

cau.se enteric fever, " because children who consume most milk
jjf^i°"io'^'"^

suffer least." But the fallacy of such logic is transparent, for, of to enteric

course, it is not the milk, but the milk plus infected water added
to the milk, or milk infected in the bazaars. But how many
obtain this milk from the bazaars? Milk in the vast majority of
cases for Indian children is obtained from the cow or goat private
in the particular compound. Hence, boil all milk before dis-
tribution, and make the villagers supplying it milk their cows in
camp before those reponsible for its distribution. And again, let
the calves of the cowa brought for milk be examined to see that
they are in good health, and not suffering from any enteritis.
One more caution must bo added finally for the preservation of
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food from infection. As far as possible it must be protected from
flies. Fleet-Surgeon Norbury has drawn attention in this respect
with regard to enteric prevailing in the campaigns of South Africa.
He holds that flies are great factors in its production

;
swarming

in latrines, they fly about with their fine hairs coated with in-
fectious matter, which they deposit on solid articles of diet or on
potable liquids.

Conservancy.—" The disposition of any locality to typhoid
fever depends Ini-gely on the extent to which the inhabitants
breathe and drink the contents of their privies." This dictum of
Liebermeister may be applied to the camp with due substitution
of trenches for privies. We have already repeatedly drawn atten-
tion to the ventilation and open order of the camp. Next, the
trenches—distinct for enteric-fever patients—must be as far to
leeward of the camp as possible. The trenches must especially be
so situated as to prevent any effluvia permeating the camp ; ex-
halation from drains causes enteric in civil hfe, and exhalations
from trenches will do so in camp. In a permanent camp on the
line of communications, owing to its necessary compres.sion, enteric

fever once started, is much favoured, for the ground set apart for

latrines becomes more and more occupied. The outbreak of

typhoid fever which proved so fatal to the French troops at Tunis
is shown by Dr. Siredey to have been imported by the soldiers

themselves ; the epidemic spread from regiment to regiment, and
became intensified owing to the neglect of the most elementary

Treatment rules of clcanliness and hygiene. Hence, the treatment of the
o e.xcreta.

jgjgcta is of primary importance. The first point is to dispose of

them as quickly as possible, as the generality of evidence points

to the fact that the stools when first voided are not infectious.

Next, we know that the vitality of the " ferment " is very great.

We must accordingly render the stools unfit to support the enteric

germ. Many facts show {e.g., the epidemic in Lausen of 1872
quoted by Roth) that the flviid excreta of enteric stools can soak

through a considerable thickness of eai'th, without losing their

infectious properties, especially when the structure of the soU is

loose. And this is particularly the case where sandy soils are

concerned, as in Egypt. Sucia soils can scarcely be said to possess

any disinfecting power at all. We should therefore in no case

Sawdust depend on the power of the soil for disinfection. Some have
and burnnig.

j-gcommendcd mixing sawdust with the stools and bui'ning them,

but it is difficult to see where the sawdust is to come from on a
Petroleum, campaign. Dr. Du Chaumont recommends cai'rying petroleum

for the purpose ; this method has advantage also of supplying a
Simjjie material for the cremation of the dead. Simple burning cannot
urmng.

depended on to destroy the infective power of the stools.

"Typhoid stools were burned in a dunghill. Some five weeks

later, five persons who were employed in removing dung from

this heap were attacked by typhoid fever; their alvine dis-

charges were buried deeply in the heap, and nine months later one

of the two men who were employed in the complete removal of

the dung-heap was attacked and died " (Cayley.) This instance
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disinfect-

ants.

imparts most important lessons; it shows the inefficiency of simple

burning to destroy the infecting power of the stools; and it shows

also how prolonged is the vitality of this infecting power. It is

better therefore not to depend on simple burning, for it may be

carelessly done. In the New Zealand war, however, the excreta

were burnt, it having been found that burial was of no use ; for

independently of the scavengers not burying the excreta at suffi-

cient depth, it was found that the ground after a time became
saturated with organic matter, and emanations were given out

;

whilst after heavy rains the putrefying heaps became exposed.

The best plan is to chemically disinfect the stools as soon as they Chemical

ai'e passed, and then to bui-y or burn them. The infectious pro-

perties of the stools appear to be developed in about twelve hours

(Cayley). Hence, disinfect at once. The methods are, either to

strew the receptacle into which the motions are passed with a

layer of sulphate of iron, each time before being used, and then,

immediately after use, to pour some crude hydrochloric acid over

the fjecal mass—as much as one-third, or one-half of the bulk of

the motion being used (Liebei miester)
;

or, to employ carbolic Lieber-

acid (1-40) for the same purpose (Murchison)
;
or, to use chloride SurchUon.

of Kme, as especially recommended by the committee on disin-

fectants, ofthe American Public Health Association. Four ounces

of chloride of lime of the best quality {i.e., containing at least 25
per cent, of available chlorine) are to be dissolved in a gallon of

soil water, and one pint of the solution to be used for each motion.

The advantage of chloride of lime is the shorter time of exposure
to thLs agent that is necessary.

But for portability, and as regards its applicability for general Corrosive

use, I would recommend corrosive subhmate. Wilson strongly
^"'^''™^"^-

urges its advantages for disinfecting the stools of enteric fever.

In using this agent, all hard, frecal lumps should be well broken
up, and the dejecta then exposed to the action of the age^nt for

one hour, then trenched, some more sublimate, finally, being
poured over the mass and the suiTounding earth. The strength
of the solution required is i in 500. All vomit should be treated Treatment

in the same way ; whilst the committee above mentioned also uri™""''
have recommended treating the urine mth the disinfecting solu-

tion. In relation to the great preventive elFects of corrosive
sublimate on the infection of typhoid fever, I may, in conclusion,
draw attention to the experiment of M. Chautemesse. He found Chaute.

corrosive sublimate, of the strength of i in 20,000, destroyed the
vitality of the typhoid microbe, whilst carbolic acid, "in the
strength of i in 400, had no effect on it.

The trenches must, of course, be so situated that there is not The

the slightest chance of contamination of the water supply. They
.should be not less than feet deep, and i foot wide. When the
trench is half filled it is to be closed, and the earth well beaten
and .stamped down. It is very important not to simjily shovel
in loose earth, but to beat it well down

;
for, it may happen that

the ferment has not been entirely killed, and, should any decom-
position set in, with hberation of gases, the poison will be carried
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witli their upward movement through the loosely shovelled in
earth, and may poison the atmosphere. One more caution is

necessary. Should the camp be on a sandy soil, let the trenches be
always made on the lee of any sand hillocks

;
for, if to windward,

the light soil will be blown from out of the trench and the de-
jecta exposed.

Ordinary .

greatest attention to minutiffi must be taken in the above
care nccts- directions, for not only is it by the stools that the poison is chiefly

•

ab7ve" spread, but the poison itself is remarkable for its great vitality.
particulars. Cayley's case shows that the stools may retain their vitality for

nine months. Gietl relates a very similar case. A man suffer-

ing from enteric, came to a village which had been free from the
disease for a long time. His stools were thrown on a dust heap.
After some weeks, four attendants, who had at times performed
this office, were seized with enteric ; their motions were then
buried deep in the dust-heap. After another four months, two
out of a party of scavengers, who were removing this heap, were
seized. This central fact, of the long vitality of the poison, is

most important from an etiological point of view, for it explains

cases which, otherwise, would be relegated to " the mythical
regions of climate and epidemic distribution."

Scavengers. The mehtars should be camped by themselves. The stools

being disinfected directly they ai'e passed, reduces the danger of

their contracting the disease to a minimum.
Bed, Hospital Precautions.—All soiled blankets, and any bed
blankets, equipment in use, must be carefully disinfected. Blankets will

absorb, and retain with facility, any poisonous material. Enteric

fever can be contracted in this way : numerous observers have
noticed the frequency with which washerwomen are seized. "A
laundress occupied the middle of one of three houses, supplied by
one well, into which leaked the slops of the laundress's house.

She, on one occasion, received the linen soiled by the discharge of

a case of enteric fever, and, after fourteen days, cases occurred in

all three houses." If much soiled, the blankets had best be

burnt
;
but, if not, let them be soaked in a solution of corrosive sub-

limate of the strength of four ounces to the gallon, for two hours

;

or else in one of chloride of lime of the strength of four ounces

to ten gallons of water. At the base, mattresses may be in use

;

these, we think, should be invariably burnt. No attempt should

be made to disinfect such a bulky article as a mattress in a warm
climate. But blankets must be economized; as an additional

precaution, after exposure to the disinfecting solution, they

should be thrown into boiling-water, and remain in it at least

half an hour. Finally, all sick orderlies, attending on the cases,

should especially be careful as regards soiled clothing.

The tents. Inasmuch as it is possible some particles of dried excreta may
have rested on the walls of the tent, at the termination of the

case, wash the surfaces with a solution of corrosive sublimate of

I in looo.

Sick The attendants must not take their meals, or drink anything, in

attendants, the hospital tent. Let them always wash their hands in the i- 1 ooo
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corrosive-sublimate solution before eating ; if their clothes have

been soiled by the discharges, at once wash them with tliis solution.

Can a sick attendant catch the disease directly? Cases are

from time to time reported of contagion. Thus, two instances were

repoi-ted as such fi-om the Khartoum expedition, occurring in

hospital orderlies who had been in close attendance, for many
days, on men suffei'ing from enteric fever of a severe type. The
patients wei-e utterly weak, requiring to be lifted up for the

purposes of nature. Now, in these cases, we think, that it is just

as reasonable to suppose that the two ordeiiies caught the disease

by then- hands becoming soiled, and then infecting their food, or

else by their inhaling the poison from the stools, as by direct

contagion. At any rate, the possibility is to be borne in mind.

Dr. Colhe, of the Homerton Field Hospital, has pubhshed, lately, Dr. Collie's

a series of papers to show that enteric fever is contagious. In
his last paper, he states that, " by contagion, he means communi-
cation by direct personal intercourse, in most cases, probably, by
means of the recent stools

;
although it is by no means affirmed

that no other emanations from the sick can produce it." No one
would object to the first part of the statement

;
I, personally,

however, have never seen any cases leading to the opinion that

emanations from the skin of the patient can cause the disease.

Dr. Colhe's cases are, I think, explicable on the supposition that

the attendants contracted their enteric fever either by their

hands or clothes becoming soiled, and so their food, or by
emanation from the stools

;
for, although it is most probable that

the stools when immediately passed are not infectious, yet it is

not absolutely proved
;
and, moreover, there may be exceptions.

Still, cases have occurred of direct contagion, though they are

rare. Dr. George Johnson has seen it in two instances in nurses.

Scrupulous cleanhness and disinfection, therefore, are necessary Precautions

on the part of orderlies
;
whilst, further, such orderlies for the sick afiu"'"*

should be as old as possible.

Treatment of an Epidemic.—The important factor to prevent
enteric fever from becoming epidemic is to recognize the first case
Beyond doubt, the disease has assumed large proportions in our
camps from pardonable failure of diagnosis in this respect. The
stools of a mild case are as infectious as are those of a severe one.
No better rule can be acted on than that given by Sir Thos. Craw-
ford—viz., " to treat all cases of diarrhoea attended with elevated
temperature (fever) as enteric fever until further observation has
proved to the contrary." But, with regard to diagnosis, the
.surgeon should also be on his guard not to swell the returns for
enteric by diagnosing cases as such when really they are not
present. It must be remembered that all fevers in campaigns
tend to lapse into the "typhoid state." The first case of enteric
once recognized, I believe that the limitation of the disease is

greatly within the power of the medical staff. Should, however,
cases increa.se, at once change the camping ground, and pitch on
another well away from it. Should this, for military reasons, be
impossible, then all we can do is to see that there is (i) strict
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isolation of the sick and their attendants, (2) strict disinfection of

the stools and the use of separate trenches, and (3) increase of the
superficial space of the camp as much as possible.

Summary.— i. Enteric fever, as met with in tropical and sub-

tropical climates and campaigns, has the same etiology as at home.
It is both unnecessary and also prejudicial to the health of the
army to wander into "the mythical regions of climate" for its

causation.

2. The reproduction of the poison takes place, as in cold climates,

in the intestines of the patient. It is then discharged with the

motions, and transported, "partly by the patients themselves,

partly by their body-linen and bed-linen soiled by the evacuations,

perhaps even by healthy individuals to whose clothes or persons

the virus may cling."

3. The discovery of the first case is all important. Hence, any
case of fever with diarrhcea is to be viewed with suspicion, and
treated as enteric fever until proved to be the contrary.

4. To treat as enteric fever, is (i) to isolate, (2) to disinfect the

stools, bedding, tents, attendants, clothes and tents, and (3) to

increase the superficial space of the camp.

5. To prevent the origin of the first case, scrupulously examine
the men before starting, prohibit intercovirse with native villages

and bazaars, and scrutinize all food, whether solid or liquid,

especially looking after the water supply and milk from native

villages.

6. There should be a special ofiicer for these duties.

7. Should the disease become epidemic, immediate evacuation

of the camp, and the formation of a new one well to windward, is,

siibject to military considerations, imperatively demanded.

8. Apart from this, striking camp and changing ground in the

not immediate neighbourhood should be periodically carried out.

Such are the cHef lines to work on.



CHAPTER VI.

TYPHO-MALAEIAL FEVER.

This is another fever, or rather we have here a fever which is

alleged to exist, the description of which, by various authors, is

apt to confuse the mind. The main question' for us, however, is

to judge whether there is any such specific fever as " typho-

malarial " fever ; if there be, we must then indicate the means of

prevention.

The most various meanings have been attached to this term,

and the most various views given of its etiolog}^

The disease was first of all described by Dr. Woodward, based i. Wood-

on his experience when serving in the Federal army of the
'^^'^'^ '

Potomac in 1861. He considered the fever in question as, not a
modification of malarial fever, but a hybrid affection—a combina-
tion of malaria and enteric.

The same form of disease has been described more recently by
BoreUi, of Naples

;
Aitken, of Rome

;
Durand-Fardel, of China

;

and Morel, of French Guiana. But the views held by these of

its natirre are somewhat different to the " hybrid " view of Wood-
ward; thus

—

BoreUi looks on the disease simply as a modified form of enteric 2. Boreiii.

fever

;

Aitken as a peculiar form of malarial fever ; whilst 3. Aitken.

Durand-Fardel and Morel look on it only as a severe form of 4. Durand

malaria.
Mo'ref'

To myself it would appear that two diseases have been con-
founded together, and the whole thrown into one class here. The
very d&scription itself, given by Woodward, shows this. Thus,
Woodward describes the malady as consisting of—

•

A. A set of cases in which the malarial affection predominated,
the disea.se beginning as a simple intermittent and remittent.
"After seven to ten days the fever became continued, or the
phenomena peculiar to typhoid showed themselves—diarrhoea,
abdominal tenderness, delirium, dry and brown tongue, and the
like. Post-moitem showed, as a rule, only a simple catarrhal
affection of the mucous membrane of the intestines, with accumu-
lation of lymphoid cells in the lymphatic vessels."

B. A .set of cases where " typhoid infection was predominant,"
and the disease took es.sentially the form of typhoid, and the post-
mortem showed in a marked manner the changes proper to that
disease.

Now, it is evident Borolli has described and seen class B, whilst
Aitken, Morel, and Durand-Fardel have described class A.
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The expLanation of this form of " typho-malarial " fever is as
follows :—In tropical countries we have to start with, first,

enteric fever
;
secondly, various forms of malarial fever.

Class A.—Now, owing to the depression caused by heat,
malarial fever in warm countries, when severe, is apt to cause the
patient to lapse into an adynamic condition. This is especially
the case with remittent fever. In consequence of this, the patient
falls into that state the sum of whose symptoms has been desig-
nated as the "typhoid state." Woodward himself describes it

perfectly in class A. He says: "The phenomena peculiar to
typhoid come on from the seventh to the tenth day—viz.,

diarrhcea, abdominal tenderness, delirium, dry and brown tongue,
and the like." But these are the phenomena of the typhoid state,

not of typhoidfever especially. I repeat that the above symptoms
are not in the slightest degree peculiar to enteric or typhoid fever;

they are to be found in every febrile disease of whatsoever nature,

when that specific fever in question becomes adynamic. That this

is the case is, moreover, again shown by Woodward, in that he
states that "a number of autopsies of this group showed, at the
post-mortem, no other sign than a smart intestinal catarrh."

Dr. Maury. Dr. Maury, in his paper on the " Eevers of the Mississippi

Valley" (in relation to this subject), exactly describes this class of

cases. He mentions a form of malarial fever—"the continued."

He then states that, in certain cases where the previous condition

was bad or the constitution already undermined by repeated

attacks of malaria, diarrhoea, dry red shining tongue, sordes, low
deUrium, with carphology, may be present; in fact, he exactly

describes "the typhoid state" as described by Murchison.

Class B.—Class B. of Woodward's " Typho-Malarial," embraces

those cases in which " the disease took essentially the form of

tj'^phoid, and the P.M. showed, in a marked manner, the changes

proper to the disease." Now, why make a mystery, and call

this class " typho-malaria "
? Surely we have nothing more here

than enteric fever occurring in a patient whose constitution is

already i;ndermined by repeated malaria, or who, at the time he

became infected with enteric fever, was also seized with malarial

fever, and thus has both poisons at once in his system. The
temperature chart of enteric fever is immensely affected by
malaria, but that does not imply a hybrid condition.

Dr. Banlett. Dr. Bartlett, of America, well remarks that " typhoid fever, like

all continued fevers, is sometimes more or less mixed up with, and

influenced by, the pathological element of periodicity." Dr.

Dr Wooten. Wooten, of Alabama, says, " I may remark that I have often

seen typhoid fever complicated vdth regular remittence ; that is,

typhoid fever and remittent fever existing together, and I have

cured the paroxysmal exacerbations whilst the disease essential to

typhoid continued ; and I have frequently found it necessary to

do this before the more formidable disease could be influenced by

remedies." Doubtless, again, the name has been often applied to

those cases of enteric fever complicated by malaria in a hot

climate, in which the eruption of rose-coloured spots has been
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wanting ; here there would be the greatest diffic iilty in diagnosis
;

but why apply the name " typho-malarial " 1 Surely, to use the

woi-ds of Prof. Johnston, of the Columbian University, " the
°"'

esciipe from the dilemma of uncertainty by oflering a hybrid

name to doubtful cases is illogical, because unnecessary and un-

supported by any ftxcts which have so far beeti presented. The
conception of typho-malarial fever has come to be a device for

easing oneself of the responsibility of accuracy in diagnosis ; and
gives us no better working theory, as far as laractical results go,

than we had before." When house-physician at the Seamen's
Hospital I had frequent opportunities of observing the manner
in which malaria modified the temperature chart of enteric fever.

One instance was particularly instructive. Four sailors were ad-

mitted on the same day from a ship that had come from Norway.
They all had typical quotidian ague. In three of them the

paroxysms were subdued in about seven days
;
but, in the fourth,

although the daily intermittent paroxysms were no longer marked,

yet the tempex'ature now assumed gradually a more or less re-

mittent, then a continued, type, and soon the rose-coloured erup-

tion of enteric fever appeared, and the man passed through a
typical attack of enteric fever. Here, at first, all four patients

were diagnosed as simple ordinary ague, till the continuance and
change of type of fever in the fourth case showing there was
something in addition in his case.

Another case, bearing on this subject, terminating fatally, oc-

curred in my experience. Lieut.
,
R.E., was under my care

for simple fever, probably from sun exposure. The temperature
attained its maximum 103.8 on the fourth day

;
by the sixth day

it had reached the normal, and remained normal night and
morning for the next thi-ee days. The patient was stationed in
the plains, but within four homes' drive of a hill station, I
ordered him up to the hills on the morning of the tenth day.
The two preceding evenings he had been well enough to go to
mess, and continued feeling better except for some remaining
weakness. Some few days after his arrival at Murree, he, how-
ever, was again seized with fever, which now was diagnosed as
enteric, and he died of this from the severe diarrhcsa. Now, it

is perfectly evident that the first fever attack he had was either
malarial or simple, for it disappeared on the sixth day, and did
not reappear during the subsequent three days he was under my
care; for, as Su- William Jenner insists, a case cannot be one of
enteric fever, in which the temperature falls to the normal in the
first week. Hence, it follows that there were two morbid in-
fluences at work at the same time.

Let u.s now exhibit the subject as shown in the late Zulu war. Zulu war
" Fever " was very rife at Helpmakaar. Here the garrison was j^^'p-""-

much crowded, without tents, and sleeping on wet mealie bags
;

and subject constantly to noxious exhalations from decomposing
grain and urine in the soil. The fever showed, as one of the
clinical .symptoms, an absence of correlation between the pulse
and temperature. In consequence of the unhealthy state of the
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camp here, the garrison were sent to Utrecht, Soon after an
epidemic of " fever " broke out at Utrecht, and was clearly traced
to importation from Helpmakaar. The Natal Carbineers went
from Helpmakaar to Dundee; the same sequence occurred; a
similar " fever " broke out in Dundee.

Nature of this Fever.—There cannot be the slightest doubt that
it was enteric fever. The clinical symptom above mentioned, so
marked a characteristic of enteric fever, at once separates it from
remittent fever. Then we have the evident importation into two
diiections. Whilst pythogenic conditions (and who can deny also
the presence of the specific element) were abundantly present.
Yet the term typho-malarial was applied to the disease.

After Gingolovo, the camp was shifted to a place named Fort
Chelmsford. The site of Fort Chelmsford was very bad and
marshy ; its water supply organically impure from the presence
of a dirty native contingent in its vicinity. Dead bodies of

Zulus were to be found in the marshes surrounding it ; also those

of cattle. Diarrhoea, dysentery, and " fever " became prevalent.

At length the sick increased so much that they had to be re-

moved. They were accordingly drafted off twice a week to Fort
Pearson, and thence to Durban.

Nature of the Fever.—The cases had all been diagnosed as
" remittent " or " bilious-remittent " at Fort Chelmsford. Now
Dr. Tarrant, at Fort Pearson, found that they were really enteric

fever. The P.M. showed the pathognomonic signs in Peyer's

patches. There were also cases of remittent fever ; and here any
ulceration present was not affecting Peyer's patches. Dr. Tar-

rant's criticism shows great discrimination.

As regards the Galeaka-Gaika campaign of 1877-8, the medical

history of the campaign clearly shows, from the reports of three

medical officers at different stations many miles apart, that the
" fever " was, in the first instance, distinctly imported from out-

side sources, and at these sources enteric fever was present. These

were cases most assuredly either of pure enteric, or enteric fever

supervening on malarial fever. Dr. Alcock says, in his account of

the fever, that the most remarkable feature was "the want of

correlation between the temperature and pulse." Now, there is

nothing remarkable at all about this. Any one who has had
much experience of enteric fever, knows this clinical fact to be

quite common. It was as much the rule as otherwise in all the

numerous cases observed by myself at the Seamen's Hospital.

Dr. Murchison also draws attention to this point.

Now, in commenting on the nature of these fever cases, Dr.

Woolfreyes, I think, needlessly brings in typho-malaria. He
savs the cases were either true remittent, or else cases of typho-

malaria. He says, also, the latter invariably affects our men in

South Africa, instancing the march of the British troops to take

possession of the Transvaal in 1877 ; and the Galeaka-Gaika

campaign in Cape Colony. There is, however, not the slightest

indication here given us in the medical histories of any other

disease than first remittent fever; and, secondly, entei-ic fever.
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As we have shown above, in sub-tropical and tropical climates

all fevei-s may take on a malarious modification, should the patient

either have a malarious history or have a coiiacident attack of

malaria ; but there is no mystery in it, and no necessity to speak

of a new production—typho-malaria. From Dr. Woolfreye's

account, there were, in the Zulu war, abundant causes for enteric

fever. He speaks, for instance, of the drinking-water con-

taminated with animal impurity due to the filthy habits of the

natives, and the putrefying carcasses of the Zulus and oxen ; the

animals lying in the water supply, had made their way there

in many cases suffering from " lung sickness."

At Quintana the same sequence occurred in the Galeaka-Gaika
war. Contamination of water by carcasses of Kaffirs and cattle,

followed by enteric fever from pollution of air and drinking water.

Pythogenic elements were rife, and can any one deny the pre-

sence of the specific element 1

Thus, as far as we have gone, we hold there are no grounds for Summary,

raising to a specific place in our nosology such a disease as
" typho-malarial fever." Hence, for the class of cases we have
been considering, all we have to do for their prevention is to

study the preventive treatment of malaria on the one hand, and
that of enteric fever on the other.

The views of M. Cohn we have already discussed on the chapter M- Colin's

on Enteric Fever, in relation with the climatic theory of enteric.

M. CoUn, indeed, disputes the occurrence of any such hybrid
disease as is implied in typho-malaria ; but his theoiy of the
transformation of malarial fever into enteric is still more un-
proven and unprovable.

Now, although I do not agree with the necessity or propriety
of applying a specific name to the class of cases described by
Woodward and others we have mentioned, yet there is a different

class of fever altogether from these which demands a place in
nosology. The admirable paper of Dr. Veale, on " Febris Com-
pKcata," describes a disease quite different to the diseases I
have been considering hitherto.

Febris Complicata of Dr. Veale—" This disease has also Surgeon-

been named typho-malarial," but the typho-malarial of the Medi- Vcare s'
terranean does not correspond to the typho-malarial fever of view.*"

^

Woodward. I place emphasis on the word *' the " ; for in looldng
over the literature of the subject, it is evident that, under the
term "typho-malarial," there have been described by previous
authors, not only the fever desciibed by Veale, but, also, cases
(i) of enteric fever, modified by the co-existence of malarial
fever; (2) of enteric fever in patients who have previously had
attacks of malaria; and (3) of severe remittent fever. I am
now alluding only to that fever, called typho-malarial, which
corresponds to the febris complicata of Veale. In the Practitioner,
for January T885, Professor Maclean clearly draws the distinction
between all these cla.s.ses of fever, which have, hitherto, been
jumbled together. A large number of invalids had arrived at
Netley, from Egypt and the Levant, invalided for various forms

Q
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of fever. Now, Professor Maclean clearly shows that those who
came from Cyprus, and had not served in Malta, Gibraltar, or
Egypt, were suftering from one or other form of malarial fever.

Secondly, that those who came direct from Egypt, without having
been to Gibraltai-, Malta, or Cyprus, had enteric fever. Whilst,
lastly, those who had served in Malta or Gibraltar, had the
"febris complicata," of Veale, and the fever especially termed as
" typho-malarial," by Maclean. Prof. Maclean, himself, states that
he pi-efers the term " febris comphcata " to his own

;
and, we

trust, this may now be the definite term employed. It is evident
that here we have a definite affection ; one that is certainly not
enteric fever, and as certainly not a malarial fever, nor any modifi-

cation of enteric fever by malaria, or empressment of the taint of

malaria on enteric. We have before us a fever which does not
yield to quinine in the slightest degree ; with insidious access,

extremely protracted duration, characterized now by deceptive

convalescences, and now by exacerbations, by profuse persph-ations

which give no relief, by an extraordinary range of complications,

affecting all the systems of the body, especially rheumatic, and
by a duration which is of months rather than weeks, and which
has been known to reach a period of two years. For the full

clinical picture, as having no part in this work, I must refer to

Dr. Veale 's paper ; suffice it here to say that the picture drawn is

very different to that portrayed by the authors previously alluded

to, who have, indeed, not apparently met with this peculiar fever

at all.

Now this fever, so far, has only been met with, as regards our

army, in Malta and Gibraltar, and as these possessions are half-

way to many of the theatres of war, on which we may be destined to

fight, it is important to find out the etiology, in order that we may
prevent it. But, in truth, at present, its etiology is little more

Dr. Mac- than a matter of conjecture. Dr. Maclean considers there are
lean's views. factors in it (i) a fsecal, (2) a malarial. But, with the

greatest respect to Dr. Maclean, we are unable to find any
malarial element in it at all ; all anti-malarial remedies have

proved quite incapable of alleviating the symptoms of the disease.

Dr. Fite. Dr. C. C. Fito, of Nashville, in discussing the question of typho-

malaria, clearly separated the cases of malaria and of enteric

from a different and distinct form of fever. This, he holds, is a

separate and distinct disease, due to vegetable decaying matter.

He describes the fever as having been brought on, for instance,

through drinking water from a cistern in which were some

decaying poplar planks. He also refers to cases in the army

contracted by the men drinking water that had trickled through

a bed of decaying pine needles. This may be one of the sources

from which it arises, and the prevention is obvious—viz., to avoid

all such drinking-water.

But this etiology will not apply to Gibraltar and Malta. I

cannot help thinking some form of fsecal poisoning is at the

bottom of it. It is more prevalent at Malta than Gibraltar. Now
at Malta we have a porous rock ; at Gibraltar, a much less porous
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foundation, being of mountain limestone. Until recently, in

Malta, the drains were only narrow, deep channels, cut in the

soft porovis rock. The sewer arrangements are far superior in

Gibraltar. The long duration of the disease, and its insidious

access, points, without doubt, to some morbific cause slowly, but

surely, gaining entrance into the system, and thoroughly per-

meating it. Now, in 'both Malta and Gibraltar, and especially

in Malta, there is this danger of fa3cal contamination of air and
water—Malta must be saturated with fsecal detritus. To me, it

seems that the constant breathing of a fjBcally polluted atmos-

phere—that is to say, in which the ffecal element exists widely

diffused, and is so little concentrated as not to be perceptible by
the senses, would result in such an affection.

The impi'oved drainage arrangements now going on should,

therefore, be accompanied by a cessation, gradually, of this fever;

but owing to the faecal impregnation that has been going on
for years, such amelioration and cessation can be but gradual.

Under those circumstances, all troops destined for any war in the

East should be camped in the ojmi, and not in barracks, in

Malta and Gibraltar ; and the conservancy and drinking arrange-

ments must be conducted with the greatest precaution.

Suxmnary.— i. There should be, for the future, complete " blot-

ting out " of the name " typho-malaria."

2. There are no such diseases as either (i) a hybrid of enteric

and malaria; or (2) a transformation of malaria into enteric.

The disease to which the name of " typho-malarial fever " has
been appUed by authors holding the above views, are either severe
forms of remittent fever lapsing into the typhoid state, or else

enteric fever (i) modified by its occurrence in a patient who had
previously suffered much from malaria, or (2) occurring simul-
taneously with an attack of malai-ial fever.

3. There is a pecuUar and distinct disease, also, which has been
designated typho-malarial fever, perfectly distinct from the above.
It is best described as " febris complicata." Its etiology is un-
known, but it is most probably connected with persistent ftecal

impurity of the atmosphere, and perhaps of the drinking-water.
It may also be due to drinking water rendered impure by decay-
ing vegetable matter.



CHAPTER VII.

KELAPSING FEVEE.

The proofs that this disease exists in the tropics and sub-tropics

are now abundant. It has been described as existing in Egypt,
Nubia, Abyssinia, Algiers, in the Mauritius, in India, and China.

A-t first sight it would appear to be superfluous to include this

fever in the list of diseases to which our troops are liable in

tropical and sub-tropical campaigns, so intimately is its etiology

connected with famine. It is true that military epidemics of this

fever in warm climates have been for many years unheard-of. Of
late years greater attention has been paid to the soldier's diet.

Hence the disease is not likely to arise amongst our troops. But
in a campaign we have another class to provide for—viz., the

camp followers—^and amongst camp followers a notable instance

occurred in the Abyssinian campaign. Now, the fever is distin-

guished by its great contagious powers
;
hence, it is imperative in

us to look after our camp followers in this respect. " The camp
follower's ration" is of equal importance to the " soldier's ration."

In a campaign in the hills in India, in Egypt, in Afghanistan, we
could not move without our camp followers, and they must be,

therefore, provided for, if only from the selfish point of view of

self-interest, with forethought equal to that we bestow on the

fighting-man.

We, however, do not hold that only " famine " can produce,

per ae, this fever, but that its ravages are greatly favoured by
want of food is evident.

One of the most comprehensive works on relapsing fever, as it

occurs in India, is that by Surgeon-Major R. T. Lyons, of the

Indian Medical Service. Unfortunately, he has proved too much

;

he has included under relapsuig fever such diseases as relapsing

attacks of, and ordinary, intermittent and remittent fevers. It is

true he denies altogether apparently that there are such fevers as

malarial intermittent, and remittent. He has thus gone to the

opposite extreme. Doubtless, many fevers have been returned as

malarial which are not malarial. But we find Dr. Lyons stating

that Peshawur fever, ardent continued fever, jungle fever, &c.,

are only synonyms for relapsing fever. In his historical sum-

mary it is manifest that a very large number of his cases are but

cases of severe remittent and intermittent fevers. There is abso-

lutely no evidence that the form of fever from which, for instance,

H.M. 89th Regiment suffered on active service in Burmah in

1824 was relapsing fever; on the contrary, it was clearly a
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malarious fever. Dr. Rankine states ;
" the men bivouacked on

the ground for several days and nights ; the consequence was that

a gi-eat number of the soldiers were attacked witli remittent and

intermittent fevers of the most malignant forms I ever witnessed."

Now what is there in this description, or the context, to warrant

the assumption that Dr. Rankine made a wrong diagnosis 1

Dr. Rankine says the fevers were remittent and intermittent

distinctly.

In 1S33, however, relapsing fever appears to have affected our

troops operating against the hill tribes of Goomah and Kimedy. pe'ditlon,^"

The description given by Dr. M'Donel tallies with what we know '^33-

of the disease now :
" relapses Avere very common, many occurring

after the indiA^duals had been freed from fever for upwards of

fifteen or twenty days." The troops were subjected to great

privation of diet, for Goomah was without supplies of any kind,

and the supplies coming in from Kimedy were at first cut off by
hill-men ; when they did come in, the allowance was insufficient

;

the rice "was bad, and there was a total privation of the usual con-

diments.

In the Scinde campaign of 1843, a fever appeared attacking Scinde

the men suddenly. Amongst the symptoms characteristic of 1843.^'^"'

relapsing fever that occurred may be mentioned bilious vomiting,

epistaxis, amaurotic affections and complete intermission, followed

by relapse. It was termed " bilious intermittent " by Dr. Carter,

of the 2 ist Bombay N.I., who observed it. This " awful epidemic "

affected all the troops collected at Haidarabad after the battles

of Miani and Haidarabad. " The native regiments were
quartered in the deserted houses and villages of persons who had
either perished in action, or with their wives and families had fled

from homes no longer welcome to them vinder the dominion of a
foreign power." There is no history, however, of any fever pre-

valent amongst the inhabitants previous to their flight. Still we
think the evidence points that the fever in question was relapsing

fever. All the medical officers and hospital establishments were
at one time or other attacked by the fever, showing, at any rate,

the contagious nature of the disease.

An undoubted outbreak of relapsing fever occurred in con- Abyssinian

nection with the Abyssinian war in 1867-8. The outbreak
"'^'"''^^^-s.

occurred amongst the Punjab muleteers. During the passage
from India to Abyssinia these had enjoyed perfect health, and
they remained well during the first part of the campaign. How-
ever, they then began to suffer to a large extent from " remittent
fever " at Zoulla. This fever was marked by jaundice. At first the
cases were sporadic, only affecting a detachment of the mule-drivers.
The main body of the muleteei"S having returned to Bombay
before these cases, they waited for them there. On the arrival

of their sick companions, the main body became affected. They
were taken up the Indus to return to their homes, and infected
the boatmen. There is no mention in the medical history of the

I

Abyssinian war of any fever amongst the natives
;
but, if we

believe in the spontaneous origin of the disease, we find plenty of
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causes in their bad and insufficient food, improper cooking,
exposure to vicissitudes of temperature, &c. From the date of
leaving Bombay till they left quarantine in Mooltan and Lahore,
out of 4500 men 404 died. Again, a similar outbreak occurred
amongst some of the dooly bearers who went on service with the
Abyssinian force. In the ship India, which sailed from Calcutta
on December 6, 1867, with 419 Kahars on board, and arrived at
Aden on January 4, 1868, 46 died during a passage of thirty days.
Two of the crew also died. On arrival at Annesley Bay, five
days aftewards, 8 7 of the bearers and 3 of the Lascars were ill.

Three of the crew died. The deaths were all due to the variety
of the fever—" biKous typhoid "—that proved so fatal to the
returning muleteers.

A similar outbreak occurred amongst a party of bearers return-
ing from Abyssinia in the ship Ophir. Out of 422 men who
embarked at Zoiilla on June 2, 1868, 27 died before reaching
Calcutta on July 23.

Loo^hai. The disease again appeared in the right, or Chittagong column,
in the Looshai war, commencing in the coolie corps attached

to that column. As observed in the general hospital at Kasalong,
the fever lasted from five to ten days, followed by a period of con-

valescence, which might be permanent ; in the majority of cases,

the fever recurred within four to ten days, the relapse was milder

as a rule, lasting three to eight days
;
occasionally there was a third

relapse, sometimes a foiirth and fifth. The mortality was slight,

out of 371 cases, only 4 deaths occurred amongst the camp
followers, and none at all amongst the Sepoys. It was very
contagious, attacking all the hospital establishment except three

men. It also attacked some of the Sepoys, and men of the

Sappers and Miners. Of the Europeans attacked, only those

were affected Avho were brought into close intercourse with the

coolies—the chief sufferers. This fever did not exist in the

Looshai villages, but Dr. Lyons, who observed it, believes that it

was imported by the coolies from Lower Bengal as follows :

—

During the latter half of 1871 a destructive epidemic fever raged

in Lower Bengal and Burdwan, identical with an epidemic in

Lower Bengal in 1870. Now, the coolieswere raised in the affected

districts, and, it is believed, conveyed the disease across the Bay
of Bengal to Chittagong and the hill tracts. These Bengalee

coolies proceeded to Burkul, where they were stationed, and Bui'kul

was the head-quarters of the fever. The limited extent of the

epidemic in the force was due to the good food and open-air life.

Ashanti, Great precautions were taken in Ashanti, as the disease Avas

believed to be rife amongst the natives. It was recommended
as a " vital sanitary precaiition," not to bring any of the prisoners

amongst our troops. As a matter of fact, no outbreak did occur.

The precaution may truly be called "vital," for the fever once

started is superlatively contagious, and if once it spread to the

fighting element, we can well understand how the latter would

become crippled.

From this recital, it is evident that relapsing fever is hable to
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ai'ise amongst our camp followers, and from them to spread to our

troops. Hence, for the protection of our troops fi'om the attack,

we have, imprimis, to deal with the prevention of the disease

amongst our camp followers.

The French have likewise experienced this disease. It raged Relapsing

greatly amongst the wounded in Egypt after the battle of o^herarmie:

Hehopolis and the siege of Cairo in 1800. The form of the

disease here was also that known as " bilious typhoid." This is

" the highly congestive form " of Cormack ; it is comparatively

rare, but often fatal, but that it is of the same nature has been
proved by the discovery in it of the specific spirillum. In this

epidemic in Egypt, 200 out of 600 died. Again, Morache has

experienced the fever in China.

Etiology.—Few facts now are mere definitely established than i. Specific,

the relation of a specific organism to the disease. The spirillum

was originally discovered in 1873 by Obermeier. Since then he
has been confirmed by many other observers. Moschutkowsky

1876, 1879, 1880), first, by inoculation, produced the specific fever

in men. He also proved the identity of the so-called " bilious

typhoid " with relapsing fever, by discoveiing in the former
the spii'illum. Vandyke Carter communicated the disease, by
inoculation, to monkeys. Carter has, moreover, always been able

to detect the parasites some time before the rise of temperature
in the relapse ; in his later observations, by newer and improved
methods, he has invariably found them in the blood throughout
the whole febrile stage, and he has found them vanish with
the disappearance of the fever, Thei-e can be no doubt now, that
in relapsing fever we have, as an exciting cause, therefore, the
spirochete Obermeieri.

In 1879-80 an extensive epidemic occurred at Konisberg.
360 cases were admitted into the municipal hospital, in almost
every case the spirilla were found during the attack.

Can, however, relapsing fever spontaneously arise 1 Can it 2. Spon-

arise de novo ? Dr. Murchison was of the opinion that it could
be generated by destitution alone. Dr. Lyons seems to agree
with this. However, many of his cases are not relapsing fever at
all. and, secondly, contagion has not been sought for. I, my-
self, believe that mere destitution will not generate the fever,
nor will mere unhygienic conditions, though, when once started,
these two conditions will immensely favour its spread. Destitution
simply acts by weakening the organism, and so rendering it less
able to resist the specific spirillum, whilst bad hygiene prepares,
as Hirsch tersely puts it, the soil for the spread and development
of the disea.se. In many epidemics in England there has been
no destitution at all, whilst the converse is shown by Lyons him-
self to be true, both as regards the civil population of India, and
expeditions of war against hill tribes, or in the old Sikh wars.
The German physicians who saw the disease in 1868 and 1872, do
not believe in destitution as a primary excitor.

Selection of Men.—From what we have seen concerning the
origin of the epidemic in Looshai, it is evident that we must
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exercise great vigilance in the selection of our coolie and camp
followers, and must exercise precaution in seeing that no such
disease exists amongst any that are selected. The fever is

evidently far from uncommon in many parts of India, and it

affects just that class from which camp followers are drawn.
Both in tropical and sub-tropical climates, the destitute and lower
orders are the predisposed class, as they are in temperate climes.
Griesinger, in Egypt, has seen the disease only amongst the lower
orders, amongst labourers, soldiers, and the like. In Reunion,
only the negroes, coolies, and natives living in crowded and
filthy huts, suffered; the whites, living in comfortable circum-
stances, were quite exempt. In Abyssinia, again, the disease was
limited to the muleteers. Thus, the danger of any epidemic
starting in an expedition'' resides in the selection of coolies, camp
followers, (fee, already infected. Again, as regards other points

in selection, we should choose as many of our camp followers

above the age of twenty-five as possible, as, according to Murchi-
son's statistics, the age chiefly affected has been from fifteen to

twenty-five years.

Selection of Season.—^As regards the factor of season, the
disease has no relation to it, or to any meteorological influence

whatever. It has prevailed alike in all seasons, and tinder all

circumstances of weather.

Marching.—As predisposing to the disease, it must be borne
in mind that bodily fatigue exercises an influence favourable for

the reception of the disease. To this, Dr. Lyons partly attributes

the vn.de diffusion of the disease in the Scinde campaigns, and in

the Kimedy and GoomaTi epidemics ; wet and exposure act in the

same way. The mei-e mention of these factors will therefore

suggest the preventive measures which must be undertaken.

But further, as regards the housing of the coolies proceeding

up streams in boats towards the scene of conflict, we have to par-

ticularly insist on the great necessity of providing against over-

crowding. Sufficient cubic and superficial space must be allowed.

This is especially to be the case in campaigns on the north-east

frontier of India, where our coolies will be drawn jarobably from
districts especially liable to be infected. In the epidemic

occurring in Algiers, Arnould drew special attention to the

agglomeration of a large number of human beings in one place,

and the consequent vitiation of the air.

Baggage Finally, Lyons considers that the baggage animals are capable
animals. geuera^tiug the disease, and communicating it to the men.

This we believe to be a mere expression of belief, all evidence points

to the contrary
;
experiments on animals other than monkeys

have never succeeded ; inoculations on dogs, for instance, have

failed at the hands of Moschutkowsky and Koch, yet Lyons states

they have conti-acted the disease from man ; we fail, however, to

find any evidence of this in his work, and therefore doubt if

baggage animals can be a source of the disease to our men.

Ration to be Pood.—It is needless to insist on the extreme importance of

equivalent to giving the coolie on expeditions of war a ration equal to his
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work
;
yet in reading the histories of past campaigns it is evident

that this has not always been the case. Our soldiers are not undergone!

likely to sufl'er from the effects contingent on an insufficient ration

in the future ; the epidemics in the Kimedy and Goomah cam-

paigns spread so largely however from deficiency of food, especially

in relation to the gi-eat fatigue vindergone, the disease having

arisen amongst the destit\ite conquered enemy ; it spread to our

troops, and was largely aided in its spread by the breakdown of

our commissariat (Lyons). But, as we have before stated, it be-

hoves us to care for the coolies' ration equally as for the soldier

;

the camp-followers, baggage-men, coolies, &c., in tropical countries

constitute a vital factor; if this factor break down, how can the

fighting element advance 1 Therefore, we think, an issue of meat
at least twice a week should be arranged for the meat-eaters of

the coolie corps equally as for the fighting element, and on non-
meat days, ghee and goor, with atta, &c., should be allowed, and,

finally, a vegetable ration added. The remarks made on vegetables

in the chapter on Sciu'vy are applicable here, for there is much
evidence to show that the scorbutic state predisposes to relapsing

fever (Murchison, Lyons). Finally, as regards a pure water Water,

supply, this must be attended to also as regards relapsing fever

;

from the experience of epidemics, Lebert has found impure and
stagnant drinking water highly favourable to the spread of the
disease.

The Camp.—There are no infiuences exerted on relapsing

fever by the soil, altitude, or geology. Soils especially held to be
malarious exert no influence. The disease has been stated to be
due to malaria ; but this cannot be so. Why should it attack the
destitute at its origin ? Also, the disease is equally prevalent in
all seasons—in the hot, rainy, and cold. It is also endemic in
countries where there is no malaria. Again, relapsing fever, im-
ported into Reunion from India, broke out at a time when that
island enjoyed a complete immunity from malaria, and, moreover,
it died out just as an intense focus of malarial fever developed.

Carter has attributed the disease to irrigation
;
however, many

facts tell against this view.

But the factor in camps is overcrowding. Here, again, we woiild
urge that the camps be spread over as wide a space as is consistent
with military precautions.

Treatment of an Epidemic.—Having now completed our
survey of the chief predisposing elements, I proceed finally to
indicate the measures to be undertaken to prevent the spread of
the dLsea.se when once it has arisen. The chief element to be
combatted is the intense communicability of the disease.

First, the hospital tents should be as widely separate as possible, Free venti-

and with the freest ventilation. Should the sick be isolated 1
J,^^'^"

°^

Le>>ert hokls that isolation is not necessary, provided there be free
renewal of air. Litten, however, insists on the contraiy ; and it

is curiou.s that he brings statistics to support his ojiinion gathered
from the .same epiflemic at Breslau as that from which Lebert
.speaks. My own experience of relapsing fever ha.s been limited
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to civil life; here the cases were treated promiscuously in the
wards of King's College Hospital without any spread to the other

sfck"''°"
°^ patients. Ijj war, however, I think the conditions are altered

;

^"^ here one may not be able to obtain the same amount of ventilation
for each sick man as in a civil hospital

; hence, not only should
the camp followers (among whom the disease Avill originate) have
their own special hospital tent, but the cases must have also their
own isolated tents. The disease is not hkely to spread to the fight-
ing element ; our chief efforts must be directed to keeping it within
bounds amongst the followers.

Disinfec- After isolation, we come to disinfection. The disease is pe-
culiarly liable to spread by soiled clothing

;
hence, as soon as any

Clothing. clothing is done with, throw it into boiling water, or disinfect it

by corrosive sublimate solution. Cormack, as the result of his

experience in the epidemic of 1842 at Edinburgh, remarked that
" the clothes of our fever patients are special repositories and

Bedding. communicators of the morbid poison." Bedding must be likewise
Excreta disinfected. According to other observers, the excreta must be
tents ...

especially disinfected. The means have been ah-eady indicated.
Nurses and The hospital tents must be similarly treated. Wyss and Bock
estabfch. state, from the Breslau epidemic of 1866, that the morbid poison

clings for a long period of time to rooms that have been occupied

by the sick. Finally, the hospital attendants must take, on their

part, the precautions already indicated in preceding chapters, to

prevent their own infection, and they must limit themselves strictly

to these cases when once they have undertaken their care. For
even healthy persons living with relapsing fever patients may
carry the poison. The great infecting power of the poison is the

fact to bear in mind ; it was shown in the Scinde, Goomah, and
Kimedy epidemics, in the infection of the boatmen conveying the

Punjabi muleteers up the Indus, after their return from Abyssinia,

and in the large number of cases that have occurred in the Indian

gaols. This infecting power is also shown by the numerous in-

stances of infection of the hospital establishment. Dr. Lyons
quotes for instance an epidemic that occurred in the 20th P.I. at

Rawal Pindi in 1864. Here, out of the establishment of the

hospital, "one of the two native doctors, the hospital havildar, aU
of the four dooly bearers, both of the bheesties, both of the cooks,

and both of the mehtars contracted the fever, as well as the

mother and younger brother of one of the latter, who resided on

the premises, and helped in the work of the hospital ; so that of the

entire hospital establishment only two escaped—a native doctor

and myself." This fact of infection must be borne in mind by aU

who come into contact with the sick. In Looshai, Lyons shows

how the commissariat staff-sergeants, telegraph, and survey officers,

who had unavoidably to associate much with the coolies, were the

chief sufferers of the Europeans attacked.

^ rations"
Antiseptic "rations" of quinine, and salicylate of soda have

raions.
^^^^ tried, but have hitherto failed. Indeed, if given to an

actual patient, it has been found that neither remedy has any

effect on the parasites in the blood.
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Example of Treatment of an Epidemic.—In conclusion,

I will briefly state the means employed to control and stamji

out the epidemic amongst the Punjabi muleteers. On their

arrival at Mooltan they •were divided into small, separate camps,

each with its own hospital, so as to pievent communication as

much as possible with the main camp. Each detachment also

was separated from the rest. All patients as they were discharged

were sent first to a convalescent camp for ten days before finally

mixing with the ovitside world. Then- clothing and bedding
were boiled and washed. By these admirable means of isolation.

Dr. Gray, of the Indian Medical Service, succeeded in stamping
cut the epidemic.
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TYPHUS FEVER.

In none of our sub-tropical or tropical campaigns has typhus fever

played a part, nor is it likely to. In itself, it is a disease chiefly

of the temperate and cold zones. It is, however, found in sub-

tropical climates; but the purely tropical regions seem to be
exempt. In the French war in Mexico and in Peru, for instance,

the uplands and high plateaus were the regions chiefly affected.

Still, we must remember that it is to be looked out for in sub-

tropical regions. Our surgeons were warned concerning it during

the operations of war in Egypt ; it is endemic in Nubia; in 1868
there was a great epidemic in Tunis ; in Algiers it, from time to

time, became epidemic under " peculiarly unfavourable states of

hygiene ;
" and, in view of the Central Asian Question, it is well

to point out that, on Asiatic soil, its headquarters are in Persia,

and that it has occurred epidemically in Asia Minor. As regards

India, epidemics of typhus have been described as occurring which
were really relapsing fever—for instance, the epidemic of 1859-61
in the N.W.P. and Punjaub. Chevers would seem to have been

mistaken when he states it is unknown in India. In 1869, Dr.

Lyons described a fever epidemic occurring in the Rawal Pindi

Tail. There was here overcrowding. The fever had a mulberry

rash, was very contagious, and amongst its clinical symptoms were

constipation and buboes. There were no relapses. In fatal cases

there were no intestinal lesions. Its duration varied from seven

to fourteen days. This fever was most undoubtedly typhus.

Now, it wotdd imply a want of hygiene almost inexcusable if

such a state of afiairs were to exist in a force as would bring about

typhus. Professor Du Chaumont has, indeed, stated, in his lecture

on mihtary hygiene at the Royal United Service Institution, that

"in time of war the disease is always to be feared." But, as he

rightly says, that two conditions—viz., " crowding and destitution
"

—must be present together to give rise to, or to favour, the propa-

gation of the disease, I cannot agree with him that it is now-

adays a disease always to be feared. Surely such a factor as

" destitution" ought never again to enter; and, as regards " over-

crowding," unless a British army were closely besieged, which is

not likely to last, at any rate, any time, the factor of "over-

crowding " will not enter. Hence, it is unnecessary to treat, in

detail, of the effect of criminal sanitation. The only danger of

typhus ever attacking our troops in sub-tropical campaigns lies in

infection from native sources. And infection ought never to
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arise ; for the intelligence department would surely gather in-

formation whether typhus were epidemic in any town or village

near which our forces may be encamped. It is therefore unneces-

saiy to enter into the subject at greater length than will suffice

to indicate the lines of prevention to be followed should ever our

army approach a focus of typhus. A few words, therefore, on

the etiology of typhus.

Etiology.—Typhus fever is independent of all telluric con-

ditions : the factors predisposing are, want, filth, overcrowding.

No race is immune. It occurs at all seasons. As regards its

primary origin, we know nothing as yet definite concerning any
specific contagium, for, although Dr. Mott, at the meeting of the

British Medical Association, in 1883, described a parasite, the

question is still suhjiulice. Murchison champions the autocthonous

origin out of wretched conditions of living. In war, the disease

has occxu-red most frequently in besieged fortresses, as in such

condition the factors of overcrowding and privation come into

play. We can find no instance of typhus in warm climates in the

campaigns detailed in the A.M.D. Reports. In China, however,

in 1863, the above factors came into play. During the Taeping
i-ebellion, the town of Shanghai, containing about 600,000 in-

habitants, served as a place of refuge for the inhabitants of the
surrounding country from the pursuit of the rebels. The number
of refugees wa.s estimated at about one million. Undergoing all

kinds of privations, they succumbed in great numbers. The
streets were encumbered with corpses, and soon an ej)idemic of

typhus developed. Here, then, were all the conditions at hand
for the development or furtherance of typhus. Again, during the

siege of Lima in 1821, and of Callao in 1825-6, typhus arose.

In the pre-sanitary age, doubtless, typhus miglat have arisen

during our wars in Natal and the Transvaal in 1881. Standerston,
Wakkerstroom, Potchefstroom, Fort Mary Lydenburg, were all

closely besieged ; the men were on reduced scales of rations.

At Potchefstroom, 305 people were shut up in a fort twenty-five
yards .square, witli scanty suppHes of food and water

;
yet in all

the health remained good. And that this result was obtained
was due to the unremitting care and attention paid to sanitation
by the medical officers. Drains were dug, all refuse burnt, and
conservancy rigorously attended to. Thus, even under the most
unfavourable circumstances, the origin of typhus can be prevented
by strict attention to sanitation.

To Prevent Importation.—Importation, however, may come
into play as a factor. In the first place, should a contagious No inter-

fever be found to exist in any village or town on the theatre of affeSed
operations, all intercourse with such will, of course, be prohibited, loc-ility.

And thi.s will especially be the case when the bazaars of the place
offer opportunities for purchasing intoxicating liquors, for it is

needless to say intemperance gi'eatly predisposes. Especial atten- Drinking,

tion must l)e paid to the drinking-water on such occasions, and its

relation to the infected locality observed. Parkes, indeed, states
that it is not known to be communicated by water

; yet Lebert
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warns us that the poison of typhus readily accumulates in the
stagnant ground-water, and thence passes into the air and drinking-
water. He, in his monograph on " Typhus," states that " Posen
is one of those places where typhus is of frequent occurrence,
but seems to have become much more rare since the improvement
in the distribution of water." Hence, the source of the water
supply should have no connection with the infected focus, and
the water itself should be purified, as already laid down in the
earlier portion of this work.

Transports.—That the greatest attention must be paid to the
hygiene of transports is evident from the following facts :—In Sir
Robert Wilson's account of the Indian contingent in the expedi-
tion to Egypt in 1801, certain companies of the 6ist European
Regiment were detained at the Cape in consequence of "gaol
fever" having broken out in the Sheerness and Wilhelmina. The
ships were then made so healthy by cleansing and fumigation
that no further sickness occurred. Again,

,
during the French

war in Mexico, a regiment of 447 negroes were recruited in Egypt
for service, and embarked on the Seine. Typhus broke out.

M. Eugier, the historian of this epidemic, points out that the
epidemic arose from the vitiation of the air of the lower deck
where the men were located, and general want of hygiene. There
were no portholes. During the preceding voyage of fifty-two

days, the same ship had been loaded with mules and horses, and
the latter had made the vessel extremely dirty. Again, in i86j
and 1864, two Egyptian ships of war were the cause of an
outbreak of typhus. These vessels, proceeding from Egypt to

Liverpool and Toulon, were greatly overcrowded and very filthy

between decks, and typhus arose. Pringle and Lind likewise

draw attention to the origin of the disease in this fashion. The
above facts indicate at once, therefore, the necessary precautions

of good hygiene and free ventilation in the transports.

The Camp.—There must be the greatest ventilation and
dispersion of tents possible. In the field this is the chief point.

All observers insist on this. Roth and Lex, for instance, say

that, in the field, the chief care must be for pure air. Murchison

states that '• typhus fever, which, during warfare, often commits

greater havoc than the sword of the enemy, may be prevented by
plenty of fresh air and personal cleanliness." Baudens gives a

striking example of the necessity of good hygiene in the camp.

In the Crimea, two regiments were encamped side by side. "With

one, hygiene in ail points was perfect ; with the other, the reverse

obtained, and typhus broke out. Again, in 1868, in Algiers, in

consequence of famine, the Kabyles flocked in crowds to the

towns for food. Great overcrowding occurred, and a typhus

epidemic broke out amongst them. In the War of the Secession

in America, typhus occurred in the Southern force, but only in

those camps that were overcrowded and badly conserved.

Should, however, typhus be brought into camp, the cases must

be at once isolated to leeward. The hospital tents must be opened

as much as possible. It should be remembered that the actual
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tlistonce that the contagion entii-ely travels in the air from the

body whei'e there is good ventilation has been stated to extend

not further than one foot from the patient. A.nd again, most

authorities agree that there is very little power of infection during

the fii"st week ;
hence, we see, we should at once isolate, and freely

ventilate. At the same time a number of typhus patients should

not be aggregated together; there must be isolation without

aggregation.

In a base hospital, where it would be advisable to have separate

wards for the typhus patients, there must, however, be a certain

amount of aggregation, in that it would be preferable to treat all

the typhus patients together, and not to disperse them amongst
the others. However, I have never seen typhus caught by one
patient from another when placed in a general ward.

Nitrous acid fumes have been recommended for diffusion equably

through the ward, should the hospital be located in a building. It

is needless to say that the strength must be very dilute.

Many authors think contagion can occur by the stools. Hence, Con-

the measm-es indicated under enteric fever must be adhered to.
^ervancy.

Roth insists on the excreta being disinfected, as carriers of the

poison.

'.rhe attendants on the patients are extremely liable to become The attend-

infected. The experience of all fever hospitals shows this. In
the epidemic in Algeria in 1867, the general mortality from
typhus in the army of Africa being 3.64 per 1000, that for the
hospital staff was 15.8 per 1000. Hence, it should be a standing
rule that the attendants on typhus patients be absolutely re-

stricted to them. Ordinaxy measm-es, such as cleanliness and
feeding, must be attended to. An attendant should never begin
his duties on an empty stomach j nor should he eat his food in
the tent ; nor should he sleep in the hospital tent. As far as
circumstances permit, there should be relays, so as to enable each
man to obtain a fair amount of fresh air. They should daily
wash their clothes, and have a change, or, at any rate, beat them
in the air. It is here that the chief danger of typhus, once
brought into camp, becoming diffused, hes. Those in close at-

tendance on the sick incur the danger to the highest degree.
This was shown in the Crimean war, in which eighty French
surgeons were infected with typhus (Roth).
Men convalescent should not join their comrades at once. Conva-

They mu.st remain apart for at least fourteen days, if circum- '"""'^

stances will not permit their being invaUded at once. Of course,
a man who has had typhus will not be of any further use for the
campaign without sick leave to set him up ; but should he not be
able to go away at once, he must, as wo say, at any rate, not mix
with his fellows, for the contagion still exists during convales-
cence.

It is not settled whether the body, after death, can carry con- Death,
tagion. The probability is that it can. At any rate, Murchison
seems to have caught his first attack in the dissecting-room. The
body should preferably be burnt ; if not, it should be enveloped

.
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in a covering saturated with the strong solution (1-500) of cor-

rosive sublimate, or a 5 per cent, solution of carbolic acid, or a

4 per cent, solution of chloi-ide of lime.
Disinfection The tents must be especially looked after. Thus, Pringle gives
of hospital.

account of twenty-three persons who were employed in re-

fitting old tents in which typhus patients had lain, seventeen of

whom died of the infection. Freely, therefore, expose all tents to
the air, and then wash them with the corrosive-sublimate solution

of strength (i-iooo). The bedding and blankets had best be
burnt. The dark woollen soldier's blanket must be full of the
poison by the time the patient is convalescent ; for the texture is

that most favourable for absorbing and retaining exhalations

;

whilst Haller, of Yienna, has shown how dark colours atti'act the

poison more than light. He has pointed out that convalescents

joining their regiment with dark uniforms are more hable to bring

infection than those convalescents whose uniforms are of light

colour. Hence, always burn the blankets. Finally, disinfect

thoroughly the clothes of the patient.

Golden Rule.—In conclusion, should typhus ever be brought

into camp, the fact to be remembei-ed is that free ventilation

—

free perflation of air—is to be primarily insisted on. Let the

camp be " dislocated " as far as is compatible with military pre-

cautions, for whilst the poison of typhus is intense where there is

overcrowding and bad ventilation, it is almost nil under the

opposite conditions.



CHAPTER IX.

THE PLAGUE.

The question of the prevention of plague was brought to the

front in the operations of war in Egypt in 1882, in that the

medical officers were warned that they might have to deal with

it. Plague, however, was not met -with in this campaign. Our
troops, however, were not so fortunate in a former campaign in

Egypt, that of 1801, 1802 ; but the excellent preventive measures

then instituted kept it in abeyance. " If," says Sir James
M'Grigor, " in the treatment of the disease, we were not suc-

cessful, we assuredly were completely so in the prevention. At
length, this became so generally known, that we no longer heard
the distressing accounts of despondence and despair among the
natives." He here alludes to the native troops from India, who,
from a state of great despondency, ended in furnishing volunteers

for duty in the hospitals set apart for plague. If, in 1801,

mecUcal mihtary science was successful, it should be far more so

now, even, we think, up to the point of completely preventing its

importation, at the present epoch.

The geographical pathology of the disease warns us that we
may meet with it in military opei-ations. Recent outbreaks have
occurred in the north-west of Persia in Aserbijan and in Kur-
distan in 1863, 1871, 1878 ; in Resht (Gilan) 1877-8. In China,
again, an epidemic occurred in 187 1-2, said to have been im-
ported from Burmah. In the Illibsirated Naval and Militarjj

Magazine for August 1885 it was stated that in the event of

England taking part in the late Russo-Turkish war—operations
would have involved occupation of Baghdad, and the employment
of Kurds.

Again, although plague has not been seen in Egypt since 1844,
nor in Asia Minor since 1839, yet many authorities, such as Gavin
Milroy, looking to the long intervals which have been observed
between recurring epidemics of the disease, doubt its cessation.

These doubts, moreover, according to Netten RadclifFe, were con-
firmed by the reappearance of the plague in the Levant in 1853,
nine years after the a-ssumed cessation of the disease in Egypt.

Etiology.—Plague is undoubtedly of near blood-relation to
typhus. Indeed, it is doubtful if they are really not one disease.

A case of plague chosen from its outer limit may differ from a
simDarly chosen case of typhus ; but as we approach the cases of
both diseases merging towards a common boundary-line, the
similitude is so great that many hold that typhus in cold climate^

R
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answers to the plague in the East. Murchison relates, that when.
Clot Bey, an Egyptian physician, visited the London Fever Hos-
pital, he, on seeing cases of typhus comphcated with parotid
buboes, at once declared that they would be regarded as examples
of plague in Egypt.
In 1 844, a Commission of the French Academy of Medicine

drew up a report, setting forth the local conditions favouring^
the development of plague. These were marshy and alluvial

soils, warm and humid atmosphere, absence of, or ill, ventilation,

accumulation of putrifying animal and vegetaljle matters ia the
vicinity of dwellings, unwholesome and insufficient food, and
neglect of hygiene generally. Now, with the exception of the
statement concerning soils, the above conditions are coiTect. But,
with regard to soil, marshy and allvivial sites, by no means are

especially related to plague. The disease has occurred in elevated

regions, in Syria, Algiers, Persia, Arabia
;
indeed, it would seem

that elevated localities are more predisposed to it than a low plain.

The geological characters of the soil have no influence. Hirsch
points out that, so far from the soil of the Nile Valley being a
classical plague soil, the disease has developed just as freely on the

dry, barren soil of Kurdistan. In Asia, again, it affected the
regions free from marshes, whilst the neighbouring swampy plains

were exempt. The real great factors in plague are comprised,

generally, under neglected hygiene.

As regards any specific organism, nothing has yet been
ascertained ; but if, as is most probable, there be one, it will not

flourish without the want of sanitation indicated. Hence, the

prevention of plague consists, in a great measure, in the preven-

tion of want of sanitation, as far as its epidemic and widespread

onslaught is concerned, whilst, as regards its primary importation,,

we have to guard against the factor of human intercourse.

Finally, in the matter of etiology, sub-tropical, rather than

tropical, climates are favovu-able to the location of plague.

Selection of Season.—Both Laveran and Hirsch state that

mean temperatures are favourable, and extremes unfavourable, to

plague. In Egypt, in 1801, the first case occurred in the middle

of September, and the disease lasted all through the cold weather.

M'Grigor states that, for Egypt, the recognised cycle is from

November of one year to the June following
;
and, thus, the period

generally most favourable for campaign, is unfavourable as re-

gards plague. But the statistics, collected by Hii'sch, of deaths

from plague in Alexandria, from 1834-43, agree with M'Grigor's

dictum, as seen in the following table of the total deaths in the

respective months for these years:—January, 329; February,

1 1 12; March, 4952; April, 2936; May, 1799; June, 547; July,

216; August, 100; September, 15; October, 18; November, 63;

December, 195.

The Camp.—As we have seen, the nature of the ground on

which the camp is pitched exerts no influence, but the point to be

insisted on is, sanitation. Sir Kobert Wilson's remarks on the

plague in 1801, in Egypt, fully show the conditions constituting
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hot-beds for plague. " A Turkish market," he says, " is sufficient i. Sanita-

to generate a plague; it is never cleaned. Rosetta is infested

with tilth, mosquitoes of the most dreadful kind, vermin of every

sort ; with stench intolerable, houses almost uninhabitable, the air

so tainted and oppressive " as to turn English visitors away in

disgust. " The camp of the Grand Vizier, at Balbeis, was a dis-

gusting chaos, with dirt and filth enough to generate the plague

and every pestilential disease." Now, although by the excellent

preventive measures enforced by the medical chiefs, in Egypt, in

1 80 1, success in limiting the infection was attained, yet it must
not be supposed a limited outbreak of the plague only was present

at the time, in Egypt. The year 1801 was, on the contrary, a

bad one for plague. The Mamelukes had suffered severely,

60,000 of the people having died of the disease in Upper Egypt,
whilst 40,000 were attacked in Cairo. An intercepted letter

from General Behiad showed that, in six days, 150 soldiers died of

it in Cairo. At El Arish, the garrison of native Egyptians was
reduced by it in less than a month, from 4000 to 1500. Contrast

these experiences with the results gained in the Anglo-Indian
force. Here there were only 38 deaths amongst the Europeans,
and 127 amongst the native troops, out of a force of 7886 !

The camp measures to be followed out are comprised under 2. Camp

three heads—(i) free ventilation; (2) "dislocation" of the
troops ; and (3) conservancy. These factors have already been
fully entered into, and need not detain us. By these factors a
sanitary camp can be obtained, and even if imported the disease

will gain no foothold for an epidemic. Over and over again in
the histories of outbreaks of plague is the want of sanitation
insisted on. For example, in the large epidemic in Kurdistan in

1863, the infected district was pervaded with the piitrid emana-
tion of unburied cattle that had died from murrain. Dr. Murray,
when writing on plague in India, states, " all the medical officers

concur in the dissemination being essentially promoted by crowd-
ing, bad ventilation, and defective sanitary arrangements."
Especially, therefore, must the sanitary condition of the camp
followers be supervised. And, lastly, it is very important to 3. Avoid for-

avoid all buildings for lodgment in any locaHty where plague has
been known to exist.

Importation will occur probably mostly from camp followers, importation.

Our men also, after a victory, by visiting the camps of the enemy,
may bring in the disease. In the first place, therefore, all inter-
course with an infected or suspected focus must be prohibited, and
prevented by sentries. Secondly, the successful measures of
prevention embodied in General Baird's order to the army in
1 80 1 should be instituted. They were as follow :

—

1. To every hospital an observation tent was attached, and to General
it every case with febrile symptoms was sent, as soon as dis-
covered, for observation. ° •

2. On any .symptoms of plague appearing, the case was instantly
.sent to the infectious hospital (pest house), if there was any
dotibt about the case, the patient was placed in the observation

R 2
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room of the hospital, and if the disease did not turn out to be
plague, he was sent to the quarantine.

3. A minute medical inspection of every corps and department
was made twice a week, and every person having the least appear-
ance of ill-heath was sent to the hospital.

4. Every corps or hospital where the case of plague occurred
was put into quarantine, and such corps or hospital was inspected
at least three times a day, and every suspicious case sent at once
to the observation room.

5. In suspected corps, bathing was enforced frequently, at
stated periods, and the bedding and clothing frequently washed
and baked. To all the hospitals ovens and smoking-rooms were
attached.

Finally, quarters, hospitals, and camping grounds must be
frequently changed.

The importance of strict quarantine was well shown in 1836 at

Nussirabad. Here the British cantonment escaped infection by
a rigorous quarantine, although thirty-two places in the neigh-

bourhood were attacked.

Food.—The camp follower's ration should be an ample one.

The I'ation generally here as elsewhere must be equal to the work
to be done. Finally, abstinence is to be enjoined strictly. In
the expedition of 1801 above alluded to, it is stated that
" frequently the men were obliged to drink water," and " never
indeed had an army before been so abstemious, and consequently

so well conducted."

If imported. The measures to be followed, if imported, have been already

indicated in General Baird's order. In addition, we would say

that the rules laid down for typhus, as regards the sick, their

attendants, hospital tents, bedding, excreta, are to be followed out

here. The hospital attendants, mox'eover, must not mingle with

their fellows, as it has been proved that healthy men can carry

the infection without being themselves infected.

Nitrous In 1 80 1 -2, nitrous fumigation was constantly practised. Lamps
acid. for this purpose were kept constantly burning in the observation

tents, and in those from which the plague cases had come.

When the stock of nitre was exhausted, marine salt was sub-

stituted for it. In a campaign, therefore, in suspected regions,

arrangements for such fumigation should be made.
Conclusion. Sanitation, therefore, is our sheet-anchor in plague. In the

pre-sanitary era, Napoleon lost 1689 men from plague in Egypt

;

such a result would be rightly considered criminal now.
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DENGUE.

It has been siiid that the first appearance of this disease occurred

in India, in Rangoon, in 1824, when a body of our troops were

suddenly seized with it. It has also been held that it is a disease

peculiar to the tropics, and that it has not been seen in temperate

regions. Medical officers were warned to expect it during the

operations of war in Egypt in 1882.

Now, I believe that the above statements are not strictly

accurate. As regards its first appearance in 1824, Hirsch shows

it was known in India long before that date. But is it a disease

pecuhar to the tropics] 1 labour under the disadvantage of

never having seen any cases of so-called " dengue " in India

;

nor have I as yet had any experience of relapsing fever in India.

But during my student-days I saw relapsing fever. And from
what I then saw, together with the cUnical accounts of dengue as

given by Hirsch and Bristowe, I would advance the hypothesis,

that dengue is nothing more than relapsing fever. If so, the

rules of prevention have been already laid down ; but if not, the

same rules will hold good, as dengue, as described by the above

authors, is " contagious in a very high degree."

Supposing dengue to be for the moment a reaUy specific disease. Geography.

ftr se, it is evidently a disease which we should be likely to meet
with in warm countries in any campaign. Thus, it occui'red in

Burmah in 1824; at Suez in 1824; in 1845 Cairo; in 1851
at Reunion; in Zanzibar in 1870-71; at Aden in 1871 ; at

Port Said in 1871; in 1872 at Rangoon, Burmah, Shanghai
and Formosa, &c. Now at any of these places our troops may
perchance meet with it ; hence we must study its nature and pre-

vention, I having no personal experience of so-called " dengue,"
miist perforce draw my conclusions largely from standard autho-
rities accepted a.s such by the profession, and I will therefore
quote Dr. Bristowe and Prof. Hir.sch somewhat freely as far as
the clinical symptoms are concerned. For it will be necessary to
enter briefly into the clinical aspect of dengue to support the
view that we are here only dealing with relapsing fever; and
having establi.shed this point, there will then be a " locus standi"
for prevention.

Clinical Course of Eelapsing Fever.—As a rule, we find
relapsing fever commencing suddenly, with no premonitory symp-
toms. There is a rigor, followed by rise of temperature, and
accompanied by headache and pains in the back and limbs. The
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temperature rapidly reaches 104°-! 06°, and remains high, or
higher, till the crisis. The pains in the back and limbs increase

with the rise of temperature. With the advance of the fever,

the pains in the muscles and joints, and the headache, become
intense. Nausea and vomiting are common, sleeplessness in-

variably occurs, and is very distressing, whilst, as a rule, the mind
is clear, and delirium rare and exceptional. The headache, joint

and muscle pains continue to be intense throughout, and present
a rheumatic character.

As regards the eruption, relapsing fever is not characterized by
any definite form. It occurs more commonly in some localities

than others. Obermeier, for instance, saw it in the majority of

cases; Murchison in only 8 out of 600 instances. It occurs as a
roseola, or mottling on the second or third day, or just before the
crisis, and disappears after one or two days. There is sometimes
extensive desquamation. The rash is just like that of typhus at

an early stage. Next, we have one of the most characteristic symp-
toms—a pi-ofuse perspiration with a most disagreeable smell ; this

odour has been particularly commented on by several observers.

This perspii'ation ushers in the crisis. The crisis consists in a

sudden fall of the temperature, with departure of the distressing

symptoms. It occurs on the third, or more often on the fifth and
seventh days. We then have an intermission of two, three, five

or twelve days—the average being 7.82 days (Murchison) ; after

which there is a relapse characterized by the symptoms of the

first paroxysm.
Amongst the symptoms, epistaxis may be noted as not at all

uncommon.
As regards convalescence, this may be very slow ; and is

especially liable then to be attended with severe pains in the

joints. Finally, pregnant women invariably abort.

Clinical Course of " Dengue."—Let us now summarize the

descriptions given of dengue. The picture presented will be
found to have a most extraordinary likeness to the above. Dengue,
as a rule, commences quite suddenly with a rigor or chills, followed,

by a hot tit, in which " the temperature rises very considerably in

a few hours not unfrequently reaching 103.5° ^^^^ upwards.":

At the same time there occur extremely acute pains in the joints,

headache, and gastric troubles. As the disease becomes more
developed, the pains in the joints of the limbs and trunk increase,

whilst that in the head becomes more intense. There is usually

nausea, and often vomiting. There is great restlessness, and the

patient is, as a rule, sleepless. Delirium is unusual. The pains

in the back and joints, and the severe headache, continue till the

remission. The arthritic pains shift about as in ordinary

rheumatism.
On the third or fourth day, in about half the cases, a rash

appears resembling that of scarlet fever, measles, or erythema.

It is said to disappear on the second day, and to be followed by

desquamation. With the subsidence of the rash, or about the
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£fth, sixth, or seventh day, the fever and other symptoms abate,

And the patient becomes free from his distressing symptoms. In

A short time, however, a relapse almost as severe as the primary

attack occurs ; then another crisis, -which may usher in a perma-

nent convixlescence ; or may be followed by a second or a third

relapse.

Amongst the symptoms epistaxis is common.
Convalescence is often very protracted, from pain and stiffness

in the joints. Uterine miscarriage is very common, according to

some observers. According to Bristowe abortion is, however,
rare. Hirsch, in addition to the above description, describes two

exanthems in the primary attack—viz., a more or less spotted

•erythema occurring on the third day, and lasting twenty-four to

forty-eight hours, and then disappearing, accompanied by an out-

break: of copious perspiration of a penetrating odour, with an
abatement of the head and joint pains; then a I'emission

;
then,

finally, a " second terminal exanthem " with febrile accompani-
ment lasting from a few hours to three days, and then disappear-

ing. This second exanthem is said to take the form of bright red

irregular spots, as in scarlet fever, measles, &c. Now we think
that Hirsch here has only described one attack followed by a
relapse.

Now who can deny the extraordinary clinical resemblance of Clinical

relapsing fever to the description of dengue as given by Bristowe oFd^gue*^
and Hirsch. For, be it noted, the main points essential to the and^reiaps-

two diseases are identical—viz.^ sudden invasion, sudden and high '"^ ^^^'^*

rise of temperature, severe head and joint pains, distressing sleep-

lessness, rheumatic character of pains, epistaxis, rapid crisis,

accompanied by mal-odorous penetrating perspiration, apyretic
interval, relapse, followed by convalescence or further relapses.

Again, in both, there may be complete restoration to health, or a
long protracted sequela of arthritic affections. Again, in relapsing
fever, women invaiiably abort ; in dengue frequent aboi'tion is

recorded by certain observers. Finally, the rate of mortality
in dengue and the ordinary form of relapsing fever is excessively
small. As regards the rash, in neither is it essential ; in re-

lapsing fever there is no characterictic eruption (Murchison), it

may be entirely absent, or it may occur in the majority of the
cases ; it also varies in its character when it does appear, some-
times being a roseola, sometimes like measles, but mostly like that
of the early stage of typhus ; in dengue it occurs " in about one-
half the ca.ses " (Hirsch), and is "not iavariably present " (Bris-
towe). It takes on the form of a more or less uniform spotted
erythema, or bright red irregular spots, as in scarlet fever, or
measles, or urticaria. In both diseases it is followed by desqua-
mation. Surely, if the " dengue " of the sub-tropics and tropics
is not rekpsing fever, it is the twin-brother to that disease.
Apart from epidemics of the disease which are stated to have CLissof

attacked nefirly every individual {e.g., in Jamaica, Havana,
i"facki'd'''

Southern States of the Union), the classes attacked are first those
^
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Influence of
season.

Dr.
Christie's

theor>'.

Preventive
treatment.

affected by relapsing fever. Again, in the case of epidemics, the
disease is limited to towns for the most part. As Hirsch puts it,

"the cramped and crowded life of urban populations, and the
hygienic abuses inevitably associated therewith, present a pecu-
liarly favourable soil for this to develop." And if we study the
disease otherwise than in widespread epidemics, we lind, for

instance, that the cases in Java in 1872, in the garrison of Fort
WilHam I., were limited to the occupants of two block-houses
occupying a peculiarly iinhealthy site ; those individuals, on the
contrary, who were housed under more favourable conditions,

enjoyed a striking exemption. Again, the Calcutta epidemic of

1871-2, occvirred first amongst the Jews occujDying the poorest

and most densely populated parts of the city. Smart shows that

crowded rooms and 'tween-decks of ships are the favoui-ite seats

of the disease. In the Philadelphia epidemic of 1870, dengue
again was most prevalent in the filthy, overcrowded streets occu-

pied by the poor. Finally, at St. Denis, in Eeunion, the over-

populated parts of the town were the chief seat of the disease.

The only particular in which dengue seems to differ from relapsing

fever is in the matter of season. "We have seen that the latter is

uninfluenced by season, whilst Hirsch states that weather charac-

terized by high temperature is an essential condition of dengue.
Still there are exceptions noted—the disease occurring in damp
and cool weather in 1827-8 in the West India Islands. Thus, it

(jan occur in all seasons. But, inasmuch, as we hold dengue to be
relapsing fever, it follows that no argument can be allowed as

regards season, for cases like dengue clinically in every essential

(viz., cases which make up the disease called relapsing fever)

occur in every season. Dr. Christie holds a somewhat unique

view—viz., that dengue is related to cholera, and is, in fact, "a
distinct variety of cholera," in which " the infective virus of

cholera is so modified by products of human decomposition as to

give rise to dengue." It is somewhat difficult to grasp the mean-
ing of this sentence. Nevertheless, though given to this theory,

Dr. Christie is practical as regards its prevention. He insists on
the most improved sanitation and a more careful disj)osal of the

dead.

Although both Hirsch and Bristowe describe the disease as

different and distinct, and suggest no affinity or identity, yet the

preventive measures indicated for relapsing fever are equally in-

dicated here. Overcrowding and poverty are both etiological

influential elements in dengue and relapsing fever; both occur in

overcrowded conditions of land habitations and ships. Hence,

the disease is essentially one that will be imported by coohes and

camp followers. Dengue is extremely contagious. Let, there-

fore, the measures previously indicated for relapsing fever be

applied here, not forgetting Dr. Christie's admonition about the

careful disposal of the dead. The dead, however, are not, at any

rate, a fruitful source of infection, as the mortality has been shown

to be small. These measures include thorough disinfection of

everything in connection with the patient. The disinfection must
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be thorough, for the contagion is long-lived. Thus, Horton relates

that the disease was transported from the West Indies to the

west coast of Africa in the dirty linen of the female followers of

soldiei-s, dui-ing the relief of the detachments of the West India

Regiments.

In the gi'eat epidemic that occurred at Chai'leston in the Prophylactic

autumn of 1879, a quinine ration was given as a prophylactic.

It had, however, no specific influence. It has been shown that in

relapsing fever quinine has been tried with a like result.



CHAPTER XI.

SIMPLE AND AEDENT CONTINUED FEVER.

As before observed, in our remarks on malarial fever and enteric
fever, it has not been as yet determined to what extent all these
different febrile diseases mutually occur. Up to, and including,
1882, there were only two campaigns in which simple continued
fever has been especially segregated in the classification of
invaliding—viz., in Malay, and in the Indian Expeditionary
Force to Egypt in 1882. Dr. Colvin Smith in his return divided
his cases of fever in Egypt into— i, ague; 2, febricula

; 3, sun-
stroke

; 4, enteric. There is here something tangible and definite,

and as such I produce it here for an example :

—

Indian Expeditionary Force for Operations of War in Egypt in 1882.

Strength .

Admissions

„ per 1000

,, for ague.
„ febricula

,, „ sunstroke

,, ,, enteric fever

5674
846

149.10

123, or 21.67 per 1000
28

I

We have only given the admissions bearing on this portion of

oiu' subject. In all the other campaigns, except that in Malay,
such a heading as " Simple Continued Eever " is conspicuous by its

absence. As Ave have shown before, it is of importance to the

pocket of the State—and this is always an argument ad rem—that

fevers should be discriminated. I have found that the largest pro-

portion of cases of fever in India have no malarial element in them
whatever j the patients get rid of their fever either with a placebo

or a diaphoretic, whilst their charts exliibit only simple continued

fever. This would seem also to be the case in war ; for since 1882

the fevers in our campaigns have been more carefully returned.

Thus, amongst the non-commissioned officers and men of the

regular forces employed in the Nile expedition 1884-5, ratio

of admissions for malarial fevers and simple continued was as

follows :—paroxysmal fevers 5.7 per 1000, simple continued fevers

94.79 per 1000, febricula 57 per 1000; whUst amongst the

Canadian voyageurs and other Irregulars there were 58 admissions

for simple continued fever and febricula, and only 4 admissions

for paroxysmal fever.

NatTire of Class of Simple Continued Fever.—Under the

classification of simple continued fevers we include all those

febrile attacks independent of any specific poison, non-contagious.
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and bix)ught on by want of caution, or impossibility of precaution,

from the effects of the sun, fatigue, excesses, &c. They have a

wide i-ange of severity, from the mild ephemera to the so-caUed

severe "Ardent Continued Fever of the Tropics." The latter

class again merge into certain forms of sunstroke. I, however,

exclude sunstroke from this chapter, as its pathologj"^ is not so

simple as that of ardent continued fever, and also because blood-

letting is indicated in certain cases of the latter, but never in

sunstroke. But as regards the external factors of causation, many
will be foimd to run in the same groove. Thus, direct exposure

to the sun wUl cause both ardent fever and sunstroke. Let us

now consider the "natural history" of the class of cases included

under simple continued fever.

As regards age, our men are just about the age most liable to be Age.

affected. Murchison found, as the result of 845 cases admitted
into the London Fever Hospital during ten years (1848-57), that

the mean age was 22.82. Again, his experience in Burmah and
India led him to the general conclusion which coincides with all

experience, that " it is the young and robust persons newly arrived

from temperate climates who are most liable to suffer from ardent

fever." Hence, we see the subject as regards age alone demands
especial attention.

As regards season, cases are most likely to occur, especially in Season,

the more severe forms, during the hot months. In India,

Murchison has, during the hot season, seen what he describes as

an epidemic form. I have not seen this degree, but, according to

my experience, the hot season certainly is the season when the
severest forms come in. Here, therefore, season is in our favoiir,

for our campaigns are always when possible, carried out during
the cold weather in warm climates.

"We have defined the causes and etiology of ephemera, sun
fever, ardent continuedfever, and synocha—all these being related
fraternally— as chiefly springing from exposure to the sun, fatigue,

excesses, &c. I now proceed to briefly indicate how these forms
of fever may be avoided.

Clothing.—The best material for dress has been already
indicated. Chill is a fertile source of ephemera, and the remarks
concerning the materials best suited for preventing chills need
not be repeated here. The form of head-dress most suitable for
combating the effects of direct exposure to the sun will be con-
sidered in detail under sunstroke. Finally, I would repeat here,
that, after exeition, the men should change their shirts and socks
a.s soon as possible, or, if not, put on their great coats, so as to
arrest any chance of chill and consequent fever.
Marching.—The remarks made in the chapter on Malaria,

need not be repeated here. We have seen that tlie great indication
in marching is to avoid as much as possible the sun.

Pood.—All excesses tend to induce simjile fever. In the actual
field there will be no opportunity for excess ; but on the capture
of the enemy's strong places, or in camping near towns, the men
must be prevented from breaking into tlio liquor-shops.
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Fatigue. And as regards the elements of fatigue, the food again must be
sufficient for the work done, and the bodily strength must be
husbanded consistently with the mihtary situation.
Camp.—In camp, the men must avoid all needless exposure to

the sun. They should remain in their tents, which must be
ventilated as much as possible, till the great heat of the day is

over. Other points as regards their tents will be mentioned under
Sunstroke. But it must ever be borne in mind that exposure to
the sun is one of the chief causes of inefficiency.

Seasoning. Seasoning.—The element of seasoning enters in here. It is

almost needless to state that the unseasoned are most liable to
be affected. Hence, where possible, selection of the " seasoned
soldier" is indicated as regards continued fever as elsewhere.
Dr. Bryden, in his " Vital Statistics," shows how " heat fevers"
especially affect men in their first year of service in India. The
ratio of mortality per looo for " heat fever" in the newly arrived

army in 1858 was 21.93, whilst for the same body of men in 1859
it had sunk to 6.58. Hence, men on first arriving in India should
for this reason again not be sent on service.

Example. Ti^e following account of ardent continiied fever, as regards
etiology, illustrating many of the preceeding points, will fittingly

conclude this section. Murchison states that the disease, as he
saw it among the European troops in Calcutta and Burmah,
chiefly attacked the young plethoric recruits recently arrived from
Evirope. It prevailed mostly in the hot dry months, and in many
cases the symptoms commenced immediately after incautious

exposure to the direct rays of the sun.

Much of the preventive treatment indicated in the next chapter

is applicable to these forms of fever.



CHAPTER XII.

SUNSTKOKE.

The prevention of sunstroke is one of the most important in the

whole range of military medicine, not only on account of the

direct mortality of the disease, bnt also by reason of those sequelse

which vnH indeed incapacitate a man from further military service

in warm countries.

Sunstroke is in a great measure an eminently preventable

disease. Dr. De Renzy, in an excellent paper on " The Prevention

of Sunstroke in oiu- late War in the Soudan," has especially urged

that, with due provision, sunstroke may, in a great measure, be

obviated. This distinguished officer—who has done so much in

the extinguishing of epidemics of cholera by working on rational

lines—has shown how Mooltan, with a climate several degrees

hotter than that of the Soudan, can yet show a very fair standard

of health as regards the troops there quartered. And assuredly

heat can hardly exceed that of Mooltan, where in June the tem-

perature in the shade registers 120° F., and a black bulb ther-

mometer, 176°.

Let us, therefore, briefly consider the factors entering into the

etiology and pathology of sunstroke. We know of no such clear

description of sunstroke as is to be found in Morache, and we
accordingly refer to it, in order to gain a clear basis for preven-

tion. Morache clearly diflerentiates the two great subdivisions

:

" tres tranchees au point de vue de I'etiologie, comme a celui des

symptomes et de la pathogenic." We have first the cases due to a. coup

" Coup de soleil " proper, in which, following direct exposure to

the rays of the sun, we have a " classical " cerebral hyperfemia,

accompanied, it may be, by h:emorrhage, and followed by apoplectic

coma. As Dr. Bristowe puts it, the symptoms differ little, if at

all, from those of the typical apoplectic state.

The second class of cases, containing the greater number, is B. Coup

that caused not by the direct rays of the sun, but by the heat '^^^^^

itself of the atmosphere. This heat causes an initial excitation

of the muscular elements of the superficial arterial circulation;

the vessels contract, and the action of the skin ceases. The
cerebral circubition is also affected, and we have, follomng, a
cerebral ischjemia with acceleration of the cardiac and respiratoi-y

movements. This .stage of excitation is followed by depression
of the muscular contraction ; the circulation slows ; the viscera
becoming congested, till at length the heart's action becomes inert,

ceases, and death supervenes.
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This description of the pathology of the processes in the two
classes is, in the main, confirmed by Roth and Lex, who state that
in the class of cases included under sunstroke, death in the
majority of cases occurs from cardiac paralysis, and only occasion-
ally from cerebral disturbance.

Now all cases of sunstroke will come under one or other of these
subdivisions of its pathology. Our soldiers are either struck down
on the line of march, or in their tents. And the experience of

all teaches that the latter mode is the most frequent. Surgeon-
Major Horton demonstrates this for West Africa. It occurs in
our troopers on their voyage out to India

;
indeed, the first case

of " heat-stroke " that I came across was that of a soldier who
was seized in his bunk in the Eed Sea on the voyage to India.

In the China war Dr. Rennie found that most cases of " sun-
stroke " occurred in men who had not been exposed to the sun
for several hours previous to the attack. Hence, we arrive at one
fact in the history of heat-stroke—a preferable term generally

than sunstroke—that the great majority of cases occur from a
highly heated atmosphere, and not from du'ect sun action. But
direct insolation will occur much more frequently where it is, as

it were, aided by a greatly heated atmosphere, especially when
that atmosphere is also humid, for in this combination of both
causes acting together excessively, the natural protection afforded

by evaporation from the surface ceases, and thus the retention of

heat in the body is not alleviated. Obermeier's experiments on dogs
show how, in a temperature of 30° to 35° 0., the body temperature
mounts up to 46° C, and death supervenes. And in addition to

this, Wallther's experiments show that the heat from the stream-

ing rays of the sun can be actually absorbed hy the skin. Finally,

Thiersch has shown that an actual disintegration en masse occurs

in the red blood-corpuscles, thus still further aiding both the

apoplectic condition, and the state produced by cardiac failure.

Summary. 'j^q g^im up the etiology, we would substitute for the generic

term " sunstroke," that of " heat-stroke." The two great classes

of heat-stroke then are— ist, direct solar heat-stroke ; and 2nd, in-

direct solar heat-stroke ; these correspond respectively to the "coup
de soleil " and the " coup de chaleur " of Morache. In direct

heat-stroke, the primary effect is on the brain, inducing cerebral

hypertemia. This state, moreover, is aggravated by the increased

heat produced by the musciJar exertion of the march, and, more-

over, may be still further aggravated by a humid heated atmo-

sphere. In indirect heat-stroke, we have a primary effect on the

skin and brain vessels of excitation ; to this succeeds increased

action of the heart ; the stage of excitation is followed by that of

depression, and cardiac paralysis supervenes. This condition, in

its turn, is aggravated by stagnation and impurity of the air,

especially in the field, where the conditions of camp are wont to

aid the effects of indirect heat.

What, then, from this review, would appear to be the two great

preventive remedial measures? To this we reply for the first

form—the "coup de soleil"—a proper protection from its assault
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on the head, eyes, and body. For the second form a proper

ventilation. And, inasmuch as the latter form—the "coup de

chaleur "—is by far the most frequent
;
inasmuch, moreover, as

the very bearei-s of oxygen—the red corpuscles—are themselves

disintegi'ated, we see that it is in better means of ventilation, in-

cluding, under this, renewal and cooling of the air, that the mor-

tahty and invaliding of " sunstroke " in the field will be lessened.

And finally, as we shall see, even the "coup de chaleur" plays

often a helping hand to the " coup de soleil." I will now pro-

ceed to incUcate the main points for the prevention of heat-

stroke.

The point* regarding seasonal and meteorological changes that Season and

are to be borne in mind are chiefly the follo\ving : The hot season oiogj'.

should, of course, be avoided if possible. The Hazara campaign Hazaia,

in 1 868 gave a striking example of the danger of marcliing in the

hot season. TJie 38th Regiment left Sealkote to march to the

rendezvous at the Black Mountain. Marching during August,

this regiment had the largest number of cases of sunstroke for the

year in India—viz., 51. During 1868, again, there were 241
admissions for this disease. Of this number, 144 occurred in

troops marching to Hazara, whilst of the total niimber all but 14
occurred from June to September. The maximum number in

any month—114—occurred in August. Again, in the Afghan Afghanistan,

war in 1879, there were 36 admissions. Of these, 28 occurred in '878-80.

June, and 32 from June to August. In 1880 there were 46 ad-
missions ; of these 36 occurred from June to August. Again, in

the second Burmese war, 1852, the troops were landed in April Second Bur-

at Eangoon. The deaths from sunstroke are reported to have Ts"!

equalled that from the fire of the enemy. Warm days in the cool

seasons of the year are especially dangeroiis (Roth and Lex).
Moist air, absence of wind, and hot winds, all favour the develop-
ment of the attacks. In his account of the diseases prevalent in
the Persian Gulf, Evatt draws attention to the terrific heat, of a
moist chai-acter, there prevalent. Even the natives of the
country cannot endure it, and heat apoplexy assumes a deadly
form. This fatal character of the heat is derived from its

moisture. On board H.M. ship Livtr^pool three oflacers and
twenty-one men were seized on one day. Again, further
inland, the intense heat again assumes a terrible aspect from
the hot \\-inds drying the skin and abohshing the salutary eflects
of perspiration. When, therefore, the above conditions are
present, especially must the medical officer be on the look-out
for the premonitory symptoms of sunstroke, and take measures
against it.

As regards the geographical distribution of the disease. Dr. Geography.

Paynter hag stated that sunstroke is never met with in the
JVench army in Algiers. Hence it might be supposed that in
the sul>-tropical climate of Nortli Africa we might be free from
it. Our experience in Egypt shows this, however, to be erroneous

;

and, moreover, in Algiera itself 8un.stroke does occur. Laveran,
for iniitance, relates that in an expedition in 1836, under Mar-
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I. Previous
sunstroke.

2. New
arrivals.

1, Plethora,
intemper-
ance, fatty

heart.

4. Syphilis,

5, In small
forays.

(rt) Period.

shal Bugeaud, 200 men were seized with heat-stroke, of whom
eleven died.

Selection of Men.—A man who has once had a severe heat-
stroke should never be allowed to go on a fresh campaign in a
tropical or semi-tropical climate, for, if so, he will become affected
probably again by a much lower temperature than he otherwise
would be. A-gain, new arrivals suffer more than seasoned soldiers.
Bryden, in his " Yital Statistics," shows the efFect of the sun on
new arrivals in India. The liability of newly arrived troops in
India is quadrupled. Taking the standard of ten years 1 860-69,
admission-rate for heat apoplexy was 4.3 per 1000, whilst that of

newly arrived regiments for the years 1864-9 was 16.8 per 1000.
Still more does the rate rise if a newly arrived regiment in India is

sent into the field at once. Thus, the ratio for the new army in the
field in 1858 was 55.8 per 1000. The diminution of heat apoplexy
with length of service in India is shown in the case of the newly
arrived army in 1858. Here, in 1858, 42.9 per 1000 were ad-

mitted; in 1859, 8.7 per 1000; in i860, 6.2 per 1000; in 1861,
2.2 per 1000; in 1862, 1.19 per 1000; in 1863, 1.09 per 1000.

Sir Ranald Martin relates an instance of the efiect of seasonins".O
During a march in May of forty miles under a powerful sun, the
heat was nearly beyond endurance, yet not one European officer,

commissioned or non-commissioned, was afiected. All were young,
healthy, and well seasoned to the climate. Plethoric, intemperate,

and men suffering from fatty heart, are especially predisposed.

Lastly, Hutchinson has found that syphilis has, in a large

majority of cases, antedated the attack of sunstroke. During
peace time our men should always be well practised in route

marching, for if well seasoned thus, the danger of sudden rise of

temperature from severe exertion should be guarded against.

And for any given small select foray, it will be well to select

chiefly cavalry, should military reasons allow of such choice, for

reasons to be presently stated.

Marching.—It is needless to state marching should never be

done in the middle of the day. In the passage of the sun's rays

through the atmosphere the loss of the heat which they contain

by absorption is more than 20 per cent, on a vertical, and almost

all on a nearly horizontal, beam. The sun is therefore hotter at

noon than in the morning or evening. The men must march
either in early morning, in the evening, or at night. As regards

night marches, the French in Algiers did not find them advan-

tageous
;
they seemed to tax the strength of the troops too much,

and the men came into hospital. This was not entirely our expe-

rience, however, during the Afghan war. The men were marched

at night through the Bolan Pass on the Candahar line, thus

escaping the excessive heat of the day. Moreover, the element

of " fatigue " was provided against, for our men were provided as

much as possible with cart carriage. By marching thus at night

the heat of the sun is entirely avoided.

Still, except in very great heat, I would advocate either march-

ing in the very early morn, or else executing the march in halves,
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one-half in the morning, and one-half in the evening. As a rule,

there is no tloubt that night marches, if continued, are excessively

fatiguing. No sleep by day compensates for the want of sleep

by night.

Before the commencement of the march, the men should have (fi)
Food,

a light breakfast of biscuit, or bread, with tea or coffee. They
should never set out on an empty stomach, otherwise the element

of fatigue will soon set in, owing to there not being sufficient fuel

for the machine. Exhaustion so induced tends of itself to lead

to suppression of the functions of the skin.

Plenty of bheesties should be at hand with water, so that the Bheesties.

men can drink whenever they require. They should, however, be

cautioned not to take too large quantities at a time. No harm
can ensue from drinking small quantities of fluid when heated or

exhausted, but should an excessive quantity be taken a dangerous

shock may be administered to the nerves of the stomach from this

very excess.

Provision should be made allowing the men to fill their water- Water

bottles with vinegar and water, or coffee, or tea, especially the

two latter. Their action as regards heat-stroke will be further

adverted to.

At the end of the march, should the heat be very exhausting, End of

let some warm chocolate or coffee be served out, as at Assayboo
in Ashanti. This will gi-eatly refresh and cool the men, as was
found in the Burmese war after the most severe marching.

Free open order of march is of supreme importance. As much ('O^Opea

intervening space between the files as is possible must be given, °^ ^

'

Never march in close order. By allowing free open order, we
bring in the aid of free ventilation, and so increase the power of

evaporation from the skin, and thus diminish the internal heat of

the body; whilst by marching in close order the surrounding
atmosphere soon becomes moist from the perspiration. Thus
during the march for the rehef of Abracampa in the Ashanti
war, the heat being stifling, and there being very little breeze, or
none at all where the road was shut in by the bush, the men soon
began to fall out, and many became convulsed and insensible.

The column was then ordered to march in the loosest order pos-
sible, with at least 6 feet between the files, and the pace not to
be more than 2^ miles per hour. All experience shows that
crowding, whether on the line of march or in tents, is most dan-
gerous when the sun is hot. The air becomes impure, the action
of the skin is checked, and thus the effect of heat is powerfully
aided. During a certain march in India, Dr. Taylor detected the
early signs of heat-stroke supervening. He immediately obtained
an open order. The symptoms disfippeared from amongst the
men, and only one man became affected. The good effect of open
order ia .seen especially in the cavalry. Here sunstroke is far less

fref|uent than in the infantiy on the line of march ; but the men
are .separated by greater intervals, and, moreover, breathing
higher strata of air, there is le.ss dust, and thus again a more
ventilated air is inhaled,

s
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(aO Dress. Again, let the men open their coats and shirts ; let no con-
striction play upon the neck or chest. In the Zulu war all the
men were ordered thus to open their coats and shirts directly

the heat became oppressive. Let the impedimenta be carried for

the men also as far as possible : everything that lessens the work
done, and therefore is preventive of fatigue, lessens the liability

to heat-stroke. Especially must all constricting impedimenta be
removed. The old knapsack must have powerfully aided the
effects of heat. The injurious effect of tight constriction round
the neck was shown in the assault on the White House Picqviet

in the Burmese war, where numbers of men were attacked by the
sun, and fell down unconscious. These men wore the tight

oppressive stock of that period. Again, during the Chinese war,
on the march from Chin-kiang-foo, the 98th Regiment, just

landed, were ordered to mount an ascent ; the heat was intense,

and a number of the men were mortally struck down by it ; their

uniforms were worn buttoned up. During the same operations,

the 1 8th, 49th, and 55th Regiments did not lose a single man,
although they were equally exposed

;
they wore their uniform

open, and their necks were free. Other remarks on dress will be
considered later.

(<r) Halts. Let there be regular and sufficient halts. It has been found
that a quick march of the duration of one hour and a half will

raise the temperatvire 1.2° C: but not only will the action of

the march, ^e?' se, in elevating the temperature thus become appa-

rent, but it will be aided by the element of fatigue should there

not he a sufficiency of halts. At the halts let the men drink

their coffee and tea, or, in default, let them have water supplied

by the bheesties. Let, if possible, a shady place be chosen for the

halt, or, if not, an open field where free ventilation can come into

play. Do not halt on a hot, stony and sandy locality if possible.

Thurn found the temperature of a man sitting in the sun rose

Danger of nearly two degrees in a given case. Again, M. G-uyon has drawn
lying down.

g^^^gj-^^^^Qj^ ^]jg danger of lying down during halting. He points

out how excessively heated the layers of the atmosphere nearest

the ground are, and says that heat-stroke is particularly apt to

occur, and indeed most often occurs, during halting. Marshal

Bugeaud issued an order in July 1846 proscribing men from

lying down during halts on the line of march for this reason.

{/) Alcohol "VVe have reserved a separate place for alcohol as regards

mirch. marches in hot climates. Alcohol should never be allowed on the

march. The question of giving alcohol after certain conditions

of the march has already been referred to ; what is to be insisted

on is, that it must never be given during the march in hot

climates. Dr. Fergusson relates an instance of the bad effects of

such distribution. At St. Domingo, the 67th Regiment, in the

expedition of 1796, was on the line of march in a dry, rocky

country, in which no water could be found. The men, however,

were freely supplied with rum, they soon began to fall out at

every step, nineteen died en route, and the remainder completed

the march " in an indescribable condition of exhaustion."
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We have already insisted on the danger of excessive fatigue in (g) Fati

marching in a hot country. To obviate this, in addition to the

foregoing rules, the pace of the march is to be carefully regulated.

A single regiment on the line of march can do miles per hour
without bad eftect. The case, however, is different when several

regiments, or a brigade, are moving together ; here 2^ miles or

2 miles should not be exceeded, for it must be remembered that

the regiments in the rear will be breathing an atmosphere filled

with dust. In the tropics, in a given cubic space there is less

oxygen than in temperate climates. At 80° F. a man receives

9 per cent, less oxj'gen than at 32°; the respiratory acts again are

diminished, hence the danger of great exertion, which will be
still further aggravated by the dust-laden air. It is here, indeed,

that the effects of the " coup de chaleur " will be superadded to

those of the " coup de soleil," for we have shown how, in the

former, paralysis of the heart is apt to come on ; this palsy will,

of a surety, be powerfully aided by the greater resistance in the
aorta from severe excessive muscular exertion in marching, com-
bined with mechanical hindrance to the circulation of the lungs
induced by the dust-laden air.

Finally, a day's rest at settled regular intervals must be ordered.

We now see why cavalry are less liable than infantry to heat-

stroke on the line of march. Being movinted, the element of

fatigue is reduced to a minimum, each file has good cubic space.

Each man also is further away from the heated lower strata of

the air, and is less choked with dust, whilst, as we shall see, the
Indian cavalry at least have a better head-gear.

In concluding over remarks on marching, the medical ofiicer (/,) Dla-

should be on the look-out for the early signs of sunstroke, such g°°sis.

as stumbling, uncertain gait, cessation of perspiration, &c. Should
these come on, the foregoing measures must be especially in-
sisted on. The rules laid down in the chapter on Marching,
Part I., should also be consulted.

Uniform.—As regards the direct effect of the solar rays, the
most important fact in prevention is the constitution of the head-
gear. In the first place the head must never be exposed
uncovered to the sun. This may seem a common-sense axiom
which hardly needs stating, but such common-sense axioms have
to be driven into the British soldier. Hence, the men must be
warned fully on this point.

As regards the men, we believe the bamboo wicker helmet to
be an inadequate protection, whilst, as regards officers, the regu-
lation white cork helmet, from its shape and make, is in very hot
weather simply a sun trap. The usual shape is erroneous, leaving
the temples too much exposed. The pressure, again, of the cork
helmet, with its puggery, its a prolific cause of headache. Would
any sportsman in the jungle use a military helmet ?

The first year of the Afghan war I had campaigned as medical
ofBcer to a mountain batteiy. Here the grey felt helmet of
Elwood, with double (air chamber) lining, was the uniform head-
dress. Of this helmet more anon. Suflice it to say that no dis-

S 2
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comfort was ever felt from it, notwithstanding that I had gone
on service straight on arrival in India, and so was quite
unacclimatized. Surgeon-General Moore, of the Bombay Service,
holds that Elwood's felt helmet is the best yet supplied. Having
been invalided at Cabul, I had to take sick leave to Aus-
tralia. On return I was sent on the Candahar line, and on
this occasion had to wear the infantry helmet. On the second
day's march from Quetta I was seized with nausea and fainting
from the intense heat; a bheestie was neai', and the symptoms
passed off after repeated douching. Four days after I had
another attack, ten days after which a third attack came on,

both on the line of march ; four days after this seizure I accom-
panied my regiment on an expedition against some marauding
tribes, and was this time seized with sunstroke. Two months and
a half elapsed before I had recovered sufficiently to leave India
for two years' sick leave. On return to duty, within three

months fresh symptoms set in from the sun, necessitating another
period of six months' leave to the hills. I lay the whole etiology

of the above to the regulation military helmet at present worn in

India. This helmet has not many elements in its favoui', it is

heavy and hot, and does not protect the temples.

The question of " helmeting " our troops has been considered

by many writers : all have, however, tried to preserve the

present shape more or less. "We believe that the best helmet for

campaigning is that worn by the Shikari : it is light, has a free

circulation of air around the head, and protects the eyes, temples,

and nape of the neck. It has been said that this solah topi is apt

to get out of shape, to fall to pieces, and to predispose to sun-

stroke—but is this the case? A good thick topi will last for

years without breaking or getting out of shape. And, as regards

the statement that tliey are less protective against sunstroke than

"wicker" helmets, I believe this to be entu-ely erroneous. The
sportsman has not learnt by experience to prefer a topi which

causes sunstroke. We are glad to see that a step has been taken

in this direction, for in the reports of the Soudan expedition, the

engineers are stated to have worn solah topis. This, then, is the

head-covering to be recommended for campaigns in tropical

climates. The topi could be fashioned so as to retain a smart

appearance, whilst giving protection to the temples and nape of

neck.

Colonel Massey, of the 95th Eegiment, in the A.M.D. Reports

for 1869, would recommend a hat of a stout grey felt, with a

broad rim, somewhat of the shape of one of Elwood's broad

brimmed grey felt topis, with a tolerably high crown, and an air

chamber. This helmet does not, however, give sufficient pro-

tection for the neck, it must therefore be sujjplemented Avitli

pieces of cloth flowing from the helmet down over the neck. Two

such flaps depending well over the neck, will not only keep off the

sun's rays, but, by flapping in the \vind, will cause movement of

the air around the neck, and thus aid evaporation, and cool the

parts. The broad brim on its under-surface must be covered
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with gi-een doth. The crown of the hat should have the bulging

ail- chamber of Elwood, over which a puggri is to be folded,

whilst, finally, a white drill cover should be fitted on. Roth, vol. iii.

p. 75, quotes Conlies, and shows that the addition of a white

cover to the helmet lowers the temperature inside as much as

7° 0. With such modifications, we think Col. Massey's helmet
would also aftbrd an excellent protection from the sun.

Should the present wicker and cork helmets be persisted in for

the men, their shape should, at any i-ate, be altered in one

important particular. This point has been especially insisted on
by Major Blakeney, of the Highland Light Infantry. He points

out that the regulation service helmet has a pointed peak in front,

which prevents the helmet being brought down low enough to

cover over the side of the head. This pointed peak it is neces-

saiy to abolish, so that the side of the helmet can come down
over the temples. The temples are the parts requiiing especial

attention in the early marches in the tropics, when the sun
is low and not directly over the head. The helmet is made
grey, as being both cool to the head and invisible to the enemy,
and the puggri is made in strips or flaps where it hangs down
over the neck, thus permitting of a constant moving current
of air.

As regards the cavalry, we think that nothing can be better
than the lungi. There has been a discussion lately concerning
cavalry uniform, and all Avriters seem pretty well agreed that a
good thick lungi is the best protection from the sun.

There is, finally, one part to be protected especially. Strange Spectacles,

to say, I have not found any mention of this important means of

prevention in any work relating to sunstroke. I allude to
neutral-tinted spectacles. Now, if spectacles can be worn for
prevention of ophthalmia as they were in Egypt, they can be
equally worn for sunstroke. They could be removed on coming
into touch ^vith the enemy. My opinion is that the efiect of the
sun is more frequently caused through the channel of the orbit,

than through the temples or vertex. It stands to reason that
there must be far less resistance to the passage of the rays
reflected from the ground, the parts are soft, not bony. And
again, apart from the mechanical aspect, we have the optic and
other nerves and vessels here directly almost exposed to the heat
rays. The rehef to the eye and sense of coolness imparted gener-
ally by neutral-tinted glasses must be felt to be appreciated.

Before concluding this important part of our subject, it may
be mentioned that many officers in Egypt wore a head geax
similar to those worn by the officers of the mail steamers of the
Red Sea and Indian Ocean, and these hats were considered a
great improvement on the regulation military helmet. The
correspondent for the British Medical Journal, also gives us another
hint ; he states that old European residents in Egypt, whenever
going into the desert shooting, or on any employment which
exposes them to the sun, wear under their hats the tight jean
skull caps which the Arabs wear under the turban or tarboosh,
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and find that it greatly diminishes the penetration of the heat
rays. Some of our officers in South Egypt adopted the white cap,

wearing it under the military helmet, and found it to answer
admirably. Surgeon-General Moore advises, indeed, that there
should not be too great a ventilating space between the head and
helmet, for if so, hot winds penetrating freely over the scalp, the
skin is maintained constantly dry, and thus actually predisposition

to sunstroke eftected. Only a small quantity of air should pass,

he says, between the outer and inner layers of a good topee,

and no air between the head and inner layer. To sum up, then,

we would provide every man, mounted or otherwise, a pair of

neutral-tinted spectacles, and the above white cap, to be worn
under a solah topi or lungi ; should the solah topi not be allowed,

then a felt helmet, with air chamber of the shape indicated. But
for the men we hold a solah helmet indispensable.

Protection The next most important region to protect is the spine. The •

of spine.
spinal cord, according to Moore, is always largely implicated. A
thick woollen spinal pad must be worn, sewn into or on the coat.

Moore, however, advises in preference that the ends of the

puggaree be prolonged over the back, and attached to the waist.

An ingenious but cumbersome contrivance is advocated by
Jeffreys—namely, a curtain of white jean suspended from the

shoulders, and propped out from the back with little bows of

steel, so as to permit of the circulation of air.

Dress for have already fully considered the make and material of the
" ^' dress for tropical campaigns. We need only repeat that a looser

woollen Norfolk jacket is indicated. It must be especially loose

round the neck, chest, and abdomen, for tightness round these

parts disposes to heat-stroke. As regards colour, the experi-

ments conducted some time ago at Aldershot, showed that the

least absorbing colours for the direct heat of the sun were white,

then gi'ey, yellow, pink, and black. It has been found that white

reduces the temperature 2° in the shade, and a temperature of

130° to 110° in the sun. A light grey kharki serge is indicated

as being most serviceable. As we have pointed out, a cotton

dress is never to be worn ; as regards sunstroke, this is especially

important, for the sun's rays falling on the clothing warm it, and
the air contained in it, and so diminish the giving off of heat from

the body. Now cotton is, above all, a great conductor of heat,

whilst wool, on the other hand, is noted for its slow conducting

power.

I have already shown, under the conditions of marching, how
important it is that the dress should be free and loose. The point

ever to be borne in mind, and one that cannot be too frequently

repeated, is, that " the clothes be loose and light, so as not to

interfere with the free movements of the chest and evaporation of

the skin, and so as not to obstruct the cervical circulation." Dr.

De Renzy, who has thus insisted on loose clothing, illustrates this

by a case under his own observation. At the capture of Rangoon,

in 1852, " of two sets of men who were alike in all other respects,

one fought in shirt sleeves under an intensely hot sun, the other
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in blue cloth tightly fitting coats, many of the lattei* began to

drop down insensible shortly after coming into action, their com-

manding officer being among the number." The main thing in

conclusion is to assimilate the war kit to the sporting kit. It

is well known that sportsmen can be exposed all day to the hottest

sun in Central India, without outward results.

The Camp.—Military reasons, as already remai-ked, will often Site,

not allow us to pick and choose
;
again, the nature of the country

campaigned in may leave us no choice ; we can, therefore, as

regards site, only indicate what is unfavourable, or the reverse.

The hottest ground to encamp on is sandy ground. The heat is

often so intense that even the natives forsake such j)lains in the

hot weather. This was the case at Sibi and the Lower Bolan,

where, during the hot months, the natives are accustomed to

move higher xip. Here the greatest heat was experienced during
the Afghan war. Sir John Herschel found a superficial tempera-
ture of 159° in dry sandy soil at the Cape.

Schubler, quoted by Morache, shows the relative power of

absorption of heat of different soils, that of sandy being 100, as

follows :

—

Power of retaining Heat—100.

Calcaire . . . 61.8
Humus . . .49.0

Sable calcaire . 100.0

Gvpse . . .73.2
Argile . . .66.7

Grassy uplands, as on the top of the Peiwar Pass, aH'ords
splendid camping grounds, especially when they are, as at the
latter, covered with pine woods. Hence, take advantage of such
uplands, and move as many companies of the regiments as con-
sistent with military precautions, to any hill plateaus bounding
the road of advance. In this way, during the summer of 1879,
batteries and regiments were moved away from the Kurram plain
to the upland stretches of the Safed Koh range. My regiment,
the 23rd Pioneers, was thus divided: head-quarters moved up a
gorge to within one mile of the snows, high up in the mountain
range, whilst the remaining wing was left seven miles below in the
.sweltering plain. In journeying from one camp to the other the
traveller left a temperate for a tropical heat.
But more often Nature can afford us no aid. «We must then Open order,

have the most open order of camp possible so as to avoid all
stagnation of air. For it is in camp that most cases of heat-stroke
will occur. Men are far more frequently seized when lying down
in close stuffy tents than in the open. At the base, where our
men may be perhaps lodged in buildings, punkhas can be extem-
porized. But in tents we cannot do this ; we can in some locali- Roof t

ties build a wooden erection over the tents where wood is plenti-
ftd. Thi.s was done on the plateaus of Ali Kheyl in the summer
of 1879. The 92nd Highlanders and Swinley's Battery sent out
fatigue parties for boughs and foliage, and the tents were gradu-
ally rof>fed over, thereby reducing immensely the temperature.
Morache also proposes douching tlie sites of the tents exposed to
the sun. But where is the water to come from ? In most camps

tents.
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water and labour would be wanting sufficient for this purpose.
Moreover, under the constant drying and wetting, the tents would

Floor the rot. Again, when feasible, floor the tent with small, leafy

.^reenr'^''
branches. Nothing can be healthier than such a floor of pine
foliage, where, independently of the protection from the heat
radiated from the ground, we shall enjoy the healthy resinous
exhalation. By such means were the heat rays deprived of their

strength in the Upper Kurram.
Double ny. The tents should have a double fly. A single fly tent is power-

less. An ingenious contrivance was invented and carried into

effect by an oiiicer, who had his outer fly made in the form of a

sack. Arrived in camp, he set his sei-vants to collect foliage,

grass, &c., when possible, and thus filled the sack of his outer fly,

rendering it still further protective. As regards the colour of the

tent material externally, we have seen that a pale yellow is the

best as regards absorption of heat ; but we would deprecate the

bright yellow lining made for Indian tents. The glare is tre-

mendous. A light blue colour is far superior. Morache recom-

mends, in addition, lining the tent with a woollen material, thus

taking advantage of the bad conducting power of wool for heat.

Avoid over- Never overcrowd the tents ; if so, the organic matters exhaled
crowding,

jjecomo Concentrated, and thus greater decomposition of them by
the heat occurs ; the air thus rendered impure is re-breathed, and
thus a vicious circle established. The number of troops to be

placed in a given area must be determined by local circumstances.

In the " Memorandum of Field Service Arrangements for the

Guidance of Medical Officers employed on Active Service on the

North-West Frontier," issued by the Surgeon-General's Office,

H.M. Forces in India, in view of eventualities with Russia, a

useful estimate was given in this respect, showing the extreme

limits from great overcrowding to what would be an impracticable

though desirable amount of space ; it is as follows :

—

Square Yards per Tent. Tents per Acre.
Troops per Acre at

12 Men ptr Tent.

SO 96.80 I161.8

100 48.40 580.8

400 12. 10 145.2
1000 4.84 58.0

If sufficient ventilation cannot be carried out by raising

the kanats of the tent, then raise the whole of the side away

from the sun
;
by this means there will be, at any rate, ready

escape for the products excreted from the lungs, and removal

of air.

At night, where no malaria exists, let the men sleep outside

their tents rather than in them. But where the seat of cam-

paign is in a dense, hot, malarious country, the problem for pro-

viding against malaria and heat-stroke simultaneously will be

one sufficient to tax the forethought of the most experienced.

In concluding our notice of the camp, we would reiterate the
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warning against overcrowding in relation to sunstroke, in the

words of Dr. De Renzy :
" Crowding, even though it is only for a

short period, is most dangerous when the sun is very hot."

Pood.—We now have to consider the question of food as

regards heat-stroke. We must first insist, as we have done so

often, that the ration must be in proi^ortion to the work done.

This has already been fully entered into. Again, where heat-

stroke is apprehended, beware of too animal a diet ; a plethoric

condition aids its development
;
heat-stroke, after a heavy meal,

is especially apt to come on in a hot, ill-ventUated tent. But we
have chiefly to do with the question of drink. This has already Alcohol,

been partly entered into when discussing the march; but the

subject demands a few more warnings. Sir Charles Napier, in Napier.

Scinde, was fully alive to the powerfully co-operating aid of alcohol

in producing heat-stroke, when he declared that the sun should
have in his case no ally in drink. Alcohol even can destroy the
comparative immunity possessed by coloured races

;
for, as Dr.

Tandell states, whereas, cmteris ^jari^izts, the white races in Yandeii.

America sulfer most, yet when the negro removes to the cities,

and becomes loose and irregular in his habits, and eats and drinks

to excess, he becomes also equally liable to sunstroke. How
great, then, must be the liability of the white man, when he
excesses ! Prof. Maclean, again, has shown how exhaustion from Maclean,

long, hot marches tends to suppression of the action of the skin
and kidneys, and how powerfully alcohol aids this. De Renzy De Renzy.

again warns us how any crowding in tents, most dangerous of
itself in hot chmates, becomes far more so when excess in the use
of alcohol is superadded. Dr. Barclay has shown us how those Barclay,

whose nervous system has been injured by previous intemperance
are especially apt to suffer from the form of indirect heat-stroke
after a march from exhaustion. In fact, the evidence is over-
whelming on this point. In the Egyptian operations of war
a striking example occurred. The 72nd Highlanders arrived at
Suez from India on August 8, Before leaving the docks the men
obtained some brandy. A powerful sun was burning in the sky.
During the short march of ten miles, from the docks to the
Victoria Hospital, ten men were knocked over by the sun, of
whom one actually died on the way, and two within two days.
Again, in the Bechuanaland Field Force, most stringent orders
with regard to alcohol were issued. Though the temperature was
110° in double fly tents, and although many men lived in single
fly tents, and the duties were most arduous, sunstroke was un-
known. In the late Nile expedition the admission-rate for sun-
stroke was only 5.94 per 1000, and the death-rate 1.20 per 1000.
The heat was intense, and the physical fatigue great, but these
factors were more than counterbalanced by the healthy out-door
life, and by the ab.sence of intoxicating liquors. At Korosko in
June, when cases of heat-fever became prevalent, not a single
case of heat-stroke occurred. Hence, all spirituous liquors should
be forbidden either before the march, on the march, or after the
march. This i.s the golden rule. The exceptions have been pre-
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viously indicated. But if ever a rum ration is deemed advisable,
let it never be distributed whilst the sun is hot and high in the

Water. heavens. On the contrary, let arrangements for water be so
made that a constant supply of this liquid be always at hand all

through the day. In camp, in the heat of the day, let the bhees-
ties, with their full mussacks, be at hand near or in the tents.

DeRenzy. Dr. De Eenzy has shown how the comparative immunity of
native troops from heat-stroke is chiefly due to the immense
quantity of water they drink under exposure to the sun, " whilst
the deaths from this disease among the British troops wei-e 20 per
10,000 of strength, they were only 2 per 10,000 of native troops."

Thurn. Thum has noticed in marches that when there is thirst, even if

at the same time the skin be acting, that the body heat rises

greatly. With a temperature of 3o°-4o° 0. in marches, if there
be thirst, the body temperature was found to rise 1° C. higher
than where there was a plentiful supply of water under the same
circumstances.

Te^ And let the men have, as far as possible, a good ration of tea

and coffee. The very action of tea is directly opposed to the
action of heat. We have seen that the action of the skin ceases,

or tends to be diminished, both under the coup de soleil and the

coup de chaleur. Tea, on the contrary, increases the action of

the skin. Heat lessens the nervous activity. Tea has a restora-

tive action and stimulates the nervous system. Less carbonic

dioxide is expired imder the influence of tropical heat. Tea
increases the amount of carbonic acid from the lungs. Heat will

induce cardiac paralysis, whereas tea increases and strengthens

the heart beat. And the action of coffee is equally potent against

heat. Above all, both tend to annihilate fatigue, so deadly a

factor in heat-stroke.

General Measures.—In conclusion, a few general measures

may be added. Where feasible, bathing parades in the early

morning tend to keep the skin in working order ; but however
low the sun be above the horizon, let the men wear head
coverings of some sort. Should any sudden rise of excessive

temperature take place, then it is advisable to suspend any in-

tended march if possible. Again, calm, sultry days, where the

sun is obscured by a thin film of cloud or impalpable dust,

Surgeon-General Moore holds to be favourable to insolation.

Finally, is it advisable to keep the men in their tents in camp
during the heat of the day 1 We have seen that sportsmen go

out shooting in the hottest weather without harm. Assam
planters, who are compelled to go out in the sun in the hottest

season and at the hottest time of the day, suffer so little from

sunstroke, that the disease is said to be unknown amongst them.

But, in these cases, both sportsmen and planters do not wear the

regulation military helmet
;
moreover, they are well occupied in

mind and body, and freely moving about in proper clothing. In

a camp of war, the conditions are not quite parallel. Hence, we
think that the best prevention of heat-stroke during the hot hours

of the day is to secure a freely ventilated tent, cooled down by
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some of the means indicated, and to let the men remain in such

a tent till the heat of the day be over.

Hospital Ships.—On several campaigns, as we have seen,

hospital ships have been employed. It is equally necessary to

keep these cool as it is to keep the tents. Mr. Ernest Hart has

indicated a method by which a temperature as low as 60° F. can

be easily maintained. At Suakim, the Ganges was anchored as a

hospital sliip; she cai-ried a great ice-making apparatus, con-

structed on the principle of producing cold by the expansion and
contraction of air. He suggests that in similar cases the cold air

thus produced (far below zero) be distributed by mechanical
means between decks, through the wards, by conducting pipes.

Such a suggestion is worthy of consideration.



CHAPTER Xm.

PNEUMONIC FEVER. (Syn. PxVeumonia.)

To devote a chapter on Pneumonia, in an Essay on Tropical
Diseases, may at first seem out of place. To classify the disease

with the fevers may seem still more surprising. But I hope to

show that the pneumonia met with in warm countries is in one form
a veritable specific fever ; and that this specific fever, as regards
its geographical distributions, shows a gradually increasing ratio

from the Poles to the Equator. I indeed believe that all cases of

pneumonia are cases of a specific fever, and not cases of a local

inflammation of the lung ; but as regards hot countries the form
of disease to be guarded against is imdoubtedly one of this nature.

The idea that pneumonic fever, or pneumonia, is a disease of cold

rather than of warm chmates, would also seem to be not strictly

true.

Shortly after arriving in India, I proceeded on service in

Afghanistan, accompanying a column under General Roberts into

Khost. The nights were extremely cold, hard frost prevailing

;

the days very hot, hotter than anything I had yet experienced.

During the occupation of Khost, from January 6 to January 29,

1879, pneumonia set in amongst the native troops. The camp
was situated on rice fields. A very severe epidemic of pneumonia
especially affected the 21st P.N.I. Some thirty men were in

hospital. Shortly after ari-ival in Khost, the batteiy to which I

was attached, strength 120, became afiected. Six cases came into

hospital with the disease within a day or two of one another ; of

these five died. Subsequently, in 1883, I again had frequent

admissions for pneumonia. The disease also, as observed by me,

had pecularities in its clinical course ; for instance, the onset of

the physical signs in the lung occurred frequently much later

than in Europe.

A remarkable instance of epidemic pneumonia was communi-
cated to me by a former Commandant of the ist Punjab Infantry.

Iti 1875 the regiment was marching into Dera Ghazi Khan, on

the frontier ; it was seized with pneumonia, thirty men dying out

of a strength of 550. The deaths occurred about the end of

March, and were distributed over a short space of time. Again,

the 5th P. I., on marching out of this station to Kohat, suffered

from a like epidemic. Dr. Oostello, in charge of the 5th P.I.,

beUeves the epidemic arose from the regiment having come

through districts in which at the time bovine pleuro-pneumonia

prevailed.

Relation of Climate to Pneumonia.—During the last few
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yeai"s the idea of pneumonia being a specific fever, with a local

manifestation in the lung, has been gradually gaining gi'ound. I

have come to this conclusion from my experience in India. But
for the present gi-antiug this, is pneumonic fever a disease likely to

be met vdth in wai*m countries ? Is it not rather a disease of cold

climates, and, if so, what is the necessity for entering into the

subject in a work limited to the tropics ? In his monograph on
pneumonia. Dr. Green states that, " conditions of weather and Green,

climate are probably the most important of all known agencies in

the causation of pneumonia;" and further, that " pneumonia is

much more common in temperate climates than in those regions

which are characterized by great heat and extreme cold." Dr. Bristowe.

Bristowe also states that, " it is more common in temperate
climates." And such was my belief until I came to India. In
India, however, I found pneumonia to occupy a relatively high
ratio in hospital practice. Amongst the comparatively few cases

of any kind or interest that the regimental surgeon has to treat

in this country, pneumonia may occupy a leading position. These
impressions have been confirmed by a valuable paper on the
prevalence of pneumonia in hot climates, by Dr. Sanders. In Sanders,

the paper. Dr. Sanders shows by statistics that, "pneumonia,
other things being equal, increases uniformly in frequency the
nearer we approach the tropics. That is to say—and the fact is

a surprising one, and one distinctly opposed to its presumed
dependence on cold—the disease is more frequently met with,
and is more common, in warm than in cold climates, and in hot
than in warm climates, showing a gradual increasing ratio from the
Pole to the Equator." This fact is, however, qualified by extreme
nearness to the Equator. Sanders finds that after a, certain
parallel is reached it again becomes less common. Other rela-

tions with the tropics are found to exist. The nearer we approach
the tropics the higher is the death-rate. A high mean annual
temperature gives a high death from pneumonia. Statistics

for warm cUmates show an average of 1.70 deaths from pneu-
monia for each 1000 of the population, based on the returns of

157 cities; whilst the returns of 15 cities in the temperate zone
give an average of 1.31 deaths from pneumonia per looo of
population.

Sanders sums up these points amongst others as follows :— Suinmary of

1. There Ls a direct, positive, and unequivocal relation between
the mean annual temperature of a place and its death-rate from
pneumonia ; the rule being that a high mortality from the disease
coincides with a high mean annual temperature.

2. Pneumonia, all other things being equal, increases in fre-
quency the further we advance from the polar regions towards
tlie tropics; this, however, only to a certain parallel, beyond
which it seems to become less and less commonly met with, until
at or near the equator it apparently disappears.

Etiology of Pneumonia.—The old idea of the exciting agency
of " cold " is, we think, eiToneous. Sanders finds a positively de- Cold ?

crea.sing ratio of pneumonia ns we ascend in height. He also
shows that " wet " does not heighten the pneumonia rate, and Wct.
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demonstrates that the very lowest numbers of the disease, out of
ten years' observation, have followed weeks of excessive rain.
Again, were it true that pneumonia was directly related to cold,

it would necessarily follow that, with a low mean temperature,
the pneumonia rate must undoubtedly be high. Sanders, as we
have seen, has shown the contrary. But, if we consider pneu-
monia to be a specific fever, with its local manifestation not a
rash, but a lobar inflammation of the lung, and if such a fever be
caused by an organism, we can understand the increased fre-

quency of such a fever in hot countries, and we can also under-
stand the disappearance of the disease at the Equator. For the
heat rather than the cold will favour its growth ; whilst the
extreme heat of the Equator will kiU it equally with cold. Now,
the existence of the pneumonia organism is, I think, proved both
experimentally and clinically.

The To Dr. Friedlander belongs the merit of having clearly estab-

orgardsm." lished the organism of pneumonia. In 1875 it is true that Klebs
first found micrococci in cases of pneumonia, whilst Eberth, a
little later on, pointed out their specific characters. Next, Koch,
in 1 88 1, gave an account of them. Then came the papers of

Friedlander, a paper the result of long previous work, showing
the constant presence of micrococci in the alveolar exudation of

croupous pneumonia. Subsequently, he and Frobenius, from an
examination of fifty cases, established their constant presence

;

whilst by inoculation and inhalation experiments on mice and
guinea-pigs, he established their causal relation ; for he found no
pneumonia to follow his control experiments in which he first

sterilized the inoculated particles. The remaining experimental

link has been also supplied by Friedlander who, after failing at

first to find any organisms in the blood of his patients, at length

discovered them by cultivating their blood on sterilized blood

serum.
Finally, Talamon of the Hotel Dieu, Afanasieff" of St. Peters-

burg, and Maguire of Manchester, have all confirmed Fried-

lander's observations.

Clinical In addition to this laboratory evidence, other support has been
evidence,

afforded to the view we are advocating. M. Germain See holds

that the epidemic form of pneumonia should be classed amongst

the acute infectious diseases, and that " cold " has no etiological

influence. He gives an instance in which a whole district was

invaded by it. Dr. Flindt, at the International Medical Congress

at Copenhagen, gave the results of his researches, extending over

a long series of years. He showed how atmospheric condi-

tions of " cold " had no relation with the disease : in only eight

per cent, of his cases could he demonstrate any exposure to cold,

whilst in ninety-tivo per cent, it was excluded altogether. He also

showed the important feature, that pneumonia never appeared

equally spread over the population, but always in small local epi-

demics—often purely domestic. A considerable number of cases

were shown to follow one another like Hnks in a chain ; so that he

had come to the conclusion that intercourse between the healthy
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and sick played an important part in the spreading of the disease.

Again, Dr. bsler, of Philadelphia, in 1884, showed, from a con-

siderable body of evidence, the occurrence of pneumonia in an

epidemic form, and affecting certain localities such as barracks.

Dr. Bryson, also, many years ago, described in i860 epidemic

pneumonia occurring in the Mediterranean fleet. He especially

remarked on its resemblance to the pleuro-pneumonia of cattle,

and believed that the sick landed from the fleet at Malta com-
municated the disease to other patients in the hospitals.

But the best proof of the specific nature of pneumonia, uniting Emmerich's

both the pathological and clinical evidences, has been afforded by
Emmerich, of Munich. A certain prison at Amberg had, for a

long series of years, been constantly the theatre of pneumonia.
After an exhaustive process of exclusion, Emmerich examined the

material filling up the interval between the floor of one room and
the ceihng of the room below it. This material, by culture ex-

periments, showed the presence of Friedlander's micrococcus.

There can, then, be no doubt of the existence of an epidemic Summary,

form of infectioTis pneumonia. I look upon this disease as an
acute fever. "Why pneumonia at one time should spread, and at

another time not do so, we can no more explain than we can
similar facts with other acute exanthematous fevers. In cattle,

two forms of pneumonia are found : one sporadic, the other
epidemic and highly infectious ; and no one, we presume, doubts
that the pleuro-pneumonia of cattle is a specific disease. Now, I
have before shown its increasing frequency and mortality the
nearer we go to the Equator within certain limits of the same.
Hence, therefore, the necessity of indicating its prevention in
tropical campaigns.

Occurrence in Campaigns.—In the China w-ar, of i860,
pneumonia was prevalent to a large extent. In Ashanti, pneu-
monia formed one of the chief diseases. In the late campaign in
Egypt respiratory diseases formed 4.8 per 1000.

Besides the cases that fell under my notice in Ivhost, Sir
Thos. Crawford also drew attention to the prevalence of a peculiar
and fatal form of pneumonia in the Afghan war. Einding this

to occur chiefly in soldiers with a malarial history, he suggests
that it occurred here as an expression of malaria. The cases,
however, that fell under my notice, aflfected men equally with
or without a malarial history. The men of the battery, moreover-,
had but a slight malarial past history.

Selection of Men.—Sir Thos. Crawford, nevertheless, founded
his opinion on a general review of the cases, and presuming this
form of pneumonia is more likely to attack men with a malarial
history, we have another reason, to those already adduced, for
excluding all men with a bad malarial medical history, from
taking part in a campaign.

Selection of Season.—From a perusal of the medical histories
of p;i.st tropical and sub-tropical campaigns, we find that, with
respect to pneumonia, the chief season to avoid is the hot, muggy
weather of the rains. In Chuia, for instance, pneumonia became
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prevalent during the heavy rains and hot, muggy weather of
May. The Loodhiana regiment was especially affected at this
time, having a very large number of sick from the disease.

Camp.—A moist site is to be avoided as much as possible.

The above regiment was encamped on a moist plot of ground. In
Khost, the regiments were encamped on rice fields to a great
extent, dried up, it is true, at the time. The measures already
indicated for drying a camp under malaria are to be followed out.
The most important measure of all is the oft-alluded-to free

ventilation of the camp.
The nature of the, soil is far less important. The epidemics that

have occurred on the frontiers have not occurred where the soil

was moist, but rather the contrary.

Food.—There must be no deficiency of albuminates in the food,

as any such deficiency has been found to predispose to pneumonia.
Alcohol is here, as elsewhere, strongly contra-indicated. In the
Bechuanaland Field Force not one death occurred from pneumonia
until the canteens were reopened, when mortality arose among
the men aiFected, many being depressed Avith drink.

Protection at Night.—Of all duties, night duties have been
found most to predispose to pneumonia in hot climates. Hence,
here are indicated also the precautions already pointed out under
malaria and bowel complaints, as regards protection of sentries,

clothing, and sustaining food.

Treatment of an Epidemic.—Should the disease become
epidemic, we must, imprimis, see that there be no overcrowding,

pai'ticularly in hospital. In all the reports of such epidemics it

has been found that overcrowding has played a considerable part.

No over- Putrescent organic matter doubtless forms a pabulum for the
crowding,

special organism, and sucli organic matter will accumulate, exlialed

from the lungs, where this overcrowding occurs. Hence, " dis-

locate " the camp.
No Inter- From what we have seen from the instances adduced by See,
course.

Flindt, Osier, and Bryson, all intercourse between the healthy

and the sick must be prevented.
Disinfection. Particular attention must be paid to disinfecting the s2Duta [of

the sick. They should be burnt, or else received into a cup con-
Sputa, taining a disinfecting solution. For this purpose corrosive sub-

limate (2 di'achms to the gallon) or chloride of lime (4 ounces to

the gallon) are indicated.

Tents. All tents are to be disinfected likewise when vacated. All

rooms at the base hospital should be similai'Iy treated.

Clothes anJ Inasmuch as the sputa may have lodged on the clothes and
bedding.

bedding, or the organism may have also attached itself here,

disinfect also the clothes and bedding.

Inoculation.—In the epidemic of pleuro-pneumonia of cattle,

it was at first thought that protection could be obtained by

inoculation ; but further experience has negatived this. Hence,

in any extensive epidemic occurring in man, no prevention can be

hoped for on these lines.

Examples of Epidemics.—As an illustration of an epidemic,
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and of the coui'se to be pursued, the following instance, which

lately came under my care, may be cited. It is true this epi-

demic did not occur in the field, but the treatment emjjloyed

may be served as an example of the line of treatment to be

followed in similar cases.

On November 26, 1885, the 23rd Pioneers arrived from the

Pishin Yalley from Umballa. From November 29, 1885, up to

April 26, 1886, thirty-three cases of pneumonia occurred. By
months, they were thus distributed :—Four cases in November
1885, nine in December 1885, five in January 1886, five in

February 1886, five in March 18S6, five in April 1886. Various
causes were assigned during the epidemic for the disease. Thus,

it was stated that the regiment was inadequately clothed, and
that the men caught cold. Those holding this theory were
entirely ignorant of the way in which the regiment, as a matter
of fact, was clothed ; for probably no regiment in the native army
is better provided in this respect. In addition to the ordinary

dress of the native soldier, each man, among other things, had
been provided, before starting for Pishin, mth a thick sailor's

jersey. Secondly, it was held that the regiment had returned

broken down in health from Pishin to Umballa. The following

was the daily admission-rate for the regiment for the years 1881,

1882, 1883, 1884, 1885, and 1886:—In 1881,39.65 per 1000; in

1882, 37.29 per 1000; in 1883, 22.53 per 1000; in 1884, 18.55
per 1000; in 1885, 31.41 per 1000; in 1886, 19.62 per 1000.
Now, the admission-rate for 1885, at first sight, certainly seems
greatly in excess of that for 1883 and 1884, but, on examining
the factors of this rate, the following circumstances are evolved :

—

The great bulk of the regiment was in the Hurnai Pass up tb
April 18 ; from April 18 to November 16 the regiment was in the
Pishin Yalley; from the latter date it travelled to Umballa,
reaching the latter station on November 26. Now, on analyzing
the daily admission-rate, I'found that the rate of the head-quarters
admissions from January i to AprU 18 was 25.74; and from
April 18 to November 26, 19.61 ; from November 27 to December
31* 39-40- Hence, the large bulk of admissions occurred when
the regiment had returned from Pishin, whilst in Pishin the
admissions were only slightly above those of the previous year, the
remaining portion of admissions being made up by that of the
depot. Thirdly, it was held that a white fog that prevailed about
the lines in January caused the disease. Now, a somewhat
similar factor was alluded to by Sir Guyer Hunter in relation to
the cholera in Egypt. A yellow fog was stated to have been
present at the time in the district. If, then, a yellow fog could
have some cau.sal relation to cholera, might not a different species
of fog—namely, a white fog—have a like relation to the pneu-
monia. But, inasmuch, the fir.st supposition is negatived by the
fact that cholera occurs where there is no yellow fcg, so, in our
cases, the pneumonia continued albeit the white fog had dis-
appeared. Fourthly, the cold from December to February might
have caused it. This, however, could not have caused the cases

T
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later on. The temperature was taken in my hospital three times
a day, with the following results :

—

Case.

First Day of Illness.

No.

I ...

2 ...

3 ...

4 ...

1885.

S Dec. 6
6 „ 6

7 „ 7
8 „ 6

9 „ 6
10 8
n 9
12 „ 10

13 » IS
1886.

14 Jan. 3
15 „ II

i6 „ 21

17 „ 21

i8 31

19 Feb. 3
20

., 9
21 15
22 23
23 „ 22

24 March 2

25J 4
26 » 15

27 >, 25
28 30
29 April 4
30 „ 6

31 14

32 „ 18

33 „ 26

Temperature in Hospital ou First Day of Illness.

6 A.M.

Not taken

57°

57°

55°

57°

57°

56°

59°

57°
56°

52°

54°

56°

56°

52°

48°

50°

55°

55°
51°

59°
61°

66"

67°

73°
62"

65°

76°

75°
78°

12 Nooir.

64°

64°

62°

64°

64°
61°

64°

63°

64°

55°
61°

61°

61°

58°

54°
60°

65°

65°
62°

71°

71°

75°

75°
80°

75°
76°

84°
88°

94°

6 P.M.

65°

65°

64°

65°

65°

64°

64°

64°

64°

55°

59°

59°

59°

59°
58°

69°

64°

69°

50°

70°

70°

74°

74°

79°

73°

74°
83°
88°

92°

Looking at this table we find that at 6 a.m. the temperature
ranged from 50° to 78°; at 12 noon from 55° to 94°; and at

6 P.M. from 55° to 92°, during the period of the epidemic of

pneumonia, or with ranges at these hours respectively of 29°, 40°,

and 38°. The range would also be much greater in the men's

lines, as there the protection from heat and cold would be less.

As the cases continued to come into hospital, my conviction that

we had here a specific infectious fever became more and more
strengthened, and in April I recommended that the men's lines

be evacuated and disinfected. This was accordingly carried out

;

the men moved out into tents ; the lines disinfected with sulphurous

acid for six hours, every aperture being closed up, and, on the

day following the fumigation, freely ventilated. On the third

day the men re-occupied them. By April 14 all the lines had

been so treated except those of the band. On April 14, Case 31,
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that of a musician, occurred. On the 15th, the band went into

tents. TSvo cases subsequently occuiTed, one on April 18 in the

married lines, the other in the band lines on April 26. Both
these cases occurred nine days after the lines were re-occupied or

eleven days after they had been evacuated for disinfection. But
if pneumonia be a specific infection fever, a period of incubation

will be present as in other specific fevers. This period, it is not

too much to assume, may be as long as eleven days or more, and
thus the disease was actually caught before the hues in question

were evacuated. That such was the case obtains support from
the fact that during all these months measles had been present

in the mai-ried lines. Subsequent to the disinfection three cases

occurred, two on April 17, in lines disinfected on the 13th, and the

third within a week from the disinfection. Now, the incubation

in measles is stated to range from seven to twenty-one days.

Hence it is probable that all these cases were beginning, as regards

incubation, before the Knes were disinfected. After Ca^e No. 33,
no more occurred.

The following summary of facts, culled from the clinical history

of the thirty-three cases, shows also that the disease was one of a
specific nature rather than of a local inflammation of the lung.

( 1 ) Date ofApjyearance of Physical Signs.—If the affection had
been a simple local affection of the lung, it is probable that there
would have been some uniformity in the date of appearance of the
physical signs. The physical signs ought to be present surely on
the first day if the fever results from a local lung inflammation.
Now in twenty-three cases, where only one lung was affected,

the physical signs appeared first on the second day in five cases

;

on the third day in seven cases ; on the fourth day in three
cases ; on the fifth day in four cases ; on the sixth day in one
case ; in three cases the date was not noted.

(2) Different Conditions of the Lung fresent at the Return to the
Xorrmal Temperature.—If the pneumonia had been a simple local
inflammation, then, when the normal temperature had been
attained, the local concUtion of lung should be generally of the
same nature, indicating a subsidence of the inflammation ; but this
was not the case in these cases. Thus, in twenty-two cases in
which the condition was accurately noted on the "day on which
the temperature fell to normal, the lungs were found in the
following stages of inflammation -.—In the first and second stages,
in three ca.ses ; in the first, second, and third stages, in one case

;

in the second stage, in three cases ; in the second and third stages,
in ten cases ; in the third stage, in five cases.

(3) V affection liad been merely a local one, then, on the
return to the normal temperature, the lung should quickly he
fimwl cleared up ; but this was not the case, for signs indicating
the first and second stages were present in one case nine' days
after the return to the normal temperature. Signs indicating
the second stftge were present in six cases, three, four, seven,
seven, eight, and fourteen days after the return to the normal
temperature

;
signs indic£iting the second and third stages were

T 2
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found in one case, eleven days after such return ; whilst signs of
the third stage were found in ten cases, on the second, third,
fifth, sixth, sixth, sixth, seventh, twelfth, sixteenth, and nineteenth
days. If, however, we consider the lung affection as merely a
local expression of a specific fever, then there Ls no necessity for
the local affection to have ceased at the return to the normal.
Peyer's patches are not normal in enteric when the temperature
has become normal

;
they begin to heal usually in the fourth

week, and each patch requii-es about fourteen days to heal.

(4) Examination of the Cases of Double Pneumonia in the Series

shows the folloioing facts in those in tohich the Second Lung
became inflamed subsequently/ to the first.—In Case No. 2, the
right lung became affected on the fourth day, the left lung on the
seventh. Now on the fifth and sixth days the temperature fell

from 106.8 (of thefoui'th) to 103°. But on the left lung becomiiig
affected on the seventh day, no fresh rise of temperature occurred,

on the contrary, it feU to 102.8°. In Case No. 4, the right lung
first showed physical signs on the fifth day, the left lung on the

ninth day, but so far from a fresh rise of temperature on this day
occurring, there was a rapid fall of three degrees. In Case No. 5,

the temperature similarly fell two degrees on the day on .which the

second lung became affected. In Case No. 16, the right lung
was affected on the fifth day, the left on the sixth day, but on
the third, fifth, sixth, and seventh days the temperature presented

deep fluctuations of six to seven degrees having no relation to-

the local lung affection. In Case No. 22, the left lung became
affected on the second day. On the third day the tempex'ature

fell to normal, and remained so forthwith, notwithstanding that

on the eighth day the right lung became affected. In Case

No. 24, the right lung was affected on the third day, the

left on the fifth day, but on the morning of the fifth day, the

temperature was nearly two degrees lower than that of the

previous evening. Examination of these cases is very imjjortant,

as contra-indicating the local theory of lung inflammation in

pneumonia,. For if the latter had been simply a local inflamma-

tion, then on the second lung becoming inflamed svibsequently to

the first, a second rise of temperature should have taken place.

(5) Cases ofexceedinglyHigh Temperature with no Corresponding

Extent of Lung Lesion.—These cases point to the g'ame conclusion.

If the affection were merely a local lung affection, then a hyper-

pyrexia should indicate a very severe inflammation of the lung.

But in Case No. 25, only the left lower lobe was inflamed,

yet the temperature ran up to 106.4. Case No. 4, only one

lung was affected and only one lobe, yet the temperature reached

106.8. Such are a few of the clinical symptoms that supported

the theory that the cases in question were those of a specific

fever.



CHAPTEE XIV.

YELLOW FEVER.

Yellow fever foi'tunately is a disease which is limited in its

habitats. There are only three situations in which it is endemic
—viz., the West Indies, the Mexican Gulf, and part of the

Guinea Coast. There are not many campaigns, therefore, in the

tropics in which it has played a part. The French suffered

severely from it in their war in Mexico, and our army in the last

century in St. Domingo. Still, complications are always ready to

arise with savage neighbours, and our possessions on the West
Coast of Africa render us liable to meet with the disease in any
campaign ; in that region. Thus, in the war in Ashanti, the

question of prophylaxis was fully entered into, but fortunately

the disease was not imported. But should a future war in these

regions cause the disease to be brought into our midst, we have
opened to us by the labours of a distinguished savant, a means of

prophylaxis hitherto denied to us.

Etiology.—The etiology of the disease is now tolerably clear,

at all events, two important facts have been rendered unassailable :

first-, its separation from, and independence of, malaria ; and
secondly, its propagation by human intei-course. Its spread and
origin are favom-ed by the congregation of persons born in the
cold climates of northern latitudes, especially when newly arrived
in one of the three endemic regions of yellow fever. These
endemic regions have been nominated above. And from the
endemic region the disease can be transported by ships to locaK-
ties outside the yellow-fever zone, as we have experienced in
England, Malta, and Gibraltar, and as the Spanish have experi-
enced in their country. Hence, the first great fact to seize is its Human
spread by human intercourse, no matter what may be the view '"'ercourse.

held how human intercourse acts. Thus, a person can convey the
yellow-fever poison to another without having it himself, as
shown by Dr. Macdonald, in his account of the yellow fever out-
break on board the Icarus in the West Indies, or it can be con-
veyed by the sick themselves. It is generally held (Parkes,
Bri.stowe, Billings) that the poison is reproduced in the person
affected, and then given off from his body to infect others.
Hirsch and Hjeni.sch, however, hold that " man's agency is not as
a producer, but only a,s a carrier, just as the ship is a carrier,"
" that the yellow-fever patient is a medium of spreading the
disea.se only in so far as the morbid poisons clings to him as it

does to other objects," such as the cargo of a ship, or a man's
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effects. This great fact of human intercourse, acting for its
diffusion, is the central point to hold fast to in prevention, and,
holding fast to it, we must, at the same time, reject all theories
of pandemic agnosticism. At the same time, the view is also the
one meriting especial attention, inasmuch as the means of pre-
vention must be especially directed to the discharges of the sick.
No clearer evidence of the direct communication of yellow fever
can be required than afforded by the histories of the Anne Marie,
saihng from Havannah for St. Nazaire, in France, and causing, by
human intercom-se, forty-four cases of yellow fever with twenty-
six deaths ; of the £ann, Eclaire, &c. The outbreak, again, in
September 1865 at Swansea, starting by infection from the Hecla,
that had arrived from Cuba with sick on board of the disease, is

also conclusive of this point. And, be it noted, that both the
Anne Marie and the Eeda were neither subjected to quarantine,
a point which we shall emphasize later. Again, in 1878, the
disease came to Madrid along with the troops ariiving from
Cuba.
Nature of the Poison.—What is the nature of the poison?

Dr. Perrj'. '^^1 Z> Perry, in a paper read before the American Health
Association of New Orleans, foreshadowed the nature of the
poison, in that he described it to be due to a germ. He draws
attention to the nature of its life-history, and insisted that
though not demonsti-ated, yet its existence was rendered beyond
doubt by the close analogy between yellow fever and small-pox,

scarlet fever and measles. Dr. Perry's theoretical opinion has
been vindicated, and the discovery of the " germ " has been
followed by a prophylactic treatment, the success of which will be
presently demonstrated.

Yellow Again, in America, the Congressional Yellow Fever Commission

Commission. 1 878-9 declared that the cause lay in a specific particulate

poison, endowed with the vital properties of growth and repro-

duction ; whilst yellow-fever patients were the most frequent

cause of its spread from place to place, more epidemics having
resulted from persons sick with the disease than from any other

cause.

Dr. Domin- The nature of this specific particulate poison or germ has been
gos Freire.

^^^^q ^j^g researches of Dr. Domingos Freire, Commissioner

of the Brazihan Government. He has discovered the specific

" cryptococcus," but he has done sometliing more. Never was
the scientific value of laborious bacterial investigation more com-

pletely vindicated. A brief account of Dr. Freire's researches is

necessary, in order to show the grounds on which the preventive

treatment of yellow fever in its modern application rests.

The crypto- A fcw years ago, Dr. Domingos Freire forwarded to the

Domingo Academio des Sciences the results of his reseai^ches, which, how-
freire. evcr, Were not so conclusive as his last. In 1883 he embodied

these in a report presented to this body and to the Biological

Society of Paris. His researches, carried out with the aid of M.
Rebourgeon, have demonstrated by inoculation and inhalation

experiments on guinea-pigs, the presence of a specific microbe 3.
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this microbe secretes an alkaloid, resembling a ptomaine, which

acts on the body as a violent poison. After attenuation the

virulence of the virus is diminished, and a cultivation-liquid

obtained, which, when used for inoculation, is a prophylactic

against yellow fever. Freire also shows that the fungus previously

described by Lacerda in the vomit and urine of yellow-fever

patients, is but a chance parasite, having no connection with the

disease.

These results of Domingos Freire have, it is true, been called

in question by Messrs. Moxley and Harrison, of Barbadoes, but

as these latter gentlemen have been prohibited from continuing

their investigations on the subject by secular authority, on the

ground that " such inquiry was valueless, and dangerous to the
public health "

(!) their investigations cannot be said to have
reached finaUty.

The remaining points, favouring and predisposing, will be now
indicated in our analj^tical measures for prevention.

Selection of Men.—Inasmuch as new arrivals from northern
latitudes are those most predisposed, and as this predisposition of

white men increases in proportion as they live further from the

yellow-fever zone, it is evident that our army starts heavily

handicapped. As far as acclimatization can help our troops we can
do but httle in the way of selection. Parkes recommends that all

troops, before going to the West Indies, should have had three or
four years' service in the Mediterranean ; this principle, again,

shovdd be extended by selecting, for a campaign on the West
Coast of Africa, troops who have already resided in the West
Indies. Still it would appear that we do not obtain more prophy-
laxis perhaps than such as would be given by a residence any-
where in the tropics. Comparative immunity, Hirsch states, is

only obtained by a residence of many years in a locality constantly
visited by the disease, or by having passed through an attack

;

whereas, if the individual has simply resided within the yellow-
fever zone, but at a place rarely or never attacked, the predis-
position is not diminished in greater degree than by a residence
in the sub-tropics or tropics generally. Nay more, many hold
that the immunity obtained by acclimatization is only valid for
the locality where such immunity was acquired, "so that it

vanishes with a change of residence, even when that does not
involve conditions essentially worse than those left behind."
There is danger, for instance, in removing European troops from
one island of the West Indies to another. Coi'nuel has pointed
out if two bodies of troops mutually exchange stations at different
points of the Antilles, both bodies being free from the disease at the
time of exchange, that, after the exchange, cases of yellow fever
will shortly break out at both places, without there having been
the slightest change in the conditions of the locality. Thus, all

we can do is to select regiments who have been for some time
serving in the tropics.

We can, however, select West India Regiments for service in
the yellow-fever zone ; here we shall have either Creoles or pure
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blood negroes. Creoles have but a relatively acquired immunity,
resulting from tbeir having resided for years in the yellow-fever
zone, or a more perfect immunity from having passed through
the disease in childhood. The pure-blooded negro, on the other
hand, has a congenital immunity, even those who have not been
acclimatized in the yellow-fever zone possess immunity, " which
immunity is all the more complete, the more purely the racial

characteristics of the individual have been preserved." The
importance of employing negroes was well shown in the French
Mexican campaign. Eegnaud and Bouiiier point out that, among
the 500 negroes from the Soudan and Nubia— regions free from
yellow fever—who accompanied the French Army to Mexico, and
were all the time in the yellow-fever zone there, not a single case
of yellow fever occurred, whereas the French and Mexicans were
decimated by the disease.

Selection of Season.—Although within the endemic regions
yellow fever occurs at all seasons, yet it is chiefly sporadic in the
cold weather. The choice of season is a most important one.

Avoidhot The hot and rainy seasons are those to avoid. The greatest

seasons"^ prevalence has been shown to fall from April to September.
Bouffier shows that, in the course of thirty-two years, there were
received into the Marine Hospital at Vera Cruz 649 1 cases of

yellow fever; of these, 5123, or 73.8 per cent, of the whole, were
admitted from April to September. Much the same selection is

shown by Hirsch for the United States, July, August, and Sep-
tember being the months chiefly affected.

Tempera- The two chief factors of season are, then, those relating to tem-
perature and moisture. The isotherm of 20° C. (68° F.) is neces-

sary for an epidemic. Yellow fever lasting all the year rotmd is

only found in those regions where the lowest mean temperature

is at least 20° C, as in its endemic homes ; and in these regions

it does not become epidemic until the hot season. Again, in

regions—higher latitudes—where the isotherm is less than 20° C,
yellow fever only becomes epidemic when the temperature attains

that of the tropics ; and here it is principally in the hot season

that it so occurs
;
whilst, finally for Europe, the disease has only

occurred in the hot season, and has never become epidemic in a

temperature below 20° 0.

Moisture. The second factor is the amount of moisture in the air, and
the rainfall. Hirsch shows that the disease occurs either not at

all, or only to a slight extent, in years with little rain ; and that

this is equally the case in the tropics, where the disease always

develops on the setting in of the rains or directly after their cessa-

tion, as in the extra-tropical region of the yellow-fever zone.

Thus we see the season for campaigning, to avoid yellow fever,

is the cold season.

These factors of heat and rainfall were well exemplified in the

epidemic in Barbadoesin 1881. From 1839 to 1861 outbreaks of

the disease had occurred every second and third year. Then, in

consequence of great sanitary improvements, such as the inaugu-

ration of an excellent drinking-water, better sewage arrange-
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ments, I'c, there was no epidemic till iS8i. In this year the

intensity of the heat was very remarkable, and after June extra-

ordinary heavy rains set in ; these factors, combined with others,

determined an outbreak.

Finally, the relation of season was pointed out by the Havana
Yellow Fever Commission of 1879-80 by Dr. Chaille. The Com-

mission held that the poison had only a limited time each year for

its reproduction, and that within the tropics it manifested an

annual tendency to die out. Hence we have to choose the period

when the repi-oduction ceases, and this is the cold season.

Clothing.—In yellow fever, again, as in all other tropical

diseases, the necessity of woollen and flannel clothing is apparent.

It seems most essential to prevent chills in this affection. It has

been found that the immunity of black races even disappears

should the action of the skin become checked by a chill. The

acquired immunity is doubtless due to their having become im-

mune to the effects of fjecal effluvia containing the poison, by

their secretory organs adapting themselves to the environment,

and eliminating the poison ; should a chill occur, this ehminatory

action will cease. And if this be the case with the black races,

how much more with our troops 1

Marching.—Fatigue under exposure to a hot sun, here as

elsewhere, predisposes to the disease in the endemic regions.

Hence, here again the early morning march, the early ante-

marching ration, and the regular halts in a not too prolonged

march, are indicated. But yellow fever may break out on the

line of march. At once isolate the sick, and if the miKtary

situation permit, strike out a new line more or less at right angles

to the direction in which the source of the infection exists ; whilst

the consei-vancy indications to be narrated are to be strictly

carried out.

The Camp.—As regards the question of camps, we have one

element in the pathology of yellow fever decidedly in our favour,

and that is its local character. The disease is especially associated

with the sea-coast and the immediate shores of rivers. It is but
rarely that the disease penetrates into the interior

;
exceptions

have happened, but only rarely. And should the disease occur

inland, in the endemic regions, it will but rarely assume an epi-

demic form. Again, the disease, as a rule, affects the plains, and
has a tendency to be checked by elevation. No precise statements

can be given as to the altitude necessary to check it, as it has

been observed at very high elevations : for instance, at Cuzco in
Peru, at 11,378 feet (Joseph Jones). The great indication is to

leave the shore of debarkation as soon as possible, and reach the
uplands. Again, the geological nature of the soil gives us no
indications, for the disease has affected the most various forma-

tions. The condition of the locality as regards its sanitation is

the most important factor in relation to camp, in addition to

situation on the shores of the sea or rivers. We can well imagine
how it would have raged at Cape Coast Castle in the Ashanti
war had it been imported, for Cape Coast Castle was especially
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exposed to it, not only from its geogi-aphical position, but from its

filthy condition. Here were all the forcing conditions at hand for
its spread: overcrowded, unventilated buildings packed closely
together, refuse of all kinds in the unscavengered streets, pigs
freely defiling the thoroughfares, ordure deposited anywhere,
stagnating drainage, and overhead a troijical sun. In addition,
the custom of burying bodies in shallow graves inside the houses,
or in the yards attached to them. Hsenisch again draws attention
to the danger of location along the shore, washed by the refuse of
ships and houses that has been discharged into the sea and
exposed to a tropical sun.

Finally, a new source of danger has been shown us by Dr.
Domingos Freire in camping on such sites. "We have seen that
yellow fever especially locates itself in the low-lying quarters on
the sea-shore. Now should any expedition lead our troops to

debark at a spot where yellow fever has raged, the troops must, as
fast as possible, leave the shore for the countiy behind, leaving as

small a gai-rison as possible, for Dr. Freii'e has found the organism
actually present in the soil. He examined some earth from an
excavation in a street in Kio Janeiro, and found the character-

istic organism—a matter not surprising, as the epidemic had spread
all over the city. He again examined some from the Janjuba
cemetery, in which were buried those who had died from the
fever, and found the or-ganisms in still greater quantities. He
diluted the earth and inoculated guinea-pigs with it, and aflirms

that he produced yellow fever thus. Hence, do not encamp near
cemeteries. Thus, further, we see that we should move our
troops as quickly as possible away from the shore of debarkation,

and from the port of debarkation, and attain the open country,

for the farther we go inland, the less will the danger of yellow

fever become. This was well exemplified in the French war in

Mexico. Transpoi't was scarce, and the army could not move up
from the " terre cahente " to the first ridge of uplands. Had
they been able to do so, they would have escaped the disease.

The lesson is obvious. Some troops, however, must remain to

secure the base. The greater part might be kept on board ship,

close at hand, for any eventualities. For those on shore much
may be done in the way of conservancy, as will be pointed out

later on. Meanwhile, there are certain general rules for camps
on the shores of endemic regions, and for camps, generally, in

relation to yellow fever, that are to be strictly carried out. After

conservancy, the next important proviso is to giiard against great

density of the population in camp. The predilection of the

disease for towns, and particularly for populous towns, shows this,

as does also the freedom from it of open country districts.

Hence, let the camp be in as open order as possible. Next, drain

the camp. The great improvement in Bai'badoes as regards

visitation of yellow fever, was doubtless in part due to the drain-

age measures that had been carried otit. Attend to the ventila-

tion of the camp ; and should the locality permit, arrange that

the tents and camp generally be so related to any neighbom-ing-
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hills, as to be protected from south and west winds
;

or, on the

contrary, that these be exposed to north and east winds, for

Hwnisch points out that the above winds respectively favour

and restrain an epidemic.

Should it be necessai-y to disturb the ground for the laying out

of the camp, this must be done as httle as possible, and some
time must elapse before the site is occupied. In 1881, at the

time of the great epidemic at Barbadoes, amongst other factors, the

railway was being made, and extensive cuttings were in progress.

It was found that even the European officials died who were in

camp away from the native filth, and it was supposed that the

disturbance of the earth caused them to inhale the poison. From
what has since come to light by Freire's researches, we easily

understand how this would happen.

Finally, should our men be located at the base in any buildings,

let them avoid the ground floors, and only inhabit the upper

;

after having first cleansed the buildings, as pointed out under
the head of disinfection. Keep the men away from all ground
emanations.

Should the disease, notwithstanding, attack the camp, at once if camp

evacuate it. The medical history of Guiana shows that, even in a •

highly malarious country, yellow fever may be evaded by change Evacuate,

of ground, although the men are obliged to encamp on a swamp.
In 186 1 yellow fever broke out at George Town on the 26th of

May, chiefly among the shipping. The troops were at once
moved inland and put imder canvas. During the first sixteen

days after their arrival in camp, seven cases occurred ; the
disease then ceased amongst the troops, though it continiied to
prevail in George Town tUl the end of December. As Roth " Dislocate

tersely puts it, " dislocate the troops." troops."

Food.—The water supply must be scrutinized with the utmost Water,

care, and aU the precautions already indicated be undertaken.
It is highly probable that yellow fever can be propagated in the
same manner as cholera and enteric fever, by the poison getting
into the drinking-water. We have not only indeed to secure
that there be no fjecal contamination of the water, but we have
to take mea.sures against the chance of the water containing the
poLson when obtained from any source in endemic regions, inas-
much as the " germ " has been shown to reside in the earth. The
twenty years' exemption in Barbadoes was greatly due to the
new and excellent water supply. Previously the inhabitants
drank brackish well-water.

Again, strict temperance is to be rigidly provided for. If Temperance,
possible, red wines, as containing tannin, are especially indicated,
anrl would tend to precipitate any poisonous material. Excess
of alcohol has always predisposed to the disease. Barton, in a
statistical collection of the fatal cases in an epidemic extending
over two years, emphasizes the fact that, of the Sons of Temper-
ance only 29 died in a membership of 2427, and a general mor-
tality of 5653.

Finally, liere or cLsewhere, the food must be inspected. Ilorton
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draws attention to the predisposing effect of unwholesome food
in the endemic region. And here, also, as elsewhere, the men
must have a proper and adequate ration suitable to the work per-
formed, so to eliminate or make good the effects of fatigue.
Night Protection.—It would seem that there is especial

danger at night as regards yellow fever. Allowing the organism
to reside in the soil, we should have the same rationale of this

fact, as in the case of malaria. All imprudent exposure at night
predisposes to the disease. Lawson draws attention to the fact
that the " emanations " from the localities containing the yellow
fever poison, are, during the night, rapidly diffused upwards, and
can be carried to a considerable distance hj currents of air ; and
if sufficiently concentrated, can then cause the disease amongst
the persons exposed to them. He recommends also that the men
sleep as high above the ground as possible. Hence, for the men
generally, and for those on sentry duty, the same line of action is

indicated as laid down under Malaria.
Mosquitoes. The researches of Dr. Carlos Finlay, of Havana, indicate more
Finlay. especial precautions at night. This physician shows that tlie

disease can be communicated by the mosquito. A short account
of his work may therefore be given. There are two species of

mosquito in Havana, one entirely nocturnal, the other diurnal

and crepusculai', appearing early in the morning, again between

9 and 10 A.M., and again in the afternoon, until as late as

1 1 P.M. ; in dark, ill-ventilated rooms, it may be present the
whole day. The experiments were made on this latter form, as it

was found capable of stinging as often as the digestion of the blood

previously sucked up was completed ; whereas the first variety

can only sting once. The sting is a hollow needle, with its sides

roughened by external ridges, and its point armed with teeth.

It often retains spores of microscopic fungi, both inside and ovit.

Hence the sting impregnated with animal juices during the

operation of stinging may form a fit soU for the preservation or

culture of the germs.

In his experiments, Finlay first caused the mosquito to sting a
yellow-fever patient, and then to sting and thus inoculate an
individual who had not as yet sviffered from the disease. Twenty-
four men were thus experimented on, with the following residts :

—

Two having left the country were lost sight of
;

six, within the

ordinary limits of yellow-fever infection, had an attack of fever,

the exact counterpart of a mild attack of yellow fever, which was
proved by subsequent observations to have conferred immunity

;

eleven others, without having any morbid manifestations from

the inoculation, appear to have gained immunity, as they lived

from two to three years constantly exposed to the disease, in

Havana, without infection
;

finally, of the remaining five, in four

no immediate result followed, but at the end of several months,

a mild, non-fatal, attack of yellow fever supervened, whilst in one,

death from malignant yellow fever occurred seven months

after, there having been no result directly after the operation.

Amongst these inoculated subjects were five soldiers : of these,
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three had fever, diagnosed as regular yellow fever, or abortive

yellow fever, whilst the two remaining had " slight fever," but were

not laid up. The inoculations were performed in the interval

from June 29 to August 31, 1881, and the cases were watched
till the end of 1S85. Though exposed to infection, they remained
uninfected.

The arguments in favour of the mosquito being an agent in

the transmission of the disease are as follow :—The Hmits of its

functional activity correspond in temperature and altitude to

limits of yellow fever, for, as regards temperature, it thrives best

ranging from 60° to 100° F., and as regards altitude, from the

level of the sea, to 3000 or 4000 feet. Now most observers jslace

the limits of temperature for yellow fever to I'ange from 60°

to 90° F., although a general temperatui*e of 32° F. has proved
ineffectual to prevent the recurrence of the disease when a
tropical temperature was produced. Again, the highest altitude

at which the disease has been observed is 4000 feet. Mosquitoes
are rare in Havana when the temperature is below 70° F.

;
they

are most frequent from May to October. In 1885, however,
there occurred an exception to this general rule, the insects being
most frequent from the latter part of September to November.
Now, in this year, there was a remarkable scarcity of yellow-fever

cases in the summer, most of them occurring in November and
October.

Every mosquito that stings is already fecundated. After sting-

ing it lays its eggs on some water ; these are hatched in two to
four days, and in two to three weeks after the egg is laid the
fully developed mosquito is produced. Thus, a single infected
mosquito conveyed to a healthy locahty with an appropriate
altitude and temperature might inoculate the disease to anv
amount on any hable subject

;
and, according to the usual rates of

incubation, at the end of two to three weeks the conseauent
attack of yellow fever would be at its height. In the meantime,
the imported insect would have produced a whole brood of its

species in the vicinity of the place where the patient was Ij'ing,

thus providing the necessaiy conditions for the continuation of
the disease. Dr. Finlay holds that yellow fever is communicated
by inoculation, and only becomes epidemic when such inoculation
can be brought about by some external natural agent, such as the
mosquito. He holds, finally, that the disease is incapable of pro-
pagation where tropical mosquitoes do not exist, or are not likely
to exist ; inasmuch as it ceases to be epidemic at the same
limits of temperature and altitude that are incompatible with
the functional activity of the insect, while on land it spreads
readily wherever they abound : whilst, as by the inoculation ex-
periments detailed above yellow fever has been brought ;ibout,
he infers that the mosquito is the habitual agent of its trans-
mi-s-sion. That the disease can be produced by inoculation
was shown by Carmona of Mexico in May 1885. He inoculated Carmona.
six prisoners with the dried residue of yellow-fever urine. In
two cases the local symptoms of inoculation were immediately
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followed by those of fatal yellow fever, and both died on the
same day.

Such being the evidence, the use of mosquito curtains is indi-

cated for all who can obtain them. In default, an application of

creasote and oil, or carbolic acid and oil, for the face and hands,
should be given in cases where the disease is present.

Conservancy.—There is not the slightest doubt but that
yellow fever stands in direct relation to filth, and decomposition
in organic matters. It haunts the low and filthy quarters of

seaports, the vicinity of fotd drains, and in ships the foul holds
thereof. In the report of the epidemic that occurred in Charleston,
in 1858, the physicians of the place stated that the districts infected

by yellow fever had increased just in proportion to the neglected
public hygiene. These conditions in civil life teach us to enforce

strict conservancy in mihtary campaigns in the endemic regions,

or in regions where the disease has been imported. In the War
of the Secession, the exemption from yellow fever enjoyed by New
Orleans was attributed to the " despotically " conducted improve-
ments in public sanitation. Sanitary regulations were enforced

with great rigour, and no yellow fever resulted, whUst at Port
Royal were undrained reservoirs of sewage, and yellow fever

commenced and prevailed there.

Billings. Dr. Billings, of the United States army, thus epigrammaticaUy
puts the question regarding filth :

—" So far yellow-fever cities

and yellow-fever ships have been filthy cities and filthy ships.

Whether the disease would spread in a clean, well-drained city we
do not know, as there are no such cities in the yellow-fever region."

Creighton's Dr. Creighton, moreover, traces the origin of yellow fever from
views.

^lt\i in a more du-ect manner. He points out that there is only

one circumstance covering its history, geography, and remarkable

changes in distribution, and that is, the slave trade. The advent

of yellow fever into the world coincided with the rise of the slave

trade ; its habitat is, or has been, the ports of debarkation of the

slave trade ; its exacerbations have coincided with the most lawless

period of the negro trafiic. Finally, it has been eradicated in the

great cities of the Atlantic seaboard after the importation of

negi'oes ceased. Following Audouard, yellow fever is considered

to be a peculiar form of typhus originating at all the endemic

centres in the filth of the slave ships.

Thus, the first indication is to clean up the filthy quarters, if

present, at the point of debarkation. Let a permanent sanitary

committee be appointed, as was done in the Ashanti war, for this

purpose, in view of the importation of yellow fever. There must

be the most thorough cleansing and disinfection. Secondly, ovir

own camps must be kept likewise in the most rigid state of

cleanhness.
Ashanti war Quarantine.—Next, quarantine must be enacted. As an

example of preventive measures, we have the Ashanti war of 1873.

Yellow fever had, it is true, never been seen at Cape Coast Castle,

but both north and south of this place it had appeared periodically,

especially, of course, in its endemic home, Sierra Leone. Now, it
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was considei'ed quite probable that the disease might appear at

Cape Coast Castle, from the geographical position of the latter,

and from its filtliy condition. Its immunity up to date was
probiibly in great measure due to the small white element among
the inhabitants, as it was pointed out that Rio Janeiro and
Buenos Ap-es had likewise both escaped infection until a lively

commercial intercourse had arisen. But, Avith the army of in-

vasion, the environment was altered : for, by the arrival of a large

number of white men, the two factors of (i) a scanty susceptible

white population and (2) an absence of opportunities of infection,

were done away with. Sir Anthony Home, therefore, caused a

quarantine law to be enacted for all vessels coming from infected

parts or suspected places. This, in truth, averted the disease,

notwithstancUng that a recrudescence of yellow fever took place

in the ports of the Bonny River, and that, from time to time,

cases occuiTed amongst the crews and passengers of steamers
trading between these ports and Cape Coast Castle. Palliative

measures were also enacted against the unsanitary state of the

town by a permanent sanitary committee.

"We have seen, in the last paragraph, the good effects of a strict

quarantine. It is hoped it will never be thought unnecessaiy for

yellow fever. The evidence in its favour is overwhelming. Dr. Jones.

Joseph Jones, of New Orleans, states that experience has shown
that yellow fever can be absolutely excluded from localities in
which it has prevailed as an epidemic subsequent to importation
from other regions, by means of an absolutely strict quarantine.
When President of the Board of Health of the State of Louisiana,
he claimed that, as a result of the quarantine and sanitary
operations during 1880, 188 r, 1882, and 1883, yellow fever
could be excluded completely from the entire valley of the
^lississippi—where it was not indigenous—by a rigid and effective
quarantine, embracing not merely detention and inspection, but
thorough ventilation and fumigation or destruction of infected
cargo. Hsenisch, again, demands quarantine for any ship that Hsnisch.

has had communication with an infected port or ship, even if no
case of the disease had occurred on the ship in question on a
voyage of several weeks' duration, for the poison may be conveyed
in the cargo, and retain its power of acting on susceptible
individuals. Finally, Dr. Billings (who, however, uses the word Billings,

"quarantine" in the sense of "medical inspection") points out
that it is more effectual in yellow fever than in any other disease,
inasmuch as the latter is cut short by cold weather. Heuee, the
later the season the disease gains a foothold in a place, the less its
effect; a,nd therefore, even if not completely successful, it will
prevent its entrance in the vast majority of cases, and will, at any
rate, thus tend to delay its importation into any given place.
The proof of the action of quarantine is afforded by the results

which ensue when quarantine has been absent. Now, the s,s,

Annie Marie wa.s not pkiced in quarantine, and the s.s. Ilecla evaded
it. The epidemics at St. Nazaire in France, and at Swansea in
England^ were the result.
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Special Prophylaxis.—But since the Ashanti war we have an
additional and powerful preventive measure. As iu other diseases,

so in yellow fever, various drugs have been proposed as prophy-
Quinine? lactics. Cummius recommended quinine, but it has proved
Mercurj ? useless. Walker, of Jamaica, has commended mercury, but one

would hardly give mercury to a campaigning force. Passing by
Inoculation, these msasures we now come to the results of the researches of

Dr. Domingos Freire. Taking up the subject from the point we
Dr. Frehc. left it, Freu'e next tried to elicit benefit from his discoveries. He at

fii'st attacked the micro-organisms by a method of his own—" anti-
microbism"—consisting in the culture of organisms antagonistic
to those of yellow fever, and injuiing and impeding the action of

the cryptococcus xanthogenieus. He first experimented on guinea-
pigs, vaccinating them with a culture of these organisms, and
found they resisted the inoculation. Svibsequently he and M,
Hebourgeon determined that the parasite secreted a ptomaine,
acting as a virulent poison. By a series of cultivations, this viru-

lence is attenuated, and then the cultivation-Hquid, when inocu-

lated, is a prophylactic against yellow fever.

Thvis by this pi-inciple, after a series of cultivations, the virulence

of the virus is attenuated, and a prophylactic fluid against yellow

fever is formed. Luckily for humanity, Dr. Domingos Freire

lived in a land free from the fanaticism of 27seudo-humanitarians.

His experiments having attracted the attention of the Emperor of

Brazil, that monarch caused an institution to be oi-ganized for the

purpose of public inoculation as a prophylactic against yellow

fever. Dr. Freire then vaccinated 500 individuals, and not a
single case appeared amongst them. Amongst them were 150
porters and labourers employed in the port, loading and unloading

vessels, and therefore specially exposed to the infection of the

disease ; these remained exempt, though surrounded by fellow-

workers who were struck down by it. The captains and all the

crews of three English vessels had been vaccinated, and every man
escaped infection. The later results were equally satisfactory.

From December 22, 1884, up to March 22, 1885, or a period of

three months, 1109 persons of different nationalities, whose ages

ranged from one month to sixty years, have been inoculated in

the deltoid region. Not one single case was severely attacked,

and the very few who had suffered from the fever had it in the

mildest form possible. In many cases the process was performed

in houses where, a few hoiurs before, deaths had taken place from

yellow fever. Again, the results for December 1885, and January

and February 1886, are as follows:—In 3051 subjects inoculated

in Janeiro, there were no deaths, whereas in the same localities

and houses 278 unprotected individuals died of the disease.

Lastly, Dr. Isastier found, in Rio Janeiro, the mortality to be

1.6 per cent. amongst those inoculated, but 13.7 percent, amongst

those not inoculated.
Girard. Dr. Freire's plan of preventive treatment has since been

followed by Dr. Girard, who began by first inoculating himself,

and passed successfully through a mild attack of yellow fever.
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Dr. Ciwmona of Mexico, finally, by the authority of Govern- Carmona.

ment, inoculates young soldiers. Experiments have been made
on pi'isonei-s with then- own consent. All those thus inoculated

have exhibited symptoms of mild yellow fever, but have quickly

recovered. Carmona's method is apparently dilferent to Freire's,

but he claims prophylaxis for a period of four or five years. It is

to be tested iUso in the Sonora State and on the west coast of

Mexico.

There can be no doubt that Domingos Freire has conferred an
immeasui'able benefit on the white races compelled to sojourn in

the endemic regions of yellow fever. Meanwhile, should yellow

fever break out amongst any English force campaigning in any
endemic or appropriated home of yellow fever, the men should be
'vaccinated." "NVe pi'esume that vaccination would be ordered

in the case of a severe epidemic of smaU-pox imder similar cir-

cumstances. Hence, let such be the rule for yellow fever. Nay,
more, such " vaccination " is advisable in any case for an army
campaigning in any country in the yellow-fever zone.

Treatment of an Epidemic.—Should an epidemic attack

the camp, notwithstanding our precautions, or through lack of

the neces.sary precautions, we have already indicated some of the
rules for prevention of, or for limiting the spread of, the disease,

such as changing the camp, " dislocating the troops," moving away
from the shore or plain to any available height, &c. Billings

points out that, even when once the disease has gained a foothold,

much may be done to limit its spread or to stamp it out. The
practical difficulty in preventing the spread of yellow fever when
it is once introduced, depends chiefly on the difiiculties of isola-

tion of the early cases, and this, in turn, depends chiefly on the
difficulty in diagnosis. To overcome these difficulties, the first

case must be diagnosed ; if diagnosed, we apprehend there should
be no difficulty in limiting the spread. Hence, isolate at once all

suspicious cases. And to aid in diagnosis, and thus in prevention,
I have given in the appendix to this chapter an excellent scheme
drawn up for this purposeby Dr. Bemiss>of New Orleans. Having
isolated the ca.ses, the next thing is dislocation of the men and
depopulation of the camping-ground, combined with disinfection
of everything connected with the sick.

This recognition of the fii-st case is of prime importance, as it

has been universally found that an epidemic generally gives some
warning, by solitary cases becoming attacked ; whilst more can
be done in the way of prophylaxis by isolation, disinfection, and
striking camp, than in other diseases. The tendency of the
disea-se to form small foci of difl'usion rather than a universal
focus, is also in our favour (Hu-sch). Above all, let the men be
moved a good distance from the shops of the town, should such
exist at the spot of debarkation, and thus prevent them from
indulging in excess.

And to eliminate the element of fatigue, all fatigue duties
should be performed, should the circumstances

j ermit, by black

u
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Hospital
measures.

Hospital
ships.

Ships
generally.

followers. Employ black labour instead of white. Finally,

attend to the conservancy.

In camp, the treatment of the sick, in the preventive aspect, is

to be conducted on the same lines as those laid down for enteric
fever. The alvine discharges, vomit and tirine, are to be treated
with chloi'ide of lime or corrosive sublimate, as previously incul-

cated. Clothing, bedding, and tents, are also to be subjected to
the disinfecting processes already mentioned, whilst the hospital

attendants, &c., must observe the prescribed precautions. In
doubtful cases, the men must remain isolated for observation.

But, if possible, all sick should be treated in a hospital ship. A
special and additional hospital ship should be provided for the

treatment of such sick. Such a ship must, of course, be well

disinfected afterwards, by fumigation with nitrous acid, which has
been found especially efficient in yellow fever

;
by washing the

woodwork, &c., all over with chloride of lime; pouring chloride

of lime into the bilge water, and then pumping it out, &c. The
period during which the fumigation should last shovild be at least

forty-eight hours. Such are the lines on which to work. Yellow
fever, enteric fever, and cholera require very similar treatment as

regards prophylaxis
;
indeed, at the late Cholera Conference at

Rome, on the motion of Dr. Sternberg, it was determined to

apply to yellow fever the measures thought requisite against

cholera.

A few final words as regards ships anchored off yellow-fever

coasts. They should avoid anchoring close in, especially in a small

harbour. And, secondly, following Aitken's recommendation,

care must be taken to keep their coal covered up. The deaths at

St. Thomas from yellow fever before it became a coaling station

for the Royal Mail steamers, as compared with the deaths after,

are as 4 : 64. Of course there may be no real connection, but,

till this is proved, this precaution had best be followed.

appendix.—diagnosis op yellow fever for sanitary purposes.

By Dr. Bemiss.

A. For sanitary imrposes, the following groups of symptoms
shall he considered to indicate yellow fever :

—
Group I. A person after (a) a sudden attack has (6) a fever of

one paroxysm, attended Avith (c) marked congestion and blood

stasis of capillaries of surface of body, conjunctive and gums,

with (d) a history of probable exposure to infection, and (e) no

history of a previous attack of yellow fever.

Group 2. A person after {a) a sudden attack has (6) a fever of

one paroxysm, followed by (c) unusual prostration, (d) albuminous

urine, (e) yellowness of conjunctivae and skin, and (/) having no

previoiis history of yellow fever.

Group 3. A person has (a) a fever of one paroxysm, (6) followed

by albuminuria, (c) black vomit, or (d) suppression of urine, and
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{e) general hsemorx-hagic tendency, under (/) circumstances where
exposure to infection is a possibility.

B. Sicspiciotts cases o/yelloiofeverfor sanitary jmrposes :
—

The following sis symptoms, associated with a fever of one

parosj'sm in a patient apparently exposed to infection, and who
has never had yellow fever, are to be held to justify suspicion of

yellow fever.

1. Sudden attack, with either violent pain in head or back,

infection of eyes or face, or marked superficial capillary conges-

tion.

2. Want of correlation between the pulse and temperature.

3. Albuminuria.

4. Black vomit.

5. General hmmorrrhagic tendency.

6. Yellovmess of skin.

U 2



CHAPTER XV.

CHOLERA.

In the prevention of cliolera in military campaigns, the great
fact to bear in mind is, that cholera is propagated by human in-

tei'course. Without human intercourse there can be no epidemic
of cholera. The various ways in which human intercourse acts

will be portrayed later on, but, in limine, I would urge that th&
factor of human intercourse in the propagation of the disease

towei's above all factors. It is true this view was recently dis-

couraged in India, but, inasmuch as the saving of human life is the

first oifice of the military surgeon, I promulgate this doctrine

with all the force I can. It may seem strange that it is necessary

at this period to offer any argument in favour of this self-evident

fact, bub, inasmuch as the theory that human intercourse has
nothing to do with the propagation of cholera, has been advocated

both by the advising authority in medical matters at the India

Office, and by the late chief sanitary authority in India, I must,

befoi'e considering the matter in its relation to campaigns, examine
the validity of this new development in pathology. Before doing

so, it may be well to quote the opinions of an officer of the highest

rank as to the spirit in which such inquiiy is to be carried on.

Dr. Cuningham, in paragraph 19 of his Sanitary E,e]3ort for 1879,

thus writes: "The problem to be solved requires patient inves-

tigation, and a calm judgment which shall not be swayed by any
preconceived ideas or deterred by the fear of adverse criticism.

The cholera controversy has unfortunately excited much animosity

and bitterness between those who differ in opinion. The doctrine

of human intercourse is for the time the popular doctrine both

with the medical profession and with the public, and neither facts

nor arguments which are at variance with this view find much
favour. All this is deeply to be regretted. If this doctrine is

true, it can afford to stand the fullest criticism and the most

thorough investigation." Unfortunately, either the spirit of these

words was ignored, or it was judged that " the fullest criticism,

and the most thorough investigation," would, oy irreparably con-

futing the doctrine of " climate and other causes " as agents in

the causation of cholera, cause the downfall of the doctrine ad-

vocated by the Government of India and by the India Office ; for

we find that the same officer in 1878, in the orders on the Berar

Sanitary Eeport, distinctly discourages all accumulation of evi-

dence in favour of the doctrine of propagation by human intex--

course ; he states, indeed, that " The chapter on Cholera is too
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much occupied with the statements and opinions of civil surgeons

on the importation doctrine. Little or no practical good can be

expected from such inquiries, and it is therefore of great im-

portance that the time of the medical and other officers should

not be spent on them. If it were demonstrated that cholera is

spread by human intercoui-se, nothing could be done to prevent

such intei'coui'se." Few, I fancy, will be inclined to assent to

this expression of opinion.

Before proceeding to the subject as especially relating to cam-
paigns, I shall first show briefly some of the evidence on which
the fact that cholera is propagated by human intercourse depends,

and next I shaU examine the opposite theory as it has been
developed by Dr. Cuningham, Sir Joseph Fayrer, and Sir Guyer
Hunter. Finally, the theory of Dr. Biyden will be adverted on.

Evidence of Propagation by Human Intercourse.—First,

then, I •n'ill adduce some evidence that cholera is in reality pro-

pagated by human intercourse. This, in truth, is writ so largely

throughout the history of cholera that, at the outset, we are em-
barrassed by its very richness. But in order to help those who
maintain the contrary, I will leave out of consideration all the

epidemics that have occurred in Europe, for it is needless to say
that the opinions of all the authorities who have studied and
experienced the disease on the Continent of Europe, are decided
on the fact that the disease is propagated by human intercourse.

In fact, so decided is this view that we must suppose, in order to

reconcile it with the opposite view, that the disease that has
appeared in Europe has not been cholera at all, but some other
malady. In no other way is it possible to explain that the great
savants of the Continent of Europe have held views so dog-
matically stamped as erroneous by the few climatic theorists of

the East. Let us take, therefore, a few instances from India. In Pilgrimage

Central India, up to 1865, there used to be yearly pilgrimages to de(?i^Cave.

Mahadeo's Cave. But year after year the gatherings were broken
up in wide disorder. The germs of cholera were brought thither
by the pilgrims, and, on their dispersal, were carried far and wide
over the coimtry, as the multitude fled away afirighted. Every-
where their tracks were marked by unburied corpses. Whole
\-iUages were sometimes swept ofl". At length. Government was
aroused, and the pilgrimages stopped in 1865. Since this date
the epidemics of cholera have ceased.

Dr. Cayley has minutely described the cholera in connection Pilgrimage

with the pilgrimage to Juggemath. In Cuttack and Orissa,
cholera shows itself year after year regularly over a defined area,
invading the same villages and bazaars, leaving the greater part
of the di.strict untouched. The usual course of the disease is

intimately connected with the pilgrimages. In Orissa it occurs
every year from January to Augu.st, sticking to the pilgi-im route
and adjoining country, and is always worst at the period that the
pilgrims are passing in the greatest numbers to and from the
ehrine of Juggernath. These pilgi-images are not confined to
one or two seasons, but, in fact, occur almost monthly ; at the
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ordinary occasions, however, few people come from a distance.
Now, during the first seven months of the year there are four
chief festivals—one in March (the second in importance), one in
April, one in June, and one, the most important of all, in July.
The pilgrims from the north come down by Calcutta, and thence
through Midnapore and Balasore, and, as shown by Dr. Oayley,
bring cholera with them. In 1873 there was a large epidemic.
During September to December 1872, there was very little or
almost no cholera. In 1873 appeared distinctly in Cuttack in
January, increasing in February and March, and rapidly increasing
in June and July, again diminishing in August, by the middle of

which month the pilgrims had cleared out. The district attacked
was chiefly the pilgrim route. In the eight months, January to

August 1873, there were 2008 deaths from cholera recorded. Of
these 1 5 15 occui-red in the four thannahs through which the
pilgrim route passes; 255 in Olabhur, whither the pilgrims in

large numbers came from Calcutta by steamer ; thus leaving only

238 for the remaining fotir thannahs. The returns of previous

years again show the same conditions ; the thannahs along the
main road are, for many months, continually and severely affected,

the other parts of the district but slightly.

Now, in these pilgi-images a sti-iking fact came out concerning

the respective values of sanitation and isolation. Up to 1867,
Cuttack suffered much from cholera. The town contained 50,000
inhabitants, and is dirty, ill-drained, and innocent of sanitary

measures generally. But since 1867 the pUgrims have been for-

bidden to pass through the town, although its sanitary condition

remained the same. They are made to cross the river by a ferry

below the town, and then their route lies along the east side of it

close to three villages, in which, since 1867, cholera is constantly

present, although Cuttack is now free. Hunter, in his history of

Orissa, writes :
" Cuttack, the capital, suffered so regularly and so

severely from the passage of the pilgrim army, that the doctors,

having tried everything else, at last determined to shut the

devotees entirely out of the town. The result upon the public

health has been marvellous. A sanitary cordon is now estabhshed,

and Cuttack is now free from the annual calamity to which it

was previously subject. On the other hand, a great contrast to the

town of Cuttack is presented by the village of Chowdar, four

miles off, on the opposite side of the river. All the pilgrims

pass through here and halt. Chowdar is always a focus of

cholera diu-ing the pilgrim season from January to July." From
a consideration of this epidemic, and of the individual facts of

infection in definite cases that are related in the paper, Dr. Cayley

concludes that the disease is spread by human agency, by people,

food, clothes, or merchandise. He also holds that it is carried in

no other way, and that when any epidemic is split up into its

component parts, it will be found that each person has had the

disease conveyed to him directly in some tangible cholera-infected

substance, and not through any general influence pervading the

air or soil.
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Agiiin, in 1886, the annual fair in the town of Pushkur, six P"siii«in-.

miles to the north-west of Ajmere, was held. About 200,000

visitors attended it. The houses are built on the borders of a
sacred lake. Owing to the scanty rainfall the water in this holy

tixnk was very low. However, the pilgrims bathed in and drank
of the water. Cholera broke out, and was conveyed to Ajmere,
and extended thence to Nasii-abad, Beawai-, Kishenghur ; and the

surrounding States, as the pilgrims suddenly dispersed, took it in

all the du-ections of their dispersion.

In the Thirteenth Annual Keport of the Sanitary Commis- Allahabad

sionere of the N.W.P. and Oudh for 1884, from Dr. Thompson's
account it is clearly shown that the cholera prevailing in Banda
district was brought by pilgrims returning from the Allahabad
Mela. Again, in 1882, Surgeon-General Furnell, the Sanitary

Commissioner for MacU-as, forwarded his report for the past year,

during which cholera was rife in parts of Southern India. There Tirupati.

had been a fair at Tirupati, and Dr. Furnell clearly showed how
all the districts which had suffered were in direct communication
by rail with that place, wliilst those not thus connected, had been
free from the scourge. In the cholera epidemic of 1885 in Nepaul, Nepaui.

Dr. Gimlette shows how it spread along the lines of human in-

tercourse, and how the 12,000 Sepoys, despatched to their homes
on fmlough, carried the disease to dift'erent quarters.

In 1885 cholera was present during the latter part of March HumaiPass.

and during April and May at Rindli, a large transjDort depot of

the commissariat, and situate, as the crow flies, some sixteen miles
from Nari Gorge, the railway depot of the Sind Pishin Railway,
and by rail from the same place, about twenty-three miles. No
cases of cholera had occurred on the railway since the previous
December, when it was prevalent to a slight extent amongst the
cooHe gangs thereon employed. The following are the facts con-
cerning the outbreak, which raged on this railway during the hot
weather of 1885. On or about May 28, five men came from
Rindli for work on the railway. Two of these men were attacked.
The following day four cases occurred in other gangs working
near them. Within three days cholera had spread in a virulent
form amongst the men in both directions. A panic occurred, and
the men fled in all directions, up and down the line, carrying
their sick with them as far as possible, and then leaving them to
die. Many of those who reached Sibi took the passage by train
to Sukkur and Meoltan, and other places; several were attacked
and died in the train. Cholera appeared in all the places to
which the coohes went, in some slightly, in others severely :

among the latter at Sukkur and Karachi, among the former at
Mooltan, where some men of the Manchester Regiment were in-
fected, and died. In the other direction, that is northwards
towards Quetta, the disease spread .steadily and in a regular
manner, attacking the cooUes at each station in turn, until it

reached Kach on June 28.

But of all examples of the factor of human intercourse, none can Hurdw.ir,

excel that given by the great fair at Hurdwar in 1867. With regard
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to the investigation of cholera, or any other epidemic, my own
opinion coincides with that of the vast majority of investigators,that
the etiology of any disease is best arrived at from a consideration
of single observation of individual examples, and their comparison
with one another, rather than of the large epidemics as a whole.
Surgeon-Major Lyons has well remarked that "the investi-

gation of cases on a grand and extended scale has invariably
resvilted in some fanciful theory, christened with a sonorous
name, and enunciated with ingenious phi-aseology of impalpable
meaning." Dr. Cayley, of the Indian Medical Service, again
observes that it is only by a close examination of limited outbreaks
that we shall eventually arrive at the true etiology of cholera.
" To obtain accurate results in disease, as in any other natural
phenomenon, we must first study minute details, and then build

up our theories from them.. But the opposite school vividly

describe " cholera waves " and "epidemic influences" which are

surrounded with a halo of transcendental mysticism, which puts

them out of the reach of practical inquiry." However, I will

now take the example of the extended outbreak of 1867 as an
example of the etiology of cholera. The whole history of this

epidemic was most carefully gone into by the Sanitary Commis-
sioners with the Government of India in 1867. And inasmuch
as the reasoning employed was admirable, and the conclusions

derived of especial interest in the matter of prevention, I shall

quote largely from his account. Now, in 1867 the gi-eat twelfth-

year festival at Hurdwar had come round. Just before the con-

clusion of the gathering cholera arose, and with the dispersion of

the pilgrims a vast epidemic spread over India. The Sanitary

Commissioner, in his history of the epidemic, thus writes:—First,

in considering the causes of the epidemic, he decides that it was
not due to filth and bad sanitation, for the camp was kept far

better than, and in marked contrast to, all preceding fairs.

Secondly, it was not due to atmospheric phenomena. For there

was nothing to show that there was any variation of temperature,

or of air-pressure, or of rainfall different to preceding years.

Thirdly, was it due to importation 1 There was cholera in the Terai

early in 1867. The superintendent of the district writes, "the
pilgrims took it to Hurdwar, and from Hurdwar they brought it back

and spread it on all sides. Numeroiis deaths occurred amongst

the pdgrims proceeding to Hurdwar prior to the outbreak."

In the Bhurtpore district, again, cholera was present on

April 6. The Maharajah of Bhurtpore visited Hurdwar with a

large retinue just at the time when the cholera began to dis-

seminate. The Sanitary Commissioner thus concludes in para-

graph 40, that neither filth nor atmospheric causes were to

blame. Hence, " if not generated at the fair it must have been

brought there. This idea is quite consistent with facts ; it is

quite consistent with the analogy of other diseases, such as small-

pox, regarding the propagation of which we have more precise

information. Even had it been impossible to discover the pro-

bable source of importation, the arguments would not have
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become invalid ; but there is the direct testimony of the super-

intendent of Terai that pilgrims going to Hurdwar from his dis-

trict had the disease amongst them, and died on the way. It is

sufficient to state that the disease, as it broke out at Hurdwai-,

appeal's to have been introduced by pilgrims from some infected

district." Now, the night before the great bathing day (April 12),

a hea\'y storm flooded the camp; the sewage arrangements

favoured the washing of the sewage itself into the Ganges. On
the day succeeding the storm the pilgrims bathed in the river,

each pilgrim drinking of the water. The bathing-place was a

space 650 feet long, by 30 feet wide, shut off from the rest of the

river by rails. Into this narrow enclosure pilgrims from all

parts of the encampment crowded, bathed, and drank of the

water. The water thus drunk was foul and contaminated by
whatever was washed from the bodies or clothes of the pUgrims.

Cholera broke out in an epidemic form on the day after. I now
quote again the remarks of the Sanitary Commissioner.

Para. 300. " The Effect of the Dispersion of the Pilgrims in

Spreading Cholera.—On this question the facts have been nar-

rated with great care
;
every statement of every importance has

been given, for the evidence has been considered not with the

object of supporting any preconceived theory, on the mode of pro-

pagation of the disease, but with the sole view of endeavouring to

ascertain the truth. Did the pOgrims, as they returned to their

homes, carry cholera with them, and thereby occasion the out-

break which subsequently followed in the various districts through
which they traversed or to which they belonged ?

"

Pai-a. 301. " On the first part of the question there can be no
difference of opinion. That cholera went with the pilgrims from
Hurdwar, and accompanied them to a greater or less distance in
every direction, is a fact which admits of no dispute. Suffice it

to say, that the pilgi-ims bore the disease with them to a distance
varying from 50 to 300 miles in almost every point of the com-
pass."

Para. 302. "This fact in itself may be regarded as evidence of
communicabihty of the disease. That the pilgrims imbibed the
poison at Hurdwar in large quantities cannot be doubted, but it

is not probable that the disease should remain latent so very long
as to appear among some of them only when they had reached
places so far distant as the Upper Provinces of the Punjab.
Judging from all that is known of the disease, it appears much
more probable that these and others who were seized weeks after
they had left Hurdwar were infected by pilgrims in whose com-
pany they had travelled, than that the germs of the disease had
remained all that time undeveloped within their system."

Paras. 303, 304. " The results of the details regarding the
advent of the cholera-stiicken pilgrims, and the subsequent
appearance of the disease amongst the general population of the
districts who had been previously free from it altogether, maybe
thus summarized: Excepting Goorgaon, in which the history
of the first case is doubtful, no cholera appeared in any of
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these fifty-one stations or districts until ample time had elapsed
for the pilgrims to reappear, or for others to enter from the in-
fected places. There was no simultaneous outbreak of the disease
over a large area ; but the general evidence is not merely nega-
tive, for, excepting Goorgaon, there was no cholera in any of the
fifty-one places named until the pilgrims actually had returned,
and even in Goorgaon the epidemic prevalence dates from their
return."

Para. 305. " But even more remarkable is the evidence that
in most cases the first cases in the district were pilgrims who had
been to Hurdwar. In thirty-five out of the fifty-one districts

the first persons attacked were pilgrims, and after they had been
seized the disease appeared and spread amongst the residents."

Para. 306. " In addition to the facts are the decided opinions of

numerous medical oflicers and civil officers by whom the facts were
observed. Thirty-two medical officers, many of them men of

great experience, who were indefatigable in carrying out the
arrangements for the care of the devotees, and most careful in

ascertaining the facts connected with the appearance of the dis-

ease within the limits of their own charges, are decidedly of

opinion that the cholera was imported by pilgrims. In other

districts the medical officers have been unable to satisfy them-
selves that the epidemic was due to importation ; but it is a very
noteworthy fact that in no case has any positive evidence been
advanced to show that such a cause was improbable, much less

that it was impossible."

Para. 307. " There are only two ways in which these facts can
be satisfactorily disposed of. Either they must be set aside as

untrustworthy, or they must be accepted as making out a very

strong case in favour of the opinion that cholera is spread by
human intercourse. It is quite impossible that the whole story

of the returning pilgrims carrying cholera with them from Hurd-
war to Rawal Pindi, with the dates of its appearance in the

successive districts through which they passed, can have been

invented. The facts cannot be set aside. It cannot be regarded

as a mere coincidence that in thirty-five districts of Upper India,

covering an area larger than that of Great Britain, the epidemic

should have gradually appeared in one place after another imme-

diately after the return of a body of pilgrims stricken with the

disease."

Para, 308. " If not by the pilgrims, how was the disease

spread 1 It could not have been carried by the wind in all

directions at one and the same time, nor is it probable that the

force of the wind should have exactly kept pace with the pil-

grims. There are, no doubt, difficulties to be explained under

any theory which attempts to account for the facts."

Para. 309. ^'Analogy of other Diseases.—But it is to be re-

marked that similar difficulties exist in regard to the spread of

diseases the communicative nature of which is undisputed. Can

it be explained why small-pox prevails in some years and not in

others ? It is a singular fact that all epidemic diseases of which
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\ve have any accurate knowledge, are communicable, and however

titful and inexplicable the cases may be, it may be fairly assumed

that every new case is usually, if not always, the progeny of a

parent of like kind, although the parentage often, and indeed

genemlly, cannot be traced. The seed of a plant affords a not

inapt analogy to what appeai-s to be the most rational view of

the germ of epidemic disease. In order to germinate and bear

fruit it must fall and be received into a suitable soil. It must be

planted at the proper season, and enjoy the advantages of climate

and circumstances which are best adapted to its growth. Similar

conditions appear to be necessary for the proiDagation of epidemics.

With Uttle doubt the germ of epidemic cholera appears to reside

in the evacuation of a person suffering from the disease."

Pai-a. 311. "But whatever theoretical differences of opinion

may exist as to the propagation of cholera, the fact of the great

epidemic of 1867, and its spread over Northern India, teach no
doubtful lesson, and it is this—that human intercourse plays a
very great part in the diflusion of the disease, and that returning

pilgrims in particular are very dangerous arrivals."

Such, then, is the line of reasoning that most completely
justifies and establishes the factor of human intercourse in the
propagation of the disease. The chief points insisted on are as
follow :

—

1. The disease spread to every point of the compass.
2. The outbreak was not a simultaneous outbreak over a large

area.

3. No cholera appeared in any place until the arrival thereat
of infected pilgrims.

4. In most places the fii-st cases were among pilgrims, subse-

quently amongst the residents of the places attacked.

5. Out of the fifty-one districts attacked, the medical ofiicers

were of opinion that it was due to importation in thirty-two cases,

but in none of the other cases was such a mode of origin impro-
bable, much less impossible.

6. The conclusion arrived at—viz., that the return of pilgrims
is veiy dangerous, inasmuch as they play a very great part in the
diffusion of the disease, and that the poison hes in their evacua-
tions—that it is not due to bad sanitation or to atmospheric
causes.

In concluding the account of the epidemic it may be well to
quote the opinions of the Sanitary Commissioner for prevention.
They are as follow :

—

Para. 311. " How is the return of the pilgrims to be regulated,
and what measures can be adopted as far as practical to diminish
the danger 1 In my letter to the Government of India in the
Mil. Dept. No, 312 d. May 29, 1867, an opinion was expressed
that quarantine should be established. Regarding the matter
merely in a sjinitary light that opinion remains unaltered ; but a
careful con.sideration of the many important points involved leads
to the conclusion that any general attemi)t to enforce this measure
is undesiiable."
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Para. 215. " But though a general quarantme is certainly un-
desirable and indeed impossible, such a measure should certainly

be adopted as regards the entrance of any persons into military
cantonments who are likely to convey the disease ; and when the
disease is abroad, communication should, as far as possible, be
cut oiF between the station and the neighbouring city. Even here
the system cannot be carried out in a perfect way ; but it would
appear that the larger the body of infected people, the greater is

the danger which they bring with them, and if the result be only
to diminish the centre of infection, and not to prevent its intro-

duction altogether, much good may be anticipated."

Para. 316. "And although any general legislative enactment
insisting on quarantine is open to great objections, municipalities

might be permitted to carry out such a measure when any unusual
danger threatened. The general tendency which has been borne
to the benefits of such an isolation of suspected persons cannot
be altogether ignored."

Para. 320. " A perfect quarantine, even as regards the convict

population, is almost impossible. Practical results are of much
greater value than mere theoretical opinions, and the introduction

of even such an imperfect quarantine as has been practicable in the

gaols of TJpjDcr India, has been attended with excellent results."

Such, then, is the history of one of the most striking examples
of the propagation of cholera by human intercourse. As Dr.

Parkes trul}'^ declared, it was an example on a gigantic scale of

cholei'a water poisoning.
Hurdwar, In 1 879 another twelfth-year festival came round. This, as I

shall show further on, had especial relations to our force in

Afghanistan. But, in the meantime, I draw attention to it for

the purpose of stating that this epidemic was held by the Sanitary

Commissioner with the Government of India in 1879, ^®

wholly independent of human intercourse. Now, it may be argued

that the initial circumstances of place and mode of dispersion

were different in 1867 and 1879; otherwise, how can such dia-

metrically opposite views of the two similar occurrences be ex-

plained t But this argument cannot be brought forward ; for

the Sanitary Commissioner in 1879 expressly declared that the

attendant circumstances of infection and dispersion were " nearly

exactly the same as in 1867." The Sanitary Commissioner of

1879 now held that the cholera was due to " climate and other

conditions aifecting certain localities." And this leads me to

examine some of the arguments that he brings forward to con-

trovert the opinion that cholera is not propagated by human
innueiice of intercourse. Railimys are said not to have Jiastened the diffusion
railways.

^j. ^j^^ig^.^^ Tjjig £3 utterly opposcd to the facts connected with

the Allahabad outbreak in 1882, as shown in the report of Dr.

Rice, the civil surgeon. Since the network of railways has spread

over India, the country has had cholera where it had not appeared

before. Even the example narrated by the Sanitary Commissioner

himself contradicts this dictum. The following table is quoted

from paragraph 58 of Sanitary Report for 1872 :

—
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Admissions for Cholera.

station. Years, Strength.
Jan. tu

June.
July. A\ig. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Mian Mir

11

ti

1S56
1861

1869
1S72

1576
1700

974
1358 ... I

435
661

179

65
64

5

I

The Sanitary Commissionei' thus comments :
" A glance at these

cases will show that (in 1869, 1872) they occur no earlier than
they did before (in 1856 and 1861). At Mian Mir it is worthy
of notice that in the epidemic of 1861 the first case among the

Europeans was on August 2. It 1872 it was on July 31, a dif-

ference of two days." But in commenting on the statement,

Surgeon-General De Eenzy, the Sanitary Commissioner of the
Punjab, draws attention to the remarkable fact that the details

of the epidemic of 1867, which began in May, and attained its

maximum in July, is omitted from consideration, " although the
influence of railway communication in diffusing it was most
marked." Also, the same officer shows how no mention of the
fact that in 1872 cholera appeared in May, and was most virulent

in June, in the lunatic asylum at Lahore, about five miles only
distant from Mian Mir. De Renzy also showed how the frequency
of cholera in the North-West Provinces has increased since the
introduction of railways. The dates of the epidemics show un-
mistakably how the latter increased in frequency after the intro-

duction of railways. Thus, the dates are as follows : 1805, 1813,
1827, 1845, 1856, 1861, 1862, 1865, 1867, 1869, 1872, 1875, 1876'

1879, 1881. Again, -with regard to the influence of railways in
the diSusion of cholera, Surgeon-General Furnell, of Madras, has
shown how, in a certain epidemic in that province, the disease
only appeared in the directions traversed by railways, omitting
those to which there were no railways. As I am, for the present,
purposely excluding cholera as it appears in Europe, I do not
enlarge on the many histories of the influence of railways in in-
creasing the diffusion of cholera there, such, as for instance, as
Koch has shown, the greater frequency of cholera in such districts
as Penschat since the opening of the railway lines.

Secondly, there is the very old stock argument which apparently Relation of

never weare out with age, but rather ripens and mellows like
Su'^ase'"

"'^

wine. It is this
:
that the hypothesis concerning human inter-

course cannot be tiaie, inasmuch as hospital attendants are never
attacked with greater frequency than other classes of the com-
munity. Putting aside the fact that, when occasion fiivours,
they are more attacked, the whole question is begged by this line
of argument. For by it human intercourse is interpreted as
contagion, and it is thus stated that cholera is not propagated by
human intercourse, because, as a rule, nur.ses are not seized with
comparative greater frequency. This is a typical example of the
method of argument employed by the climatic theorists. But
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The A B C
argument.

The theory
of" one-
sided anec-
dotes" and
suppression
of adverse
facts.

human intercourse may signify contagion in some diseases,'and
may signify nothing of the kind in others. The same Hne of
argument might be applied to enteric fever. Nurses do not, as a
rule, catch enteric fever from enteric-fever patients. Therefore,
it might be held, that enteric fever is never spread by human
intercourse. In order, however, that this argument may be
finally dismissed, it is only necessary to state that cholera, like
enteric fever, does not spread, as a rule, by strict contagion, as is

the case with small-pox and other exanthemata, but that it

spreads by infection, as distinguished from contagion. That is to
say, that cholera, like enteric fever and yellow fever, and occa-
sionally dysentery, spreads by the sick infecting the healthy by
means of the contagium from the sick entering " the alimentary
canal of the healthy with the food. Of course there are excep-
tions, such as are found also in the case of enteric fever. For
instance. Roth and Lex describe cases spreading from bed to bed.

I believe direct contagion scarcely ever occurs. But not only
may the discharges infect the food, and so convey the disease, but
they may also infect the air, and so convey it. The atmosphere,
loaded with the virus evacuated with the dejection, may poison a
fresh individual, by such infectious particles being swallowed.
Instances that hospital attendants do catch the cUsease will be
given further on. Dr. Cuningham, in the Report for 1877,
para. 142, lays down the following: "In order to prove that

cases of cholera among attendants are due to contagion, it must
be shown that the attendants suiFered in larger proportion than
others." And, again, in para. 65 of the 1872 Report, he
states :

" The proof of the contagious nature of cholera, or any
other disease, is only to be made out by showing that persons who
have come in contact with those sufiering from this disease, have
suffered in a greater proportion than those who have not." Tak-
ing these conditions, therefore, it can be easily shown by numerous
examples that the dictum that hospital attendants are never

attacked with greater frequency than others, is erroneous and
contrary to fact. I refer, for example, to the facts under the

heading of Precautions to be taken by Hospital Assistants.

A third argument that has been employed is the ABC argu-

ment. It is stated that granting that A caught the disease from

B, and B from C, yet this will not establish the theory of human
intercourse

;
for, in time, we shall get to Z, and then, where can

Z have got the disease ? But it is manifest that the same argu-

ment applies to aU the other diseases that are acknowledged to be

infectious or contagious, and if such an argument be held valid,

all infectious and contagious diseases will be at once eliminated

from medicine.

A fourth statement is made which is, I must confess, somewhat

startling. The careful investigations of authorities who uphold

the theory of human intercourse are characterized as "one-sided

anecdotes," and all facts adverse to the view are held to have been

suppressed. Considering that the greatest investigators of our

time are here implicated, such men, including Parkes, Cornish,
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Fuvnell, De Renzv, Macnamava, George Johnson, Bristowe, Simon,

Netten Radclitte,"Liebermeister, Koch, and a host of names of

cosmopolitan celebrity, the accusation of " one-sided anecdotes

and of " suppression of adverse facts," bears with itself its own

refutation. Was the Report of the Sanitary Commissioner of

the Government of India for 1867 issued on a basis of one-sided

anecdotes t It is somewhat surprising that the large number of

medical officers of 1867 who were then stated by the Sanitary

Commissioner of 1867 to have been "men of great experience,

and most careful in ascertaining the facts connected with the

appearance of the disease within the limits of theii- own changes,"

should have been succeeded in 1879 by men apparently endowed

with precisely opposite mental characteristics.

Many other points in the line of argument of the Sanitary

Commissioner for 1879 might be adverted on. But space forbids.

I will now, therefore, finally comment on three remaining facts

connected with this part of my subject. First, what is the cause CH^;^''=

of cholera as submitted in the place of human intercourse. Dr.

Cuningham states that cholera is due to " cKmate
^
and other

causes/' Of aU the statements with which I am acquainted in the

history of medicine, this statement carries the easiest refutation.

If there is one fact that has been established in the history of

cholera, it is this, that the disease has been met with under every

known variety of climate. No clearer objection to this theory Sanitary

can be furnished than that given by the Sanitary Commissioner

with the Government of India for 1867. This officer writes in 1867.

para. 31 of the Eeport on that epidemic as follows :
—

" Even in

England where meteorological observations have been taken on

a scale and with a care which have as yet been unknown in India,

so far as our knowledge yet goes, nothing appears more hopeless

than to establish any connection between epidemic cholera and

known states of the atmosphere. Of the several epidemics of

the disease which have visited London, the main feature in con-

nection with this important point is the very remarkable contrast

which they exhibit. Thus, Mr. RadclifFe, writing of the epidemic

of 1866, says, that the visitation of 1832, 1848, and 1854 were

coincident with great atmospheric pressure, high temperatiure

(except in 1832), small diurnal range, deficiency of rain, very

little wind, and comparative stagnation of atmosphere. In 1866

the atmospheric pressure was remarkably low ; the temperature

low, night and day, except in September, when the nights were
warm, abundance of rain, and the air in almost constant motion."

He finally writes, that " there was nothing to show that any such

cause acted (in 1867), or that the atmospheric conditions were
very different to those of former gatherings in which there had
been no outbreak." This theory of a climatic oi-igin lias been
well designated by Ballot, of Rotterdam, as the " genius epide- Ballot.

micu.SjOrDeus ex machina invoked whenever there is any difficulty."

Dr. Lauder Brunton and Pye Smith, thus write concerning it : Bmnton.
" Some even yet hold that cholera results from a peculiar atmo- ^'^'"^ Smith,

sphere, and other conditions, rather than from a specific poison
;
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but as it may be conveyed from one infected locality to numerous
others by a single individual, breaking out where he has stopped,
and passing over those places where he has only travelled throu"'h',

though there may be present identical conditions of sea, air, and
water, it is shown conclusively that it cannot be due to these

conference
"ircumstances alone." Again, the Vienna Conference of 1884, in

1884."*"'^^' which were assembled representatives of all countries, stated that
there were no facts to show that atmospheric causes could bring
on cholera alone. On the contrary, it stated that " all facts go
to show that in free air the generative principle of cholera
rapidly loses its morbific character." Let us now see what ground
for this climatic theory there is in more special cases. Taking
the disease in the sub-tropics, Malta may be cited as an example

Leith °^ ^ sub-tropical climate. In reviewing the causation of the
Adams. epidemic in Malta in 1865, Dr. Leith Adams well observes that

from its geographical position as regards Africa and Europe, we
might think Malta would be far less subject to epidemic visitation

than islands situate in the immediate vicinity of continents.

Yet this has not been the case ; for there has scarcely been an
epidemic in the eastern basin of the Mediterranean, or in the

beaten path of commerce, that has not found its way to Malta,
whilst many islands not in the path of commerce have escaped.

Hence, such skipping disproves the mere meteorological condition

known as " epidemic constitution." And as regards the meteoro-

logical factor, it Avas observed that the prevalence of cool north

winds did not decrease the sickness, nor did that of the southerly

sirocco increase it. And, again, it was found that all the cholera

years had been characterized by dryness and high temperature

;

but that, on the other hand, other non-epidemic years had excelled

these in this respect. Dr. Leith Adams next shows that the

pilgrims conveyed the disease from Arabia ; that the cities in

Egypt, not in the homeward tracks of the pilgrims, at first

escaped ; that the seaports in the Mediterranean that had the

closest maritime intercourse with Alexandria wex'e first affected,

and that it broke out in Malta after the arrival there of vessels

with cholera on board. From the sketch-map, showing the path

of cholera, it is clear that the disease radiated from Alexandria to

the seaport towns of the Mediterranean in the exact ratio of their

communication with it, whilst, on the other hand, intermediate

countries, seaports, and islands not in direct communication

escaped entirely. " These facts are incontrovei'tible, and whilst

they furnish indubitable proof of the communication of cholera

by human intercourse, strongly militate against the existence of

a ' general epidemic constitution ' in the Mediterranean basin."

There is one crushing reply to the upholders of climatic cau-

sation, which they have never been able, or even attempted, to

Localization answer. One of the most marked features of cholera is its

of the dis.
localization. It will seize one side of a street, leaving the other

side free ; it will seize one out of several barracks ; or one line of

tents in a given camp. Are we to suppose, contrary to all laws

of the diffusion of the atmosphere, and contrary to all common

sense, that the " climate " in the parts affected differed from that

case
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in those unatiected ? And if not, how will the climatic theorists

explain the localization i Thus, take the outbreak that occurred

at Aliwah, neai- Mooltan, in 1876. Dr. Gray, the civil surgeon,

shows how it was introduced into Aliwah, pi'obably by a party Cases at

coming from Sealkote on September 23, cholera being at that

time prevalent in Sealkote. He draws attention to the marked
limitation of the outbreak to so small an area, and thus sums np :

" "With regjxrd to tlie theory that cholera is originated or spread

solely by atmospheric agency, it appears to me that the Aliwah
outbreak is another proof of its extreme improbability. It almost

does violence to our reason. Certainly it seems contrary to all

we know of the laws relating to gaseous bodies, to suppose that

a cholera-impregnated atmospheric wave can capriciously select

one small village like Aliwah, and discharge its deadly contents

upon it, while it passes over and leaves unscathed other Adllages

which are in all respects similar and within a few hundred yards

of the doomed one." Dr. Cayley, again, with reference to cholera

in Orissa, shows that the disease in that locality in no way re-

sembles the coui-se of a wave or great atmospheric current even

in exceptional years when it spreads epidemically, as it never

attacks every, or nearly every, town or village, and never marches
through the country with anjiihing resembling regular progress.

Lastly, a crucial instance of the groundlessness of the view is

shown by Dr. Simpson, the Medical Officer of Health for Calcutta, Dr. Simpson

in the Indian Medical Gazette for September 1887 : "If cholera on cholera

prevalence is to be explained solely by seasonal influence or waves,
'

the behaviour of these waves, as shown in their relation to

Calcutta, Howrah, and the suburbs, is somewhat remarkable.
Calcutta is practically surrounded by Howrah and the suburbs,

yet the same seasonal influences during the past five j^eai'S have
had a most intense efi'ect on Calcutta compared with previous
years, whilst, on the town of Howrah and the suburbs, the effect

has differed little from usual. Assuming that the meteorological

condition favourable to the promotion of cholera prevalence
existed, and that for a series of years some pecuKar combination
of electrical, chemical, astronomical, telluric, cyclonic, and other
unknown conditions were present which had been absent pre-
viously, it has still to be explained how such a condition pervading
the whole city elected for its operation a special locality

;
why it

was less effective in its work of destruction in the south part of

the town than in the north
;
why, even in the north part, some

localities remained stationary, and others improved under their
peculiar conditions

;
whilst, on the riparian side generally, dis-

tricts have been attacked with a vii-ulence equalled only by a
few loc'dities scattered here and there over the northern and
central portions of the town."
But certain conditions of the atmosphere have been actually Supposed

adverted on as aiding cholera or calling it forth : such as the
".Ifll^^l^'ccs''.'*^

yellow fog in Egypt during the late epidemic there, misty states,

still atmosphere, high barometric conditions, and absence of ozone.
Exactly similar conditions occur, however, in l egions where cholera

X
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never appears, whilst the disease appears, as often as not, un-
Dr. Cornish, accompanied by these conditions. If, as Dr. Cornish, late Surgeon-

General of Madras, observes, Dr. Cuningham's theory of atmo-
spheric influences were true, there is no reason why Australia and
South Africa should not suffer from cholera as well as India. In
regard to these supposed "atmospheric " conditions, there is not a
single case on record where cholera has broken out in ships at sea
after an ab.sence of a certain number of days from an infected
port. The fact that there are no such cases goes to prove that
"atmospheric conditions," where there is no terrestrial taint,

cannot produce cholera; nay, more, in Dr. Cuningham's latest

work summing up his results on retirement from office, there is

not a single instance adduced of cholera appearing anywhere in

^ ^. the absence of human intercourse. Indeed, up to 1879, Dr.

ham. Ctiningham himself had found no grounds for asserting the
influence of atmospheric conditions, for, in paragraph 10 of his

report for that year, he thus wiites : "Another year's expei-ience

has thrown no light on the influence of atmospheric phenomena on
cliolera, and has indicated no peculiar condition of the air which
would seem to be associated or connected with outbreaks. On the
contrary, the evidence is very conflicting, and the states of the
weather, as described in the reports, would appear to have varied

greatly." Finally, the late report on the subject for Bengal bears
Dr. Lidder- testimony to the same fact. Dr. Lidderdale, the sanitary com-

missioner for Bengal during 1886, especially inquired into the
relation of meteorological phenomena to cholera. There were
well-deflned outbreaks in Bogra and Faridpore. As the reviewer
of this report stated, " sheet after sheet of figures were drawn up,

but, as Dr. Lidderdale showed, the result arrived at was nil."

The second fact to be annotated on is the relation of human
intercourse with cholera as upheld by Dr. Cuningham. What do
we find invariably has been the case in all epidemics 1 We find

that cholera never appears anywhere without having been trans-

ported from an infected spot ; we find it never travels from one

locahty to another more rapidly than a man can travel ; that the

march of an epidemic always follows the lines of travel
;
that, in

England and America, it has always attacked first of all seaport

towns on the advent thither of an infected person, and has thence

proceeded onwards by the lines of traffic
;
and, finally, that it has

never broken out in any isolated country or town without distinct

human importation. But all these facts, he holds, are to be

explained as "mere coincidences." There is no more truth that

man has brought cholera than that the mail-coach brought hoar

frost. Certainly, if this line of argument be true, the cholera

epidemics of 1867 and 1879 in India would be the gi'eatest

example of coincidences on record.

Thirdly and lastly, we have seen how the sanitary commissioner

for 1867 difiered from the sanitary commissioner of 1879 ; on every

point exactly opposite conclusions are drawn. But, remarkable

though this be, it is still more remarkable that the sanitary com-

missioner for 1867 and the sanitary commissioner for 1879 are one
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antl the same autliority. But so strong is the evidence portrayed

for the iurtuence of human intercourse by Dr. Cuninghum when
simitary commissioner in 1S67, that in his subsequent reports he

has never controverted it. It would seem then, that, at all events,

the conclusions drawn in 1867 are unanswerable, and, as such, I

submit that his former reasoning was true and his latter groundless.

We nest arrive at the opinion of Sir Josejih Fayrer. This g;P'?|^°" °[

authority states " most emphatically that he does not believe in r'ayrer!^

the contagiousness or communicability of Asiatic cholera " (^Lancet,

p. 296, Februaiy 16, 1884); that he does not believe that cholera

ever has been or ever can be carried from one place to another by
means of human beings, or by merchandise travelling in vessels or

in any other way. Surely such statements should be supported
by cases. I have searched diligently for any accounts of epidemics

or attacks observed and reported by Sir JosejDh Fayrer on which
he has based this opinion; but I cannot find any, although
doubtless they exist. But in the debate on Surgeon-General
Hunter's report on Cholera in Egypt, Sir Joseph Fayrer stated

that he was ignorant of the " iota causans " of cholera. If, there-

fore. Sir Joseph Fayrer does not know anything concerning the
origin of cholera, it is difficult to understand on what grounds
the emphatic opinion is given that it is not due to human inter-

course, or why he denies this factor, which, though it may not be
the " iota causans," yet it is certainly considered to be the " alpha,
beta, and gamma " of the disease by the vast majority of observers
who have had actual experience of the disease. It must be also

remembered that a large portion of Sir Joseph Fayrer's experience
in India was derived from Calcutta. It is needless to say that it

is far more difficult to trace the origin of disease where it is endemic
than where it occurs in separate outbreaks. Still, as we shall see
later, even under the former circumstances, if accurate search be
made, the true origin can be made out.

With regard to the views of Sir Guyer Hunter on the late Sir Guyer

cholera epidemic in Egypt, in the first place it is to be noted that ^e^s"^
this officer went to Egypt with views pi'ejudiced to the communi-
cability of cholera. Having determined in his own mind that
cholera was not imported into Egypt in 1882-3, Sir Guyer
Hunter, in his report, stated that it may have originated in the
unsanitary state of Egypt. But, as Macnamara observed on this
point, the un.sanitary conditions of that country have never yet
been known to give biith to epidemic cholera, nor have such
conditions done .so in any part of the world. FaiHng this cause,
the epidemic of 1883 might have been a revival of that of 1865!
That cholera, be it called by whatever name it may be—as Asiatic
cholera, epidemic, sporadic, cholera nostras, or cholerine—had
exi.sted in Egj-pt for some time past, and that the diarrhoea which
wfus iv> common and deadly, in many instances was but cholera.
Sir Guyer Hunter stated that evidence proved that cholera had
existed in Kgypt in an endemic form since the epidemic of 1865.
and probably anterior to this date. Sir Guyer Hunter considered
fiholera nostraa to be identical with epidemic cholera. How the

X 2
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idea can be raised that ei5idemic cholera with a mortality often of

50 per cent, can be identical with cholera nosti'as, which is scarcely

ever fatal, I must confess surpasses my understanding. A most
crushing review of the report is to be found in the Practitioner
for March 1884. Sir Guyer Hunter went so far as to assert that
examples of cholera were not of unfrequent occurrence in many
towns and cities of Europe, not excluding the British Isles. Such
a line of argument, it is needless to say, will prove anything.
As the reviewer in the Fractitimier remarked, " the report appears
to have been prepared under the influence of a very strong
antecedent personal bias in favour of the views which it has
succeeded in formulating, views which have not been modified by
the very imperfect nature of the only evidence which could be
procured, or by the total absence of any scientific experiments.

Apart from the evidence of AssiovTt, which may be regarded as

tending only to show that Damietta was not the first place

attacked, the general body of the evidence contained in the report

does not seem to us to be of a character such as should suffice for

the formation of an opinion so entirely at variance with the views of

other competent observers who have spent long years in cari-ying

out personal inquiiies, and who have endeavoured to avoid forming
opinions based on hearsay evidence alone." But Macnamara, in

XI lecture published in the British Medical Journal for March 1 5

,

1884—a lecture which should be read by all—most satisfactorily

accounted for the epidemic. He pertinently remarks that, if the

cholera of 1883 was but a revival of the epidemic of 1865, would
not the Sanitary Board at Constantinople have known of the

continued existence of the disease in Egypt? "But Asiatic

cholera has never yet visited Egypt unless it has first broken out

in Turkey, Arabia, or Europe, whence it could be traced back to

India. In 1882, for the first time in the history of Egypt, a

large body of native troops and camp followers were brought by

steamers and landed in that country from India; and in 1883, at its

iisual season for development, Asiatic cholera appeared among the

Egyptian people. It is worthy of note also that, in consequence

of the war, the international sanitary arrangements of Egypt and

the Red Sea were suspended during the latter half of 1882-3."

Views of Dr. Lastly, I come to the view held by Dr. Bryden. This
Bryden.

authority divided India into two great areas— i. The lower

provinces, in which was the permanent and perennial abode of

cholera. Here the disease was generated in the soil. 2. The

wpper provinces. Here cholera is merely a visitor, as it is in

Europe. The disease is carried thither by the wind, provided

moisture is present. The essentials for an epidemic are (i) the

presence of the cholera miasm, (2) a humid atmosphere as the

vehicle, (3) the prevailing wind to give direction and limitation to

this humid atmosphere. The invasion from the endemic area is,

in fact, connected with the monsoon, whilst the difference of

prevalence in different years is dependent, in great part, on

variations in the monsoon. He regarded the spread of cholera

over any area as not due to human intercourse, and, indeed, held
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tliat the disease could not bo carried by human intercourse

beyond the limits of the area naturally occupied by the cholera

sjerm. This was the rule : but Dr. Bryden admitted that occa-

sioually infection was caused by human intercourse. No one can

help regarding with admiration the work done by Dr. Bryden in

India, yet we find insuperable difficulties in his theory; for, as

Macnamara points out, the people living on the hills of Lower
Bengal, and therefore under the influence of the winds blowing

over the endemic area of cholera, are yet free from it. Again,

how does cholera spread by the monsoon beyond India, when, in

fact, it is beyond the influence of the monsoon? Dr. Parkes
showed that, beyond India, its spread does not coincide with the

%\-ind, but with human intercourse. In 1865, Southampton had
the same winds as Portsmouth, and was even more protected by
lying up an estuary

;
yet Southampton was attacked with cholera,

whilst Portsmouth and every other seaport over which the first

wind passed escaped. And why ? The answer is simple. The
steamers running fi'om Alexandria and Malta, lohere cholera luas

then present, touched at Southampton but not at Portsmouth.
Again, Dr. Cornish showed how, in Madras, an epidemic actually

spread far and wide in the teeth of the monsoon in 1869-70.
Dr. De Eenzy, again, demonstrated, in his sanitary report of the
Punjab for 1870, that it is absolutely untenable for that part of

India for which it was designed—viz., the North-west Provinces.
Again, Macnamara points out that, in the great epidemic of 18 1 8,
cholera advanced down the Madras coast and across to Bombay
nrjainst the prevailing wind. Finally, with regard to the monsoon,
the latter authority clearly shows its connection as follows :

—

" The south-west monsoon would appear to be the indirect cause
of the dissemination of cholera over the country in that it brings
with it moistiu-e—a necessary element for the development of the
disease—but more especially because it is before this wind that
the large fleets of country boats move up the Ganges, conveying
men and goods from the home of endemic cholera to be dissemi-
nfited over the upper provinces."

I have now criticized the arguments of those who have been
chiefly conspicuous in their opposition to the factor of human
intercoui-se. Before finally quitting this part of the subject, one
more annotation is necessary. In his last brochure on cholera,
Dr. Cuningham, in the preface, claims to set forth " a few of
the great facts showing what has been the experience of India
in regard to the disea.se." In the work in question the experience
of India is then claimed as .showing that human intercourse is

never_ connected with the diffusion of cholera. But is this the Expclmice
experience of India? Let us take the opinions of the senior as

officers of the Indian medical service who were in India or hadE oi'*''^"

left it, at the time the.se words were penned. Dr. Cornish, cholera.

Surgeon-General of Madras, declared at the inauguration of the Madms.
Madras Branch of the British Medical A.ssociation, that " he was ^"^^^^'j'
>X)und to .say there, tliat all liis individuid experience, extending ComSi.
over thirty years, would lead him to deal with the epidemic form
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of cholera, as favoured in its diffusion under certain circumstances,
by human intercourse." Surgeon-General M. 0. Furnell, his imme-
diate successor in Madras, at the third annual meeting of the
same Society, declared that his opinion, after " forty years' ex-
perience " of the disease, was that water contaminated with
cholera dejecta was the cause of cholera epidemics. Surgeon-
General Moore, of the Bombay Presidency, has placed on record,
not only his belief in propagation by human intercourse, but even
that it can be carried hy flies. Surgeon-General Townsend, of
the Central Provinces and Punjab, was of the opinion that human
intercourse acted in the diffusion of the disease. Surgeon-
General Payne held the same opinion for Bengal. Surgeon-
General De Renzy for the Punjab and Assam. Sui-geon-Major
Geoffrey Hall, of the North-West Provinces, has declared, in a
debate on cholera at the N.W.P. Branch of the British Medical
Association, that he has never met a man who agreed with the
views set forth by Dr. Cuningham. Surgeon-Major Deakin
holds the same opinion. Surgeon-General T. Murray addressed
an inquiry to 481 medical officers in India as to the trans-
ference of the disease by direct intercourse, 363 answered in the
affirmative, 38 in the negative, whilst 85 were undecided. Again,
as regards the communication by the intestinal discharges, 442
answered in the affirmative, 5 in the negative, and 34 were unde-
cided ; whilst as regards the diffusion by drinking-water, the
respective numbers were 414, 16, and 51. Surgeon-General
Irvine, of Assam, believed, again, in human intercourse. Many
other names might be quoted, but enough have been mentioned.
And what does this testimony mean ? It means that the testi-

mony of the above various Surgeons-Generals and Sanitary Com-
missioners, in its totality, is the testimony for the whole of Hindo-
stan, a testimony in most instances gathered from a lifetime spent

in the country ; and finally, a testimony totally opposed to what
has been declared to be " the experience of India " at the time.

So much, then, for the theory of the non-proj^agation of cholera

by human intercourse. It cannot hold water for a moment, and
the mind can scarcely conceive a theory more dangerous to hfe.

That this is so is testified by the fact, that since the Ai^my Medical

School at Netley has been founded, army surgeons have been con-

sistently warned by the Professors of medicine and hygiene,

against it. The names of Parkes, Maclean, and Du Chaumont
are, by themselves, a sufficient guarantee that the theory is con-

trary to all facts. Now, Prof. Maclean, in his lectures, warned

his hearers against the theory of Dr. Cuningham ; whilst the

matter was viewed by the late Dr. Parkes—than whom no more
impartial critic ever existed—as " revolution," an opinion con-

firmed by his successor in the chair of hygiene. Dr. Du Chau-

mont, who has styled it " nihilism." And as such I leave it, with

this final remark. Its author has claimed that, as sanitary com-

missioner with the Government of India, he has enjoyed para-

mount opportunities for formulating his theory that cholera is

due to "climatic and other conditions affecting certain localities,"

inasmuch as he has been able to judge of the disease in India as a
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whole. He denies that the civil or military surgeon serving in

cholera camps, in the plains, is capable of forming a coirect judg-

ment from merely local outbreaks. But the greatest living master

of geographical pathology, Prof. Hirsch, of Berlin, has enjoyed still

gi-eater facilitiet; in this direction ; and from a survey of cholera,

as it has appeared in all countries, he holds it communicable by
human intercourse, and sums up thus : "That it is human inter-

coiu'se which furnishes the media of this communication, is proved

on a large scale by the observations on the diffusion of the disease

by pilgi'images and military campaigns, both in India and beyond
it ; whilst there are other conclusive proofs, fui'nished in innumer-
able instances from the smaller circles of diffusion." And again.

It has been the same disease on the marshy soil of the Gangetic

Valley, the saUne steppes of Central Asia, the high table-lands of

Armenia and Algiers, the sandy plains of North Germany, the

praiiies of North America, in great epidemics and in small, in

sporadic cases as well as in epidemics; and it has shown itself in

respect of its types, to be thus unmodified by the latitude and
longitude, and by the climate of the country, district, or place

which it has invaded."

I now turn to the great keystone of the prevention of cholera Human

—viz., the salient fact that it is spread by human intercourse. thl^key"to^

"We have seen it is held by the vast majority of authorities in

India, whilst in Europe this opinion is practically unanimous.
The volumes of the A.M.D. Reports teem with this fact, and the
impartial re^dews therein of Dr. Parkes, of the various evidence
brought forward by the great continental authorities in the

epidemics that have affected Europe, afford evidence which can-

not be stronger. Now, it is worthy of remark that there is one
noteworthy characteristic of all the authorities who insist on this

fact. They declare that such a method of communication is an
undoubted fact, but their creed is tolerant, they are willing to
admit that cholera viay spread in other ways, although no
eWdence for such a supposition has as yet been found. And on
this side I unquestionably range myself. By acting on the indi-

cations given by this hypothesis, I was successful in stopping
a development of cholera in my regiment when on service in
Afghanistan.

I beheve cholera to be a specific disease due to a specific cause,
and this cause multiplies in the body of the sick, and is a particulate
organism. From transfer of the contagion from the sick to the
healthy an epidemic is produced. If no intercourse occur directly

or indirectly, between the sick and the healthy, there will be no
epidemic. In addition, as with other infective diseases, certain
condition of time and place, and individual predisposition, aid in
disposing to the disea-se. Now human intercourse may act in
various ways, but the essential fact is, that without human inter-
course, cholera cannot be propagated. Some of these methods
are illustrated by the opinions of the following authorities :

—

Tom m;tsi C'nuleli holds the disease in Europe is always an im- Tommasi
portation, due to a morbigenous germ proceeding from a diseased Cruddi.

human body, but which will not diffu.se itself epidemiailly, except
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the soil be favourable for the multiplication of the infectious
Hlrsch, germ contained in the excretions. Hirsch states that there can

be no doubt of the communicability of cholera, and holds that the
choleraic patient eliminates a morbid germ, which is at iirst

incapable of reproducing the disease, but becomes so under favour-
Petten- able external conditions. Pettenkofer lays the greatest stress on
^° the influence of the especial locality for the production of an

epidemic, but the specific germ "must be transported to the
locality through the agency of human tralfic." As regards
human intercourse, no one can be more explicit. " Choleiu must
be reckoned amongst the infectious diseases, and there must be a
cholera poison which has yet to be found. Transportability by
men and animals is undoubted." And again, " human inter-

course is a fact which I unhesitatingly accept." Finally, in his

last utterances on the subject, he states that " the cholera germ
must be brought by human mtercourse anew into the locality, in

order to develop and cause an ejaidemic. The facts must 16ad to a
complete rejection of the autocthonous theory." He, however,
makes man merely the vehicle, but the place the " foyer." As,

Parkes. however, Di: Parkes sagely observed, the difference is merely
verbal, for something is brought to that " foyer." It is juanifest

that without importation by human intercourse there can be no
epidemic. The primary importance of human intercourse over

locality is, on the face of it, manifest ; for granting that locality

is a factor, yet the cholera gei^m mvist be brought there in the

first instance for the factor of locality to come into action. But
when we see how places with the greatest possible variety of soil

and other characteristics become the seat of cholera, it is difficult

to understand how local influence can be the chief factor. The
advice of Dr. Parkes is as sound now as it was on the day on
which it was written—viz., that whether human intercourse plays

a part or not in cholera ive are hcmnd to act as if it did.

The means by which human intercourse acts is indeed by a

plurality of ways. These several ways will be indicated presently

in the analytical elements for prevention ; sufiice it now to enu-

merate the air, the drinking-water, the cooking-water, the solid

food, the bedding, the tents, the bodies of the dead. And domi-

nating all these, and giving them the office of vehicles, we have
the dejecta of the sick or their effluvia.

Nature of an Granting now that the disease is propagated by human inter-
epidemic. course, will this fact alone account for the devastating epidemics ?

Are we here obliged to invoke that aged " Deus ex machina," the
" genius ej^idemicus," to our aid ? G-ranting that in a severe

epidemic of cholera there is some additional influence at work to

that of human intercoiirse, yet this is no reason why we should

at once say human intercourse has nothing to do with epidemics

of cholera. No epidemic of cholera can start without a first case

any more than an epidemic of small-pox can. In Prescott's

i/zsiorv/ q/" Ifea;z'co we read how " Maxixca, the old lord of Tlas-

cala, had fallen a victim to that terrible epidemic the small-pox,

which was now sweeping over the land like fire over the prairies.
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smiting down jn-inco and peasant. It was imported into the

country by a negro slave. Tlie poor natives weie ignoi ant of the

best mode of treating the loathsome disorder." No one, we would

presume, would deny that small-pox here was contagious, and we
see that the natives were ignorant of vaccination and everything,

hence the spread. And such will be the spread wth cholera

under climatic theories. Who can doubt but that the late epi-

demic in Spain was due first to the disease having been imported,

which has been proved, and, secondly, to the filthy local condi-

tions, and filthy human intercourse 1 But with regard to this

question of epidemicity, we ourselves believe that human inter-

course, b}' infecting the water supply, will account for aU the

great epidemics. To illustrate this, we need merely refer to the

enteric-fever epidemic, before commented on, at Plymouth, U.S.
Here over 1000 people, in a not large town, wex"e infected by
the water supply in one month. It has been well observed that

a single case of cholera may, if the local conditions of the water
supply co-operate, exert a terribly infective power on considerable

masses of the population. One case will impart to enormous
volumes of water the power of projiagating the disease. And yet
there have been sanitarians who deny all influence in the water
supply in propagating the disease. I firmly, however, believe
with Siu-geons-General De Eenzy and Furnell, that if once the
water-supply is hindei-ed from being poisoned by the dejections of

the sick, epidemics of cholera will cease ; and I agree with Lebert's
statement that, " to deny all influence to the drinking-water is a
scepticism utterly unjustifiable."

Human intercourse, then, acting with locality and individual Reasons for

susceptibility, constitutes the key to the etiology of cholera. •

Now certain parts of the world, and certain parts of India, have
^

ever been free from cholera. If we can only find out the reason
of this, surely we can apply it to the seat of a campaign and thus
keep out cholera. A short consideration of this question is

necessarj- therefore.

Can "climate" or "atmospheric force," et hoc genus omne,
supply us with the reason 1 If they can^ they will not, however,
give us any indications for prevention. But they are utterly
powerless to ofier any explanation. We have before referred to
the question as regards the localization of cholera in any given
camp or station. But as regards large tracts or countries, we
gain also no information. The hillmen of Bengal are free from
cholera, though living under the same atmospherical conditions
iiH the people all around, and living, moreover, under every con-
dition of insanitation. But a,s long as they remain in their
native hills they do not get cholera, although the disease is rag-
ing around them. However, directly they come down to the
plains, or have any communication with the plain-men, they not
only suffer from cholera, but they do so in an inordinate degree.
At once, then, we have the key to the immunity of the lower hills
of Bengal. Tliere is the gi-eatest mutual aversion botA\ een these
races, amounting to what Mr, Macnamara describes " to the most
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stringent laws of quarantine." The very name of quarantine is

as a nightmare to certain minds, but, nevertheless, here we have an
absolute quarantine, and as a consequence cholera is not imported.
The important bearing of these facts we shall show later on, when
referring to our campaigns on the north-east frontier. But we
see here, again, the same writing on the wall: guard against
human intercourse, and the camps will be free from cholera.

Besides human intercourse, the factors of locality and inedisimsi-
tion also explain the immunity of certain places. The local con-
ditions procuring immunity and their application to camping
grounds %\-ill be portrayed anon

;
meanwhile, as in other infec-

tious and contagious diseases, importation is not necessarily

followed by cholera. Substitute cholera for typhoid fever in the
following quotation :

—" No matter how well a field is manured,
wheat will not grow unless wheat be sown. But no one would
think for that reason of denying the importance of the quality of

the ground and of the manure for the ciiltiu^e of wheat ; if we
sow on rocks we sow in vain. In the same way, besides the pre-

sence of the typhoid poison, many other conditions are necessarj^

to produce typhoid fever. The germs of the poison which come
from the sick must find a favourable soU for their reception and
growth. Finally, every one who receives the typhoid poison is

not necessarily attacked with the disease. For the individual

also, besides the reception of the poison, other circumstances are

necessary to develop the disease " (Liebermeister). We have
quoted this sentence to show how locality and predisiiosition will

explain the immunity of certain places. No matter how well a

locality is manured by absence of sanitation, cholera will not grow
unless cholera be sown

;
moreover, the soil on which the germ

alights must be favourable, but when all this is said, there is

nothing more peculiar in cholera in these respects than in any
other communicable disease.

In concluding the survey of the factor of human intercourse, it

may be thought that I have been engaged on a work of supereroga-

tion. But it is not so. Imbued with the teachings of Parkes and
Johnson, and impressed with the caution of the former that we are

bound to act on the hypothesis that cholera is spread by human
intercourse, even though this had not been proved over and over

again by the collected experience of Asia, Europe, and America, I

arrived in India to find that cholera was instituted to have nothing

to do with human intercourse, and to be told that even if it were

demonstrated that it were so, nothing could be done to prevent

human intercourse. When, therefore, the disease attacked the

camps seriatim in the Kurram Valley in 1879, I had to decide

whether to abide by the teachings of Parkes and Johnson, or to

adopt the diametrically opposite Aaews of those in authority in

India. After anxious consideration, I determined not to desert

the old faith for the new, and by this resolve I was enabled to

keep my regiment free from cholera after it had actually been

therein introduced.
Summary. By Working on the lines of Parkes, we believe that the prophec}^
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of his successor in the Chair of Hygiene at Netley will become

true—viz. : " Tliut it is not chimerical to believe that a time will

come when cholei'a will be merely an historical curiosity."

As far as military medicine is concerned we must recognize,

ub initio, that cholera spreads by human intercourse. And as

regards human intercourse, it matters not whether man acts as a

simple vehicle for the specific poison, or as the focus, as we hold,

in which the poison is reproduced. In the first alternative man
must carry first the poison to the locality in which it is destined

to multiply; without such transport it is manifest the given

locality will then be free from the disease. Thus we have a two-

fold object to carry out. To prevent the transport of the specific

poison to our camps, and to render our camps so hygienic that,

even if it be carried there, it cannot germinate.

The poison, as we have said, is specific. Is it now necessary The germ

for us, as military sanitarians, to consider at all the germ theory 1
^'

Certainly, if the germ theory of cholera be only a pathological

figment, or if true, only a bare truth leading to no jaractical

results, I should not be justified in wasting time on it in a
pi-actical work hke the present. But it is not thus. The dis-

covery of Prof. Koch has rent the veil that formerly obscured
many things from us in the pathology of cholera, and in doing so,

has given us fruitful indications in its prophylaxis. It is, there-

fore, necessary to enter on the subject so far as to show how
Koch has added to our means of prevention.

In his address before the Imperial German Board of Health at

Berlin in 1884, Koch truly observed, that without a sound basis

of the knowledge of the essential nature of cholera, all therapeutic
and prophylactic measures were in vain. We can imagine well
with what generous enthusiasm the late Prof. Parkes would have
welcomed the recent discovery. Por, be it remembered, Parkes
-evidently saw that the explanation of the vital phenomena of

cholera must be sought for in the germ theory. So aptly does
his criticism on Hallier's fungus apply in its reasoning to Koch's
bacillus, that it will be well to quote his reasoning here, sub-
istituting the " bacillus " for the " fungus."

Dr. Parkes would then hold that the bacillus is universally
present in cholera stools ; that it answers to the conditions of a
foreign origin for cholera, connected with human intercourse,
and coming to Europe ub externo. A living germ—such as the
bacillus—again is the only agent that answers to the conditions
of transmi.ssion by air and drinking-water, and of being wonder-
fully affected by ventilation. The singular discrepancies in which
.the cholera caase is affected by the nature of the ground, rainfall,
and temperature, cannot be explained by a material, but only by
a living, agent. The conditions which affect the duration of the
course of cholera are precisely the same as those which affect the
life and gi-owth of living gerais. Finally, the life and growth of
a germ indigenous to the tropics, demanding sjiecial conditions,
propagated almost wholly by human intercourse, and destroyed
in immense amount by adverse agencies, gives again an intel-
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ligible idea of its manifestations. Such would still be the reason-
ing of Piirkes, as it is the reasoning of his pupils.

The proof that the bacillus in question has a causal relation
has been given by Koch and by Watson Cheyne. The following^

then may be taken to represent the causal relation of the germ
and the disease :

—

1 . The bacillus in question is a distinct micro-organism specific

to cholera ; its specificity is shown not alone by its morphology,
but by its behaviour under culture. The bacilli of Deneke,
riligge, Finkler, and Timothy Lewis, have been thus diiferentiated

by Koch and Cheyne.
2. The bacillus in question is always present in Asiatic cholera,,

and nowhere else, and is the only form constantly thus present.

3. It is present, moreover, in greatest numbers in acute and
uncomplicated cases, and in the parts most affected.

4. It is never present in other diseases or in healthy persons

;

nor has it been found outside the body when there was no cholera

in the neighbourhood.

5. Lastly,- as regards experimentation on animals: Koch in-

troduced the cholera bacillus into the stomach of guinea-pigs,

injecting also into the peritoneum a narcotic dose of opium. He
induced thus, in thirty out of thirty-five guinea-i^igs operated

on, fatal cholera. Watson Chej'ne's experiments were indicative

of the same result. Prof. Klein indeed attributed the deaths to be
due to septicaemia ; on the other hand, in his experiments, Cheyne
was satisfied that the deaths were not so due. Again, Rietsch and
Nicati inoculated a number of guinea-pigs with cholera microbes

obtained from the intestines of patients dying from the disease,

and the animals all died after symptoms of diarrhcea and cramp.

But granting that cholera has not indeed been thus produced,

this is no argument against the comma-baciUus, for many infectious

human diseases cannot be reproduced in animals under similai"

circumstances.

Thus, the bacillus of Koch is constantly present in Asiatic cholera^

and, secondly, has never beenfound anyivhere else than in Asiatic

cholera. A striking example of the truth of this assertion was
furnished by Drs. Milles and Macleod in an investigation carried

on during the epidemic of cholera in the summer of 1885 at

Shanghai. Twenty-seven cases of Asiatic cholera, seven cases of

diarrhoea, two of dysentery, and four specimens of healthy saliva

were experimented on. Koch's bacillus was found in twenty-

five of the twenty-seven cases of cholera ; in two cases it was not

found, but hei'e the stools were not collected during the stage of

collapse, and were not at all characteristic, being fa?tid and fiscal.

Comma-shaped bacilli were also found in the diarrhcea and

dysentery cases, and in the saliva, but the cultivation-test failed

in every instance, thus proving them to be different in the most

important vital characteristics of growth under the same con-

ditions. Hence, if the bacilli be found in any dejecta, these dejecta

must have come from a patient suffering from Asiatic cholera ;
and

hence, if Koch had determined nothing else, " one achievement
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may be fairly credited to him— namely, lie has supplied us witli

a means of diagnosing Asiatic cholera in the early stage." What
this means in the matter of prevention of an epidemic needs no

comment. Watson Cheyne again with regard to Klein's remarks

that '•' by acclimatization he can, after a time, cultivate the salivary

bacillus in the same material as that employed for the cholera

bacillus," shows that as Klein can only do so after a time, this

in no way invalidates the value of the organism us indicating

cholera, in the first instance.

Thus, then, we have indicated to us a safe means of diagnosis

of the fii-st suspicious case. But more : the study of the life-

history of the bacillus gives us indications of the greatest

importance for preventive treatment. How these preventive

nieasiu'es are to be carried out will appear in the appropriate

place. Meanwhile, the special features in the Kfe-history of the

organism in this respect are the following :

—

i. The organism cannot exist apart from moisture, but is actually

killed by drying.

ii. The organism is destroyed by the normal acid of the gastric

secretion, as it is by an acid gelatine or meat infusion cultivating

medium.
iu. The existence of putrefaction arrests the growth of the

cholera organism. (This does not mean, however, that we should
encoimige putrefaction ; as we shall presently see the indication is

quite different.)

iv. Its culture suggests certain indications, as we shall see,

regarding (i) locality and (2) food.

V. Koch holds that the organism can multiply both inside and
outside the human body, thus uniting the views of both parties
upholding human intercourse—the " localists," and the " con-
tagionists " of Pettenkofer.

With regard to the normal acid of the gastric secretion destroy-
ing the organism in question, it has been held that, if this is so,
the bacillus cannot be the cause of cholera, inasmuch as it cannot
pass unscathed through the acid contents of the stomach. One
cannot maintain that in all persons attacked bycholera the stomach
was so deranged at the time that its secretion was not acid. Dr.
Matthew Hay, Professor of Medical Jurisprudence, Aberdeen,
has easily refuted this objection. By experiments, he has found
in cats thiit the reaction of the stomach was invariably alkaline
when the viscus is empty, or when only containing water. Hence,
after fa.sting, or where meals are not taken at the usual intervals,
there will be opportunities enough for the bacilli to pass unharmed
into the intestine.

Las-tly, the generic relation of the comma bacilli of Koch to
cholera was strikingly shown in corpora vili at Berlin. A phy-
sician attending Koch's course of bacterial investigation in cholera
wa.s .seized with a true attack of cholerine, with " frequent watery
colourles-s stools, unquenchable thirst, and urinary secretion re-
duced to a minimum, and cramps." Examination of the evacua-
tion .showed the bacilli. This ca.se occurred at a place, and at a
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time, when every other source of cholera infection than the mani-
pulation of cholera bacilli was absolutely excluded.
The mere fact that at certain times and places cholera is in a

state of abeyance is at once explained on the germ etiology, for
such abeyance is characteristic of the whole world of flowers and
animals. Meanwhile, it is a remarkable fact that Macnamara,
twenty years ago in Calcutta, found that the properties of the
contagium of cholera were extremely like those characterizing
Koch's organism. Thus, amongst other properties, Macna-
mara found that the contagium was destroyed by acids, and
that the infectious matter was rapidly destroyed by drying.
There can then, I think, be but little doubt that at length the
specific organism of cholera has been discovered. And, in con-
cluding this relation of the germ etiology to military medicine,
I cannot forbear quoting Pettenkofer on the parasitical nature of

cholera, especially as he does not admit the agency of Koch's
organism. In a paper read before the Munich Medical Society
in 1880, Pettenkofer declared that the scientific and practical

solution of this most important question was only conceivable

in connection with the parasitical theory. It must be either a
fungus or the product of the same. He had always considered

the cause of cholera as parasitical, something organized, and of

such tenacity that it had escaped our observation, like the fer-

mentation germs in the atmosphei'e. He then showed how
parallel would cholei'a be with alcoholic fermentation, if we were
to suppose the alcoholic fermentation germs limited as regards

their endemic home to India, and transportable by human inter-

course only. The juice of the grape in Europe would cause no
drunkenness until intercourse with India had brought the alco-

holic fermentation germ to the grape district, when epidemics of

drunkenness would arise.

In concluding our general remarks on the factor of human
intercourse, I now challenge any of its opponents to name one
single instance of any campaign in which cholei'a has appeared

in the scene of action either unconnected by a direct chain of con-

tinuous propagation from a focus from without, or in a locality in

which there was an utter absence of cholera in the neighbour-

hood.

Cholera in Campaigns.—I now come to the practical fulfil-

ment of the principles we have advocated. Let us first take a

short retrospect into bygone tropical and sub-ti^opical campaigns,

and see how we have fared with regard to cholera.

Now, at once, a fact comes out with reference to these cam-

paigns. It is this. Only those campaigns which have been

carried on near the great home of cholera, or in which a large

moving infected body of human beings have passed through the

theatre of action, have been affected with cholera. This is a most

remarkable circumstance. Since the year i860, and up to 1885,

we have been at war in tropical or sub-ti'opical regions. Year
after year, with the exception of the years 1861, 1862, 1866, 1869^

and 1 88 1 , this has been the case, and cholera has only played a part

in the China, Looshai, Dufiia, Malay, and Afghan wars. Out of
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nineteen Ciimpaigns in tropical and sub-tropical climates, in only

live has cholera appeared. Yet they were all in hot " climates."

If "climate" caused the attacks in these campaigns, surely

" climate " is but a tickle goddess. But what do we find has been

the Cixse with these campaigns ? Why this. That in Looshai

and Daffla the affected part of the expedition passed through

cholera-stricken districts ; that in Afghanistan, the sti'eam of

individuals returning from the great Hurdwar festival infected

with cholera came into intercourse ^vith our troops ; and that in

Malay and China, the expedition started fi-om a port where
cholera is ahvays prevalent. Nay more. In another expedition

—

that to Egypt in 1882—there was no cholera in Egypt amongst
our troops ; but afterwards, cholera having been imported into

Egypt (as we most firmly believe it was, and consider it proved
to have been), our troops contracted the disease, although living

under precisely the same " climate " there as before. Comment
is needless.

In the China war of i860 cholera hovered around the camps, China, i860,

but it never gained a permanent lodgment. The camps were
immediately moved on the appearance of any case, and thus the
element of human intercourse counteracted.

In the left column in Looshai, 1871—2, serious outbreaks Looshai,

occurred. Their origin and cour"se affords one of the most in-
'^^i-z-

structive chapters in the whole history of cholera. In the left Left column,

column the outbreak occurred in connection with the ISTepaulese

coohe corps employed with that column. The whole of these
coolies were hiUmen of Bhootan and Nepaul, and, as already
noticed, such men when they descend into the plains of Bengal are
most liable to cholera. These men, moreover, were shockingly
filthy in their habits. The following, then, was the course of events
here :—On October 26, 1871, they had an eleven days' march to
Goureepore. No sickness occurred during this march. They
remained camped at Goureepore for seven days, that is, till

November 12. This camp is only three miles from Dhubri.
At this time cholera was present in the Dhubri district. More-
over, at Dhubri was a large tank used for bathing and ablution
by the depot coolies. Natives invariably rinse their mouth with
the water they bathe in. The water-supply of Dhubri has been
described by Surgeon-General De Benzy (independently of the
Looshai outbreak) in the following terms :

" The water-supply of
the depot at Dhubri, a place some way up the Brahmaputra
river, was extremely bad.* In the emigration season it was a
mere .stagnant backwater of the Brahmaputra, on the bank of
which the cholera dead were buried, and, I may add, often dis-
interred by wild animals. I have seen vultures eating human
remains, and dropping fragments of them into the stagnant pool
in which the coolies bathed and, at the same time, took their
drinking water." In this pleasant neighbourhood, then, the
coolies remained for seven days, having been previously to their
arrival here quite healthy. They then, on November 12, em-

* The very period of the year we are now dealing with.
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barked in a steamer and flats to proceed up the river. On these
rivers of Eastern Bengal, when in October and November the
country is drying up, cholera is always present, and at this time
especially cases were noted at Dacca as having occurred between
November 7 and 15. The transports called at Goalundo on the
14th, and at Dacca on the i6th.

On board the transports the number of men was in excess of
the alleged capacity of the vessels. Dr. "Wise, in his report,
especially mentions the crowded state of the decks. Their food
was good except in one respect, the ghee had turned rancid, and
caused much gastric derangement amongst the coolies. Thus we
have so far an unsanitary race on a crowded transport suffei-ing

from stomachal derangement, and passing along and camping on
a river in Eastern Bengal, for every evening the cooHes landed
to cook their meal. Dr. Buckle, the principal medical officer,

had directed that inquiry should always be made concerning
cholera in the villages on the banks, so that their neighbourhood
might be avoided, but the report expressly states "that there is

nothing to show whether Dr. Buckle's precaution was ever carried

out." We have also seen them encamped for seven days in a
cholera-infected neighbourhood and close by a hotbed of the
disease. "What resulted 1 Two days after leaving the infected

neighbourhood of Dhubri, a case of cholera occurred amongst
them (on the 14th). Another case occuiTed on the i6th, and
on the 17th the disease broke out severely, cases occurring

every day up to the arrival of the transports on the 22nd at

Chuttuk. The mortality from the 14th to the 22nd was fifty-

seven. At Chuttuk the epidemic was reported to head-quarters

at Cachar, whilst measures Avere at once taken on the lines of

common-sense to deal with the disease. These measures were

based on the factor of human intercourse, and so successful were

they that in tiventij-four hours the outbreak loas suppi-essed. They
will be referred to later. The principal medical officer. Dr.

Buckle, in his comment on this outbreak in the left column, held

rightly that it arose from the coolies being landed during their

voyage, and then coming into communication with the infected

villages of the infected district, whilst the severity of the out-

break was due to the overcrowding and especial predisposition

of the liillmen. So much, then, for this epidemic in the left

column coolies. An equally instructive outbreak occurred in

the right wing of the Assam Light Infantry. Here the head-

quarter wing of the regiment reached, on March 6, Tipaimookh,

in iinusually good health, in course of evacuation. The health of

this regiment had been especially good, inasmuch as the men
were more acclimatized to the country. On March 7 they halted

at Tipaimookh. On the day following they embarked on the

river Barak for Cachar, and on this day two cases of cholera

occurred in the regiment. Cases from this date constantly

occurred until Cachar was reached on the 13th. Dr. White, the

medical officer in charge, clearly proved that the outbreak was

due to the men drinking the river water. This river-water was
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everj'where polluted by the boatmen of the transports between

Tipaimookh and Mynadhur. They were 1000 in number, chiefly

from the delta of Bengal. As early as December cases had

occurred amongst them, and they increased in number, and were

increasing when the regiment met them on the retm'n march.

Their tilthy habits accounted fully for the river pollution.

Finally, shortly before, a large number of cooHes sick from
cholera had passed down the river.

The disease was arrested fii-st by an order to the men not to

use the river-wat«r, but that of the " khalls " running into it,

whilst the march out was hurried on as fast as possible, so as to

get away from the boatmen as soon as possible.

In the right column an epidemic occurred, which is also most Right

conclusive as regards the etiology of cholera. The history of this
^°

report has been most fully described by Surgeon-Major E.. T. Lyons,
from whose account the following summary is extracted :

—" The
area of operations comprised a narrow, elongated tract, the whole
extent of which was under observation. Cholera was unknown
among the Kookies tdl 1860-1, when the Government sent their

first punitive expedition against them from Chittagong. Several
cases occuiTed at that time, but since then, until the present
expedition (in 1872), it had not appeared. That the tribes did
not regard it as indigenous, is manifest from the name they gave
it—viz., "the white Bengah death." The authentic evidence
derived from Captain Lewin, Deputy Commissioner of the Chit-
tagong hill tracts, who had resided there for many years, showed
the disease was absolutely unknown in these regions prior to the
entrance of the force, " and thereby our investigation was cleared
from the difficulty of ascertaining whether there was an etiolo-

gical connection between the disease and the local or endemic
conditions of the country, as has been asserted elsewhere by high
authorities. It is unintelligible that a telluric, miasmatic, pan-
demic, endemic, or other occult force could be in abeyance for ten
years and inoperative on many thousands of human beings scat-
tered through every part of these jungly regions. The force of
any of these mysterious influences might be as reasonably sup-
posed to have been dormant during the period occupied by the
expedition as it undoubtedly had been in the preceding year."
The inve.stigation was facilitated by the fact that the disease did
not appear till some time after the van of the expedition had
penetrated into the jungles, and henqe the first manifestation
came under the notice of responsible persons and are known with
preci-sion.

The strength of the force was a little over 6000, and the
numbers were distributed along the entire line from Chittagon"-
to the remotest part reached. From Chittagong on the Bay of
Bengal, the troops proceeded by river to Kasalong. Six to eight
week-s before the arrival of the troops at Kasalong, a large body
of police and several hundred coolies cleared a track in the jungle,
made huts and godowns, and did other work. During this pre-
liminary period there was no cholera.

Y
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The fii-st appearance of cholera at Kasalong dates from the
arrival of the troops. It may be well here to describe the camps
on the scene of operation. From Chittagong, on the Bay of

Bengal, the troops went by river to Kasalong, an intervening
station being at Rungamattea. From Kasalong to Lower Burk-
hut there were two ways for progression, one by river, the other
by a jungle track. From Lower Bnrkhut to Upper Burkhut the
track lay only through the jungle. From Upper Burkhut to

Demagiri, the commissariat stores went by river, the remaining
part of the force by the jungle road. No cholera broke out
beyond Demagiri. The carap at Oothman Chuttea lay between
the Upper Burkhut and Demagiri.

The following is the histoiy of the various outbreaks of cholera.

The 2nd Ghoorkhas and the company of Sappers embarked in the

same vessel from Calcutta in good health about the end of

October, and proceeded to Chittagong. In the Sundeep Channel
two cases of cholera occuri-ed, one in the person of a bugler of the

Sappers, and the other in that of a bheesty belonging to the

2nd Ghoorkhas. Both were left behind at Chittagong. On
November 8th a Sepoy of the 2nd Ghoorkhas was seized when pro-

ceeding up the river, and died at Kasalong on the 9th. This

regiment arrived at Kasalong on the 9th, and there another case

occurred, and was transferred to the General Hospital on the

advance of the regiment on the 12th. On the 13th, the Sapper

company arrived at Kasalong ; at this place a convalescent case

of cholera was transferred to the General Hospital. On the 1 6th

a Ghoorkha Sepoy of the guard left at Kasalong was seized; on

the 19th a servant of a native officer of the Ghoorkhas at Kasa-

long, and on the 21st, a man of the coolie corps.

No fresh cases occurred till one on the 25th instant in the

27th P.I. This regiment arrived on the 26th, having had a case

of extremely severe choleraic diarrhoea at sea, the second day

after leaving Calcutta. Again a pause occurred, till the arrival

of the 4th Ghoorkhas, when on the day following their arrival

—

December ist—a case occurred. At a later date the artillery

arrived. This corps remained free throughout the operations.

An interval occurred until the arrival of a body of Nepalese

coolies in the middle of December. Two corps of coolies were

raised at Darjeeling and Gowalpore for service in the Cachar and

Chittagong columns. The disease appeared in both corps after

they had passed Goalundo. Cholera was present at various j^laces

en route, and choleraic diarrhoea at Goalundo. On December 7th

the flat carrying the Chittagong coolies reached Chittagong, with

five cases requiring admission, and sevei'al convalescent, the disease

having broken out the day after leaving Goalundo. Fifteen had

died before reaching Chittagong. At Chittagong all the sick were

separated, and the healthy then sent on in two batches. Within

five days twenty-one other cases occurred at Chittagong.

The first batch of coolies left Chittagong on December 9th for

Rungamuttea, arriving there on the evening of the same day.

Seven cases occurred on this short trip, of which one died ; the
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remaining six were left at Rvingamattea. The batch were put

into several boats, so as to allow greater space, and proceeded on

to Kasalong. No case occurred on the day of their arrival or on
the follo\\'ing day. On the following morning the coolies and
their clothes were well washed with water and carbolic acid, and
then landed to hut themselves one mile from the station. On
December 13th two more cases occurred amongst them, on the i6th

another case, and on the 19th two cases. After this date no
more were infected. Their encampment was changed from time
to time, the sheds abandoned were burnt, and fresh spots lower
down the river away from the villages selected.

Dm-ing this period—on the i6th—a case occurred in the
4th Goorkhas, and on the 19th one in the 4th and one in the
2nd Ghoorkhas.
On December 24 the Commissariat Baboo, who had come up

with the cooHes from Calcutta, and had victualled them, was
seized. All his stores of atta, &c., were burnt, and his tent disin-

fected and ventilated. No case was ever found to have occurred
at this time amongst the natives of the country, thus showing
that the disease was not endemic, but that it must have been
imported.

The second batch of coolies left Chittagong on the 12th, and on
the 13th reached Rungamuttea. Seven cases occurred. No fresh
cases occurred after the 13th. Both batches remained in their
camp for two weeks from date of last case, before proceeding on
to the front.

"Whilst the above events were progressing, a very serious out-
break occun-ed in the detachment of 4th Ghoorkhas beyond
Burkhut. A day after the arrival of the Nepalese coolies at
Kasalong, the half Batteiy Mountain Artillery was ordered to
the front, and marched on December 14th, accompanied by the
telegraph coolies, who had come up by land from Kasalong. The
latter reached Upper Burkhut on December 14th. On December
1 6th the battery and coolies proceeded on the march to Demagiri
with a detachment of the 4th Ghoorkhas from Upper Burkhut.
This detachment was divided into two parties, one in charge of
the telegraph party, the other advancing to Demagiri. On
December 1 7th, cholera seized a mahout, then three of the tele-
graph men, then the Ghoorkha escort. The outbreak was very
virulent but short

; out of twenty-two cases sixteen deaths occurred
in eight days. The outbreak was thus caused. The telegi'aph
coolies came up by land from Chittagong and Rungamuttea to
Ka.salong. They had no intercourse at Kasalong with the Nepa-
lese coolies

; but at Rungamuttea they were encamped at less
than a quarter of a mile from the first batch of Nepalese coolies,
and were believed to have thus contracted the disease. Dr. Ches-
naye had no doubt that the cholera wa.s introduced into the detach-
ment of the 4th Ghoorkhas, by the telegraph servants, who had
just come up from Chittagong and joined the party at Burkhut.
There had teen no case of cholera in his regiment except that
occurring at Kasjilongon December ist, seventeen days before the

Y 2
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men of the detachment were attacked on the road between Burk-
hut and Demagiri.

On January i6th, another small outbreak of eight cases with six
deaths occurred, lasting three days at Kasalong. This, again,
offers an instance of what is alleged by the climatic theorists

never to happen. JFor the cholera came doion stream on this

occasion. Investigation showed it was due to the telegraph
coolies, who had accompanied the 4th Ghoorkhas in December.
The last case occurred amongst the latter on December 23rd. Then
followed quarantine for ten days, after which they were allowed to
enter Demagiri. On January nth, eleven of these coolies started

from Demagiri downwards, and canned the infection to Kasalong.
This change in the du-ection of the cholera was consistent with
the progress of the expedition at this date. Up to December the

troops and coolies were constantly coming up from below to take

part in the operations. Subsequently, large parties came back from
the upper stations to be shipped to Calcutta. On January 27th

the last case was reported

During all this time no case occurred in any of the villages.

Drs. Allen and Meadows never saw or heard of any. But sub-

sequently three men fI'om a village visited Kasalong, one of whom
was infected and died ; the other two retui'ned, and then 180 men
of the village died. This village was free from it until it had the

disease introduced by men infected at Kasalong.

In commenting on the outbreak. Dr. Lyons shows how there

was an absence of cholera in the district for ten years previous to

the expedition. Now the hmitation to a few individuals only,

shows that the various occult influences to which its origin has

been elsewhere attributed were non-existent here, for a univer-

sally diffused poison would not attack only a few individuals out

of 6000, or severely affict some, leaving others untouched. It is

incomprehensible that an occult influence should attack a detach-

ment of Ghoorkhas on the road between Burkhut and Demagiri

in December, and leave unscattered 5000 men marching on the

same road in November, and again on the same road in March.

No natural force shows a partiality in its operation on human
beings ; biit here we have the extraordinary fact that of all the

Europeans, gunners, and police in the force, not one man was

attacked; that of an entire regiment, the 27th P.I., only one

was attacked : and that of all the servants and syces, &c., only

two were attacked. Dr. Lyons concludes his able report by

showing how the arguments for contagion applied by the late

Dr. Murchison bore out the fact that the cholera here thus

spread. Thus,

I. When an infectious disease comviences in a ship, station, or

camp, it often spreads with great rapidity. This is shown by the

coolies on board the Jibooma. Between December 2nd, when the

outbreak began, up to December 19th, there were fifty cases; in

the detachment, 4th Ghoorkhas, in eight days there were twenty-

two cases; at Kasalong there were eight cases in fifty-seven

hours.
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2. The prevalence of the disease in camps, stations, or ships, is

in direct proportion to the degree of intercourse betiueenthe sick and

healthy. The proofs of this occurred throughout the epidemic,

whilst, where intercourse was prohibited by caste, orders, or

nationality, the same was shown. In the two sections of the

detachment marching to Demagiri, the Hindoos suffered greatly,

whilst the Musalmans escaped to a man.

3. Persons living in a locality lohere the disease ivas unknown,

were infected on visiting persons at a distance. This has been

shown by the example of the men from Rutton Pooea's village.

4. The disease is imjm-ted by infected jiersons into localities pre-

vimidyfree from it. The theatre of operations had been free

from cholera for ten years until it was brought up to Kasalong

by infected persons of the force. The road between Burkhut and

Demagii-i was free from it as also the latter station itself, until

the disease was taken up by the infected telegraph coolies.

Rutton Pooea's village likewise was free from it until the disease

was carried thither by persons infected at Kasalong. The patients

in the general hospital at Kasalong were free from it until it was

imported by a party of twenty-four invalids transferred from

Lower Bui-khut on January 22nd.

5. The contagious nature is indicated by the success attending

measures taken to prevent its importation, and especially the early

removal or separation of the infected. The General issued definite

orders to separate and stop infected parties. Cessation of entii'e

traffic along the line of communication was enforced for ten

days from the la^t case of cholera after the serious outbreak in

the detachment of the 4th Ghoorkhas. Thus, the epidemic

among the Nepalese coolies was almost exclusively confined to

them. The disease in the detachment, 4th Ghoorkhas, was
thus limited, and prevented from extending to the troops at

Demagiri and the posts beyond. No one was permitted to enter

Ratton Pooea's village in the immediate neighbourhood of the

scene of the outbreak in the 4th Ghoorkhas, and thus this village

at the time escaped, until subsequent communication brought in-

fection.

In concluding this survey of the outbreak in the right column,
I wovdd state that the above account is based on actual facts. No
theory is involved. The climatic theorists have never answered
this able account of Dr. Lyons, nor is it easy to see how they can.

What answer can they bring forward to the demonstration that

in this instance cholera spread by human intercourse? The
only po.ssible answer is that the facts above portrayed did not
occur.

Having in view these occurrences in Looshai, the medical Duffl.i,.iS74

authorities took especial precautions with respect to cholera in

the DufHa expedition, guarding against overcrowding of the
coolies on the transport, and enforcing cleanliness and liberal

disinfection. The result was brilliant. The Duffla hUls are in
the same part of the world as the Looshai country. The force
disembarked on November 17th, 1874, and marched up to the
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DiTffla country, passing through endemic districts of cholera.
But owing to the measures employed, cholera may be said not to
have aifected the force. For there seems to have been but one case,
which occurred on December 3rd, amongst the coolies attached to
the survey party, which party was on in advance. The survey
camp at once moved off the line of advance to fresh ground, and
remained isolated till it was certain no more cases were amongst
them.

Malay, In Connection with the Malay expedition, cholera broke out on
1875-6. the transport Malda, proceeding from Calcutta to the scene of

action. There were, however, only three cases in all. The
cholera patients were put into the boats on the lee side of the
ship ; their clothing and bedding thrown overboard ; the troop
deck dry scrubbed, and spread over with a disinfectant powder

;

and carbolic acid thrown into the latrines and scuppers. Here
then the disease was stayed by isolation and disinfection, the
two grand principles of treatment.

We now proceed with the analytical division of the subject as

regards prevention.

Selection of Men.—Under this heading may be noticed the
various points connected with personal predisiDosition, and from
this consideration some indication may be gathered in selection,

especially as regards camp followers. Different individuals

experience very different results dm'ing an epidemic ; some are

severely attacked ; others not at all. But the same occurs in all

infectious diseases, and is not peculiar to cholera, and certainly is

no argument that cholera is not infectious. All we know is that

here as elsewhere individual predisposition is a necessary factor,

and if we can exclude this predisposed element, we shall gain

thereby. Now in certain cases we can. As regards British troops,

regiments newly landed in India should also, as regards cholera,

not be sent on a campaign. Bryden has shown the risk per-

taining to such troops if cholera break out, in the following

table :

—

Lucknow,
1S64.

Lucknow,
1869.

Benares,
1865.

Meerut,
1869.

Mortality of new troops

from cholera 27 42 9 ICS

Do. old troops, do. . II II Nil 6

In the next place it would appear that the negro race is

especially prone to cholera. Christie, from his experience on the

east coast of Africa, shows the mortality was 6.5 per cent, of the

population among the Hindoo coolies; 10 per cent, among the

Arabs; and 25 per cent, among the negroes. Again, in the

Mauritius and Reunion, the African race furnished by far the

largest sickness and mortality in 18 19 and 1854. Walther shows

the following proportion in the 1865 epidemic at Gundaloupe;

2.7 of the Chinese population; 3.26 Hindoo coolies; 4.31 of the
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whites
; 6.32 of the mulattoes ; and 9.44 of tho negroes. Lastly,

in the United States Army, in 1S86, the mortality per 1000

among the white troops was 77.0; and among the black 135.

From this then we learn, that, cceteris paribus, camp followers

should not be selected from the negi-oes, should it ever be a question

of enlisting such labo\u- in any region.

A second intiication has also been taught us by Macnamara
mid the Looshai campaign. Coolie corps should not be formed
fjr expeditious in the north-east frontier of Bengal out of the

Lillmen, as coolie corps could always be organized from the

plain men, and would not be so predisposed to the disease. We
are bound to consider these points, and not as it were to carry a
'ombustible tender with us.

Other points in idiosyncrasy may be mentioned. In India,

Bryden has shown that Europeans suffer thirteen times as much
as natives. He has also shown that though the Sepoys of the

plains have a comparative immunity, yet that the Sepoys of the

hills sufter nearly as much as the Europeans, if not quite. The
Ghoorkhas are well kno^vn to have an especial predisposition to

cholera. Hence as regards cholera, Ghoorkha regiments would
incur more risk. Dr. Bryden in 1861 showed the proneness of

Ghoorkhas to cholera, as compared with the natives of the plains.

Thus, per 1000 of strength the ratio of moitality was Europeans,
78.S2

;
Ghoorkhas, 35.94 ; Hindiistanis, 5.18. It would be well

to restrict all such campaigns to native troops as much as pos-

sible, and as has wisely been practised hitherto. Although the
proneness of the Eiu-opean to take the disease is far greater
than that of the native, yet Hirsch has shown from a table
" compiled from several years observations," that the mortality
related to the sickness is actually greater among the Sepoys.
This certainly has been the case in some epidemics ; but was not
so in the epidemic in the Kurram Valley in 1879. ^o^-' ^o^s it

appear so from the statistics of Biyden, which show a mortality
of 53.63 per cent, for European troojDS, and of 4.1 1 per cent, of

native.

As regards the question of wje, the years of military service have
in the matter of cholera an advantage, and stand in contrast in
this matter to enteric fever. The figures given by Roth and Lex
show that at this age there is a much less than average disposition
to the disea.se.

FinaUv, can we take advantage of any immunity gained from
residence in India, or from previous attacks of the disease 1 That
a certain immunity is acquired from a residence in the plains of
India as compared with residence in a hill station, is shown by
the following instance :—The right wing of a British regiment had
been for three yeai-s in a hill station ; the left wing in the plains

;

they then came together, and subsequently the whole regiment
was attJicked with cholera ; tlie right wing suffered a mortality
to the extent of 18.8 per cent., whiLst tho left only to the extent
of 7 per cent. Hence, in respect to cholera in any campaign on
the north-east frontier of India in which it was necessary to
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employ British troops, it would be well to take a regiment from
the plains.

Immunity from a previous attack will not help us. There is

no doubt that a certain immunity from a previous attack is gained,
such as is the case in other infectious diseases. But this immunity
in cholera seems to be hmited to the epidemic in which it was
gained. A man is seldom attacked twice in the same epidemic.
Again, those who have passed through any given epidemic with-
out being attacked likewise seem to gain for a time a certain

immunity, but all such immunity is short lived.

As regards the previous medical historj^, scm-vy and malaria
have been held to predispose to cholera. Hence, for this reason,

it would be well to reject all men with a strong scorbutic or

malarial history.

The last point to be noticed in the matter of jaersonal pre-

dilection is the question of hospital attendants. This wiU be
referred to under hospital measures.

Selection of Season.—As regards season, this factor is on
the whole unfavourable as regards campaigns near the endemic
home of cholera, but favour-able as regards campaigns outside the

endemic home (that is to say, in the case of camiiaigns that

could be finished in two or four months, as so many of ours have
been). In the endemic home, Bengal, as shown by Macpherson's
tables, comprising twenty-six years' observations, cholera deaths

begin to rise slightly in October (from 5000 to 8000); in

November and December they reach 11,000 and 10,000; in

January, 9000; in February, 12,000; March, 19,000; April,

24,000; May, 16,000; after which we have a drop to 8000 in

June, and 5000 for July, August and September. Hence, for all

campaigns on the borders of Bengal, particularly on the north-east

frontier, the cold weather is more unfavourable than the months
from June to October. But still the largest amount of deaths

occur in March to May ; and it would be well to conclude all

expeditions on the frontier by the end of February. The months
in which campaigns should be carried on here occupy as it were

medium place as regards mortality.

But outside the endemic area in India, as regards the N.W.P.
and Punjab, and also in sub-tropical latitudes outside India—in

the epidemic area—from October to March is the favourable

season for campaigning as regards cholera. The hot and rainy

seasons are to be avoided. The explanation of the above differ-

ences is to be found in the fact that it is a relatively high

temperatui'e and a relative amount of moisture that favour's

cholera.

Clothing.—As regards clothing, the great object is to prevent

chill. Our men should have no deficiency of clothing. Thus, in

the first place, wooUen clothing is indicated. Secondly, local chill

to the abdomen must be especially guarded against, to prevent all

catarrhal conditions of the stomach and abdomen. For this

purpose, I think the flannel waistcoat, sufiiciently prolonged, as

worn by the French in Algeria, would be preferable to the
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ordinary cholera belt. Woollen clothing in relation to cholera is

especially preferable to linen. It must happen that our men, on

occasion, cannot tind time or opportunity for having theii' clothing

washed. Now, all impregnation with organic matters, and all

oflensive odoui-s, are especially to be avoided as regards cholera.

And, in the matter of cholera, Pettenkofer draws especial atten-

tion to the fact that linen and cotton clothes which have been

worn, smell much stronger than woollen clothes. " A woollen

shii-t that has been worn for a month does not smell nearly so

badly as a Unen one that has been worn for a week." Jaeger's
s;initary wool clothing is here again especially indicated. Finally,

all damp clothes must be scrupulously avoided.

Marches.—As regards marches generally, we postpone our

remarks till we come to the section on marching out to avoid

cholera. But it will be convenient here to indicate the pre-

cautions to be observed on board transports cari-ying coolies and Transports,

camp followers up the enemy's country, as is the case in our

north-east frontier campaigns in India. We have before seen

how cholera seized the coolie corps in the left columns in Looshai.

AVe must have camp followers for these campaigns, and these

camp followers have to be passed up through the endemic region

of cholera. Hence, the greatest precautions are necessary.

Now, hitherto the process of selection has not been sufl&ciently

appKed to coolies; the transpoi'ts have been overcrowded, and
the camping grounds on the rivers have been as unsanitary as

they could be, and with as bad a water supply as possible.

Although these facts have all been pointed out, yet it may not be
superfluous to point them out again, for we maintain that, with
the foUo%ving precaution, cholera may be kept from epidemically
attacking our camp followers.

First, then, with regard to the transports. Such transports will

doubtless have long lain in the Hooghly, or sometimes in the
neighbourhood of Calcutta, exposed to all the chances of infection

by means of particles of cholera stools in the air, or by some of

the crew dying on board of cholera, &c. In fact, we can easily
imagine how, in such a place, a transport would be infected.
On the likehhood of any campaign taking place, Government
should at once see after its transports, and thoroughly cleanse and
disinfect a requisite number. They should be taken out to sea,

and the bilge water, and holds, and every part of the vessel
thoroughly wa.shed by means of a hose and forcing-pump.
Previous to this pumping, every part must be scraped and
scrubbed, then the whole vessel must be well douched with sea-
water, and the precaution especially must be taken not to cease
this douching until the water pumped out of the hold is as clean
as that last pumped in. Next, let all the various parts of the
.ship be aired. In Ptussia a large air-pump is used for this
purpose, and this forcing of air is rigorously prescribed by the
Mini-ster of the Interior. The vessel thus washed and aired is to
be fumigated and disinfected. The disinfection of the hold and
lower compartments must be eflected by corrosive-subUmate solu-
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tion, according to the greater or less quantity of water accumu-
lated in the hold* The solution is poured into the hold, &c., and
stirred about for an hour. After this it must be left to stand for
twenty-four hours, then the disinfected water pumped out, and
sea-water pumped in and again emptied, and the hold again filled

with corrosive-sublimate solution, and finally emptied.
For cabms, &c., the floors and contents must be scrubbed, and

then disinfected by means of corrosive-sublimate solution or
carbolic-acid solution.

Finally, let all the hatches and ports be closed, and the whole
vessel fumigated for twenty-four hours with sulphurous acid.
The transports thus cleansed and disinfected should remain

outside the Hooghly till wanted, they should then be brought up,
the coolies embarked, and the vessels should at once make their
way.
As regards the coolies, we have seen that hill-men are not to

be selected. It must be just as easy to get labour from the
IST.W.P. or from the plains of Bengal, as from the hills of Bengal.
All the coolies must be provided with new suits and blankets,
and thoroughly washed, after having previously been medically
inspected. They should be formed into a separate camp away
from the city, and kept under observation for at least three days.
(Dr. Priugle has lately fixed the period of incubation of cholera
at two days). All cholera cases to be atj once weeded out.

Their pi'ovisional camp must enjoy all that sanitation (as under-
stood in England) can afford. They are then to be marched down
to the ghat, under surveillance, in detached bodies, and at once
embarked. ISTo rags, or indigestible food, &c., are to be taken on
board. We now start with a healthy vessel, and a healthy body
of men, as far as we can possibly meet the case. We have next
to land them in a state of health in the enemy's country

;
having

passed them safely through the low countiy, our task will be
accompHshed.

The great factor of overcrotvdiiuj must be attended to. Not
that overcrowding, j^jer se, of course can cause cholera, but, once a
case started, it would immensely favour the formation of an
epidemic. At the Sanitary Conference held iu Rome in 1885,
it was held that on steamboats 'tween decks must have at least

9 feet of surface or 54 cubic feet, and on sailing vessels 12 feet

of surface, or 70 cubic feet for each pilgrim. Now, in Looshai

and Duifla, 12 sqiiare feet were allowed per man; as a matter of

fact, in Looshai they only got a little over 1 1 square feet. Dr.

Wise, as we have seen, especially remai^ked on the overcrowding.

Again, in his history of the Looshai expedition, Colonel Wood-
thorpe records that the medical authorities at Calcutta protested

without avail against this factor; "the ordinary precautions to

prevent overcrowding seem to have been entirely disregarded, and

* The instruction for disinfection of vessels prescribed by the Ministry

in Eussia allow i lb. of the sublimate for each 1000 lb. of water in the

hold ; I j to 2^ lb. of sublimate can be dissolved iu 50 lb. of water.
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the result was what might have been anticipated." With respect

to this item, Dr. J. Macphei-son writes, " The more closely packed

a regiment is, the more likely is it to sufter severely from cholera,

and°separating the men is one of the first steps toward stoppmg

an outbreak." But it is far better to allow for this in the first

instance, and we would urge that each man should have certainly

not a less quantity than 12 square feet allowed him. But it

would be better to build special transports for such work; a

double-decked vessel, both decks above the water, could easily be

built, without any sides around the deck, so as to allow free per-

flation of air. The disposing of men below in close ill-ventilated

'tween decks can be an}'thing but healthy. Large flat-bottomed

boats with an a^ramg over them, could be easily tugged up the

river. At any rate, let large windows be cut in the sides of all

transports. Having thus taken precautions to ensure proper

ventilation, we next come to the question of the food. Now, in

Looshai, the men were allowed to land to cook their food. In

the series of instructions in view of cholera, used for the trans-

ports in the Duffla expedition, the men again are to be landed for

cooking purposes. The precaution is first to be taken to always

inquii-e whether there be any cholera in the neighbourhood. We
have seen how futile this latter precaution was in the Looshai

war. The men should not be landed at all for cooking. The
banks of the rivers in Bengal are always a source of cholera. By
providing plenty of transports—which is only a question of money
spent in saving life—there would be plenty of space for cooking

on board. Let the men cook their food, then, in relays at the end

of the vessel ; and let them on no account, during any part of

their voyage, hold any communication at all with the shore.

After cooking is over, let this portion of the vessel be washed,

scrubbed, and disinfected.

One of the chief reasons for not disembarking the men, is the

filthy water supply that would await the coohes. And here it

will be convenient to show the causes of the large amount of

mortality from cholera in former years among coolies going up to

the hills. Dr. De E,enzy has pointed out, in one of the most con-

vincing chapters on cholera with which I am acquainted, how
from the very commencement of emigration, vid the Brahmaputra
(and therefore in strict relation to our present subject), the

coolies suffered from " such disastrous epidemics " of cholera that

in 1870 the Government of Intha "was forced" to investigate

the matter, and provisions were made for the cubical space on
board the steamers, the ventilation and cleanliness of the vessels,

food, clothing, water supply, ikc. The voyage up the Brahma-
putra la.sted seventeen days, and during the trip the coolies were
insjjected by three resident medical officers, at intermediate
stations. Still the epidemics continued till Dr. De Renzy took
up the reins of sanitation in 1877. Turning his attention to the
water sujjply, he was assured that it, like Cajsar's wife, was above
suspicion. The coolies were said to I>e supplied with water
pumped from the great river—and only so pumped in mid-stream
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—and then stored in iron tanks. He also found that the native
crews who used this water were free from cholera, whilst, further,
European passengers—and therefore susceptible predisposed
material—who used this water were also free from cholera.
Hence, here evidently was a crucial proof that it was not the
water causing cholera, but indeed certain mysterious climatic,

telluric, atmospheric, and meteorological causes, entirely beyond
human control. However, Dr. De Renzy, one morning during
the progress of an epidemic, got up early, just as the coolies were
rising. Two tubs half full of water were placed close to the
entrance of their latrines for ablution after defsecation ; and he

sciio the coolies riming their months with this water, and takinij it

aivay in their drinking vessels. On inquiry, he found that there
being but one tap to their water tank, they could not supply
themselves sufficiently from this tank, and so they were in the habit

of drinking from the tubs, which tubs were for ablution after

defecation ; if once, then, the latter were contaminated with the

excreta of a coolie seized with cholera, or with the preliminary
diarrhcea, a splendid "culture" for the virus was furnished.

Dr. De Renzy had this state of things at once rectified; the
"culture" tubs were abolished altogether; a pump was let into

the side of the vessel, and water pumped from the middle of the

stream into a long closed cistern provided with a number of taps,

whilst water for ablution was separately supplied from the river.

The cholera mortality at once fell, and has never since reached its

former figiore ; and the result has been that the coolies have been
placed in the position of the native crews as regards their drink-

ing-water. I have gone into this fully in order to illustrate

the method of water supply to be followed out by the authorities

for our transports ; but in addition I would urge some of the

simple means of purification by alum shown in the first part of

this work.

But this is not all. "We have to show now why we should not

land the men, and also why we have laid stress on English

principles of sanitation at the primary depot. Dr. De Renzy did

not succeed in entirely stopping cholera, for he did not succeed

in embarking a non-cholerized community. In his representations

on the subject he showed how the coolies at the depots drank

water from the innumerable filthy tanks in then- neighbour-

hood, and how, as a consequence, these depots were infested with

cholera. He also showed up the condition before alluded to at

Dhubri. But, as a consequence, only " very unsatisfactory work
"

was done in the way of remedying these matters, and hence we
have laid down that at the depots the coolie camp should enjoy

sanitation on the principles that obtain in England—the principles

of Budd, Thorne, Buchanan, and Parkes.

As regards the injunction never to land the coolies, although

Dr. De Renzy in 1878 drew attention to the third source of con-

tracting cholera^—viz., the contaminated water at the encamping

grounds on the river, which water was in many cases very foul

ditch water, yet it remains unchanged (August 9, 1884), and is as
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bad as it can be. How bad that is can be gathered, that in one

encamping place the drinking-water is the " water effluent from

a washerman's village, in which cholera is a perennial pest."

Hence, again, we say never land camp followers during their

voyage in the transports.

I will now briefly recapitulate the measures to be followed out

in the matter of camp followers and theii- march to the scene of

conflict ; for the management of these coolies is of inestimable

importance to the health of the expedition at large. If cholera

once becomes epidemic in the transport and coolie corps, it is

evident what a source of danger will threaten the fighting element.

The follomng, then, are the indications :

—

1. Avoid hill coolies in selection.

2. Cleanse and disinfect and segi-egate, till wanted, the trans-

ports.

3. Medically inspect and segregate all coolies at the depots.

4. At the depots let the sanitation be conducted on principles

obtaining in England.

5. Attend to ventilation and water supply on the transports.

6. Provide a complete new kit of clothes and blankets for each

coolie before embarking him, and make him undergo ablution

before thus clothing himself.

7. On no account land the coolies on the voyage for any pur-

pose.

The remaining rules on board the transport are much the same

as those to be laid down for camps on land
;
they include con-

servancy in its widest sense, such as cleaning and disinfecting

regularly the decks
;
cleaning the coolies' clothing ; attention to

the latrines, attention to the food as regards soundness of supplies,

(fcc. The importance of attention to cleaning the decks is shown
by the details of the outbreak on board the s.s. Dorunda, the

outbreak on which is detailed later on. Sui'geon-General Cornish

shows how the medium of infection was probably through the

sand employed for holystoning the decks. At Priok, the supply

of white sand for this purpose had run out. Fresh sand was
brought on board in bags, which was found to be black and filthy,

turning the boards black instead of white. This sand was
obtained from spots that had been probably contaminated with
cholera excreta. It contained organic impurity, and was most
offensive in smell. Dr. Cornish holds that in it a cholera soil

was brought on board the vessel.

In the Duffla expedition also it was wisely recommended that
regvdar fumigation of the decks should be carried out during the
day, by hanging up pieces of cloth saturated with MacDougal's
powder (8 oz. to the gallon). The above principles will be found in

greater detail presently. Meanwliile, there must be careful

scrutiny twice daily on the part of the medical ofliecrs for the
earli&st .symptoms of dian-ha-a or bowel disorder. Such is a
general outline of the principles to be undertaken. I believe

that if these principles are followed, there will be no outbreak of

cholera. It is possible a case or two will occur ; if so, isolate
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them on the lee side of the vessel, taking advantage of any boats,

and using all the precautions regarding bedding, dejecta, &c., to

be mentioned later. But with a properly selected and segregated
coolie corps, who have undergone medical inspection for three
days before immediate embarkation on a properly disinfected

transport, and who, during the voyage up the river, are not
allowed to land, we believe that a cholera outbreak ^^^ll not occur.

But should it do so, the question at issue, then, is fraught with
diificulty. For two courses are open : To land, and thus to

undergo the danger of fresh infection, whilst the vessel is again
disinfected, the sick separated from the healthy, and the healthy
strictly kept in quarantine ; or else to land the sick as circum-
stances allow, and to hurry up out of the endemic region with
all its insanitary abominations as soon as possible, and so to

get to the purer hill country beyond. Of these alternatives we
prefer the latter. By taking the first, the risk of fresh infection

must be run, for to be of any use the length of stay on shore

must be three days ; whilst by hurrying up to the front at once,

the vessel's company can at once be landed in a virgin country,

and strictly isolated from the rest of the troops.

Finally, as regards the coolie corps, to show how real is the

danger of importation by its members, I quote from the Report
of the Sanitary Commissioner with the Government of India for

1 88 1. It is there stated that out of 221 coolie ships, carrying

from 300 to 600 men, leaving India for the American colonies in

ten years, thirty-three had cholera on board, in sixteen of which
the epidemic lasted for more than sixteen days. Now, be it

remembered that such ships would, in a day or two, gain the

open sea, and the disinfecting power of the pure sea air is hostile

to the continuance and spread of the cases ; also their evacuations

are easily disposed of and left behind the ship. But how different

is the condition Avhen such infected ships, instead of proceeding

out to sea, journey for sixteen or seventeen days up a river,

whose banks are perennially infected with cholera virus ; the

landing daily the coolies for cooking, (fee. , must inevitably add

fuel to the already lighted flame, considering the conditions on

those shores we have alluded to. And, moreover, the mere fact

that 33 ships out of 221 left the port with cholera already on

board, points to the absolute necessity of the previous medical

inspection and isolation for at least three days of which we have

spoken.

Regarding the transports for the fighting element, the same

principles are indicated. Careful preliminary inspection of the

men, and disinfection of the transports are, of course, as necessary

in the one case as in the other. Koch has pointed out how con-

stant must be the opportunities occurring in everj^ loaded transport

for infection from one individual to another. The men, likewise,

must not be permitted to land. One element of danger will be

less on the vessels for the fighting men
;
greater space and there-

fore less overcrowding obtains. Lastly, in all transports it is of

the greatest importance that the decks should be kept dry in
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cholem localities. By such means, which apply equally to all

cases where cholem has appeared in a body of troops or camp
followei's in transports on any river, the risks hitherto connected

with conveying large bodies of men on flats up the rivei's in

Eastern Bengal, will be reduced to a minimum, and in the pro-

portion in which these precautions are carried out, so will it be

found " that the spread of cholera is governed by influences

which are altogether not beyond, but within human control."

Before closing the subject of ti-ansports, a few words may be

devoted to the examination of the dictum so emphatically held

by Cuningham and Fayrer that " ships do not carry cholera to

other countries." For if this be true, it is at once evident that

the preceding precautions are but a work of supererogation. In
the first place, in a well-ordered ship it is manifest that there is

less chance of cholera being imported by ships, for the stools of

the patients—the chief media of infection—are at once disposed

of and cast out of the ship. But, that ships do cai-ry cholera is

founded on evidence so strong that I must confess I am unable
to imagine how it could be stronger. The evidence of all the
epidemics that have occurred in England is irrefutable on this

point. The same remark is to be made with the evidence of the
outbreaks in America. The history of cholei'a portrayed by
Hirsch positively teems with examples that completely refute the
above dictum. To take one example : on October lo, 1871, four
days after the last case of cholera at Stettin, the s.s. Franklin
sailed thence for New York with 486 'tween-deck passengers,

55 cabin passengers, the ship's company, a cargo of merchandise,
and nineteen bales of rags packed in canvas. On the tenth day
out cholera broke out. By November 6th, when the ship arrived
in. the quarantine harbour in Halifax, forty-two men had died.
On November 6th and 7th two men from Halifax went on board,
and were employed in coaling and watering, and " were 'exposed
for some hours to the poisoned air of the ship." Both were taken
on the same day. From one of them the disease extended to his
family, and then in widening circles through his village. No cholera
had been present in Nova Scotia since the spring of 1866, when
the s.s. England had arrived with some cases on board. Can
anything be clearer than this ? The history of the' importation
through the s.s, England is equally clear. Here infection arose
on the arrival of this ship with cholera on board. The whole
western hemisphere had been quite free for years previously from
cholera.

A striking history of cholera imported on board ship is related
by Surgeon-General Cornish. The s.s. Dorunda left Blackwall
on October 20th, 1885, bound for Brisbane. Up to its arrival at
Priok, in Batavia, the healtli on board had been perfectly satis-
factory. The object of %'isiting Priok was to take in coal. Now,
the coal depots were resorted to by tlio n.ative workmen as latrinesj
and the surface of the coal enclosures was polluted by their filth!
Cholera was present at the time, as Dr. Cornish shows hy very
positive testimony, although " it was not known officially." On
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jSTovember 28th, the vessel left Priok. Susisicious cases then oc-
curred on December 2nd, 5th, and 6th. On the 7th and 9th un-
mistakable cases occurred. On the loth twenty-four cases were
admitted, and the epidemic then continued till the 21st. Space
forbids the enumeration of further cases of cholera importation
on board ships, but, in conclusion, I would draw attention to the
explanation given for the facts so awkwardly suggestive of impor-
tation. Dr. Cuningham, holding cholera to be but the result of
a great atmospheric change, asks, "Is it strange that it should
first appear in centres of population on the coast, in the seaboard
towns, where human beings are congregated." Secondly, Inspec-
tor-General Lawson, in a paper dealing with outbreaks of cholera
at sea, holds that they are due to " pandemic waves." There is

an excellent review of this theory in the Indian Medical Gazette

for November 1887. These pandemic waves are "factors for

cholera which the ships encountered in the locahties where they
suffered." But, as the reviewer in the above periodical aptly

remarks, " The paper under notice is an excellent example of how
these waves are invented. The cholera factors who dwell in mid-
ocean, and occupy fresh localities from time to time, are curiously

discriminative. Ifot a single instance is given in this pafer in

which they meddled with a vessel sailing northwardsfrom a j^ort in

lohich cholera did not prevail." I would ask whether either of

the above explanations is more in consonance with the most
ordinary common-sense than the explanation by human inter-

course 1

The Camp.—The remarks that follow concerning the camp
apply equally to the original camping-grounds or to the camps
chosen when it has been necessary to move the troops on account

of an outbreak.

First, as to the geological structure, ^je?" se, of the soU. This has

no influence of itself. Macnamara points out in the great dis-

semination due to the fair at Hvirdwar in 1867, how cholera broke

out " on the rocky soil of the Punjab, the sands of Western India,

and down into the alluvial soil of the Gangetic Valley." The
disease took root in regions presenting every variety of soil, and

situated on the most opposite geological formations. Rocky, dry

ground even cannot be held to aiford immunity. Townsend shows

how cholera broke out in the Central provinces in villages situated

on hard bare rock, subsoil water also being absolutely non-existent.

Hence, the geological structure, ^jcj* se, is of no influence. But,

nevertheless, certain soils are more prone to cholera than others

;

rocky, dry ground is least afiected ; whilst loose, porous, or alluvial

soils are most prone to the disease. The factor, indeed, in any

locality is its suitability or otherwise for stagnation of water, and

decomposition of organic matter. It is thus that alluvial or porous

friable soils are favourable to cholera, whilst dry, rocky soils are

more favourable for conservancy. Thus, also, all those_ soils

characterized by humidity of which we have spoken in treating of

malaria, are also predisposed to cholera. Thus, the first indication

is to choose as dry and compact a soil as possible to camp on.
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Xext as to height. Height above the sea gives, it is true, no
absoUite immunity, for at the highest point the laws of sanitation

may be equally neglected as at the lowest. Still, cwteris jmribus,

the amount of sickness diminishes in propoi'tion to the height

ascended above the plains, and if any district be seized, it will

generally happen that the low-lying parts are first attacked.

Dr. Farr deduced the law from his experience, that the projjortion

of deaths from cholera amongst the inhabitants is invei'sely as

the elevation of the ground. The same explanation offers itself

for these facts—viz., in the low-lying ground we have copious

ground saturation and opportunity for deposition and perma-
nent resting of organic matter. If the laws of sanitation are

neglected on the hills, cholera will rage on the hills ; of this fact

Mim-ee is a good example. This sanitarium was a standing monu-
ment of the effects of absence of sanitation resulting in typhoid
fever and cholera, and affording a perfect bed of " selection

"

for the specific virus when imported. Thus, the second rule for

camps is to locate them on as high ground as possible ; avoid
places at the foot of any declivity, or trough-shaped depression.

Thii-dly, for the same reason, avoid camping near the banks of

rivei-s or lakes ; it has been well proved that the amount of sick-

ness from cholera diminishes in proportion to the distance from
river banks. All the above conditions have been typically illus-

trated in various outbreaks. Thvis, with regard to the latter

injunction, in the statistics of cholera in Madras by Balfour, it

is shown that within forty-eight years there were 152 outbreaks
of cholera among troops on the march, and of these 102 occurred
whilst the men were marching along a river bank or in its

immediate neighbourhood. Again, Graves, in his Clinical Lectures,
mentions that in 181 7 cholera broke out amongst a force of
10,000 combatants and 80,000 camp-followers under the Marquis
of Ha.stings, when encamped on the banks of the Indus. About
7000 combatantsS and 8000 followers died within a very short
time. The general then broke up his camp, and removed it away
till he got to dry ground, and the attack ceased. And as regards
the good effect of moving off the plains to the hills. Roth and
Lex quote an instance occurring in the French army in Algeria
in which cholera broke out in the camp located on the plain
between the rivers Kyos and Malonia, in an expeditionary corps of
1 5,oco men, 3000 of these died in the short interval from the
14th to the 27th of October (1859). The camp was struck, and
moved to a high plateau : on November 10 the mortality had
ceased.

The fourth indication as regards camp is ventilation. Let the
camp, besides being on high and dry ground, be exposed to the
prevailing winds. Let the tents be " dislocated " as far as is con-
formable to the military necessities of the case. Ventilation is,

of course, bound up with " overcrowding," and no soil is so favour-
able for the spread of cholera as that on whicli an overcrowded
population rests. We have seen how this factor of overcrowding
came into play on the transports in the Looshai expedition, let it

z
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not therefore come into play in our camps. And, as regards the
ventilation, especial care must he taken so to place the latrines
that no effluvia thence be wafted over the camp. Lastly, the
number of men in each tent should be lessened.
The fifth indication is frequently to change ground. The accu-

mulation of fascal matters and organic detritus, resulting from a
too long occupation of the same ground, must inevitably favour
the spread of cholera when once it has invaded a camp.

Finally, all the general measures of camps, such as drainage,
conservancy, &c., must be especially looked after in cholera times.
We have already seen how the organism of cholera is at once
killed by drying ; the indication, therefore, is to make our camp
as free from soil moisture and moist organic detritus as possible,

so as to deprive it of its special conditions of environment.
In connection with the camp, also, it must be laid down that all

fatigue duties must be carried on with as little stress as possible.

Fatigue, as we shall see, is an important factor in cholera.

Food.—I now come to the all-important question of food. I

will proceed at once with the question of drinking-water. I have
already expressed my opinion that, as a rule, epidemics of cholera

arise from cholera-infected drinking-water. I, however, say, " as a
rule," for I do not wish to incur the charge of " unjustifiable

scepticism" as regards other channels. Were this a chapter
written merely as regards cholera in Europe—always supposing
that cholera has visited Europe, and that the collective pro-

fessional talent of Europe has not made an erroneous diagnosis of

the natm-e of the epidemics of 1831, 1848, 1853, and 1865—we
should hold it xinneoessary to do anything more than state the

bare fact. But we are dealing with cholera in the tropics, hence,

before indicating the precautions, I must indicate the basis on
which I rest these precautions. And the basis is this :

" If, in a
given locality, a number of cases of illness suddenly occur,

exclusively confined at the beginning of an epidemic to one portion

of the population, to those, namely, who had got their water

supply from one spring or one conduit ; if it be proved, further,

that this water supply has been contaminated by sewage, or by
the cholera poison contained in the sewage ; if it be shown, further,

that the affected inhabitants have everything else in common
with the exempted (the same kind of weather, the same dwellings,

the same soil), differing from them in the conditions of their

existence only in the use of the impure drinking-water
;

if, lastly,

the epidemic comes to an end, as it has been found to in many
cases, with the cloaui-e of the poisoned spring; then, in my opinion,

the inference post ho c ergo propter hoc is wan-anted concerning the

origin of the disease so absolutely, that even the most rigorous

scepticism must be satisfied with it." Such are the words of

Hirsch, except that he is talking of enteric fever ; I have substi-

tuted cholera, for they are strictly applicable to cholera, and

moreover, as Ernest Hart has shown, the Uability of a place to

cholera is exactly its liability to enteric fever and vice varsd.

Now, have we such a typical case ? We have partly shown such a
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case already in narrating Dr. De Renzy's experience on the Assam Kvidcncc of

rivers. For here we have seen three separate bodies of indi-
^J: jffs"ni.

viduals, enjoying " the same weather, the same dwelHng, and the

same soil," but only diftering from one another in the source of

their drinking-water. The crews and Europeans who drank
water imcontaminated with cholem dejecta had no cholera, the

coolies who, on the contrary, did so, had cholera. The completion

of the proof must now be given. The annual death-rate previous

to the change in the arrangements effected by Dr. De Renzy was,

for 1874, 3.00 per cent.; for 1875, 3.28 per cent. ; for 1876, 1.70

per cent.; 1877, 1.46 per cent. ; and for 1878, 2.70 per cent. The
year 1879 ^^tnessed the improved arrangements, and "this year

was a year of unparalleled mortalitj' from cholera in Assam." But
the mortality was lowered at once to 0.81 per cent, in 1879—the

yeai- of unparalleled mortality in Assam. In 1880 it was 0.42 ; in

1S81, 0.88; in 1882, 0.65; in 1883,0.65. But it may be argued, the

cholera, did not disappear, although there was fm-nished an iincon-

taminated water to the coolies. True, but we have shown that

this kind of water was fm-nished only on the transports, whereas,

before embarking, the coolies drank a highly "unsatisfactory"

and " oflensive smelling " water, whilst at the encamping grounds
they drank water " as bad as it could be." The whole of this

reasoning was, however, termed by the Sanitary Commissioner
with the Government of India a " hasty assumption," and the
abatement of the disease attributed to "an abatement of epi-

demic influences." But, as Dr. De Renzy showed, the "epi-
demic " of 1882 was the greatest that has occurred in Bengal for

years ; this " epidemic " also aflfected Assam, whilst two other
great epidemics, 1879 and 1883, also affected Assam and Bengal,
and yet in these three the mortality amongst the coolies of
Assam and Bengal in the steamers has been less than it ever was
before the change, and in the time of less severe visitation.

Truly, as Lebert .says in his monograph on cholera, " to deny an
influence to the water in the diffusion of cholera is a scepticism
utterly unjustifiable." Turn we now to another authority. Prof. Prof. Mac
Maclean. This authority, in commenting on Pettenkofer's views, '

put the matter succinctly, if not agreeably, to those concerned.
" At one time Pettenkofer believed in the water theory of trans-
mi.s.sion of both cholera and enteric fever." This belief he has
now "finally abandoned, apparently by the simple and easy
process of throwing overboard the evidence so patiently accumu-
lated by English observers of the highest reputation—a process
it appears to me more convenient than convincing."

The evidence in the same direction afforded by Madras is per- Evidence in
feet. Taking the deaths in the sixty years ending 1883, in which M-"^'"''-

an improved water supply had been introduced and completed for gS"'
Mad ras, Hurgeon-Oeneral CornLsh .showed that the average num- ^°'"''>'>'

her of defith.s per year was 121, whereas in the decade ending
1866, when the old contaminated water-supply was used, the
average yearly deaths were 1959.

His successor, Surgeon-General Furnell, gives still more con- f"S"
2 2 ruriicU.
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vincing demonstration. This officer, who has done so much for
tlie prevention of cholera, affords proofs which wouhl appear to
be unanswerable. Let us, therefore, enumerate some of these

Madnis. proofs. In his address at the annual meeting of the Madras-
Branch of the British Medical Association, held in January 1886,.
Surgeon-General Furnell showed how, for many years prior to
the introduction of the Eed Hill water supply into Madras, the-

number of deaths amounted to hundreds and even thousands ;.

but from the year 1872, when this new water supply was first

opened, the reduction of mortality has been enormous. In 187?
the deaths were five only; in 1873, six only; in 1874, nil ; in

1880, two only. During 1875, 1876, and 1877, this reduction was.

interrupted. But these three years were years of famine, in

which people from the neighbouring districts flocked into Madras,
" many of them simply to lie down and die," and almost every
death was perfunctorily registered as cholera

;
or, to use Dr.

FurneU's words, "to save trouble were registered as cholera."

Again, from 1881 to 1884, the deaths again rose, but during these

years there raged one of the severest epidemics of cholera on
record in Madras, yet, contrasted with the former huge mortality,,

the deaths were comparatively few. But mark. Dr. Furnell

found on careful inquiry that these deaths came from outlying^

districts where the Red Hill ivater ivas not laid on.

Giintur. Passing to other localities in Madras, Dr. Furnell instances the
case of Guntur. For many years this place was famous for

cholera epidemics, " a sort of head-centime for cholera." Since

1868 it has been quite free from them, even when the disease was-

raging in the country around. During the famine, when it was-

prevalent throughout the district in the villages close to Guntur,
and also in the famine relief camp situated two miles to the north

of it, there was no case in the town. It owes its immunity to

the improved water supply, which water supply is carefully con-

served by men appointed by the municipality to prevent the

people polluting it who resort to the reservoii^s for water. Again,.

Pondi- take Pondicherry. Here cholera is practically unknown, even
cherry. "when raging in the localities around. It has an artesian well

supply, and a large lake, some miles outside the town, from which

the water is led by pipes into the town and distributed by
Cuddapah. hydrants. Cuddapah affords another crucial instance. A suburb

of this town, Yerranukapalli, suffered severely from the disease in

1883. Through this suburb flows the stream Bogra. Cholera

broke out when the stream was sluggish, and was confined to the

Sudras, a caste living on the banks of the rivers, and using its

water for every purpose. Just previous to the outbreak of cholera,

clothes of cholera patients from a neighbouring village had been

washed in this stream above. Now just across the main road,

within twenty yards, is a hamlet inhaljited by Malahs (pariahs),

amongst whom not a case occurred, but then these people were

not allowed by the Sudras to draw water from the Bogra, but

used water from a neighbouring well. What greater proof can

be desired of the agency of water 1 Dr. Furnell aptly remarks.
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it is absurd in all these cases to suppose that "atmospheric,"
" telluric," or "local" influences were at work thus partially in

these localities, or that they suddenly became benign in a small

spot in the midst of an infected area. Nor was it due to sanitation,

for " if its being dirty was the only necessity of having cholera,

MatU-as ought to have suflfered handsomely." One final instance, Gangam.

^iven by Dr. Van Gazel, of Gangam, bears quotation. In 1885,

cholei-a raged all over the Gangam district, but Gopaulpore

suflered immunity. The villages in the neighbourhood of Gopaul-

pore were all aftected, communication from which daily occuixed

with Gopaulpore. But the latter village had absolutely no tanks

whatever.

Tui-ning next to the Central Pi'ovinces, Surgeon-General Towns- Evidence in

end, C.B., the sanitary commissioner, shows how cholera has vinces^^

in a vast measure disappeared from Nagpore, a city of nearly |'^^se°""

1 0,000 people. The number of deaths in the city during the XownTend.

seven years subsequent to the introduction of pure water is less

than one-seventh of the number prior to that event (177 against

1 264). But whilst the mortality declined in Nagpore, there has

been no corresponding decline in the district, epidemics having on
the contrary been prevalent.

Let us now treat of the Punjab. Surgeon-General De Eenzy Evidence in

when sanitary commissioner of the province, showed how the
Renzy'i''

sudden outbursts at Mian Mir, Peshawur, and Ptawal Pindi, were
entirely due to sudden outbursts of water-poisoning by cholera

excreta. The comment of Dr. Parkes on this valuable paper is

worth recording at the present day :
" This paper takes us out of

the mythical regions of epidemic distribution to the firm land of

observed and recognized facts." The recent epidemic again in the Cholera in

Lahore Central Gaol is equally convincing. In 1887 a severe LahoreGaoi.

epidemic of cholera broke out in the Lahore Gaol. Dr. Dickson,

the superintendent, has issued a report, showing the origin of

the outbreak to be due to an unprotected water supply. Two
bunniahs who were attacked and died introduced the disease into

the district gaol through the milk which they supplied. How-
ever, the district gaol did not suffer severely, as it received its

water supply through reservoir mains and hydrants. The Centi'al

Gaol, built on an adjoining site, received an impui-e water supply
from wells ; to this gaol prisoners had been sent from the surround-
ing district gaols, which were constantly receiving prisoners from
the sun-ounding cholera stricken districts. Dr. Dickson, in his

remarks on the cau.sation of the epidemic, thus writes :

—" To me
it is abundantly evident that had we a protected water supply
at the Central GaxA—I mean reservoir pipes and hydrants—never
again would the gaol suffer from the epidemic of cholera ; the
<lisea.se might be introduced, but it would not spread." It is

difficult, nay, impossible, to see how seasonal influences could
affect the Central (kio], but pass over the adjoining district gaol.

La.stly, as regards the evidence in Bengal. Macnamara has Kvidoncc in

shown how, during the years from 1826 to 1864, the European
regiment in Calcxitta had an average of 35 cases of cholera
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per annum. In 1865, for the first time, this regiment was sup-
plied with pure water, and from this date the number of cases has
fallen to two per annum, although the climatic environment is

the same, and although there is the same surrounding native
population suffering constantly from the disease. Surgeon-General

De Renzy. De Eenzy has shown similar facts more fully in his valuable paper
on " The Extinction of Cholera Epidemics in Eort William."
Here the facts " confirm, with the completeness of a demonstration,
the opinion held by most authorities in India that cholera is

mainly communicated through the medium of water."
The recent history of cholera in Calcutta is especially valuable.

It is manifest that, in a large city, it must be more difficult to

prove the facts of dii-ect or indirect human intercourse than is

the case in a localized station. But still the problem when
woi'ked out with discriminating energy is not insuperable. The'

Dr.Simpson. medical officer of health, Dr. Simpson, in his recent report sub-

mitted to the municipality for 1886, shows the dependence of

cholera on infected water, and its independence on climatic causes.

Of late there has been an increase of the disease in the city.

" If," Dr. Simpson writes, " cholera prevalence is to be exjDlained

solely by seasonal influences or waves, the behaviour of these waves,

as shown in their relation to Calcutta, Howrah, and the suburbs,

is somewhat remai'kable. Calcutta is practically surrounded by
Howrah and the suburbs, yet the same seasonal influences during
the last five years have had a most intense effect on Calcutta

compared with the previous years, whilst on the town of Howrah
and the suburbs the effect has differed little from usual. Assvim-

ing that meteorological conditions favourable to the promotion of

cholera prevalence existed, and that for a sei'ies of years some
peculiar combination of electrical, chemical, astronomical, telluric,

cyclonic, and other unknown conditions were present, which had
been absent previously, it has still to be explained how such a

condition, in pervading the whole city, elected for its operation

special localities
;
why it was less effective in its work of destruc-

tion in the south part of the town than in the north
;
why even

in the north part some localities remained stationary, and others

improved under these peculiar conditions, whilst on the riparian

side generally districts have been attacked with a virulence

equalled only by a few localities scattered here and there over the

northern and central portions of the town." The climatic hypo-

thesis being thus demolished, Dr. Simpson next shows the true

explanation of the increased virulence. In the affected localities

a scarcity of the water supply has occurred. Houses which for-

merly had a water-pipe connection with the public filtered supply

cariied uj) to the second stox-y are now without water on the

ground floor. Consequently, a return has set in to the more fre-

quent employment of water-carriers, and to the greater use of wells

and tanks. As regards the latter, the dangers of drinking

infected water is greatly increased by contamination with dirty

vessels or mussacks, or storage in infected houses, wliil.'=:t the

following table of Dr. Simpson shows the difference in quality
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between the filtered hydrant water and that obtained from tanks

and wells :

—

Amounts per Millc.

Chlorine.
Free

Ammonia.
Albuminoid
Ammonia.

Tank water ....
Well ,

Filtered hydrant water

360
291

S

14.60

9-03
Nil

22.20

10.10

0.02

The scarcity of water above alluded to has been brought about

by the larger area for supply, and the enormous waste of water
and its application to other purposes. To sum up, the localities

in Calcutta for which at present cholera shows a preference, are

characterized by a defective water supply, causing a resort to the

polluted wells and tanks which stud these regions.

Reviewing all this evidence, we see that evidence involving Summarj'.

practically all pai'ts of India coincides in one dii-ection. The
investigation of those in chief sanitary authority bear testimonj^,

as conclusive as testimony can be, that cholera-polluted water is

the cause of cholera epidemics. Nevertheless, such evidence has
been passed over as one-sided, and held to be of no value.

Turning now to ti-opical countries outside India, the same
results appear. At the Medico-Chirui-gical Society Dr. James Hongkong.

Johnson, of Hongkong, declared, that though the disease was fre- Dr. Johnson,

quently introduced there, yet it never became epidemic. And
this he showed to be entirely due to the excellent water supplied
and obtained from lofty reservoirs on Victoria Peak, and used by
all the inhabitants. He was also in charge of a man-of-war which
entered Shanghai harbour at a time when cholera was raging
there. Some of the crew became infected. Immediately all on
board were ordered to drink only distilled water; the ship
steamed away north, and the epidemic ceased. Of course the
answer is ready at hand for the epidemiological sanitarians : the
cholera cea-sed because the ship steamed away out of the epidemic,
telluric, and atmospheric iniiuences. But, as a matter of confut-
ing fac-t, there were other shijjs, also infected, %vhich likeioise loent
iivyiy north, and in tohich the cholera continued to rage, until the
nhore vmter v:hich had been taken on board ivas interdicted, and re-

placed hy distilled water. So much then for proof. I have
proved not only that water is one of the media for conveying
cholera, but that it is the medium, and probably the only medium
in cases of epidemics. I conclude this part of the subject by once
more in.si.sting that the sudden invasion of a large number of any
community by cholera is due to the introduction of the poison
through the water supply ; that such introduction is perfectlv
sufficient to account for all the vastness of an epidemic. When-
ever cholera evacuations contaminate the drinking-water, we may
fcxpecrt to find the rli.sea.se burst forth with the greatest virulence
and fatality amongst those who use tlie water, and that Avere
there no opportunity offered for such contamination bj- cholera
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Pnrkes. exci'eta, in tlie words of Parkes, " the investigation of cholera
would come to an end from lack of material." With regard to
the factor of water in producing cholera epidemics in Europe, I
have purposely not strengthened my argument by drawing illus-

trations from this region, otherwise I had ample material. The
history of the epidemics in London in 1832, 1849, 1854, and
1866 is conclusive on this point. An equally conclusive argu-
ment may be gathered from the recent epidemics in Spain. To
those who wish to study the causation of the latter in Spain, I
would recommend the admirable re^aew of the whole history
written by Mr. George Higgm in Nature for June 17, 1886.
No clearer exposition of the causation of cholera can he desired
than that given in this paper.

Thus, then, although cholera may be imported into any given
camp, the disease will probably never become epidemic in that
camp, vmless the drinking-water becomes somehow or other in-

fected with the motions. Hence, the first thing to do is to secure
a good water supply. Such water supply should never be taken
from a native village, nor even near a village. In times of

cholera the uncleanly native deposits his ordure anywhere,
and for choice near any stream, for purposes of ablution. The
source of water supply must be above the camp. Having
fixed on the source, keep it guarded by sentries. Next, let

all water be filtered and boiled before drunk. Prof. Du Chau-
mont recommends distilling it on campaigns, but we fail to see

how this process could be carried out sufficiently for the wants of

any camp, unless at the base. The methods of piirifying the

water have already been entered into iviWy. Norton's tubvilar

pumps, where it is feasible to use them, seem to us to supply the

acme of perfection, for by them a pure water at the commence-
ment can be drawn with greater certainty than by any other

means. Again, if the campaign take place in the rainy season,

means should be contrived to collect the pure rain water for use,

care being taken that the collecting receptacles are in the first

instance perfectly clean. We have already alluded to the precau-

tion of taking the water from the middle of the rivers in Eastern

Bengal and Assam, in the case of transports, and of drinking only

from the " khalls," and not from the main stream, if compelled to

land. Such water, thus selected, must then be filtered and boiled,

or treated with alum. Lastly, the bheesties' mussacks must be

kept scrupulously clean and disinfected. Three final cautions

may be given with respect to the drinking-water. Water that is

simply, and not specifically, impure, will directly predispose to

cholera, by exciting diarrhoea, or catari^ial conditions of the

alimentary canal. Secondly, saline waters will, in like manner,

predispose. The indications are obvious. Thirdly, with reference

to the reaction of the stomach in relation to Koch's bacilli. Hay
has shown how this reaction is alkaline after a long fast. Hence

he holds that, in the presence of cholera, we should avoid diink-

ing water after a long fast, except solid food be first taken.

Especially is this precaution necessary before breakfast after the

long fast of the night.
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As regards other fluids consumed in the diet. Let all milk be

boiled, and let the villugei-s, from whom the milk is obtained,

bring their cows to the camp to be milked ; let them wash their

hands in water and some Condy before milking. All vessels

into which the milk be poured must be scrupulously cleaned. An
instructive example of infection by milk was lately portrayed by

Dr. Simpson, the medical officer of health in Calcutta, in connec-

tion with a limited epidemic of the disease occurring on board

the Anlencluthu. Only one man who drank from a certain milk

supply escaped. The native who supplied the milk admitted

that he added water to the same. Sevex-al of his neighbours had

cholera, and certain of their dejecta drained into the tank on which

his house stood. The first case of cholera occun-ed among the

milkman's neighbours on March 7. The first case on the ship

in question two days later.

Ko rum ration should on any account be allowed. Cholera ever Alcohol,

attacks the intemperate first, and cholera prefers alcoholic drinkers.

In peace time it has been shown that in certain epidemics the mor-

tahty amongst soldier servants was 8 per cent, compared to the

men of the same corps not thus engaged, whose mortality was

only 2 per cent. This increased ratio was doubtless due to the

irregular habits, increased pay, and greater immunity from re-

straint of the soldier servant, affording him increased oppor-

tunities for drink. Alcohol also, besides, renders the body less

able to withstand disease, deranges also the stomach, and causes

the healthy acid secretion of the stomach to vanish, hence de-

priving the body of its natural protection against the cholera

poison. Drunkards have ever been found by Dr. Dickson, as

he showed in his paper at the Epidemiological Society, to suffer

most.

Bread should not be eaten new and damp. Bread one day old Solid food,

should always be given out. Damp bread, says Pettenkofer,

forms a ready nidus for the poison. In cholera camp the bakery
and cookhouses must be removed from all sources of infection.

How bread in India may spread the infection in cholera times

was sho%vn in the Indian Medical Journal. The unsanitary pro-

cesses occuriing during the bread-making in native bakeries must
be seen to be believed. Avoid all unripe fruit, and avoid all

excess in eating fruits. Let the meat rations be well cooked

;

theoretically it would appear, from reasons presently to be shown,
that salted meats are better than fresh ; but a continuous ration

of salt meat is very prejudicial to health, as we have seen, and all

salt ration.s, in our opinion, should be stopped on the appearance
of cholera. Dr. Fairweather has given a most instructive in-

stance in which cholera was introduced by the food: in 187

1

there was very little cholera in the Punjab, but suddenly an out-
burst occurred in Delhi on November 28. On inquiry it was
found that a man had died of cholera, whose discharges had flowed
on to the earthen floor of the room in which he died. This death
occurred on November 20. The floor is said to have been cleaned
with cow-dung. On November 26 a burial feast was held ; the
food for the fea.st wjia co<>ked in this room, and the moist hot rice
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spread on a injit on the floor. The dead man belonged to the
" Reghar " caste ; almost all the males of this caste attended, in
number about 350. Besides the Eeghars, a few outsiders also,

came. The feast took place on midday, November 26 ; a few
hours after cholera broke out in those who had attended it.

Forty-seven cases occurred by November 29, and by December 4
these ha,d increased to seventy-tlrree. The disease did not spread
from this centre. Now locality could not explain the outbreak,
for mixed up with the Reghars were the Chamars. No Chamar,
however, attended the feast, and no Chamar was attacked. As
we have seen, also, a few men of other castes attended, living in
the same neighbourhood ; those who attended suffered like the
Reghars, but those who were not invited entirely escaped. So
much, therefore, for " telluric " causes. Neither could any
" atmospheric waves" have excited the outbreak, for no other
inhabitants of the district suifered, nor did it spread in Delhi. It
was entirely limited to those men who attended the feast, and to

the wives of those Reghars who had brought home with them
portions of the feast. Can, therefore, asks Dr. Parkes, any
experiment be more complete to prove that it was the food

—

masses of rice heaped up on the floor which had been covered
with choleraic discharges—that caused the outbreak ? I have
related this instance in order to show that precautions concerning
solid food are not to be regarded as "one-sided" delusions.

Flies. Finally, arrangements should be made to keep flies off" all provi-

sions. The carriage of disease by flies has only recently been
much insisted on, but we can easily see that a fly that has fed on
a choleraic stool, and afterwards perches on provisions, is a fertile

source for transferring the poison.

Having now indicated what to avoid, a few positive directions

must next be given. First, the food must be equal to the work

;

in fact, a moi-e generous diet should be given in cholei^a times, in

order to counteract any of the effects of fatigue, but this must
not be carried so far as to cause over-eating, for the main guard

against cholera, the healthy stomach, would then be overthrown.

The food, besides being suflicient, must be varied as much as

possible, so as to obviate all tendency to loathing from sameness.

Great attention must be paid in inspecting the food supplies.

Great cleanliness in the cooking things must be insisted on ; a
non-commissioned officer should be told off to see that the native

cooks take every precaution. The early morning ration of hot

coffee and bread, and the night rations to sentries, are more than

ever necessary. Ptoth and Lex advise against a too preponde-

rating vegetable diet as liable to set up catarrh. Meat should be

roasted rather than boiled. Finally, as regards fluids, red wines,

as in dysentery, are especially indicated.

In concluding our remarks on food, we would show the bearing

of theory on practice. M. Babes, in the course of some observa-

tions in M. Cornil's laboratory on the conditions of life of Koch's

bacillus, found that it will grow in milk, coflee, meat, carrots,

leguminous vegetables, eggs, broth, and potatoes, but that it will

not grow in fresh fruits, in acid liquids, in beer or wiiie, in cheese,
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01- in salted or smoked meat. These researches teacli us, on the

one hand, that especial care in roasting or boiling must be taken

in preparing those ai-ticles of food in which the organism is capable

of growth, whilst the fact that it will not grow in wine or cheese,

would add force to the suggestions already previously elsewhere

advanced, to supply these articles.

As regards salted meat, the constant use of such food must,

as we have so often shown, act prejudicially, and it would
thus destroy its own preventive powei-s by setting up catarrh.

Hommel, however, urges, that dming the prevalence of a cholera

epidemic, salted food should be given, on the ground that the

healthy stomach being stimulated by the salt, secretes always

more hydrochloric acid, which acid kills the organism ; but we
hold his premiss is v.Tong, and that so far from the stomach
secreting more acid, its secretions lose their acidity fi-om such

iiTitating food. Laveran also advises against the use of salted

provisions.

Marching out of Camp.—Notwithstanding all our pre-

cautions, a few cases may, from original importation, arise in

camp. They should never, however, amount to an epidemic.

The question of importation, however, brings up the qviestion of

marching out of camp to a new camp. The rule in cantonments
in Incha now is that on a case of cholera occurring in any building

occupied by European troops, such building should be immediately
vacated, and the affected indi-sdduals placed separately from those
among whom the disease has not yet appeared, either in a
building or under canvas. If a second case occur among the
particular body so moved, they must again be moved. If a third

case occur among this particular body within one week fi'om the
occurrence of the first case, then the men composing it must be
immediately moved from the station into camp. If several
barracks are affected simultaneously, their inmates must be like-

•vvise moved out. As a rule, only such buildings are to be vacated
as have actually presented cases.

Xow, in warfare these conditions have to be modified. Cholera,
when imported, should it go beyond a few cases, is not likely to
restrict itself to a few tents, but will apjaear promiscuously
throughout the camp. There will probably be but one water
.supply to the camp, and if the cases be numerous, the source of
infection will undoubtedly be this. We have then to meet
cholera under two aspects, first, where there are but few cases,
and, secondly, where there are a great many. Under the first

a-spec-t there i.s no need to strike camp, the cases should be iso-
lated half a mile or so from camp to leeward. But on more cases
occiimng, it would be best for the whole camp, and not simply
that portion of it in which the cases have occurred, to move out.
They .should move out to a site already determined on, for the
apjjrfxich of cholera will have been always foreseen coming up
through the lines of communication. We have already indicated
the facts concerning camps. We have now only then to indicate
those concerning marching out, and with this we shall include
the subject of marches generally as regards cholera.
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Marches generally.—All evidence shows that the state of
body produced by long and fatiguing marching increases tlie pre-
disposition to cholera. Balfour shows that, of the native army of
Madras, the attacks of cholera in cantonment were 85, as com-
pared to 200 during marching, in 10,000 strong. This ratio may
not be, however, entirely due to the fact of mere marching, per se,

for the marches may have led the men through infected districts!
But Dr. Loriner has shown that the troops were more frequently
attacked on long than on short marches, thus, the troops in 219
marches of 20 to 40 days were attacked 39 times, whilst in
14 marches of 100 to 120 days, they were attached 7 times; or,
taking 100 marches as the basis, they were in the one ca.se seized
18 times in 30 days, and, in the other, 14 times in 30 days. He
also shows, in his tables, that the number of attacks of cholera
occurring on the march increase regularly according to the
number of miles and the number of days. The element of fatigue
is certainly here the influence, for only very slightly are the
oiBcers, who are mounted, affected j whilst the cavalry suffer far
less than the infantry.

Thus, then, as regards marching in cholera times, the marches
must be so arranged that the men are not constantly fatigued,

and regular halts must be arranged.

Marching out for Cholera.—We now come to marching out
of camp on account of cholera actually having been imported into

camp.
As we have said, a site should have been selected by the provi-

dent surgeon beforehand. This site should not be so far off as to

enjoin a long and fatiguing march to reach it. A site recently

used by another regiment for the same purpose should never be
used. Dr. Rice has given an example of the danger of occupjdng
an encamping ground recently used. Three cases (fatal) of

cholera having occurred in a gang of coolies working on the road
some thirty miles from Jubbulpore, the coolies fled to a place two
miles off, and on four more fatal cases occurring, they disappeai'ed

altogether. Ten days after, a body of pilgrims from Nagpore
encamped for a few hours at the latter spot to cook their food.

They then moved on. Two days subsequently they were seized

with cholera, nine cases occurrmg, three being fatal.

Before the date of marching out, let the camp be prepared

ready to receive the men as far as possible, so that the tents may
be pitched on arrival, and thus the men will not get chilled

whilst waiting for them to come up. Again, after three cases

have occurred, it is of great importance at once to march the whole

camp out in the field, and not to temporize by marching onlj' the

affected portions. An example may be quoted from a British

regiment in India, of which the right wing delayed to march out

four days after the left wing had already set out. The left wing

had three fresh cases on the march out, and then remained free.

The right wing, on the contrary, had in the first thi-ee days of

marching out, fifty-two cases, and the epidemic did not leave for

another seventeen days. The conditions of an Indian prison
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resemble, as regax-ds the necessity of mai-cliiiig out, a camp. And
the experience of the Agra prison in this respect is conclusive,

for in three epidemics, before removal of the prisoners was

pnictLsed, the admissions for cholera were 392.29, and the mor-
tality 60.53 per 1000 ; whereas, in four epidemics, after removal

was practised, the ratios were 68.99 17.02 per 1000.

Dr. Muuro wisely has insisted on the men marching out in the Period for

early morning. They start thus refreshed by sleep, and the
""^"^"^

tempemture rising as they proceed, there is less chance of chill.

If, on the contrary, the men mai'ch out in the evening, he states

that invariably a larger number of cases follow
;
moreover, the tem-

perature gets gradually or suddenly lower, and chill is very liable.

The exposure to the early morning sun is of far less danger than
the exposiu-e to chill at night. And even supposing that the men
have to wait for theii- tents, chill is less liable to occur in the sun
than in the falling evening temperature.

Before marching out, let the men have a good hot breakfast,

and then fill their water-bottles ^vith tea. On no account let the

bheesties fill their mussacks at the abandoned camp, or let any
water be taken from it as water (tea is protected by the tannin).

The mussacks should be destroyed if there be a reserve in store

;

if not, let them be washed out with boiling water, and let no
water be put in them till the troops have got well away from the
old infected camp. Still better, in places where they can be
employed, is the use of Norton's tubes, by which a water abso-

lutely free from infection can be obtained. Having reached Procedure i

camp, let the men at once change their clothes. At the' new ^^"^

camp, the rule of reducing fatigue and other duties as much as
possible shoiild be carried out. Let the regimental bands play,
and enliven the men, and let amusements, such as gymkhanas, be
started. A gymkhana was held weekly in the Knrram Valley
during the outbreak of cholera there in 1879. '-^he night duties
especially are to be reduced as far as is possible with regard to
military precautions.

The march should, of course, be at right angles to the general
line of communication, or, rathei", the new camjj should be so
placed. The immediate locale of the new camp should be changed,
as far as the nature of the ground permits, regularly. This
changing camp will employ the men, and will move them off to
fresh ground. If, finally, it be determined to move some distance
off the old camp, such as a march of two or three days, the troops
should not be marched, if possible, along the banks of rivers, or
camp m route, in confined valleys. An illustration of this occurred
to the French in Europe, the moral of which is equally applicable to
hot climates. In the Dobrudscha expedition, in 1854, the French
army was .seized with cholera. The first division withdrew from
Varna in very hot weather, and by long and exhausting marches.
Instead of camping on high and dry land, they camped in a deep
and marshy valley. Out of 10,590 men, this division lost, in four
week.q, 2056, whilst the loss of the second and third divisions, who
had not marched away from Varna, was far less. This shoAvs,
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then, that unless the march to the new camping ground be
conducted according to the principles laid down, the result may
be worse than if the men had remained in their original camp.
The good effect of striking camp and marching off to a fresh site
has been attested throughout the history of cholera. The great
epidemic occurring in 1817 in the army of the Marquis of
Hastings, in which such terrible mortality occurred, is a striking
instance of the results of this measure. When the army had
struck their original camp and marched to the dry and elevated
plateau near Betwah, the disease ceased. And this end has been
gained in countries outside India. In Algeria, for instance, in

1859, cholera attacked an expedition in the plain of Trigah. The
virulence of the attack was great, but, on the force quitting
Trigah for the plateau of Tafoughal, the cases immediately began
to diminish, and, within a fortnight, ceased altogether.

If cannot
^

But it may happen that the military situation is such that
move camp.

^^^^ cannot be changed; here, then, we must isolate the sick

from the healthy, and forbid all intercourse with them. A fresh

source for drinking-water should be found, and the precautions
already indicated strenuously adhered to, whilst general sanitation

of the camp is to be especially looked after by a medical officer

whose sole duty is for this purpose. Neighbouring ground to

windward can most probably, at any rate, be taken up. The
mere change of a few hundred yards is better than no change.

• Sulphur In such cases especially, and also in all camps in cases where
cholera is spreading up the lines of communication, sulphur fires

Sulphur fires would Seem to be indicated. Deputy Sm-geon-General Tuson, in
o r. uson.

jg^j, when sanitary officer at the Sonepore fair, during the

height of the pilgrimage, when the people were there in thou-

sands, caused sulphur fires to be lit in the camp 50 yards apart,

and kept alight during the whole time that the fair was at its

height. Epidemics of cholera had generally broken out pre-

viously, but not a case occurred in 1872. At Khargoul, in 1873,
cholera broke out. Sulphur fires were burned all round the

village and through the streets, and the epidemic subsided.

Again, in the same year, the disease arose in three villages near

Dinapore. The same measures were adopted, and cholera ceased

almost immediately. Lastly, cholera became epidemic in Ham-
pore. Sulphur fires were burnt, and the disease disappeared in

three days. In his pamphlet on the subject. Dr. Tuson urges

this procedure in all cases where epidemics are to be feared, or to

prevent spread where cholera has actually been imported in any
camp. The piles of wood should be jalaced around the camp at 40
or 50 yards interval, especially to windward, and should all be

lighted simultaneously. The basis of his explanation is the germ
theory of the disease. As we are bound to try every rational

suggestion, we have alluded to this jarocedure.

Night Duties.—The men should be cautioned against ex-

posure at niglit, and especially against leaving off their cholera

belts, or coming out into the cooler night air without them, and

60 exposing the abdomen. The remarks already made on this
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head concerning bowel complaints apply equally here. " The bed

is a sleeping garment " (Pettenkofer) ; hence, be sui'e that thLs

sleeping garment is kept scrupulously dry. The men's blankets,

if d;'.mp, will lose all their protective power.

General Rules.—Besides the foregoing rules to be applied to

each special condition of the environment, there are cei'tain others

which may now be mentioned. In the tirst place, the personal

cleanliness of the men is a prime object; let there be bathing Bathing

parades daily, but let these parades not be prolonged.
parade.

Agixin, instruct the men in the foregoing rules about food, Warn the

chill, and the like ; at the slightest diarrhoea, let them be in-

structed to go to hospital for treatment in cholera times.

Daily pai-ades should be held by the medical officers. All men Parades,

complaining of diarrhoea or vomiting, of abdominal pain, or of

pains in the hmbs, should be sent to hospital for surveillance.

The early discovery of cUarrhcea is of immense importance, whether
this diarrhoja be .simple or specific. Whilst all ailments should

receive especial attention, in cholei-a times, even the slightest,

diarrhcea is the especial foi'm to be searched for and arrested. As
a rule, each successive camp will have foroAvarnings, in the form
of a disposition to stomachic and intestinal catarrh; everything
that can cause such conditions must then be searched out and put
aside.

It is also manifestly of great importance to discover as soon as Examine

possible whether the diai^rhma is specific. De Wouves and
Mulhousen assert that such diarrhoea is always accompanied by
albuminiu-ia ; this has been corroborated by Herman. Again,
Koch has provided us with a means to determine this point ; and
the simple investigation required * to discover the characteristic

organism could at any rate be carried on at the base.

A recent instance of the value of Koch's discovery shows how
great is the efficacy of bacteriology in army diseases. An ItaUan
emigrant steamer arrived at New York, on board of which a
suspicious case of diarrhoea had occurred, but yet the symptoms
were not perfectly conclusive of cholera. Cultivation tubes were
inoculated with the dejecta ; the cultures were characteristic of

Koch's bacillus ; the vessel was therefore kept under observation,
and shortly after unmistakable cases of Asiatic cholera broke out.

Besides the foregoing heralds of an approach of cholera in the
individual—the discovery of the organism rendering it certain

—

Dr. Poynaruski has stated that during the prevalence of cholera the
pulse in all men who are naturally predisposed becomes extremely
low—45 or 42—even when they are apparently in perfect health,
and that this lowering in cholera times may occur weeks before
the on.set, and may be con.sidered as pathognomonic of the pre-

* The investigator had only to warm the gelatine and to mix it with a
flake of mncn.s from the dejecta, and to pour it on the object-glass. It
wa.s not necessary to have a special warming-apparatus for making the
cnltivations—the indoor temperature in summer was always sufficient.
The slide was then pnt under a glass receiver, or, if this were" not at hand
between two plates.

'
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disposition to the disease. As the result of his researches lie also
states that cholera only attacks those who previously expeiienced
this pulse diminution. We, ourselves, cannot say whether these
data be true, but as every contribution may be of some use, tiie-

army surgeon should bear these in mind. Finally, Aunesley
lays stress on the fact that the countenance of a person in the-
premonitory stage is often pallid, anxious, and sorrowful. By
thoroughly setting our house in order, and by attending to the
susceptible element in camp, it is manifest we meet the onset of
the disease half-way.

It would seem advisable that, in cholera times, the men should
have a daily medicinal " ration," calculated to keep their digestion
in order. We have seen the relation of the organism to acids

;

here theory conforms to practice, for it is manifest that by
attending to, or preventing, gastric derangements, we fortify the
inner man. We therefore would urge that every man should,
twice daily, have a " ration " of hydrochloric and acetic acids.

Surgeon-General Murray, of the Indian Medical Service, has-

published the effects of certain acids upon the forms of micro-
scopic life found in the dejecta of cholera, and he found that they
invariably were destroyed by acetic acid, whilst other acids did
not possess this power. Such a ration of acids could do no harm,,

and whether their theoretical action be sound or not, would at

any rate keep, as we have said, gastric derangements in check.

Dr. Curtin extols sulphuric acid for a like purpose. Other means
of augmenting the resisting power of the body have been sug-

gested. In 1883 De Burq suggested small doses of copper as a
prophylactic ; all the Fi'ench Commissioners tried it, but Dr.

Thuillier of the Commission succumbed. Dr. Beaman also advo-

cates the use of common salt in the same direction.

Conservancy.—We would again allude to the general con-

servancy of the camp. All the rules that have been laid down
concerning this most important factor in other diseases are

equally, if not more, imperative in cholera. No wonder that

cholera is endemic in Bengal ; it would indeed be surprising if it

were not. In 1876, Macnamara wrote that there was no country

in the world which more urgently demanded the aid of sanitary

science than India, and " where so much had been written on
sanitary improvements and so little done." That the same holds-

good of some parts of India in 1885, we have only to refer to the

evidence taken before the Calcutta Sanitary Commission, and to-

the Honourable Justice Cunningham's memorandum published in

the Englishman of December 13 and 16, 1884. " For hundreds

of yards huge open cesspools lie seething and festering in the

sun, filling the surrounding atmosphere with poisonous exhala-

tion." Now the favouring soil ofTered by filth to cholera is shown

by the experiments of Frankland, who found Koch's bacilli to-

grow very quickly in sewage. But although good sanitation is

required, yet it must not therefore be laid down that the opposite

condition, jyer se, wiU bring about cholera. In the parallel case

of enteric fever. Dr. Budd showed how for years most unsanitary
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comlitions would exist, but yet enteric fevei* did not bi'eak out,

until the specilic poison from an enteric-fever jmtient was added.

And so it is with cholera. For many yeiu-s the cantonments of

Upper India, in which our soldiers have been located, have been
examples of cleanliness, yet they have suffered from cholera.

<xood conservancy will do much, but it will not do everything

;

whilst no amount of tilth will produce cholera in the absence of

the choleraic germ.

I now come to the immediate treatment of patients to prevent Treatment

them infecting others. The fii-st case must, to begin with, be at an'mltbreak!

once isolated, and all succeeding cases rigorously isolated from
the rest of the camp. This isolation must also be extended to

the sick attendants, the cooks, and all who are in attendance on
the cholera camp. The hospital tents must be well to leeward

;

advantage should be taken of any natural isolated positions to

locate them. The latrines for the patients must also be separate.

Next to isolation, is disinfection. Disinfection must be applied to

eveiything proceeding from, or in relation to, the patient. Thirdlj',

the hospital must be as " depojjulated " as possible—that is to say,

give each patient as much individual space as can be granted.

A few preliminary remarks on disinfection in connection with Disinfection,

cholera are necessary. In all works on cholera, solutions of the
sulphates of iron, zinc, and copper are largely recommended. Now,
we have before shown that their power is grossly overrated. Both
theoretically and practically, they seem to be contra-indicated in

cholera. These metallic sulphates have, it is true, a certain

power of preventing putrefactive fermentation, but their power of

destroying the growing power of the organisms of disease appears
to be either nil or very limited. Thvis, Sternberg has shown that
a satui-ated solution of ferric sulphate failed to destroy the growing-
power of any of his test organisms, even though the time of

exposui'e was two hours. Recent experiments on the micrococcus
of pus gave similar results. Other observers have shown its feeble
power against anthrax spores. Again, as regards zinc sulphate,
Sternberg showed, in the same paper, that though less power-
le.ss than ferric sulphate, yet its potency was not great. A
20 per cent, solution was powerless against the pus micrococcus.
Cupric sulphate, on the other hand, is far more powerful ; it

destroys the micrococcus of pus in the proportion of 0.5 per cent,
(i in 200). Tlie conclusions of Dr. Sternberg are that cupric
sulphate is safe for the disinfection of material not containing
spores, but that none of the metallic sulphates can be relied upon
for the de.struction of spore-bearing organisms, whilst zinc and
ferric sulphates are too feeble for any disinfecting purposes.

Again, not only would it seem that zinc and iron sulphates give
negative results, but they also are of positive harm theoretically.
For they have got a certain value in preventing putrefactioiii.
But Koch hfw shown that the existence of putrefaction (in the
laboratory) arrests the growth of the cholera organisms. On
these grounds, therefore, we hold that botli iron and zinc sul-
phates should no longer used in cases of cholera. And thoucii

A A
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sulphate of copper is more powerful, yet, as the question whether
the cholera organism is spore-bearing is still sub judice, we would
also reject this agent.

In cholera, as in other diseases, we strongly hold fast to coiTosive
sublimate.

The stools are the most important poison-bearers, if not actually
' the only poison-bearers. Their disinfectant treatment is there-
fore of supreme importance. Koch and Pettenkofer urge that
they are poisonous directly they are passed, whilst Tliiersch would
hold that a certain change is necessary to occur in them before
they attain their infective power. Be this as it may, it is our
imperative duty to act on them at once. At the recent Sanitary
Conference at Rome, Koch stated that from his recent experi-
ments he was convinced that for disinfecting the excreta of
cholera patients, corrosive sublimate was one of the most reliable

agents, and could be safely recommended in the proportion of

5 per cent. He does not seem, however, to have urged its

adoption. The use of carbolic acid was adopted instead. The
following method should be pursued. The dejecta of the patient
should be received into a vessel containing a 5 per cent,

solution of corrosive sublimate. As soon as passed, some more
of the solution should be poured off them. Similar is the pro-
ceeding if carbolic acid is used. According to the recom-
mendation of the Rome Conference, the dejecta and also the
vomit are to be mixed with a solution of carbolic acid and
chloride of lime,* equal to the amount to be disinfected. The
excreta thus disinfected should be at once removed to the
trench. If possible, however, all excreta of cholera patients

should be burnt. Prof. Du Chaumont's suggestion of petroleum,,

could it be carried out, would seem to be especially pertinent in

cholera. M. Kaezko, remarking that hitherto cholera is un-

known in Austrian Poland, lays stress on the petroleum emana-
tions from the extensive petroleum mines in the district. In
addition to this disposal of the faeces, we would at any rate burn
sulphur fires in the neighbourhood of the latrines. For occa-

sionally cholera may be communicated by pulverized particles of

cholera dejecta through the air. Hence, every precaution to

prevent this should be taken. Dr. Koch has shown how, at

Alexandria, the sewage of the tow^l fouled the sea-water close to

the shore. A portion of this impure sea-water was continually

being pulverized into the air, and might thus have been com-
municated to those who lived near the sewers, amongst whom
indeed a large number of cases occurred.

Pettenkofer urges that the stools should be kept or rendered

acid before disposal. The amount of disinfectant to be used should

be such as will render them and keej) them so till they are

buried. Carbolic acid is the efficient remedy for this purpose.

He holds, that the stools should always be tested to see that they

are properly acidified by litmus paper. Whatever be the reagent

^ Strength : Carbolic acid 5 jier cent., chloride of lime 4 per cent.
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xised, the'clejecta should be left in the receptacle for at least ten

minutes before throwing them into the trenches.

I have already alluded in the lirst part of the work to the Of clothes,

genei-al question of disinfection of the patient's clothes, blankets,

tents, tfec. In view of the extreme importance of the case in

cholem, we will briefly particularize the matter with regard to

this disease.

In the first place let everything in the way of blankets, clothes,

itc, belonging to the patient that can be spared be burnt. A mat-
tress should especially be burnt, but these articles of course will

only be found at the base.

Next, for disinfecting clothes and bedding (i.e., blankets) that Clothe;,

are not to be disposed of by burning, we would advise first of all

boiling for one hour; (2) or soaking for two hours in corrosive

sublimate solution;* or (3) immersion for twenty-four hours in a
weak solution of carbolic acid arid chloride of lime.t According
to Dr. Koch, the mere act of drying them in the open air should

disinfect them, but he advises also additional measures, such as

the above.

"Washing the tents with (i) corrosive sublimate solution,^: or Tents.

(2) bj^ the weak solution of carbolic acid and chloride of lime, is

indicated. After this they should be well ventilated and, in

addition, fumigated. We have already alluded to the contradictory
statements concerning fumigation by sulphurous acid. In Af-
ghanistan it certainly appeared to me to be successful, and I
would again employ it. In the special medical service lately

organized at New York to deal with cholera, " disinfecting squads "

have been em-oUed, whose agent is sulphur. Minute directions
have been laid down concerning the process ; and it woiild appear
that for every cubic yard of space of any room, five drachms of

flower.s of sulphur are necessary.§ The sulphur is placed on an
iron plate, some alcohol poured over it, and then lighted. The
door of the tent must be kept closed, and the bedding and clothes
of the patient, already previously disinfected, might, for additional
precautions, be placed on the floor inside. Fumigation by acetic
acid has also been advocated ; also by chlorine gas. This latter
form would not appear to be protective, for a case is given by
Gunther of a fatal seizure of an employe in a chlorine chemical
workshop, in which the whole premises were filled with the odour
of chlorine. Lastly, nitrous acid fumigation,

|| that has been so
warmly advocated in yellow fever, is to be recommended here.
Whatever the means for fumigation, the process should last three
hours at ]ea.st, after which the tent should be left exposed to the
weftther for ten days (Bengal Orders).

The bodies of those dead should be burnt ; if not, they should The dc.id.

be enveloped in a sheet saturated with either the con-osive

* Stren;<th : 4 oz. to I gallon of water.

t Strength : Carbolic acid 2 per cent., chloride of lime i nev cent
X Strength ; i jjart in 1000.

§ 25 cnbic yards require lb. of sulphur.

li
Copper shaving

-i
oz., nitric acid 1,1 oz., water ij oz.

A A 2
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sublimate solution, or the strong solution of carbolic acid and
chloride of lime* of the Rome Conference. Such are the chief
measures of disinfection.

Attendants. We come lastly to the question of attendants on the sick and
their protection. We have already alluded to the favourite state-

ment concerning nurses on cholera patients in connection with the
atmospheric, telluric, meteorological, and climatic origin of cholera.

And we have already shown that with a proper recognition of

the manner in which cholera is spread, it is quite true that nurses
may not suffer more than others. But nevertheless there are
exceptions, which exceptions have been passed over in silence by
the new school. As a matter of fact very especial jsrecautions

are necessary for those attending the sick, not only for them-
selves, but also that they do not carry the disease elsewhere.

And, moreover, in our campaigns the sick attendants have suffered

severely as often as not. The test to show that hospital attendants

suffer by reason of infection is stated by Dr. Cuningham to

consist in their being attacked out of proportion to others. I

accept thkt test, and now proceed to apply it, and show by
examples that they do suffer by infection.

In Looshai. In the Looshai campaign, it is especial^ recorded that the sick

In Egypt, attendants " were attacked in great numbers." For the cholera

epidemic in Egypt in 1883, Surgeon-General Irvine, in his report,

states that this epidemic did not bear out the assertion th<at

attendants on cholera patients are not more liable to contract the

disease than persons living otherwise, for the men of the Army
Hospital Corps suffered out of all proportion to the other branches

of the service. At the time of the outbreak the strength of the

A.H.C. employed in the various hospital duties in the Cairo

district was 102 ; of these, sixteen were seized and thirteen died.

Probably not more than forty-five were in personal attendance on

cholera patients ; but nearly all those attacked had been in close

contact with them. Dr. Klein, after his stay in India, speak-

ing at the debate at the Eoyal Medical and Chirurgical Society,

narrated " the well-known fact that the attendants on cholera

patients, and all those that handle the evacuations, remained un-

affected." But though this may be true with proper precautions,

it is not true otherwise—indeed it would seem that such attendants

run risk whether precautions are taken or not. Mr. Macnamara

showed in answer how Klein had entirely overlooked such facts

as had been collected by careful observers—De Renzy, Scriven,

and others—and also had overlooked the fact that 700 men
attending cholera patients in the epidemic in the North-West

Provinces in 1867 contracted cholera. Again, in the epidemics

at Dantsic in Europe, Prof. Leyden has drawn attention to

similar facts. Griesinger's statistics for Moscow for 1830 show

that the mortality amongst the hospital attendants was 30 to 40

per cent., whilst in the general population it was only 3 per cent.

As the able reviewer of Dr. Cuningham's brochure on cholera

* Carbolic acid 2 per cent., chloride of lime i per cent.
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states significantly, with regard to the statement " that of 10,599

attentlant^s who waited upon 5696 cholera patients in militaiy or

gaol hospitals only 201 suffered," the fact is not noticed that in

these institutions, acting upon the infectious hypothesis of the

ilisease, every precaution is taken to prevent infection. Roth

and Lex likewise have drawn attention to the variable results

10 hospital attendants ; in some they have exhibited a remarkable

freedom ; in others the opposite—a strong death-i-ate ; tlie con-

ditions being in fact just the same as obtain in typhoid fever, and

the cause of the variations lying in the varying opportunities for

infection afforded by cleanliness, disinfection, or the reverse.

Laveran again shows that in Toulon, in 1849, out of 179 hospital

attendants, fifty-one died of cholera, or one in three, whilst in the

garrison the mortality was as one to fifteen in those attacked.

In Oran, 1865, the mortality in the hospital staff was 8 per 1000
;

but in the garrison only 1.66 per 1000. In 1865, at Toulon and
Marseilles, the respective ratios of mortality were as follow :

—

in the 22nd Eegiment, 31.75 per 1000; in the 28th Regiment,

29.8 per 1000 ; in the 38th Regiment, 19.33 per 1000 ; but in the

hospital attendants, 38.60 per 1000. In a large airy hospital in

IncUa, it is not likely that the attendants should suffer; re-

vei-se the conditions, or let insanitation creep in, and they will

suffer cUsproportionally ; but to state that hospital attendants are

no more liable to contract cholera than persons not brought in

contact -with such patients, and to state nothing more concerning

this, is not in consonance with fairness of medical inquiry.

Finally, recent events in Naples and Marseilles have, as a matter
of fact, shown that under the iinsavoury conditions there pre-

valent, greater risk is run by hospital attendants.

From the foregoing consideration, then, it behoves us to take
especial precaution as regards the attendants. In 1886, in the

Punjab, 700 men who attended the sick contracted cholera.

They should have frequent intervals of off-duty. No man shovild

be in attendance at a stretch longer than three hours. They
should on no account either prepare or eat their food in the
hospital. Before leaving the hospital they should invariably

wash their hands and face with a weak carbolic-acid solution.

After attending to a patient they should invariably wash. If

tlieir clothes become soiled, at once cleanse the spot with one of

the before-mentioned solutions, and, finally, they .should have a
.sj)ecial suit to wear only in hospital.

Finally, acetic-acid fumigation has been found to be an agree- Hospit.il

able and, at the same time, an iintiseptic proceeding for the
hospital. It can be easily canned out by a wood fire, over which
a small pot of vinegar and water is placed, and the fumes thus
di.sfxirsed ; or with acetic acid, ,'is detailed previou.slj-. If vine-

gar be u.sed, i oz. with an equal quantity of water, followed in half
an hour, by half the quantity, is sufficient.

I come now to the cholera in the late Afghan war. Let me Cholera in

first allude to some facts attending the outbreak of cholera after ''"^ Afgh-in

the llurdwar festival of 1867. The cour.se of the epidemic in that

'
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year did not stop at Peshawur, but crossed the frontier into
Afghanistan ;

" in this latter countiy it broke out with fearful

violence early in July, and continued until the month of Sep-
tember" (Macnamara). In 1879, ^^^e great twelfth-year festival

at Hurdwar again came on. But in 1879 we were at war across
the frontier in Afghanistan. Now, as we have seen, the Sanitary
Commissioner with the Government of India in 1867 had drawn
attention to the " very dangerous inflvience of the pilgrims "in
the diffusion of cholei-a, and had suggested a measure of quaran-
tine. There was also at hand, and distributed to every hospital

in India, the treatise of Macnamara, giving proofs, convincing to

most minds, that cholera is spread by human intercourse
;
and,

moreover, containing a consideration of these pilgrimages as re-

gards the prevention of their agency in communicating cholera.

The course suggested by Macnamara of " a system of land quaran-

tine applied to pilgrims, who should be stopped on the line of

march if cholera broke out, and kept in qviarantine," was written

fair and large. The fair, however, was held. The conditions of

Hurdwar and the measvires that were taken have been aptly

described at the meeting of the British Medical Association at

Cardiff in 1885 by Surgeon-Major Pringle, late Sanitary Depart-

ment of the Indian Army, a man of unrivalled practical expe-

rience in cholera, having had pei'sonal connection with cholera

outbreaks for twenty years, including the epidemics of Juggernath
in 1856 and of Hurdwar in 1867 and 1879. He showed how
Hurdwar was incapable of being placed in such a sanitary con-

dition as to resist, under certain conditions of overcrowding, an

oiTcbreak of cholera. '' Nevertheless, annually, at the worst

season of the year for cholera epidemics—namely, April, and

every twelfth year—to an appallingly increased extent, the col-

lection of pilgiims is encouraged in every possible way, even

though cholera be visibly in their midst, as it was in 1867 and

1879. All laws of sanitation were grossly violated at Hurdwar
in 1879." ^^^d) again, he states, " Every rule of sanitation was

violated by a neglect which actually amounted to an ignoring of

the melancholy experiences of 1867." What was the result]

When these conditions—cholera in the midst of the pilgrims,

overcrowding and insanitation—were at their height on the great

day of the festival, " cholera burst out like a long pent-up fire,"

and was carried away by the stream of departing pilgrims to our

north-westei-n frontier, and thence to Afghanistan. But now,

unfortunately, our soldiers were at war in Afghanistan. Camp
by camp the disease invaded the Khyber, Kurram, and Candahar

columns. The details of the outbreak in the three columns are

as follow :

—

A. In the British Troops.—In the Peshawur _ column there

were 358 cases, with a mortality of 74 per mille; in the Kurram

Valley, 24 cases, of which 21 died; in S. Afghanistan, 94 cases

with 83 deaths.

B. In the Native Troops—0\ii of 203 deaths, 75 occurred in the

Peshawur column, 21 in the Kurram, and 107 in S. Afghanistan.
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As regards the months in which the cases occurred, in the

British troops in the Pesha\\'ur cohimn, 38 cases were in May,

284 in June, 32 in July, 4 in October; in the Kurram Valley,

9 in July, 1 2 in August, i in September, 1 2 in October ; in S.

Afghanistan, i in June, 52 in July, 41 in August. Thus, in the

Kurnim and Candahar columns, the outbreak occurred about a

month later than on the Khyber side. The case occurring in

June in S. Afghanistan may be reckoned Avith the July cases, as

it occurred at the end of the month.
Now, in reviewing these figures, one fact stands prominently

forward—namely, that in the Khyber line, there was nearly an

eight-fold increase of cases in June over those of the preceding

month. In neither the Kurram nor Candahar column is there

this remarkable increase of cases in any one mcmth over another.

Is there any reason for this 1 There is.

Let me quote again from Surgeon-Major Pringle. " From
this intensely cholerized centre (Hurdwar), the outcome of the

gathering of hterally hundreds of thousands of pilgrims, with

cholera proved to be in their midst, resulted, what was known
among the troops returning from the last Afghan war, as ' the

march of death.' Another proof of the penalty demanded for

the violation of all sanitary laws and sanitation." The Peace of

Gundamack had been signed, and Government wished to with-

draw troops from the Khyber line. But cholera was advancing
up the Pass. Most of the troops at this time were encamped on
.spurs above the plain and were in good health. By remaining it

was held that they would become exposed to the " atmospheric

wave," whereas by returning they would march away from it. By
i-emaining it was held they would be attacked in greater numbers.
The withdiawal, therefore, took place in June, and the march of

death resulted. " The choice was a choice of evils, and great as

the loss was, there seemed every reason to believe that it would
have been equally great, perhaps greater, had the troops remained
where they were." But I venture to submit that the statistics of

the disease in the other columns are not favourable to this opinion

advanced hy the Sanitary Commissioner with the Government
in India. In the Kurram Valley no month stands out prepon-
derating in cholei'a mortality, there being only 9 cases in the
British troops in the first month and 12 cases in the second. In
the Candahar column, counting the case at the end of June with
those of July, there was a decrease of 12 cases in the second
month. In the Kurram Valley, the troops moved out on to the
surrounding spurs in most instances, and the j-esult showed that,

granting they were penetrated by an " atmospheric wave," the
mortality was pnictically unaltered—nay, even in some regiments
which lay more in the course of this wave in the plain, there was
no incTCfuse of mortality at all.

Tlie expeiience of my regiment may now be related. In the Case of 23rci

Kurram Valley most of the regiments moved off to the surround-
ing spurs. The head-quarters wing of my regiment had already
for sf^me time previously been encamped in a higli goige leading
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out of the plain at right angles to it, at a height of over 8000
feet. The remainder of the regiment lay in the plain some eight
miles distant, on the line of communication. Seven days before
the first case of cholera, four cases of diarrhceii presented them-
selves for admission

; on the following day, 28 fresh cases came
in. About one mile or so from the wing in the plain was a large
native village, in which cholei-a was at this time raging. On the
appearance of these cases of diarrhoea, I recommended that the
Aving in which they had all occurred—viz., that in the plain

—

should be moved off to head-quarters up the gorge. This, how-
ever, could not be carried out. Intercourse with the village had
been previously strictly forbidden, and renewed instructions were
given. As the camp could not be moved up to the gorge, ground
was taken afresh in the plain. The greatest attention was
dii-ected to the water-supply, and it was hoped that by these

means cholera might be prevented from seizing the camp in the
plain, I was at that time camjied up the gorge, and had to ride

to the plain to visit the hosjDital there. Eight days after seeing

these diarrhoea cases, I was called up early one mornmg by the
hospital assistant to see a case of cholera. I found the man
violently purged with a rice-water stool. The attack had seized

him so suddenly that he had not had time to go to the trenches,

but had passed the stool just outside the tent. He was also

retching and vomiting. The dejecta were at once scraped up
from the ground and burnt, and the soil on which they had fallen

sprinkled with disinfectants. The patient was immediately

isolated on a hill, half a mile lower down the gorge, and passed

successfully through a typical attack of cholera. On inquiring

into the history of the soldier who had been seized, most in-

structive evidence was ascertained. He had only two days pre-

viously been transferred from the wing in the plain to the wing
in the gorge ; on following up the history by inquiry in the

camp in the plain, it was found out that three days previously he

had disobeyed ordeis, and gone out to the native village, remain-

ing there some time. Doubtless he became infected there. The
treatment consisted in perfect isolation, sulphur was kej)t bui-ning

in the hosjDital tent, the stools were bm-ied (disinfected) far away
from the water-supply, and the man recovered. No more cases,

occurred in this camp. But a few days subsequently a second

case occuiTed in the wing in the plain ; the same principles of

isolation to leeward, and of disinfection were applied. The

most ample precautions as to food, reporting for diarrhoea, and

conservancy were entailed, and the men were satisfactorily stopped

fi'om any further intercourse with the village.

Now here we maintain we had a crucial instance of the carriage

of cholera by human intercourse. If the first man did not get

infected in the plain, and if the gi'adual invasion seriatim of camp
after camp were due to an atmospheric wave, then we must sup-

pose that, in this particular instance, the wave took a small journey

at right angles to its course, and picked out this one man, and

then went back again out of the gorge without infecting any others.
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Again, as soon as the other camps had moved away to the sur-

rouiitliug hills, they began to improve ; the principles of isolation

were fully carried out, the sick being located on separate knolls

where possible.

As regards the immediate agent by which human intercourse

acted in Afghanistan, it was doubtless through the drinking-

water. Surgeon-General De Renzy has placed on record that

" in the late Afghan campaign the water-supply arrangements

could hardly have been worse if they had been specially designed

to favour the propagation of a water-borne disease, and to that,

and that alone, the terrible losses of the troops from cholera are

attributable."

One final incident connected with the Afghan war is worth Case^of^isth

recording. In the second year of the war the 15th Hussars

returned from South Afghanistan in April 1879. They left

Shershah, near Mooltan, on the 23rd of April by train, travelling

on the 24th and 25 th, when they reached their destination at

Meerut. There was as yet, at this time, no cholera in Afghan-

istan, and no cholera at Shershah.

At Meerut, cholera had broken out in the bazaars. four days

after the gi-eat bathing day at Hurdwar, namely, on the i6th of

Aprd, and cases had occurred up to the 5th of May. Now, three

days after leaving the train, or on the 28th of AprU, 3 cases of

cholera occurred in the Hussars. In all, subsequently 11 men
were seized up to the 6th of May, of whom 9 died.

On inquiry it was found that out of 27 men of B troop who
travelled in a cei-tain third-class carriage, 7 had cholera and
6 dian-hcea ; in all, 13 men out of 27, who had journeyed in this

carriage, were affected. Again, out of the total 11 cases, 10
came from B troop, of whom 7 travelled in tlie carriage in

question.

These circumstances were so striking, that an inquiry was
instituted as to the history of the carriage, with the following

result :—The carriage left Ghazeeabad (Delhi) on April 14, at

5 A.M., attached to the up-coimti-y train, and was used for the

conveyance of piussengers : these may or may not have been pil-

gi-ims, but it is extremely likely they were so, as a great number
were returning from Hurdwar at the time. The carriage re-

mained at Lahore from the morning of the 15th of April to the

evening of the 21st, when it was sent to Mooltan. At Lahore it

had remained unused, and remained so until it reached Shershah
on the 23rd of April, on which date the 27 men of B troop
started in it back to Meerut. All the carriages were washed and
fumigated with sulphur before use by the Hussars.

Deputy Surgeon-General Marston, from whose report in the
A.M.D. fieports for 1875 I have taken these facts, says that it

may \je fairly a-ssumed that any third-class caniage travelling on
the Bind, Punjab, and Delhi line, on or aboitt the 15th of April,

was wcupied by cholera-stricken pilgrims. For it was not until

the 22nd of April that all the pilgrims were disposed of, as not
more than 6000 out of the total of 80,000 could be dismissed
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daily. In fact, seventeen hours after tliis carriage had passed
through XJraballa, a case died in another train.

To our mind, the connection is evident. Dr. Marston's evi-

dence is especially valuable in this instance, as being that of an
authority who inclined to the views of Dr. Cuningham at that
time. I therefore quote Dr. Marston's conclusion from this

case, which is as follows :
—" We are not warranted, as a matter

of scientific judgment and logical deduction, in dogmatically
asserting that cholera is never infectious, in fact, in the present
state of our knowledge, it would be criminal to ignore reasonable
precautions in this respect." It is, however, but fair to state that
a different judgment was given by Dr. Cuningham in his Six-

teenth Annual Report, for 1879. Therein he disputes altogether

the decision above given, first, on the ground that an interval of

seven days occurred between the first and last attacks in the
Hussars ; and secondly, on the ground that there is no jiroof that

the carriage was ever occupied by pilgrims. Of the fii-st objec-

tion, it is difiicult to see the force, and to the second, I oppose
Dr. Marston's " fair assumption," for pilgrims, as we have seen,

Avere leaving at the rate of 6000 a day.

We have now come to the concliTsion of the considei'ation of

the principles which should guide the practice of prevention in

cholera. The evidence is irresistible. Moreover, if our theory be
wi'ong, the practice of which it is the fruit can do no possible

harm
;
whereas, if the " nihilistic theory " be erroneous, how great

must be the catastrophe resulting from it. It is, however, difii-

cult to suppose that the united intelligence of nearly all Indian

sanitary authorities, as we have previously shown, embracing

the experience gathered from the whole of India, can be

wrong ; that the united intelligence of Germany can be little

better than foolishness ; and that the united intelligence of

English authoiities rests but on " one-sided anecdotes." It may
therefore be assvimed, as an axiom, that cholera does spread by
human intercourse. And this, then, is the broad principle that

must guide our action in tropical campaigns.

Radical Prevention.—But in the prevention of cholera in

tropical campaigns it is necessary to strilie at the root of the

disease
;
and, in this matter, the whole subject is comprised in

striking at the birthplace of cholera. This birthplace is in India,

and from India it is propagated by human intercourse. The

importance of recognizing the truth of this generally accepted

dictum is evident. The theory that cholera nostras and cholera

Asiatica are one and the same disease is beyond the pale of

rational argument. I come, then, to the climatic theory. It is

evident that, if cholera arise from certain climatic causes, we can

do nothing. For, in the first place, these climatic causes are

unknown; secondly, when found, we coidd not change or ob-

literate them; and thirdly, as we have seen, every condition of

climate has been found to be associated with climate. With
regard to conservancy and general sanitary arrangements, these,

of course, when good, ai'e of importance
;
but, as Surgeon-General
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Purnell pithily observes, they will not ward off cholera any more

than they will set a broken leg. But will the theory that is

nearly univei-sally lield—viz., that cholera is propagated in some

manner by human intercourse—help us 1 Dr. Cuningham, it is

true, in the " practical conclusions " in his final work on cholera.,

states that "there is abundant evidence to show that isolation of

the sick and disinfection of the discharges are valueless." I must

confess that, although I have studied extensively the history of

cholera, I have not come across " abundant evidence " of this

kind. But turning to the testimony of men who have spent their

lives amidst the disease, we find a totally opposite conclusion

;

and the authorities of the highest standai'd agree in stating that,

under arrangements based on the recognition of the factor of

human intercourse, the disease may be eradicated. It is well,

therefore, to place on record their opinions. They all insist on

the condition of the drinking-water. The late Professor Parkes, Parkes.

in his paper on " The Water Carriage of Cholera," in the A.M.D.
Eeports for 1872, states that, if there were no opportunity

offered for the contamination of the drinking-water by cholera

excreta, " the investigation of cholera would come to an end from

lack of material." Surgeon-General De Renzy has shown how De Renzy.

cholera epidemics have become extinct in Fort William, Calcutta,

on the introduction of a pure water-supply. Surgeon-General Fumeil.

Purnell holds, as surely as he holds any opinion, " that a pui'e

and uncontaminated water-supply would practically abolish the

enormous mortahty of cholera epidemics," and that " there is

ample proof that a pure and uncontaminated water-supply

protects people from the ravages of cholera." Mr. Macnamara Macnamara.

.states that, " if we can only preserve the drinking-water from
contamination, it is out of the question that cholera should

become epidemic in either country or town." Professor Du Du Chau-

Chaumont also, with reference to this question, holds " that it is

not chimerical to beheve that a time will come when cholera will

be merely an historical curiosity."

The deliberate opinions of all these authorities are not to be
hghtly thrown aside, for they are shown to be true by the results

already enumerated in the foregoing portions of this chapter. It

is well known that disease introduced by the medium of drinking-

water ever assumes epidemic proportions. That, in India, such
opportunities exist for propagating cholera, is patent to the eyes

of all who look at the question with unprejudiced minds. The
same tank in a village will serve at all times, including cholera

times, for ablution of clothes and bodies, and for drinking-water.
" Tank banks in the wet, and the beds of rivers in the dry, weather,
are resorted to foi- purposes of natui-e by people of all classes." Dr.
Furnell has seen " the intelligent Brahmin, the ignorant pariah,

the Government official, and the poor coolie, all defoecating on the
banks and tlie beds of the tanks which supplied their reservoirs
with water." The wells have, in a large number of cases, no
f;arapet walls ; here the clothes and bodies of the men are washed,
and tlie impurities arising from the latter carried back to the
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wells. Imagine the result in villages where cholera is prevalent

;

the water thus poisoned is drank by thousands. Such is the
state of affairs, and from the consequences thereof a remedy is at
once apparent. Regulations should be in force throughout India
to prevent the pollution of the drinking-water by intestinal

discharges. As at Guntur, in Madras, peons should be appointed
to keep the inhabitants from polluting the wells and tanks either
by washing their clothes or bodies, or by resorting to their neigh-
bourhood for purposes of nature. Sm-geon-General Furnell, in

1884, in his report to Government on the cholera in the Tanjore
district, urged that a deep well be sunk in the villages, properly
made of brickwork and masonry, with parapet and sloping sides

;

and that, in the larger villages, a pump should be constructed to
raise the water from such wells into reservoirs, from which it

might be drawn by stopcocks. This would keep off all dehlement
by dirty ropes and vessels, &c.

I firmly hold that, if the drinking-water be kept unpolluted
with cholera discharges, no epidemics of cholera will aiise. To
keep drinking-water thus protected, a further safeguard is,

however, necessary. Cholera patients must be kept away from it,,

as we have seen ; but in certain instances this is especially urgent.

The numerous sacred festivals and pilgrimages have ever been a
source of epidemics. If, as we have seen, Government felt it

imperative to stop the annual pilgrimage to Mahadeo's Cave, and
if the prohibition of the pilgrimage was followed by a cessation of

the epidemics, surely it is reasonable that a like course should be
piu'sued in other cases. Dr. Cayley well observes, with reference

to the ejndemics in Odessa, as follows :
—" The principle of non-

interference Avith the customs and prejudices of the people is of

less importance than the checking or mitigating so terrible a
scourge as cholera, and the fii'st really effectual measure towards

that end must be to put an absolute veto on large jjilgiim

gatherings." These pilgrimages should be stopped. Had such a

measure been ordered in 1879, our troops in Afghanistan would
not have suffered from choleia. But althovigh such a measure is

dictated by reason, it is doubtful if it will be caixied out. In
that case the only resource left is a system of land quarantine as

urged by Surgeon-General John Murray, formerly head of the

Indian Medical Service :
" The pilgrims should be stopped on the

line of march if cholera occurs among them, and kept in quaran-

tine, they and all their belongings undergoing a thorough

ablution and fumigation before being allowed to pass on." That

quarantine can be effectual we have already shown by the immu-
nity of the hill tribes in Lower Bengal, by the immunity of

Cuttack in the Odessa epidemics, by the case of the epidemic in

Aliwah. Other instances can be cited; for instance, in 1886, the

army of Paraguay, engaged in watching the forces of Brazil and
the Argentine Republic, became affected with cholera. The
disease was then communicated by the army of Paraguay to that

of the Confederate forces. In the autumn it was carried by

vessels from the camp to Corrientes and places in the neiglibour-
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bood of that town, but its extension to Monte Video and Buenos

Ayi-es was checked by the strict quarantine rules which tliose

seaports enforced.

Thus, by stopping fairs and pilgrimages, and by securing a

pure drinking-watei", we should hold our north-west frontier free

from cholei-a, and by securing a pure drinking-water, we should

cause the same end for our nortli-east frontier. And in this

manner we should keep our military bases pure and undefiled.



CHAPTER XVI.

SMALL-POX.—TETANUS.—VENEREAL DISEASES.

Besides the foregoing diseases, of which we have fully treated, of
course any disease of temperate climates can attack our troops.

There are also other diseases of tropical cHmates that may affect

us, but, so far as can be gathered fi"om the history of our wars, we
have not met them.

A.shanti, Small-pox.—Small-pox has not been an infrequent visitor.
1873- Thus, in the Ashanti war of 1873, our troops were exposed to it.

It had already been raging at Cape Coast for eight months, and
in August (preceding Sir Garnet Wolseley's arrival) over 200
natives were treated in the Colonial Small-jDOx Hospital, whilst

many were laid up at home, and many were to be found peram-
bulating the streets with crusts on their face. Now the social

relations between the men of the West India Kegiment and the
natives were unrestrained, and yet it was not until after eight

months' intercourse that in August one case occurred. A second

case did not occur until five months after. These two cases were

the only cases.

Now the reason of there being no spread was, not because

small-pox is not propagated by human intercourse, but because

all the men had been not only vaccinated and re-vaccinated, but

had also been, extremely well vaccinated in their youth. As a

conseqiience we had an immunity of nearly 700 men who were

mixing freely with an infected community.

The measures to be adopted are obvious. Small-pox is well

known to affect the west coast of Africa. Provision must there-

fore be made to meet it. Vaccinate all the force, and take a

large cjuantity of vaccine lymph in the stores. Such should be

the measures generally when warring against native tribes, for

mostly such tribes are more or less affected.

In the preparations for the Ashanti war vaccine Ijanph was

supplied in plenty.

China, In the China war, small-pox threatened the force encamped at
i860.

Tientsin, but was kept away from the camp.
Abyssinia, ^j^g Abyssinian war, as a safeguard against possible infec-

tion, the authorities of the 12th Bengal Cavalry wisely caused

every fighting man, or camp follower, that had not been pre-

viously vaccinated or inoculated, or protected by an attack, to be

vaccinated.
Sunjhie- In the Sunjhie-ujong expedition, precautions had also to be

187"?' taken, for small-pox was extremely prevalent amongst the Malays,.
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whole households being- carried off. This, however, is not the

case within our own Malacca territory, for here we have intro-

dnced vaccination.

In the Soudan in 1S84, just before the expedition started from E. .Soudan,

Suakim, a case of small-pox was landed from the s.s. Neera. It

was isolated on an adjoining island. Another case was reported

from the Gordon Highlanders on board the Thibet. The regiment

was at once landed, and the case left on board. A third case two
days after occurred on a thii-d vessel. The two latter cases were
then landed and put on a spit of ground to leeward of the camp.

In the Nile expedition there were forty-one cases with five Nile expedi-

deaths. The disease Avas very prevalent at several stations in
'^^^

the native community. At Dal, in December 1884, thirty-nine

cases among natives were admitted in one week.

Small-pox is also very prevalent in Persia. Any military

operations in that country should entail, therefore, due provision

to meet it.

Re-vaccination.—^Now the great preventive against mortality

from small-pox is compulsory re-vaccination. All reci'uits on
enlistment should be re-vaccinated, whether they have good
marks of previous vaccination or not. The evidence of the Ger-
man Vaccination Commission on this point is conclusive. In

1874 a fresh vaccination law came into force in Germany, making
re-vaccination compvilsory. This is the case in no other country
in Europe. In 1884 the conclusion of the Commission on the

results of this measure were published. They are as follows :

—

(i.) Xot a single death from small-pox has occurred in the
German army since 1874, whilst both the French and Austrian
armies, in which countries re-vaccination is not compulsory, show
a very high small-pox mortality.

{2.) From 1875 a lower small-pox death-rate has resulted,

lower than any during this century. Thus, whilst up to 1873,
the small-pox mortality per 100,000 had only on six occasions in

fifty-seven years been as low as ten or near it, and was usually

fifteen to twenty yearly, nearer the latter than the former, after

the law of 1874 it has varied between 3.6 per 100,000 and 0.3
per IOC,000, That this is due to the law of 1874, is shown by
the comparative mortality in Austria, where there is no such law.

Thus the mortality rates are as follows in Germany and Austria.

Previous to 1874 they were much alike. Since 1874 they have
been

—

In Germany. In Austria.

1875 ... 3.6 ... 57.7 per 100,000

1876 . . • 3-1 — 39-2

1877 • • -0.3 ... 53.7
1878 . . .0.7 ... 60.6 „
1879 • • .1.2 ... 50.8 „
1880 . . .2.6 ... 64.3 ,,

1881 . . .3.6 ... 82.6

(3.) Both German and other cities suffered severely fi'om small-

p^)X epidemic in the beginning of the last decade. But whilst in

all cities, except those of Germany, the death-rate from small-pox,
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after a temporary decline, has again reached a considerable height,
in the German cities it has remained persistently low.

(4.) Before the law of 1874, re-vaccination had been practised
considerably in the German army. This had not been the case in
the French and Austrian armies. Now these armies suffered
greatly from the epidemic of 1870-1, but in the Franco-German
war the German army, though coming in contact in France with
a population greatly affected with small-pox, yet suffered by far
the least.

TETANUS.

Tetanus is also extremely hable to occur in liot climates under
two conditions—viz., overcroiuding and insufficient food. The
prevention is obvious.

VENEREAL DISEASES.

On sei'vice the strictest precautions should be carried out to

prevent the men consorting -with the native women. These are

invariably badly diseased. Opportunities of studying the disease

in the Afghan war were not wanting.

Apart from this, however, in peace time the State should do
all in its power to prevent infection. Syphilis invariably aggra-

vates not only many tropical diseases, but also the actual predis-

position thereto. Hence, all rational means should he taken to

prevent infection in cantonments. Now, in 1884, a disastrous

experiment was made by Lord Ripon in India in closing several

lock hospitals in Bengal. The result was an enormous increase

of disease. In the Report for 1885 of the Sanitary Commissioner
with the Government of India, page 37, it is stated that "all

three forms of venereal disease gave rise to much higher rates

than those which prevailed during the last decade." Primary
syphilis gave I'ise to an enormously increased pi'oportion of ad-

missions—namely, to 129 per mille against 87 or 88 in each of

the three preceding years. The admission-rate for gonorrhoea

increased from 147 to 171, and that for secondary syphihs from

25 to 32. The following table is given showing this increase of

syphilis clearly :

—

Army of Bengal.

Admissions from Sjpliilis

per Mille.

Admissions from Syphilis

per Mille.

Primary. Secondary. Primary. Secondary.

1870 24 1878 96 22

I87I 73 24 1879 62 24

1872 62 23 1880 83 23

1873 49 18 1881 96 23

1874 66 23 1 882 87 22

187s 71 21 18S3 88

87
25

1876 60 21 1884 25

1877 56 22 1885 129 32

But this increase is still more apparent, if we examine the statistics

in some of the stations in which the lock hospitals were closed. In
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the Xorth-West Provinces the lock hospitals at Cawnpore, Alla-

habad, Meerut, and Uliakrata were abolished, with the following

results :—In 1885 the ratio of hospital admission at Cawnpore rose

from 166 to 309 per 1000; at Allahabad, from 260 to 850 per 1000
;

at Meerut, from 328 to 472; at Chakrata, from 123 to 244.

But not only did the admission-rate increase in these four stations,

but also in all the neighbouring cantonments, a result due, as

shown by Brigade-Surgeon Hamilton, to the migration of the

diseased women who infected the men, and through the men the

i-egistered women in protected places. Thus, in Agra, the rate

per 1000 of admissions rose from 223 to 416; in Bareilly, from
228 to 485 ; in Moradabad, from 491 to 972 ; in Naini Tal, from

193 to 304. In his annual report the Sanitary Commissioner of

the Xorth-West Pro%'inces states that "the figures are such as

have never before fallen to my lot to record in all this seiies of

twelve reports. As regards the garrison generally, they witness

to the unprecedented ratio of 346.3 admissions per 1000, for

comparison with 224.9 ^ 1884. As regards the garrisons of the

four stations of abolished management, they witness to a mean
admission ratio of 468.4, for comparison with 218.8 in 1884.

Viewed in any possible light, the figures present proof of most
unsatisfactory result." The results in the Punjab gave the same
enormous increase of admissions. This experience continued in

the same proportion until in 1887 the lock hospitals were re-

opened, as it was felt that any further results of the experimental

measui'e were undesirable. It is to be sincerely hoped that such

a measm-e may never again be instituted.

B B



CHAPTER XVII.

ANIMAL PAKASITES.

We have finally to consider the prevention of animal parasites.
In our wars in North Egypt and South Africa, in our wars on
the Gold Coast, and amongst the hill tribes of India, we have
met many and varied pai-asites. The following list embraces the
most important members of the animal ci-eation to be prepared
for :

—

A. Cestodes :

The tffinise.

B. Trematodes

:

Distoma haematobium.
C. Nematodes :

Ascai'is.

Trichina spiralis.

Dochmius duodenalis.

Filaria sanguinis hominis.

Filaria medinensis.

Cliiga.

D. Annelida :

Hirudo tazalla.

E. Insecta :

The pipsee fly (not a parasite).

Teniae. Tapeworms.—The tasnia mediocanellata is the variety prin-

cipally met with. The tapeworm is a parasite which the Bri-

tish soldier is often in danger of harbouring. In Abyssinia it is

very prevalent amongst the inhabitants, owing to their looking

xxpon raw beef as an exquisite delicacy. In connection with

the war in that country, it was found that all the European
prisoners who indulged in raw beef sulfered from tsenia. The
cases in the invading force were not numerous, and it is stated

that they might have had an Indian origin, for no ova were

detected in the beef obtained in Abyssinia, whilst they were said

to have been, so detected in the ration beef supplied from India.

A liberal supply of male fern was sent out with this expedition.

In South Africa, especially at the Cape, this form of taania

occurs. Every second person in South Africa has been said to

have it. Our men had especial precautions issued to them m this

respect. Hirsch states that tapeworm infected the Hottentots

who had served in the war in Kaflirland.

This form of tsenia also occurs in Egypt and Algiers and along

the West Coast of Africa. The natives in Senegambia are very
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fond, being Miiliomedans, of raw beef. The cattle are evidently

the source of the disease in Algeria. Boudin has shown that

during the years 1S40-8 sixty cases occurred in a strength of

100,000 men, whilst in France, during the same years, there

were only seven cases among 250,000 men; but since Algei'ian

cattle have been imported, the pai-asite has become much more
fx-equeut in France.

In India the regiments in the Punjab are prone to it. In
1 866 tapeworm occurred in the meat ration of the troops at

Rawal Pindi. The fact that Punjab regiments would be the first

to cross the frontier renders this important, for the Punjab wovild

seem to be the part of India especially affected.

The ttenia solium is less frequently met with, but it is to be

borne in mind in cases where pork rations are given out.

In the matter of prevention, the rations must be thoroughly

cooked. Xever let the rations be underdone. Again, the men
should be warned never to eat the internal organs of animals

—

e.g., the liver, kidneys, &c. Again, never take water from a

pond. Water from a pool contaminated with the droppings of

animals constitutes one of the ways of entrance. In this respect

in South Africa arrangements for collecting rain-water as much
as possible were advised : some such devices as a rude funnel

could be easily fashioned to collect the water.

It would also seem advisable never to issue preserved j)ork or

any pork ration to the troops. Pork is not a good form of nutri-

ment. Fresh pork in the countries we are called to serve in is

liable to be the seat of parasites, and no one can tell what kind
of pork has been preserved.

Distoma Hsematobium.—The distoma hsematobinm is also oistoma

a parasite with which we are likely to meet. It is endemic in h:emato-

Egypt and the Cape of Good Hope. In the operation of war in

Egypt in 1882 our medical ofiicers were cautioned concerning its

occurrence. In Egypt it seems to be limited to the banks of the
Nile within the Delta. Griesinger found it in 117 out of 363
bodies

;
Sonsino, in 13 out of 31 bodies. At the Cape it is also

equally frequent, and here also it limits itself to the coast and
the banks of a few streams. Our troops passed through or were
located in the principal seats it affects

—

e.g., King William's Town

;

Ea-st London, in Oaffraria ; the country from Natal to Pieter-

maritzburg, &c.

It ha.s been hitherto held that the parasite enters the body by
the drinking-water, and that it inhabits the blood-vessels of its

host, chiefly the portal, splenic, and mesenteric veins, and those

of the rectum and bladder. The ova were held to enter the body
by the drinking-water directly, or after adhesion to small plants,

or certfiin fishes.

L)i-. Allen, of Pietermaritzburg, has recently, however, pointed Dr. Alien s

oat that this view is not consistent with facts. He shows that
the hfematuria is practically confined to those that bathe, and
especially to boys. The drinking-water may be taken from an
infected ."itream, yet the drinkers generally ni-e not affected, but

u » 2
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those tliat bathe as well as drink. If the parasite lived in the
vascular system, inasmuch as its power of laying eggs is enormous,
the veins should become obstructed, as the ova are ten times the
size of a blood-corpuscle, whilst the ciliated embryo produced is

still lai'ger. Moreover, Dr. Allen has never observed any dis-

orders of the alimentary canal in these cases. Accordingly, he
holds that the entrance of the parasite is by the urethra. The
parasites, disturbed from the mud by bathing, swarm in the
water, and enter the sac of the prepuce, and thence the unpro-
tected orifice of the urethra.

Harley also asserts that the ova can enter the body through
the skin.

Season.—Griesiuger points out that the chief months in which
the parasite may be expected are June, July, and August.

In the 2)reventtve treatment, on the view that the ova enter
the body by the drinking-water. Dr. Sonsino states that "the true
prophylaxis is to drink only well-filtered water." This should
therefore be especially can-ied out in Egypt and South Africa.

On the other view, that the urethra is the site of entrance, the
men should be cautioned against bathing in muddy shallow pools

in the affected regions. In boys in civil life, Allen urges that
circumcision be carried out.

Ascarides. Ascarldes.—The lumbricus, oxyuris vermicularis, and trico-

cephalus dispar are enormously prevalent in tropical and sub-

tropical regions. Our medical officers were warned of this in the

scheme of diseases to be apprehended in Egypt in 1882. Trico-

cephalus dispar has been also asserted by Erni to be the cause

of beri-beri. Our native soldiers are more predisposed to these

parasites than the European, due probably to their mode of life.

These parasites reach the human organism either directly by the

embryoes from the human intestine, or, in the case of the lum-

bricus, by transmission through an intermediate host. Impro-
perly cooked or raw vegetables and water are the vehicles by
which they directly reach man from outside.

The j}reventive treatment, as regards vegetables, is to abstain

from raw vegetables : as I'egards water, to filter it.

Trichina Spiralis.—The possibility of meetipg this parasite

in infected meat was pointed out in Egypt in 1882. From
Hirsch's researches it would seem to be somewhat rare in the

tropics. He finds very few references to the disease in Asia and

Africa. A severe epidemic was reported by Wortabet in Syria,

from eating the flesh of a boar.

In jjrevention, avoid all pork rations which present the character-

istic appearance of this disease. The flesh presents naked-eye

appearances sufficiently to arouse suspicion. All pork rations,

apparently sound, must be completely cooked. Smoked hams and

German-sausage meat are especially dangerous. Considering how
extensive the disease is in Germany, we would strongly deprecate

any of the concentrated German army foods, containing pork,

being served out to an army, for instance, the German pen-

sausage. Ei-bswurst, having much the same composition as the
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pea saiisiige, was served out in the modified I'ation in Egypt in

1882. All such foods, however, coming from Germany, ai"e not

to be recommended.
It would be advisable, as before stated, on other accounts, never

to issue pork on a campaign. Salting, as pointed out by Oobbold,

is not fatal to the capsuled ti-ichina. Complete cooking will

remove all danger, as the trichiniB are killed by a temperature of

170° F.

Dochmius Duodenalis.—On account of the serious and fatal Dochmius

form of anremia induced by the dochmius duodenalis, and on
account of its great prevalence in Egypt, the prevention of in-

fection was of much importance to us in Egypt. The ansemia

induced by the disease was so distinct and so often fatal as to

have earned an especial name—Egyptian chlorosis or tropical

chlorosis. The Egyptian soldiers suffer much from it.

These cases of " Egyptian chlorosis " would seem to be identical

with one form of the disease beri-beri. Dr. Kynsey, the principal

medical officer and Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, Ceylon,

has lately presented an interesting report on anaemia or beri-beri

of Cevlon, in which he maintains that one form of the disease

depends on the presence in the alimentary canal of parasites,

principally of the anchylostoma dviodenale, and possibly of the

tricocephalus dispar, causing a form of anaemia the result of loss of

blood. Wucherer and Da Silva Lima have also found small worms
resembling anchylostoma duodenale in persons dying of the disease

in Brazil. Stammeshaiis, however, urges that the worm is not the

cause of the disease, as although in 48 cases he found it present

in all but one, yet the numbers were too small to account for the
symptoms. Still, it woiUd seem that even a small number of

parasites could cause a large anaemia if there be much loss of

blood. In the late Burmese war, our troops suffered much from
beri-beri, but I have not been able to find any mention as to its

relation to intestinal parasites.

In jyrevmtion, Leuckhart has shown that the mature eggs of

the worm, on being discharged from the patient's intestines,

undergo their primary stage of development in wet soil, being
especially favoured by a high temperature. On reaching the
larval stage, the parasite is then taken into the human organism
by the drinking-water, where the further stages of its development
are gone through. All damp ground in Egypt should therefore, on
this afi on so many other accounts, be rejected for camps. The
water-supply must on this, as on all other accounts, be carefullj'

guarded from all chance of ftecal infection ;
and, finally, the

water on this, as on all other accounts, must be boiled and
filtered.

Filaria Sanguinis Hominis.—The occurrence of this parasite, Fiian.-i

a-s it would aflbct British troops, is thus distributed :—O'Neill ^"S"''
states that it occurs on the West Coast of Africa. Sonsino havS

proved its existence in Egypt ; whilst the remarkable researches of

Manson show how rife it is in China. It appears to be indigenous
only in tropical regions. It occurs also in our pos-sessions in the
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.Manson's West Indies. Dr. Mansoii has given us the clearest account of
researches.

|;]je life-history of the parasite, and, by his admirable work, has
completed the whole cycle of its existence. To understand the
rational method of prevention, we quote the history of the life of
the parasite briefly from Manson, only so far as to enable us to
indicate this clearly. The parent worm lies in a lymphatic vessel,

and here emits her young into the lymph stream
;
along this they

are carried to the lymph glands
;

thence, by traversing the
parenchyma, they reach the thoracic duct and so the blood. In
the blood they exhibit an extraordinary periodicity, appearing in
swarms from 8 p.m. to 8 a.m., whilst during the day they are
absent from the circulation, and are probably lying at rest in some
abdominal or thoracic viscus. This filarial periodicity is, for

some unknown reason, an adaptation to the habits of the mosquito,
for the latter is the intermediate host of the parasite. Hanson's
acute ingenuity proved this. The mosquito biting the human host,

the embryoes curl round its proboscis, and are then transferred

to its stomach. Most of the filarite are then digested and passed

out, but a few undergo development inside its body, when, after

her meal, the mosquito retires to some water, and for the next
four or five days occupies herself in digesting her meal and in

maturing her ova. This process completed, she dies in the water.

Meanwhile, the development of the filarial embryoes is completed
inside the body of the mosquito. After the death of their inter-

mediate host, they probably bore their way through its dead body,

if they have not already escaped, and thus they find themselves

in the water, whence they are swallowed haply by man ; once in

the human stomach, the female bores its way into the lymphatic

vessels, finally arriving at its permanent abode in some distant

lymphatic radicle or vessel ; here it is joined by the male
;
they

breed, and their progeny passes into the blood, there to await for

the friendly mosquito, within which it, in turn, will complete its

development. Such being the history, the j^-eventimi of filarial

disease is easy. Cover all wells and water-jars in filaria districts

with netting, thus keeping out the mosqiuto. Let the men, as

far as possible, sleep under mosquito curtains, or anoint them-

selves with carbolic oil
;
and, finally, let all water be boiled and

filtered. By any one or all these means, the parasite could be

extei'minated.

Filaria Filaria Medinensis.—The filaria medinensis, or guinea-worm,
medinensis. another parasite of which our troops have had experience. It

occurs on the West Coast of Africa, especially on the various

districts of the Gold Coast. In Egypt it is not endemic, but was

brought thither after the conquest of Sennaar and Kordofan,

from contact with negroes. It is endemic in Kordofan and

Darfur. In Abyssinia it occurs on the coast. It is also m.et

with in Syria, and in some parts of Turkestan. In the Ashanti

war provisions were made against it, also in the Abyssinian war,

but no cases appear to have been returned. Probably, however,

there were cases of infection, as the worm requires nine or twelve

months for its development, and infection would not, therefore,
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show itself on the spot, for it is only when the stage of maturity

is reached, and the ova are about to be hatched, that symptoms
appear. I have also seen tlie worm in Afghanistan,

As regards its history, there has been much controversy how
the worm gains entrance into the system, and the most contra-

(Uctory statements are found. This, of course, is immensely
important to determine as regards pi'evention. For a long time

it has been generally accepted that the entrance was through the

skin, either by a minute worm passing into a sweat duct, or by a

minute embryo coming in contact with a broken surface of skin.

The arguments for this view were that it occurred in the feet only

in those who walked barefooted, and that it did not occur in

pei-sons after they Avore shoes ; that it occurred only in those who
travelled for a long time from place to place ; that it occurred in

Africa, chiefly in the lower extremities, and in India amongst
bheesties, frequently on the back. Finally, that when it occurred

in the upper part of the body, it only did so amongst those who
habitually slept on the ground. And to show that the parasite

did not enter by the drinking-water, Dr. Horton adduces a very

important fact, that he had never seen or heard of a case of

guinea-worm of the liver.

It was, however, originally held that the parasite entered with

the drinking-water, and opinion now is again coming round to

this view, especially since Fedschenko has demonstrated in Bokhara
that a minute crustacean forms the intermediate host. The
embryoes of the guinea-worm perforate the skin of the cyclops,

and then acquire then- highest stage of larval growth within its

body; after which, with their host, they reach the human stomach
in the drinking-water. Further, its occvirrence on the back of

bheesties has been strenuously denied. A third mode of com-
munication is asserted by Horton for some cases—viz., that it is

contracted by contact with an inchvidual who is already infected.

He thinks this method will account for its occurrence in the
scrotum among men who neither wash in muddy ponds nor sleep

on the floor.

Opinions being so diverse, it will be best to base our prevention
with a view to all sides of the question.

Selection of Troops.—There can be no doubt that danger
from importation arises to any nation employing negro soldiers

from Africa. In Egypt the parasite was frequently observed
after the conquest of Sennaar and Kordofan from importation
by the black .soldiers brought thence. The disease was quite un-

known in Java before African troops had been imported thence
from Elmina, and has disappeared again from Java .since these

militarj' importations have ceased. Again, negroes have imported
the disease into the West Indies from the West Coast of Africa;

whilst, finally, negro troops imported it into Bombay. Hence,
ftvery precaution should be taken where negro troops are em-
ployed.

Selection of Season.—As regards .season, again, here also we
see that the hot and i-ainy seasons are to bo avoided. Hirsch
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shows how its prevalence is dependent upon high temperature.
For instance, it is only during the hot season in Turkestan that
we have the proper hlaria season, during which Burns states one-
eighth of the population suffer from dracoutiasis. Ewart for
Mewar, and Morehead for Bombay, have pointed out the same
facts. Horton lays more stress on the rainy season as regards
the West Coast of Africa, and whereas in India hot and dry
weather are particularly favourable, in Africa, Horton states, in
similar weather individuals are generally free from it. But there
can be no doubt that it is, in all parts" of the affected locahties,
least prevalent in the cool season.

Marching.—The men should never march barefooted in the
affected regions, especially where they have to march through
water, or on muddy and swampy roads. Again, after marching,
let the men be careful to wash their feet and clean their boots.

If the latter are left saturated with mud and dirt, the parasite
very likely will obtain entrance. Horton states that he has
never known careful European officers affected with the disease,

although they have lived for several years in places where it is

endemic, and believing, as he does, in the theory of infection

through the skin, he holds this entirely due to the personal care

they took of themselves in this respect.

Camp.—As regards the geology of any locahty, several Indian
authorities have stated that volcanic rocks are especially the site

where it is endemic, and that it never occurs on other forma-
tions. Hirsch, from a review of the kinds of rock in which it is

endemic in other parts of the world, rightly holds it questionable

whether the geological character of the ground has any influence

whatever.

But there is one important rule as regards camps, and that is,

to warn the men never to sleep on the gi-ouud. Clai'ke, quoted

by Hirsch, states that the troops at Cape Coast Castle in 1858,

who slept on the ground, sv\ffered much from the disease, whilst

after they used beds the cases greatly diminished. Plorton

indeed affirms that the worm only occurs in the upper part of

the body, when the affected individuals sleep on the ground.

Mats or blankets are not siifficient to keep the disease off: on

the coast of Africa, ample provision would be at hand, probably,

for erecting bamboo beds. If not, the men must always sleep on
a waterproof. Finally, remembering Horton's views of direct

contagion, let not the men lie huddled together at night.

Fati^e As regards fatigue duties in camp or elsewhere, the men must
duties. be caiitioned never to work with bare feet. Nathan, quoted by

Hirsch, shows how a number of sailors of the English navy, who
had never been in any of the endemic seats of the worm previously,

contracted the disease after working in the water for a consider-

able time in the Bay of Skanderoon. Heath, relating an outbreak

of dracontiasis amongst the crew of a ship at Bombay, states

that the officers were engaged on shore just as much as the

crew, and drank the same water, but the crew worked barefooted,

whilst their officers wore boots. Again, we have a very significant
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fact pointed out by Lorinser and Hoi-ton, tliat tlie lower extremity

is cliietly affected. In Horton's table, out of a total number of

worms amounting to 62, no less than 50 occuri'ed in the lower

extremity from the thigh to the toe, and of these 46 occurred

fi-om the knee, whilst 28 occui'red from the ankle to the toe. In
Lorinser 's tables, of 133 cases, 125 occurred from the thigh to

the foot, 80 being in the foot or ankle. Of 210 cases given by
Ewart, 193 occurred from the thigh to the foot, 120 being in the

foot and ankle ;
whilst, tinally, of 369 cases by Grierson, 335 had

the parasite in the lower extremities. The opponents of the

theory of infection through the skin, explain this by stating that

the lower extremity is the site of election of the parasite ; this

certainly seems to us something of the nature of begging the

question : at any rate, no harm can be done by insisting that in

all fatigue duties the men should not go barelegged and bax-efooted;

and that after the duties are over they should scrupulously scrape

off all mud and dirt.

It has been stated by Drs. Bruce and Scott that in bheesties Bheesties.

the worm occurs frequently in the back where the mussuck has

lain in contact with the skin. Morehead and Ewart have, on the

contrary, stated this fact to be absolutely without foundation.

Tliis is rather hard on Drs. Bruce and Scott, for they state they

have seen it. The question is whether this is the commonest site

in bheesties, for, if not, the worm may have reached the back by
travelhng. Now, Bruce and Scott say that in bheesties the part

chiefly affected is the back ; and as one ounce of positive expe-

rience is worth a hundredweight of negative, we hold that this

fact proves that the body can be infected via the skin. In
endemic, regions^ therefore, let the bheesties be warned always to

dry their backs as much as possible, and to take their water from
the clearest pools, for their own sakes. It would be well to supply
them with a piece of waterproof to place between the mussuck
and the skin.

Dress.—With regard to dress and uniform, we need only
reiterate the remarks made concerning care in cleanliness of the
socks, boots, and trousers, and the caution never to go bare-

footed.

Food.—Ina.smuch as there have always been strong advocates
for the introduction of the worm into the system by the drinking-

water, and since the general opinion of the present day would
.seem to follow that view, it behoves us to take especial precautions

in this light, especially as the guinea-worm would seem to be most
prevalent in places where water is scai'ce, and, consequently, we
should have but a limited choice of a source for the drinking
.supply. The greatest argument that guinea-worm gains entrance

into the ."y.stem arises from those cases where dracontinsis bursts

out epidemically. Chi.sholm, in investigating the disease in

Grenada, found it to occur only in those negroes who drank from
pools of water ptirtly filled by the tide, and therefore, brackish

;

wlif;i(;a.s tho.se who drank rain-water remained exempt. Again,
in HecunderabafI, an epidemic was confined to two companies of a
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regiment who got their water-supply from a particular well.

There are similar cases, however, showing the opposite view, as
where Europeans and natives have taken their drinking-water
from the same source, and yet only the latter have suffered. The
only possible way of reconciling these cases is to suppose that
both the skin and the alimentary canal can serve as portals for
the entrance of the parasite into the system.

Fedschenko has recently shown that the minute aquatic crus-

tacean serves as the intermediary host. The embryoes of the
guinea-worm perforate its ventral surface, and then acquire their

highest larval development in its body ; after which, -with it, they
are transferred to man's stomach by the drinking-water. This
crustacean especially inherits sluggish, stagnant pools, swamps,
&c. ; whilst other observers have found enormous numbers of

embryoes of dracunculi in such waters. Ewart and Carter, again,

have pointed out that they were never found in pure water

;

whilst Ewart also states that those who used pure water were
never the subjects of dracontiasis.

Thus, as pure a water as can be obtained must be used ; also,

let all water in the regions in which guinea-worm abounds be
filtered and boiled.

Bathing Parades.—All bathing parades should be forbidden

in swampy, muddy waters. If there be no suitable places to

bathe in, and the men otherwise would be without ablution, then

the less evil must be chosen, and they should be as limited as

possible in time, and the men should be directed to dry their feet

and legs as carefully as possible.

Dr. Vandyke Carter has pointed out an interesting case with

reference to bathing in Bombay. In a certain school the boys

were accustomed to bathe in a pond, the sediment of which

swarmed with tank Avorms ; out of fifty boys, twenty were attacked

with guinea-worm during the year. Now, the boys of other

schools in Bombay, bathing elsewhere, were unaffected. Horton
draws attention to the danger of washing in stagnant pools, and

so disturbing the minute worms from the bottom of the water.

He quotes cases from the Madras Times given by Mitchell, in

which the accession of the disease was dated from officers bathing

in tanks.

Conclusion. I h^-ve entered thus fully into the subject, for when once the

worm has become developed in the system, and is about to pro-

duce her young, very destructive local inflammation may arise,

entirely incapacitating the individual from duty. In the late

Afghan war, I saw cases of guinea-worm in men of the Punjab

regiments, in which those affected were for the time entii'ely

lost from the effective strength of the force.

The Chiga.—There is another worm found in "West Africa,

the chiga, which, by attacking the sole of the foot, and piercing

it, leads to the formation of a troublesome ulcer, very slowly

healing, and undermining the health of the subject.

Its period of activity is the rainy season.

The p7-eve7ition, of course, consists in not going barefooted.
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Hirudo Tazalla.—In the jungles of the Malay penmsula the Hirudo

land leech abounds, and is very troublesome, especially in damp ^'

weatlier, since it readily attaches itself to the limbs and bodies of

travellers, causing small and deep ulcers.

Prevention.—Despite boots and socks, this leech seems capable

of attacking man. The Malays rub tobacco-juice over their skins

to ward it oft". Probably carbolic oil would act as a preventive.

The Pipsee Fly.—During the late Aka expedition, the pipsee The pip

fly caused gi-eat disability and loss of service. The admission- rate Ay-

fi-om insect bites was only exceeded by those from ague and
bowel aftections. The men who suffered most were the frontier

poKce, who were unprovided with boots and putties. To obviate

this form of disease, a general order was issued strictly ordering

the men to wear their boots and putties at all times during the

day. At night it was found these insects did not bite. On the

march or out of camp the men were only allowed to take off then-

boots by permission of the commanding officer
;

directly they
halted they were ordered to put them on again, as the insect

preferred sheltered, shady places during the warmer hours of the

day. The Akas themselves wore a string of beads fastened below
each knee, from which hung a loose cloth as a preventive.

Preventicm.—This has already been indicated. In futurp ex-

peditions on the north-east frontier, the principal medical

officer advised that all the men should wear socks. Officers also

should wear gloves in the daytime.
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